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ALABAMA

AL-1. Akron, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-2. Alfred, 1894, G+ CDS/target (tears T, 1 in rim; TONED upper R; part ruff T) (92-05) on PSE. E $20
AL-3. Allen, 1913, VF RFD 11U/1 (UNLISTED; upper R tip ruff; lower R edge part scuff) complete ms w/"A.M." time on PPC. E $15
AL-4. Athens, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/4 (dial lite; toned; pencil notes L on PSE. E $15
AL-5. Barnwell, 1909, G+ CDS/target (03-42) on PPC. E $12
AL-6. Belforest, 1909, G+ CDS/target (0-11) on PPC. E $16
AL-7. Camden, 1910, VF RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-8. Cedarville, 1910, G+ 4-bar ("C" not struck; dial hi: "RV" partly off) (79-15) on PPC. E $16
AL-9. Collirene, 1893, G+ CDS/cork (part heavy inked) (42/39) on PSE. E $14
AL-10. Cowles (Cowle's Station period), 1870s, VF ms (67-96) on PSE. E $40
AL-11. Double Springs, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; dial hi: "SP" mostly off; crnr crs; tiny tear R; lite tone) on PPC. 3rd known example. E $15 MIN.8
AL-13. Fruithurst, ca.1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (year omitted; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
AL-14. Fruithurst, 1909, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-15. Girard, 1907, G+ 4-bar (39/35) on PPC. E $14
AL-16. Glenwood, 1909, F 4-bar on PPC. E $8
AL-17. Gravella, 1873, VF ms (70-08) on PSE. E $20
AL-18. Greenville, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; toned; lite crnr cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-19. Greenville, ca.1912, F RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $14
AL-20. Gulfcrest, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near F) (06-33) on PPC. E $15
AL-21. Hanceville, 1874, VF ms on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AL-22. Inverness, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near F; part stutter; crs; bit lite soiled) (83-57) on PPC. E $14
AL-23. Irvington, 1915, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-24. Lillian, 1913, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $8
AL-25. Littleton, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; tip crs) (98-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-26. Maplesville, 1909, F+ 4-bar & Eoline (98-57) 4-bar as recd on pix side on PPC. E $12
AL-27. McElderry, 1901, G+ CDS (84/18) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
AL-29. Modjes Mill, 1873, F ms (73-76) on PSE. E $150 MIN.75
AL-30. Oak Grove, 1919, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crnr cr) (88/50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-31. Peadro, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3? (EKU; R arc on stamp; ruff R; lite tone) (02-14) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AL-32. Piper, 1908, G+ Doane 3/9 (small scuff in dial; part lite water tone) (05-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-33. Richburg, 1909, F 4-bar; lumber dealer cc (00-13) on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $14
AL-34. Riverton, 1914, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; tip cr) (90-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-35. Robertsdale, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter) on PPC. E $8
AL-36. Scotts Station, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 w/ms day (LKU) (77-43) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AL-37. Seale, 1915, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-38. Skirum, 1911, F 4-bar (stamp gone, affects bars; lite tone) (83-13) on PPC. E $14
AL-39. Somerville, 1873, G+ ms (bit faded; edge tear R) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AL-40. Taylorsville, 1921, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (93-29) on PPC. E $14
AL-41. Union Springs, ca.1868, F CDS/target (part ruff T; flap mostly off) 3c grill (39/71) on
cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AL-42. Valley Head, 1910, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-43. Vineland, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; tip cr) (87-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
AL-44. Woodbine, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/1 (bit lite tone) (DPO: open ca.1905; closed before 1913) on
PPC. E $30 MIN.15

ALASKA (Helbok types) Do you need "120 Years of Alaska Postmasters 1867-1987"? We have it!
AK-2. Big Lake, 1955, F+ 4-bar (ty.1) Last Day P.O. (50-55) on GPC w/F+ DCDS (ty.2) as b/s.
Both LKU. E $15 MIN.8
AK-4. Cape Pole, 1953, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (49-53) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-5. Chitina, 1945, VG+ 4-bar (ty.4) (bit trim R) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-6. Coal Creek, 1953, G+ magenta 4-bar (ty.3) (near F) (36-61) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-8. Edna Bay, 1958, F+ blue 4-bar (ty.6) PM's ms return add. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-9. Egegik, 1953, VG 4-bar (ty.3) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-10. Emmonak, 1961, VF 4-bar; "1st Day of Office" h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-11. Entrance Island, 1956, F 4-bar (ty.1) Last Day P.O.; (47-56) on GPC w/PM's signature. E
$20 MIN.10
AK-12. Port Wainwright, 1961, G+ magenta 4-bar; "1st Day of Office" typed at B on cvr;
Anchorage/Ft.Wainwright Br.G+ DCDS as b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AK-13. Girdwood, 1953, VF 4-bar (ty.3) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-14. Halibut Cove, 1961 (Sep 20), VG magenta 4-bar; "1st Day of Office" h/s (61-73) on cvr
AK-15. Healy Fork, 1945, VG+ 4-bar (ty.3) (bit trim R) (21-68) on commer.cvr w/Suntraan return
add. E $15 MIN.8
AK-16. Hogatza, 1957, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKA; near VF) (57-66) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-17. Holikachuk, 1964, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (41-64) on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-18. Hooper Bay, 1958, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) "Little Flower Mission" h/s cc on commer.PSE to Sec'y,
Alaska Chapter, NAPUS, Ward Cove. E $15 MIN.8
AK-19. Ikatana, 1957, VF 4-bar (ty.1) "Last Day Service" ms note & Acting PM's signature (50-57)
on cvr w/F DCDS (UNLISTED type) as b/s. E $20
AK-20. Klawock, 1946, F+ 4-bar (ty.6) (trim L; lite tone) on commer.air cvr. E $14
MIN.6
$15 MIN.8
AK-23. Meade River, 1953, VF magenta 4-bar (ty.1) (51-57) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-24. Mountain Village, 1947, F 4-bar (ty.1) (lite tone) 1.5c Prexie on unsealed commer.cvr. E
$12 MIN.6
AK-25. Napakiak, 1961 (May 1), F+ 4-bar; "1st Day of Office" typed at B on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-26. Nikolaik, 1957, VF 4-bar (ty.2) PM's signature on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-27. Nulato, 1953, VF purple 4-bar (ty.7) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-28. Nunapitchuk, 1953, VF 4-bar (ty.1) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-29. Pedro Bay, 1953, G+ magenta 4-bar non-standard (ty.2) (36-66) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-30. Pilot Point, 1945, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKA; trim R) (34-48 period) on commer.cvr. E $15
MIN.8
AK-31. Point Lay, 1953, F+ 4-bar (ty.1) (47-59) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-32. Port Alexander, 1944, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (part on stamp; bit trim T) (26-71) on commer.cvr.
E $15 MIN.8
AK-33. Sheldon Point, 1957, VF 4-bar (ty.1) (52-71) on cvr w/F DCDS (ty.2) as b/s. E $12 MIN.6
AK-34. Skagway, 1937, F duplex (ty.17) (EKU) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AK-35. Skana, 1953, VG DCDS (ty.2) (48-58) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-36. South Naknek, 1953, VF 4-bar (ty.3) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-37. Tanana, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (ty.4) (lite tone) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AK-38. Togiak, 1959, F+ 4-bar on "round robin" GPC to Postmaster, Ward Cove. E $15 MIN.8
AK-39. Tolovana, 1953, VF 4-bar (ty.4) (04/57) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-40. Tyonek, 1953, VF 4-bar (ty.4) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-41. Wrangell/Rec'd, 1908, VF CDS (UNLISTED type; o/s; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $30
AK-42. Wrangell, 1926, G+ duplex (ty.5) (trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-43. Yakutat, 1940, VG+ 4-bar (ty.6); on commer.bus.reply cvr w/unnecessary 3c commemor. E $15 MIN.8

ARIZONA (Krieger types)
AZ-1. Adamana, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (near VG+) (96-69) on PPC. E $20
AZ-2. Aguia Caliente, 1939, VG 4-bar (88-60) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-3. Alpine, 1957, VF DCDS on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-4. Apache, 1941, G+ 4-bar (08-43) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-5. Chin Lee, 1926, G+ 4-bar on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-6. Copper Hill, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part on stamp; part o/s by partial 2nd strike) (08-33) on PPC. E $14
AZ-7. Copper Hill, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (ms year in dial) as recd (08-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-8. Courtland, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (o/s; tip cr) as recd (09-42) on PPC. E $14
AZ-9. Dateland, 1959, G+ 4-bar (42-84) on commer.PPC. E $6
AZ-10. Gila Bend, 1911, VG 4-bar (ty.10) (slight cr) on PPC. E $20
AZ-11. Glendale, 1911, VG 4-bar (ty.3) (scuff by message; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
AZ-12. Globe, 1888, G+ fancy magenta double octagon w/stars in dial (ty.13) (trim R, just in stamp; edge tear T) as transit b/s on cvr. E $15
AZ-13. Harrington, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (04-12) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
AZ-14. Junction, 1910, F+ 4-bar (ty.5) (lite tone) (95/14) on PPC. E $14
AZ-15. Lupton, 1927, VG purple 4-bar (17-66) on PPC. E $15
AZ-16. Miami, 1910, G+ 4-bar non-standard (ty.2) (bit stutter; thin tone lines from album mounting) on PPC. E $14
AZ-17. Morenci, 1910, VG duplex (ty.2) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-18. Navajo, 1946, F purple 4-bar on qPPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-19. Palo Verde, 1912 (Apr 5), G+ 4-bar (state weak; part lite tone) w/add’l cork killer on stamp on PPC. E $20
AZ-20. Phoenix/USPSO, 1977, G+ misshapen DCDS part o/s by "Postage Due" h/s, w/partial due meter strip (denom.torn away; bit cr) on bit cr PPC. E $8
AZ-21. Prescott/Miller Valley Rur.Sta., 1955, G+ 4-bar (year partial; o/w VG; tip cr) on commer.PPC. E $6
AZ-22. Randolph, 1934, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (25-83) on commer.PPC to Randolph, WI, w/mention of same town names in message. E $15 MIN.8
AZ-23. Roosevelt, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (ty.3) (crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-24. Rowood, 1950, G+ 4-bar (near F) (18-55) on commer.PPC. E $14
AZ-25. Safford, 1909, VG+ duplex (ty.13) (cr; edge tear T) on PPC. E $14
AZ-26. Safford, 1910, VG+ duplex (ty.12) on PPC. E $14
AZ-27. Sentinel, 1910, G+ 4-bar (T arc weak; o/s) (80-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-29. Skull Valley, 1906, G+ CDS (ty.4) (o/s; toned; crs) on PPC. E $20
AZ-30. Sonora, 1934, G+ 4-bar (near VF) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-31. Tortilla Flat, 1928, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) (28-81) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AZ-32. Truxton, ca.1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial hi: "TO" partly off; part on stamp) blank slug for year (01-10) on PPC. E $60 MIN.30
AZ-33. Walnut Grove, 1910, G+ magenta Doane 2/1 (EKU; stamp about 1/3 peeled, not affecting canx) (74/15) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
AZ-34. Webb, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (near F; bit stutter) as recd (09-38) on PPC w/partial Don Luis (03-33) 4-bar (ty.2) origin. E $50
AZ-35. Whiteriver, 1933, F 4-bar ty.E; "Apache Scout" h/s cc on commer.#10 PSE. E $15
ARKANSAS / Do you need my "Arkansas Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $34 outside US.
AR-1. Bernard ("Barnard" variant spelling), 1873, VF ms (part lite tone) (70-78) on PSE. E $150 MIN.75
AR-2. Brownsville, 1850s, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) socked-on-nose on stamp (51/68) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
AR-3. Brummitt, 1932, VG+ 4-bar (12/43) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AR-5. Cincinnati, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp; bit lite tone) (57-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-6. Crowley PO Greene Co, 1873, VF ms (edge tear T) (56/06) on PSE. RARE w/"PO" & full county name. E $40 MIN.20
AR-8. Diamond, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; part on stamp; lite toned) (90/10) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
AR-9. Francis, 1908, G+ 4-bar (date mostly on stamp; crs; edge tear T; message part smear) (84/19) on PPC. E $15
AR-10. Frenchmans Bayou, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (EKU; toned; tear T, in dial) on PPC. E $16 MIN.8
AR-12. Gladstone, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; town bid obscured by design) (88-31) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-13. Heafer, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (07-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-14. Highfill, 1914, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp; lite crs) (07-43) on PPC. E $12
AR-15. Hydrick, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; lite tone) (84-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-16. Jebb, 1910, G+ CDS/target (tip crs; lite tone) (03-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AR-17. LaGrange, 1877, F ms (trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AR-18. Marche, 1921, F Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone speck; small surface hole) Max C.Malachowski Dry Goods ad cc (75-30) on special del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AR-19. Obeair, 1908, F+ Doane 2/1 (edge tear B) (92/15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AR-20. Ogden, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (o/s; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-21. Okay, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (UNLISTED; part o/s; lite tone) as recd (04-29) on PPC w/Appleton (79-68) G+ Doane 3 as transit. E $16
AR-22. Proctor, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; "F" obscured by design; o/w VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-23. Silver Springs, 1890, VF ms (EARLY; trim L) (88-31) on PSE w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
AR-24. Todd, 1912, G+ 4-bar (upper L crnr ruff slit, thru cc; slit 3 sides) (08-27) on PSE. E $15
AR-25. Trenton, 1912, G+ Doane 1/3 (LKU; year partial, but ID sure; ruff slit R & upper L; slit 3 sides) (58/30) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AR-26. Turnip, 1908, F+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; lite tone) (81-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AR-27. Vilonia, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; ruff slit upper R tip & upper L edge; slit 3 sides) 2nd known example on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AR-28. Viola, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (lite tone; crs; stamp fault) on PPC. E $8
AR-30. Winslow, 1931, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near VF) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-31. Zion, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) (86-82) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CALIFORNIA (Williams types) Need John Williams' "California Town Postmarks"? We have it!
CA-1. Adin, 1908, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
CA-2. Adin, 1908, VG Doane 2/5; 2c Sc.319 on pink PPC w/little env.attached to pix side (no enc.). E $12 MIN.6
CA-3. Adin, 1911, F+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
CA-4. Adin, 1935, G+ 4-bar ty.E (MOD-120) (slit 3 sides) w/non-standard "5" in year on commer.PSE. E $14
CA-5. Aqua Caliente, 1912, G+ 4-bar (SON-70) (bit cr) (86-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-7. Angiola, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (TUL-160) (98-27) on PPC. E $14
CA-8. Annette, 1911, F Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial hi: "E" partly off; ruff slit L; edge tear T)
""Picture Puzzle Post Card" text ad & instructions at L (89-30) on cvr w/enc.perforated jigsaw puzzle PPC (19 pieces of 20; 1 small tip msg). E $20 MIN.10
CA-9. Armona, 1907, F Doane 3/7 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $8
CA-10. Armona, 1908, G+ Doane 3/7 (near VG+; part o/s) on PPC. E $8
CA-11. Armona, 1909, G+ Doane 3/7 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-12. Artesia, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG+; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-15. Avalon, 1952, F 4-bar; 3c Prexie coil on 3x4.25" 9-panel pictorial folder: Catalina Island. E $15 MIN.8
CA-16. Badger, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (year partial; lite tone) (94-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-17. Baird, 1908, G+ 4-bar (SHA-200) ("B" spotty; lite tone; crnr cr) (78/33) on PPC. E $14
CA-18. Bakersfield/Kern Sta., 1908, F duplex (KER-630) (slight o/s; toned) (05-08) on PPC. E $14
CA-20. Banta, 1913, F+ 4-bar (SAJ-250) (1870-1971) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-22. Bay City, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (3 extraneous library h/s; lite tone) (04-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-24. Beckwith, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (70-32) on PPC. E $8
CA-25. Bellota, 1909, F CDS/cork (SAJ-330) (LKU; stamp 1/2 peeled; crnr cr) (60/18) on PPC. E $16
CA-26. Bellota, 1913, G+ 4-bar (SAJ-340) (60/18) on PPC. E $20
CA-27. Binghamton, 1899, VG CDS/target (SOL-300) (trim L; lower L tip nib) (64/06) on cvr. E $50 MIN.26
CA-29. Blacks Station, 1912, VG 4-bar (YOL-110) (EKU; bit heavy inked; tip cr) (76-15) on PPC. E $14
CA-30. Bodega, 1990, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-31. Bowles, 1915, G+ 4-bar (FRE-440) (LKU; part on stamp) (04-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-32. Bowman, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (93-71) on PPC. E $8
CA-33. Brentwood, 1909, G+ Doane 2/7 on PPC. E $8
CA-34. Brentwood, 1910, G+ Doane 2/7 (part on stamp; uneven toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-35. Broderick, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-36. Broderick, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (part stutter) on PPC. E $8
CA-37. Brunswick, 1904, VG+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-38. Brownsville, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (toned) on PPC. E $8
CA-39. Burke, ca.1910, G+ 4-bar (SON-630) (year partial; lite tone) (03-25) on PPC. E $14
CA-40. Burnett, 1908, G+ CDS/target (LOS-1170) (97-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-41. Byron, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
CA-42. Cahuenga, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU) (81/07) on PPC. E $20
CA-43. Cahuenga, 1907, G+ 4-bar (LOS-1220) (near VF; tears T & L; crnr crs) (81/07) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-44. Cajon, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (89/44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-45. Callahan, 1914, F 4-bar (SIS-560) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-46. Camptonville, 1908, G+ CDS/cork non-standard (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $16
CA-47. Cardiff-By-The-Sea, 1916, G+ purple 4-bar (SAN-710) (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-48. Carters, 1898, G+ CDS/target (TUO-170) (EKU; bit lite tone) 2nd known example (88-08) on PSE. E $50 MIN.26
CA-49. Casa Verdugo, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (06-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-50. Cement, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (SOL-380) (year partial) (03-28) on PPC. E $14
CA-51. Chula Vista, 1908, VG Doane 2/5 (bars mostly off R) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $8
CA-52. Clay, 1908, G+ CDS/target (SAC-330) (78-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-53. Cohasset, 1908, VG 4-bar (BUT-1320) (bit lite; lite tone) (88-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-54. Colton, 1921, F duplex (SBE-1480) (LKU; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-55. Coram, 1908, VG 4-bar (SHA-1200) (EKU; slight stutter) (06-22) on PPC. E $14
CA-56. Corcoran, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VG+; ink spot L edge) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-57. Corralitos, 1908, G+ duplex (SCR-670) (dial bit hi) (61/23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-58. Corte Madera, 1922, F+ magenta 4-bar (MRN-430) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CA-59. Cozzens, 1896, G+ CDS/target (SON-1200) (part ruff trim L) Skaggs' Hot Springs cc
(81-10) on cvr w/Lytton (95-54) VF CDS (SON-334) as recd b/s. E $40 MIN.20
CA-60. Cressey, 1913, G+ 4-bar (MER-280) (near VF) tying 1c Postage Due stamp as ORIGIN on PPC. E $14
CA-61. Cressey, 1915, F+ 4-bar non-standard (MER-290) (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-62. Cromberg, 1909, G+ 4-bar (PLU-710) (near VF; lite tone) (80/60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-63. Dana, 1907, G+ CDS/cork (SHA-1360) (toned) (88-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-64. Daunt, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 as recd (86-11) on PPC. E $14
CA-65. Daunt, 1910, G+ 4-bar (TUL-520) (LKU; "DA" partial; tip crs) LATEST use for this town (86-11) on PPC. E $15
CA-66. Deer Park, 1915, G+ 4-bar (PLA-1250) (LKU; part on stamp; toned; tip cr; lower R tip nick) 1c Balboa (00-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-67. Delmar, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-68. Denair, 1908, G+ 4-bar (EKU; toned; edge tear R; tip crs) on PPC. EARLIEST for this town. E $14
CA-69. Dewitt, 1910, VG CDS/target (LAS-420) (03-27) on PPC. E $14
CA-70. Dimond, 1908, G+ duplex (ALA-1550) (near F; lite tone; crnr cr) (91-08) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-71. Doheny Park, 1944, G+ 4-bar (bit cr; lite tone) (26-47) on commer.PPC. E $8
CA-72. Dolgeville, 1907, G+ 4-bar (LOS-2220) (lite tone) (04-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-73. Dos Palos, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-74. Duarte, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-75. Dudley, 1908, G+ 4-bar (KIN-170) (bit lite tone) (87-18) on PPC. E $16
CA-76. Duffey, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-12) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
CA-77. Duncan's Mills, 1919, VG DCDS/target non-standard (SON-1360) (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-78. Dunlap, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-79. Dunnigan, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
CA-80. Durham, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/3 (bars o/s; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-81. Dyerville, 1914, G+ 4-bar (HUM-1410) (lite tone; tip cr) (90-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-82. East Pasadena, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 (near F; lower L tip nib) (87/07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-83. East Pasadena, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; toned) (87/07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-84. East San Diego, 1914, G+ duplex (SAN-1310) (12-17) on PPC. E $14
CA-85. East San Pedro, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (LOS-2580) (near VF) (06-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-86. Eden Vale, 1909, VG 4-bar (SCL-750) (near F; lite tone) (93-16) on PPC. E $14
CA-87. Edna, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SAL-910) (lite tone) (87-20) on PPC. E $14
CA-88. El Toro, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/4 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-89. Eldridge, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-90. Elk Grove, 1912, G+ duplex (SAC-700) (LKU; uneven toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-91. Ellisworth, 1906, VG CDS/target (SAJ-780) (lite tone) 2c red Sc.279B (01-27) on PPC. E $14
CA-92. Elmhurst, 1911, G+ duplex (ALA-1620) (LKU; part on stamp) LATEST for this town (92-11) on PPC. E $14
CA-93. Elmira, 1908, G+ 4-bar (SOL-950) (EKU; state not struck) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-94. Emerald Bay, 1912, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone; tip cr; edge tear T) (88-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-95. Emeryville, 1907, G+ duplex (ALA-1680) (R arc on stamp) (84-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-96. Empire, 1915, VG+ 4-bar (STA-380) (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-98. Fall River Mills, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $8
CA-99. Fall River Mills, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (R arc on stamp; o/s) as fwd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-100. Fern, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SHA-1580) (lite tone) (98-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-101. Firmin, 1912, VF 4-bar (LOS-3110) (toned) (11-12) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
CA-102. Florence, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (toned; crnrrs wear; tip crs) (78-18) on PPC. E $8
CA-103. Florence, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial hi: "RE" partly off; toned) (78-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-104. Florence, 1910, G+ 4-bar (LOS-3200) (uneven toned; tiny tear T) (78-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-105. Forest Home, 1923, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VF; crnr cr) (06-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-106. Fortuna, 1905, G+ duplex (HUM-2430) (EKU; town lite; part o/s) on PPC. E $8
CA-107. Fortuna, 1916, G+ duplex (HUM-2440) (EKU; state mostly not struck; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-108. Freeport, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SAC-1280) (bit stutter; part on stamp) (64-20) on PPC. E $15
CA-109. French Camp, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-110. French Corral, 1911, VG 4-bar (NEV-460) (59-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-111. Fruitvale, 1907, VG duplex (ALA-1730) (uneven toned) (92/07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-112. Fulton, 1907, F Doane 2/3 as rec'd on PPC. E $8
CA-113. Fulton, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial hi: "ON" partly off T) on PPC. E $8
CA-114. Fyffe, ca.1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (year partial; o/w about VF; lite tone) (82-13) on PPC. E $14
CA-115. Glen Frazier, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 "mimic" non-standard (part on stamp) (06-19) on PPC. E $14
CA-116. Glenburn, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 w/scalloped dial (month/day mostly not struck) (92-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-117. Glenn, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 ("N" on stamp) on PPC. E $8
CA-118. Glenn, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-119. Goshen, 1910, G+ magenta Doane 3/3 "mimic" non-standard (part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-120. Grafton, 1907, G+ CDS/cork (YOL-980) (dial hi: "AF" partly off) (54/25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-121. Grafton, 1909, VG 4-bar (YOL-990) (lite tone) (54/25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-122. Grafton, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (54/25) on PPC. E $8
CA-123. Grandville, 1909, F 4-bar (SON-2350) (lite tone; tip cr) (07-21) on PPC. E $14
CA-124. Grangeville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; lite tone) (74-20) on PPC. E $14
CA-125. Graton, 1909, G+ CDS w/spouse killer (SON-3470/var) (LKV) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-126. Greenville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $8
CA-127. Guadalupe, 1909, G+ Doane 3/6 (town part obscured; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
CA-128. Guadalupe, 1913, G+ 4-bar (MEN-1480) (EKU; addressee name scraped, partly into state; lite tone) 1c Balboa on PPC. E $8
CA-129. Hamilton City, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 or 4-bar? (part on stamp; toned) listed LKU for Doane, but appears to be 4-bar; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-130. Harper, 1917, G+ DCDS w/B arc excised (UNLISTED type; mostly on stamp; tip cr) (09-20) on PPC. E $8
CA-131. Hart, 1908, G+ 4-bar (SBE-2670) (08-15) on PPC. E $40
CA-132. Hartsook, 1931, G+ 4-bar (HUM-2920) (26-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-133. Hartsook, 1938, G+ 4-bar (26-38) on commer.PPC. E $8
CA-134. Haydenshull, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (LAS-640) (dial bit hi; part stutter; toned; crs) (78/19) on PPC. E $14
CA-135. Hermen, 1910, VG 4-bar (LOS-3810) (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) (04-16) on PPC. E $8
CA-136. Hermosa Beach, 1905, F Doane 2/1 (edge tear T) (03-69) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-137. Hermosa Beach, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (bars o/s) as rec'd (03-69) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-138. Highland, 1911, VG+ duplex (SBE-2820) (LKU) on PPC. E $8
CA-139. Highland Springs, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (part lite tone) (75/21) on PPC. E $14
CA-140. Hobart Mills, 1908, G+ 4-bar (NEV-840) (part lite tone) (50-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-141. Holtville, 1910, G+ duplex (IMP-670) ("LE" mostly not struck; o/w VG+) on PPC: Hotel Oregon, El Centro. E $16
CA-142. Hueneme, 1913, G+ 4-bar (VEN-400) (LKU; toned) (74-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-143. Hughson, 1914, G+ 4-bar (STA-730) (LKU; near F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-144. Hunters, 1907, F+ Doane 3/(1) (# & part of bars off T) as rec'd (88-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-145. Hunters, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (88-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-146. Huntington Park, [1908], G+ Doane 3/1 (year omitted; toned) on PPC. E $8
CA-147. Huntington Park, 1910, G+ 4-bar (UNLISTED type; T arc spotty; dial bit hi; lite tone) (06-14 period) on PPC. E $14
CA-148. Hurleton, 1913, G+ 4-bar (BUT-2190) (EKU) (80-22) on PPC. E $16
CA-149. Hydesville, 1910, G+ CDS/cork (HUM-3210) (LKU; lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $8
CA-150. Hynes, 1907, G+ 4-bar (LOS-4250) (98-48) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-151. Idyllwild, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
CA-152. Indian Falls, 1912, G+ 4-bar (PLU-1040) (part lit tone) (09-16) on PPC. E $60
CA-153. Indio, 1907, VF Doane 3/5 (bit o/s by partial 2nd strike) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-154. Ingomar, 1916, G+ 4-bar (MER-620) (stuttered; part heavy inked) (90-21) on PPC. E $14
CA-155. Iowa Hill, 1911, VG 4-bar (PLA-2130) (01-59) on PPC. E $8
CA-156. Irwin, 1913, G+ 4-bar (MER-630) (Lku; town part heavy inked) (11-58) on PPC. E $14
CA-157. Isleton, 1912, G+ 4-bar (UNLISTED type) on PPC. E $14
CA-158. Jamison, 1909, F 4-bar (FRE-2830) (slight stutter; toned; tip crs) (93-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CA-159. Johnstonville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (LAS-780) (EKU; lite tone) 2nd known example (02-43) on PPC. E $14
CA-160. Johnsville, 1906, VG CDS/target (PLU-1110) (part smear; ink spot by add.; crs) (82-53) on PPC. E $8
CA-161. Johnsville, 1908, F 4-bar (PLU-1120) (bit o/s by partial 2nd strike) (82-53) on PPC. E $8
CA-162. Junction City, 1909, G+ 4-bar (TRI-1290) (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-164. Keenbrook, 1916, G+ 4-bar (SBE-3070) (tiny tear T; crnr crs) (94/21) on PPC. E $16
CA-165. Kellogg, 1910, G+ 4-bar (SON-3140) (LKJ; TONED) (75/35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-166. Kimberly, 1910, F+ 4-bar (07-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-167. Kimberly, 1912, G+ 4-bar (SHA-2460) (07-13) on PPC. E $14
CA-168. Kings River, 1886, G+ blue DCDS/target (PRE-3250) (trim L) (56-95) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
CA-169. LaMesa, 1915, VG+ duplex (SAN-2790) (EKU) Park-Grable Investment Co.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CA-170. Lang, 1913, VF 4-bar (LOS-4860) (81/33) on REAL PHOTO PPC dated "Busch Ranch": "This is the back...of the garage showing the result of the fire..." E $14
CA-171. Littlerock, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; part lite) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-172. Lockeford, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VF; lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-173. Lockeford, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (near F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-174. Loleta, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (near F) 1c Sc.300 on 1c PSE. E $14
CA-175. Loma Linda, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (SBE-3330) Loma Linda Sanitarium text ad in message area on ad PPC. E $14
CA-176. Lordsburg, 1912, F duplex (LOS-5650) (crnr crs; lite tone) (87-18) on PPC. E $8
CA-177. Los Angeles/Prospect Park Sta., 1910, G+ duplex (LOS-8930) (part on stamp) (07/12) on PPC. E $14
CA-178. Lovelock, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (71-22) on PPC. E $14
CA-179. Madeline, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-180. Madeline, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (tips wear) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-181. Manhattan, 1909, G+ CDS/target (LOS-9420) (toned) (03-27) on PPC. E $14
CA-182. Matilija, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (89-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-183. Matilija, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; crs) (89-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-184. Matilija, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 (89-16) on PPC. E $14
CA-185. Mecca, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (Lku; bit o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-186. Mendota, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (toned; tiny tear T; cr) on PPC. E $8
CA-187. Merrillville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (LAS-1090) (EKU; near VF) (75/28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-188. Meyers, 1910, VF Doane 2/1 (04-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-189. Millbrae, 1906, VF Doane 2 dial w/sponge killer (Lku; UNLISTED variety; toned) on PPC. E $16
CA-190. Millsaps, 1914, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) 1c Parcel Post (94-27) on PPC. E $14
CA-191. Minturn, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (84-22 on PPC. E $14
CA-192. Mira Loma, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (RIV-1600) (part on stamp) on commer.PSE. E $14
CA-193. Monumental, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG) (04-11) on PPC. E $15
CA-194. Moody, 1909, F Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; # partly off R; stamp fault) (00-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-195. Moorland, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (02-15) on PPC. E $20
CA-196. Mulberry, 1910, G+ 4-bar (SAB-750) (pink toned in message area) (86-17) on PPC. E $16
CA-197. Murphy, ca.1910, G+ Doane 2/7 (year partial; dial hi: "RP" partly off) (94-35) on PPC.
E $6
CA-198. Neighbours, 1910, G+ 4-bar (RIV-1790) (05-20) on PPC. E $14
CA-199. Calvin R. Clarke/P.M./Nevada City, 1888, VG box h/s (NEV-1310) (EKA) as recd; w/North Bloomfield (57-42) G+ CDS (NEV-1530) origin; on reg'd pack.rect.card. E $20
CA-200. Newbury Park, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; most of date & state on stamp; lite cr) (75-72) on PPC. E $12
CA-201. Norman, 1912, G+ 4-bar (GLE-530) (79/14) on PPC. E $20
CA-203. North Cucamonga, ca.1907, G Doane 3/3 (UNLISTED; R arc & most of date on stamp; bit stutter; crs) (88-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-204. Oak, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (97-43) on PPC. E $14
CA-205. Oakley, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-206. Oakley, 1916, F 4-bar non-standard (COC-2070) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-207. Ocean Beach, 1911, VG 4-bar (toned) (09-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-208. Olive, 1907, VG Doane 1/2 (stuttered; toned) (87/63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-209. Olive, 1909, VG Doane 1/2 (lite tone; lower R tip clip) (87/63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-210. Owensmouth, 1913, G+ 4-bar (LOS-10640) (EKA; toned; bit cr) EARLIEST for this town (12-31) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CA-211. Pacheco, 1906, G+ CDS/target (tip cr; small extraneous h/s at lower R) (59-13) on PPC. E $20
CA-212. Palos Verdes Estates/Marineland Rur.Sta., 1959, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; o/s) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-213. Patton, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 (EKA; o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-214. Patton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-215. Piedmont, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (bit stutter; edge tear B) (01-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-216. Piedmont, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp) (01-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-217. Playa Del Rey, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (nick T; tip cr) (04-14) on PPC. E $5
CA-218. Playa Del Rey, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (04-14) on PPC. E $8
CA-219. Pleasant Valley, 1910 (Jan 1), G+ 4-bar (ELD-3250) (toned) (64-17) on PPC. E $14
CA-220. Point Fermin, 1915, G+ 4-bar (LOS-11690) (lower R tip ruff) (12-17) on PPC. E $14
CA-221. Point Richmond, 1910, VG+ duplex (COC-2430) (toned) (02-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-222. Presidio Sta., 1908, G+ duplex (SAF-6450) (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-223. Princeton, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (cr; small extraneous h/s B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-224. Prize, 1906, VG CDS/target (COL-1520) (00-19) on PPC. E $16
CA-225. Proberta, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 ("P" mostly not struck; state lite; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-226. Quinby, 1907, VG+ 4-bar (TRI-1720) (EKA; bit lite tone) (07-15) on PPC. EARLIEST for town. E $30 MIN.15
CA-227. Raisin, 1908, VF 4-bar (PRE-4650) (crnrs toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-228. Redwood Park, 1922, VG 4-bar (SAC-1350) (bit stutter) (07-28) on PPC. E $15
CA-229. Richgrove, 1915, G+ 4-bar (TUL-2470) (part on stamp; toned; surface scuffs, mostly by address) (11-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-230. Rivera, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp) as recd (88-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-231. Rollin, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (UNLISTED; bit stutter; part on stamp) (98-27) on PPC. E $30
CA-232. Rosedale, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (KER-3630) (91-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-233. San Francisco, 1850s, G+ CDS (SAF-350/var w/period) (small tone spot; flap partly off) 2x 3c imperfs (1 w/3+ margins; 1 bit faulty) on cvr. E $50
CA-234. San Francisco, [1878], G+ CDS/BOLD neg."D" in cork (looks like New Type; bit lite tone) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-235. San Juan Capistrano, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-236. Santa Susana/Susana Knolls Rur.Sta., 1957, G+ 4-bar on 3.5x7.25" commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-237. Seal Garden, 1910, F+ 4-bar (LOS-14000) (08-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CA-238. Seigler, 1910, F+ 4-bar (LAK-1660) (orig.stamp replaced; crnr wear; crnr cr) (04/11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-239. Selma, 1905, VG+ RFD 2F/1 on PPC. E $20
CA-240. Shandon, 1914, G+ 4-bar (SAL-2480) (part on stamp; part lite tone) on PPC. E $6
CA-241. Sharon, 1910, G+ 4-bar (MAD-1250) (toned) (98/34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-242. Shawmut, 1910, G+ 4-bar (TUO-1270) (07-25) on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.embossed PPC. E $14
CA-243. Sheldon, 1909 (Dec 25), VG 4-bar (SAC-3320) (piece out T edge; tip cr; ink spot lower L crnr) (60/13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-244. Sheldon, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SAC-3320) (dial bit hi; bit trim L; trim R, into stamp portrait) (60/13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-245. Shorb, 1904, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) lc Livingston (95-09) on PPC. E $8
CA-246. Shorb, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (bars o/s; part lite tone; crnr's wear; edge tear B) as recd (95-09) on PPC. E $8
CA-247. Skyforest, 1935, VG 4-bar (SBE-5250) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-248. Slaton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (upper R on stamp) (03/20) on PPC. E $12
CA-249. Sloat, 1940, VG 4-bar ty.E (dial bit hi; lite water tone) (14-67) on commer.PPC. E $14
CA-250. Stent, 1909, G+ 4-bar (TUO-1800) (part lite tone) (95-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-251. Stevinson, 1913, G+ 4-bar (MER-1550) (near VG+; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-252. Stony Point, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (SON-5730) (dial hi: "NY P" partly off; year omitted) (57-11) on PPC. E $20
CA-253. Success, 1910, G+ 4-bar (TUL-2690) (03-12) on PPC. E $24
CA-254. Surrey, 1912, G+ 4-bar (LOS-14610) (EKU; lite tone; crs) (91-15) on PPC. E $8
CA-255. Surrey, 1912, G+ 4-bar (LOS-14610) (toned) (91-15) on PPC. E $14
CA-256. Swartout, 1941, VG 4-bar (LATE) (26-42) on commer.PPC. E $8
CA-257. Sweetland/J.W.Wood, 1895, G+ CDS/target (NEV-2280) w/ms day correction (ruff R, just in stamp) (57-05) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
CA-258. Tahoe, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard (PLA-3520) (71/49) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
CA-259. Tahoe Valley, 1952, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (40-67) on commer.PPC. E $8
CA-260. Tahoe Vista, 1948, VG 4-bar (slight stutter) on commer.PPC. E $6
CA-261. Tallac, 1913, VG purple 4-bar (ELD-3960) (LKY; part toned; address/message part smear) (70/27) on PPC. E $14
CA-262. Termo, 1909, G+ 4-bar (LAS-1750) as recd (08-14 period) on PPC w/Red Rock G+ CDS (LAS-1350) as transit. E $14
CA-263. Thomasson, 1911, VG 4-bar (SOL-1580) (LATE) as recd; Cordelia (54/43) 4-bar (SOL-600) origin; (07-13) on PPC. E $16
CA-264. Thrall, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (04/14) on PPC. E $15
CA-265. Tobin, 1909 (Jan 2), G+ 4-bar (SAM-2370) as recd (94/15) on PPC. E $14
CA-266. Tuscan, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp; toned) (95-19) on PPC. E $20
CA-267. Two Rivers, 1915, G+ 4-bar (MEN-3660) (near VG) (12-15) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
CA-268. Urban, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ELD-4030) (near F) (09-12) on PPC. E $50
CA-269. Vallevista, 1905, G Doane 2/2 (T arc not struck, affects "LLEV"; AS IS for that; o/s; tip cr) (89/08) on PPC. E $12
CA-270. Vallevista, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (89/08) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-271. Venice, 1906, VG Doane 3/11 (edge tear R; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
CA-272. Venice, 1907, VF Doane 3/11 on PPC. E $6
CA-273. Vorden, 1908, F 4-bar (SAC-3430) (o/s; toned) (02-36) on PPC. E $14
CA-274. Vorden, 1911, F 4-bar (SAC-3430) (02-36) on PPC. E $14
CA-275. Waterford, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-276. Waterford, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-277. Waterman, 1938, G+ 4-bar ty.E (AMA-1680) (LKY; part ruff slit L) (95-55) on commer.cvr. E $15
CA-278. Watts, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (04-26) on PPC. E $8
CA-279. Westgate, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (LOS-15550) (tone spot by address) (09-15) on PPC. E $14
CA-280. Westgate, 1913, G+ 4-bar (LOS-15550) (LKY; near VG+; bit lite tone) (09-15) on PPC. E $14

COLORADO / Need Meschter's "Preterritorial Colorado Postal History?" We have it!
CO-1. Arapahoe, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
CO-2. Arapahoe, ca.1915, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $14
CO-3. Arloa, 1907, G+ CDS (near VG+; sealed spindle) (03-14) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $15 MIN.8
CO-4. Association Camp, 1916, VF 4-bar (EARLY) (16-66) on PPC. E $20
CO-5. Association Camp, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (dial hi: "ION CA" partly off; lite cr) (16-66) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-6. Ault, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (near VG+; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-7. Bailey, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-8. Bryant, 1908, F 4-bar as recd (88-16) on PPC. E $20
CO-10. Cardiff, 1909, G+ 4-bar w/narrow spaced town (state spotty; lite tone) (89-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-11. Cardiff, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; toned) (89-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-12. Cardiff, 1912, G+ 4-bar w/wide spaced town (89-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CO-13. Case, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (stamp gone; lite tone) (97-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-14. Cassells, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (o/s; dtal bit hi) (99-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-15. Cherry, 1908, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone; upper R tip nick; crnr crs) (00-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-16. Cherry, 1911, F 4-bar (bit lite tone) (00-20) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CO-17. Chipita Park, 1939, VG 4-bar (35-67) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-18. Clyde, 1905, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; tip crs; lower R tip nib) (99/09) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
CO-19. Creede, 1904, VF Doane 2/3 as recd (91/08) on pix side of PPC. E $16
CO-20. Deckers, 1910, G+ 4-bar (08-33) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CO-21. Deckers, 1910, F* 4-bar (08-33) on PPC. E $20
CO-22. Denver, Col, ca.1866, VG blue CDS/target (tears T; lower L edge liquid stain; flap partly off) "Via Chicago & Erie Railway" ms instruction at upper L; 3c Sc.65 on cvr. E $80
CO-23. Denver, Col, ca.1866, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; trim L; lower L tip nib; B edge liquid toned) faulty 3c Sc.65 on cvr to Golden City, CO. E $30
CO-24. Denver, Col, ca.1866, G+ blue CDS/cork (trim R) 2x 3c Sc.65 (1 faulty) on cvr. E $40
CO-25. Denver, Col, ca.1866, G+ blue CDS/target (bit ruff trim L; lower R tip nib; edge tears; bit lite tone) "W H Beers/Denver Col/Real Estate Agent" double oval h/s ad cc on cvr. E $75
CO-26. Denver, Col, [1868], G+ blue CDS/target on PSE. E $24
CO-27. Denver, Col, ca.1868, VG CDS/target (trim L about 5/8") on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CO-28. Denver City, Col, ca1865, T+ CDS/target (near VG; killer mostly off R; trim R, in stamp to portrait) as fwd; faulty 3c Sc. 65 (60-66) on cvr to "Eagel Mining Co." (sic), Denver City, w/"Due 3" h/s applied when fwd to Empire. E $50 MIN.26
CO-29. Divide, [1917], G+ 4-bar (year partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-30. Dome Rock, 1909, G 4-bar (town spotty; date partial; part o/s) as recd (80/11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-31. Elizabeth, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (dial bit hi; bit trim T) 2c Red Cross on commer.cvr. E $12
CO-32. Glen, 1914, G+ 4-bar (town spotty; "N" mostly not struck; bit lite tone) (05-20) on PPC. E $15
CO-33. Green Mountain Falls, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-34. Halfway, 1915, G+ 4-bar (LATE; near F; slight stutter) (03-17) on PPC. E $14
CO-35. Jamestown, 1909, F+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-36. Larkspur, 1910, G+ duplex (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-37. Leadville, 1906, VG+ purple DCDS/Reg'd (ruff slit upper L, thru state) 10c Webster +8c M.Wash. on 4.5x5.75" reg'd cvr to Finland w/partial NYC reg'y exchange label. E $24 MIN.12
CO-38. Leroy, 1910, G+ magenta 4-bar (near VG+) (88-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-39. Leroy, 1913, G+ 4-bar (toned) (88-18) on PPC. E $20
CO-40. Limon, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
CO-41. Lucerne, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (dial hi; "ER" partly off; TONED) on PPC. E $6
CO-42. Manitou, 1901, G+ duplex (near VG) (72/36) on priv.mailing card. E $15 MIN.8
CO-44. Mercier, 1913, G+ 4-bar (toned) as recd (06-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-45. Montrose, 1897, G+ CDS ("OSE" partly off R edge) on GPC announcing meeting of "Uncomphagre & Cedar Creek Valley Ditch Co.". E $8
CO-46. Monument, 1911, F 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-47. Mountain City, Col, 1863, G+ DCDS/target (trim R, into "3" in stamp; R edge cr; bit lite tone) (60-69) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
CO-49. Oak Creek, 1908, VG 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-50. Osgood, 1912, F 4-bar (tip cr) as rec'd (10-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-51. Rosita, 1877, VG magenta box h/s w/2 killer bars (tears T, repaired w/hinges inside; part of flap off; bit lite tone) 10c +faulty 3c banknote (74-67) on reg’d cvr. E $40 MIN.20
CO-52. Salida, 1899, VG CDS/cork (ruff R; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CO-53. Sedalia, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
CO-54. South Canon, 1910, G Doane 3/1 (L arc spotty; struck on message, so part obscured; AS IS for that; dial bit hi; toned) (05-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-55. Stoneham, 1911, VF 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-56. Stonewall, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (78-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-57. Tolland, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s) (04-44) on PPC. E $8
CO-58. Tolland, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (04-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-59. Twin Lakes, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $5
CO-60. University Park, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (90/15) on PPC. E $8
CO-61. Waldorf, 1910, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; bit lite tone) (06-12) on PPC: "On train. Will soon be snow..." E $14
CO-62. Weldon, 1932, F+ 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T) 2c Red Cross on commer.cvr. E $14
CO-63. Woodland Park, 1924, VG 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CONNECTICUT
CT-1. Beach Park, 1906, VG+ CDS/target (crnr crs) (03-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CT-2. Bozrah, [1884], G+ CDS/cork (year partial; rim partly off L; toned) (28-88) on cvr. E $20
CT-3. Bristol, [1849], VF blue CDS w/double-circled "V" h/s rate; "Paid" h/s; ms "paid" & ms "Paid 5"; multiple redundancies on stampless cvr w/enc.: minister saying he is too ill to preach. E $30 MIN.15
CT-4. Burnside, 1907, G+ duplex (tip cr; tiny tear T) (63-30) on PPC. E $8
CT-5. Campville, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/1 (49-16) on PPC. E $15
CT-6. East Willington, [1885], G+ CDS/cork (town part spotty) (79-05) on GPC. E $40
CT-7. East Windsor, 1850s, G+ ms (part lite; lite tone speck) (46-15) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CT-8. Hamden, 1915, G+ TCDS/6-bar non-standard (tear T; crs) (34-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-9. Hartford, [1887], VF Wesson H(1) on GPC. E $8
CT-10. Highwood, 1902, G+ CDS/cork (ruff slit L; tear T) (08-02) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
CT-11. Killingly, 1892, G+ Wesson H(W) (bit lite tone) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-12. Mansfield, [1847], VF ms w/"Paid 5" ms rate (1808-1952) on stampless cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CT-14. Middlefield, 1910, G+ DCDS/5-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-15. Middlefield, 1910, G+ DCDS/5-bar non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-16. Middletown, 1858, VG red CDS/grid (slight trim L) on cvr w/Lyme F CDS & ms "Forwarded 3" at lower L, as fwd, but address unchanged. E $20
CT-17. Norwich, 1885, G+ Wesson H(B) (near VG+) Norwich Lock Mfg.Co.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CT-18. Norwich, 1885, VG Wesson H(B); Richmond Stove Co.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CT-19. Norwich, 1888, F Wesson H(B) (killer partly off R) on GPC. E $6
CT-20. Norwich, 1892, G+ Wesson H(B) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CT-21. Oneco, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $6
CT-22. Orange, 1913, VG 4-bar non-standard w/big dial (nicks R; part toned) S.D.Woodruff & Sons printed order acknowledgement in message area on PPC. E $14
CT-23. Plymouth Hollow, 1860s, VG CDS; (crnr cr) (37-65) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
CT-24. Pomfret, [1853], G+ blue CDS w/"5" h/s rate (part lite tone) on SPL. E $14
CT-25. Poquetanuck, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG+) as rec'd (28-10) on PPC. E $15
CT-26. Putnam, 1894, VG+ Wesson H(P) (LATE; lite tone) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CT-27. Rainbow, 1891, G+ CDS/target (tear upper R, in stamp; bit ruff L) (50-16) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
CT-28. Silver Lane, 1907, G+ CDS/target (o/s; tip cr) (82-30) on PPC. E $14
CT-29. South Kent, 1931, VG+ 4-bar ty.E; South Kent School return add.on flap; 10c special del. + 2c Wash. on spec.del.cvr. E $15
CT-30. South Killingly, ca.1908, G+ 4-bar (year omitted) (35-12) on PPC. E $8
CT-31. Springdale, 1905, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp; near VG+) (72-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-32. Stamford, [1843], G+ red double oval w/"10" rate (rim partly off L) on SPL. E $30
CT-33. Stanwich, 1884, G+ CDS w/7-line killer (upper R tip nick) (30-01) on cvr. E $40
CT-34. Torrington, 1886, VG+ DCDS/grid (part lite tone; address part smear) (25-07) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
CT-35. West Willington, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
CT-36. West Willington, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC w/Orange, MA, VG Amer/B11 (EKU; 2nd known) as recd. E $8
CT-37. Westford, 1912, G+ purple Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "T" partly off; part on stamp) (1833-1938) on PPC. E $8
CT-38. Winnipauk, 1906, F+ Doane 3/4 (EKU; tip crs) (53-07) on PPC. E $40

DELAWARE
DE-1. Angola, 1907, VF Doane 3/1 (stamp heavy toned & otherwise faulty) (51-37) on LEATHER PPC. E $15
DE-2. Carpenter, 1909, G+ 4-bar (upper R arc weak) as recd (87-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
DE-3. Clarksville, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU; part o/s; edge tear T) on PPC w/Frankford G+ Doane 2 CDS (bars off edge) as transit on pix side. E $15
DE-4. Coolspring, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (71-35) on PPC. E $14
DE-5. Dover, 1910, F RFD 11E/5 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-6. Elsmere, 1914, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (90-22) on PPC. E $15
DE-7. Fairmount, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (1 line in message scratched off) (00-47) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-8. Farnhurst, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (tip crs) as recd (90-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-9. Faulkland, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3 (part on stamp; o/s; part lite soiled) (72-14) on PPC. E $14
DE-10. Faulkland, 1907, G+ Doane 1/3 (part on stamp) o/s by Pentecost, MI (87-29) Doane 3/1 as recd; (72-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
DE-11. Forest, 1908, VG 4-bar as transit (73-29) on PPC. E $12
DE-12. Forest, 1908, VG 4-bar (near VF; slight stutter; pencil notes on address) (73-29) on PPC. E $14
DE-13. Frankford, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU; town much obscured but ID sure; year spotty, but on 1c Franklin Sc.331) on PPC. E $14
DE-14. Greenville, 1921, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; bit stutter) (71-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-15. Grubbs, 1905, G+ CDS (year/state mostly not struck) as recd (84-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-17. Hockessin, [1884], F scrawled town/grid only (lite tone) on cvr w/accompanying incoming cvr from same correspondence, supporting this. E $20
DE-18. Holly Oak, 1907, VG 4-bar (bars mostly off edge) as recd (89-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-19. Holly Oak, 1907, G+ 4-bar (lite soiled; lite tone; edge tear B; tip nick) on PPC. E $5
DE-20. Houston Station, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (64-37) on GPC. E $10 MIN.5
DE-23. New Castle, 1906, G+ RFD 2FD/1 (UNLISTED; part o/s) on PPC. E $16
DE-24. Newark, 1902, G+ RFD 1/1 (uneven toned; ruff slt L; upper R crnr of stamp off) on cvr w/enc. E $15
DE-25. Newark, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-27. Rehoboth, 1911, VG Doane 3/5 (LKU; L tips nib) (85-11) on PPC. E $14
DE-28. Smyrna, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/9 (heavy inked) on PPC. E $16
DE-29. Stanton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (LATE; well worn letters; part on stamp; part lite tone) w/F Strickersville, PA (1825-1933) Doane 3/3 as recd; (1826-1958) on PPC. E $14
DE-30. Townsend, 1907, G+ RFD 1/2 (town partial, reads "OW ND"; lite tone; nick B) on PPC. E $15
DE-31. Wilmington, [1852], G+ CDS/circled "Paid/3" (toned; B tips nick; small sealed spindle) on stampless cvr. E $16
DISTRIBUTION OF COLUMBIA / See "Political" & other topical categories for more DC.
DC-1. Wash'n (Washington)/Congress, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) House of Rep's, U.S.cc on cvr.
E $15 MIN.8
DC-2. Washington, 1929, VG DCDS/roller; "favor" strike (or "proof") on unadd.cvr. E $20
DC-3. Washington/Del.Sec., 1958, G+ misused CDS w/parts of 2 other strikes, as origin on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DC-4. Washington/Sta.B, 1911, F duplex/2 applied because flag canx applied inverted at B on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

FLORIDA / Do you need my "Florida Post Offices" book? $16.00 in US; $30.00 outside US.
FL-1. Bayshore Gardens, ca.1960, G+ 4-bar (DPO) on commer.PPC. E $14
FL-2. Belleair, 1906, VG Doane 2/5 (LKI; near VF) (97/40) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-3. Boynton, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/5 (small spot at B edge) (96-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-4. Faye, 1892, G+ CDS/target (both F's not struck, but ID sure from return add.) (92-97) on PSE from "A.Faye, Faye, Fla" to Canada. E $30 MIN.15
FL-5. Florence Villa, 1915, G+ 4-bar (near F; tip cr) (04-56) on PPC. E $8
FL-6. Holly Hill, 1906, VF Doane 3/2 (77-49) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-7. Indianola, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (near F+) (01-15) on PPC. E $15
FL-8. Lake Como, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-9. Naples, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (dial bit hi; part heavy inked) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-10. Naples, 1934, VG 4-bar ty.E (bit heavy inked; bit lite tone) 3c NRA on PPC to SWITZERLAND. E $15 MIN.8
FL-11. Okeelanta, 1917, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (15-29) on PPC. E $20
FL-12. Orange Springs, 1912, G+ composite 32mm CDS w/Doane ty.3/3 killer (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-13. Orange Springs, 1931, F magenta 4-bar ty.E (toned) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-14. Ormond Beach, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) (06-53) on PPC. E $5
FL-15. Ormond Beach, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKI; year partial, but on Sc.405) on PPC. E $14
FL-16. Pablo Beach, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part doubled; water toned; crnr cr) (86-25) on PPC. E $5
FL-17. Punta Gorda/Charlotte Harbor Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) on commer.PPC. E $14
FL-18. South Lake Weir, 1908, VG dark red Doane 2/2 (bit stutter; flap fault, but not affecting this) as recd b/s (78-24) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FL-19. South Lake Weir, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 2/2 (near F; bit lite tone) (78-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-20. Tampa, 1937, F purple DCDS/M.O.B. (o/s) misused as recd on PPC. E $8
FL-21. Tavares, 1888, G+ CDS/target (EARLY) on GPC. E $14
FL-22. Terra Ceia, 1908, G+ purple Doane 2/4 ("EIA" not struck; o/w about F; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12
FL-23. Traxler, 1894, partial CDS (SPOTTY; AS IS for strike; tiny nicks T) (91-06) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $5 MIN.15
FL-24. Uleta, 1945, VG+ 4-bar (bit trim T; lite tone) (28-55) on commer.air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

GEORGIA
GA-1. Alma, 1907, VF Doane 3/3 (EKU; toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $14
GA-2. Barrington, 1910, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone; tip cr) (94-16) on GPC. E $16
GA-3. Bremen, 1904, G+ Doane 2/6 (EKU; near F+; bit ruff R; lite tone) as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
GA-4. Carrollton, ca.1908, VG RFD 11P/10 scribble only on PPC. E $8
GA-5. Carrollton, 1909, F RFD 11C/4 ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-6. Carrollton, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P/10 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-7. Cedar Hill, 1870s, G+ ms (lite crs) trim L, barely in cc (76-03) on cvr. E $40
GA-8. Charles, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) h/s return add.at L (98-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
GA-9. Cooper, 1895, G+ CDS/target w/ms year (uneven toned) (90-04) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $40
GA-10. Cumming, 1908 (Jan 1), VG+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-11. DeSoto, 1884, G+ CDS/cork (near F; ruff L; 2.5" tear L; R tips nicked) (83-87) on cvr. E
$80 MIN.40
GA-12. East Atlanta, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (EKU; bit lite tone; crs) (90-10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-13. Eton, 1910, G+ 4-bar on PSE. E $6
GA-14. Georgetown, 1907, G+ Doane 2/7 (UNLISTED; part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
GA-15. Grayson, 1913, G+ 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $6
GA-16. Guyton, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit ruff slit R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
GA-17. Hatcher Station, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (L Ku; toned; crs) (66-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
GA-19. Homeland, 1918, VG 4-bar (bit heavy ink) (07-50) on PPC. E $8
GA-21. Lacey, 1909, G+ magenta 4-bar (lite tone) (96-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
GA-22. Lavonia, 1904, F+ Doane 2/9 (EKU; bars partly off R; bit ruff trim R, barely in stamp margin) 2nd known example; overall illus.ad (7 photos of houses) on cvr w/realtor's return add.on flap. E $20 MIN.10
GA-23. McCollum, 1910, F 4-bar (95-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-24. Musella, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; nicks L; lower R tip nib; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-25. Oconee, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (edge tears T; crs) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-26. Renfroes, 1910, VF 4-bar (90-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-27. Shiloh, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (state mostly not struck; toned; notch R) as recd on PPC. E $12
GA-28. Spread, 1900, F CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) (80-17) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
GA-29. Suwanee, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (LK U; dial bit hi: tip of "A" off; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
GA-31. Tilton, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "LTO" partly off) (DPO) on PPC. E $14
GA-32. Tompkins, 1910, G+ 4-bar (83-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
GA-33. Tucker, [1933], VG 4-bar ty.E (year reads "193"; bit trim T) 3c Oglethorpe on commer.cvr. E $14
GA-34. Willie, 1917, G+ 4-bar (11-28?) on GPC w/"Back the Boys" h/s applied at Savannah, GA. E $16
GA-35. Wood, 1894, F CDS/target (part ruff slit T) (87-95) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $90 MIN.46
GA-36. Woolsey, 1908, G+ Doane 2/7 (88-82) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

HAWAII
HI-1. Aiea/Br.No.1, 1991, F DCDS on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-3. Haiku, 1920, G+ duplex (town part spotty, but message datelined; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
HI-5. Lot 3 diff.) Honolulu/Ala Moana Sta., 1968-88, G+ DCDS on cvrs. E $20 MIN.10
HI-16. Honolulu/Royal Hawaiian S(hopping) C(enter) St., 1983, G+ magenta DCDS at lower L; Honolulu G+ 4-bar as canx on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
HI-18. Honolulu/Sta.1, 1981, G+ magenta 4-bar on cvr w/DCDS at L. E $12 MIN.6
HI-25. Honolulu/Tripler Army Hospital Sta. (MISSPELLED "Trippler"), 1968, G+ CDS w/separate 4-bar killer on card. E $15 MIN.8
HI-28. Kailua, 1941, VG+ duplex (00-57) on commer.GPC to Institute of Mentalphysics. E $15 MIN.8
HI-32. Kohala, H.Is(1s), 1901, G+ duplex (EARLY; "LS" not struck in B arc; bit o/s; ruff R & flap tip off, not affecting this) as recd b/s (00-68) on cvr w/enc.letter; mentions Pres.Mckinley's death 3 days earlier. E $24 MIN.12
HI-34. Lahaina/Honokowai Cont.Sta.1, 1991, G+ blue DCDS (part on stamp) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-35. Lahaina/Hyatt Sta., 1991, VG DCDS (o/s) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-38. Wahiawa, 1909, G+ duplex (part on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $16
HI-40. Watertown, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; 1.5" tear T; bit lite tone) (09-35) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

IDAHO
ID-1. Arimo, 1912, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; state mostly not struck, but message datelined) on PPC. E $14
ID-2. Bridge, 1912, VG 4-bar (uneven lite tone; tip crs) (79/71) on PPC. E $6
ID-3. Burley, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $8
ID-5. Downey, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (diai h: "WN" partly off) on PPC. E $8
ID-6. Drummond, 1953, G+ 4-bar (state heavy inked) (11-61) on commer.PPC. E $6
ID-7. Firth, 1914, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $8
ID-8. Heyburn, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (# not struck; o/s) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-9. Junction, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) "Missent to Charleston, Ill." h/s (74-19) on PPC. E $14
ID-10. Kimberly, 1907, F Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-11. Lardo, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) (89/17) on PPC. E $14
ID-12. Lenore, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; dial bit hi; tear T) on 4.25x6" fancy embossed cvr w/enc.Valetine. E $20 MIN.10
ID-13. Marion, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (year worn) (85-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
ID-15. Meadows, 1907, G+ Doane 3/6 (diai h: "DO" partly off; crnr cr; part lite water tone) (83-66) on PPC. E $6
ID-16. Meadows, 1908, G+ Doane 3/6 (near F+; uneven toned) (83-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-19. Oakley, 1912, G+ duplex non-standard (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
ID-20. Oneida, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; crs) (78-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ID-21. Picabo, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (00-88?) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-22. Pingree, 1916, G+ 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-23. Quartzburg, 1914, G+ 4-bar (94/40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-24. Rossfork, 1911, G+ 4-bar (LATE; lite tone; tip cr) (70-11) on PPC. E $14
ID-25. Rupert, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VF; slight smear) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-26. Rupert, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $8
ID-27. Vanwyck, 1910, G+ 4-bar (state spotty; tip cr; stamp fault) (88-17) on PPC. E $16

ILLINOIS / Need my "Illinois Post Offices"? $25 in US. (In Illinois, add 8.5% tax.) $40 outside US.

IL-1. Addieville, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (EKU; dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-2. Addieville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VG; crnrs tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-3. Alden, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near F) (44-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-4. Aldridge, 1898, G+ CDS (near F) (95-09) on CPC. E $20
IL-5. Aledo, 1914, VG RFD 1E5/5 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $6
IL-6. Alpha, 1871, F ms (EARLY; upper R crnr water toned, into stamp) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
IL-7. Alpine, 1910, G+ CDS/target (toned; bit cr) (81-13) on PPC. E $16
IL-8. Alta, 1907, VG CDS/target (tip cr) (73-DPO) on PPC. E $6
IL-9. Alton, 1850s, G+ balloon CDS; 3c imperf on cvr. E $14
IL-10. Amboy, Ills, 1908, VG magenta RFD 6A/5 FLAG h/s (lite tone) on PPC. E $60
IL-11. Amboy, Ills, 1908, G+ purple RFD 6A/5 FLAG h/s on PPC. E $50
IL-12. Andover, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-13. Andover, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 (LKE; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-14. Appleton, 1909, G+ CDS/target (trim R; bit lite tone) (88-DPO) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-15. Argyle, 1919, G+ magenta 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone; tip crs) (69-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-16. Astoria, ca.1908, VF RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; uneven toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-17. Atlanta, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; lite cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-18. Atwater, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3 (part o/s; tip cr) as recd (83-DPO) on PPC. E $6
IL-20. Augusta, [1881], VG CDS/cork (ruff R, in 1 stamp to oval; other 2 stamps bit faulty) strip/3x 1c banknotes on cvr w/Eureka G+ TCDs/target as recd b/s. E $14
IL-21. Avena, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (bit lite tone; tip cr) as recd (74-DPO) on PPC. E $6
IL-22. Baden Baden, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (61-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-24. Barrow, 1909, G+ Doane 2/(1) (stamp gone, affects "OW" & bars; tip cr) (71/DPO) on PPC. E $5
IL-25. Beaverville, 1912, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-26. Beaverville, 1912, F RFD 11A (toned) ms town ("Bville")/date on PPC. E $8
IL-27. Beecher, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 (upper R on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
IL-28. Beechville, 1912, G+ 4-bar (79-16) on PPC. E $20
IL-29. Belwood, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/2? (EKU; stuttered) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-30. Berdan, 1915, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) (69-29) on PPC. E $14
IL-32. Beverly, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-33. Biggs, 1909, VG magenta 4-bar (near VF; tip crs) (75-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-34. Biggs, 1911, G+ BLUE 4-bar (75-13) on PPC. E $12
IL-35. Billett, 1906, VG+ CDS/target (o/s; bit lite tone) (83-23) on PPC. E $15
IL-36. Birmingham, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (1843-1957) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-37. Blue Ridge, 1888, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff R; bit lite tone) (79-12) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-38. Blue Ridge, 1890, G+ CDS/target (T arc spotty; ruff edges, partly in stamp; tear L; part lite tone; AS IS for faults) Wabash Railroad Co.cc (79-12) on cvr w/4-pg.letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
IL-39. Bluff City, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (LKU) (70-DPO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-40. Bluford, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED; part lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-41. Bluford, Ills., 1914, G+ 4-bar non-standard (upper L tip nib) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-42. Bourbonnais, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; lite crnrs cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
IL-43. Bradfordton, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; stamp heavy toned) (75-23) on LEATHER PPC. E $15
IL-44. Bradfordton, 1911, F magenta Doane 3/1 (upper L edge ruff; crs) (75/23) on PPC. E $14
IL-45. Browns, Ills., 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $8
IL-46. Buckingham, 1908, G+ RFD 11A (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/date on PPC. E $8
IL-47. Buckingham, 1909, G+ RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $6  
IL-48. Buckley, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5  
IL-49. Buffalo Hart, 1900?, G+ Doane 2/4 w/scalloped edges (year partial; toned) (73-DPO) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10  
IL-50. Bunker Hill, 1870s, G+ CDS/crude star (tiny tears T; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8  
IL-51. Butler, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5  
IL-52. Butler, 1912, G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
IL-53. Cantrall, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/28 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5  
IL-54. Carlinville, 1911, VG RFD 11C/5 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date/route on PPC. E $8  
IL-55. Carlyle, 1907, G+ duplex w/obd strike of unusual numeral "6" to left of dial; on cvr. E $6  
IL-56. Carman, I11s, 1921, G+ DCDS/6-bar non-standard (upper on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
IL-57. Catlin, 1903, VG RFD 2B/1 (UNLISTED; ruff R in stamp, near portrait) on PSE. E $14  
IL-58. Cazenovia, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (71-DPO) on PPC. E $8  
IL-59. Charlotte, 1913, G+ pseudo-Doane 6-bar non-standard w/"2" (EKU) (80-DPO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8  
IL-60. Charter Grove, 1922, G 4-bar (lite cr) (89-DPO) on PPC. E $8  
IL-61. Chatham, 1887, G+ octagon/cork on PSE. E $6  
IL-62. Chautaugua, 1910, VF Doane 3/2 (toned) (97-DPO) on PPC. E $8  
IL-63. Cherry, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/1 (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
IL-64. Chicago, I11s, 1850s, VG+ CDS/circled "5" (bit trim T) on 2.5x4.5" stampless cvr. E $24  
IL-65. Chicago, 1884, VG+ Wesson H(16) (bit lite tone; upper R tip nib; bit lite tone) att'y cc on cvr. E $14  
IL-66. Chicago/F.D., 1906, G+ duplex/26 (near F+) 2c Sc.319 on PPC to Hunspach, France. E $14  
IL-67. Chicago/M.S., 1888, G+ duplex w/redundant "MS" (Madison St.Sta.) in killer (crs) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8  
IL-68. Civer, [1896], G+ CDS/target (bit trim L & R; slit 3 sides) 8c +2c (69-06) on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12  
IL-69. Claremont, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
IL-70. Clarkson, 1899, G+ CDS/target (91-02) on PSE. E $24  
IL-71. Colona, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part o/s; crnr cr) as rec'd on PPC. E $6  
IL-72. Colona, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; toned) on PPC. E $8  
IL-73. Coltonville, 1838, VF ms w/"25" rate (edge tears; cr) (38-40) on SPL. E $200  
IL-74. Compton, 1909, G+ Doane 3/6 (LUK; dial hi: "MPT" partly off) on PPC. E $8  
IL-75. Congerville, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; HEAVY horiz.cr; part lite tone; edge tear R) on PPC. E $8  
IL-76. Congerville, 1911 (Jul 19), G+ Doane 2/1 (dial hi: "RVI" partly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
IL-77. Cooksville, 1909, G+ RFD 2F/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
IL-78. Cottage Grove Sta., [1880], G+ CDS/cork (R arc & date on stamp) on GPC. E $15  
IL-79. Culom, 1831, VG+ 7-bar non-standard (adhesion by address) on PPC. E $14  
IL-80. Custer, 1915, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; dial hi: "USTE" partly off; bit lite tone) (89-24) on PPC. E $14  
IL-81. Custer Park, 1907, G+ purple Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8  
IL-82. Custer Park, 1913 (Apr 15), G+ Doane 2/3 (89-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
IL-83. Dakota, 1901 (May 20), F+ blue RFD 1/1 (UNLISTED) EARLY use 2c Pan-Am on 4.25x6.25" cvr. E $16  
IL-84. Delavan, 1888, VG+ purple TCDS/fancy wheel (ruff R to stamp) as rec'd b/s on PSE. E $14  
IL-85. Delavan, 1902, F magenta RFD 1C/2 (UNLISTED; # mostly not struck, but ID sure from printed cc; ruff R to stamp) on PSE. E $16  
IL-86. Delrey, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 as rec'd (1854/DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
IL-87. Derby, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial bit hi; part on stamp; lite tone) 2nd known example (92-DPO) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15  
IL-88. Dewey, 1907, G+ RFD 2FA/32 (o/s; bit smear) on PPC. E $8  
IL-89. Dewey, 1910, G+ RFD 2FA/32 on PPC. E $14  
IL-90. Dewey, ca.1910, G+ RFD 2FA/33 (year spotty) on PPC. E $15  
IL-91. Dewitt, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; toned; # not struck, but ID sure) 1 of 3 known on PPC. E $14
IL-92. Dexter, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned; lite cr) (76-26) on PPC. E $14
IL-93. Dillsburg, 1910, VF 4-bar (part lite tone; tear R) (81-38) on PPC. E $14
IL-94. Dow, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (stamp partly peeled) on PPC. E $6
IL-95. Duncan, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (dial hi: "C" partly off; crs; part lite tone) (71-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-96. Dunlap, 1910, VF RFD 11C/27 (crs) ms date/route on PPC. E $6
IL-97. Eden, 1901, VF RFD 1/1 (ruff R in stamp, nearly to portrait; tear T; crnr crs; lite tone; AS IS for faults) on PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
IL-98. Edwards, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/10 (UNLISTED route; crnrs cr) on PPC. E $14
IL-99. Eleanor, 1915, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (86-30) on PPC. E $14
IL-100. Ellissville, ca.1909, VF RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-101. Elsah, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 ("IL" not struck) on PPC. E $8
IL-102. Elwin, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; dial hi: "LW" partly off; o/s; TONED & stained; AS IS) as fwd on PPC. E $8
IL-103. Eugene, I1ls, 1870s, F ms w/cork killer (57-88) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
IL-104. Fairfield, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/3 (month/day omitted; bit edge faults; part lite tone) on PPC. E $14
IL-105. Fancher, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (83/24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-106. Farmingdale, 1932, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T) gen'l store cc; 3c Wash.Bicent'l on commer.cvr. E $14
IL-107. Fayetteville, 1907, G+ Doane 1/3 (part on stamp; o/s; crnr cr) (40/18) on PPC. E $12
IL-108. Flagg, 1915, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lite tone) (84-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-109. Flat Rock, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-110. Florence, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (40-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-111. French Village, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; "FRENCH" obscured on stamp but ID sure; edge tear B) (41-10) on PPC. E $14
IL-112. French Village, 1910, G+ 4-bar w/inverted dial (pinhole) (41-10) on PPC. E $14
IL-113. Fruit, 1906, VG purple Doane 2/1 (EKU; bit o/s) (86-34) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-114. Fruit, 1910, G+ Doane 1/1 ("IT" part obscured) (86-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-115. Gerlaw, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (L arc spotty) on PPC. E $8
IL-116. Gillum, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi) (74/20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-117. Gladstone, 1881, G+ magenta fancy DCDS (EARLY; trim R) as recd b/s on cvr w/enc. E $12
IL-118. Goedew, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; L arc weak) (70-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-119. Goodfield, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG) on PPC. E $6
IL-120. Goodfield, 1912, VG Doane 3/2 (near F; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-121. Goodwine, 1911, F Doane 3/2 (slight stutter; dial bit hi; lite tone; crnr crs) on PPC. E $8
IL-122. Gossett, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (tear T; tips wear) (73/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-123. Grantfork, 1916, G+ 4-bar (69-18) on PPC. E $15
IL-124. Grassland, 1904, G+ CDS/target (day mostly not struck; dial bit hi; part o/s) (90-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-125. Grove City, 1884, G+ CDS/star (bit o/s; killer mostly lite; lite tone; trim L) (69-19) on cvr. E $15
IL-126. Harness, [1909], G+ violet Doane 3/2 w/blank slugs for time/year (inverted strike; date/state much obscured on stamp; town VF) (98-11) on PPC. E $15
IL-127. Harvel, ca.1910, VG RFD 11P (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-128. Henderson, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (bit spotty) on PPC. E $8
IL-129. Herborn, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone; T edge lite water tone) (78-29) on PPC. E $15
IL-130. Hersman, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (65-63) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
IL-131. Hillsdale, [1909], F RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) complete ms excpet year on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-132. Hillside, 1908, G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (90-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-133. Hindsboro, 1910, G+ DCDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $14
IL-134. Hoffman, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (R arc & part of date on stamp; # partly off R; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-135. Holland, 1907, G+ CDS (month/year partial) as recd (61/22) on PPC. E $8
IL-136. Holland, 1909, G+ CDS/target (part lite tone; cr) (61/22) on PPC. E $12
IL-137. Hollowayville, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (52-24) on PPC. E $14
IL-138. Homewood, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU; part on stamp) on LEATHER PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-139. Hoopeson, 1901, G+ purple RFD 1/1 (UNLISTED; ruff R, just in stamp; tears, thru part of dial, & B; part lite tone; AS IS for faults) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
IL-140. Hornsby, 1908 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU) as recd (55-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-141. Hornsby, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (55-DPO) on PPC. E $6
IL-142. Hoyleton, 1911, VG RFD 11N (UNLISTED) ms date & carrier's initials ("J.S.") on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-143. Hudson, 1923, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/state spelled out (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-144. Hull, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-145. Humrick, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "MRT" partly off; toned) (83-DPO) on PPC. E $6
IL-146. Hutsonville, Illinois, 1919, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/wide-spaced serifed letters (part on stamp; tip cr) SCARCE type; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-147. Hyde Park, [1877], G+ CDS/cork (no flap) faulty pair 5c Taylor (60-89) on cvr to Bavaria. E $75
IL-148. Illinois City, 1908, G+ CDS w/Doane 3/1 style killer (dial bit hi) composite canx; on PPC. E $16
IL-149. Iola, 1912, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; upper L crnr short; part lite tone) ms date only, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
IL-150. Jacob, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part lite tone; crnr cr) as recd on PPC. E $8
IL-151. Jacob, 1913, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-152. Jamestown, 1908, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $8
IL-153. Jeffersonville, 1886, VG DCDS/target (1.25" tear R) (57-17) on cvr. E $10 MIN.5
IL-154. Johannisburg, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 w/ms day correction (UNLISTED; date/state heavy inked) (83-08) on PPC. E $40
IL-155. Johnsonville, 1908, VF Doane 2/4 (crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-156. Kangley, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (88-25) on PPC. E $14
IL-157. Kankakee, 1895, VG duplex (bit ruff L) on cvr. E $6
IL-158. Kasbeer, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG; lite tone; tear L) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-159. Kaufman, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (84-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-160. Kaufman, 1912, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone; tear T, in rim) (84-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-161. Keensburg, 1910, F Doane 2/4 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $6
IL-162. Kings, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (75-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-163. Kumler, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/1 (toned; edge tear T) (77-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IL-164. Lacon, 1935, G+ DCDS/M.O.B. (near F; part o/s) MISUSED as recd on PPC. E $12
IL-165. LaFox, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (town part obscured; crnrs lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-166. Lafox, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (part sttter; rim partly off B) as recd on PPC. E $6
IL-167. Lake Villa, 1922, G+ non-standard box dial w/6-bar killer (slight sttter; near F+) on PPC. E $15
IL-168. Lake, City, 1910 (Jan 1), VG 4-bar ERROR: w/EXTRA COMMA in town name (73-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-169. LaPrairie, 1908, G+ SCARCE Doane 3/3? (date spotty; part on stamp) on PPC. E $14
IL-170. Laze Zurich, 1905, G+ Doane 1/3 (EKU; near VF) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-171. Ledford, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (80/DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-172. Leverett, 1911, G+ magenta 4-bar (82-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-173. Liberty, 1908, G+ RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
IL-174. Liberty, 1925, G+ 4-bar ty.E FORERUNNER, w/town & state at top (dial hi: "TY" partly off) on PPC. E $15
IL-175. Lilly, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (EKU; dial bit hi) (70-DPO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-176. Lilly, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; upper L tip nib; part lite tone) (70-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-177. Lima, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU) on PPC. E $8
IL-178. Lincoln, 1910, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; mostly on stamp; toned) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-179. Lintner, 1913, VG RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date & "RFD" on PPC. E $6
IL-180. Loda, ca.1909, VG RFD 1IF (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-181. Lodge, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (UNLISTED; near F) 2nd example discovered (74-10) on PPC. E $16
IL-182. Longcreek, 1911, G+ violet Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp) (75-23) on PPC. E $15
IL-183. Longcreek, 1911, G+ purple Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "GC" partly off) (75-23) on PPC. E $14
IL-184. Lot 2) Lowder, 1908 (Apr 10), G+ Doane 2/3 (Lku) & F 4-bar (Apr 25) on PPCs (lite tone; crs). E $15 MIN.8
IL-185. Lynn Center, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) Svea Mutual Protective Ins.Co.printed form on back of 3.5x6.25" PC. E $8
IL-186. Mabel, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 2/7 (UNLISTED; lite tone) (00-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IL-187. Mabel, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (00-14) on PPC. E $16
IL-188. Mallard, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part bit obscured by design; part on stamp) (82/19) on PPC. E $14
IL-189. Manchester, 1912, VG+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12
IL-190. Marceline, 1895, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; 4 tape stains B) (43/13) on GPC. E $14
IL-191. Marshall, 1910, VG RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-192. Matteson, 1920, G+ 4-bar composite w/2 mismatched dial segments, resulting in redundant state on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-193. McCluskey, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; town bit obscured by design) (84-DPO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-194. McDowell, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (72-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-195. Mendota, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/37 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-196. Meyer, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (toned; lower R tip nick; tip crs) (95-23) on PPC. E $14
IL-197. Middle Grove, 1909, G+ magenta straight-line non-standard h/s (toned) (34-DPO) on PPC. E $15
IL-198. Midland City, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (Lku) 1c Jamestown (75-DPO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-199. Milan, 1918, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC to "R.D.R.1/Clear View Farm". E $14
IL-200. Millersburg, 1906 (Dec 26), G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) as recd (38-DPO) on PPC. E $6
IL-201. Millersville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (o/s) as recd (72-33) on PPC w/Rosemond (56-23) VG Doane 2/4 as fwd. E $15 MIN.8
IL-203. Missal, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; lite tone) (86-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-204. Mitchell, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; upper R on stamp) (92-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-205. Moccasin, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (dial hi: "ASI" partly off; part lite tone) (62/DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-206. Modoc, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (bit lite tone) (82-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-207. Modoc, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; bit nibble lower L tip; edge tear B) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-208. Monee, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-209. Mont Clare, ca.1880s, G+ CDS (lite tone; crs; nick B; tip nick) (73-94) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $15 MIN.8
IL-210. Morris, 1902, G+ RFD 2FA/5 (UNLISTED; bit stutter) on cvr. E $14
IL-211. Nauvoo, 1911, F RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $6
IL-212. Neelyville, 1908, G+ blue Doane 1/1 (EKU; crnr crs) (60-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-213. Neelyville, 1910, G+ Doane 1/1 (60-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-214. New Berlin, 1909, G+ RFD 2F/30 (near VG; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
IL-215. New Salem, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-216. Newark, 1902, F RFD 1/2? (deformed #, looks like 2 or 3; trim R, in stamp oval) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-217. Niota, 1909, G+ Doane 1/3 (town part obscured) on PPC. E $6
IL-218. North Aurora, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 (EKU; part on stamp; edge tear T; tip cr; 1 stamp faulty) on PPC to England. E $14
IL-220. North Chillicothe, 1907, G Doane 3/4 (late use; worn letters; o/s) (92-17) on PPC. E $14
IL-221. Oakford, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
IL-222. Oakford, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-223. Oaklawn, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-224. Ocoya, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; lite tone) (60/22) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-225. Ocoya, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 w/blank slug for day (60/22) on PPC. E $14
IL-226. Ocoya, (1909), G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; dial bit hi) blank slug for year, but on Sc.331 (60/22) on PPC. E $15
IL-227. Ohlman, 1936, VF 4-bar ty.E w/ms day correction (lite tone; cr) on commer.PPC. E $14
IL-228. Oreana, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IL-229. Oreana, 1909, VG RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED; toned) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $8
IL-230. Orland, 1905, F Doane 2/3 (EKU; lite tone; crnr cr) (51-27) on PPC. E $14
IL-231. Orland, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (crnr cr) (51-27) on PPC. E $8
IL-232. Orland, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; near F; tip cr) (51-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-233. Osco, I1ls, 1915, G+ straight-line non-standard h/s w/redundant pencil ms town name on stamp (ruff R) 2c perf.10 PPC. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-234. Outen, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/1 (crs; bit lite tone) (80-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-235. Papineau, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (EKU; bit lite tone; lite cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-236. Paris, 1902, G+ RFD 1/7 (UNLISTED; near R; upper R edge ruff; part ruff slit R) on cvr. E $16
IL-237. Paxton, I1ls, 1890s, G+ CDS/cork; Rice Grain Elevator Co.cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-238. Paxton, 1894, VG CDS/star on PSE. E $14
IL-239. Peoria, 1913, G+ RFD 11A/34 (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-240. Peotone, 1905, G+ RFD 2FD/2(8?) (UNLISTED; town/state heavy inked; part ruff slit R; part lite tone) on cvr. E $14
IL-241. Peru, 1902, G+ Doane 2/2 (month/day spotty; dial bit hi; toned) (04-14) on PPC. E $16
IL-242. Peru, 1905, VG RFD 2FA/21 w/date clearly reading "Mar 0" (UNLISTED; part o/s) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-243. Peru, 1905, G+ RFD 2FA/21 (UNLISTED) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-244. Phillipstown, 1906, VF Doane 2/1 (trim R; edge tear B) 1c Sc.300 (39-10) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
IL-245. Pierson Station, 1906, F Doane 2/5 (EKU; bit o/s; lite tone) as fwd (77-DPO) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
IL-246. Pingree Grove, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; toned) (48-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-247. Pinkstaff, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (crs; edge tear B) (77-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-248. Pleasant Plains, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/43 (heavy inked) on PPC. E $14
IL-249. Pleasant Plains, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/? (# obscured on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-250. Plumb Hill, 1907, F+ 4-bar as recd (51-08) on PPC w/Addieville VF Doane 3/4 origin. E $15 MIN.8
IL-251. Pocahontas, 1906, G RFD 2F/2 (UNLISTED; WORN letters, likely indicating short-term use; edge tear B) on PPC. E $15
IL-252. Pontiac, 1850s, VF ms w/"Paid 3" rate (2 ink spots L; lite crs) on stampless cvr (w/1852 letter, not orig.to this). E $24 MIN.12
IL-253. Poplar Grove, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; RUFF upper R & lower R; lite tone; AS IS ONLY for faults) on cvr. E $8
IL-254. Pottstown, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; o/s, affects "POTT") (89-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-255. Powellton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (tiny tear) as recd (82-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-256. Preemption, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-257. Preemption, 1936, G+ 4-bar ty.E (R arc & date on stamp; lite cr) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-258. Rankin, 1902, VG RFD 2B/2 (UNLISTED; upper R tip ruff) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-259. Rapatee, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone; address scribbled thru) (83-DPO) on PPC. E $5
IL-260. Raven, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU) (92-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-261. Reeves, 1909 (Apr 9), G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; nick T; crs) as recd (05-11) on PPC. E $14
IL-262. Reno, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (crs) (83-DPO) on PPC. E $5
IL-263. Reno, 1912, VG+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; T edge scuff) (83-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-264. Richton, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (LITE; part o/s) as recd (84-28) on PPC. E $8
IL-265. Rinard, 1908, G+ Doane 1/3 (near VG+) on PPC. E $8
IL-266. River Forest/I1ls/Cook Co., 1888, F DCDS/fancy wheel (RUFF R, halfway in stamp but not affecting canx) (82-89) on cvr w/enc.belonging to this, plus other letters from same corresp. E $65
IL-267. Rock Creek, 1910, VG+ Doane 1/1 (part on stamp) (87-14) on PPC. E $15
IL-268. Rockport, 1911, VG RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-269. Rosiclare ("Rosi Claire" variant spelling), I1ls, 1870s, VF ms (bit lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-270. Rowe, 1910, F 4-bar (72-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-271. Royal, 1912, F Doane 3/1 (bit o/s; uneven toned) on PPC. E $8
IL-272. Rozetta, [1877], G+ CDS/target (bit ruff L) (58-01) on cvr w/enc. E $16
IL-273. Rozetta, 1878, VG purple CDS/target (trim R; edge tears) (58-01) on cvr w/enc. E $16
IL-274. Rozetta, 1884, G+ CDS/target (tip cr) (58-01) on PSE w/enc. E $16
IL-275. Saint Augustine, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/5 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-276. Saint Augustine, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; bit o/s) on PPC. E $6
IL-277. Salisbury, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKC; lite tone) (39-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-278. Sandridge, 1907, G+ CDS/cork (state partial but ID sure; toned) (72-17) on PPC. E $15
IL-279. Savoy, ca.1909, G+ RFD 2PD/66 (UNLISTED type; lite tone) year reads "1906" in error; 1c
Frank.(Sc.331) on PPC. E $15
IL-280. Scales Mound, 1909, VF 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-281. Schick, 1908, G+ CDS/cork (near VG+) (01-14) on PPC. E $24
IL-282. Schwer, 1899, VG+ CDS/target (ruff R; lite tone) (07-02) on #10 cvr. E $24
IL-283. Secor, ca.1909, VGF RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-284. Sheldon, 1916, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
IL-285. Sheldons Grove, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; tip crs) (53-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-286. Sheller, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; crs) (92-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-287. Shepherd, 1908, G+ 4-bar (toned) (80-10) on PPC. E $16
IL-288. Sherrard, [1914], VG RFD 11F/1 (lite tone; upper L edge ruff) on PPC. E $6
IL-289. Shirley, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-290. Sollitt, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (54-DPO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-291. Souders, 1910, VG+ CDS/cork (part lite tone) (92-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-292. Souders, 1911, G+ CDS/target (92-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-293. Stouts Grove, ca.1857, VF ms (tip nicks) (47-62) on cvr w/related datelined letter (Jan
24 1858), proving '62 closing date in Place Names book correct. E $80 MIN.40
IL-294. Strawn, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IL-295. Strawn, 1909, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
IL-296. Strout, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit lite tone) (76-15) on PPC. E $14
IL-297. Stubblefield, 1905, VG+ Doane 1/1 (EKU; dial bit hi; edge tear T, just in dial; part
lite tone; bit ruff slt R) (72/18) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
IL-298. Swan Creek, 1909, G+ RFD IV (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-299. Tamalco, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-300. Terre Haute, 1884, G+ TCDs/star as recd b/s (57-DPO) on cvr. E $8
IL-301. Thayer, 1907, G+ Doane 2/6 (UNLISTED; "R" on stamp) on PPC. E $14
IL-302. Thayer, 1908, G+ Doane 2 CDS/Reed (LATE use; edge cr) as recd on PPC. E $8
IL-303. Thomasboro, [1906], G+ Doane 3/5 (year partial; "ORO" on stamp; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-304. Tioga, 111, G+ 4-bar (year partial; o/w VF) on PPC. E $6
IL-305. Topeka, 1860s, VF ms (EARLY; trim R; part lite soiled) on PPC. E $16
IL-306. Ulah, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (part stutter) 1c Parcel Post (68/24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-307. Valley, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F) (94-28) on PPC. E $8
IL-308. Valmeyer, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKC; o/s; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-309. Venedy, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; "DY" on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-310. Vermont, 1910, VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
IL-311. Vevay Park, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (R & lower L edges taped; tips short; scrape spot L)
die-cut filigree border (87-22) on PPC. E $8
IL-312. Vienna, ca.1908, G+ RFD 11B/12 (UNLISTED; toned; crnr crs) ms town/state/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-313. Waddams Grove, 1910, VF CDS/target (lite tone) (76-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-314. Wakefield, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKC; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-315. Walker, ca.1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKC; dial mostly on stamp; # off R; o/s by weak 2nd
strike) year reads "1906" in error; 1c Frank.(Sc.331) (57/DPO) on PPC. AS IS for strike, but
SCARCE type & error. E $14
IL-316. Warren, 1908, G+ duplex (toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-317. Warren, 1908, G+ duplex (toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-318. Warren, 1908, F+ duplex (lite tone; ink spot in message) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-319. Warren, 1914, G+ duplex (state not struck; toned) on PPC: Tisdell Ave., Warren. E $12 MIN.6
IL-320. Waterman, 1914, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-321. Waterman, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
IL-322. Watson, 1911, VG 4-bar (dia: "TS" partly off; crnr cr) on PPC. E $5
IL-323. Wayside, 1912, G+ 4-bar (year heavy inked) (06-17) on PPC. E $20
IL-324. West Point, 1911, G+ CDS/target non-standard (R arc not struck) on PPC. E $8
IL-325. West Point, 1913, F+ CDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-326. Wheaton, 1909, F RFD 11/1/var (UNLISTED) ms town/date/"Carrier #1" on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
IL-327. Wittington, 1901, G+ duplex; PM's ms note on back; "George Kincaid, P.M." straight-line h/s as "signature" on GPC. E $6
IL-328. Willey, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (tears B & L; lite crs; bit lite tone) (83-13) on PPC. E $14
IL-329. Winnebago, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; lower R crnr ruff; toned) 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $16
IL-330. Woburn, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s; bit lite tone) as recd (65-09) on PPC. E $14
IL-331. Womac, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (88-10) on PPC. E $15
IL-332. Woodbine, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (town part obscured by design) (74-DPO) on PPC w/partial Stockton, IL, CDS/Recd. E $15
IL-333. Woodbine, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 (toned) (74-DPO) on PPC w/partial Stockton, IL, CDS/Recd. E $16
IL-334. Woodbine, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (78-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-335. Woodbine, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (toned) (74-DPO) on PPC. E $16
IL-336. Woodbine, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG; slight stutter) (74-DPO) on PPC. E $16
IL-337. Woodbine, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (dia: bit hi; lite tone) (78-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-338. Worth, 1909, F Doane 2/4 (crs) on PPC. E $6
IL-339. York, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone; crs; edge wear) (1820-1938) on PPC. E $5
IL-340. Youngstown, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (part o/s; bit cr) 2 strikes, as recd & fwd (71-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-341. Youngstown, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (71/DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-342. Zearing, 1934, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (lite tone) (26-65) on commer.cvr. E $8

INDIANA / Do you need Baker's "Postal History of Indiana"? We have it!
IN-1. Lot 40) RFD manuscripts, all pre-1920, many diff.towns; various types, many UNLISTED in Richow (few faults) on PPCs. E $60 MIN.30
IN-3. Atlanta, 1916, G+ DCDS non-standard (part heavy inked; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
IN-4. Batesville, 1916, F RFD 11E/1? (UNLISTED) ms date at L, route on stamp; on PPC. E $6
IN-5. Beechy Mire, 1889, G+ CDS/target (46/01) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
IN-6. Benham, 1911, F Doane 2/2 (LKU; toned) (88-34) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-7. Bennington, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
IN-8. Bigelow Mills, 1860s, VF ms (2 notches T; tear T; nick R; lower R tip nib) patriotic illus.at L: soldier w/flag on mountain peak; ms "Post Office Business" frank (37-69) on FRONT ONLY to 3rd Assistant PM Gen'l. E $50
IN-9. Bluffton, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IN-10. Bobo, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (EKU) (83-30) on PPC. E $14
IN-11. Bowrie, 1866, VF ms (trim R) (58-67) on cvr. E $100
IN-12. Branchville, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $8
IN-13. Branchville, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (part on stamp; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-14. Branchville, 1911, G+ Doane 1/2 (LKU; LITE; toned) on PPC. E $8
IN-15. Brighton, 1907 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/2 (crs) as recd (37/11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-16. Bruceville, 1906, F Doane 2/4 (o/s; crs) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-17. Castleton, 1908, G RFD 1Xvar/9 (UNLISTED; nearly all obscured on stamp, but ID sure; lite tone; crnr crs) var.w/upper & lower case town/state on PPC. E $8
IN-20. Chili, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 as recd on PPC. E $8
IN-21. Chili, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (LKU; near F; toned) (1843-1961) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-22. Cloverland, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "RL" partly off; o/s; lite tone; bit uneven trim; edge tear R) (50-20) on PPC. E $8
IN-23. Cloverland, 1913, G+ 4-bar (50-20) on PPC w/small env.on pix side. E $12
IN-25. Coffins Station, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (R arc partial) (61-67) on cvr. E $100 MIN.50
IN-26. Columbia City, 1910, VG RPD 11A/13 (UNLISTED; toned) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $6
IN-27. Commiskey, 1917, VF RPD 11A/1 (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-28. Cortland, 1916, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) 1c perf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $14
IN-29. Cory, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 as recd on PPC. E $8
IN-30. Cory, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/3 part o/s by 2 strikes of Rosston (86-18) Doane 2/2 as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-32. Cowan, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part smear) (69-23) on PPC. E $8
IN-33. Curby, 1913, VG Doane 2/1 (04-15) on PPC. E $16
IN-34. Cutler, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-35. Darlington, 1910, F RPD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-36. Decker, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VG+; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-37. Delaware, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; addressee inked out) (38/33) on PPC. E $8
IN-38. Duff, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; near VG+; bit o/s; tip cr) (68/55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-39. Duff, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F; stamp about 20% scuffed; lite tone; tip crs) (68/55) on PPC. E $8
IN-40. Edwards, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near F; crnr cr) (79/12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-41. Etna Green, 1909, VF RPD 11E/1 (toned) ms date only on PPC. E $6
IN-42. Evansville/Register Bus., 1882, F blue straight-line h/s on req.ret.rect.card. E $14
IN-43. Fairland, ca.1909, VG RPD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IN-44. Farnsworth, 1909, F Doane 3/2 (86/13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-45. Flint, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; "F" obscured; o/w about F+) (50-07) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IN-46. Forest, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
IN-47. Fountain town, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-48. Fremont, 1911, VG RPD 11/1 complete ms on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
IN-49. Fremont, 1912, G+ RPD 11/1 (lite) complete ms on PPC. E $6
IN-50. Fulton, 1912, F Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IN-51. Hall, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (lite tone; cr) (1854-1966) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-52. Hardinsburg, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12
IN-53. Hedrick, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 ("DR" partial; o/w about F; bit lite tone) (80-59) on PPC. E $8
IN-54. Hedrick, 1909, VF Doane 2/3 (80-59) on PPC. E $8
IN-55. Hedrick, 1912, VG Doane 2/3 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone; stain spot in message) (80-59) on PPC. E $14
IN-56. Henryville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
IN-57. Homestead, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (lite crs) (95-10) on PPC. E $24
IN-58. Hoover, 1909, VF 4-bar (73-28) on PPC. E $15
IN-59. Hoover, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; lite tone) (73-28) on PPC. E $8
IN-60. Houston, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F; edge tear B; bit lite tone; tip crs) (50/11) on PPC. E $16
IN-61. Howe, 1910, G+ DCDS Doane 2/2 "mimic" non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
IN-62. Indianapolis (Haughville Sta.), 1909, G+ DCDS/7-bar non-standard (WORN letters, as usual; AS IS for that; month omitted) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-63. Jolietville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (75-23) on PPC. E $14
IN-64. Kimmell, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (o/s; tip cr) as recd on PPC. E $6
IN-65. Kurtz, 1909, VG+ Doane 1/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-66. LaGrange, 1910, G+ RPD 11/8 (UNLISTED) complete ms, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
IN-67. Laketon, 1912, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; worn letters; dial bit hi; bit scuff by address) on PPC. E $14
IN-68. Lamar, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
IN-69. Lawrence, 1906, VG+ Doane 1/3 (bit o/s; part lite tone) (1846-1950) on PPC. E $14
IN-70. Lawrence, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/5 (dial hi: "E" partly off) (1846-1950) on PPC. E $6
IN-71. Letts, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VG; bars o/s) as recd (96-54) on PPC. E $5
IN-72. Letts, 1910, VG Doane 2/5 (96-54) on PPC. E $6
IN-73. Ligonier, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) scribble only on PPC. E $6
IN-74. Lincoln, 1910, VF Doane 2/3 (55-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-75. Littles, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (90-29) on PPC. E $15
IN-76. Locust Point ("LOCUS" variant spelling), 1880s, VF ms (tear L, in state; toned) (75/34)
on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IN-77. Loree, 1909, G+ CDS/target (near VG) (88-26) on PPC. E $8
IN-78. Loree, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite crs) (88-26) on PPC. E $8
IN-79. Lyons, 1909, F RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
IN-80. Evans Rural Sta./Madison, 1908, G+ RFD 10L (dial bit hi; o/s; sealed spindles, 1 in
canx; back toned; tip cr) on GPC. E $8
IN-81. Marco, 1909, VF Doane 2/3 (1853/167) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-82. Mechanicsburg, 1894, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (49-07) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
IN-83. Milltown, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (2 strikes, overlap) on PPC. E $5
IN-84. Milltown, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 (overlap by lite 2nd strike) on PPC. E $8
IN-85. Monroeville, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/11 (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $5
IN-86. Mount Etna, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG; lite tone; tip cr) (48-20) on PPC. E $14
IN-87. Mount Etna, ca.1912, G Doane 3/2 (year partial, but 1c Wash.confirms as LKU; dial HI:
"NT" mostly off; WORN letters; AS IS for strike) (48-20) on PPC. E $14
IN-88. Muncie, 1910, VG RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-89. New Haven, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-90. New Haven, 1908, G+ Doane 3/9 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
IN-91. New Haven, 1910, VG Doane 3/9 on PPC. E $8
IN-92. New Market, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
IN-93. New Washington, 1913, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; bit o/s; R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $14
IN-94. Newtown, 1937, VG duplex (part on stamp; o/s) as fwd on commer.PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
IN-95. Nora, 1903, G+ RFD 1/? (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) (71-24) on cvr. E $15
IN-96. Normanda, ca.1887, G+ blue CDS/cork (tears R; bit lite tone) (52/21) on cvr. E $16
MIN.6
IN-98. North Madison, 1913, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; "ON" not struck; part heavy inked; tip cr)
(1848-1957) on PPC. E $8
IN-99. Oaklandon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; part on stamp) as recd (70-60) on PPC. E $14
IN-100. Ogilville, 1910, G+ CDS/cork (93-13) on PPC. E $12
IN-101. Orland, 1936, VG+ 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $8
IN-102. Pekin, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 (o/s; toned) as recd on PPC. E $8
IN-103. Pekin, 1909, VG RFD 11/11 (about 1/2 water tone) complete ms; obviously reused 2c
Wash.accepted as postage on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-104. Pence, 1913, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial HI: "ENC" mostly off; AS IS for that; toned) on
PPC. E $14
IN-105. Perrysville, 1927, VF RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
IN-106. Peru, 1908, VG RFD 11/9 (UNLISTED) complete ms, nearly all on stamp on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-107. Peru, 1913, VG RFD 11F/11 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IN-108. Petersville, 1895, G+ CDS/target (73-00) on GPC w/printed notice on back. E $24 MIN.12
IN-109. Pettysville, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (75-17) on PPC. E $14
IN-110. Pittsburg, 1914, F magenta 4-bar (38-15) on PPC. E $14
IN-111. Portland, 1909, F RFD 11/6 (UNLISTED; lite tone) complete ms, in ink; on PPC. E $10
MIN.5
IN-112. Portland, 1910, VG RFD 11E/7 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $6
IN-113. Pulaski, 1912, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone) (52-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-114. Ramsey, 1909, G Doane 3/3 (LKU; WELL WORN letters, but datedelined message) on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
IN-115. Rockfield, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IN-116. Roll, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (edge tear T; tip cr) (81-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-117. Rome City, 1935, G+ 4-bar ty.E (crnr cr) on commer.PPC. E $8
IN-118. Romney, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (EKU) 1c Smith on brown PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-119. Romney, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VF; tip scuff) on PPC. E $6
IN-120. Rosston, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (86-18) on PPC. E $14
IN-121. Rosston, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (86-18) on PPC. E $8
IN-122. Salem, 1905, VF RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED; crs) ms date/route, in ink on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-123. Saltillo, 1909, F Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8
IN-124. Seafield, 1910, F Doane 2/2 (61/39) on PPC. E $8
IN-125. Selvin, 1908, F Doane 3/2 (EKU) (81-51) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-126. Shideler, 1909, G+ 4-bar as recd (71-29) on PPC. E $12
IN-127. Sims, 1912, F Doane 2/4 (L/KU; toned) on PPC. E $12
IN-128. South Bend, ca.1907, VG RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED; tip cr) complete month/day/town/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-129. South Bend, 1945, F magenta DCDS/Parcel Post (lite tone; trim L) misapplied as recd on 6c air PSE w/enc.from APO 887 w/10c +1c dues. E $15 MIN.8
IN-130. South Milford, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
IN-131. South Raub, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (crnr crs) (78/26) on PPC. E $14
IN-132. Terre Haute, 1880s (Feb 14), VG CD/cork (tears B; small hole in dial; lite tone) 2c banknote on overall albino embossed Valentine cvr. E $12
IN-133. Ubee, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit ruff R; edge wear) w/Monroe, OR, Doane 2/3 as recd b/s; (05-29) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
IN-134. Urbana, ca.1909, G+ RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED; uneven lite tone) ms month/day/town/state on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-135. Valley Mills, 1906, VF Doane 2/3 (bit cr) (61-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-136. Vernon, 1910, VF RFD 11/2 complete ms on PPC. E $14
IN-137. Waileboro, 1895, G+ CD/target (state obscured by design) (52-07) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-138. Warren, 1910, F RFD 11E/3 ms date only on PPC. E $6
IN-139. West Newton, 1903, VF RFD 2F/1 (o/s) 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $14
IN-140. West Union, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; toned; tip cr) (86-32) on PPC. E $12
IN-141. Whitesville, 1910, G+ Doane 1/2 (near VG+; lite tone) (52-19) on PPC. E $15
IN-142. Williams, 1907, G+ Doane 2/6 (near VG+; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-143. Wilmot, 1908, G+ CD/target (bit lite tone) (50-11) on PPC. E $15
IN-144. Wilmot, 1909, G+ CD/target (50-11) on PPC. E $15
IN-145. Yeddo, 1910, G+ 4-bar (81/64) on PPC. E $5
IN-146. Yeoman, 1910, VF Doane 1/1 (lower L crnr clip; horiz.cr) on PPC. E $8
IN-147. Yeoman, 1911, G+ Doane 1/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-148. Youngstown, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone; tips nick) (67-12) on PPC. E $15
IN-149. Zenas, 1909, VF Doane 2/2 (uneven trim B, probably before mailed; cr) (39-11) on PPC. E $20

IOWA
IA-1. Lot 39) RFD manuscripts, all pre-1920, many diff.towns; various types, many UNLISTED in Richow (few faults) on PPCs. E $75 MIN.38
IA-2. Alburnett, 1934, VG 4-bar ty.E (edge tears T & R) on cvr TRIM on 3 sides to 3.5x6.25" cvr. E $8
IA-3. Altoona, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E w/day corrected by separate h/s (dial bit hi: "ONA" partly off; bit trim T; erasure scuff by address, probably by sender) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-4. Alvord, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-5. Andover, 1934, VG 4-bar ty.E; "E.H.Hagge, The Implement Man" cc on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-6. Ardon, 1916, G+ 4-bar (05-54) on PPC. E $6
IA-7. Bagley, 1932, G 4-bar ty.E (day/year partial) on commer.PSE. E $6
IA-8. Barney, 1908, F RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; stamp fault) ms date only on PPC. E $6
IA-9. Bedford, 1904, VF RFD 2F?? (UNLISTED; lite tone; edge tears L) on cvr. E $16
IA-10. Berlin, 1860s, F ms (bit ruff trim L) (61-77) on cvr. E $100
IA-11. Bertram, 1908, G+ 4-bar (60-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-12. Bouton, 1912, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $5
IA-13. California, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (83-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-14. Callender, 1910, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms date/town on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-15. Callender, 1933, F+ 4-bar ty.E (dial bit hi; bit trim T) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-17. Carrville, 1908, F 4-bar (92/23) on PPC. E $15
IA-18. Carson, ca.1909, VG RFD 11D/6 (UNLISTED) ms route #, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
IA-19. Carson, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-20. Castalia, 1911, G+ Doane 3/5 ("IA" on stamp) on PPC. E $6
IA-21. Cedar Falls, 1902, F RFD 1/2 (trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $12
IA-22. Chariton, 1909, F RFD 11C/8 (lite tone) ms date/route on PPC. E $6
IA-23. Clemons, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
IA-24. Clio, 1907, F+ Doane 2/4 (short staple slits, 1 in dial) on PPC. E $8
IA-26. Clive, 1912, VG CDS/target non-standard w/small 24mm CDS (82-72) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-28. Correctionville, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-29. Cottage, [1882], G+ CDS/target w/ms date (neatly reinforced upper L tip) (61/01) on GPC. E $30 MIN.15
IA-30. Covington, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (uneven lite tone) (82/22) on PPC. E $14
IA-31. Craig, 1911, F 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) (10-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-32. Creston, 1903, VG RFD 1/5 (ruff R) on PPC. E $14
IA-33. Cromwell, 1909, G+ Doane 3/6 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-34. Cromwell, 1912, VG Doane 3/6 on PPC. E $8
IA-35. Dewitt, 1909, VG RFD 1/3 on PPC. E $14
IA-36. Dickens, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IA-37. Donnellson, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/1 PPC w/early use of Sc.331 on PPC. E $14
IA-38. Donnellson, ca.1910, G+ RFD 2FD/var w/no "RFD", no date, no route # in bars on PPC to local address. E $16
IA-39. Earlville, 1910, VG RFD 11/3 complete ms on PPC. E $14
IA-40. Earlville, [1912], VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone; crnr crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-41. Elberon, 1909, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
IA-42. Eldridge, 1908, G+ RFD 1A/1 on PPC. E $14
IA-43. Elkhart, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-44. Everist, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (05-18) on PPC. E $16
IA-45. Ewart, 1915, VG 4-bar (76-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-46. Flagler, 1900, G+ CDS/target (part ruff R into stamp; "X" on address) (76-15) on cvr w/enc. E $14
IA-47. Flagler, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (small adhesive spot above add., before mailed) (76-15) on PPC. E $16
IA-49. Forest City, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-50. Forest City, 1911, F RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-51. Granville, 1860s, F ms (L edge cr; lite tone) (53-83) on cvr. E $50
IA-53. Hanlontown, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-54. Harcourt, 1908, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured by design) on PPC. E $4
IA-55. Hartley, 1911, F RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone; crnr cr) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-56. Haskins, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (03-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-57. Hayward, 1910, G+ magenta narrow 4-bar (inverted strike; "HAY" on stamp; lite tone) (97-20) on PPC. E $14
IA-58. Hayward, 1913, VF wide 4-bar (97-20) on PPC. E $15
IA-60. Hills, 1933, VF 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T) on commer.PSE. E $12
IA-61. Hinton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (dial HI: "NTO" mostly off; part on stamp) & Lafox, IL, Doane 2/3 as recd on PPC. E $8
IA-63. Homestead, 1913, G+ Doane 3/5 (LATE) on PPC. E $6
IA-64. Homestead, 1933, F 3-bar non-standard w/"Return Address/All Your Mail" (slogan part spotty; lite cr) on commer.cvrs. E $8
IA-65. Homestead, 1942, G+ 3-bar non-standard w/"Return Address/All Your Mail" slogan on bus.reply cvr. E $14
IA-67. Independence, [1914], VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-68. Jesup, 1916, VG+ RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-69. Kalona, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/5 (tear T) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-70. Kalona, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/1 (toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-72. Keswick, 1902, VG RFD 2B/1? (UNLISTED; # obscured on stamp) on GPC. E $16
IA-73. Kinross, 1934, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (nibbles upper L edge & L; pinholes) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-74. Kirkman, 1904, VG+ RFD 2F/1 (# partial) on PSE w/enc. E $15
IA-75. Lamoni, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-76. Libertyville, ca.1909, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state (as "Liberty, Ioa")
month/day, all on stamp; on PPC. E $14
IA-77. Logan, 1887, VG+ duplex w/star in killer on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IA-78. Lotts Creek, Ioa, 1870s, G+ CDS/target w/ms day correction (lower R edge ruff; edge tear T; piece off back) (57-80) on cvr. E $65
IA-79. Lowell, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp; bit trim T) C.B.Thornburg Hardware/Grocery h/s cc on commer.PSE. E $12
IA-80. Luzerne, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
IA-81. Luzerne, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; o/s; month/year partial, confirmed by origin canx) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-82. Martelle/Jones Co., 1893, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; lite tone; trim L) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IA-83. Martinsburg, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T, just in stamp; nick T) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-84. Marysville, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (toned) (69-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-85. McPaul, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; # not struck; lite tone) (70/57) on PPC mailed w/o stamp to local address. E $12 MIN.6
IA-86. Mechanicsville, 1902, G+ purple RFD 1A/2 (UNLISTED) on GPC. E $16
IA-87. Mechanicsville, [1913], VG RFD 11D/3 (UNLISTED) ms "D/3" on PPC. E $6
IA-88. Mederville, 1911, VG 4-bar (toned) (70-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-89. Melbourne, Ioa, 1883, G+ CDS/target (EARLY) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-90. Melbourne, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; upper R tip nick) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IA-91. Milo, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/1 ("RFD" mostly not struck; ruff R, halfway in stamp) on cvr. E $8
IA-92. Morse, [1909], G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; town heavy inked; cr; lite tone) day/year omitted from dial, but message dated (71-48) on PPC. E $14
IA-93. Muscatine, 1901, G+ RFD 1B/3 (UNLISTED; near F) on cvr. E $24
IA-94. Muscatine, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-95. Nashua, [1913], VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-96. Nashville, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (near F; crnr cr) (71/35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-97. National, 1907, G+ CDS/target (near VF; bit o/s) (55-08) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IA-98. New Hartford/Butler Co., 1884, G+ CDS/target on GPC. E $20
IA-99. New Virginia, 1933, F+ 4-bar ty.E on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-100. Noble, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (state weak) (82-40) on PPC. E $8
IA-101. North Buena Vista, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; R arc on stamp) on GPC. E $14
IA-102. North Liberty, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-103. Norwalk, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (dial hi: "ALK" partly off; bit trim T) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-104. Norwich, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (82/36) on PPC. E $8
IA-105. Numa, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (crnr crs) on PPC. E $8
IA-106. Numa, 1910, F Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-107. O'Leary, 1901, G+ CDS (date heavy inked; trim R; lite tone) as recd b/s (89/02) on cvr. E $24
IA-108. Olds, 1926, G+ DCD/4-bar non-standard on cvr. E $8
IA-109. Olds, 1928, G+ DCD/4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-110. Ollie, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IA-111. Ottumwa, 1903, VG purple RFD 1/3 (# obscured, but confirmed by message; crnr crs) on GPC. E $15
IA-112. Patterson, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/4 (EKU; near VF; part o/s) on PPC. E $14
IA-113. Payne, 1909, G Doane 2/2 (town much obscured by o/s; AS IS for that) (84/55) on PPC. E $5
IA-114. Percy, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (82-54) on PPC. E $8
IA-115. Percy, 1909, VG+ BLUE Doane 2/2 w/redundant inverted year slug replacing month (crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-116. Perlee, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (72/33) on PPC. E $14
IA-117. Persia, 1911, G+ 17-bar non-standard (tip cr) on PPC. E $12
IA-118. Plano, 1934, VG 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T) "Farmers Store" h/s on commer.cvr. E $14
IA-119. Quandahl, 1896, G DCDS/target (town spotty but ID sure; dial hi: "ND" partly off; part lite tone) (77/06) on cvr w/enc. E $20
IA-120. Richland, [1910], VG RFD 11F (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-121. Richland, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; part lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-122. Ridgeway, 1932, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T; nick T; L edge nibbles) on commer.PSE. E $8
IA-123. River Sioux, 1910, G+ 4-bar (78-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-125. Rodman, 1909, F Doane 2/4 ("N" on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-127. Ross, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (bit stutter) as recd (83-39) on PPC. E $8
IA-128. Rowan, 1934, VF 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T; L edge nibbles) on commer.PSE. E $8
IA-129. Runnells, [1903], G+ RFD 2B/1 (year omitted; "RFD" partial; crs; part lite soiled) on PPC. E $14
IA-130. Ruthven, 1909, VG magenta RFD 1W/1 (toned; crs; edge tear R) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-131. Saint Donatus, 1908, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; addressee & sender names scraped) ms date only on PPC. E $6
IA-132. Salem, 1932, VG 4-bar ty.E (near VF; bit trim T) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-133. Scranton, 1909, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $6
IA-134. Selma, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (EKU) on PPC. E $12
IA-135. Slater, ca.1918, G+ magenta 5-bar non-standard w/wavy bar killer (year partial) 2c Wash. on PPC. E $14
IA-136. Solon, 1904, VG+ RFD 2F/1 (part heavy inked; ruff R, well into stamp) on cvr. E $14
IA-137. Solon, 1932, F 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-138. South Amana, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (pinhole in stamp; tip cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
IA-139. Spillville, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
IA-140. Spragueville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 ("S" not struck; bit cr; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-141. Stanley, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (date mostly on stamp; bit trim T) on commer.PSE. E $8
IA-142. Stiles, 1901, VP CDS/target (52-18) on cvr w/enc. E $30
IA-143. Stockton, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-144. Story City, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/3 (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-145. Stratford, 1907, G+ RFD 2FAA/2 (UNLISTED; date much obscured by design) on PPC. E $15
IA-146. Sylvia, 1911, G+ 4-bar (stamp part peeled) (96-23) on PPC. E $14
IA-147. Thornburg, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-148. Treynor, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $8
IA-149. Treynor, 1908, F Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-150. Tripoli, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED route; cr; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-151. Unionville, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-152. Vincennes, 1909, G+ purple Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (58/53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-153. Waterloo, 1904, G+ RFD 1/2 (ruff R, just into stamp frame) on PSE. E $14
IA-154. Waupeton, 1911, VG+ pseudo-Doane 3/1 non-standard (part on stamp; lite tone) (86-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-155. Wellman, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-156. Wellman, 1913, F RFD 11C/4 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-157. West Chester, 1935, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part heavy inked; bit stutter; bit trim T; R edge nibbles) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-158. West Point, 1909, G+ red RFD 2FD/3 (UNLISTED type; part heavy inked) on PPC. E $14
IA-159. West Union, ca.1906, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms month/day only on PPC. E $6
IA-160. Woodburn, 1934, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (bit heavy inked; bit trim T) on commer.cvr. E $8
IA-161. Woolstock, 1907, G+ magenta RFD 1/1 (lite cr) on PPC. E $15
TA-162. Woolstock, 1933, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (2 pinholes) on commer.PSE. E $12

KANSAS
KS-1. Lot 64) RFD manuscripts, all pre-1920, many diff.towns; various types, many UNLISTED in Richow (few faults) on PPCs. E $80 MIN.40
KS-2. Ackerland, 1910, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $6
KS-3. Aliceville, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; tips nick; tip cr; lite tone) (83-74) on 3x6" PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-4. Altamont, 1909, F RFD 11UA/3 (UNLISTED) town/route/date/"12-15" time & carrier's initials on PPC. E $14
KS-5. Altamont, 1910, VG RFD 11E/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone; crs; R tips nib) ms date only on PPC. E $6
KS-6. Alton, 1886, VF purple DCDS/target (EARLY; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-7. Andover, [1909], G+ Doane 2/2 (LKK; blank slug for year) 1c Sc.331 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-9. Antonino, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit lite tone) (05-84) on PPC. E $8
KS-10. Arcadia, [1918], VG RFD 11F/4 (lite tone; nicks L; message part scuff) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-11. Arkalon, 1912, G+ 4-bar (88-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-12. Arkansas City, 1912 (Jan 29), VG Colum. (crnr crs) "Kansas 51st Birthday, January 29, 1912...I am a Booster..." printed ad above & below message; on PPC mailed that day. E $12
KS-13. Atlanta, 1909, F RFD 11UA/1 (UNLISTED; toned) complete ms w/cr/cr's initials on PPC. E $14
KS-14. Baileyville, 1904, G+ RFD 1/1 (lite; ruff R; part lite tone) w/"10" for month; on cvr. E $14
KS-16. Barnard, 1908, G+ RFD 1VA/1 (part o/s; part lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-17. Bartlett, 1918, VF provisional (?) ms (toned) on PPC. E $14
KS-18. Baxter Springs, 1911, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; 10c +2c on reg'd cvr. E $15
KS-20. Bendena, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (bit ruff upper L; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
KS-22. Bentley, 1911, F Doane 1/3 on PPC. E $12
KS-23. Bird City, KNAS (state MISSPELLED), 1909, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
KS-24. Blair, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tear B) (08-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-25. Boicourt, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (86-64) on PPC. E $8
KS-27. Bremen, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-28. Bronson, [1911], VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-30. Bucyrus, ca.1915, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-31. Buffville, 1911, VF 4-bar (10-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-32. Burdenville, 1882, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; bit ruff trim R) (79-84) on cvr. E $120 MIN.60
KS-33. Burton, 1917, VG RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED) complete ms, all on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-34. Cadmus, 1901, G+ CDS/target (77-02) on cvr. E $40
KS-35. Campus, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (# mostly off R; bit lite soiled; lite crs) (05-35) on PPC to GERMANY. E $14
KS-36. Canada, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (84-54) on PPC. E $6
KS-37. Canada, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (upper R crnr nib) (84-54) on PPC. E $8
KS-38. Carson, [1865], F ms (57-98) on folded letter to Tyler (64-78). E $80
KS-39. Castleton, 1908, VG earlier-style CDS w/DOANE KILLER type 2/2 applied separately on stamp (lite tone) (72-57) on PPC. E $16
KS-40. Castleton, [1932] (Feb 29), VG 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) month/year slugs omitted, but "29" for day & dated message prove LEAP DAY usage (72-57) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-41. Cave, 1909, G+ CDS (lite tone; tip cr) (01-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-42. Cave, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (01-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-43. Cedar, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part heavy inked; part lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KS-44. Centerville, 1910, F RFD 11/1 complete ms on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
KS-45. Chester, 1870, G+ ms (date & part of state on stamp; bit ruff trim R) 3c locomotive (68-02) on cvr. E $50
KS-46. Clearwater, 1907, VG Doane 2/7 on PPC. E $8
KS-47. Clearwater, 1908, VG Doane 2/7 (LKU; near F+) 1c blue Frank. on PPC. E $12
KS-48. Cleburne, 1913, VG+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; uneven lite tone) 1c Balboa (86-60) on PPC. E $14
KS-49. Clemens, 1910, VF PROVISIONAL ms (1884-1988) on PPC. E $14
KS-50. Climax, 1912, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone; message partly faded; lite cr) (1872-1989) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-51. Codell, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near F; bit heavy inked) on PPC. E $6
KS-52. Colony, 1906, G+ Doane 3/10 (EKU) on PPC. E $12
KS-53. Colony, 1908, VG Doane 3/10 on PPC. E $8
KS-54. Colony, 1909, F RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED; crs) ms date/town/state on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-55. Colony, 1912, F RFD 11/1 ms town/route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-56. Council Grove, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-57. Croweburg, 1909, F+ 4-bar (EARLY; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-58. Cuba, Republic Co./Fayette A. Smith, P.M., 1885, F fancy DCDS (part on stamp; lite tone; edge wear) on cvr. E $30
KS-59. Curranville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone) (05-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-60. Dana, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (dia bit hi) (88-07) on PPC. E $40
KS-61. Detroit, [1909], VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-62. Dillon, 1912, VG Doane 2/3 (LKU) (72-44) on PPC. E $12
KS-63. Dorrance, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-64. Dover, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-65. Drywood, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F; toned) (94-15) on PPC. E $20
KS-67. Dwight, ca.1909, VG RFD 11D/2 (UNLISTED) ms route only on PPC. E $6
KS-68. Edith, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit ruff L; lite tone; upper R tip slit) (88-33) on cvr w/enc. E $14
KS-70. Edwardsville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $14
KS-71. Elbing, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-72. Elk City, 1912, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state (as "E.C.Ks")/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-73. Elmont, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit lite tone (87-55) on PPC. E $6
KS-74. Elwood, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; near VG+; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-75. Emmett, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; near F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-76. Emmett, 1909, F Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $8
KS-77. Emmett, 1911, F Doane 3/1 (LKU; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
KS-78. Emmons, 1909, F 4-bar (85-18) on PPC. E $24
KS-79. Emmons, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked) (85-18) on PPC. E $20
KS-80. Fact, 1891, F CDS/target (lite soiled) (83-03) on PSE. E $40
KS-81. Fairview, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; part lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-82. Fargo, 1910, F Doane 3/1 (dia bit hi) (06-12) on PPC. E $14
KS-83. Fargo Springs, 1886, G+ TCDS w/partial star killer (part ruff slit L) Hotel Emporia, J.C.Colt, cc (85-88) on cvr. E $120 MIN.60
KS-84. Farlinville, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 as recd (68-17) on PPC. E $8
KS-85. Farlinville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (68-17) on PPC. E $14
KS-86. Postoria, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
KS-87. Fredonia, 1883, G+ DCDS w/fancy star-in-star killer (tip crs) on GPC. E $20
KS-88. Gage, 1893, G+ CDS/target, w/inverted "31" date used as "13"; 2c Colum. (92-01) on cvr. E $65
KS-89. Galesburg, 1913, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-90. Galesburg, ca.1915, VG RFD 11P (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-91. Garden Plain, 1878, VF ms (trim T; no flap; part water toned) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-92. Garden Plain, 1879, VF ms (part water toned; no flap; upper R tip nick) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-93. Garrison, 1906, F Doane 2/3 (EKU) (80-59) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-95. Garrison, ca.1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (year omitted; part on stamp) (80-59) on PPC. E $6
KS-97. Glenloch, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone; crnr crs) (87-13) on PPC. E $15
KS-98. Glenwood, [1875], VF ms (72-81) on GPC Sc.OX3 datelined Shawnee. E $150 MIN.75
KS-99. Goessel, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
KS-100. Goessel, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-101. Granada, 1899, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (64-06) on cvr w/enc. E $40 MIN.20
KS-102. Great Bend, 1915, F, RFD 11E/4/var (UNLISTED) ms "Rec" & date on PPC. E $8
KS-103. Greenwich, 1907, G+ SCARCE Doane 1/2 (EKU; part o/s; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $14
KS-104. Grigsby, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near F; bit lite tone) (86-22) on PPC. E $14
KS-105. Grover, 1870s, VF ms (lite tone) 1c +4x 3c (single, partly wrapped around B edge; strip/3) (86-99) on reg'd cvr. E $80 MIN.40
KS-106. Hallett, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (town part obscured) (05-20) on PPC. E $8
KS-107. Hargrave, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (part o/s) as recd (90-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-108. Hargrave, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (blank slug for day; nibbles R) (90/50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-109. Haven, 1911, VG RFD 11N (UNLISTED; cr) ms date & "JHK" carrier's initials on PPC. E $14
KS-110. Hewins, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; bit heavy ink) SCARCE Doane on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-111. Hewins, 1910, F purple DCDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $16
KS-113. Hiawatha, ca.1864, G+ CDS/target (trim L; tear T) on PSE. E $20
KS-114. Hilltop, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG+; lite tone) (84-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-115. Hodgeman, 1911, G+ 4-bar (75-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-116. Hollenberg, 1925, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; tip cr) LATE Doane usage on PPC. E $14
KS-117. Holton, 1912, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-118. Homestead, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (message part smear) (76-13) on PPC. E $20
KS-120. Horace, ca.1912, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; year omitted, but on Sc.405) (86-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-121. Horton, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/2 (UNLISTED; part heavy inked; bit stutter) on GPC. E $15
KS-122. Hudson, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
KS-123. Huron, 1910, VG Doane 2/5 (LKU) o/s by Monrovia Doane 3/2 (57-55) as recd; (1857-1989) on PPC. E $14
KS-124. Imperial, 1913, F 4-bar (toned) (88-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-125. Industry, 1899, G+ CDS/target (lower R tip nick; lite tone) (76-06) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
KS-126. Inman, 1909, F RFD 11A/2 (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-127. Inman, [1912], VG+ RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms month/day on PPC. E $6
KS-128. Irving, 1866, VF ms (1860-1960) on PSE. E $20
KS-129. Irving, 1908, VF RFD 11C/2 ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-130. Iuka, 1918, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU) 2c Wash. on PPC. E $12
KS-131. Jackson, 1867, F ms (part ruff trim R; lower R tip toned) (58-72) on cvr. E $100 MIN.50
KS-132. Jamestown, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-133. Jasper, [1909], G+ 4-bar (town heavy inked; year omitted) (88-12) on PPC. E $15
KS-134. Jefferson, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (88-54) on PPC. E $8
KS-136. Johnson, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU) on PPC. E $14
KS-137. Kanorado, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $8
KS-139. Kensington, 1908, F RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-140. Lake, 1876, F ms (trim R; lite soiled) on 2.75x4.5" lady's cvr. E $15
KS-141. Larned/Fort Larned Rur.Sta., 1964, VF 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $15
KS-142. Lasita, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) (92-35) on PPC. E $14
KS-143. Leavenworth City, K.T., 1859, G+ CDS (near VF; trim R; lower L tip water tone) 3c Sc.26 (55-71) on cvr. E $60
KS-144. Leavenworth City, K.T., ca.1862, G+ CDS/grid (trim L) 3c Sc.65 (55-71) on cvr. E $24
KS-145. Lecompton, 1861 (Mar 20), G DCDs/grid; "Gov.Fred.P.Stanton" ms vertically at L on cvr from governor to Editor, Daily Times, Leavenworth. E $20
KS-146. Leesburg, 1880, F ms (trim R; bit lite tone) (78-03) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
KS-147. Leloup, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (part o/s; crs) (79-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-148. Logan, 1886, G+ straight-line/target (trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $24
KS-149. Lorraine, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (ruff L; crnr nib) as recd b/s on cvr. E $8
KS-150. Lorraine, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
KS-151. Lydia, 1911, VG 4-bar (88-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-152. Madison, 1909, F RFD 11/2 complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-153. Madison, 1914, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms, w/"MK" for town & state, all on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-154. Marysville, 1860s, G+ CDS (dia bit hi; trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-155. Marysville, 1908, VG RFD 11C/3 (UNLISTED) ms route/date on PPC. E $6
KS-156. Marysville, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-159. Menlo, ca.1909, VG RFD 11D (UNLISTED) ms route only on PPC. E $6
KS-160. Milford, ca.1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (dia hi: "F" partly off; year partial; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KS-161. Millerton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; part on stamp; dia bit hi) (84-12) on PPC. E $20
KS-162. Mina, 1910, VG CDS/target (lite tone) (89-25) on PPC. E $14
KS-163. Mina, 1913, VG 4-bar (dia bit hi: "N" partly off) (89-25) on PPC. E $14
KS-164. Minneapolis, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (toned; stamp fault) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
KS-165. Minneola, 1912, VG duplex non-standard (toned; cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-166. Minor, 1911, VG 4-bar (tip cr) (10-20) on PPC. E $15
KS-168. Monrovia, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 (bit o/s) (57-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-171. Moray, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (slight stutter; toned) (94-38) on PPC. E $8
KS-172. Morehead, 1910, F Doane 2/3 (bit lite tone) (73-54) on PPC. E $8
KS-173. Mound City, 1860s, VG CDS/cork on cvr. E $15
KS-174. Mount Ayr (MISSPELLED "Ayre"), [1881], G+ CDS/target (near VG+; slight ruff slit L) (74-95) on PSE. E $80
KS-175. Lot 43) Narka, 1910, VF-VG RFD 3NB/1 (UNLISTED; varied condition, but mostly F) h/s date only on PPCs to 2 diff.addressees. All w/2 strikes of canx; some w/3. Mostly black; some magenta, purple. E $24 MIN.12
KS-176. New Ulysses, 1912, VG 4-bar (toned) (09-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-178. Niles, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (87-74) on PPC. E $8
KS-179. North Cedar, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (stamp fault) (90-27) on PPC. E $14
KS-181. Oanica, 1911, F Doane 2/1 (LKU; bit o/s) (86-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-182. Ogden, 1908, F+ RFD 1AA/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-184. Olmitz, 1910, F RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-185. Onaga, 1912, F RFD 11C/5 (UNLISTED; toned) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-186. Oneida, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/1 (worn letters; o/s; bit lite tone; crs; edge tear B) on PPC. E $12
KS-187. Oneida, 1908, G+ magenta RFD 2F/2 (state not struck; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
KS-188. Oneida, ca.1908, G+ magenta RFD 2F/1 (year obscured on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
KS-189. Otego, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (87-54) on PPC. E $6
KS-190. Padonia, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (57-33) on PPC. E $8
KS-191. Paola, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone; crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-192. Pawnee Station, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (71-45) on PPC. E $6
KS-193. Pence, 1908, F Doane 3/1 (toned) (87-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-194. Penokee, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (crnr crs) on PPC. E $8
KS-195. Pleasant Grove, 1889, VF ms (79-00) on GPC w/Fawn (86-93) 6-bar (bars mostly off edge) as recd. E $60
KS-196. Pleasanton, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-197. Plymouth, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (LKU; message bit smear) (58-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-198. Poe, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU) (95-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-199. Point View, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (near F+) (79-12) on PPC. E $12
KS-200. Prescott, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 (toned; crs; tear B) on PPC. E $5
KS-201. Prescott, 1910, VG+ purple Doane 2/5 (LKU; tear T) on PPC. E $8
KS-202. Quickville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (LATE; lite tone) (80-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-204. Ray, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; dial hi: "A" partly off; bit cr) (78-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-205. Reserve, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (edge tear R; bit lite tone) (1882-1983) on PPC. E $6
KS-206. Rest, 1906, F Doane 1/2 (EKU; trim R; lite tone) (77-55) on crv. E $15 MIN.8
KS-207. Rhinehart, 1896, F ms (vert.cr L; nicks upper R) (96-02) on #10 PSE TRIMMED to 3.25x6" (removes state from add.). E $30 MIN.15
KS-208. Richmond, 1905, G+ Doane 3/7 (NEW TYPE w/SMALL dial & letters; o/s; crs) as recd on PPC. E $15
KS-209. Richmond, 1908, G+ Doane 3/7 w/larger dial (part on stamp; crs) "Forwarded" h/s at Herrington on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-210. Richmond, ca.1915, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (year partial; toned) on PPC. E $14
KS-211. Ridgeway, [1874], F CDS/target w/ms day (trim L) (58-00) on crv. E $50
KS-212. Riley, 1914, VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-213. Roper, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (EKU; trim R) (91-33) on crv. E $15 MIN.8
KS-214. Rosalila, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-215. Rutland, 1876, VF ms (trim L; bit lite tone) (74-01) on PSE. E $60 MIN.30
KS-216. Saint George, 1909, G+ RFD 2F/1 (toned) on PPC. E $14
KS-217. Saint Marys Mission, 1870s, VG CDS/target (trim R) (55-78) on crv. E $120 MIN.60
KS-218. Sanford, 1909, F 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (09-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-220. Schroyer, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (89-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-221. Selma, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "LM" partly off) (87-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-222. Selma, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (87-56) on PPC. E $8
KS-223. Shaw, ca.1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (year partial; o/w F) (85-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-224. Shaw, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi) (85-54) on PPC. E $8
KS-225. Shorey, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 (89-07) on PPC. E $40
KS-226. Silverton, 1870s, F+ ms (bit o/s) (78-80) on PSE. E $200
KS-227. Somerset, 1913, F Doane 3/1 (LKT) (71-33) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-228. Stafford, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; crnrs crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-229. Stockton, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (stamp applied in 2 pieces at time of mailing) ms scribble only, on both stamp pieces; on PPC. E $6
KS-230. Stuttgart, 1926, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
KS-231. Togo, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) as transit (05-10) on PPC. E $24
KS-232. Toluca, 1909, G+ CDS/target (spotty strike; AS IS for that, but ID sure; day not struck; lite tone; tiny tears T) (00-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-233. Townsend, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (# off edge; lite tone; crs) as recd (92-18) on PPC. E $15
KS-234. Twin Creek, 1910, F 4-bar (slight stutter; crs; lite tone) (72-15) on PPC. E $20
KS-235. Valeda, ca.1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; year omitted, but on Sc.331; part lite tone) (86-68) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-236. Verdi, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; LITE strike) (85-35) on PPC. E $8
KS-237. Victor, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; part spotty) as recd (79-41) on PPC. E $14
KS-238. Victor, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (79-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-239. Viola, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-240. Walton, ca.1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (year omitted; part on stamp; # off R; vert cr.) on PPC.
E $6
KS-242. Waterville, ca.1910, F RFD 11F/(3) ms scribble only (route # known from same correspondence) on PPC. E $6
KS-243. Wayne, 1908, G+ Doane 2/"D" (o/s) RARE letter "D" in killer visible on stamp; only known date for this type (84-71) on PPC. E $30
KS-244. Wayne, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3? (indistinct killer; part lite tone) (84-71) on PPC. E $8
KS-245. Wellington, 1911, F RFD 11E/5 (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-246. Wellington, 1934, VG DCDS/Gen. Del. (crnr cr) as recd on PPC. E $8
KS-247. Westmoreland, 1908, VF RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED) ms route/date on PPC. E $14
KS-248. Wherry, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (o/s; T tips nib; lite tone) as recd (88-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-249. White Cloud, 1909, G+ RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; lite canx; lite tone; cr) complete ms on PPC. E $8
KS-250. White Rock, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (70-00) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
KS-251. Wichita, ca.1909, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-252. Wichita, ca.1912, G+ Doane 11F/6 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-253. Wilburton, 1914, F+ 4-bar (EARLY; dial bit hi; part ruff lower R) (13-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-254. Willis, 1884, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; trim L; lite tone) (82-60) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-255. Willis, ca.1908, VG RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms month & day, w/scrawled town/state; (82-60) on PPC. E $6
KS-256. Woodbine, 1909, VG RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms route/date, all on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-257. Yale, 1907, VF duplex w/angled killer (lite tone) (92-14) on PPC. E $20

KENTUCKY
KY-1. Altamont, 1911, VG 4-bar (stamp part scraped) on PPC. E $15
KY-2. Baskett, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-3. Bayou, 1919, G+ 4-bar (near F; trim R, into 2c) 10c Frank. + 2c Wash. (94-50) on reg'd cvr w/enc. E $14
KY-4. Beechmont, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; state not struck but ID sure; o/w F+) 2nd known example (97-07) on LEATHER PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KY-5. Big Clifty, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
KY-6. Bonnieville, ca.1908, VG RFD 11J/1 (UNLISTED) ms "Canceled"/month/day/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-7. Buechel, 1904, VG+ RFD 2F/13 (part ruff slit R; 2.25" tear R) on cvr. E $14
KY-8. Buechel, 1904, VG+ RFD 2F/13 (ruff R to stamp) on cvr. E $15
KY-9. Buenavista, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit lite tone) (78-64) on PPC. E $8
KY-10. California, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (state mostly not struck; o/s; bit lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-11. Carntown, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG) (91-20) on PPC. E $12
KY-12. Carntown, 1913, VG Doane 2/2 (LKU; ink spot on year) (91-20) on PPC w/large thick "flower" applique. E $14
KY-13. Casky, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (year partial; lite tone) (80-33) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
KY-15. Costelow, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (82-31) on PPC. E $8
KY-16. Cottageville, 1910, VG 4-bar (dial hi: "TAGE" partly off; lite tone; tip cr) (86-13) on PPC. E $14
KY-17. Covington, 1885, F Wesson H(C) (tiny sealed spindle in killer) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-18. Covington, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/59a (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. RARE alphanumeric route #. E $15 MIN.8
KY-19. Crenshaw, 1910, G Doane 2/1 (LKU; R arc & most of date on stamp; dial bit hi) (04-16) on PPC. E $12
KY-20. Crescent Springs, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (# off L) as recd (91-18) on PPC. E $8
KY-21. Crofton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
KY-22. Crofton, 1909, F Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-23. Cynthiana, 1902, G+ RFD 1N/8 (UNLISTED; lower R ruff; crs; part lite tone) on cvr. E $16
KY-24. Deatsville, 1911, VG DCDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $12
KY-25. Eagle Station, 1898, VG DCDS/target (dial bit hi; 1.25" tear T; lite tone) (70-64) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KY-26. Eastview, 1906, VF Doane 2/1 as recd; White Mills Doane 2/2 (state not struck) origin; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-28. Ewing, 1904, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned; ruff R) as recd b/s on cvr w/enc. E $8
KY-29. Ewington, 1893, G+ CDS/cork (82/15) on GPC. E $14
KY-30. Ewington, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (L Ku; edge tears R) (82/15) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
KY-31. Exie, 1910, VF Doane 2/1 (L Ku; stamp fault) (90-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-32. Exie, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (L Ku; lite tone) (90-57) on PPC. E $14
KY-33. Faith, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (dial hi; "FAIT" partly off; lite tone) (88-17) on PPC. E $14
KY-34. Falmouth, 1907, VG RFD 2F/3 w/ms day (UNLISTED; slight smear) on PPC. E $14
KY-35. Fisherville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (L Ku; lite tone) on PPC. E $12
KY-36. Foster, 1908, VG Doane 1/3 (taped lower L crnr cr) as recd on PPC. E $8
KY-37. Foxport, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (80-15) on PPC. E $14
KY-38. Glasgow Junction, 1905, G+ Doane 2/5 (EKU; part o/s; stamp fault; edge tear T; tip crs) (63-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-39. Glenarm, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (06-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-40. Guston, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E on commer.cvr. E $14
KY-41. Hadley, 1886, VG ms on GPC. E $14
KY-42. Haldeman, 1917, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp; cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
KY-43. Hanly, 1912, G+ 4-bar (58-17) on PPC. E $14
KY-44. Harreldsville, 1858, VG+ ms (part heavy inked; lite cr (56/17) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $15
KY-45. Hartford, 1853, VG+ ms & "Paid 3" rate (ruff upper L, barely affects "H" & bit of date; lower L nib; couple nicks B) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $20
KY-46. H embarrassville, 1980, G+ Doane 3/3 (L Ku; R arc on stamp; dial bit hi; o/s; uneven toned) 2nd known example (1840-1973) on PPC. E $14
KY-47. Henderson, [1836], G+ red CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "18 3/4" rate (lite; bit ruff T; edge tear T; piece out of contents) on SEL. E $16
KY-48. Isonville, 1917, VG ms (tare R; nick T) on FRONT ONLY. E $10 MIN.5
KY-49. Jeffersontown, [1911], VG RFD 11D/14 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms route # only on PPC. E $6
KY-50. Jenkins, 1911, F 4-bar (EARLY; bit cr) on PPC. E $15
KY-51. Johnson Junction, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part sturred; stamp toned) (72/44) on LEATHER PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-52. Keltner, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 w/ms day correction (L Ku; lite tone) (87-75) on PPC. E $15
KY-53. Kenton, 1906, VF RFD 11A (bit lite tone) ms date/town/state/"RFD"; probably route 1; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-54. Kenton, 1915, VG RFD 11 prob.route 1: date/town/state/"RD" on PPC. E $8
KY-55. Kenton, 1931, F RFD 11/1 complete ms on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
KY-56. Key West, 1909, F 4-bar (toned; tear R) (77-10) on PPC. E $14
KY-57. Kir klevington, 1900, G+ CDS/target (near VG; part ruff T; lite tone) (88-00) on cvr. E $20
KY-58. Knifley, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $14
KY-59. Lair, 1916, VG 4-bar (bit cr) (82-20) on PPC. E $14
KY-60. Lerose, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (L Ku; toned; lower R tip nib; tip crs) on PPC. E $14
KY-61. Lex.K. (Lexington), [1830], G+ CDS w/ms "6" rate (part spotty; lite tone) on SEL. E $20
KY-62. Lexington, [1849], VG blue CDS w/"5" h/s rate (lite edge tone) on SEL. E $15 MIN.8
KY-63. Little Barren, 1958, F 4-bar (bit lite tone) Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (40-58) on cacheted cvr. E $8
KY-64. Livia, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (72-66) on PPC. E $12
KY-65. Louisville, [1843], G+ blue CDS w/ms "12 1/2" rate (lite tone) on SEL. E $15 MIN.8
KY-66. Madisonville, 1882, G+ magenta boxed h/s (nick R; bit scuff) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $14
KY-67. Mammoth Cave, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $14
KY-68. Mammoth Cave, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near VG; crnr cr) on commer.PPC ("Martha Washington
Statue in Mammoth Cave"). E $14

KY-69. McAfee, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU; bit o/s; tip crs) as recd (1849/1959) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KY-70. McCormick, 1913, F 4-bar (02-23) on PPC. E $15

KY-71. Meador, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F; bit stutter; bit lite tone) (91-57) on PPC. E $14

KY-72. Meeting Creek, 1910, G Doane 2/1 (LKU; much obscured by design; AS IS; lite tone; tear B; crs) (62/16) on PPC. E $8

KY-73. Melber, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (EKU; stamp gone, affects part of #) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KY-74. Mell, 1908, VF 4-bar (lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $6

KY-75. Merrimac, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/2 (o/s) as recd (82-58) on PPC. E $6

KY-76. Morganfield, [1844], VG blue CDS w/ms day & "18 3/4" rate on SFL to Major W.K.Wall. E $24

KY-77. Morganfield, [1849], G+ blue CDS w/ms "5" rate (part lite tone) on SFL. E $20

KY-78. Morganfield, [1853], G+ blue CDS w/ms day correction; ms "5" rate (uneven toned; edge wear) on SFL, not prepaid. E $20

KY-79. Muddy Branch, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "B" partly off; part on stamp; address/message scribbled thru/erased; AS IS for that) (06-11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KY-80. Nickells, 1886, VF ms (bit uneven slit upper R; lite tone) (83-89) on cvr. E $50 MIN.26

KY-81. Nolin, 1907, G+ Doane 2 CDS/Recd (UNLISTED; o/s; crnr crs) as recd (59-55) on PPC. E $14

KY-82. Oakland, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/5 (toned; crs) on PPC. E $8

KY-83. Otter Pond, 1911, VG Doane 3/1 (edge tear L) (88/42) on PPC. E $14

KY-84. Parmleysville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; bit lite tone) (61/58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KY-85. Pearl, 1895, G+ CDS/target (trim R; edge tears T) (80/04) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

KY-86. Pinckard, 1913, VG Doane 3/1 (88/32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KY-87. Pinckard, 1916, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; part on stamp) (88/32) on PPC. E $14

KY-88. Pryse, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part stutter; "SE" o/s; AS IS for strike) on PPC. E $8

KY-89. Raleigh, 1850s, G+ ms (26/01) on PSE. E $14

KY-90. Reed, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KY-91. Rex, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; lite tone; crs; tip scuff) (98-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

KY-92. Ribolt, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; near VG; part on stamp; lite cr) (98-36) on PPC. E $14

KY-93. Ricetown, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (UNLISTED; toned; tip cr) (91-84) on PPC. E $40

KY-94. Rim, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (uneven toned; crs; stamp fault) (05-19) on PPC. E $16

KY-95. Royal, 1909, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (06-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

KY-96. Sharon Grove, 1873, VF ms (EARLY) on PSE. E $20


KY-98. Sip, 1909, G Doane 2/? (LKU; town part obscured; AS IS for that) 2nd known example (85-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KY-99. Skillman, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (89/54) on PPC. E $8

KY-100. Spring Hill, 1873, VF ms (66/05) on PSE. E $50

KY-101. Stephensburg, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone; edge tear L; tip crs) as recd on PPC. E $14

KY-102. Thealka, 1911, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; part on stamp; part lite tone) (11-86) on PPC. E $14

KY-103. Ting, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone) (99-16) on PPC. E $15

KY-104. Truesville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (76-17) on PPC. E $14

KY-105. Truesville, 1910, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; part lite tone) (76-17) on PPC. E $14

KY-106. Union, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/3 as recd on PPC. E $8

KY-107. Union, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (tip cr) on PPC. E $8

KY-108. Waco, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; "A" mostly not struck; part on stamp; month partial) on PPC. E $14

KY-109. Wallingford, ca.1911, VG RFD 11A/var (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms abbrev.town/state reads "W Ky"; on PPC. E $8

KY-110. Warfield, 1872, VF ms on PSE. E $15

KY-111. Warren, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; ruff R; part lite tone) Cumberland Coal Co.cc (06/50) on cvr w/enc. on PPC. E $14

KY-112. Wells, 1907, G+ CDS/target (state partial) (00-13) on PPC. E $14

KY-113. Woodbine, [1911], VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; part toned; edge faults; WEAK return add.) ms scribble only on cvr. SCARCE application to out-of-town address. E $12 MIN.6

KY-114. Wrigley, 1909, F 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $8
KY-115. Yost, 1910, G+ 4-bar (date heavy inked) (83-26) on PPC. E $14

LOUISIANA / Do you need my "Louisiana Post Offices" book? $16.00 in US; $30.00 outside US.
LA-1. Barnett, 1908, G+ 4-bar (state mostly not struck but message datelined; toned) (05/09) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
LA-3. Bertie, [1912], G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; year partial; tear, R, in bars; tiny tear T; bit tone) (79-27) on #10 cvr, trim about 2" L. E $15 MIN.8
LA-4. Blackburn, 1907, G+ 4-bar (part toned) (79-15) on PPC. E $14
LA-5. Estopinal, 1912, F 4-bar (dia: "OPI" partly off) (99-15) on PPC. E $16
LA-6. Evangeline, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/4 close bars ("E" not struck; o/w VG; tip cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-7. Fields, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
LA-8. Grand Chenier, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (nicks T; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-9. Grand Coteau, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (part lite tone; lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-10. Hortman, 1914, G+ 4-bar ("A" in B arc not struck; o/w VG+) (99-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-11. Jessaca, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; toned; small piece out T) (06-13) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
LA-12. Lamar, 1908, G+ 4-bar (86-09) on PPC. E $15
LA-13. Laura, 1906, G+ CDS/target (state partial, but enough shows to ID; lite tone) (98-09) on PPC. E $20
LA-14. Lindsay, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; near VF) (88-37) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
LA-15. Lismore, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near VF; address barely in dial, state) (77/54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-16. Many, 1914, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $8
LA-17. Marshaville, 1909, VG Doane 2/6 (LKU; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-18. McDonogoveille, 1910, VF Doane 2/3 (93-26) on PPC. E $12
LA-19. McKinley, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) (05/29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
LA-20. Moorland, 1911, G+ 4-bar (82-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
LA-22. New Orleans, [1848], G+ CDS w/"10" h/s rate (some message bleed thru; edge nicks) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
LA-23. Ninock, 1919, F+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; crs) +3 more strikes; as recd (04-20) on 4x3.5" COD parcel tag. E $24 MIN.12
LA-25. Willow, 1890s, G+ CDS/target (year not struck; ruff L) (80-93) on PSE. E $24

MAINE
ME-1. Alfred, ca.1910, VG RFD 11P/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
ME-2. Augusta, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P/7 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
ME-4. Beals, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
ME-5. Benton Falls, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (o/s) as recd (78-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-7. Bigelow, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4 (bit stutter) as recd (00-11) on PPC w/Alna VG+ Doane 3/2 origin. E $14
ME-8. Buxton Center, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG) (26-22) on PPC. E $8
ME-9. Cambridge, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
ME-10. Canaan, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
ME-11. Caratunk, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $8
ME-12. Cedar Grove, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG; few lite tone spots; crnr cr) as recd (85/68) on PPC. E $6
ME-13. Center Lovell, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (crnr cr) as recd on PPC. E $8
ME-15. Curtis Corner, [1913], G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; blank slug for year, but message dated; part on stamp; lite tone) (1853-1957) on PPC. E $12
ME-16. Drew, 1907, VG CDS/target w/ms day (02-25) on PPC. E $30
ME-17. Dryden, 1913, G+ Doane 1/3 on PPC. E $8

ME-18. Fairbanks, 1907, G+ CDS (lite soiled) as rec'd (81-09) on PPC. E $14

ME-19. Foxcroft, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/1 (bit scuff T, not in canx) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-20. Gardiner, [1853], G+ blue CDS/circled "Paid/3" (tip of "G" off L edge; overall lite tone; upper R tip heavy toned) on stampless 2.5x4.75" lady's cvr. E $12 MIN.6


ME-22. Gilead, [1880], VG CDS/target (1823-1955) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-23. Glenmere, 1911, F Doane 3/1 (bit lite tone) (92-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


ME-25. Grants, 1915, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (14-54) on PPC. E $8


ME-27. Greenville, 1903, G+ duplex; bit faulty 2c (Sc.301) on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $6

ME-28. Heron Island, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (part o/s) as rec'd (92-46) on PPC. E $8

ME-29. Hollis Center, 1909, F Doane 2/3 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-30. Indian Point, 1908, G+ CDS/target (bit cr) (83-29) on PPC. E $16

ME-31. Keepers Mills, 1907, VG Doane 1/3 (bit lite tone) (73/27) on PPC. E $14

ME-32. Kennebunk Beach, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp) (83-67) on PPC. E $8

ME-33. Knox Station, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite strike; bit stutter; tip crs) (72-22) on PPC. E $8

ME-34. Leeds, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (near F; bit lite tone; tip cr) (1822-1933) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-35. Lisbon Center, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC w/stamp wrapped around lower R crnr to avoid cancel, but canxed by partial 2nd strike. E $8

ME-36. Littlejohn Island, 1936, G+ 4-bar (10-58) on commer.REAL PHOTO PPC (boat at landing). E $12 MIN.6

ME-37. Mariner, 1922, G+ 4-bar (07-42) on PPC. E $8

ME-38. Mingo Springs, 1934, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) (17-34) on GPC. E $40


ME-40. Naskeag, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi) (93-20) on PPC. E $14

ME-41. Naskeag, 1914, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; town spotty on embossed card, but ID sure) (93-20) on PPC. E $15


ME-43. New Sweden Station, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (02-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ME-44. Nobleboro, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-45. North Brooksville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (crs) (62-61) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-46. North Cornville, [1894], G+ CDS/target (state struck on add.) (62-03) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

ME-47. North Dexter, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (90-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


ME-49. North Rumford, 1906, G+ CDS/target (part o/s; R edge scuff; nick R; tear T; cr) (68-36) on PPC. E $8

ME-50. Ocean Park, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; dial hi: "NP" partly off; WORN, thick letters) (86/66) on PPC. E $14

ME-51. Olamon, 1908, VG+ D1.1 ("N" on stamp; lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5


ME-53. Park, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (96-14) on PPC. E $20

ME-54. Parsonsfield, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (1797-1915) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-55. Penobscot, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6

ME-56. Phippsburg/Popham Beach Rur.Sta., 1971, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-57. Powles Valley, ca.1871, F ms town/month/day (49-34) on PSE. E $15

ME-58. Prouts Neck, 1905, G+ Doane 2/5 (EKU; part stutter) (84-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ME-59. Riley, 1910, VG+ purple Doane 2/3 (dial low: "M" partly off B; tip cr) as rec'd (97-58) on PPC. E $14

ME-60. Roach River, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (90-11) on PPC. E $14

ME-61. Seal Harbor, 1908, G+ 4-bar ("SE" obscured by rec'd canx; bit stutter) on PPC to England. E $8
ME-62. Shapleigh, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 & Cape Nedick Doane 3/3 (bars partly off edge) as recd; BOTH Eku; on PPC. E $14
ME-63. Shawmut, 1913, VG Doane 3/4 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
ME-64. Shiloh, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 (near VF; tiny tear T) (98-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-65. South Litchfield, 1900, VF CDS/target (lite tone) 1c green (63-03) on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ME-66. South Naples, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (tear lower R; tip crs) (93-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
ME-67. South Standish, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (part stutter; lite tone; crs) (93-17) on PPC. E $14
ME-68. South Standish, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (heavy crnr cr; couple tone spots) (93-17) on PPC. E $16
ME-69. Southport, 1904, G+ Doane 1/1 (near VF; lite tone) (1851/1963) on PPC. E $14
ME-70. Springfield, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (edge tear T) on PPC. E $6
ME-71. Sullivan, 1905, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; bars bit o/s; cr; lite tone; upper R tip clip) as recd (1794/1972) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-72. Sutton, 1947, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (98/47) on GPC. E $14
ME-73. Thorofare, 1935, VG magenta 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (12/35) on GPC. E $15
ME-74. Trefethen, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; lite tone; crs) (04-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-75. Webbannet, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (bit stutter) (93-63) on PPC. E $8
ME-76. West Freeman, 1896, G+ CDS/target (trim R; nick T; lite tone) (45/05) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ME-77. West Rockport, 1907, VF Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $8
ME-78. Wilton, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/12 on PPC. E $8
ME-79. Wilton, 1911, G+ Doane 3/12 on PPC. E $6
ME-80. Windsorville, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (tip crs) (98-48) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MARYLAND
MD-1. Altamont, 1917, VG 4-bar (69-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-2. Annapolis, [1844], G+ blue CDS w/"37 1/2" ms rate (toned; edge wear) on SFL. E $24
MD-3. Baltimore, ca.1810s, G+ red CDS w/"18 1/2" ms rate (cr; bit lite tone) on SFL (no contents). E $20
MD-4. Balte (Baltimore), [1832], G+ red CDS w/ms "30" rate on SFL. E $24
MD-5. Baltimore, [1847], G+ blue CDS w/"5" in oval h/s rate (dia hi: "TIM" partly off; message bleed-thru) on SFL from Annapolis grad. E $40
MD-6. Baltimore/Sta.18, 1896, F magenta sawtooth CDS (lower R tip nib) 10c Webster solo on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-7. Baltimore/Sta.19, 1897, F magenta sawtooth CDS (ruff R, in 10c; toned; tears B) 2c +faulty 10c on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-8. Baltimore/Sta.21, 1898, G+ magenta sawtooth CDS (near F) 10c Webster solo on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-9. Barrelville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (uneven trim R) (09-15) on PPC. E $20
MD-10. Beaver Creek, 1914, G+ 4-bar (part toned; upper L tip nib) (36/17) on PPC. E $15
MD-11. Beaver Creek, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (36/17) on PPC. E $14
MD-12. Bigpool, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $8
MD-13. Bigpool, 1913, VG+ RFD 11C/1 (lite tone; tip crs) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-14. Bigspring, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned; lite crs) (92-79) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-15. Bittinger, 1911, VF Doane 2/2 (tip cr) on PPC. E $8
MD-16. Bond, 1907, G+ 4-bar (cr) (02-16) on PPC. E $20
MD-17. Boonsboro, 1911, G+ Doane 2/6 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
MD-18. Boring, 1908, VG RFD 11A (uneven toned) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-20. Clarksburg (Hyattstown Rur.Sta.), 1932, VF 4-bar ty.E as recd (15-69) on commr.PPC. E $14
MD-22. Denton, 1912, VG RFD 11F/2 ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-23. Emmittsburgh, 1860s, G+ CDS/grid on cvr. E $8
MD-24. Fords Store, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dia hi: "STO" partly off; toned; tip crs) (75-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-25. Fowblesburg, 1908, VG Doane 1/2 (bit heavy inked) (86-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-26. Freeland, 1907, G+ RFD 2FA/2 (bit cr) on PPC. E $15
MD-27. Galloways, 1908, F Doane 2/3 (toned; crs) (79-24) on PPC. E $14
MD-28. Hagerstown, 1862, G+ blue CDS on cvr. E $8
MD-29. Leistersburg Rural Sta./Hagerstown, 1907, VF RFD 10L (part ruff T) (03-10 period) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MD-30. Halethorp, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG+) (93-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-31. Harney, 1906, F RFD 11E/4 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-32. Houcksville, 1882, VF octagon/target w/mo month/day (67-99) on PSE w/enc. E $50
MD-33. Hutton, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (80-61) on PPC w/Bittinger, MD, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
MD-34. Ijamsville, 1906, G+ RFD 1/19 on PPC. E $14
MD-35. Jennings, 1910, G+ CDS/target (part on stamp; state spotty) (02-63) on PPC. E $8
MD-36. Johnsville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part o/s) as recd (11/10) on PPC. E $8
MD-37. Kump, 1907, G+ 4-bar (lower R on stamp) (91-23) on GPC. E $15
MD-38. Libertytown, 1934, VG 4-bar ty.E (o/s) on commer.PPC. E $14
MD-39. Linden, 1906, VF Doane 2/2 (toned; tiny tear T; lite crs) (82-17) on PPC. E $20
MD-40. Manchester/E.A.Ganter, P.M., 1882, G+ CDS/target w/time slug (lower R arc weak) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
MD-41. Manchester, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $8
MD-42. Manchester, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG+; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
MD-43. Monrovia, 1907, VG RFD 11E/16 (UNLISTED; multi-crs) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-44. New Germany, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone; tiny tear T) as recd (83-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-45. North East, 1910, VF RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED; toned) ms route/date on PPC. E $14
MD-46. Oakland, 1907, VG RFD 11L/1 (UNLISTED; ruff R, just in stamp) ms "RFD No"/date/carrier's initials ("CJ") on cvr w/enc.to RFD #1. E $14
MD-47. Oakland, 1909, VG RFD 11F (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MD-48. Oakland, 1910, G+ RFD 11L/1 (UNLISTED; nearly all on stamp) ms "R1" route/date/carrier's initials ("CJ") on PPC to RFD #2. E $12 MIN.6
MD-49. Oakland, 1912, F RFD 11N (UNLISTED; bit ruff R) ms date/carrier's initials ("LWC") on cvr. E $14
MD-50. Patapsco, 1908, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone; lite crs) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-51. Portobello, 1915, G+ 4-bar (toned) (04-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MD-52. Rohrersville, 1931, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-53. Royal Oak, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (near VG+; "AK" on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $15
MD-54. Saint James School, 1910, G+ 4-bar (01-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-55. Severna Park, 1932, VG 4-bar ty.E (part heavy inked; part lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $15
MD-56. Sewell, 1918, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tear R; message part faded) (89-30) on PPC. E $8
MD-57. Silesia, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (slight stuffer; part o/s; toned) as recd (02-27) on PPC. E $14
MD-58. Silver Spring, ca.1950, VG mute box; Maury Swartz cc; 2c Prexie +block/4x 3c bankers on 6x8.5" insured cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-59. Sunnyside, 1905, F+ CDS/target (ruff L) 1c Frank. (74-05) on cvr w/enc.to local address. E $60
MD-60. Sykesville/Rur.Sta.No.1, 1951, G+ 4-bar (bit stuffer) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-61. Taneytown, Harney Rural Sta., 1907, G+ RFD 10PA (dial bit hi; part on stamp; toned) (99-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-62. Taneytown, Harney Rural Sta., 1913, F RFD 10PA (99-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-63. Union Bridge, 1910, G+ RFD 1/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-64. West Beaver Creek, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+) (86-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-65. Westminster, 1903, G+ RFD 1/6 (ruff R to stamp; lite tone; crs; 6x addresssee's h/s name) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MD-66. Union Mills Rural Sta./Westminster, 1908, G+ RFD 10LB (near VF; tip cr) (05-34) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MD-68. Woodlawn, 1913, VF RFD 11E ms date only; 1c Parcel Post (04/44: Sta./Baltimore) on PPC.
E $12 MIN.6
MD-69. York Road, 1908, VF RFD 11C/22 (UNLISTED) ms date/route (71/09) on PPC. E $14

MASSACHUSETTS
MA-1. Agawam, 1907, VF Doane 2/4 (tip cr) on PPC. E $6
MA-2. Bardwell's Ferry, 1908, G+ RFD 1R/1 (year heavy inked; o/w F; lite tone) (69-21) on PPC. E $8
MA-3. Boston/Newspaper, [1879], G+ CDS (R arc partly off edge, affects "SS") as transit on GPC w/Boston G+ CDS/neg."C" in cork origin. E $150
MA-4. Brier, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 (LKU; dial hi: "RIE" partly off) (92-54) on PPC. E $14
MA-5. Canton Corner, 1907, G+ CDS/target (02-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MA-6. Canton Corner, 1909, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi) (02-11) on PPC. E $16
MA-7. Canton Corner, 1909, VG CDS/target (02-11) on PPC. E $20
MA-8. Canton Corner, 1911, F CDS/target (lower R edge ruff slit) (02-11) on cvr. E $20
MA-9. Chapinville, 1907, G+ CDS/target (crs) (86-09) on PPC. E $20
MA-10. Chatham Port, 1914, VF 4-bar (62-26) on PPC. E $14
MA-11. Cooleyville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (72/31) on PPC. E $14
MA-12. Craigville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (82-66) on PPC. E $5
MA-13. Danversport, [1878], VG CDS/cork (ruff R) (52-00) on cvr. E $16
MA-14. Davis, 1911, F 4-bar (lite tone) (85-18) on PPC. E $20
MA-15. Dorchester, ca.1880, VG dateless oval on unsealed 1c PSE. E $5
MA-16. Douglass (variant spelling: "Douglas"), 1860s, VF ms (lite soiled; trim R; cr; edge tear T) (1815-1924) on cvr. E $16
MA-17. Dudley/Worcester County, 1879, F magenta CDS w/Co.in middle/target (1811/1963) on 1c PSE. E $24 MIN.12
MA-18. East Carver, 1913, VG magenta 4-bar (part on stamp) (86-27) on PPC. E $16
MA-20. East Douglass (variant spelling: "Douglas"), ca.1840, F ms (bit ruff trim R; crs) (33-24) on SPL (no contents). E $20
MA-21. East Lexington, 1907, G+ CDS/cork (36-09) on PPC. E $5
MA-22. East Mattapoisett, 1906, VG CDS/grid (bit lite tone) (91-14) on PPC. E $14
MA-23. Hardwick/Worcester County, 1885, G+ CDS/target ("K" not struck; o/w F; bit ruff R) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MA-24. Hawley, 1911, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi) (1817-1930) on PPC. E $8
MA-25. Hortonville, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 as recd (84-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MA-26. Lancaster, 1870s, F CDS/BOLD circled neg.star (bit ruff trim T; 1.25" tear at L of stamp) killer fully on 3c banknote; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MA-27. Ludlow Center, 1907, F+ 4-bar (bit o/s) (74-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MA-28. Lynn, 1907, G+ RFD 1/1 (cr) on PPC. E $6
MA-29. Lyonsville, 1923, G+ magenta 4-bar (93-67) on PPC. E $6
MA-30. Megansett, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (01-30) on PPC. E $8
MA-31. Megansett, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (LATE) (01-30) on PPC. E $8
MA-32. Milbury, [1848], G+ red CDS w/ms "Missent" at T; as transit on SFL to Blackstone w/ms "Ford from" & date by address at B, though no forwarding town shown. E $40
MA-33. Monument Beach, 1927, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $8
MA-34. Myricks, 1906, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; lite tone) (88-22) on PPC. E $14
MA-35. Myricks, 1907, G+ RFD 1/1 (88-24) on PPC. E $6
MA-36. Nashoba, 1908, G+ CDS/target (part spotty; lite tone) (76/25) on PPC. E $20
MA-37. New Bedford/3 Paid, [1854], G+ CDS (rim partly off R; crs; edge tear T) 3c imperf on folded letter. E $15
MA-38. New England Village, 1860s, G+ DCDS/grid (toned; add.faded) (32-83) on 2x4.75" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MA-39. North Brookfield, 1850s, G+ CDS (dial bit hi; edge tear T) 3c imperf on cvr. E $8
MA-40. North Chelmsford, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/9 (near VF) on PPC. E $8
MA-41. North Hanover, 1908, G+ Doane 1/3 (LKU; edge tear R) (88-67) on PPC. E $14
MA-42. North New Salem, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) as recd (35-14) on PPC. E $16
MA-43. North New Salem, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (dial hi: "EW" partly off; TONED) (80-17) on PPC. E $12
MA-44. North Prescott, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (45-27) on PPC. E $14
MA-45. North Stoughton, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (64/29) on PPC. E $14
MA-46. North Tisbury, 1911, G+ 4-bar (69-15) on PPC. E $14
MA-47. Northfield Farms, 1911, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (36/26) on PPC. E $14
MA-48. Norwich, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s; bit lite tone) as recd (22-09) on PPC. E $15
MA-49. Ocean Grove, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) (12-57) on commr.PPC. E $14
MA-50. Plympton/Plymouth County, 1885, G+ DCDS/target (trim L) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MA-51. Pratt's Junction, 1913, G+ purple duplex non-standard (diai hi: "T'S J" partly off) (68-16) on PPC. E $14
MA-52. Rehoboth, 1909, VG+ magenta Doane 3/2 (part toned) on PPC. E $6
MA-53. (South Dartmouth), ca.1908, VP RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms month/day on PPC to "Smith Neck," w/ accompanying copy from same correspondence. E $8
MA-54. South Salem/Paid/3 Cts, ca.1860, G dateless CDS (T arc obscured on stamp, affects most of town; AS IS for strike, but RARE type; trim R; nick B) 3c Sc.26 on 3x4.25" cvr. E $75
MA-55. Southbridge, 1881, VG CDS/target (trim R) on cvr. E $8
MA-56. Springfield/Brightwood Sta., 1912, VG duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-57. Swansea, 1913, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; near VG+) on PPC. E $8
MA-58. Swift River, 1882, G+ fancy dotted DCDS w/stars in dial; partial maltese killer (lite tone) (70-68) on PPC. E $20
MA-59. Tully, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; bit o/s; edge tear T) as recd (89-34) on PPC. E $14
MA-60. Wakefield/Greenwood Sta., 1910, VG duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-61. Wareham (Parkwood Beach Rur.Sta.), 1926, VG magenta 4-bar on PPC. E $24
MA-62. West Northfield, 1860s, VG ms (trim L; bit lite tone) (49-14) on cvr. E $15
MA-63. Westport Factory, 1942, VG 4-bar (part heavy inked) Last Day P.O. (27-42) on GPC. E $20
MA-64. Wianno, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $5
MA-65. Williamsville, 1899, F CDS/grid (edge tear R; lite tone) bit faulty 1c Frank. (71-25) on 1c Culum.PSE. E $14
MA-66. Woburn, 1901, VG+ RFD 1/1 (trim L) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MA-67. Worcester, 1883, VP Wesson H(C) (tip cr) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-68. Worcester, 1884, VG Wesson V(D); Quinsigamond Nat'l Bank cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

MICHIGAN
MI-1. Adrian, ca.1840, G+ CDS w/"10" h/s rate (state spotty; lite crs) on stampless cvr. E $20
MI-2. Albion, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/5 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-3. Alicia, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (inverted strike, part on stamp) (04-47) on PPC. E $6
MI-5. Amble, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG; bit stutter; pen note by address) as recd (87-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-6. Applegate, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VG+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-7. Atlanta, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; dial hi: "ANT" partly off; toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-8. Attica, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-9. Augusta, [1912], VG RFD 11F/23 (UNLISTED; part lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-10. Azalia, 1910, VG Doane 2/8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-11. Bach, 1917, F+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; cr) (12-73) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-12. Bancroft, 1905, G+ Doane 2/12 (tip crs) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-13. Bancroft, 1908, G+ Doane 2/12 (LKU; R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-14. Bankers, 1908, G+ CDS/target (LKU; crs; part lite tone) (72-09) on PPC. E $24
MI-15. Barker Creek, 1913, G+ 4-bar (74/37) on PPC. E $14
MI-16. Bates, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (91-33) on PPC. E $12
MI-17. Bauer, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU; lower L tip clip; lite tone) (80-10) on PPC. E $50
MI-18. Bellevue, 1904, G+ Doane 2/12 (EKU; # not struck) on cvr. E $14
MI-19. Bellevue, 1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
MI-20. Bendon, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (92-54) on PPC. E $12
MI-22. Bliss, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (town bit obscured by design) (78-21) on PPC. E $14
MI-23. Blissfield, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) indistinct ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-24. Bloomingdale, 1909, G+ Doane 2/10 (diai bit hi; part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
MI-25. Blount, 1908, G+ 4-bar CDS only (near VP) as recd (00-11) on PPC. E $16
MI-26. Bomanville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; stamp gone, affects "E" & #; crnr cr; nick B)
(06-15) on PPC. E $15
MI-27. Bravo, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (72/50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-28. Bravo, 1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only (72/50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-29. Breckinridge, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-30. Britton, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/5 (crs) on PPC. E $8
MI-31. Burlington, 1910, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
MI-32. Burlington, 1911, F Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
MI-33. Burton, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG; tip cr; R edge ink spots) as recd (78-36) on PPC. E $6
MI-34. Butman, 1915, G+ 4-bar (84-19) on PPC. E $15
MI-35. Buttersville, 1898, G+ CDS/target (LKU) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
MI-36. Caro, ca.1918, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-37. Carrollton, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
MI-38. Chase, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (near F) on PPC. E $14
MI-39. Chief, 1906, G+ Doane 1/2 (crnr crs) as recd (81-73) on PPC. E $12
MI-40. Chilson, 1910, VG 4-bar (87-16) on PPC. E $15
MI-41. Chilson, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (87-16) on PPC. E $16
MI-42. Clio, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
MI-43. Clyde, ca.1909, F RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MI-44. Coats Grove, 1912, G+ 4-bar (crs) (79-16) on PPC. E $8
MI-45. Comins, 1908, F 4-bar non-standard (crs) on PPC. E $8
MI-46. Conway, ca.1915, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MI-47. Cooperstown, [1952], VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone; add.bit smear) ms scribble only on PPC w/odd-looking handpainted dressed animal on back. E $8
MI-48. Cressey, 1909, G+ magenta Doane 2/1 (date part heavy inked; lite tone) (88-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-49. Crooked Lake, 1907, G+ 4-bar (crs; edge tear B) (77-09) on PPC. E $20
MI-50. Culver, 1910, G+ 4-bar ("ER" on stamp; bit o/s; lite tone) (08-17) on PPC. E $20
MI-51. Cutcheon, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; bit o/s; lite tone) as recd (84-27) on PPC. E $14
MI-52. Dafoe, 1912, G+ 4-bar (99-17) on PPC w/ribbon applique at T. E $15
MI-53. Dansville, 1911, G+ Doane 3/7 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
MI-54. Dansville, 1914, F Doane 3/7 on PPC. E $5
MI-55. Defiance, 1912, G+ 4-bar (EKU; lite tone) (88-28) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MI-56. Delta, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (orig.stamp replaced, affects bars) (42/10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-57. Denton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit o/s; crnr crs) (70-33) on PPC. E $8
MI-58. Detroit/Marine P.O., 1907, F duplex (part soiled; scuff spot L, partly in message) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-59. Detroit/Marine P.O., 1908, VG duplex (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-60. Detroit/Marine Sta., 1897, G+ duplex (EKU; T arc spotty) (95-16) on cvr. EARLIEST for this station. E $40 MIN.20
MI-61. Devereaux, 1908 (or '09?), G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU if '08, but year part spotty; lite tone) (74-24) on PPC. E $15
MI-62. Dexter, 1907, VG RFD 1/1 (bit ruff R) on PSE w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
MI-63. Dollar Bay, 1950, VG+ 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-64. Downington, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; crs) (83-14) on PPC. E $14
MI-65. Drayton Plains, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-66. Drayton Plains, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (couple stain spots, 1 partly in dial; crs) on PPC. E $6
MI-67. Dublin, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (98-33) on PPC. E $16
MI-68. Duffield, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (84-27) on PPC. E $16
MI-69. Dundee, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/1 (LKU; trim L) 2nd known example; on PSE. E $16
MI-70. Dunningville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned; crs) (70-37) on PPC. E $8
MI-71. East Jordan, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-72. East Leroy, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
MI-73. Ellake, 1914, VG 4-bar (02-16) on PPC. E $14
MI-74. Elm Hall, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (ink spots in dial; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-75. Elmdale, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; trim T; edge tears T) (89-39) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MI-76. Englishville, 1907, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; nick T; tip crs) (56/26) on PPC. E $15
MI-77. Englishville, 1913, G+ 4-bar (EKU; lite tone) (56/26) on PPC. E $16
MI-78. Evans, 1911, G+ CDS/target; part overlap by Lincoln Lake (01-17) 4-bar as recd; (88-20) on PPC. E $15
MI-79. Farmington, 1908, G+ CDS/target non-standard (lite soiled; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-80. Farmington, 1908, G+ CDS/target non-standard (part on stamp; crnr cr) on PPC. E $10
MI-81. Farmington, 1911, G+ RFD 8L/1 (upper arc spotty) on PPC. E $16
MI-82. Penwick, 1928, VF RFD 11E (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $14
MI-83. Ford River, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; scrape spot T edge; tip cr) (60/14) on PPC. E $16
MI-84. Forest Hill, 1910, VF 4-bar (1857/1959) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-85. Forman, 1908, G+ CDS (toned) as recd (75-13) on PPC. E $16
MI-86. Frontier, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; bit lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
MI-87. Fruit Ridge, 1914, G+ 4-bar (tip crs) (83/32) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-88. Fruitport, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (uneven toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
MI-89. Fruitport, 1908?, G+ Doane 2/5 (dial bit hi; year partial; part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
MI-90. Galien, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-91. Glen Arbor, 1932, VG 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) on commer.PPC. E $12
MI-92. Glenhaven, 1911, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (69/36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-93. Goodison, 1914, F 4-bar (LUK) (72/23) on PPC. E $15
MI-94. Greenville, 1918, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms scribble only; booklet pair 1c Wash.(1 faulty) on PPC. E $8
MI-95. Hallock, 1911, VG 4-bar (slight gutter) (06-14) on PPC. E $16
MI-96. Hancock, 1898, VG CDS/cork (LKU; bit cr) 1st Nat'l Bank cc; 2c +1c on 2c PSE to Finland. E $24
MI-97. Harlan, 1912, VG Doane 3/2 (few tone spots) (90/35) on PPC. E $14
MI-98. Hersey, 1910, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-100. Holloway, 1907, F Doane 2/4 (81-62) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-101. Holloway, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (81-62) on PPC. E $8
MI-102. Hopkins, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-103. Hunters Creek, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (57-27) on PPC. E $12
MI-104. Hyde, 1891, VG+ CDS/target (LKU; 2nd known example) (90-13) on GPC. E $60
MI-105. Hyde, 1909, G+ 4-bar (LUK) (90-13) on PPC. E $40
MI-106. Irving, 1911, G+ 4-bar (EKU) (48-33) on PPC. E $12
MI-107. Jerome, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
MI-108. Jonesville, 1903, VG RFD 1/1 on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
MI-109. Juhl, 1903, F CDS (LKU; no flap; edge tear R) (89-06) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MI-110. Kendall, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (date partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-111. Kibbie, 1912, G+ RFD 66D/2 tiny flag h/s (near VF) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
MI-112. Kinderhook, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; "KIN" mostly not struck; lite tone) (43/17) on PPC. E $14
MI-113. Labranche, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; lite tone; tear R & T; crs) 3rd known example (02-48) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
MI-114. Lake George, 1937, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) on commer.PPC. E $14
MI-115. Lake Harbor, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (EKU) (71/22) on PPC. E $15
MI-116. Lake Harbor, 1919, G+ 4-bar (LKU; lite tone; edge tear T; tip crs) (71/22) on PPC. E $16
MI-117. Lake Point, 1915, G+ 4-bar (crs) (09-19) on PPC. E $14
MI-118. Lakeview, 1911, G+ RFD 11A/6 (UNLISTED) ms town/date on PPC. E $8
MI-119. Lamont, 1910, F Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-120. Lamont, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/2 on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
MI-121. LaSalle, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone) as recd (1834-1973) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-122. LaSalle, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG; crs) as recd (1832/1973) on PPC. E $8
MI-123. Lee, 1907, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU; lite tone) as recd (77-31) on PPC. E $14
MI-124. Lee, 1911, VG Doane 3/1 (bit o/s; lite tone; crs) as fwd (77-31) on PPC. E $8
MI-125. Leer, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (01-35) on PPC. E $14
MI-126. Leland, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; tears; crs) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-127. Leland, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (tip crs) on PPC. E $8
MI-128. Leota, 1916, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (99-19) on PPC. E $14
MI-129. Lisbon, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (o/s) (59/12) on PPC. E $14
MI-130. Lisbon, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (59/12) on PPC. E $14
MI-131. Lum, 1911, VG Doane 3/3 (part overlap by 2nd strike) (84-64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-132. Lupton, 1912 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; edge tear T) on PPC. E $14
MI-133. Malcolm, 1914, G+ 4-bar (LKU; lite tone) (97-15) on PPC. E $15
MI-134. Manchester, ca.1914, VG RFD 11F/5 (UNLISTED; crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-135. Manitree, [1878], G+ CDS/target (trim R, just in stamp; edge tear T) on cvr w/enc. E $6
MI-136. Manitou Beach, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; part on stamp; crs; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MI-137. Manitou Beach, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (bit o/s; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-138. Maple Grove, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (part o/s; upper L tip ruff; part lite tone) as recd (51-10) on PPC. E $15
MI-139. Maple Ridge, 1911, G+ 4-bar (83/19) on PPC. E $14
MI-140. May, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff lower R) (60-90) on cvr. E $24
MI-141. McIvor, 1931, G+ 4-bar ty.E (EKU; year partial; o/w F+) (82-55) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-142. Meauwataka, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part lite tone; crnr crs) (72-52) on PPC. E $8
MI-143. Menominee, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-144. Merlebeach, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; year partial, but enough for ID) (98/22) on PPC. E $14
MI-145. Middleton, [1919], G duplex (tears T; bit lite tone) "Christmas 1919" & illus.wreath header on cvr w/matching enc.Xmas card. E $12 MIN.6
MI-146. Moline, 1907, F+ Doane 3/5 (EKU; slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-147. Montague, 1911, VG RFD 11/4 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-148. Morestown, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (small ink spot L edge) (82-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-149. Morenci, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MI-150. Morley, 1909, VG RFD 11C/4 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-151. Morris, 1911, G+ Doane 3/9 on PPC. E $5
MI-152. Morris, 1918, G+ Doane 3/9 (LKU; worn letters) on PPC. E $14
MI-153. Moscow, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MI-154. Mosherville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (o/s; bit lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $6
MI-155. Mulliken, 1909, VP RFD 11/2 complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-156. Muskegon, North Muskegon Rural Sta., 1913, G+ RFD 10PA (near F) (08-34) on PPC. E $15
MI-157. Navarre, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (month omitted; part o/s; toned) as recd (99-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-158. Navarre, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (tiny tear T) (99-18) on PPC. E $15
MI-159. New Holland, 1890, G+ CDS (part on stamp; tip cr) (72-06) on GPC. E $20
MI-160. Newport, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (LKU) on commer.PSE. E $15
MI-162. Novi, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (LKU) on commer.PSE. E $14
MI-163. Oakley, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (toned) on PPC. E $6
MI-164. Oden, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-165. Olivet, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/5 (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-166. Omena, 1909, G+ purple Doane 3/3 (near VG+; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MI-167. Orangeville, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 (94-17) on PPC. E $14
MI-168. Orono, 1918, G+ 4-bar (75-25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-169. Otia, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; lite tone) as recd (85-20) on PPC. E $14
MI-170. Otisville, 1909, G+ RFD 2FD w/no # in bars (UNLISTED; town bit spotty; part heavy inked; cr) on PPC. E $15
MI-171. Paris, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-172. Paris, 1910, F Doane 2/5 w/rim rotated 90° on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-173. Paw Paw Lake, 1907, G+ CDS (part on stamp; tear L; lower L crnr repair; tip crs) as recd (01-07) on PPC. E $15
MI-174. Pentecost, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG+; crnr cr thru stamp) as recd (87-29) on PPC. E $14
MI-175. Pine Run, ca.1885, G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck, but 2c brown suggests this is EKU; trim R) (52-05) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MI-176. Presque Isle, 1931, G+ 4-bar ty.E (EKU) Presque Isle Lodge text ad at L on commer.PPC (Lodge). E $15
MI-177. Proverb, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (bit lite tone) (71-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-178. Proverb, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (71-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-180. Quincy, 1910, VF Doane 3/3 (71/32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-181. Quincy, [1890], G+ CDS/target (EKU; year mostly not struck; dial bit hi; trim R; tear R) on cvr w/enc. E $6
MI-182. Ransom, 1894, VG+ CDS/target (LKU; lite tone; lower R edge ruff) (48-36) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MI-183. Redford, 1917, F CDS w/5 wavy lines non-standard (crnr cr) (06-24) on PPC: patriotic invitation to Sunday School. E $15 MIN.8
MI-184. Reese, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/9 (dial bit hi; bit heavy inked) on PPC. E $6
MI-185. Remus, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms "RFD" & scribble on PPC. E $8
MI-186. Reno, 1911, F 4-bar (toned) (87-25) on PPC. E $14
MI-187. Rives Junction, 1918, VG RFD 11F/2 (toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-188. Robinson, 1909, G+ 4-bar (57-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-189. Roseville, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (part heavy inked) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-190. Roseville, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near F) on commer.PPC. E $14
MI-191. Rushton, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) as recd (84-35) on PPC. E $8
MI-192. Rushton, 1913, G+ Doane 2/3 (1st period LKU; near F) (84-35) on PPC. E $14
MI-194. Saint Clair Heights, 1913, G+ 4-bar (LKU) (97-13) on PPC. E $14
MI-195. Saint Helen, 1937, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near VG; bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $14
MI-196. Saint Johns, 1912, VF RFD 11C/10 (lite tone) ms date/route on PPC. E $8
MI-197. Saranac, 1911, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $8
MI-198. Schaffer, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (stamp gone) as recd (87-81) on PPC. E $14
MI-199. Sears, 1934, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (slight trim T; edge tear T) on commer cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-200. Sebewa, 1911, VF 4-bar (tip crs) (81-13) on PPC. E $14
MI-201. Seneca, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) w/Munson (81-74?) 4-bar as recd; on PPC. E $8
MI-202. Seneca, 1911, G+ BLUE Doane 2/2 (LKU; worn letters) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-203. Shabbona, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC w/sender's note: "In haste". E $6
MI-204. Sheridan, 1910, VG RFD 11E ms date only, all on stamp; on PPC. E $8
MI-205. Shultz, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; bit stutter; stamp fault) as recd (88-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-206. Simmons, 1908, VG 4-bar (toned) (03-11) on PPC. E $50
MI-207. Simmons, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (03-11) on PPC. E $50
MI-208. Southbranch, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-209. Sparr, 1916, G+ 4-bar (EKU) (15-32) on PPC. 2nd known example from this town; 1st commer.use. E $40 MIN.20
MI-210. Springwells, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (dial hi: "NGW" partly off) (10-17) on PPC. E $14
MI-211. Standish, 1906, G+ Doane 3/6 on PPC. E $8
MI-212. Strongsville, 1916, G+ 4-bar (few worn letters) (99-63) on PPC. E $14
MI-213. Sullivan, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU) (87-31) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-214. Tekonsha, 1908, G+ Doane 3/17 (LKU; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
MI-215. Tekonsha, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P/3 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-216. Tekonsha, ca.1927, VG RFD 11P/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MI-217. Temple, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; town part spotty; bit lite tone; crnr cr) (90-66) on PPC. E $14
MI-218. Tipton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (EKU; near VF; edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-219. Townley, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (02-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-220. Trenary, 1919, F 4-bar non-standard (UNLISTED; trim R) on cvr. E $14
MI-221. Van Dyke, 1929, VF 4-bar (25-57) on PPC. E $14
MI-222. Vickeryville, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone; tip crs) (69-53) on PPC. E $8
MI-223. Volney, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned; crnr crs) (80-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MI-224. Wakelee, 1907, G+ 4-bar (year partial) (72-39) on PPC. E $8
MI-225. Walled Lake, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (near F+; part toned; message bit scuff) on PPC. E $8
MI-226. Walled Lake, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) on PPC. E $8
MI-227. Walton, 1909, G+ 4-bar (EKU) (73/26) on PPC. E $14
MI-228. Waltz, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone; bit cr) (74-54) on PPC. E $8
MI-229. Waltz, 1935, VG 4-bar ty.E (bit heavy inked; slight trim T) (74-54) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-230. Waterloo, 1857, F ms w/"Paid 30" rate (37-25) on SPL (no contents) to Germany w/N.York
7 Br.Pkt/Paid G CDS (lower L arc not struck) as transit. E $40
MI-231. Whittemore, 1908, VG Doane 2/5 (EKU; tip crs) on PPC. E $14
MI-232. Wildwood, 1909, G+ 4-bar (state lite; toned; cr) (84-14) on PPC. E $14
MI-233. Wildwood, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (84-14) on PPC. E $15
MI-234. Woodland, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; crnr cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MI-235. Woodville, [1887], G+ CDS/cork (UNLISTED type; ruff R, barely in stamp; lite tone) West
Michigan Lumber Co.cc (74-35) on PSE. E $15
MI-236. Yorkville, 1911, F Doane 3/3 (LKU) (45-39) on PPC. E $14

MINNESOTA
MN-1. Angus, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-2. Lot 6) Audubon, 1907-11, F RFD's; 4 diff.types (3 UNLISTED) from 2 diff.routes; 5 ms, 1
target; on PPCs. MIN.$10
MN-3. Badoura, 1909, G+ Doane 1/1 (lite strike; toned) (96-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-4. Bear River, 1951, F 4-bar (03-54) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-5. Belvidere Mills, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (trim L; part lite tone) (77-05) on cvr. E $24
MN-6. Bennetville, 1914, G+ 4-bar w/gap in town where "S" excised from dial (lite tone; tip
cr) (98-37) on PPC. E $8
MN-7. Big Woods, 1909, G+ CDS (tip crs; lite tone) as recd (86-09) on PPC w/Alvarado G+ Doane
3/1 origin. E $15
MN-9. Brookfield, 1912, VF CDS/circled neg.star non-standard (97-14) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MN-10. Buyck, 1957, F 4-bar non-standard (slight stutter; dial bit hi) (13-63) on commer.GPC. E
$12 MIN.6
MN-11. Cambridge, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MN-12. Central Lakes, 1917, G+ 4-bar (trim R; lite tone) (14/23) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MN-13. Cokato, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/2 ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MN-14. Conrad, 1932, VG 4-bar as origin b/s & on stamps; strip/3x 5c Roosevelt (13-34) on reg'd
2c PSE. E $15
MN-15. Copas, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (06-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-16. Cordova, 1862, F ms (trim L, barely affects tips of 3 letters; small surface hole R)
(57-07) on cvr w/fancy albino embossed border. E $24 MIN.12
MN-17. Cormantvalley, 1911, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (09-12) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
MN-19. Darwin, 1911, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/date on PPC (no state, but from
known correspondence). E $12 MIN.6
MN-20. Delft (MISSPELLED "DEIFT", "I" instead of "L"), 1918, VG+ 4-bar (stamp gone) on PPC. E
$8
MN-21. Dorris, 1908, G+ CDS/target; 1c Sc.331 EARLY use (96-12) on PPC. E $20
MN-22. East Prairievile (MISSPELLED "Prarvielle"), [1869], VG ms (trim R; edge tears) 3c
locomotive (57/79) on cvr. E $140
MN-23. Eastwood, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; o/s) as recd (98-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-24. Eastwood, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (98-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-25. Eitzen, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F+) on PPC. E $6
MN-26. Emerald, 1891, G+ CDS (upper L heavy inked; 2 punch holes, 1 in rim) (73/01) on GPC. E
$30 MIN.15
MN-27. Fond du Lac, 1912, VG Doane 3/2 (LKU; lower R edge nicks; tip crs; tip scuff) (57/38) on
PPC. E $8
MN-29. Freer, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (99-11) on PPC. E $20
MN-30. Fremont, 1910, G+ purple CDS w/4 wavy lines non-standard (month mostly not struck) (76-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-31. Glen Lake, [1922], G+ purple 4-bar (EARLY; year mostly not struck; toned) (22-63) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-32. Greenland, 1907, G+ CDS/target (R arc on stamp) (83-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-33. Hamilton, [1870], G+ CDS/target (bit ruff R; L tips nick) (63-04) on black-border MOURNING cvr w/enc. E $20
MN-34. Hart, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near F) (67/09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-35. Hawick, 1910, VF provisional ms (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-36. Hayfield, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MN-37. Haypoint, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "YPO" partly off; o/w VF) (00-19) on PPC. E $12
MN-38. Hopper, 1925, G+ DCDS non-standard (part on stamp) (14-53) on cvr. E $12
MN-39. Houpt, 1908, G+ 4-bar (03-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-40. Inez, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (05-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-41. Inver Grove, 1912, VG Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi: tip of "R" off; toned; bit cr) (86/65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-42. Ivan, 1909, G+ CDS/target (edge tear T; tip cr; bit edge wear) (81-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MN-43. Langheii, 1891, G+ CDS/target (upper R mostly not struck, affects "HEI"; trim R) printed cc (74-04) on PSE. E $14
MN-44. Lawrence, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (town part obscured by printing on card; bit cr) w/Isle Doane 2/2 as recd; (91-10) on PPC. E $12
MN-45. Lindsay, 1911, F+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (84-12) on PPC. E $14
MN-46. Little Valley, 1880, G+ magenta CDS (ruff R, just in stamp; lower L tip nib) as recd b/s, w/2nd strike at L of address as fwd (63/02) on cvr w/enc.; Pawnee City, NE, F TCDS/fancy wheel origin. E $24 MIN.12
MN-47. Lude, 1934, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM’s signature (04-34) on GPC. E $15
MN-48. Madelia, 1907, VG RFD 2F/3 (inverted strike: dial on stamp) on PPC. E $14
MN-49. Madelia, 1907, G+ RFD 2B/4 (UNLISTED; worn letters: poss.ty.1; edge tear T) on PPC. E $14
MN-50. Mayville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit stutter) (95-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-51. Medford, 1909, VF Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
MN-52. Medford, ca.1910, VG+ Doane 2/4 w/redundant time slugs replacing year on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-53. Medford, ca.1911, VF Doane 2/4 (extra time slug replaces year) on PPC. E $8
MN-54. Medford, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
MN-55. Medford, 1912 (Jan 1), VG Doane 2/4 w/"12" slug for year (toned) on PPC w/stamp covering scrap of newspaper, applied to card before mailed. E $8
MN-56. Midway, 1895, VG CDS/target (tear B) (89-11) on 1c PSE. E $24 MIN.12
MN-57. Midway, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (EKU; lite tone; crnr crs) (89-11) on PPC. E $24
MN-59. Minnesota Lake, 1909, VG RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED type; toned) date/route on PPC. E $8
MN-60. Mound, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-61. Northbranch, 1901, G+ RFD 1/1 (near VG+) on cvr. E $12
MN-62. Northbranch, 1902, VF RFD 1/1 on cvr. E $14
MN-63. Norway Lake, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (67-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-64. Nunda, 1863, F ms w/"free" & "P.C.B." initials frank (59-81) on stampless cvr to Post Master, Prairie du Sac, WI. E $30 MIN.15
MN-65. Oakland, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
MN-66. Ogema, 1913, VG Doane 3/1 (town part heavy inked) struck on stamps & as origin b/s; 10c Wash. on reg’d 2c PSE. E $20 MIN.10
MN-67. Otisville, 1912, G+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED type; part heavy inked) (86-14) on PPC. E $14
MN-68. Pelland, 1910, G+ CDS (toned; tip crs) (02-18) on PPC. E $16
MN-69. Pine Island, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MN-70. Plain View, M.T., 1850s, F balloon CDS (dial bit hi) on PSE. E $100
MN-71. Pleasant Grove, 1883, VG DCDS/cork (bit trim R; tips wear) (54-05) on cvr. E $40
MN-72. Porter, 1909, VF Doane 3/5 (lite tone; crnr crs; edge tears T) on PPC. E $6
MN-73. Princeton, 1860s, VG CDS/target (trim L) on cvr. E $20
MN-74. Round Lake, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-75. Sabin, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-76. Saint Bonifacius, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (L arc spotty; stamp mostly peeled; lite tip cr) on PPC. E $5
MN-77. Saint Paul, 1864, VG+ DCDS/target (trim L; tip nick) on cvr w/enc. datelined "McLean". E $20
MN-78. Scriven, [1892], G+ CDS (year partial; o/w VG+) (85-05) on PPC. E $30
MN-79. Shafer, 1918, F 4-bar on PPC. E $6
MN-80. Shaw, 1959, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (50-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-81. Shoreham, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1; faulty 2c Sc.319 (95/07) on 2.75x5.25" irreg.shaped
HOME-MADE BIRCH BARK PPC. E $40 MIN.20
MN-82. Silliards, [1886], VG+ CDS/target (part ruff trim R) (72-87) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MN-83. Smithville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (month partial) (88-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-84. Smithville, 1911, G+ CDS/target (part spotty; lite tone) (88-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-85. Solano, 1910, G+ 4-bar (o/s) as recd; MISSPELLING of "Solana" (10-38) on PPC. E $16
MN-86. South Park, 1908, VG CDS/target (87-25) on PPC. E $12
MN-87. Spring Grove, [1896], G+ CDS/cork (ruff R to stamp) on PSE w/enc. datelined "Black Hammer"; h/s return add.reads "BLOCK Hammer" in error. E $8
MN-88. Spring Grove, 1907, G+ RDF 2F/3? (# heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-89. Springpark, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; lite tone) (96-49) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-90. Strathcona, 1912, VG Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
MN-91. Taunton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 non-standard (EKU; near F; bit o/s; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-92. Teckla, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 ("LA" on stamp; near VF; ink spot in message) (97-10) on PPC. E $30
MN-93. Valley Creek, 1886, G+ CDS w/"6" for year (lite tone; part uneven slit T) as fwd (73-01) on cvr w/Lincoln, NE, origin dated '85 in error. E $40
MN-94. Vergas, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VF; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-95. Waltham, 1908, F Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
MN-96. Warman, 1910, G+ 4-bar (state partial; toned) (07-20) on PPC. E $15
MN-97. Warsaw, 1910, VF Doane 2/2 (crnr cr; tip scuff) on PPC. E $8
MN-98. Waterville, ca.1909, VG RDF 11F on PPC. E $6
MN-99. West Virginia, 1954, VG 4-bar (53-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-100. Wilno, 1893, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; crs) 2c Colum. (83-01) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-102. Withrow, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (o/s; crs) (91-63) on PPC. E $12
MN-103. Zim, 1951, F 4-bar (99-80) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-104. Zions, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("I" not struck; month partial) (65-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MISSISSIPPI / Do you need my "Mississippi Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $34 outside US.
MS-1. Acme, 1916, F 4-bar (ruff R; bit ruff L; R flap off; tears) (86-16) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MS-2. Alhambra, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; uneven toned; upper R tip nick; upper L crnr cr) (99-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MS-4. Battlefield, 1910, F RDF 11C/3 (UNLISTED) ms route/date on PPC. E $20
MS-5. Blanton, 1955, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (84-55) on PPC. E $8
MS-6. Bryant, 1954, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (06-54) on PPC. E $8
MS-7. Burnell, 1955, VG+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (96-55) on PPC. E $8
MS-8. Cameta, 1955, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (02-55) on PPC. E $8
MS-9. Center Hill, 1850s, VF ms (upper R crnr ruff, into stamp to portrait, neatly rebuilt; nicks; part lite tone; no flap) (54-67) on PSE. E $120
MS-10. Clarksdale/Highland Rur.Br., 1957, G+ magenta DCDS; 1/2c Frank. on 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
MS-11. Complete, 1940, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) Last Day P.O. (91-40) on PPC. E $14
MS-12. Courtland, 1873, F ms (EARLY; part smear) on PSE. E $20
MS-13. Deemer, 1955, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (07-55) on PPC. E $8
MS-14. Eddiceton, 1964, G+ 4-bar 1/2c Frank. (07-63) on 3x5" card w/McCall Creek/Eddiceton Rur.Sta. G+ DCDS as b/s. E $12 MIN.6
MS-16. Geren, 1955, G+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (01-55) on GPC. E $8
MS-17. Grenada/Elliott Rur.Sta., 1964, VG magenta DCDS; 1/2c Frank. on 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
MS-18. Hankinson, 1919, G+ 4-bar (near F; toned) (97-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-20. Hinze, 1954, VG+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (90-54) on GPC. E $8
MS-21. Johns, 1955, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (91-55) on GPC. E $8
MS-22. Johnston Station, 1907, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; ink spot on add.) 1c Jamestown (1872-1973) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-23. Lucedale/Agricola Rur.Sta., 1965, F 4-bar & magenta DCDS, both struck at L; 1/2c Frank. on 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
MS-24. Lucedale/Agricola Rur.Sta., 1986, VG 4-bar w/zip code on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-25. McLeod, 1955, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (95-55) on GPC. E $8
MS-26. Okolona/Egypt Rur.Sta., 1965, VC DCDS; 1/2c Frank. on 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
MS-27. Peyton, 1955, G+ magenta 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (99-55) on GPC. E $8
MS-28. Pricedale, 1955, VF 4-bar w/small year slug; Last Day P.O. (35-55) on GPC. E $12
MS-29. Priscilla, 1956, VG+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (04-56) on GPC. E $8
MS-30. Richey, 1955, G+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (05-55) on GPC. E $8
MS-31. Russum, 1955, G+ 4-bar (near VF) Last Day P.O. (84-55) on GPC. E $8
MS-32. Shelton, 1897, G+ CDS/target w/ms day (spotty strike, confirmed by return add.; R tips nib, in 1 stamp; toned) 2x5c Grant (1 faulty) (95-07) on reg’d cvr w/enc. E $30
MS-33. Shubuta/Matherville Rur.Sta., 1957, F 4-bar on PPC trim to 3x5”. E $12 MIN.6
MS-34. Soso, 1910, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $15
MS-35. Turnbull, 1954, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (99-54) on GPC. E $8
MS-36. Vicksburg/LeTourneau Rur.Sta., 1961, F 4-bar; 1/2c Frank. on 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
MS-37. Waxhaw, 1955, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (27-55) on GPC. E $12
MS-38. Weathersby, 1947, VG 4-bar (trim B) (00-55) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MISSOURI / Do you need my "Missouri Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
MO-1. Affton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (edge tear T; tip cr) (79/39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-3. Affton, 1915, VG+ 4-bar (uneven lite tone) (79/39) on PPC. E $8
MO-4. Alexandria, 1908, G+ Doane 3/7 (near VF) on PPC. E $8
MO-5. Allbright, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (stamp gone, but # complete; lite tone) (05-41) on PPC. E $8
MO-6. Altenburg, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
MO-7. Anglum, 1911, F Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (94-29) on PPC. E $8
MO-8. Arab, 1911, VG Doane 3 CDS only (o/s; stamp gone, affects bars; lite tone; nick B) as rec'd (05/43) on PPC. E $8
MO-9. Arlington, 1909, F 4-bar (bit cr) (68-58) on PPC. E $8
MO-10. Baker, 1909, G+ CDS/target (tip crs) (69/19) on PPC. E $15
MO-11. Baring, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
MO-12. Baring, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (tip crs) on PPC. E $8
MO-14. Bedford, 1913, G+ 4-bar (58-31) on PPC. E $8
MO-15. Bend, 1912, G+ 4-bar (00-17) on PPC. E $20
MO-16. Benjamin, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi: "J" partly off; tip cr; bit lite tone) (69/26) on PPC. E $8
MO-17. Bentonville, 1908, partial Doane 2/1 (dial mostly obscured on stamp; AS IS) (90-54) on PPC. E $5
MO-18. Birdsong, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (upper R on stamp; lite tone; crnr cr) (05/29) on PPC. E $14
MO-20. Bonfils, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/1 (part o/s) as rec’d (94-14) on PPC. E $12
MO-22. Boston, 1909, F purple Doane 2/2 (crnr crs) (91-71) on PPC. E $8
MO-23. Bowen, 1914, G+ 4-bar (bit cr) (07-23) on PPC. E $15
MO-24. Broadway, 1912, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (98-21) on PPC w/stamp partly peeled to reveal "secret message" underneath. E $15
MO-25. Broadway, 1914, F 4-bar (L & T edge scuffs) (98-21) on PPC. E $14
MO-27. Brownstown, 1912, VG 4-bar (R arc on stamp; crs) (84-74) on PPC. E $8
MO-28. Brunot, 1910, P+ Doane 2/2 (message into dial; crs) (58-57) on PPC. E $8
MO-29. Burnham, 1907, VF Doane 1/2 (bit lite tone) (83-51) on PPC. E $14
MO-30. Burns, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part o/s by partial 2nd strike) (84-20) on PPC. E $14
MO-31. Cedar Gap, 1907, VG Doane 3/(3) (# not struck; toned; nick L; bit scuff) as recd (63-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-33. Chandler, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip cr) (85-47) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-34. Chaonia, 1912, VG 4-bar (slight stutter; part lite water tone; crnr cr) (88-40) on PPC. E $14
MO-35. Clarence, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms "X" only on PPC. E $8
MO-36. Cobb, 1908, G+ 4-bar (town partly obscured by printing on card) datelined message on pix side (99-18) on PPC. E $14
MO-37. Coffey, 1910, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-38. Curryville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
MO-39. Defiance, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (stamp fault) on PPC. E $6
MO-40. Dover, 1907, G+ Doane 2/(3) (# not struck; slight stutter) as recd on PPC. E $8
MO-41. Downing, 1910, F Doane 3/9 on PPC. E $14
MO-42. Drum, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "U" partly off; date mostly not struck; edge tear T) (93-16) on PPC. E $15
MO-43. Dunnegan, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-44. Dunnegan, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
MO-45. Egypt Mills, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (62-32) on PPC. E $14
MO-46. Elmont, 1912, VG 4-bar (near VF) (87-38) on PPC. E $14
MO-47. Enon, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (82-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-48. Epworth, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (91-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-49. Fair Grove, 1912, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
MO-50. Fairhaven, 1908, G+ CDS (part o/s; cr) as recd (90-08) on PPC. E $16
MO-51. Farmersville, 1893, VG CDS/target (year heavy inked; o/w VF; dial bit hi) (67-01) on GPC. E $30
MO-52. Flucom, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (91-21) on PPC. E $15
MO-53. Fordistell, 1922, VG RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED; lower L tip ruff; tears; crnr crs; lite tone) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-54. Foster, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-55. Garrison, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MO-56. Gerster, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (98-58) on PPC. E $6
MO-57. Gila, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (part lite tone; bit cr) (84-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-58. Glover, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-59. Goodman, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (tip cr) on PPC. E $14
MO-60. Gordonville, 1909, F RFD 11/1 (toned) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-61. Grandview, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (state mostly not struck; lite tone; tip cr) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-62. Gregory Landing, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part stutter) (68-54) on PPC. E $8
MO-63. Guilford, 1907, VF Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-64. Guilford, 1915, VG RFD 11/1 (mostly on stamp; lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $8
MO-65. Hagers Grove, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (51/15) on PPC. E $14
MO-66. Halls, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (part lite tone) (76-54) on PPC. E $8
MO-67. Halls, 1911, F+ Doane 2/2 (crs; lite tone) (76-54) on PPC. E $8
MO-68. Hartsburg, 1910, G+ RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; crnr cr) complete ms, all on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-69. Hemple, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (o/s; crs) (89-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-70. Heppner, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 ("HE" not struck) (05-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-71. Hillcrest, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (06-11) on PPC. E $20
MO-72. Hillcrest, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (06-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MO-73. Hinch, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned) (96-54) on PPC. E $14
MO-74. Hoberg, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG+; lite tone) (05-68) on PPC. E $8
MO-75. Horse Creek, 1870s, G+ ms ("HOR" lite; bit ruff trim L; internal "V" shape tear by add.) (58-78) on crv. E $40 MIN.20
MO-76. Irwin, 1910, VF Doane 1/2 (84-81) on PPC. E $14
MO-77. Johnstown, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF; crs; stains on address) (56/16) on PPC. E $14
MO-78. Johnstown, 1913, G+ 4-bar (53/16) on PPC. E $14
MO-79. Knorpp, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (90-14) on PPC. E $20
MO-80. Koenig, 1912, G+ 4-bar (92-20) on PPC. E $14
MO-81. Lancaster, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MO-82. Laquey, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-83. Leonard, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MO-84. Longlane, 1910, VF Doane 2/3 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-85. Louisiana, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MO-86. Luray, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (toned) on PPC. E $8
MO-87. Manchester, ca.1908?, G+ purple Doane 2/1 (WORN letters, but ID sure; bit lite tone) (1824-1963) on PPC. E $8
MO-88. Marion, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VF; crs) as recd (1823-1953) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-89. Marquand, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-90. McElhany, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi: tip of "H" off) (96-11) on PPC. E $20
MO-92. Milford, 1908, VF Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-93. Millspring, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (bit o/s; upper R tip nib; edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-94. Mount View, 1873, VG+ ms (scrawled town) (48-95) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MO-95. Mount Washington, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (tip cr) as recd (90-28) on PPC. E $14
MO-96. Napier, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (89/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-97. Nelsonville, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 (bit stutter; lite tone) (81/73) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-98. Oakland, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (1849/1955) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-100. Osgood, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near F) (88-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-102. Patton, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3 (part stutter) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-103. Pattonsburg, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MO-104. Pearl, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (lower L crnr short; lite tone; tip cr) (86-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-106. Pleasantview, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned; crnr cr) (76-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-108. Prosperity, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; crnr crs) (91-20) on PPC. E $15
MO-109. Prosperity, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (91-20) on PPC. E $16
MO-110. Pymont, 1909, G+ 4-bar (year partial; lite tone) (78-11) on PPC. E $20
MO-111. Quick City, 1915, F 4-bar (crs) (86-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-112. Rea, 1911, F Doane 3/5 (tear R) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-113. Reed's Spring, 1913, F Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; bit stain T) 1c Frank. on local crv. E $10 MIN.5
MO-114. Reed's Spring, 1913, VG+ Doane 2/2 (near F+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-115. Rembert, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/1 (bit o/s) as recd (04-15) on PPC. E $15
MO-116. Revere, 1910, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MO-117. River Aux Vases, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (near F; lite tone) (70-64) on PPC. E $6
MO-118. Rondo, 1914, G+ 4-bar (part o/s; toned; crs) as recd (58/19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-119. Saint Francisville, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp; scuff spot at L of stamp, BEFORE canx applied) (1836-1973) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-120. Saint Louis, 1880s, G+ dateless CDS w/large "1" in center; L.A.Crouard, Banker & Broker cc on 1c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MO-121. Sarcoxie, 1883, G+ fancy DCDS w/2 stars in dial/target (near F; lite tone) on GPC. E $14
MO-122. Saxton, 1911, VG 4-bar (toned; tip crs) (72-38) on PPC. $12
MO-123. Schlatitz, 1910, G+ 4-bar (orig.stamp replaced, affects bars; lite tone) (08-15) on PPC. $15 MIN.8
MO-124. Shelbyville, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; bit lite tone; lite cr) ms scribble only on PPC. $6
MO-125. Sheldon, 1908, G+ Doane 3/9 (part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. $8
MO-126. Snyder, 1909, VG+ Doane 1/2 (89-72) on PPC. $14
MO-127. Snyder, 1910, G+ purple Doane 1/2 (lite tone; tip crs) (89-72) on PPC. $15
MO-128. Springfield, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. $8
MO-129. Sprott, 1909, G+ CDS/target (toned) (02-18) on PPC. $24 MIN.12
MO-130. Stanton, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. $12 MIN.6
MO-131. Swan, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 ("AN" & part of month on stamp; bit lite tone) (80-57) on PPC. $8
MO-132. Thompson, 1930, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) on commer.PPC. $15
MO-133. Truxton, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. $12 MIN.6
MO-134. Turney, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. $8
MO-135. Vida, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone; crs) (98-77) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
MO-136. Wardsville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned; tip cr) (81-33) on PPC. $8
MO-137. Westphalia, 1906 (Oct 3), F Doane 2/4 on PPC. $15 MIN.8
MO-138. Whitham, 1910, F 4-bar (toned) (08-35) on PPC. $14
MO-139. Willard, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. $8
MO-140. Willard, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (uneven tone; lite crs) on PPC. $6
MO-141. Wilton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (town part obscured) (75-25) on PPC. $12
MO-142. Wise, 1913, VG 4-bar ("E" on stamp; o/w VF; lite tone; tip cr) (94-37) on PPC. $12 MIN.6

MONTANA

MT-1. Alton, 1910, VG 4-bar (dia bit hi: tip of "T" off; slight stutter) (09-16) on PPC. $40 MIN.20
MT-2. Avon, 1934, G+ 4-bar (near F+; cr) on PPC. $6
MT-3. Belfry, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (part heavy inked; lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. $8
MT-4. Benchland, 1913, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; message into dial; part lite tone) (09-64) on PPC. $8
MT-5. Bonner, 1931, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (near F+) on commer.cvr. $15
MT-6. Broadview, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) on PPC. $8
MT-7. Butte City, (1885), G+ CDS/cork (68-94) on GPC w/1st Nat’l Bank of Bue header. $12 MIN.6
MT-8. Butte City, 1889 (May 7), G+ duplex; H.A.D’Acheul cc (68-94) on PSE. $12 MIN.6
MT-9. Canton, 1909, VG CDS/cork (lite cr) (72-35) on PPC. $14
MT-10. Castle, 1914, G+ 4-bar (stuttered; part lite tone) (87/18) on PPC. $24 MIN.12
MT-11. Central Park, 1907, G+ 4-bar (o/s; bit heavy inked; bit lite tone; crnr cr) as fwd (71/09) on PPC. $20
MT-12. Coalwood, 1914, F magenta 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone; crnr crs) 1c Parcel Post (12-64) on PPC. $14
MT-13. Conner, 1912, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. $12 MIN.6
MT-14. Creston, 1913, G+ 4-bar (crs) (94-56) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
MT-15. Cyr, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part lite; toned) (08-14) on PPC. $20
MT-16. Denton, 1916, G+ Doane 2/1 (date very heavy inked; part lite tone) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
MT-17. Dixon, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. $12 MIN.6
MT-18. Fort Harrison, 1932, VG 4-bar ty.E (R arc on stamp) 2c Yorktown on commer.cvr. $14
MT-19. Gossett, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (stamp about 1/2 peeled; affects #) (05-13) on PPC. $20
MT-20. Gregson, 1909, G+ 4-bar (97-37) on PPC. $14
MT-22. Hoffman, 1912, VG 4-bar (tear B; crs) (00/18) on PPC. $40 MIN.20
MT-23. Hogan, 1909, G+ 4-bar (state partial) (87-19) on PPC. $20
MT-24. Jefferson Island, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (dia bit hi; R arc on stamp; tip cr) (72/09) on PPC. $14
MT-25. Johnson, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (00-13) on PPC. E $16
MT-26. Lamadeer, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; dial hi: "MED" partly off) on PPC. E $15
MT-27. Lazy Day, 1946, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (38-46) on mailed 3x5" card. E $15
MT-28. Millegan, 1911, F Doane 2/2 (toned) (87-28) on PPC. E $15
MT-29. Millegan, 1912, VG+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (87-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-30. Montford, 1908, G+ CDS/target (town/state spotty) (00-10) on PPC. E $20
MT-31. Orville, 1912, F+ 4-bar (dial bit hi: tips of "VIL" off; toned; tip crs) (10-15) on PPC. E $24
MT-32. Oswego, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (96-71) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-33. Philbrook, 1910, F 4-bar (81/12) on PPC. E $14
MT-34. Philbrook, 1912, G+ 4-bar (toned; crnr cr) (81/12) on PPC. E $14
MT-35. Piedmont, [1911], G+ 4-bar (year partial but message dated) (10-23) on PPC. E $24
MT-36. Renova, 1911, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (06-23) on PPC. E $15
MT-37. Riverside, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (08-09) on PPC. E $20
MT-38. Ruby, 1907, G+ 4-bar (year partial; part o/s; lite tone) as recd (01-24) on PPC. E $14
MT-40. Scobery, 1914, G+ 4-bar (town spotty; bit lite tone; crnr cr) (01-15) on PPC. E $14
MT-41. Utica, 1958, G+ 4-bar (LATE) (81-59) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-42. Wolf Point, 1915, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; piece out upper L crnr; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6

NEBRASKA

NE-1. Agee, 1911, F 4-bar (82-33) on PPC. E $8
NE-2. Agee, 1913, VG 4-bar (82-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-3. Albany, 1938, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) Last Day P.O. (86-38) on GPC. E $8
NE-4. Ames, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-5. Arden, 1910, F Doane 3/1 (o/s; edge tears L) as recd (81-18) on PPC. E $14
NE-6. Asylum, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (o/s; lite tone) (80-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-7. Asylum, 1910, G+ 4-bar (LATE; dial bit hi) (80-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-8. Ballagh, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; near VF; crs) (90/45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-9. Bancroft, 1887, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; ruff R, into stamp crnr) on cvr. E $8
NE-10. Benedict, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-11. Benson, 1899, VG CDS/target (lite tone) "Schweizer Gesang,/Von.Omaha./Verein." circled h/s cc (91-33) on cvr to Germania Hall, Omaha. E $20
NE-12. Bertha, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (EKU; town/month much obscured by design, but ID sure; crs; tear R) (01-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-13. Bingham, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s; toned) as recd on PPC. E $8
NE-14. Bloomfield, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; crs) ms scribble only on PPC w/sender's note "Please Leave today". E $6
NE-15. Bloomington, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-16. Brighten, 1911, VF 4-bar (bit cr) (10-16) on PPC. E $20
NE-17. Brule, 1907, VF Doane 1/1 (EKU) on PPC. E $14
NE-18. Brule, 1912, VG Doane 1/1 (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-20. Burkett, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (06-30) on PPC. E $8
NE-22. Burkett, 1916, VG 4-bar (06-30) on PPC. E $8
NE-23. Burr, 1908, VG Doane 2/5 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $6
NE-24. Cadams, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; upper R on stamp; toned; crnr cr) (92/40) on PPC. E $8
NE-25. Cadams, 1914, VG+ PURPLE 4-bar (92/40) on PPC. E $12
NE-26. Cadams, 1940, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's sig.on back (92-40) on GPC. E $8
NE-27. Canton, 1911, VG magenta 4-bar (bit lite, but complete) (90-21) on PPC. E $14
NE-28. Cedar Bluffs, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/2 (# off R edge; lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $15
NE-29. Centerpoint, (1912), G+ 4-bar (year partial) (02-19) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-30. Chalco, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-31. Chalco, 1912, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only, all on stamp, w/"U.S.Postage"
obliterated on PPC. E $8
NE-32. Chambers, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (EKU; dial hi; toned; uneven trim edges, when cut from sheet of cards) on PPC. E $8
NE-33. Chambers, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
NE-34. Clarkson, 1911, F RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED; crnr cr) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-35. Clarkson, 1913, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp; crnr cr) 1c Parcel Post Sc.Q1 on PPC. E $8
NE-36. Clear Creek, 1883, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (70-84) on cvr. E $50
NE-37. Colyer, 1909, G+ 4-bar (year bit spotty; o/w VF; tip cr) (08-19) on PPC. E $20
NE-38. Cozad, 1909, G+ RFD 8BC (near VG+) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-39. Creighton, ca.1909, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms month/day on PPC. E $6
NE-40. Crete, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/2 (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-41. Dean, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VF; toned; cr) (07-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-42. DuBois, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-43. Dunbar, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; part lite tone; crnr crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-44. Dustin, 1908, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard or composite, w/MOB(?) excised from B arc (orig.stamp replaced) (83-57) on PPC. E $12
NE-45. Elora, 1886, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (82-97) on PSE w/Guide Rock G+ DCDS as transit b/s. E $80
NE-46. Elyria, 1909, VG+ Doane 1/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-47. Emerald, 1912, G+ 4-bar (84-43) on PPC. E $14
NE-48. Etna, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG; lite tone) (85-21) on PPC. E $14
NE-49. Eureka, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (tiny tear T) (88-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-50. Factoryville, 1884, G+ CDS/target (trim R, barely in stamp frame) (68-87) on PSE. E $150
NE-51. Fairfield, 1882, F purple fancy CDS/target (crnr tip cr) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-52. Filley, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/6 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $6
NE-53. Filley, 1909, G+ Doane 2/6 (part stutter) on PPC. E $6
NE-54. Filley, 1910, VG Doane 2/6 (dial bit hi: tip of "L" off; bit cr) on PPC. E $6
NE-55. Fremont/Dodge Co., 1886, VG fancy DCDS/partial (killer mostly obscured; ruff R to stamp; edge tear T) Fremont Bottling Works cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NE-56. Germantown, 1909, VG 4-bar (74-19) on PPC. E $8
NE-57. Germantown, 1911, G+ 4-bar (74-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-58. Glenvil, [1918], VG RFD 11F/4 ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-59. Goehner, 1911, G+ Doane 1/3 (state partly off B; lite tone) w/ms "Missent"; as fwd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-60. Grand Island, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; crs; part lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-61. Hampton, 1913, G+ magenta duplex (crs) on PPC. Unusual color for this type canx. E $12 MIN.6
NE-62. Hazard, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-63. Heartwell, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 (upper L arc spotty) as recd on PPC. E $6
NE-64. Heartwell, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; upper L arc spotty, but ID sure; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-65. Higgins, 1908, G+ Doane 2/(1) (bars & most of "NS" off R edge) as transit (89-12) on PPC. E $15
NE-66. Higgins, 1909, F 4-bar (lite tone; tip cr) (89-12) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
NE-67. Howell, 1911, VG RFD 8VD/2 duplex w/straight-line RFD h/s (crnr cr) on PPC. E $16
NE-68. Indianola, 1943, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only; 1c Pexie on PPC. E $6
NE-69. Inland, 1908, F Doane 1/3 w/"dropped" bars on GPC. E $14
NE-70. Inland, 1912, G+ Doane 1/3 (toned) (1879-1987) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-71. Inman, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (part stutter; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NE-72. Inman, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (near F+) on PPC. E $8
NE-73. Keystone, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; lite tone) 2 strikes, partly overlap on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-74. Kirk, 1913, VG 4-bar (near VF; toned; tiny tear B; bit cr) (80-29) on PPC. E $15
NE-75. Kowanda, 1910, G+ 4-bar (88-21) on PPC. E $14
NE-76. Kowanda, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (88-21) on PPC. E $14
NE-77. Lake, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; crs) (04-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-78. Lake, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (bit cr) (04-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-79. Lake, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (04-22) on PPC. E $14
NE-80. Lanham, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; near VG+; part on stamp; part lite tone) (86/59) on PPC. E $12
NE-81. Laurel, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
NE-82. Lebanon, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-83. Leigh, ca.1909, VG RFD 1P (UNLISTED; tear T; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-84. Leigh, ca.1910, G+ RFD 3E/1 (UNLISTED route; most on stamp; crs) on PPC. E $16
NE-85. Lexington, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-86. Loyal, 1910, F 4-bar as recd (07-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-87. Lucy, 1909, F provisional ms (town/state scrawled, but narrowed to this using P.O.list) (05-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-88. Meek, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (99-33) on PPC. E $14
NE-89. Mirage, 1910, G+ 4-bar (inverted strike; most of date/state on stamp) (85-13) on PPC. E $20
NE-90. Mount Clare, 1912, G+ 4-bar (89-45) on PPC. E $8
NE-91. Mynard, 1939, VG 4-bar; last day, or near; PM's sig.on back (94-39) on GPC. E $8
NE-92. Nelson, ca.1918, VG RFD 11F (lite tone) ms scribble only; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $6
NE-93. Nemo, 1915, G+ 4-bar (bit edge wear) lc Wash. (11-24) on unsealed local crv. E $15
NE-94. Nora, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-95. Oakland, [1909], VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-96. Omaha City, 1859, G+ CDS (lower R tip nick; edge nicks) faulty 3c Sc.25 (54-71) on crv. E $50
NE-97. Oshkosh, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (LKU; bit scalloped dial) on PPC. E $14
NE-98. Oshkosh, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; worn letters; crnr cr; edge tear L) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-99. Ovitt, 1941, VG 4-bar (dial hi: "VI" partly off) PM's sig.on back, w note re.31-day extension of P.O. (11-41) on GPC. E $8
NE-100. Pibel, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (92-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-101. Pibel, 1912, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-102. Plattsmouth, N.T., ca.1867, G+ CDS/grid (lower L crnr ruff) on 2.25x5.25" crv. E $60
NE-103. Plymouth, 1909, VG RFD 2F/1 on PPC. E $14
NE-104. Ponca, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/3 (lower R tip nib) 2c Sc.301 on crv w/enc. E $20
NE-105. Poole, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/2 (dial bit hi; tip crs) "2" shows clearly (06-82) on PPC. E $12
NE-106. Poole, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (06-82) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-107. Quick, 1912, G+ magenta Doane 3/1 (LKU; dial bit hi) (87-45) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-109. Rokeby, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (part heavy inked; part toned) as recd (94-19) on PPC. E $12
NE-110. Scottsville, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s; lite tone; crnr cr) (82-15) on PPC. E $16
NE-111. Scribner, 1908, G+ RFD 1A/3 (near VG+) on PPC. E $14
NE-112. Shelby, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/3 ms "X" only; on PPC. E $6
NE-113. Silverthorn, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "ERT" partly off) (09-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-114. Somerset, 1941, VG 4-bar (87-44) on GPC. E $8
NE-115. South Auburn, 1909, F duplex (82-19) on PPC. E $8
NE-116. Sprague, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; bit o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-117. Stamford, 1908, F RFD 1W/1 (edge tear T; lite crs) on PPC. E $14
NE-118. Table, 1910 (Dec 19), G+ 4-bar (96-28) on PPC. E $8
NE-119. Tobias, [1914], VG RFD 11F/2 ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-120. Unadilla, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-121. Upland, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-122. Venango, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
NE-123. Verdon, 1912, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete town/date/route, all on stamp on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-124. Wagner, 1910, G+ 4-bar (06-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-125. Walton, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; stamp about 1/2 peeled, not affecting canx; toned; upper L tip nib) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-126. Walworth, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (part o/s; dial bit hi) as transit (84-28) on PPC. E $8
NE-127. Watertown, 1913, VG 4-bar non-standard (tip crs) (90-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-128. Weeping Water, 1910, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-129. West Point, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-130. Western, ca.1908, VG RFD 11D/3 (UNLISTED) ms route only, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
NE-131. Whitney, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lower R tip bit tone) on green PPC. E $6
NE-132. Whitney, 1921, F Doane 2/2 (tip cr; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-133. Willard, 1912, G+ CDS/target (near VG) (90-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-134. Willow Island, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (near F; crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-135. Wyoming, 1915, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; upper L tip nib) (56-28) on PPC. E $15

NEVADA
NV-1. Aurum, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (town bit obscured by design; tear L; bit cr) (81-38) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NV-2. Bauvard, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (04-12) on PPC: "We are crossing the Great Salt Lake...bridge...is 32 miles across..." E $8
NV-3. Dephoele, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone; stamp fault) (66/11) on PPC. E $40
NV-4. Dephoele, 1910, VF 4-bar (HEAVY vert.cr thru message; tip cr) (66/11) on PPC. E $40
NV-5. Genoa, 1908, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
NV-8. Minden, 1919, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near F; lower R tip nib) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NV-9. Transferred at Palisade, 1906, VG straight-line h/s (part o/s) as transit on 5x10" Record of Transit cvr w/Eureka, NV/C.L.Broy, P.M., G+ magenta straight-line h/s as rec'd. E $20
NV-11. Sparks, 1906 (May 19), G+ Doane 3/15 (EKU; crs) on PPC. E $14
NV-12. Sparks, 1906, G+ Doane 3/15 (EARLY; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8

NEW HAMPSHIRE
NH-1. Alstead Center, 1935, G+ 4-bar w/redundant month slugs; Last Day P.O. (66-35) on GPC. E $15
NH-2. Apthorp, 1907, F+ Doane 3/5 (toned) (86/11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-3. Apthorp, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; crs) (86/11) on PPC. E $8
NH-4. Bank Village, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (tip cr) (84-14) on PPC. E $20
NH-5. Benton, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) (43-17) on PPC. E $14
NH-6. Burkehaven, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone; tip cr) (89/54) on PPC. E $8
NH-7. Candia, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-8. Chester, [1906], G+ RFD 2F/1 (month/year omitted) on PPC w/Atkinson Depot (1854-1956) VF Doane 2/2 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
NH-9. Chester, 1908, G+ purple RFD 8S/3 on PPC. E $8
NH-10. Chester, 1910, F RFD 8S/3 (lite tone; lite crs) on PPC. E $6
NH-11. Chester, 1910, VG RFD 8/1 (dial bit hi; part stutter) on PPC. E $12
NH-12. Chester, 1910, G+ RFD 8S/2 (toned; extraneous note L) on PPC. E $8
NH-13. Chichester, 1850s, VF ms (part toned; edge tear T) 3c imperf (1818-1935) on cvr. E $20
NH-14. Crawford House, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) (72-67) on commer.PPC. E $8
NH-16. East Acworth, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (toned; crnr crs) (61-14) on PPC. E $20
NH-17. East Alstead, 1906, G+ CDS/target (74/33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-18. East Derry, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (WORN letters; o/s) as recd on PPC. E $6
NH-19. East Grafton, 1910, F+ 4-bar (86-11) on PPC. E $14
NH-20. Fremont, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VG+) on PPC. E $6
NH-21. Gossville, 1906, G+ RFD 2FD/1 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-22. Gossville, 1949, G+ 4-bar ty.E (R arc on stamp) (81-74) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-23. Greenland Depot, 1905, G+ CDS/target (50-14) on PPC. E $16
NH-24. Hampstead, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (bit stuttered; lite crs) on PPC. E $8
NH-25. Hampton Beach, 1904, G+ CDS/target (LATE) (37/04) on priv.mailing card. E $50
NH-26. Hampton Falls, 1922, G+ RFD 9G/1 (dial mostly on stamp; bars off R edge; lower L crnr tone) on PPC. E $14
NH-27. (Hancock), [1882], F+ circled star killer only (part water stained; lite cr) message
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NJ-33. Manchester/Registry Division, 1895, VF fancy magenta double oval w/stars in dial; 10c Webster solo on req’d cvr. E $20
NJ-34. Milan, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (bit o/s; part on stamp; lite cr) on PPC. E $6
NJ-35. Milan, 1937, VG 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $8
NJ-36. Newton Junction, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (tip crs) on PPC. E $8
NJ-40. Pierce Bridge, 1917, G+ 4-bar (R arc on stamp) (73-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-42. Silver Lake, 1910, F Doane 3/4 (slight stutter) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-43. Smithville, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip nick) (92-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-44. South Newbury, 1907, VF Doane 2/4 (o/s as rec’d (1850-1987) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-45. Starrking, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi; crnr cr) (99-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-46. Stinson Lake, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 as rec’d on PPC. E $6
NJ-47. Stoddard, 1907, VG magenta Doane 3/3 (tip cr) as rec’d (1822-1985) on PPC. E $6
NJ-49. Thortons Ferry, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (1822/1926) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-50. Warren Summit, 1888, G+ CDS/target (part ruff trim R) (72-12) on cvr. E $14
NJ-51. Wentworth By the Sea, 1961, VF 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-52. West Barrington, 1908, G+ CDS (part spotty; o/s) as rec’d (90-18) on PPC. E $14
NJ-53. West Canaan, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (1850-1963) on PPC. E $6
NJ-54. West Ossipee, 1917, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; water tone by address & message) on PPC. E $6
NJ-55. Westport, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi) (32-14) on PPC. E $15
NJ-56. Winnipesaukee, 1933, G+ magenta 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) (07/64) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NEW JERSEY
NJ-1. Ardena, 1906, G+ CDS/target (part o/s) (91-07) on PPC. E $20
NJ-3. Beesleys Point, [1878], G+ CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp) (51/34) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-4. Belmar, 1909, VG magenta RFD 2TA/2 w/ms pencil killer (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $40
NJ-5. Blackwood, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 (part o/s) on PPC. E $6
NJ-6. Bridgeville, 1909, G+ blue-green Doane 2/2 (lower R mostly on stamp) (40-30) on PPC. E $14
NJ-8. Cokesbury, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; part on stamp) (83-15) on PPC. E $15
NJ-9. Drakestown, 1906, VF Doane 1/1 (toned; stamp faults; tip crs) (37-11) on PPC. E $14
NJ-10. Dumont, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
NJ-11. Dundee Lake, 1907, F Doane 2/1 as rec’d (73/17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-12. Eatontown, 1886, G+ purple fancy CDS/star on GPC. E $15
NJ-13. Fairmount, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (part on stamp) (49-15) on PPC. E $15
NJ-14. Glenmoore, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; bit ruff slit R) (91-26) on PPC. E $15
NJ-16. Harlingen, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (bit o/s; tip crs) (1823-1957) on PPC. E $6
NJ-17. Keyport, 1909, VG RFD 11/1 complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-18. Lambertville, 1860s, G+ DCDS/cut cork grid on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-19. Lyons Farms, 1906, G+ dark purple CDS/target (part heavy inked; o/s) (54-07) on PPC. E $14
NJ-20. May's Landing, 1850s, G+ CDS (crs) 3c imperf on cvr w/ms "Paid 3" at upper R. E $14
NJ-23. Milliken, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near VF; lite tone; tip cr) (06-11) on PPC. E $16
NJ-24. Millville, 1880, VF DCDS/BOLD star (trim L) on 2.5x4.75" cvr. E $14
NJ-25. Millville, 1880, G+ DCDS/BOLD star (state mostly not struck) on GPC. E $14
NJ-26. Monroeville, 1909, G+ RFD 1MA/2 (near F; toned) on PPC. E $20
NJ-27. Montgomery, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 (near VF; bit lite tone) (73-08) on PPC. E $20
NJ-29. Murray Hill, 1908, F+ 4-bar as recd (85-67) on PPC. E $8
NJ-30. New-Brunswick, ca.1847, F CDS w/"5" h/s rate on SPL (no contents). E $15
NJ-31. Newark/Irvington Sta., 1905, VG+ BLUE duplex (01-08) on PPC. E $14
NJ-32. Newport, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VG) on PPC. E $8
NJ-34. Northfield, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-35. Oak Ridge, 1905, G+ Doane 2/(3) (# off edge; edge tear L; crs) as recd on GPC. E $6
NJ-36. Oceanview, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
NJ-37. Oceanview, 1912, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone; tear L) on PPC. E $8
NJ-38. Old Bridge, 1907, G+ RFD 2KF/1 (near VF; lite tone; indistinct origin canx) as recd on PPC. E $20
NJ-39. Ottens, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 w/"6" slug as year (EKU; near VG+; part o/s; lite tone) (06-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NJ-40. Papakating, 1906, VG CDS/scarab non-standard (bit worn letters) (62-23) on PPC. E $14
NJ-41. Richwood, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (LKU; extraneous h/s on address) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-42. Riverdale, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (upper R crnr nib; edge tear L; wrinkles) on cvr. E $8
NJ-43. Roseland, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (toned; 2 pinholes, 1 in stamp) on QSL PPC. E $14
NJ-44. Sandbrook, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (dia. bit hi; tip crs) (1858/1959) on PPC. E $8
NJ-45. Schooleys Mountain, 1908, F+ 4-bar non-standard (state omitted, o/w VF; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-46. Sewell, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone; crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NJ-47. Silver Lake, 1908, VG CDS (trim R, into stamp; part lite tone) (99-15) on PPC. E $15
NJ-48. Sunnyside, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 ("IDE" on stamp; o/w VF; edge tears T) (76/15) on PPC. E $14
NJ-49. Vail, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/2 as recd (91-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-50. Warren Paper Mills, 1907, G CDS/target (part spotty; o/s; toned) (84/09) on PPC. E $14
NJ-51. Waterloo, (1884), G+ CDS/target (date mostly not struck; lower R tip nib) (47-16) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-52. Wertschville, 1906, G+ CDS/target (bit o/s; lite tone) (54-07?) on PPC. E $24
NJ-53. Weston, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; toned; tip cr; lower R tip nick) (32/15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-54. Westwood, 1909, VG+ RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $6
NJ-55. Whitehouse, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone; tip cr; crnrs wear) on PPC. E $6
NJ-56. Wildwood Crest, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part o/s; lite tone) as recd (09-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NJ-57. Woodglen, 1905, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VF; crs) as recd (86-07) on PPC w/Normanock (91/18) G

NEW MEXICO (Todersen types)
NM-1. Alameda, 1912 (Apr 11), G+ CDS/target (ty.1) (toned) (66/60) on PPC. E $15
NM-2. Alameda, 1912 (Jul 8), G+ CDS/target (ty.1) (lite tone) (66/60) on PPC. E $14
NM-4. Albert, 1912, VG 4-bar (statehood ty.1) (90-61) on PPC. E $16
NM-5. Albuquerque/Bridge Rur.Sta., ca.1942, G+ 4-bar (year partial) on commer.PPC. E $8
NM-6. Amistad, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (near F) on PPC. E $14
NM-7. Amistad, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU; dial hi: "ISTA" partly off) on PPC. E $20
NM-8. Anapra, 1911, G+ purple 4-bar (ty.1) (07-14) on PPC. E $40
NM-9. Atencio, 1913, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU) 2nd known example; LATEST from this town (10-14) on
PPC. E $65

NM-10. Beenham, 1911, VG 4-bar (ty.5) ("M" on stamp) (90-24) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

NM-11. Belen, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.9) (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8

NM-12. Bell, 1909, VF 4-bar (ty.2) (toned) (91-33) on PPC. E $100

NM-13. Bell, 1910, VF 4-bar (ty.2) (LKU; lower R tip ruff; nick T; uneven toned) (91-33) on PPC. E $80

NM-14. Bibo, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (bit stutter; tears T; crs) (95-20) on PPC. E $16

NM-15. Boaz, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (07-55) on PPC. E $75

NM-16. Brilliant, 1940, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKE) 1st day cachet (40-54 period) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NM-17. Centerville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (tip cr) (07-44) on PPC. E $8

NM-18. Cerrillos, [1896], G+ CDS (ty.5) (LKU; "N" not struck; part ruff trim R; tiny tear T) as recd b/s on PSE. E $10 MIN.5

NM-19. Cherry Vale, 1911, G 4-bar (ty.1) (upper R arc weak; stamp gone, affects "LE" & "EX"; tip crs; edge tear T) (10-21) on PPC. E $16

NM-20. Claud, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU; "U" not struck; part on stamp) (09-20) on PPC. E $30

NM-21. Colmor, 1920, VG 4-bar (ty.2) (crnr crs) (87-63) on PPC. E $14

NM-22. Corona, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/4 (tip cr) on PPC. E $15

NM-23. Cubero, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.5) (LKU) on PPC. LATEST territorial for this town. E $24

NM-24. Cumberland, 1913, F 4-bar (ty.1) (R edge part toned) (07-33) on PPC. E $20

NM-25. Cutter, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (07-56) on PPC. E $30

NM-26. Dedman, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (toned; crs) (09-22) on PPC. E $24

NM-27. Des Moines, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (ty.3) (EKE) on PPC. E $20


NM-29. Dona Ana, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) on PPC. E $30

NM-30. Dunlap, 1914, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKE; upper L tip nick; tip cr) (07-61) on PPC. E $30

NM-31. Earlham, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (part spotty on embossing; lite tone; tip cr) (88-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NM-32. East Vaughn, 1916, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part on stamp) (11-73) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NM-33. East Vaughn, 1916, VF 4-bar (ty.1) (11-73) on PPC. E $14

NM-34. Florence, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (lower R crnr clip; edge tear T) (94-08) on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $30 MIN.15

NM-35. Fort Wingate, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.16) (74-11) on PPC. E $20

NM-36. Grant, 1922, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU; crnr cr) (82-35) on PPC. E $14

NM-37. Grenville, 1912 (Apr 3), G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (surface scuffs, 1 in dial; tear T; crnr cr) on PPC. E $14

NM-38. Hachita, 1943, G+ 4-bar (town lite; tip cr) soldier's free frank on PPC. E $8

NM-39. Hanley, 1907, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (near VF; bit lite tone) (07-18) on PPC. E $80

NM-40. Hanley, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (tip cr; tear R) (07-18) on PPC. E $70

NM-41. Hayden, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part stutter) (08-74) on PPC. E $16

NM-42. Hayden, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (tip cr; bit lite tone) (08-74) on PPC. E $20

NM-43. Holloway, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (town spotty; part on stamp; bit o/s) as recd (08-15) on PPC. E $30

NM-44. Hollywood, 1930 (Jun 17), G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (26-70) on PPC. E $14

NM-45. Hondale, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (bit o/s) (08-34) on PPC. E $80

NM-46. House, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (crnr cr) on PPC. E $40

NM-47. Ione, 1910, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (dial hi; tips of "ON" off T; crs) (08-62) on PPC. E $20

NM-48. Kenna, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (edge faults) as recd on pix side of PPC. E $14

NM-49. La Union, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (slightest stutter) (09-13) on PPC. E $80

NM-50. La Union, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (o/s) (09-13) on PPC. E $80

NM-51. Lakewood, 1917, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (LKU; near VF) on PPC. E $14

NM-52. LaPlata, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) (bit stutter) on PPC. E $20

NM-53. Legansville, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (lite tone) (07-14) on PPC. E $50

NM-54. Logan, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) (lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NM-55. Los Alamos, 1907 (Sep 18), G+ CDS/cork (ty.5) (L tips ruff; lite tone) (78-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NM-56. Lynn, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (ty.4) (bit o/s) as recd (91-10) on PPC. E $14

NM-57. McIntosh, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $14

NM-58. Mills, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU) on PPC. E $50
NM-59. Mogollon, 1906 (Jan 1), VG Doane 2/4 (ruff R, in 2c stamp) 8c M.Wash. on reg’d 2c PPC. E $30 MIN.15

NM-60. Montoya, 1909, F 4-bar (ty.2) (bit lite tone) (07-72) on PPC. E $24

NM-61. Montoya, 1911, F 4-bar (ty.2) (LKU; o/s) (02-72) on PPC. E $60

NM-62. Moriarty, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (toned; crs) on PPC. E $14

NM-63. Moriarty, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NM-64. Mosquero, 1909, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (dialed bit hi; tips of "UE" off; stamp scuff spots; lite tone; upper R tip nib) on PPC. E $50

NM-65. Nobe, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (slight stutter; tip cr) (07-14) on PPC. E $60

NM-66. Nobe, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (stamp gone) (07-14) on PPC. E $20

NM-67. Nobe, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (LKU; stamp gone; offset water colors from other card; AS IS for that) message dated 8/31; canxed 7 days later (07-14) on PPC. E $50

NM-68. Nolan, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (toned) (08-44) on PPC. E $8

NM-69. Norton, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (all 4 tips clip) (07-42) on PPC. E $80

NM-70. Obar, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part lite tone) (08-53) on PPC. E $30

NM-71. Old Albuquerque, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.11) (near VG+; part lite tone) (86-54) on PPC. E $16

NM-72. Orogrande, 1909, F 4-bar (ty.3) (EKU) on PPC. E $20

NM-73. Picacho, 1911, G+ magenta 4-bar (UNLISTED type; lite tone) on PPC. LATEST territorial use. E $200

NM-74. Pines, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (lite tone; bit cr) (07-13) on PPC w/Thornton (95-09) G+ 4-bar (ty.4) as transit at L; & Pena Blanca partial CDS (ty.4; LKU) on pix side. E $80

NM-75. Placitas, 1909, G+ CDS/target (ty.1) (near VG+; "P" not struck; ruff L) (01-30) on PPC. E $65

NM-76. Puerto, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (lite tone) (01-18) on PPC. E $24

NM-77. Redland, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKU; stamp gone, affects bars & part of rim; toned)

EARLIEST for this town (07-17) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

NM-78. Rehoboth, 1916, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) on PPC. E $16

NM-79. Ribera, 1907, G+ Doane 1/1 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $30

NM-80. Ribera, 1910, VG 4-bar (ty.3) (lower R crnr nib; lite soiled) on PPC. E $30

NM-81. Roy, 1907, VF Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $14

NM-82. Roy, 1909, VG 4-bar (ty.4) on PPC. E $12

NM-83. Salt Lake, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (near VG+; lower L crnr tone; tip cr) (02-40) on PPC. E $80

NM-84. San Mateo, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $30

NM-85. Santa Fe, ca.1880, G+ CDS/cork (ty.20?) (dialed bit hi; ruff R, in stamp oval; ruff R) on PPC. E $14

NM-86. Senorito, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) on PPC. E $75

NM-87. Solano, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (bit o/s) on PPC. E $30

NM-88. Solano, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (near VG+; tip cr) on PPC. E $20

NM-89. Van Houten, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (town part heavy inked) on PPC. E $16

NM-90. Van Houten, ca.1911?, G 4-bar (ty.2) (R arc & date on stamp; state partial; lite tone) (02-52) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NM-91. Vance, 1909, G 4-bar (ty.1) (EKU; crs) TOWN not struck (except part of "V"), but clearly datelined heading & in message "my P.O. is Vance, New Mex" (08-20) on PPC. E $16

NM-92. Vance, 1912 (Mar 20), VG 4-bar (ty.1) (EKU; ruff R to stamp) (08-20) on PPC. EARLIEST statehood for this town. E $30

NM-93. Vaughn, 1910, F 4-bar (ty.2) (crs) on PPC. E $14

NM-94. White Oaks, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.15) (part on stamp; tip cr) (80-54) on PPC. E $8

NM-95. Whites City, 1942, VF 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) soldier’s free frank on PPC. E $14

NM-96. Whites City, 1943, F 4-bar (ty.1) (bit stutter) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NM-97. Yeso, 1910, F 4-bar (ty.1) (o/s; R edge scuff; part lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $60

NEW YORK / Do you need Kay & Smith’s "New York Postal History"? We have it!

NY-1. Alabama, 1907, G+ Doane 1/3 (state not struck; lower R crnr taped) as recd on PPC. E $8


NY-3. Ampersand, 1907, VG+ blue Doane 2/3 (toned) as recd (89-08) on PPC. E $16

NY-4. Antlers, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (04-20) on PPC. E $14

NY-5. Apex, 1913, G+ CDS non-standard (crnr cr) 2c Balboa (81-60) on PPC. E $12
NY-6. Assembly Park, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (upper R spotty) (97-16) on PPC. E $8

NY-7. Auskerada, 1905, G+ CDS/target (96/17) on PPC. E $14

NY-8. Bartlett Carry, 1903, G+ CDS/target (L edge tear; tip cr) (93-12) on PPC. E $16


NY-11. Bradley, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 as recd (05-43) on PPC. E $8

NY-12. Brooklyn, 1884 (Dec 31), G+ Wesson H(thick C); att’y cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NY-13. Brooklyn, 1885, G+ Wesson H(C) w/thick" C (tear T) on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $14

NY-14. Brooklyn (Sta.No.27), 1907, G+ magenta reg’d DCDS/cork; F.A.Dietzel, Delicatessen h/s cc; 1c +faulty 10c on reg’d 2c PSE to Germany. E $20


NY-16. Bullville, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8

NY-17. Catskill Station, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (67-10) on PPC. E $12

NY-18. Cayuta, [1907], G+ Doane 2/3 (year partial) on PPC. E $8

NY-19. Centreville Station, 1884, G+ CDS/target (71-17) on GPC. E $12

NY-20. Champlain, [1838], G+ CDS w/ms month/day, correcting h/s month (edges uneven trim) on stampless FRONT ONLY. E $10 MIN.5

NY-21. Clear Creek, ca.1840s, VF ms w/"10" rate (heavy vert.cr; lite tone) (29/06) on SFL. E $30 MIN.15

NY-22. Coeymans Hollow, 1934, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; WORN letters in dial, but BOLD "2" in killer) 24 years later than catalog; on PPC. E $14

NY-23. Columbus Postal Sta./Sherburne, 1902, G+ RFD 10CB as recd b/s on cvr. E $14


NY-25. Depauville, 1912, VG+ Doane 3/5 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-26. East Berne, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (part lite) on PPC. E $6

NY-27. East Bethany, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 as recd on PPC. E $6

NY-28. East Coteskill, 1908, F Doane 3/2 (tear T, into dial) (46-23) on PPC. E $8

NY-29. East Jewett, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-30. East Meredith, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-31. East Salamanca, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (crs) (70/15) on PPC. E $12

NY-32. Elbow, [1887], VG CDS/target (some separation; lite tone; crnr wear) (86-92) on 2c Grant lettersheet. E $24 MIN.12


NY-34. Emmonsbury, 1911, G+ 4-bar (59-15) on PPC. E $8

NY-35. Fancher, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; crs) on PPC. E $15

NY-36. Farmersville Station, 1907, VG+ RFD 80/1 (crs) on PPC. E $40

NY-37. Farmersville Station, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (dial hi: "LE S" partly off) as transi, w/Farmersville Sta.CDS/Recd as recd; "Missent" & "Farmersville Station, N.Y." h/s on PPC. NICE combo of markings. E $14

NY-38. Farmingdale, 1894, G+ 8-bar on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-39. Forestport, 1926, G+ 4-bar non-standard (vert.cr) on cvr. E $8

NY-40. Forestville, 1906, F+ RFD 1CA/7 (lite tone) on PPC. E $20

NY-41. Genoa, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $6

NY-42. Glenmore, 1914, G+ Doane 2/2 (51-26) on PPC. E $8

NY-43. Gouverneur, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/1 non-standard (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $14

NY-44. Groton, [1836] (Mar 8), VF ms w/"25" rate on SFL (dated "January Last Day", mailed 5 weeks later) to "Seth Scoot, Osable Grove, to be left at Plainfield P office, Cooks County Illinois State" (sic). E $24 MIN.12

NY-45. Guilford, 1907, G+ purple RFD 2F/2 (part smear; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-46. Hagedorns Mills, 1913, VG CDS/target (69-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-47. Halcottsville, 1906, VG+ Doane 1/3 as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-48. Halcottsville, 1907, G+ Doane 1/3 (tips rounded, probably pre-mailing) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-49. Harford Mills, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $14

NY-50. Hazel, 1908, VG CDS/target (part lite tone; cr) (03-23) on PPC. E $14

NY-51. Henrietta, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (o/s; part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6

NY-52. Horicon, 1909, G+ 4-bar (39/34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-53. Howes, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VF) as recd (98-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-54. Iona Island, 1916, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; crs) (70/42) on PPC. E $14
NY-55. Ironville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi: "V" partly off; part on stamp) (76-11) on PPC. E $8

NY-56. Kauneonga, 1905, G+ CDS (near VG+; crs) as transit (95-05) on PPC. E $20
NY-57. Kempston, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; lite tone) (05-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-59. Kortright, 1916 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/3 (1802-1926) on PPC. E $8

NY-60. Kortright, 1917, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (1802-1926) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-61. Kuckville, 1860s, VG CDS/cork (trim R; edge tears R; tone speck) (65-04) on PSE w/blue pencil drawing/doodles, probably by addressee. E $30 MIN.15
NY-62. Lake Ridge, 1897, G+ CDS/target (part lite tone; trim L; address part smear) (39-02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-63. LaSalle, 1910, G+ DCDS/duplex non-standard (51/28) on PPC. E $6
NY-64. Lava, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (couple tears T, 1 into dial; upper L crnr nib) (86-34) on PPC. E $8

NY-65. Long Island City/Astoria Sta., 1908, VF duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-66. Louisville Landing, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (50-17) on PPC. E $14
NY-67. Luzerne/Warren Co., 1882, G+ DCDS/target (dial bit hi; slight ruff L) (1815-1936) on 2.5x4.75" cvr w/enc. E $24

NY-68. Madrid Springs, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/1 (part o/s; tip cr) (69-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-69. Malta, 1908, VG Doane 2/(1) (LKU; part o/s; # & 3 bars not struck) as recd (26-10) on PPC. E $14
NY-70. Mamaroneck, [1851], G+ red oval w/ms month/day; "Paid/3" h/s (tears) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $50

NY-71. Maynard, [1897], G+ CDS/target (lower R crnr ruff) (77-19) on cvr. E $14
NY-72. McLean, 1912, G+ Doane 3/5 (part heavy inked; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
NY-73. McLean, 1913, G+ CDS/target non-standard (part heavy inked; bit cr) on PPC. E $8
NY-74. Meadowdale, [1909] (Jan 1), G+ CDS/target w/year reading "1908" in error; 1c Sc.331 (87-26) on PPC. E $14

NY-75. Meadowdale, 1912, G+ CDS/target w/"1902" slug modified to "1912" (lite cr) (87-26) on PPC. E $14
NY-76. Merrill, 1931, G+ 4-bar ty.E (85/64) on commer.PPC. E $8
NY-77. Middlefield, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU) (1815/1967) on PPC. E $14
NY-78. Milton, 1850s, F ms (lite tone; edge tears) bit faulty 3c imperf on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-79. Mohawk, 1906, VG PURPLE RFD 2B/2 (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $14
NY-80. Montauk, 1923, G+ fancy DCDS/3-bar non-standard w/2 small stars in dial (state partial) on PPC. E $14

NY-82. Mountainview, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; lite cr) as recd (92/71) on PPC. E $6
NY-83. New Baltimore Station, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (87-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-84. New Baltimore Station, 1908, G+ 4-bar non-standard (87-24) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
NY-85. New York/Sub-Sta.No.65, 1903, G+ purple reg'd box h/s w/"65/Sub.Sta." mute ovals (crs; lite tone; trim L) Dr.W.A.Ewing, 134 W.58th St.cc; 10c +3x2c on reg'd #10 cvr. E $75
NY-86. New York/University Heights, 1908, F+ duplex as fwd (98-08 period) on PPC from England. E $15 MIN.8

NY-88. North Creek, [1883], G+ CDS/target on cvr. E $8
NY-89. North Hudson, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (o/s) as recd on PPC. E $6
NY-90. North Stephentown, 1910, G+ CDS/target (1826-1928) on PPC. E $5
NY-91. Northwood, 1908, G+ 4-bar (83-15) on PPC. E $15
NY-93. Old Chatham, 1906, VF Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
NY-94. Oneida Castle, 1895, G+ CDS/target (date part heavy inked; tears R) (33-19) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

NY-95. Peekskill (Camp Smith Br.), ca.1925, G+ 4-bar (year partial) (24/77) on PPC. E $14
NY-96. Peekskill (Camp Smith Br.), 1932, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "MP S" partly off; lite tone; tip cr) (27/77) on commer.PPC. E $14
NY-97. Perch River, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (upper R on stamp; dial bit hi) (23-12) on PPC. E $14
NY-98. Phoenix Mills, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; crs; part lite tone; tear B) (70-13) on "Souvenir Mailing Card". E $15
NY-99. Pinnacle, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (bit o/s; lite tone) (84-28) on PPC. E $14
NY-100. Preston, 1906, VF Doane 3/1 (bit lite tone) (21-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-102. Quaker Bridge, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (year partial but message dated) (21-64) on commer.PPC. E $14
NY-103. Quaker Bridge, 1937, G+ 4-bar ty.E (21-64) on commer.PPC w/CCC Camp return add. E $20 MIN.10
NY-104. Racket River, 1906, G+ CDS (part on stamp; bit cr) (30/19) on PPC. E $14
NY-105. Redford, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (o/s) on PPC. E $8
NY-106. Richland, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/5 (bit stutter; lite edge tone) on PPC. E $8
NY-107. Richmondtown, 1913, F RPD 11A/2 (lite tone) ms town (as "Rich.")/state/date; 2c Pan-Pac on PPC. E $8
NY-109. Rockwells Mills, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite crs) (74-34) on GPC. E $10 MIN.5
NY-110. Rondaxe, 1907, F 4-bar (dial hi: "ND" partly off; o/s) (02-16) on cvr. E $14
NY-111. Roscoe, 1907, VG Doane 3/10 DCDS/non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-112. Rose, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 (near F; stamp fault) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-113. Sabael, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VF; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-114. Sabael, 1912, VF Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
NY-115. Sackets Harbor, [1842], VG+ blue CDS w/red ms "25" rate (crs; bit lite tone) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
NY-116. Sagamore, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/8 (LKU) (94-17) on PPC. E $15
NY-117. Salisbury, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (1813/1966) on PPC. E $8
NY-118. Saratoga Springs, ca.1860, G+ CDS; 3c Sc.26 on cvr. E $8
NY-119. Schaghticoke, [1915], VG RPD 11F/1 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
NY-120. Scottsville, 1907, G+ RPD 2F/32 (ruff upper L) on cvr. E $14
NY-121. Sheds, 1905, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU) on PPC w/Broderick G+ Doane 2/4 as recd. E $15
NY-122. Shinnecock, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (upper R on stamp) 2x 1c Frank. (00-23) on PPC to Ireland. E $14
NY-123. Sodus Center, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $15
NY-124. Sodus Point, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (uneven toned; pinholes, 1 in stamp; tear R) on QSL PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-125. South Bethlehem, 1930s, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year omitted) on PPC. E $8
NY-126. South Columbia, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; part o/s) (1833-1951) on PPC. E $14
NY-127. South Durham, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; part on stamp) (1817-1942) on PPC. E $14
NY-128. South Durham, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/2 (near VF) (1817-1942) on PPC. E $8
NY-129. South Edmeston, 1882, G+ magenta DCDS/star (killer partial; trim R; part toned) on cvr. E $8
NY-131. Sprakers, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (near F; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
NY-132. Springs, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part obscured by design; toned; lite crs) (49-23) on PPC. E $8
NY-133. Stone Arabia, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (year mostly not struck; o/w VF; internal tear by address) as recd (30-07) on PPC. E $15
NY-134. Stone Church, [1844], VF ms town/month/day (lite cr) (28-01) on SFL datelined LeRoy. E $30 MIN.15
NY-135. Sundown, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; toned) (88-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-136. Syracuse, 1886, VG Wesson H(2) on GPC w/People's Benefit Assn.assessment on back. E $8
NY-137. Thurman, 1911, G+ DCDS w/"M.O.B." mostly excised from B arc/target (1802/1966) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-138. Tuxedo Park, 1889, G+ CDS/target (cr; edge tear T) "Tuxedo Club" cc on PSE. E $8
NY-139. Ulster Heights, 1908, G+ CDS/target ("ULS" spotty; lite tone) (85-10) on PPC. E $16
NY-140. Upper Aquebogue, 1860s, G+ ms (lite, but ID sure; ruff R, in stamp; lite tone) (31-86) on cvr. E $14
NY-141. Upper Saint Regis, [1907], G+ Doane 2/1 (blank slug for year; o/s) (04/83) on PPC. E $12
NY-142. Vestal Center, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (51-24) on PPC. E $14
NY-143. Waits, ca.1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (year partial; o/w F) (03-34) on PPC. E $8
NY-144. Walton, 1910, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) complete ms on PPC to "Walton". E $6
NY-145. Warwick, [1844], G+ blue DCDS w/ms "12 1/2" rate (outer & inner rims partial) on SFL. E $40 MIN.20
NY-146. Wayville, 1909, VG 4-bar (near F; pinhole T) (86-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-147. West Camden, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; o/s) 1c Jamestown (29-07) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NY-148. West Camden, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; part on stamp) (29-07) on PPC. E $16
NY-149. West Galway, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial hi; "GAL" partly off) (49-19) on PPC. E $14
NY-150. West Park, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-151. West Side, [1908], G+ Doane 3/1 (year partial; message dated) (92/19) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
NY-152. West Walworth, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit lite) (40-34) on PPC. E $8
NY-153. White Lake Corners, 1905, VG Doane 2/3 (78-24) on PPC. E $8
NY-154. Whitestown, [1883], VG TCDS/grid (92/86) on GPC. E $14
NY-155. Wingdale, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; bit o/s; lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-156. Woodbury Falls, 1913, VG+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; toned) (74-34) on PPC. E $15
NY-157. Yorkshire Centre, 1860s, G+ CDS w/"P'AID" killer on stamp (54-92) on cvr. E $40
NY-158. Yorkshire Centre, 1870s, G+ CDS/ms (edge tear B) struck twice, 1 w/ms day; 1 w/day omitted (54-92) on cvr. E $20
NY-159. Youngsville, 1927, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/small dial & 4 thick bars (edge tear L) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NORTH CAROLINA
NC-1. Amboy, ca.1896, G+ CDS/target (year heavy inked; toned) Union Female College & Conservatory of Music, Oxford, MS, cc (80-04) on cvr. E $50
NC-2. Bower, 1902, G+ CDS/target (bit stutter; lite tone speck; tip cr) (94-04) on GPC. E $40
NC-3. Conover, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
NC-4. Embro, 1910, F 4-bar (o/s; part toned; crs) (89-21) on PPC. E $14
NC-5. Fair Haven, 1884, G+ CDS/target (75-98) on PSE. E $80 MIN.40
NC-6. Fayete (Fayetteville), [1825], G+ red CDS w/ms "25" rate (lite; B arc not struck; crs; lite tone; internal fault removes some text) on SFL. E $40
NC-7. Fayete (Fayetteville), [1826], G+ red CDS w/ms "25" rate & "Single" (lite tone; crs; internal ruff edges affect some text) on SFL. E $40
NC-8. Gastonia, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
NC-9. Henry, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VF; crs; stamp faults) (86-24) on PPC. E $14
NC-10. Hildrup, 1903, VG CDS w/G+ Demming (92-14) as recd (02-04) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $16
NC-11. Hildrup, 1904, G+ CDS (near VG+) w/G+ Demming (92-14) CDS as recd; (02-04) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $15 MIN.8
NC-13. Hutchinsons Store, [1887], G+ ms (town part water smear; trim R, removes most of day & just into add.) (78-91) on cvr. AS IS for faults, but SCARCE. E $50
NC-14. Laura, 1901, VG CDS/target (98-05) on GPC. E $75
NC-16. Leaksville, 1909, VG 4-bar (1817-1868) on PPC. E $8
NC-17. Lilesville, 1910, F RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-18. Lincolnton, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (trim L) on 2.5x6.5" cvr. E $20
NC-19. Littles Mills, 1902, VG CDS/target (ruff slit L; several pinholes L; surface hole T) (50-13) on cvr. E $16
NC-20. Manly, 1886, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R) (81/59) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NC-21. Mebancesville, 1882, VG DCDS/circled star w/add'l heavy ms killer on portrait (trim R; crs; tear R) (56-85) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NC-22. Milton, [1839], G+ CDS w/ms "6" rate (upper R crnr soiled; small piece out upper R edge) on SFL. E $40
NC-23. Mount Holly, 1903, VG RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; # obscured on stamp but confirmed in message)
on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NC-24. Odell, 1908, VF 4-bar (bit o/s) as fwd, w/ms "Missent" (92-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NC-25. Okeewemee, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; near F; toned; crs) (90-17) on PPC. 3rd known example. E $20 MIN.10
NC-26. Reepsville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F*; tip cr) (84-24) on PPC. E $14
NC-27. Siler City, 1891, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi: tip of "C" off; ruff R) on cvr w/enc. E $8
NC-28. South River, 1880s, VF ms (2 notches B edge) (60/07) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
NC-29. Vivian, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (93-13) on PPC. E $16
NC-30. Wakefield, 1910, G+ 4-bar (1826/1929) on PPC. E $14
NC-31. Weldon, 1869, VG CDS/cork (nick R; toned) on PSE. E $8
NC-32. Williamsborough/Vance Co., 1882, G+ TCDS/target (lite tone) (1794-1909) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
NC-33. Wrigtsville, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (o/s) as recd (81/09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NC-34. York, 1905, VG CDS/target (ruff R, just in stamp edge) (02-07) on PSE. E $80 MIN.40

NORTH DAKOTA
ND-1. Barney, 1907, G+ CDS/target (month mostly not struck; lite tone) (99-73) on PPC. E $8
ND-2. Berg, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite crnrr cr) as recd (05-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-4. Brazil, 1907, G+ CDS/target (00-30) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
ND-5. Burt, 1911, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; toned) (11-75) on PPC. E $14
ND-6. Buxton, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/small dial on PPC. E $14
ND-7. Carl, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone; crnrr cr) (07-22) on PPC. E $24
ND-8. Deering, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (bit heavy inked; bit o/s) on PPC. E $6
ND-9. Durbin, 1907 (Dec 31), G+ Doane 3/1 (town part spotty; lite crs) (1881-1985) on PPC w/partial Davenport, IA, CDS (Jan 1) as recd. E $8
ND-10. Egeland, 1909, VG Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $6
ND-11. Forbes, 1910, VF Doane 3/1 (crnrr crs) as recd on pix side of PPC. E $6
ND-12. Garske, 1914, VF 4-bar (crnrr cr) (00-60) on PPC. E $12
ND-13. Gilstrap, 1908, G+ 4-bar (town spotty; toned) (07-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-14. Grand Forks, Dak, 1881 (Jul 4), G+ CDS/cork (EARLY; trim R; bit lite tone) Merchants Bank cc (80-66) on PSE. E $20
ND-15. Hallson, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd (82-60) on pix side of PPC. E $8
ND-16. Hannover, 1943, VG 4-bar (part toned) (88-78) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-17. Howe, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (tip cr) (00-16) on PPC. E $14
ND-18. Hurd, 1908, F Doane 3/1 (lite tone; scuff by address; crs; uneven trim R) (06-42) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
ND-19. Kempton, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; part lite tone; bit cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
ND-20. Kennedy, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned; crs) (08-15) on PPC. E $15
ND-22. Kinsley, 1908, VG 4-bar (bit o/s by weak 2nd strike) as recd (08-10) on PPC. E $16
ND-23. Krem, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (crnrs cr) as recd on pix side (88-42) on PPC. E $10
ND-24. Krem, 1915, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone) (88-42) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-25. Langberg, 1912, G+ 4-bar (dialed bit hi: "B" partly off; lite tone) (10-19) on PPC. E $16
ND-26. Leal, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/3 (bit lite tone) as recd (92-75) on PPC. E $8
ND-27. Leigh, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (07-18) on PPC. E $16
ND-28. Ludden, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; near VF; tip crs) as recd (1884-1986) on PPC. E $12
ND-29. Moffit, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (crnrr crs) on PPC. E $8
ND-30. Moffit, 1913, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; upper R stamp; crs; edge tears T) on PPC. E $12
ND-32. Pearce, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (bit stutter; tip crs) (06-10) on PPC. E $16
ND-33. Rocklake, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
ND-34. Rocklake, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F; tone) on PPC. E $8
ND-35. Rolette, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 ("E" on stamp; crnrr cr) on PPC. E $8
ND-36. Sheldon, Dak, 1890 (Apr 9), F duplex (trim R, just in stamp) late use of territorial type on PSE. E $15
ND-37. Stampede, 1912, G+ 4-bar (08-19) on PPC. E $8
ND-38. Tasker, 1915, F 4-bar (crnr cr) (04-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-39. Tyler, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (91-58) on PPC. E $8
ND-40. Underwood, 1910, G+ Doane 3/9 (LKU; date heavy inked; about 1/2 of stamp peeled, affects most of #; tip cr) on PPC. E $12
ND-41. Walcott, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (near F; lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-42. Wolford, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG+; tip cr) as recd on PPC. E $8
ND-43. Woodworth, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("TH" on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OHIO
OH-1. Amsden, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-3. Arcanum, 1901, VG RFD 1/1 on GPC. E $15
OH-4. Bannock, 1909, VG+ magenta Doane 2/3 (near F+; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-5. Beckett, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (88-36) on PPC. E $8
OH-6. Belle Valley, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F+; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-7. Bellefontaine, [1847], G+ violet CDS w/ms "5" rate (upper L arc mostly not struck; cr; ink spot lower L) on SPL. E $12 MIN.6
OH-8. Bentonville, 1850s, F ms (lower R tip ruff; part water tone) on PSE. E $15
OH-9. Biehn, 1909, G+ CDS (part on stamp; lite tone) (03-18) on PPC. E $15
OH-10. Bissells, 1886, VG+ ms (part smear; part ruff trim R; bit lite tone) (26-06) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-12. Bladen, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; slight studder) (90-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-16. Cavett, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (Lite tone) (81-18) on PPC. E $15
OH-17. Caywood, 1910, G+ CDS/target (uneven toned) (71-22) on PPC. E $14
OH-18. Chardon, 1904, G+ RFD 2B/1 (UNLISTED type; "HA" not struck; trim L) on cvr. E $14
OH-19. Cherryville, 1907, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (90-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-20. Chesterland, 1908, VG Doane 3/4 (tip cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-21. Chillicothe, 1914 (Dec 25), VF RFD 11E (lite tone) ms date only (Xmas day) on 1c due stamp, applied on PPC mailed w/lc Wash.; add’l lc required for message well into add.area. E $15
OH-22. Claibo, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/1 as recd (79-47) on PPC. E $6
OH-23. Cleveland, [1844], G+ blue CDS w/ms "25" rate on SPL. E $14
OH-24. Collamer, 1860s, G+ red CDS/ms (ruff R, partly under stamp; edge wear) (49-88) on cvr. E $24
OH-25. Commercial Point, 1910, F purple Doane 2/3 (nick T; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-28. Corwin, ca.1914, G+ 4-bar (year partial; crnr crs) (98-18) on PPC. E $14
OH-29. Crabapple, 1912, G+ purple Doane 3/1 (80-12) on PPC. E $15
OH-30. Crayon, 1887, F CDS (punch at upper R, not affecting canx) (79-05) on GPC. E $14
OH-35. Cynthiana, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12
OH-36. Derwent, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (Lite tone) on PPC. E $12
OH-37. Dunbridge, 1911, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; tip crs) ms date/abbreviated town/state on PPC. E $6
OH-38. East Canton, 1926, G+ 6-bar non-standard (near F) (18-50) on PPC. E $14
OH-39. East Columbus, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) (05-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-41. Elmwood, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (77-10) on PPC. E $15
OH-42. Fairport Harbor, 1889, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; part ruff trim R) (87-20) on cvr. E $15
OH-43. Fay, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; stamp bit scuff) (87-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-44. Fernwood, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/1 (month partial; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12
OH-45. Fleming, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 2/3 (LKU; tip cr) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-46. Fletcher, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $6
OH-47. Forgy, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (83-23) on PPC. E $12
OH-49. Frankfort, 1909, VG RFD 1B/2 (part struck on printing) on PPC. E $14
OH-50. Fremont, 1902, G+ RFD 1/1 (trim R; tear R; lite tone) on cvr. E $15
OH-51. Frost, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (year weak, but message dated) (76-75) on commer.PPC. E $14
OH-52. Gano, 1908, G+ 4-bar (72/10) on PPC. E $14
OH-53. Gates Mill, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OH-54. Given, 1910, G+ 4-bar (81-18) on PPC. E $14
OH-55. Glass, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (inverted strike, hi: "IO" partly off) as recd (91/18) on PPC. E $8
OH-56. Glenwood, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (R crnrrs worn) (73/32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-57. Glenwood, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (73/32) on PPC. E $8
OH-58. Gordon, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VF; edge tear R; crs) on PPC. E $6
OH-59. Grant, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone; crnr crs) (63/13) on PPC. E $8
OH-60. Gratiot, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (o/s) on PPC. E $8
OH-61. Gratiot, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) on PPC. E $6
OH-62. Grelton, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; bit o/s; crnr crs) (80-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-63. Griffith, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU) (86-11) on PPC. E $15
OH-64. Grogan, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; part heavy inked; toned; trim L, BEFORE mailed) (94-13) on PPC. E $14
OH-65. Harshman, 1909, F RFD 2F/1 (toned) (85-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-67. Haynes, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (73-13) on PPC. E $15
OH-68. Haynes, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (bars o/s; couple edge tears) as recd on PPC. E $8
OH-69. Hiramus, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 ("RG" on stamp) (37-20) on PPC. E $8
OH-70. Hockingport, 1910, VF Doane 1/2 (lite tone; crs; edge tear B) on PPC. E $8
OH-71. Hockingport, 1910, F Doane 1/2 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OH-72. Hooksburg, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (town part weak; part on stamp) (72/14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-73. Hopewell, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+; tip crs) on PPC. E $8
OH-74. Howenstine, 1909, F+ Doane 2/3 (LKU) (82-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-75. Jaysville, 1884, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff slit L; lite tone) (60-14) on cvr. E $15
OH-76. Jewell, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (bars o/s) as recd on PPC. E $6
OH-77. Kelloggsville, 1900, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (24/03) on cvr. E $16
OH-78. Lancaster, [1846], G+ CDS w/small "5" h/s rate (part spotty strike; cr; part lite soiled) on SPL. E $10 MIN.5
OH-79. Lancaster, [1848], G+ CDS w/"Paid" h/s & small "5" h/s rate (crs) ms "Charge Box No" at upper L on SPL. E $16
OH-80. Langsville, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU; cr) on PPC. E $12
OH-82. Layman, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (ruff R, halfway in stamp; AS IS for that) (56/08) on PPC. E $14
OH-83. Leaper, 1917, G+ 4-bar (ruff R to stamp) (80-33) on cvr. E $14
OH-84. Lees Creek, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-85. Leistville, 1899, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; bit o/s) (46/02) on PPC. E $16
OH-86. Lewisburg, 1907, G+ purple RFD 1A/1? (tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-87. Lewisburg, 1909, VG RFD 1A/4 (part lite tone) on PPC. E $14
OH-88. Lewisburg, 1910, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-89. Lewistown, 1905, G+ RFD 2F/1 (town part obscured by printing on card) on LEATHER PPC. E $14
OH-90. Litchfield, 1909, G+ DCDS w/square killer non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-91. Little Sandusky, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (lower R tip ruff; crs) (25-03) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
OH-92. Lower Salem, 1909, VG Doane 3/4 (bit stutter; tip cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OH-93. Lower Salem, 1911, G+ Doane 3/4 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
OH-94. Macedonia, 1934, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (T & L edges lite water tone) (08-65) on commer.PPC. E $12
OH-95. Magrew, 1913, VG+ Doane 2/3 (crs) (05-15) on PPC. E $14
OH-96. Maplewood, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-97. Marchand, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (61-16) on PPC. E $14
OH-99. Mark Center, 1910, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
OH-100. Marseilles, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (slight stutter) (44-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-102. Martel, 1913, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; tip cr; L edge part stain) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-103. Means, 1909, VG 4-bar (tip crs) (55-40) on PPC. E $6
OH-104. Melrose, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (near F+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-105. Middlebranch, 1907, F Doane 2/4 on GPC. E $8
OH-106. Middlebranch, 1909, F Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
OH-107. Milnersville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; bit stutter) (30-09) on PPC. E $16
OH-109. Moorefield, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 on PPC. E $12
OH-110. Mowrystown, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8
OH-111. National Military Home, 1906, G+ duplex (near F; toned; crnr cr) (73-14) on GLITTER PPC (Military Home). E $14
OH-112. New Albany, 1912, VG Doane 3/3 (bit heavy inked; crs) on PPC. E $8
OH-113. New Dover, 1901, VG CDS (toned) (56-35) on GPC. E $14
OH-114. New Guilford, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; near VG; bit lite tone) (26-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-115. New Haven, 1907, F Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6
OH-116. New Lebanon, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OH-117. New Lebanon, 1929, G+ CDS/wavy lines non-standard w/smaller letter town/state on PPC. E $8
OH-118. Newburgh, [1879], F CDS/cork (trim L; lite tone) (18-75) on cvr. E $8
OH-119. North Georgetown, 1909, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
OH-120. Norwalk, 1909, VF RFD 11/6 (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $14
OH-121. Oldfort, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/3 (bit heavy inked) on PPC. E $8
OH-122. Orland, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part lite soiled) (81-38) on PPC. E $12
OH-123. Otsego, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (1840/1963) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-124. Paintersville, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (town bit obscured; o/w F; toned; crs) (47-10) on PPC. E $16
OH-125. Pancoastburg, 1913, G+ 4-bar (47-20) on PPC. E $8
OH-126. Peebles, [1910], VG RFD 11F/6 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
OH-127. Peebles, [1915], VG RFD 11F3 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
OH-128. Peebles, 1923, VG RFD 11C4 (UNLISTED; edge tear B; bit lite tone) ms route/date on PPC. E $6
OH-130. Plattsburg, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (spotty; lite tone) (67-57) on PPC. E $8
OH-131. Pondrun, 1910, G+ CDS/target (near VF; part lite soiled) (61-13) on PPC. E $12
OH-132. Putnam, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (sealed spindle) (17/80) on GPC. E $16
OH-133. Quaker City, ca.1907, VG RFD 11D/6 (part lite tone) ms route # on PPC. E $6
OH-134. Rainsboro, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; ruff R; bit lite soiled) (1834/1966) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-135. Ridgerville, 1870s, VF ms (ruff R) (15-08) on cvr. E $15
OH-136. Ringgold, 1909, VG Doane 1/2 (bit ruff trim R; lite edge tone) as recd b/s (47-39) on cvr w/enc. E $8
OH-137. Rittman, 1908, F Doane 3/6 (crs) on PPC. E $6
OH-138. Rittman, 1909, VG Doane 3/6 on PPC. E $8
OH-139. Rosewood, 1910, F Doane 3/4 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
OH-140. Rosewood, 1911, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; part stutter; part heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-141. Roxabell, 1909, G+ Doane 1/3 (worn letters) (56-33) on PPC. E $12
OH-142. Saint Henry, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
OH-143. Salem, 1880, G+ CDS/wheel (near F+; part soiled; trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-144. Sargents, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 as recd; Wakefield Doane 2/2 origin; (90/16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-145. Scioto, 1913, G+ DCDS/4-bar/NON-STANDARD (state spotty) (28-17) on PPC. E $12
OH-146. Scotch Ridge, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (tip cr) (50/26) on PPC. E $8
OH-147. Scott, 1918, VF 4-bar non-standard (trim L) on cvr. E $8
OH-148. Sedan, 1908, G+ CDS/target (71-18) on PPC. E $14
OH-149. Selden, 1909 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; lite tone) (76-24) on PPC. E $14
OH-150. Seville, 1910, VG on PPC. E $8
OH-151. Sharon Center, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (part struck on address) as recd on PPC. E $8
OH-152. Short Creek, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6
OH-153. Shortcreek, 1906, F Doane 3/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OH-154. Snowville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi) (87-15) on PPC. E $15
OH-155. South Bloomfield, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; dial bit hi; tip cr) (28-16) on PPC. E $8
OH-156. South Perry, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone) (43/42) on PPC. E $12
OH-157. South Ridge, 1860s, VG ms (flap faults) (44/95) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
OH-158. Stanleyville, 1913, G+ 4-bar (78-33) on PPC. E $8
OH-159. Stone Creek, 1911, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OH-160. Strongsville, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; part on stamp) (1820-1957) on PPC. E $8
OH-161. Sugar Tree Ridge, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (worn letters) (1839/1964) on PPC. E $8
OH-162. Swifts, 1908, F Doane 1/2 (part of # & bars off T) (88-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-163. Trebeins, 1907, G+ CDS/target (part spotty; lite tone) (78-10) on PPC. E $14
OH-164. Tremont City, 1910, VG RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
OH-166. Valleycrossing, 1910, G+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) on PPC. E $16
OH-168. Waynesburg, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
OH-169. West Union, 1910, VG+ RFD 11/3 complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-171. Wharton, 1911, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
OH-172. Wilmington, 1907, G+ RFD 1/1 (town spotty) struck on address as recd, w/date in error, 50 days before origin canx; on PPC. E $14
OH-173. Woodington, 1908, VF Doane 1/2 (50/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-174. Young, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (part o/s; bit lite) as recd (83-19) on PPC. E $8
OH-175. Young, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (date part obscured; lite tone; tear T) (83-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OKLAHOMA
OK-1. Agra, 1909, VF 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-2. Aline, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/8 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OK-3. Bliss, 1912, G+ 4-bar (98-22) on PPC. E $14
OK-4. Cantonment, 1912, G+ 4-bar (79-17) on PPC. E $15
OK-5. Capitol Hill, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (05-11) on PPC. E $8
OK-6. Capie, 1910, VF 4-bar (lite cr; tip cr) (91-16) on PPC. E $20
OK-7. Carthage, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "TH" partly off; toned) (06-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-8. Chaney, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; crmr crs) (02-37) on PPC. E $8
OK-9. Charleston, 1909, G+ 4-bar (crs) (01-23) on PPC. E $12
OK-10. Charleston, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (01-23) on PPC. E $15
OK-11. Charleston, 1912, F 4-bar (01-23) on PPC. E $14
OK-12. Charleston, 1914, G+ 4-bar (near F+; lite tone) (01-23) on PPC. E $15
OK-13. Childers, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (01-15) on PPC. E $16
OK-14. Chouteau, 1909, G+ 4-bar (71-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-15. Cleo, 1908, VG 4-bar (94-17) on PPC. E $14
OK-16. Cleo, 1908, F 4-bar (crs; edge tear R) (94-17) on PPC. E $15
OK-17. Cleo, 1910, G+ 4-bar (date mostly on stamp; crnr cr) (94-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-18. Cleo, 1911, G+ 4-bar (state struck on add.) (94-17) on PPC. E $16
OK-19. Cooley, 1910, G+ narrow 4-bar (02-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-20. Cooley, 1915, VG wide 4-bar (dial bit hi; worn letters) (02-17) on PPC. E $20
OK-21. Curtis, 1908, VF 4-bar (94-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-22. Dague, 1909, VG 4-bar (uneven toned) (04-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-23. Eschite, 1909, G+ 4-bar (taped tears; tip crs; AS IS for condition) (07-09) on PPC. E $14
OK-24. Eva, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED) (06-75) on PPC. E $20
OK-25. Faxon, ca.1908, (G+ Doane 3/3 (year mostly not struck; upper L tip nib; edge tear B) on PPC. E $8
OK-27. Floris, 1912, VG 4-bar (tip cr) (03-25) on PPC. E $12
OK-28. Fonda, 1910, G+ CDS/target (town WEAK; bit lite tone) (03-16) on PPC. E $8
OK-29. Fountain, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (town part spotty; part lite tone) (95-16) on PPC. E $20
OK-30. Frederick, 1908, G duplex (town mostly not struck; edge tear T) on glassine cvr w/enc.glitter PPC (from this correspondence, but apparently not orig.to this mailing). E $12
OK-32. Goodwell, 1911, VG Doane 3/4 (LKU; lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $14
OK-33. Goodwin, 1909, G+ 4-bar (01-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-34. Gore, 1915, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6
OK-36. Grove, 1908, F 4-bar (toned; crs) on PPC. E $6
OK-37. Hackberry, 1909, G+ 4-bar (state partial) (95-12) on PPC. E $15
OK-38. Hackberry, 1912, G+ 4-bar (95-12) on PPC. E $15
OK-39. Hardy, 1910, G+ 4-bar (crs) (06-40) on PPC. E $14
OK-40. Harrah, 1909, VG 4-bar (day omitted; bit stutter; toned; crs) on PPC. E $6
OK-41. Harrington, 1910, F 4-bar (upper R tip clip; tear R; edge tear T, in rim; tip cr) (03-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-42. Hayward, 1911, G+ 4-bar (03-63) on PPC. E $8
OK-43. Highley, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (01-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-44. Hochatown, 1935, VG 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp; tear L; bit cr; bit lite tone) (94-63) on commer.PPC. E $15
OK-45. Hoffman, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near F+; lite tone) (05-22) on PPC. E $20
OK-46. Hollister, 1909, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; part obscured by design; lite tone; nick T; crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-47. Hollow, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) (04-38) on PPC. E $14
OK-48. Hollow, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned; tip crs) (04-38) on PPC. E $14
OK-49. Hoopville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (08-13) on PPC. E $16
OK-50. Independence, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part o/s by partial 2nd strike) (92-22) on PPC. E $15
OK-51. Island, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; crnr cr) (92-22) on PPC. E $14
OK-52. Island, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "OLAN" partly off; toned) (92-22) on PPC. E $12
OK-53. Isabella, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone; slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-54. Isadore, 1908, VF 4-bar (stamp gone, affects bars; heavy vert.cr; tip cr) (07-12) on PPC. E $12
OK-55. Isadore, 1912, VG 4-bar (07-12) on PPC. E $20
OK-56. Ivanhoe, 1914, G+ 4-bar (87-20) on PPC. E $14
OK-57. Kelso, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (98-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-59. Kiel, 1909, G+ CDS (near VG+; toned; tip crs) (94-18) on PPC. E $20
OK-60. Lacey, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (toned) (90-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-61. Lakemp, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (09-19) on PPC. E $16
OK-62. Lambert, 1910 (Dec 25), VG+ RPFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only; bit scrawled, but clearly Xmas Day on New Year PPC. E $15
OK-63. Lawton/Cameron College Rur.Sta., 1943, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi: couple letters partly off; bit stutter) on commer.PPC. E $14
OK-64. Lockridge, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (03-28) on PPC. E $15
OK-65. Lovell, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (06-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-66. Lynch, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part stutter; lite tone; tip cr) (05-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-67. Maramec, 1908, VG 4-bar (slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-68. McCurtain, 1932, VG 4-bar (part stutter; toned) on PC to Uca Mfg.Co., Chicago, w/illus. "Lindy Flyer" wagon at L. E $15 MIN.8
OK-69. Media, 1910, VG 4-bar (crs; water stained; lower R crnr nib; AS IS ONLY) (05-15) on PPC. E $8
OK-70. Media, 1913, VG 4-bar (bit o/s) (05-15) on PPC. E $20
OK-71. Merrick, 1911, G+ 4-bar (03-35) on PPC. E $14
OK-72. Middleberg, 1915, G+ 4-bar (08-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-73. Minco, ca.1914, VG RFD 11P/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12
OK-74. Morris, Ind.T., 1907 (Aug 1), G+ Doane 3/4 ("IS" on stamp) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-75. Niles, 1908, VG 4-bar (year/state partial) (02-29) on PPC. E $20
OK-76. Norman, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (lower R tip nib; toned) on PSE w/enc. E $15
OK-77. Owens, 1908, G+ CDS/target (98-11) on PPC. E $30
OK-78. Parkland, 1909, VF CDS (bit o/s; part toned; crs) as recd (94-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-79. Parkman, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "K" partly off; stamp part peeled) (02-17) on PPC. E $16
OK-80. Parkman, 1910, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (02-17) on PPC. E $24
OK-81. Postle, 1909, G+ 4-bar (names blacked out w/marker in 3 places) (05-15) on PPC. E $14
OK-82. Prague, 1909, F RFD 11A/3 (UNLISTED) ms town/date, all on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-83. Prague, 1909, F RFD 11E/3 (UNLISTED) ms date only, on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-84. Rex, 1909, F+ 4-bar (slight stutter; stamp faulty when mailed; lite tone) (00-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-85. Riverside, 1908, G+ 4-bar (o/s by weak 2nd strike; toned) (88-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-86. Sabo, 1908, G+ 4-bar (state not struck; crnr crs; T edge wear; stamp fault) (07-13) on PPC. E $15
OK-87. Schooltan, 1910, G+ 4-bar (crnr cr) (07-17) on PPC. E $20
OK-88. Sophia, 1912, G+ 4-bar (stamp gone) (03-16) on PPC. E $14
OK-89. Stone, 1910, F 4-bar (lite tone) (94-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-90. Tailihina/Sanatorium Rur.Sta., 1946, G+ 4-bar (near VG) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-91. Tangier, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part tone; stamp faults) (01-41) on PPC. E $8
OK-92. Vici, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $14
OK-93. Wanette, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VF) on PPC. E $6
OK-94. West Tulsa, 1908, VG 4-bar (toned; crs; T edge scuff) as recd (07-17) on PPC. E $8
OK-95. West Tulsa, 1911, G+ magenta 4-bar (dial bit hi) (07-17) on PPC. E $16
OK-96. Willard, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (02-24) on PPC. E $14
OK-97. Yelton, 1908, G+ 4-bar (crs) (02-19) on PPC. E $16
OK-98. Yelton, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (02-19) on PPC. E $20
OK-99. Yelton, 1910, G+ 4-bar (state spotty; tip cr) (02-19) on PPC. E $14
OK-100. Zelma, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite; bars not struck) (03-17) on PPC. E $16

OREGON
OR-1. Arleta, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (dial hi: "LET" partly off; tip cr) (04-11) on PPC. E $8
OR-2. Arlington, 1889, VF fancy purple oval (2 strikes) SCARCE type on reg.pack.env.TRIMMED to 3.75x7" PIECE ONLY; w/"Good/J.M.Richmond/date/Hunt & Portland RPO" G+ clerk's straight-line h/s on back. E $50
OR-3. Ashland, 1925, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; 10c Monroe (w/Ashland precanx) & 2c Wash.tied by Portland mutes as recd; on reg'd cvr. E $14
OR-4. Ashwood, 1908, VG magenta Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-5. Audrey, 1909, G+ CDS/target ("R", "Y" & year partial; dial bit hi) (02-18) on PPC. E $40
OR-6. Aurora Mills, 1892, G+ CDS/target (57-94) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
OR-7. Biggs, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 w/ms month (o/s; lite tone) (86-54) on GPC: "Momma died this A.M..." E $8
OR-8. Biggs, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s) (86-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-10. Broadmead, 1917, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; cr) (15-42) on PPC. E $15
OR-11. Brockway, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (89-55) on PPC. E $6
OR-12. Brooks, 1904 (May 4), VF Doane 2/2 (EKU; trim R) as rec'd b/s; w/2nd strike (May 5) on obverse, as fwd (71-60) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
OR-13. Brownlee, 1943, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (10/43) on mailed 3x5" card. E $14
OR-16. Carlton, 1909, VG Doane 3/6 (part o/s) on PPC. E $8
OR-17. Carlton, 1913, G+ Doane 3/6 on PPC. E $6
OR-18. Carlton, 1914, G+ Doane 3/6 (LKO; cr; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
OR-20. Clifton, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (tip cr) (74-56) on PPC. E $8
OR-22. Dee, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 as rec'd (06-56) on pix side of PPC. E $8
OR-23. Derby, 1912, G+ 4-bar (couple scuff specks, 1 in dial; tip crs) (92-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-24. Dilley, 1916, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; crs; tear R) (73/61) on PPC. E $6
OR-25. Dolph, 1900, G+ CDS as transit, w/ms "Missent" adjacent (86-21) on reg.pack.rect.card;
Oretown (77-54) G+ CDS origin; Neskowin (86/59) G+ CDS. E $20
OR-26. Dora, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit o/s) (74-39) on PPC. E $14
OR-27. Eugene City, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (53-89) on UX3 GPC. E $14
OR-29. Falls City, 1908, VG Doane 2/4 (light tone) on PPC ("Main St." litho view). E $15 MIN.8
OR-30. Ferry, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near F) on PPC. E $150 MIN.80
OR-31. Four Mile, 1948, VG+ 4-bar; 5c Olympics (47-63) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OR-32. Glenada, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; near VG+) (90-43) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-33. Grants Pass, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-34. Harbor, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (TONED; bit uneven trim, when cut from sheet of cards)
(94-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-35. Hardman, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG+) as rec'd (81/57) on PPC. E $6
OR-36. Heppner, 1881, G+ blue DCDS/circled star (dial bit hi; slight trim upper R; tiny nick T;
bit lite tone) 10c banknote on reg'd 3c PSE. E $50
OR-38. Hillsboro, 1870s, F CDS/target (trim L) on PSE. E $40
OR-39. Holdman, 1910, VG magenta 4-bar (soiled R, onto stamp) (00-29) on PPC. E $14
OR-40. Hugo, 1936, G+ 4-bar ty.E (96-56) on commer.PPC. E $12
OR-41. Irving, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (year mostly not struck; part lite tone) (76-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-42. Irving, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (76-19) on PPC. E $8
OR-43. Irving, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near P) (76-19) on PPC. E $14
OR-44. Irving, 1915, G+ 4-bar (ruff R) (76-19) on cvr. E $12
OR-45. Kent, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OR-46. Lake Creek, 1909, G+ CDS/target (tip cr; tiny tear B) (86-59) on PPC. E $14
OR-47. Lake Grove, 1947, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near F) (23-60) on commer.PPC. E $8
OR-48. Lents, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (86-17) on PPC. E $8
OR-49. Lexington, [1911], VG 4-bar (year omitted; crnr crs; bit lite tone) (85-59) on PPC. E $6
OR-50. Linnton, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (crs; edge tear B) (89-36) on PPC w/Cheboygan, MI,
Perfection ty.R as rec'd. E $12
OR-51. London, 1910, G+ 4-bar (town bit lite, but near VG) (02-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-52. Mabel, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG) (78-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-53. Macleay, 1908, VG 4-bar (82-39) on PPC. E $8
OR-54. Maplewood, 1914, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; near VG; dial bit hi; lite tone) (13-54) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-55. Melville, 1908, G+ CDS/target (state mostly not struck) (91-22) on PPC. E $14
OR-56. Melville, 1912, G+ CDS/target (crnr crs; edge tear T) (91-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-57. Molalla, 1884, G+ CDS/target (LITE strike; upper R tip ruff; no flap) 10c banknote +2x
2c brown on reg'd 2c PSE. E $40
OR-58. Murphy, 1909, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms, nearly all on stamp on PPC. E $15
OR-59. Neskowin, 1906, F Doane 2/1 (# partly off R) (86/59) on reg.pack.rect.card w/Oretown (77-54) VG CDS origin. E $20
OR-60. New Bridge, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG; toned) (78-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-61. Oak Grove, 1914, VG 4-bar (lite tone; upper L tip nib) 2c +1c PPIE commems (07-62) on 2c PSE to Germany. E $20
OR-63. Parkridge, ca.1912, G+ 4-bar (year partial; bit lite tone) (90-54) on PPC. E $6
OR-64. Phoenix, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OR-65. Pilotrock, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (crs; part lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OR-66. Point Terrace, 1912, G+ 4-bar (dia! hi: "TER" partly off; part o/s by additional partial strike; bit surface scrape) (89-29) on PPC. E $14
OR-67. Portland, [1873], G+ CDS/cork (nick B; edge wear) on cvr. E $5
OR-68. Portland/Jantzen Beach Rur.Sta., 1947, F DCDS (lite tone) on air cvr w/partial Rose Festival h/s at L; VF strike on back. E $15 MIN.8
OR-69. Pratum, 1906, F Doane 2/2 (slight studder; T edge part tone; B tips scuff on back, affects bit of message) (98-53) on GPC w/message written & signed by pioneer E(zra) MEEKER. Canx looks like origin, on stamp, but apparently applied as transit, w/ms "Missent to Pratum" at L. E $40
OR-70. Quincy, 1906, VG Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; tip cr; B edge adhesion) (92-59) on PPC. E $8
OR-71. Rogue River, 1914, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; crs) on PPC. E $14
OR-72. Saginaw, 1910, G+ magenta 4-bar (toned) (98-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-73. Salem, Org'n, ca.1868, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) on PSE. E $20
OR-74. Shelburn, 1913, G+ 4-bar (worn letters) (90-46) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-75. Sheridan/Ballston Rur.Sta., 1959, VG 4-bar on 3.5x7.25" commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OR-76. Tolo, 1910, G+ 4-bar (86/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-77. Warren, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (lit tone) (85/61) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-78. Warren, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (toned) (85/61) on PPC. E $8
OR-79. Welches, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone; message bit smear) on PPC. E $6
OR-80. Willamette, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (crnr cr) (95-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-81. Woodstock, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone; part lite soiled; tip crs) (92-12) on PPC. E $14
OR-82. Yaquina, 1918, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc & part of date on stamp; ruff R; lite tone) "The Abbey" hotel, Newport, OR, photo illus.ad (68/58) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

Pennsylvania / Do you need Kay & Smith's "Pennsylvania Postal History"? We have it!
PA-1. Ackermanville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; bit o/s; crs) (70-66) on PPC w/Snydersville (1824/1938) G+ Doane 3/2 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
PA-2. Akeley, 1909, VG 4-bar (town bit obscured) (04-63) on PPC. E $8
PA-3. Alumbank, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-4. Arlington, 1907, VG+ CDS/target (70-16) on PPC. E $15
PA-5. Atco, 1899, G+ CDS/target (part ruff slit R) (85-10) on cvr. E $14
PA-6. Avella, 1905, F Doane 2/1 (few heavy toned spots; tear R) as transit on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-7. Avis, 1908, VF Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
PA-8. Avonia, 1896, F CDS/target (69/16) on cvr. E $15
PA-9. Bainbridge, [1849], VF ms w/"5" rate on SPL. E $75
PA-10. Bald Eagle, 1111, G+ 4-bar (R arc & part of date on stamp) (07-19) on PPC. E $15
PA-11. Barbour, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned) (95-18) on PPC. E $15
PA-12. Barnston, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; upper R arc weak) (69-36) on PPC. E $14
PA-13. Bart/Lancaster Co., 1888, VG+ CDS as recd on GPC w/Mountain Nebo (49-20) partial CDS/target origin. E $15
PA-14. Bart/Lancaster Co., 1894, VG CDS/grid; 1c Colum.commem on 1c Colum.PSE. E $20
PA-15. Bart/Lancaster Co., 1894, F CDS w/2 ms lines killer (tear L; lite tone) on reg'd 10c Colum.PSE. E $40
PA-16. Bartville, 1893, F CDS/target (trim L; lower L tip nib) (1853-1955) on PSE. E $8
PA-17. Beartown, 1916, VG 4-bar (slight studder; lite tone) (32-27) on PPC. E $14
PA-18. Bedford, ca.1918, VG RFD 11F/1 ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
PA-20. Bela, 1907, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (86-14) on PPC. E $24
PA-21. Belleville, 1909, VG RFD 11/2 complete ms, mostly on stamp on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
PA-22. Benjamin, 1916, VG 4-bar (87-17) on PPC. E $15
PA-23. Berryvill, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VF; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-25. Bittersville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (spotty; dial hi: "RS" partly off; lite tone) (85-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-26. Bohemia, 1913, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (04-20) on PPC. E $16
PA-27. Bohemia, 1916, G+ 4-bar (tiny tear L) (04-20) on PPC. E $15
PA-28. Bonview, 1901, G+ CDS/cork (92-06) on GPC. E $15
PA-29. Boyce Station, 1907, VG CDS/target (90-18) on PPC. E $20
PA-30. Boyce Station, 1910, VG+ CDS/target (91-18) on PPC. E $12
PA-31. Breadysville, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (bars o/s; lite tone; bit cr) as recd (77-08) on PPC. E $15
PA-32. Brickerville, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/2 (edge tear T; crnr cr) as recd (1830-1939) on PPC. E $8
PA-33. Buckmanville, 1898, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; ruff R; lite tone) (62-22) on cvr w/enc. E $14
PA-34. Burlington, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (bit o/s; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-35. Buyerstown, 1870, VF ms (edge tear T; flap partly off) (65-07) on 2.75x4.5" lady's cvr. E $30 MIN.15
PA-36. Camphill, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (o/s; toned; crs) on PPC. E $6
PA-37. Carlisle, 1907, F RFD 11/3 complete ms on PPC. E $8
PA-38. Carlisle, 1910, VG RFD 11/6 complete ms, nearly all on stamp on PPC. E $8
PA-40. Cassville, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
PA-41. Cedarlane, 1906, F+ Doane 3/3 (dial hi: "RL" partly off; cr) (78-09) on PPC. E $14
PA-42. Cherrydale, 1907, G+ CDS/target ("C" not struck; bit o/s; lite crs) (00-13) on PPC. E $16
PA-43. Chickies, 1870s, VG blue CDS/target (trim R; lower R tip nick; part lite tone) Chickies Iron Co.cc (58/09) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
PA-44. Chickies, 1886, G+ DCDS/target (bit trim T; tiny tears T) 2x 1c banknote (58/09) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-45. Chickies, 1906, G+ CDS (date mostly not struck; o/s) as recd (58/09) on PPC. E $14
PA-46. Chickies, 1906, G+ CDS/target (o/s; lite tone) (58/09) on PPC. E $16
PA-47. Chickies, 1909, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (58/09) on PSE. E $20
PA-48. Christiana, 1850s, G+ CDS (2 strikes, overlapped) 3c imperf on cvr. E $15
PA-49. Christiana, 1860s, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) on 2.75x4.25" cvr. E $16
PA-50. Churchtown, 1850s, VF ms; 3c imperf (1807-1973) on 2.5x4.25" lady's cvr. E $20
PA-53. Clark, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("C" weak) (07-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-54. Colamont, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part o/s) as recd (1854/1969) on PPC. E $8
PA-57. Colerain, 1878, G+ ms (canx & address faded; toned) (23-14) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $15
PA-58. Colfax, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG; heavy vert cr; toned) (69-35) on PPC. E $6
PA-59. Collingdale, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp) w/Mickleton, NJ, Doane 3/3 as recd; (88-07) on PPC. E $15
PA-60. Colona, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 ("LON" obscured on stamp; lite tone) (04-15) on PPC. E $16
PA-61. Columbia, [1849], G+ CDS w/ms "6" rate lined thru & ms "Free" adjacent (part toned) on SPL. E $20
PA-62. Columbia, [1850], G+ CDS w/"5" h/s rate (2 surface holes L edge; lite tone) "Valentines Month" dateline on stampless 2.5x4.25" lady's cvr w/enc.; hand-painted embossed bird on branch header. E $24
PA-63. Congo, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (86-17) on PPC. E $15
PA-64. Cordelia, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (o/s; sealed spindle; tip cr) (80-07) on GPC. E $20
PA-65. Coryville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-66. Creswell, 1906, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; lite tone; crs; edge tear) (69-09) on PPC. E
$20
PA-67. Crossingville, 1896, G+ CDS/target (toned) (36-12) on cvr. E $14
PA-68. Cumberland Valley, 1912, VG RFD 11C/1 (toned) ms date/route on PPC. E $6
PA-69. Derry Church, 1907, G+ Doane 3/9 (part on stamp; bit lite tone) part o/s by West Hanover (1821-1927) Doane 2/(3) (bars off edge) as recd; (58-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-70. Dolington, 1907, G+ Doane 2/(2) (# not struck; bit lite tone) as recd (1827-1933) on PPC. E $6
PA-71. Dover, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/4 (crnrs toned) on PPC. E $14
PA-72. Dover, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (date spotty) on embossed PPC. E $6
PA-73. Dover, 1909, F+ RFD 2F/2 on PPC. E $8
PA-74. Dublin, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (crnrs cr) on PPC. E $8
PA-75. Durlach, 1870s, VF ms (trim L) (40-20) on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $15
PA-76. Durlach, 1906, G+ CDS/target (near F; toned) (40-20) on PPC. E $14
PA-77. East Earl, 1905, VG Doane 2/2 (bars bit o/s; bit lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $6
PA-78. East Earl, 1920s, F RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
PA-79. East Hempfield, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (slight ruff L) (28-82) on cvr. E $20
PA-80. Edington, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (toned; bit cr) (58-55) on PPC. E $6
PA-81. Edenville, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (82-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-82. Edgewood, 1875, VG ms town/date (upper L tip nib) (58-16) on cvr. E $14
PA-83. Elizabethtown, [1848], G+ CDS w/"5" h/s rate (bit of rim off L; cr) on SFL. E $15
PA-84. Elliottson, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (lite crs) (95-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-85. Emigsville, 1919, G+ Doane 3/5 (LXU; bit heavy inked) LATE use on PPC. E $14
PA-86. Ennaut, 1905, F Doane 2/3 as recd, w/Camp Hill Doane 2/5 as transit (BOTH EKU; edge tear R) (1832-1957) on PPC. E $12
PA-87. Enterprise, [1861], VF CDS w/"Free" in oval h/s; "J.Dunlap.P.M." signature frank (36-73) on cvr w/enc.: 11x17.75" PM's account sheet, to PM, New Holland, PA. E $75
PA-88. Enterprise, [1863], VF ms (bit ruff trim R; part lite tone; edge tears) (36-73) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
PA-89. Ephrata, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/1 on PPC. E $15
PA-90. Epton, 1914, G+ magenta Doane 3/3 (LXU; "E" & bars mostly not struck; dial bit hi; cr) (86-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-91. Eschol, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; toned) (71-10) on PPC. E $15
PA-92. Everett, Mattie Rural Sta., [1908], G+ RFD 10PA (year not struck, but ID'd by message) on PPC. E $30
PA-94. Ferguson, 1896, G+ CDS/target (town lite; "F" not struck; lite tone; bit ruff R) (77-00) on cvr. E $15
PA-95. Petterville, 1910, F Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (94-26) on PPC. E $15
PA-96. Forest Grove, [1882], G+ CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp tip; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
PA-97. Fortney, 1908, G+ 4-bar (toned; stamp fault) as recd (82-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-98. Fountain Springs, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (89-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-99. Freeport, 1902, VG RFD 1/1 (part lite tone; tip crs) on GPC. E $14
PA-100. Friedensburg, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (o/s) on PPC. E $8
PA-101. Froebelton, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $8
PA-102. Fulton House, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (53-19) on cvr. E $15
PA-103. Furniss, 1987, G+ CDS/target (upper R tip ruff) 10c Webster solo (89-34) on reg'd cvr. E $15
PA-104. Gap, 1882, G+ DCDS/fancy wheel (B arc LITE; trim L)/Lancaster Co., on cvr. E $20
PA-105. Gap, 1887, G+ sawtooth double oval w/7-bar killer/Lancaster Co., on PSE. E $24
PA-106. Garneau, 1911, VG Doane 2 CDS w/crude 4-bar killer (LXU; uneven toned; crs) (88-15) on PPC. E $14
PA-108. George School, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (EARLY) (97-60) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-109. George School, 1899, G+ CDS/target (EARLY) Geo.School cc (97-60) on PSE. E $20
PA-110. Gilbertsville, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VF; bit o/s; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $8
PA-111. Girty, 1909, G+ Doane 1/1 (dial bit hi) (77-32) on PPC. E $8
PA-112. Glade, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi) (70-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-113. Glen Loch, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-114. Glen Olden, 1910, VG Doane 2/6 (74-55) on PPC. E $8
PA-115. Glenola, 1895, G+ DCDS (angle trim L) (91-96) on PSE. E $20
PA-116. Gockley, Lan.Co., 1888, G+ magenta CDS (rim partly off edge) as recd (86-02) on GPC. E $40
PA-117. Goodyear, 1908, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone; tip cr) (03-44) on PPC w/Starners (05-15) VG+ Doane 2/1 as recd. E $15 MIN.8
PA-118. Gordonville, 1960s, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only; LATE use; 6c FDR on PPC. E $6
PA-119. Goshen, 1917, G+ 4-bar (state mostly not struck) (60-20) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-120. Goshenville, 1885, G+ CDS/target (date part spotty; lower R tip nick) (28-00) on cvr. E $14
PA-121. Grant, 1906, G+ Doane 3 CDS/Reccd as origin (64-07) on PPC. E $15
PA-122. Gratersford, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (part spotty) w/Trappe (32-29) Doane 2/2 as recd; (69-59) on PPC. E $6
PA-123. Gratz, 1908, VG RFD 11AU(var)/1 (UNLISTED; partly on stamp) "Rec'd" date/RFD/town/carryr's initials (or full name?) on PPC. E $12
PA-124. Greene, ca.1860, VF ms (1/2" tear B) on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-125. Greentown, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (part o/s; crs) as recd on PPC. E $6
PA-126. Grenoble, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (91-25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-127. Groff Store, 1868, F ms (part ruff trim L, in tip of "G"; vert.cr at L; edge tears) 3c grill (51-20) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-128. Groffs Store, 1910, VG 4-bar (51-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-129. Gwynedd, 1894, VG DCDS/target (bit lite tone) 10c Colum.(SE at T; few lite tone perfs) (1828-1973) on reg'd cvr. E $30 MIN.15
PA-130. Hall, 1907, VG 4-bar (LATE) (51-07) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-131. Hallowell, 1908, G+ purple Doane 3/2 as recd (01-59) on PPC. E $8
PA-132. Hallton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; part on stamp; vert.cr; tip cr) (83-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-133. Hamlinton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near F; lite tone) (29-09) on PPC. E $15
PA-134. Hamorton, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 as recd (31-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-135. Harrisburg/Hill Sta.,, 1916, VG duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-136. Hauto, 1907, F Doane 3/4 (upper R tip clip; toned; bit cr) (83-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-137. Hauto, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKN; o/s; toned) as recd (83-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-138. Hegarty X Roads, 1884, VF ms (bit ruff trim L, just into cc; Coalport, PA, gen'l store owner's last name cut out of cc) (63-86) on cvr. E $30
PA-139. Hempfield, [1881], G+ CDS/target (lite cr) (31-66) on PPC. E $15
PA-140. Henrietta, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (bit studder) (72-35) on PPC. E $8
PA-141. Hepburnville, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG; part o/s) as recd (00-72) on PPC. E $8
PA-142. Herrick Center, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (crnr cr) as recd on PPC. E $8
PA-143. Herrick Center, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (year spotty; lite tone; edge tear T; crnr crs) on PPC. E $6
PA-144. Hicks Run, 1906, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU; tip crs) as recd (05-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-145. Hicks Run, 1907, G+ purple Doane 3/1 (05-12) on cvr to Canada. E $15
PA-146. Hicks Run, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial low: "PA" partly off B; # mostly off R) as recd (05-12) on PPC. E $14
PA-147. Higbee, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s; toned; tip crs) as recd (90-11) on PPC. E $14
PA-148. Highville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (town part obscured by design; lite tone) (50-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-149. Hogestown, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp; o/w VF; lite tone) (18-14) on REAL PHOTO PPC (Hogestown Church). E $16
PA-150. Hollisopple, 1909, G+ purple Doane 3/5 (state not struck; crs) on PPC. E $6
PA-151. Hunsecker, 1907, VG+ CDS/target (dial bit hi) (00-10) on PPC w/Oregon (46-12) VG+ Doane 1/2 (slight studder) as recd. E $24 MIN.12
PA-152. Hyde Park, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (near VF; trim R) (32-83) on PSE. E $40
PA-153. Ickesburg, 1916, VF RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-154. Idaville, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 as recd on PPC. E $8
PA-155. Intercourse, 1886, VG+ CDS/target (trim R) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
PA-156. Iva, 1907, F+ 4-bar (slight stutter; dial bit hi) (85-10) on PPC. E $16
PA-157. Jacks Mountain, 1910, VG 4-bar (toned) (92-28) on PPC. E $14
PA-158. Jackson Center, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (EKU; dial hi: "N C" partly off; trim R) "W.W. Davis & Co., Jackson Center Roller Mills" cc; unexplained ms note at T: "Commercial Kidnapping"; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-159. Jackson Center, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VG+; tip crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-160. Jefferson Line, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/1 w/"Nov 31" ERROR date (part o/s; toned; crs) as recd (54-15) on PPC. E $20
PA-161. Jersey Shore, 1860s, F CDS/BOLD star w/dot in center on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $20
PA-162. Jerseytown, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (1813-1955) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-163. Johnsburg, 1888, G+ DCDS/target (month partial, but message dated; sealed spindle) (70-07) on PPC. E $16
PA-164. Jumonville, 1914, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (79/16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-165. Kane, McKean Co., 1883, G+ DCDS/circled neg.star (near VG+; bit ruff trim R; bit lite tone) on PSE. E $20
PA-166. Kelton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (# clearly shows as 4; part o/s; tip cr) on GPC. E $8
PA-167. Kenilworth, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (state partial but ID sure) (82-08) on PPC. E $16
PA-168. Kennedy, 1899, G+ CDS/target (84-04) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
PA-169. Kersey, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $8
PA-170. Kilmer, 1913, VG Doane 2/2 (LKU) (90-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-171. King, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near F; stamp fault) (83-11) on PPC. E $15
PA-172. Kintnersville, 1908, VG small-dial Doane 3 w/sponge killer (o/s) as recd on PPC. E $15
PA-173. Kintnersville, 1914, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; upper R obscured; toned) on PPC. E $8
PA-175. Kirks Mills, [1844], VF ms w/"Paid 6" ms rate (lite tone) (1812-1914) on SPL signed Jacob L.Kirk. E $30 MIN.15
PA-176. Kizers, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (o/s; tip cr) as recd (79-08) on PPC. E $14
PA-177. Klahr, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU) (00-31) on PPC. E $14
PA-178. Kuhn, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VF; dial bit hi) (84/16) on PPC. E $15
PA-179. Kunkletown, 1912, F Doane 2/3 (crs; stamp fault) on PPC. E $8
PA-180. Lampeter, ca.1860, VF ms town/month/day (lite crs) on cvr. E $15
PA-181. Landis Valley, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; o/s; lite tone) (57-13) on PPC w/Oregon, PA (46-12) G+ Doane 1/2 as recd. E $15 MIN.8
PA-182. Landis Valley, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (57-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-183. Landisville, 1908 (Feb 29), G+ Doane 2/5 ("LA" mostly not struck; part on stamp) LEAP DAY canx on PPC. E $8
PA-184. Lapps, 1908, F Doane 3/2 (71-14) on PPC. E $15
PA-185. Leacock, 1887, G+ CDS/circled neg.star (near VF) (1809-1959) on PSE. E $15
PA-186. Ledger, 1908, F+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (85-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-187. Lexington, 1883, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; lite tone; trim R, in 1 stamp to oval) 2x lc banknotes (82-14) on cvr. E $20
PA-188. Linden, 1913, G+ Doane 3/3 (LATE) on PPC. E $6
PA-189. Line Mills, 1860s, G+ CDS/grid (nicks; tear & small hole in embossed patriotic eagle/shield on flap) (27-64) on cvr w/red & blue lines trim on flaps. E $60
PA-190. Little Britain, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU) (26/22) on PPC. E $14
PA-191. Little Britain, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd (26/22) on PPC. E $12
PA-192. Little Britain, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; crnr crs; R tip bit wear) (26/22) on PPC. E $15
PA-193. Little Britain, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part on stamp) (26/22) on PPC. E $14
PA-194. Littlestown, [1856], G double oval w/ms month/day (WORN letters; R arc spotty; AS IS for strike, but ID sure) on PSE. E $50
PA-195. Litzenberg, 1910, VG 4-bar (tip crs) as recd (62/14) on PPC. E $8
PA-196. Livermore, ca.1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (year partial) (62/14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-197. Log, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (few lite tone specks) (28-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-198. Logue, 1907, G+ 4-bar (edge tear B) (91-15) on PPC. E $15
PA-199. Loleta, 1909, VF Doane 2/4 (slight o/s; bit lite tone) (00-13) on PPC w/Duhring (89-14) G+ Doane 3/2 as recd. E $15
PA-200. Lookout, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part o/s; part lite tone) (89-69) on PPC. E $6
PA-201. Lyles, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (ruff R; edge tears, 1 in rim; stamp damage) T. Smedley Wheels cc (57-08) on cvr. E $20
PA-202. Lyles, [1873], F+ ms (trim R, just in stamp) (57-08) on cvr w/enc. (text faded). E $24 MIN.12
PA-203. Makefield, 1881, VF ms town/date (ruff R, in stamp to oval) (80-95) on cvr w/enc. E $20
PA-204. Makefield, 1882, VF ms town/date (ruff L) (80-95) on cvr w/enc. E $24
PA-205. Mance, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; bit lite tone; lite crs) (92-29) on PPC. E $12
PA-206. Mapleton Depot, 1909, G+ Doane 3/6 (dial bit hi; bit o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-207. Marchand, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) "Not Carrier No.1" h/s applied at Punxsutawney on PPC. E $6
PA-208. Marietta, [1852], G+ CDS w/"Paid" h/s (dial bit hi; lite tone) on SFL. E $15
PA-209. Marticville, 1897, G+ CDS/target (slight ruff slit T) 10c Webster (23-16) on cvr. E $20
PA-210. Marticville, 1914, VF purple Doane 3/1 (23-16) on PPC. E $15
PA-211. Marwood, 1931, F 4-bar ty. E (o/s) as fwd (02-84) on commer. PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-212. Mast, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (83-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-213. Maytown, 1906, F Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-214. McGrann, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12
PA-215. McMichaels, 1893 (Jan 1), G+ CDS (lower L edge lite water tone) struck by address as recd (73-08) on cvr to postmaster, w/"M.Kisgaugh, P.M." h/s above address (maybe applied when recd). E $15 MIN.8
PA-216. McMichaels, 1907, G+ BLUE-GREEN CDS/black cork w/ms day correction (part spotty; state not struck; toned; tip cr) (73-08) on PPC. E $14
PA-217. McSparran, 1890, G+ CDS/circled star (town part spotty; lite tone) (87-37) on cvr. E $15
PA-218. McSparran, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; ink smear spot in address) (87-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-219. McVeytown, 1919, VG+ DCDS/5-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-220. Mechanic Grove, 1917, G+ (town part lite; lite tone) (45-20) on PPC. E $15
PA-221. Middleburg, [1842], VF ms (lower R tip toned) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
PA-222. Mifflinburg, 1880, F CDS/circled neg.star on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-223. Milan, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-224. Millmont, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
PA-225. Millstone, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (72-12) on PPC. E $14
PA-226. Millway, 1860s, F ms town/month/day (trim R; edge tear T; crs) (61-55) on stampless cvr to Lititz, PA. E $50
PA-227. Milton Grove, 1908, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (73-14) on PPC. E $14
PA-228. Miners Mills, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (84-12) on PPC. E $15
PA-229. Mitchell Creek, 1896, G+ CDS/target ("MT" & month partial; lite tone; lite crs) (59-02) on PSE. E $20
PA-231. Moravia, 1910, G+ 4-bar (edge tear T) (65-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-234. Mount Jackson, 1898, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; edge tears) 1c green (16-09) on cvr to local address. E $14
PA-235. Mount Joy, [1853], G+ CDS w/"Paid" h/s (near F) on stampless cvr. E $15
PA-238. Mount Pocono, 1906, G+ Doane 3/9 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $14
PA-239. Mountain Grove, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite crs) (73-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-240. Muff, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (TONED; stamp gone, not affecting this) as recd (79-08) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-241. Nashville, 1902, VF CDS/target (bit ruff R; lite tone) (99-18) on 2.75x3.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-242. Nashville, 1907, G+ 4-bar (o/s; bit lite tone) (99-13) on PPC. E $12
PA-244. Neffs Mills, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi) (65-42) on PPC. E $6
PA-245. Neshannock Falls, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (54-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-246. New Buena Vista, 1906, GG+ Doane 3/2 (dial hi: "ENA" partly off; tip cr) (70-45) on PPC. E $8
PA-247. New Danville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part spotty) (56-39) on PPC. E $6
PA-248. New Holland, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/(1) (UNLISTED; not struck, but in return add.on back; lite crs) on GPC. E $20
PA-249. New Kingstown, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (part o/s) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-250. New Lebanon, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 as recd (49-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-251. New Millport, 1912, VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-252. New Paris, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part o/s; crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-253. Newburg, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
PA-254. Nine Points ("9"), 1887, VF ms (trim L) on PSE. E $15
PA-255. Nine Points, 1888, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff upper L; L flap partial) on PSE. E $14
PA-256. Notch, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; toned; crs, 1 heavy) (92-20) on PPC. E $14
PA-257. Oak Hill, 1870s, VF ms month/day (trim L; few tone specks) T.Smedley Wheels, Lyles, PA, cc (36-13) on cvr. E $24
PA-258. Oak Hill, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (toned; crnr cr) (36-13) on PPC. E $15
PA-259. Oakryn, 1895, G+ CDS/target (near F) 1c Colom.commem (93-10) on 1c Colom.PSE. E $24 MIN.12
PA-261. Oberlin, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi; o/s; upper R crnr nib; nick T) (83-56) on PPC. E $6
PA-262. Octoraro, 1884, VF ms town/date (50-17) on GPC. E $16 MIN.8
PA-263. Okeson, ca.1912, F+ Doane 2/1 w/WRONG YEAR in dial; reads "1906", but on 1c Sc.405, issued 1912 (lite tone) (92-25) on PPC. E $15
PA-264. Old Forge, 1910, G+ Doane 3/12 (50-17) on PPC. E $6
PA-265. Old Line, 1895, G+ CDS/target (L edge toned; tip crs) (57-03) on GPC. E $24
PA-266. Onset, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (90-22) on PPC. E $14
PA-267. Oregon, 1876, VF ms (slight trim lower L; bit lite tone) (46-12) on cvr. E $20
PA-268. Oregon, 1893, G+ CDS/circled neg.star (killer weak) (46-12) on GPC. E $15
PA-269. Oregon, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (near VF) (46-12) on PPC. E $12
PA-270. Oregon, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (double strike) (46-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-271. Oregon, 1907, VG+ Doane 1/2 (near F+) (46-12) on PPC. E $14
PA-272. Orwin, 1907, G+ Doane 2/(2) (EKU; stamp gone, affects #: o/s) (70/62) on PPC. E $8
PA-273. Osterville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
PA-274. Outwood, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite; lite tone) (06-22) on PPC w/Suedberg (94-34) G+ Doane 2/2 as recd. E $15
PA-276. Paisley, 1911, VG CDS/target (edge tear R) (87-13) on PPC. E $15
PA-277. Parke, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/3 (bit lite tone) (77-18) on PPC w/Highrock (04-57) G+ CDS/target non-standard (dial bit hi) as recd. E $12 MIN.6
PA-278. Parke, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (77-18) on PPC w/Laurel (75-62) G+ Doane 3/3 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
PA-279. Parkers Landing, 1905, VG+ RFD 1C/11 (UNLISTED route; bit ruff L) unusual small "11" placed high in bars (71-50) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-280. Parkside, 1907, VG+ SHORT-TERM Doane 2/2 (LKU; slight stutter) (83-08) on PPC. E $14
PA-281. Paxinos, 1909, VG RFD 11E/2 ms date only on PPC. E $6
PA-282. Pennsylvania Furnace, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (dial hi: "NIA" partly off; part lite tone) (82-73) on PPC. E $8
PA-284. Pequea (old "Piquca" spelling), ca.1860, VF ms (lite tone) (43-13) on cvr. E $40
PA-286. Pequea, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (43-13) on PPC. E $15
PA-287. Perulack, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (96-64) on PPC. E $8
PA-288. Philadelphia, 1883, VF Wesson G(2) (edge tear T; crs; bit lite tone) on GPC w/Jennens Assn.notice. E $12 MIN.6
PA-289. Philadelphia/B, 1886, VG Wesson H(PA) (edge tears R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-290. Philadelphia/Bustleton Sta., 1915, F duplex; 2c Wash. on cvr to England. E $15 MIN.8
PA-291. Piatt, 1904, VG CDS/target (tiny tear T) (86-08) on PSE w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
PA-292. Pine Station, 1879, VF ms (trim R, into stamp margin) (68-39) on cvr. E $15
PA-293. Pineville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-294. Plainfield, 1906, F+ Doane 1/3 (part lite tone; lite crs) on PPC. E $12
PA-295. Platea, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (EKU; bit o/s; lite tone) as recd (1850-1965) on PPC. E $8
PA-296. Pleasantridge, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (78-33) on PPC. E $8
PA-297. Pocono Manor, 1904, F Doane 2/1; Pocono Inn cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-298. Pocono Manor, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (R arc on stamp) Pocono Inn engraved cc on cvr. E $14
PA-299. Port Trevorton, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (toned; tear R; crs) ERROR: 2 states in dial, 1 following town, 1 at bottom; on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-300. Port Trevorton, 1913, VG 4-bar; ERROR W/STATE REPEATED in dial; on PPC. E $14
PA-301. Preston Park, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (part lite tone) w/Winwood (96-11) Doane 2/3) as recd; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-302. Primos, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; state not struck; bit o/s; part lite soiled) as recd (89-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-304. Progress, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s; uneven toned; tiny nicks T) (62-40) on PPC. E $6
PA-305. Prospectville, 1870s, VG ms (part on stamp; upper L tip nick) (1854-1967) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-306. Pyrra, 1910, VF 4-bar (toned; lite cr) (92-13) on PPC. E $20
PA-307. Ralwlinsville, 1908, G+ duplex; 10c Webster solo (30/19) on reg'd cvr. E $20
PA-308. Reamstown, 1883, F CDS/circled neg.star (ruff R, halfway into stamp) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
PA-309. Rebuck, 1912 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-310. Red Hill, ca.1912, VG RFD 11P (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
PA-311. Red Run, [1889], G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck; trim R; lite tone) (71-11) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-312. Reinhold's Station/Lancaster Co., 1890, G+ blue double oval/target (.75" tear T; ruff R) (66-23) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-313. Rendham, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VF; lite tone) (90-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-314. Rendham, 1909, G+ purple Doane 2/5 (R arc on stamp) (90-17) on PPC. E $8
PA-315. Reynolds, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (toned) (68-11) on PPC. E $15
PA-316. Richfield, 1910, VF RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED; crnrs toned) on PPC. E $8
PA-317. Richland Center, 1906, VF duplex (dial bit hi) (67-14) on PPC. E $14
PA-318. Rileyville, 1909, G+ Doane 1/1 (near VF; upper L crnr cr taped) (32-09) on PPC. E $16
PA-319. Rockhill Furnace, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/4 (crs) on PPC. E $6
PA-320. Rockport, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (upper arc o/s) (41-16) on PPC. E $14
PA-321. Rothsville, [1863], G+ CDS (slight ruff slit R) (1851-1966) on 2.75x4.75" cvr w/enc. E $20
PA-322. Royer, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (74-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-323. Rutland, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; toned; crnrs cr; tear B) (1828-1957) on PPC. E $8
PA-324. Rutledge, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 (near F; tip cr; edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-325. Ryde, 1909, G+ CDS/target (00-35) on PPC. E $8
PA-326. Saginaw, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s; lite tone) (94-15) on PPC. E $14
PA-327. Saltillo, 1906, F+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) Bc M.Wash. on reg'd 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
PA-328. Savage, 1911, VG 4-bar (LATE) (80-11) on PPC. E $15
PA-329. Saxman, 1911, G+ 4-bar as recd (05-22) on PPC. E $14
PA-330. Scenery Hill, 1916 (Jun 7), VG+ Doane 2/1 (TONED; crs) on PPC. E $6
PA-331. Schellburg, 1905, F Doane 2/4 (EKU; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-332. Scotland, 1908 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 2/5 (o/s; spotty on embossing) on PPC. E $6
PA-333. Seal, 1894, G+ CDS (lite; month mostly not struck) as recd b/s (88-00) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-334. Seisholtzville, 1906, VG CDS/target (49-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-335. Selea, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; toned) (84-14) on PPC. E $14
PA-336. Shanksville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (tip cr) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-337. Sharpe, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+; part on stamp; lite tone; cr) (04-35) on PPC. E $14
PA-338. Shartlesville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 & add'l strike in message area on PPC. E $6
PA-339. Shartlesville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-340. Shellytown, 1908, VG+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (03-17) on PPC. E $16
PA-341. Sherman, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (tiny tear T; lite tone) (72-27) on PPC. E $14
PA-342. Shoff, ca.1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (year partial; part stutter; toned) (96-09) on PPC. E $16
PA-344. Shoff, 1907, G+ 4-bar (96-09) on PPC. E $20
PA-345. Sidman, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (crs) as recd on PPC. E $8
PA-346. Siko, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (o/s; lite tone) (83-12) on PPC. E $14
PA-347. Sington, 1912, VG 4-bar (dia hi: "GT" partly off) (93-19) on PPC. E $14
PA-348. Sinnamonahoning, 1907, VG Doane 2/S (uneven tone) w/letter "S" in killer clearly showing on Franklin portrait on PPC. E $15
PA-349. Skidmore, 1908, G+ CDS/target (98-10) on PPC. E $14
PA-350. Slate Hill, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; town part obscured by design) (50/40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-351. Slippery Rock, ca.1915, VG RFD 11F ms scribble only; 1c pf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $6
PA-352. Smyrna/Lancaster Co., 1888, G+ magenta sawtooth double oval/circled star (lite; killer mostly not struck; 1" tear T; in stamp; part lite tone) (53-18) on PSE. E $24
PA-353. Smyrna, 1897, G+ blue CDS/target (near VG+; ruff slt T; lite tone) (53-18) on cvr w/enc. E $15
PA-354. Somers Lane, 1906, G+ CDS/target (o/s; crs; stamp faults, before mailed) (74-07) on PPC. E $16
PA-355. South Burgettstown, 1913, G+ 4-bar (83-18) on PPC. E $15
PA-356. Sporting Hill, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (nick L) (51/14) on cvr. E $20
PA-357. Springtown, 1906, F RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED; crnr cr; adhesions at L) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-358. Springtown, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (bit lite tone; add'l pencil scribble "killer") on PPC. E $8
PA-359. Springvale, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (79-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-360. Springvale, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (slight stutter; edge tone; lower L crnr clip) (79-18) on PPC. E $8
PA-361. Spruce Creek, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
PA-362. Spruce Creek, 1913, G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-363. Starners, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-15) on PPC w/ Idaville VG Doane 2/3 w/angled killer bars. E $15
PA-364. Stiltz, 1908, F CDS/target (lite tone; cr) (88-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-365. Stony Brook, 1912, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (82-14) on PPC. E $15
PA-366. Strasburg, [1843], F ms town/month/day w/"Free" ms frank (crs) on SFL to Post Master, Paradise, PA. E $30
PA-367. Strasburgh, 1850s, G+ CDS w/"Paid/3" h/s (bit tone) on stampless cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-368. Sumneytown, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-369. Swales, 1908, G+ SCARCE, SHORT-TERM Doane 2/1 (lite tone; vert. cr) (89-09) on PPC. E $16
PA-370. Swam, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/1 (LKU) (92-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-371. Swiftwater, 1905, G+ Doane 2/5 (near F; crnrs toned; crnr nib; crs) on PPC. E $8
PA-372. Swiftwater, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (o/s; toned; bit uneven trim edges when cut from larger sheet) on PPC. E $6
PA-373. Sylvan, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (1837-1953) on PPC. E $8
PA-374. Tarr Farm, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) (64-75) on cvr. E $80
PA-376. Thomasville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
PA-377. Thompsonstown, 1904, VF RFD 1A/1 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-379. Transfer, 1903, G+ RFD 1/2 (town weak; lower L crnr toned) printed Rur.Rte.cc on cvr. E $14
PA-381. Trappe, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone; crnr cr) as recd (32-29) on PPC. E $6
PA-382. Trappe, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone; bit trim R; crs) (32-29) on PPC. E $8
PA-383. Treichlers, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-384. Trooper, 1906, G+ CDS (dial bit hi) as transit, w/Trappe (32-29) Doane 2/3 as recd; (99-22) on PPC. E $12
PA-385. Trumbauersville, 1918, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; near VF; lite tone; few edge scuffs) town/state in top of dial (modified rec'd?) on PPC. E $15
PA-386. Twin Lakes, 1906, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; o/s) (06-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-387. Union Deposit, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (bit lite tone) w/Swatara Station (60-57) Doane 3/3 as recd; (1855-1963) on PPC. E $14
PA-388. Union Deposit, 1907VG+, G+ Doane 2/3 (part ruff T; R tip nick) (1855-1963) on PPC. E $6
PA-389. Unityville, ca.1908, VG RDF 1IF/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
PA-390. Upper Darby, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lower R tip nib) on PPC. E $8
PA-391. Valencia, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (crs) on PPC. E $6
PA-392. Vera Cruz, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (61/56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-393. Vintage, 1889, G+ CDS at L & VF strik on back (lite tone; trim R) as recd & fwd (89-41) on cvr. E $20
PA-394. Virginia Mills, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (92-17) on PPC. E $15
PA-395. Virginville, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
PA-396. Vosburg, 1910, G+ CDS/target non-standard (near F) (69-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-397. Waddle, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (92-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-398. Wakefield, 1860s, F ms (53-16) on cvr. E $20
PA-399. Wakefield, [1878], G+ blue CDS/target ("WAK" partial; part ruff trim R; tears; nicks) T.Smedley Wheels, Lyles, PA, cc (53-16) on cvr w/enc. E $14
PA-400. Wallis Run, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (66-22) on PPC. E $8
PA-401. Walsall, 1912, VG+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; dial hi: "LS" partly off; part lite tone; lite crs) (91-14) on PPC. E $15
PA-402. Wanamie, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; bit lite tone) (71-66) on PPC. E $12
PA-403. Wanneta, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (town part spotty) as recd (94-14) on PPC. E $6
PA-404. Warfordsburg, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
PA-405. Warren Center, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (extra year slug; also reads "1906") on PPC. E $8
PA-406. Warren Center, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone; edge tear T) on PPC. E $6
PA-407. Warrior's Mark, 1910, F RDF 11E ms date only on PPC. E $6
PA-408. Waterfall, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC w/New Grenada (51-41) Doane 2/2 (# & bars off T) as recd. E $15 MIN.8
PA-409. Waterside, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (1864-1967) on PPC. E $8
PA-410. Weidmanville, 1904, G+ magenta Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone) (92-09) on cvr. E $24
PA-411. Weidmanville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (92-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-412. Weidmanville, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (92-09) on PPC. E $20
PA-413. Wescosville, 1906, VG+ Doane 1/2 (crs) on PPC. E $14
PA-414. West Ches (West Chester), [1831], G+ CDS w/ms "10" rate (bit of rim off L edge; cr) on SFL w/Bank of Chester Cty dateline. E $40
PA-415. West Earl, ca.1860, G+ ms (mostly on stamp; bit lite tone) (29/03) on cvr. E $20
PA-416. West Earl, ca.1900, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) J.L.Mumma/Oriental Cigar Factory cc (29/03) on cvr. E $16
PA-417. West Finley, 1876, F ms town/date (trim R) on cvr. E $15
PA-418. West Finley, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
PA-419. West Willow, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (state not struck; address smear, partly into dial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-420. Weyant, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi) (95-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-421. Weyant, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "EYA" partly off) (95-20) on PPC. E $8
PA-422. Wheelerville, 1911, G+ DCDS/cork non-standard (tip cr; bit lite tone) (83/52) on PPC. E $8
PA-424. Wigton, 1909, G+ duplex (92-18) on PPC. E $8
PA-426. Williams Mill, 1907, G+ magenta Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "MS" partly off; o/s; lite tone)
(73-11) on PPC. E $14
PA-427. Williamson, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (worn letters) (91-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-428. Williamsport/Newberry Sta., 1914, VF duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-429. Witmer, 1906, F+ Doane 3/2 as recd on PPC. E $8
PA-430. Woodmont, 1920, G+ 4-bar (near F; lite tone) (95-33) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-431. Woodward, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-432. Yerkes, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (82-80) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-433. York New Salem, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit spotty on embossing) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-434. York Springs, 1906, VG RFD 1a/1 (tear T; tone spot from tape repair) on PPC. E $15
PA-435. Yorkana, 1906, G+ Doane 1/1 (near VG; uneven toned) (75-09) on PPC. E $20
PA-436. Youngdale, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (lower R tip nib) on PPC. E $6

RHODE ISLAND
RI-1. Ashaway, [1882], G+ CDS/target (dia: hi: "A" partly off; lite tone; trim R) W.R.Wells, Agt, cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
RI-2. Lakewood, 1908, G+ CDS/target (dia: hi: "OOD" partly off) (89-11) on PPC. E $14
RI-3. Lakewood, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (dia: hi: "EWO" partly off) (89-11) on PPC. E $12
RI-4. Potter Hill, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (1848-1954) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-5. Providence, 1882, G+ Wesson ty.X w/fancy cut cork killer (EARLY; trim R, in stamp perfs; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15
RI-6. Rumford, 1892, VG CDS/target (lite tone; bit cr) (79-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SOUTH CAROLINA / Do you need my "South Carolina Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
SC-1. Allendale, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (trim L; upper L tip nick) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SC-3. Beckett, 1887, VF ms (part toned; trim L) pair 1c banknote (83-89) on cvr. E $100
SC-4. Bingham, 1941, F 4-bar (dia: hi) Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (92-41) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SC-5. Brighton, [1894], VG ms return address at L, SERVING as "POSTMARK"; target killers; 2c +2x 4c Lincoln (49/12) on reg'd 2c Colum.PSE. E $30
SC-6. Charleston/5 cts, 1850s, VG blue CDS (bit lite tone) on SPL (no contents). E $15
SC-7. Cokesbury, 1901, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone; upper L tip slit; lower L tip ruff) (1835-1943) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
SC-8. Columbia College, 1909, G Doane 3/1 ("IA COL" not struck; tear T) (06-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SC-9. Duncans, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SC-10. Georgetown, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (lower L tip nick) lumber co.cc on 2c Colum.PSE. E $6
SC-11. Maynard, 1894, G+ CDS/target; pair 4c Colum.commems on back (82-07) on reg'd 2c Colum.PSE. E $60
SC-12. Moley, 1893, F+ ms (slight ruff T, in tip of "S"; no flap; lite tone) 2c Colum. (92-94) on cvr. E $150
SC-13. Moultrieville, 1933, F 4-bar ty.E (75-50) on commer.PPC. E $14
SC-16. Pacolet, 1911, VG 4-bar (slight stutter; part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
SC-17. Panola, 1894, G+ CDS/grid (nick upper L) (78-04) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
SC-18. Philadelphia (abbreviated "Phila"), 1880, VF ms (51/03) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
SC-19. Robbins, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 w/ms day correction (EKU) 2nd known example (73/13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SC-20. Rowesville, [1911], G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; near F; year reads "191"; part lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SC-21. Singleton, 1909, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; nick B; crs) (01-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SC-22. Taxahaw, 1933, VF 4-bar (lite tone) flag cachet (1823/1938) on cvr. E $8
SC-23. Tindal, 1910, VG CDS/target (89-27) on PPC. E $14
SC-25. Vaulcluse, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part on stamp; toned) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
SC-26. Willington, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (1809-1913) on PPC. E $20

SOUTH DAKOTA

SD-1. Albee, 1910, F Doane 2/4-bar composite (1888-1992) on PPC. E $8
SD-2. Ashcreek, 1911, G+ magenta 4-bar (03-19) on PPC. E $20
SD-4. Bates, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit o/s; edge tear R) (86-24) on PPC. E $15
SD-5. Belleplaine, 1909, F 4-bar (crnr cr) (08-11) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
SD-6. Bend, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip crs) (86-41) on PPC. E $8
SD-7. Blaha, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("A" on stamp; o/w F+) (10-27) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SD-8. Bonilla, 1909, VG 4-bar (day heavy inked; lite tone) (83-73) on PPC. E $6
SD-9. Brandon, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (o/s) on PPC. E $6
SD-10. Brandon, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (part o/s) on PPC. E $8
SD-11. Brandon, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 (part stutter; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
SD-12. Broadland, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 non-standard struck twice, as recd & fwd (1 o/s & partly on stamp; other, killer partial; B tips nib; crnr cr) (82-65) on PPC from India. E $12
SD-13. Broadland, 1909, G+ BROWN Doane 2/2 mimic (near F; tip crs) (82-65) on PPC. E $12
SD-14. Bruce, 1922, G+ CDS w/5 wavy lines non-standard on PPC. E $14
SD-15. Bruce, 1923, G+ DCDS w/5 wavy lines killer non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $14
SD-16. Brushie, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone; crnr cr) (05-12) on PPC. E $16
SD-17. Burdette, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part o/s; crnr cr) (83-20) on PPC. E $14
SD-18. Burke, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (crs) on PPC. E $8
SD-19. Campbell, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (near VF; bit heavy inked; lite tone; lite crs) (84-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SD-20. Capa, 1910, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (07-76) on PPC. E $6
SD-21. Colton, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 as recd on PPC. E $8
SD-22. Corson, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-23. Crandon, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (81-35) on PPC. E $8
SD-24. Crocker, 1910, VG CDS/target non-standard (07-83) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-25. Danton, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (09-17) on PPC. E $20
SD-26. Daviston, 1910, VG 4-bar (near VF) (08-17) on PPC. E $20
SD-27. Dolph, 1908 (Jan 15), G+ CDS (bit lite tone; crnr cr) as recd; AFTER listed name change (95-07?) on PPC. E $24
SD-28. Draper, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; "DR" mostly not struck; state lite) 1 of 3 KNOWN; on LEATHER PPC. E $50
SD-29. Dunlap, 1909, G+ Doane 1/1 (town part obscured by design) (83-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-30. Dupree, 1932, G+ 8-bar non-standard; Farmers State Bank on commer.PSE. E $14
SD-31. Effington, 1910, G+ 4-bar (92-16) on PPC. E $12
SD-32. Elk Point, Dak, 1887, G+ CDS/cork (trim R, in stamp to oval; lite tone) "J.A.Wallace, District Att'y" cc on cvr. E $16
SD-33. Englewood, 1907, G+ 4-bar (o/s) (93-43) on PPC. E $8
SD-34. Englewood, 1928, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (92-43) on PPC. E $14
SD-35. Fairpoint, 1909, VF 4-bar (EARLY; tear R) (09-66) on PPC. E $14
SD-36. Fort Bennett, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; toned) (79-23) on PPC. E $20
SD-37. Galena, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (77-23) on PPC. E $15
SD-38. Geddes, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (lite tone; edge tear; bit cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
SD-39. Grindstone, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite cr) (90-46) on PPC. E $8
SD-40. Harrisburg, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; crs) on PPC. E $8
SD-41. Hayes, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (crnr cr) as recd (98-85) on PPC. E $8
SD-42. Henry, 1968, VG+ zip code 4-bar (dial hi: "R" partly off) on commer.PPC. E $5
SD-43. Hillcrest, 1911, G+ 4-bar (town bit obscured but message datelined; toned) (09-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-44. Hisega, 1940, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (13-45) on PPC. E $14
SD-45. Holabird, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; near F+; slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-46. Howell, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (83-23) on PPC. E $15
SD-47. Huffton, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (82-62) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-48. Kimball, Dak, 1883, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; ruff R partly in stamp; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $40
SD-49. Kimbro, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) as recd; Crawford (94-13) Doane 2/1 origin; (07-13) on PPC. E $20
SD-50. Lacy, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (03-42) on PPC. E $12
SD-51. Ladelle, 1912, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone; crnr crs) (83-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-52. Lake Andes, 1909, F Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $8
SD-53. Langford, 1912, F RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-54. Lebanon, 1915, G+ 4-bar on PPC w/A.C.Koch (grocer) text ad at L. E $12 MIN.6
SD-55. Lemmon, 1908, VG dark purple 4-bar (EARLY; near VF) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-56. Lennox, ca.1908, VG RFD 11D/2 (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms route only; bit faulty 1c on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-57. Luffman, 1910, VG 4-bar (00-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-58. Luffman, 1910, VG 4-bar (scrape spot where stamp peeled, affects bars; crs) (00-14) on PPC. E $8
SD-59. McNeely, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked; lite tone) (09-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SD-60. McNeely, 1911, G+ 4-bar (smear in message) (09-18) on PPC. E $24
SD-61. Merritt, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (tip cr) (88-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SD-62. Mitchell, [1914], VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
SD-63. Moore, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (07-18) on PPC w/1.75x3" env. ("Note from Moreau, So.Dak.") w/enc.adhered to pix side. E $14
SD-64. Naples, 1910, G+ 4-bar (88-71) on PPC. E $8
SD-65. Oahe, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; tip cr) as recd (81-40) on GPC. E $12
SD-66. Orleans, 1914, VF 4-bar (part lite tone) (90-20) on PPC. E $16
SD-67. Raymond, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (o/s) struck twice, as recd & fwd on PPC. E $6
SD-68. Raymond, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $6
SD-69. Saint Lawrence, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-70. Sidney, 1911, VF 4-bar as recd (10-14) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SD-71. Stickney, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; dial hi: "N" partly off; part on stamp; tiny tear T) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-72. Sylvan Lake, 1948, F 4-bar (42-49) on PPC. E $14
SD-73. Timber Lake, [1910], G+ 4-bar (EARLY; year not struck but message date) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-74. Tolstoy, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-75. Tyndall, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (lite tone; crs; upper L tip nib) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-76. Utica, 1911, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; toned) complete ms, mostly on stamp on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-77. Vernon, 1909, G+ 4-bar ("VE" not struck; o/w VG) (91-13) on PPC. E $14
SD-78. Viewfield, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (81-64) on PPC. E $8
SD-79. Volga, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-80. Volga, 1910, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; toned; edge tear T) ms date only on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-81. Ward, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (upper R on stamp; bars mostly off R) (90-85) on PPC. E $6
SD-82. Ward, 1910, F Doane 3/4 (90-85) on PPC. E $8
SD-83. Ward, 1910, VG Doane 3/4 (90-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-84. Waubay, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
SD-85. Wheeler, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (78-23) on PPC. E $14
SD-86. Wheeler, 1914, VG 4-bar (78-23) on PPC. E $16
SD-87. Winthrop, 1909, G+ 4-bar (month omitted; lite tone) (83-11) on PPC. E $24

TENNESSEE / Do you need my "Tennessee Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
TN-1. Altamont, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (LKU; bit o/s toned; upper L tip repair) on PPC. E $8
TN-2. Bearden, 1914, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (83-38) on PPC. E $8
TN-4. Bellamy, 1906, F CDS/target (crnr cr) (91-08) on PPC. E $50
TN-5. Bloomingdale, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F; part on stamp; crnr cr; nicks B) (79-20) on PPC. E $8
TN-6. Bluff Point, 1898, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R) (58-07) on PSE. E $16
TN-7. Bogota, 1906, G+ Doane 3/7 (?) (UNLISTED; stamp mostly peeled, removes most of bars, but
characteristic font ID's as Doane; toned) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-8. Brentwood, 1910, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. $10 MIN.5
TN-9. Brighton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (EKU; lite tone; crs) on PPC. $14
TN-11. Buchanan, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. $14
TN-12. Chuckey, 1917, VG RFD 11E/1 (lite cr) ms date only on PPC. $6
TN-14. Cortner, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (85-43) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-15. Cupp, 1908, VF 4-bar (01-24) on PPC. $16
TN-17. Danville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; near VF) (60/43) on PPC. $8
TN-18. Decatur, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (dial hi: "CA" partly off; upper R tip nick; lite tone) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-19. Ethridge, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3? (EKU; crnr crs; part edge wear) on PPC. $14
TN-20. Ethridge, 1908, F+ Doane 3/3? (lite tone) on PPC. $14
TN-21. Fairmount, 1907, VF Doane 2/2; 1c Jamestown commem (72-15) on PPC. $15
TN-22. Gallaway, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. 2nd known example. $20
TN-24. Cedar Creek Rural Sta./Greeneville, 1908, VG RFD 10L (bit stutter; part lite tone) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-25. Hendersonville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-26. Henrietta, 1892, VF ms (lower R crnr ruff; lite tone) (47/05) on cvr. $20 MIN.10
TN-28. Hixson, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (lite tone; lower L tip nib) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-29. Isabella, 1905, G+ Doane 3/5 (EKU; near VG; lite tone) on PPC. $15 MIN.8
TN-30. Knoxville, 1914, F RFD 11E/14 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-32. Louisville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (o/s; lite tone; edge tear R; crnr cr) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-33. Luray, 1932, F 4-bar ty.E (bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. $14
TN-34. McDonald, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; "DON" mostly not struck; tip cr; lite tone) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-35. McDonald, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (tip crs) on PPC. $8
TN-37. Midway, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; lite cr) on PPC. $14
TN-38. Milton, 1909, F RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED) ms town/date on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-40. Morell's Mill, [1875], VG ms (58-92) on UX3 GPC. $24 MIN.12
TN-41. Morrison, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/3 (scribble only) on PPC. $8
TN-42. Morristown, 1908, F RFD 11E/6 (UNLISTED route; tear T; cr) ms route only; on PPC dated "1918" in error. $8
TN-43. Nash. (Nashville), Tenn., 1940s, G+ DCDS non-standard w/killer from inverted strike of 4-bar canx (bit lite tone) 1c Prexie on PPC. VERY UNUSUAL style from large city. $15
TN-44. Nashville/East Sta., [1905], F duplex (uneven trim T & B; lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-46. Orme, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/4 (part o/s by partial 2nd strike; part water tone; add. & message part smeared; tip cr) (02-65) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-47. Overall, 1903, G+ CDS/target (near VG; bit cr; lite tone; tiny tear B) (80-53) on cvr. $8
TN-49. Pinkney, 1915, G+ 4-bar (town part spotty; ruff R; edge tear R; nibbles upper L) (88-19) on PSE. $16
TN-50. Port Royal, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (UNLISTED; tip cr; lite tone) (1802-1940) on PPC. $15 MIN.8
TN-51. Readyville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-52. Readyville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; R arc partial; lite tone) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
TN-53. Rome, ca.1860, VF ms (1830/1932) on cvr. $20
TN-54. Spivey, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lower R crnr ruff) "The Long Hotel" cc (83-19) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TN-55. Tennessee City, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part o/s; crs) (86-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TN-56. Unaka Springs, 1911, VG 4-bar (extraneous h/s below add.; toned) (86-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TN-57. Vance, 1909, G+ CDS/target (97-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TN-58. Warrensburg, 1895, G+ CDS/target (trim R) gen'l store fancy cc; 2c Colum. (08-02) on cvr. E $8
TN-59. Willowgrove, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned; tip crs) (76-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

TEXAS
TX-1. Aldine, 1912, G+ 4-bar (96-35) on PPC. E $12
TX-2. Altura, 1913, VG 4-bar (dia bit hi) (08-15) on PPC. E $20
TX-3. Altura, 1914, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; tear T, just into dial; part lite tone) (08-15) on PSE. E $20
TX-4. Anahuac, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (town part spotty) on PPC. E $8
TX-5. Anna, [1908], VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms month/day only, all on postage due stamp; "Due (1) Cents" h/s at L; on PPC. Add'l lc required for message written into address area; collected by RFD carrier. E $16
TX-6. Anna, ca.1908, VG RFD 11D/2 (UNLISTED; nearly all on stamp) ms town/month/day/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-7. Anna, 1909, G+ purple RFD 3/2/var; town, state & route at L; 2 thick killer bars; separately applied date h/s; bit o/s by G+ purple RFD 5/2/var "S.L.Bradshaw/Rural Letter Carrier No.2/Anna, Texas" (BOTH UNLISTED types; toned; bit cr) on PPC. Unique varieties. E $75
TX-8. Anna, [1910], VG RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms date/route, w/"19X" for year on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-9. Arneckville, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (o/s) as rec'd (72-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-10. Austin, 1908, VG RFD 11/7 (lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $14
TX-11. Belcherville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; part lite tone) (87-54) on PPC. E $6
TX-12. Bentonville, 1911, F+ 4-bar RFD (EARLY; o/s; part lite tone) as rec'd (10-32) on PPC. E $8
TX-13. Blanket, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 ("ET" on stamp; o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-14. Bleakwood, 1913, VG 4-bar (year bit heavy inked) (67-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-15. Blessing, 1907, G+ Doane 1/1 (tear B; toned; crs; AS IS for faults) on PPC. E $8
TX-16. Bryan, 1867, VF ms (EARLY; ruff L) on cvr. E $20
TX-17. Buckhorn, 1908, VG RFD 2/2 (stamp peeled, affects # & bars) (74-09) on PPC. E $14
TX-18. Buckhorn, 1908, VG RFD 2/2 (LKU; stamp peeled, removing bars, to reveal "secret message"; but that peeled too; edge tear L) (74-09) on PPC. E $12
TX-19. Carbon, 1912,VG 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14
TX-20. Carmine, 1908, VF RFD 2GC/2/var w/normal date slugs, not ms month/day as in catalog (toned) on PPC. E $30
TX-21. Carmine, 1908, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-22. Carmine, 1910, G+ RFD 11A/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms date/town/state; no #, but from known correspondence; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-23. Carmine, 1931, F RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED; R edge scuff) ms date only; LATE use; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-24. Cibolo, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (dial hi: "OL" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-25. Clareville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (near VG; toned) (96-38) on PPC. E $8
TX-26. Coburn, 1908, G+ 4-bar (stamp gone, not affecting this canx; crs) as rec'd (06-15) on PPC. E $12
TX-27. Cypress, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (LKU; tip crs) on PPC. E $14
TX-28. Devers, 1909, G+ Doane 2/7 (LKU; crnr cr) w/ms scribble on stamp, due to lite bars; on PPC. E $14
TX-29. Dicey, 1908, G+ RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; toned) complete ms (91-29) on PPC. E $14
TX-30. Dilworth, 1920, G+ 4-bar (92-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-31. Dunbar, 1910, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) (09-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
TX-32. Files, 1884, VF ms (trim L) (80-07) on PSE. E $30
TX-33. Fort Bliss, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ink streak below address) (07-16) on PPC. E $15
TX-34. Frisco, 1908, VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date only, all on stamp on PPC. E $8
TX-35. Glazier, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned; tip cr; tear B) (06-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-36. Graydon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU) (95-19) on PPC. E $16
TX-37. Holliday, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; town part obscured, but message fully
datelined) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-38. Hurley, ca.1908, VF 4-bar (crnr cr) (07-26) on PPC. E $14
TX-39. Isom, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; part lite tone; crs; edge tear T, in rim) (06-19)
on PPC. E $16
TX-40. Isom, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; dial very HI: town mostly off T, but enough shows for ID
& mailed within Isom; o/w VF) (06-19) on PPC. E $8
TX-41. Keltsy, 1907, VG+ Doane 1/3 (LKU; lite tone) (90-68) on PPC. E $14
TX-42. Kenner, 1873, VF ms (59-87) on PSE. E $80 MIN.40
TX-43. Korville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (81-11) on PPC. E $14
TX-44. Lakeview, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; o/s; toned) on PPC. E $14
TX-45. Laredo, 1870s, F CDS/target (trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TX-46. Leon Springs, 1911, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; trim L) (57-18) on cvr. E $20
TX-47. Lueders, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (part spotty on embossing; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-48. McMahan, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (UNLISTED; town part spotty, but plenty for ID) (98-58)
on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-49. Melrose, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/narrow bars (lite tone) (41-21) on PPC. E $15
MIN.8
TX-50. Midfields, 1911, G+ Doane 2/? (LKU) (04-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-51. Mount Pleasant, ca.1908, VG RFD 11C/3 (UNLISTED) ms month/day/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-52. Nolan, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; part o/s; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12
TX-53. Otto, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; bit lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $8
TX-54. Palacios, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 (part stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-55. Pattonville ("Pattons Ville" variant), 1873, F ms on PSE. E $100 MIN.50
TX-56. Postak, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; edge tear T) (76-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-57. Roganville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone; crnr crs) (99-83) on PPC. E $8
TX-58. Sabanno, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lower R tip clip; nicks upper R; toned; crs) (01-17) on PPC. E
$20
TX-59. Saint Francis, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (08-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
TX-60. Sansom, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VF; bit stutter) (91/21) on PPC. E $16
TX-61. Seguin, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
TX-62. Soash, 1910, VF 4-bar as recd b/s (09-17) on cvr. E $15
TX-63. Spofford, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone; upper L tip nib) (84-81) on
PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-64. Springlake, 1909, VG 4-bar (EARLY; lite) on PPC. E $10
TX-65. Tahoka, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone; tear R) on PPC. E $8
TX-66. Tell, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU); o/s; toned; crs) on PPC. E $14
TX-67. Texline, 1910, G+ purple duplex non-standard ("INE" on stamp; killer mostly not struck;
crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-68. Trumbull, 1907, G+ Doane 2/? (UNLISTED; stamp gone, affects # & bars; lite strike; o/s;
bite cr; AS IS) (04-67) on PPC. E $8
TX-69. Van Raub, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (89-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
TX-70. Waldeck, 1909, G+ 4-bar (81-29) on PPC. E $14
TX-71. Washburn, 1912, VG 4-bar (part lite tone) (88/56) on PPC. E $8
TX-72. Weser, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; upper R crnr nib) (81-28) on PPC. E $14
TX-73. Whitt, 1913, VF Doane 3/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

UTAH
UT-1. Abraham, 1948, G+ 4-bar (99-54) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-2. Ashley, 1888, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; bit ruff trim R, barely in back ad; edge tears)
Jacob Slenker/Agt.for Maher & Grosh’s Razor Steel Cutlery cc, text ad & large illus.pocket
knife; LONG overall text ad on back crv. E $50 MIN.26
UT-3. Avon, 1911, VG+ 4-bar ("N" on stamp; trim R; heavy cr) (94-19) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
UT-4. Black Rock, 1950, G+ 4-bar (91-59) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-5. Castledale, 1912, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; part on stamp; tears T; part lite water tone) on
PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-6. Centerfield, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (98-87) on PPC. E $14
VT-7. Deweyville, 1904, G+ RFD 2P/1 (worn letters; part o/s; AS IS for strike) (1873/1975) on PPC. SCARCE. E $50
VT-8. Greenriver, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG; crnr cr) 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-9. Hamiltons Fort, 1912, G+ 4-bar (diai hi: "TONS" mostly off; tears T, in dial; edge tear L; cr) (59/13) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
VT-10. Kingston, 1951, VT 4-bar (tear B; notch B; tip crs) (1877/1983) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-11. Lasal, 1910, F 4-bar (diai bit hi; tip of "S" off; tip crs) (97-38) on PPC. E $15
VT-12. Marion, 1908, G+ 4-bar (upper R crnr clip) (98-13) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
VT-13. Modena, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part on stamp; # partly off R) (01-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-14. Modena, 1909, F 4-bar (tip cr) (01-74) on PPC. E $8
VT-15. Newton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F) on PPC. E $8
VT-16. Park City, 1883, G+ CDS/cork (edge tears) Hunter & Davis cc; 3c banknote on cvr to Canada. E $12 MIN.6
VT-17. Peterson, 1908, VG 4-bar (part o/s; toned) as recd (71-39) on PPC. E $8
VT-19. Ranch, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (74-12) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
VT-20. Salt Lake City, 1906, G+ RFD 2B/1 (part heavy inked; upper L tip nib) 3x 1c Sc.300 on PPC to England & fwd to Germany. E $20 MIN.10
VT-22. Teasdale, 1914, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $8
VT-23. Tintic, 1918, G+ 4-bar (edge wear) (82/18) on 4.25x6" 11-panel pictorial folder ("Picturesque Scenery Along the Line of Western Pacific Rwy [The Feather River Route]"). E $40
VT-24. Tooele, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $14
VT-25. Tremonton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (town part lite) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-26. Wasatch, 1948, G+ 4-bar (69/51) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-27. Woodside, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (84-67) on PPC. E $8

VERMONT
VT-1. Amsden, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (bars o/s) as recd (80-14) on PPC. E $8
VT-2. Amsden, 1906, F Doane 2/3 as recd (80-14) on PPC. E $8
VT-3. Ascotneyville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG+; bit o/s) as recd (51-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-4. Bakersfield, 1906, G+ Doane 2/6 on PPC. E $6
VT-5. Bakersfield, 1909, G+ Doane 2/6 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6
VT-6. Belden, 1907, F 4-bar (dial bit hi) (94-19) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
VT-7. Benson Landing, 1910, G+ CDS (state mostly not struck; lite tone; tip cr) (49-34) on PPC. E $15
VT-8. Briggs, 1908, G+ CDS/target (tip crs) (98/25) on PPC. E $8
VT-9. Burke, 1907, F+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (1811-1935) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-10. Charlotte, 1910, VG CDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $14
VT-11. Chelsea, 1907, VG RFD 2P/1 (year omitted) on PPC. E $14
VT-12. East Cambridge, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone; part on stamp) (95/13) on PPC. E $20
VT-14. East Middlebury, 1909, F Doane 1/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
VT-15. East Thetford, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
VT-16. Elmore, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (few scrape lines from album mounting) as recd (1828-1944) on PPC. E $6
VT-17. Fairlee, 1907, VF Doane 2/5 (lite crs) on PPC. E $6
VT-18. Jacksonville, 1908, VG Doane 2/4 (o/s) on PPC. E $5
VT-20. Johnson, 1911, G+ purple RFD 6D/1 h/s flag (o/s by town's partial duplex; lite tone) on PPC. E $60 MIN.30
VT-21. Lanesboro, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (tips nick) (82-31) on PPC. E $15
VT-22. Lewiston, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG; bit o/s) as recd (98-54) on PPC. E $8
VT-23. Lowell, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
VT-24. Middlebury, 1850s, VF ms w/ms "3 Ford" at L; as fwd; 3c imperf on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VT-25. New Haven Mills, 1911, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; crnr cr) (26/19) on PPC. E $16
VT-27. North Troy, [1911], VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms month/day only on PPC datelined Jay, VT. E $8
VT-28. North Wolcott, 1907, F CDS/target (lite tone; bit cr) (57-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VT-29. Orwell, ca.1915, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
VT-32. Queen City Park, 1912, VF Doane 2/1 (97-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-33. Young People's Ass(embly)/Spring Grove, 1910 ("Aug 15-21"), G+ straight-line h/s ("SEMBLY", "VT" & "10" off R edge; lite tone) on PPC from 7-day event. E $90
VT-34. West Townsend, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit o/s) (1821-1964) on PPC. E $6
VT-35. Wheelock, 1860s, VG ms (bit trim T, in tips of "K" & "V"; no flap; few tone specks) (1805-1955) on cvr. E $20
VT-36. Wheelock, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; T arc obscured by design; lite tone; tip crs) (1805-1955) on PPC. E $14

VIRGINIA
VA-1. Adams Grove, 1905, G+ Doane 2/7 (EKU; lite tone; no flap; small surface scuffs by stamp; R tip nick; tiny tear T) D.C. & P.R.Tennessee, Blacksmiths & Wheelwrights cc (81-57) on cvr. 2nd known example. E $20 MIN.10
VA-3. Amissville, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12
VA-4. Auburn Mills, 1898, G+ CDS ("M" not struck) as transit b/s (58-18) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-6. Auburn Mills, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/1 (trim R; upper R tip nick) (58-18) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
VA-7. Bangs, 1870s, G CDS/target (ruff L; part lite tone) (73-90) on cvr. E $65
VA-8. Basic City, 1908, G+ 4-bar; 1c Sc.300 (90-11) on cvr. E $12
VA-9. Basic City, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter; cr) (90-11) on PPC. E $14
VA-10. Begood, 1939, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (33-39) on PPC. E $20
VA-11. Belsches, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (81-16) on PPC. E $15
VA-12. Bennet Creek, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; lite tone) (87-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-14. Big Spring Depot, 1885, G+ purple CDS/maltese (lite tone) (60-90) on PPC. E $40
VA-17. Borden, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (82-12) on PPC. E $16
VA-18. Bothwell, 1898, VG CDS (trim R; lite tone) as rec'd b/s (89-99) on cvr. E $40
VA-20. Burke, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (bit heavy inked; uneven toned) (03-72) on PPC. E $8
VA-21. Calno, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 ("LN" obscured by design) (93-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-23. Cap, 1899, G+ CDS/target (ruff R; tear B) (91-32) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-24. Claudville, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; town slightly obscured by design) on PPC. E $30
VA-25. College Park, 1907, G+ Doane 2 CDS/Recd (part o/s; crnr cr) as recd (01-15) on PPC. E $8
VA-26. Criders, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VF) on PPC. E $8
VA-27. Croftsville, 1870s, VF ms (tears T, 1 thru tip of "A") (56/79) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
VA-30. Dublin, 1893, G+ CDS/cork (lower R edge bit ruff; pen notes by address) (06-97) on PSE. E $20
VA-31. Ellisville, 1902, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lower R tip ruff; tears R) (34/06) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-32. Elvan, 1907, F+ 4-bar (LATE; dial bit hi; lite tone) (94-07) on PPC. E $24
VA-33. Enoch, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (crs; edge tear R) (85-13) on PPC. E $15
VA-34. Era, 1902, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) R.H.Lewis, Gen'l Mdse cc (82/40) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-35. Etter, 1889, G+ CDS/target (B tips ruff; upper R tip nick; bit lite tone) (88-10) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
VA-36. Fairwood, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; toned) (04-20) on PC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-37. Planagans Mills, 1902, G+ CDS/cork ("F" & "V" not struck; ruff R) (73-07) on cvr. E $24
VA-38. Forkland, 1892, G+ CDS/target (near F; trim T; no flap; lite tone) (58/20) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-39. Garlands, 1850s, VF ms (tear T, in "V" of state; nicks; flap fault) (28-66) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
VA-40. Gilmer, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; bit tone; crnr cr) (89-24) on PPC. E $14
VA-41. Gouldin, 1899, G+ CDS/target (edge tears; tone speck B) (83-33) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-42. Greenville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-43. Guilford, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (EKU; near F; lite tone) (40-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-44. Hadensville (MISSPELLED "Haydensville"), 1893, G+ CDS/target (part lite but error shows well; rim partly off L; lite tone; trim R) on cvr. E $20
VA-45. Lot 3) Mount Clinton Postal Sta./Harrisonburg, 1914, G+ RFD 10E (UNLISTED; worn, heavy inked letters; 2 are unreadable, but from same correspondence) on PPCs. VERY LATE use of "Postal Sta." type. E $50
VA-46. Healing Springs, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (1855-1973) on PPC. E $8
VA-47. High View, 1892, VG+ CDS/target (trim R; lower R tip nib) (39-93) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
VA-49. Hinton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $8
VA-50. Hinton, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/1 (LKU) on PPC. E $14
VA-51. Hively, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 (bars off T; part o/s) as recd (00-12) on PPC w/Burnsville G+ Doane 3/1 origin. E $20
VA-52. Joanna, 1890, G+ CDS (near F; trim L) as recd b/s (85-90) on PSE w/Basic City (90-11) VG CDS/target origin; Basic City Mining cc. E $70
VA-54. Johnsons, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; dial bit hi; ruff R) (1819/1954) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-55. Kinsale, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 (bit o/s; lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
VA-57. Lackey, 1907, F Doane 3/1 (LKU; uneven toned) lc Jamestown on PPC. E $14
VA-58. Linville Depot, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; nick L) (97-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-59. Linville Depot, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (97-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-60. Lorraine, [1892], G+ CDS (part ruff trim R) as transit b/s (82/29) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-61. Lowry, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (toned; tiny tear L) on PPC. E $6
VA-62. Lux, 1905, VG CDS/target (bit ruff trim T; no flap; edge tear T) (01-08) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
VA-63. Mappsville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (edge tear B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-64. Massaponax, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (LKU; part on stamp; o/s) (80-38) on PPC. E $14
VA-65. Massaponax, 1910, G+ Doane 1/2 (LKU) (80/38) on PPC. E $16
VA-66. Mayberry, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (EKU; o/s by weak 2nd strike; crs) as recd b/s (95-22) on GPC. E $14
VA-67. McFarlands, ca.1860, VF ms (T tips nick; edge tear L) (1802-1908) on cvr. E $16
VA-68. Mount Elliott, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; o/s; tip cr) (04/27) on PPC. E $14
VA-69. Murat, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; near VF) (84-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-70. Natural Bridge, 1906, F Doane 2/4 (o/s; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
VA-71. Newcastle, 1908, F RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $6
VA-72. Newport, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
VA-73. Newport, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-74. Nokesville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (R arc on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
VA-75. North River, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (edge tear T; crs; lite tone) (74/54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-76. North River, 1908, F Doane 3/3 (stamp tone) (74/54) on PPC. E $8
VA-77. Nuckolls, 1870s, G+ DCDS/target (bit of rim off B edge) 3c banknote grill (66-74) on cvr. E $150
VA-78. Oak Forest, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; # & most of bars not struck; toned) as recd (19-09) on PPC w/Cumberland VF Doane 3/5 originPPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-79. Olo, 1904, G+ CDS/cork (tears T, 1 in rim; flap mostly off) R.W.Manson, Buggies/Wagons/Horses ad cc (82-17) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-80. Pembroke/Mountain Lake Rur.Sta., 1963, G+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-81. Pilot, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; near F; crnr crs; toned) on PPC. E $15
VA-82. Pilot, 1911, G Doane 2/3 (2 strikes overlap: 1 part on stamp; 1 partial; lite tone; AS IS) on PPC. E $8
VA-83. Pleasant Ridge, [1870], G+ CDS w/ms date (lower L arc partial; tear B; trim L) (1847/1962) on PSE. E $12
VA-84. Poindexter, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; lite tone; crs) (94-51) on PPC. E $12
VA-85. Potomac Mills, 1911, VG Doane 1/2 (LKU; bit o/s; tip wear; tip crs) (75-59) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-86. Proffit, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; tip cr) (81-57) on PPC. E $14
VA-87. Reams, 1907, VG 4-bar (dial h1: "MS" partly off; lite tone) w/Carson Doane 2/2 (bars off B) as recd; (01-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-88. Redart, 1913, G+ MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (town/state o/s & part obscured) as recd on PPC. E $8
VA-89. Richmond, 1840s, G+ red CDS/circled "5" (tiny tears; bit cr) on stampless cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-90. Riverside, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (82-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-91. Rixeyville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8
VA-92. Rixeyville, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 as recd on PPC. E $6
VA-93. Rockingham, 1907, G+ Doane 2/7 (EKU; tip crs; bit lite tone) (1792-1963) on PPC. E $14
VA-94. Rodes, 1906, G+ D/2 (o/s; lite tone) (86-08) on PPC. E $24
VA-95. Saint Elmo, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part stutter; lite tone; HEAVY cr) (95-11) on PPC. E $16
VA-96. Saint Just, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; part on stamp; tip cr) (84-55) on PPC. E $12
VA-97. Sassin, 1898, G+ CDS/target (RUFF L) (83-15) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
VA-98. Sewalls Point, 1915, G+ 4-bar (near F; uneven toned; trim L & B) (88-11) on PPC. E $20
VA-99. Sherwood, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (bit stutter) (82-11) on PPC. E $12
VA-100. Sirtington, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (86-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-101. Snyder, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (89-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-102. Spring Valley, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (LKU; upper L tip soiled; tip cr) 2nd known example (53/44) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-103. Springcreek, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (68-40) on PPC. E $8
VA-104. Springman, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite strike; o/s; toned; tears) (84-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-105. Stanleyton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; lite tone; lower L tip nib) (90-11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-106. Stockton, 1903, VG CDS/cork (lite tone) (76-38) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
VA-108. Swoope, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (toned) as recd on PPC: flamingo w/cotton ball applique. E $6
VA-109. Tenth Legion, 1860s, VG ms town/month/day (ruff L; upper R tip nib; lite tone) 10c CONFEDERATE STATES Sc.11 (barely tied, but apparently belongs; tip cr) (53/07) on cvr to Capt.James S.Gruver, Saltville, VA. E $80 MIN.40
VA-110. Three Square, 1936, P purple 4-bar w/"3" in square fancy killer, struck 3 times (trim L) (86-45) on cvr. E $20
VA-111. Troutdale, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; near VG; tip cr) on PC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-112. Tye River Depot, 1898, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; crs) (60-03) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-113. Vigor, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/3 (85-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-114. Vigor, 1909, F Doane 3/3 (lite tone; stamp about 1/2 peeled, not affecting #) (85-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-115. Vinton, ca.1924, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; part lite tone; tip crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
VA-116. Waldrop, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (TONED; crs) w/spotty Bernard (03-30) CDS as recd; (88-56) on PPC. E $8
VA-117. Waterfall, 1917, F 4-bar (74-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-119. Wheaton, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (92-11) on PPC. E $14
VA-120. Whitestone, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (crs; part lite tone; edge tear T) on PPC. E $8
VA-121. Williams Wharf, 1904, G+ CDS/target (near F; lite tone) (79-43) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-122. Wirtz, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $8
VA-123. Wirtz, 1912, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-124. Woodville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (all 4 crnrs clip; AS IS for that; lite tone) (1802-1966) on PPC. E $5
VA-125. Zions Hill, 1888, VF ms town/date (toned; ruff R) (73-05) on cvr w/enc.datedline Tinker Knob. E $40 MIN.20

WASHINGTON
WA-1. Adrian, 1908, F+ Doane 2/1 (tip crs; bit lite tone) (04-54) on PPC. E $8
WA-2. Arletta, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 w/o killer bars (crnrs lite tone; edge tear R) (93-27) on PPC. E $15
WA-3. Ashford, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $8
WA-4. Ashford, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; crnr crs) on PPC. E $8
WA-5. Bayne, 1915, G+ magenta 4-bar (lite strike; uneven toned) (08-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-6. Benge, 1911, F 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-7. Bickleton, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part ruff slit L) on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
WA-8. Biglake, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("not struck" (98-31) on PPC. E $8
WA-9. Bordeaux, 1908, G+ CDS/target (town bit spotty; date partial) (03-42) on PPC. E $8
WA-10. Boundary, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (93-51) on PPC. E $8
WA-11. Brighton, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG; crnrs crs) (01-11) on PPC. E $14
WA-12. Brooklyn, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (91-69) on PPC. E $6
WA-13. Bryant, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (crnrs; edge tears) (93-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-14. Burnett, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F; toned) (88-27) on PPC. E $12
WA-15. Butler, 1910, G+ 4-bar (o/s; toned) as recd (02-11) on PPC. E $12
WA-16. Camden, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (92/54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-17. Carson, 1910, VG Doane 3/4 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-18. Chautauqua, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit o/s) as recd (88-12) on PPC. E $8
WA-19. Clayton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (dial bit hi; part on stamp; # off R; lite tone) on AYP Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-20. Clear Lake, 1908, VF Doane 3/5 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $8
WA-21. Colby, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (slight stutter; tip cr) (84-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-22. Cromwell, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (03-31) on PPC. E $14
WA-23. Cronin, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone; tip crs) (07-12) on PPC. E $20
WA-25. Darrington, 1909, F Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
WA-26. Derby, 1909, VF 4-bar (92-11) on PPC: "Mr.Crumley... was struck by the passenger train... was walking down the track... engine struck him in the back. Was struck at Derby, but was still living when we arrived at Seattle..." E $20
WA-27. Dewey, 1907, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (98-18) on PPC. E $15
WA-28. East Seattle, 1913, VG 4-bar (04-24) on PPC. E $14
WA-29. Eatonville, 1914, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/tiny letters on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-30. Edgecomb, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 (bit heavy inked) (99-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-31. Egypt, 1909, VF Doane 2/2 (bit lite tone) (92-10) on PPC. E $14
WA-32. Fairfax, 1917, G+ 4-bar (tip crs) (98-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-33. Farmer, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (bit o/s) as recd (95-61) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-34. Finley, 1910, F Doane 3/1 (06-35) on PPC. E $14
WA-35. Forest, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) (96-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-36. Fort Steilacoom, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; "OOM" on stamp; toned) (81-66) on PPC. E $14
WA-37. Georgetown, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (o/s; crnr crs) (01-10) on PPC. E $12
WA-38. Getchell, 1912, G+ 4-bar (nick T; tip cr; l" tear T) (90-18) on PPC. E $12
WA-40. Goshen, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone; tip crs) (91-18) on PPC. E $14
WA-41. Grasmere, 1913, G+ 4-bar (10-21) on PPC. E $14
WA-42. Hadlock, 1905, F Doane 2/4 w/Center (90-19) VF CDS/target as recd/on reg.pack.rect.card. E $12
WA-43. Hayes, 1909, G+ CDS/target (toned) (76-13) on PPC. E $14
WA-44. Helen, 1911, VG 4-bar (bit lite; tip cr) (07-12) on PPC. E $15
WA-45. Irondale, 1910, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured; lite tone) (81/20) on PPC. E $15
WA-46. Irondale, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (81/20) on PPC. E $14
WA-47. Keystone, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) (01-26) on PPC. E $20
WA-48. Keystone, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; tip cr) (01-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-49. Kiesling, 1909, G+ 4-bar (crnr cr) (09-20) on PPC. E $15
WA-50. Kiesling, 1911, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured by design) (09-20) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
WA-51. Kiesling, 1913, VG 4-bar (09-20) on PPC. E $14
WA-52. Lakebay, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
WA-53. Lantz, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone; tip cr) (04-28) on PPC. E $15
WA-54. Latona, 1899, G+ CDS/cork (bit lite tone) (90-01) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
WA-55. Lexington, ca.1908, G+ 4-bar (year not struck; dial hi: "NGT" partly off) (88-17) on PPC. E $14
WA-56. Mansfield, 1909, VF Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $14
WA-57. Mansfield, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (toned) on PPC. E $8
WA-58. Mayfield, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/1 (part on stampF) (95-62) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-59. McGowan, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; lite tone; tip crs) (01-39) on PPC. E $8
WA-60. McIntosh, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (04/28) on PPC. E $16
WA-61. McKinley, 1907, F 4-bar (dial bit hi; o/s; lite tone) (07-10) on PPC w/Carley (04-41) VG Doane 2/1 as transit. E $20
WA-62. Methow, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (near F+) on PPC. E $8
WA-63. Milltown, 1910, G+ CDS/cork (tip cr) (01-29) on PPC. E $14
WA-64. Montera, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (04-11) on PPC. E $8
WA-65. Montera, 1911, G+ 4-bar (o/s; tip cr) as recd (04-11) on PPC from Canada. E $8
WA-66. Napoleon, 1910, G+ 4-bar (gray area at upper R where surface paper of card peeled, BEFORE stamp & canx applied; uneven toned; 2 tips clip; crnr crs) (09-15) on PPC datelined Godfrey. Unattactive appearance, but SCARCE. E $24 MIN.12
WA-67. O'Brien, 1902, G+ CDS/cork (part ruff T; edge tears; toned) (90-20) on cvr. E $12
WA-68. Orchards, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; lite tone; tip cr) (95-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-69. Orin, 1910, F 4-bar (lite tone) (02-44) on PPC. E $14
WA-70. Plainview, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (R arc & part of date on stamp; lite tone; AS IS for strike) (05-10) on PPC. E $12
WA-71. Port Williams, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned; crnr crs) (90-19) on PPC to Scotland. E $14
WA-72. Prairie, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; lite tone) (84-25) on PPC. E $15
WA-73. Prindle, 1910, VF 4-bar (EARLY; tears T) (09-38) on cvr. E $14
WA-74. Reardon, 1908, VG purple CDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $14
WA-75. Richmond, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (89-10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-76. Riverside, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (toned) on priv.mailing card w/bank form printed on back. E $6
WA-77. Rock Lake, 1908, F 4-bar (o/s; lite tone) (07-12) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
WA-78. Rock Lake, 1908, VG 4-bar (bars off edge; state obscured) as recd (07-12) on pix side of PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WA-79. Rogersburg, 1939, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature on back (12/39) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-80. Satsop, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (crs) on PPC. E $6
WA-81. Sherlock, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (toned; crnr cr) (91-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-82. Sherlock, 1912, VF 4-bar (lite tone; lite crs) (91-15) on PPC. E $14
WA-83. Shine, 1912, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (09-23) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WA-84. Silvercreek, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
WA-85. Silverdale, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-86. Skamania, 1916, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; edge tears T; bit lite tone) (15-74) on PPC. E $14
WA-87. Skykomish, 1917, VG+ 6-bar non-standard on PPC. E $15
WA-88. Spokane (Yardley Rur.Sta.), 1915, G+ RFD 10R (near F; part on stamp; bit lite tone;
Stamp fault, before mailed) (13-20) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
WA-89. Stearnsville, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lite tone) (10-19) on C.H.Martin REAL PHOTO
EXAGGERATION PPC (giant potatoes on wagon). E $24 MIN.12
WA-90. Stevenson, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/4 (crs; toned) on PPC. E $6
WA-91. Sultan, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
WA-92. Summit, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; part on stamp; tip cr) (78/10) on PPC. E $14
WA-93. Sundale, 1916, G+ 4-bar (near F+; crnr cr) (15-42) on PPC. E $14
WA-94. Tieton, 1915, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-95. Trent, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (year bit heavy ink) (83/13) on PPC. E $14
WA-96. Trent, 1910, F 4-bar (lite tone) (83/13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-97. Van Horn, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dia hi: "HO" partly off; edge tear R) (01-25) on PPC. E $15
WA-98. Vanasselt, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (upper R spotty; AS IS for that; part o/s; crnr cr) (92-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-99. Vancour Barracks, [1886], G+ CDS/cork (lower R arc spotty; year partial; lower L crnr RUFF) (84-90) on 3x6" crv. E $40 MIN.20
WA-100. Vaughn, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-101. Vaughn, 1941, G+ 4-bar ty.E (upper R on stamp) "STAR ROUTE, Gig Harbor" return add. on commr.crvr. E $15
WA-103. White Salmon, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp; pencil scribbles on address) on PPC. E $6
WA-104. Wickersham, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (EKU; dia hi: "ERS" partly off; tip cr; pinhole T) (91-57) on PPC. E $14
WA-105. Wilcox, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) as recd (92-35) on PPC. E $8
WA-106. Woodland, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $8
WA-107. Yesler, 1906, G+ CDS/target (edge tears T; tip crs) (90-17) on PPC. E $12
WA-108. Youngstown, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (o/s; crnr cr) (05-09) on PPC. E $12

WEST VIRGINIA
WV-1. Academy, ca.1909, VG 4-bar (year omitted) (52-14) on PPC. E $16
WV-2. Addison, 1901, VF CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R) lc Frank. (86-05) on local crv. E $50
WV-3. Albright, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (crnr cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
WV-4. Albright, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8
WV-5. Albright, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (near F; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-6. Albright, 1913, VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $6
WV-7. Allister, 1912, VG 4-bar (bit stutterter) (09-35) on PPC. E $14
WV-8. Alma, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (crnr crs; edge tear B) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
WV-9. Alma, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
WV-10. Alma, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite strike; lite tone; crnr cr) w/Iuka (89/35) 4-bar (state not struck) as recd; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-11. Amboy, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone; tip cr) (92-85) on PPC. E $6
WV-12. Amos, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (near VF; crnr cr) (86-11) on PPC. E $14
WV-15. Arbuckle, 1907?, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
WV-16. Augusta, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8
WV-17. Auvil, 1909, G+ CDS/target (message partly into dial; toned; bit cr) (87-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WV-18. Baden, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (88-09) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
WV-20. Bays, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit lite tone) (90-09) on PPC. E $20
WV-21. Belgrove, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; toned) (85-51) on PPC. E $8
WV-23. Bert, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/1 (LKU) as recd; overlaps G+ Shawnee (89-14) 4-bar origin; (90-09) on PPC. E $20
WV-25. Big Four, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone; tip cr) (05/44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-26. Borland, 1909, VF 4-bar (lite tone; edge tears; tip cr) (82/13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-27. Braggville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF; tip cr) (09-12) on PPC. E $60 MIN.30
WV-29. Bretz, 1908, G+ magenta CDS/scarab non-standard on PPC w/Lovejoy (04-19) VG Doane 2/1 as recd. "Wireless Message for You" small folded lettersheet applique on front, unfolds to 2.25x8.5". E $14
WV-30. Brooklin, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (near F; toned) (89-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-32. Camp, 1913 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (85-27) on PPC. E $15
WV-33. Capehart, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (LKU; toned) (91-48) on PPC. E $14
WV-34. Chaffe, 1911, G+ 4-bar (state struck on address; lite tone) (83/16) on PPC. E $24
WV-35. Charleston, 1923, G+ RFD ty.3/variety (UNLISTED; mostly on stamps; ruff R, into stamp)
"R.No.4 Charleston W.Va." straight-line h/s w/ms date on cvr. E $15
WV-36. Cokeleys, 1924, G+ CDS/target (state partial) (90/45) on PPC. E $8
WV-37. Combs, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (03-25) on PPC. E $14
WV-38. Corner, 1935, VG 4-bar (97/35) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-40. Crawley, 1931, VG magenta 4-bar ty.E on GPC. E $14
WV-41. Dana, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite strike; "VA" & part of date on stamp; lite tone) (05-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-42. Decota, 1911, G+ 4-bar (edge scuffs, 1 barely in rim; lower R tip ruff) (82-76) on PPC. E $15
WV-43. Delano, 1941, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (39-41) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
WV-44. Dial, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (98-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-45. Dobbin, 1910, VG 4-bar (toned) (84-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-46. Doman, 1907, VG+ 4-bar (84-32) on PPC. E $8
WV-47. Dunbar, 1912, VG 4-bar (upper R crnr lite water tone) on PPC. E $6
WV-48. Earl, 1910, G+ 4-bar (B arc spotty; lite tone) (90-14) on PPC. E $16
WV-49. Eggleton, 1910, VG 4-bar (near VF) (93-34) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-50. Ellamore, 1907, F 4-bar (EARLY; dial bit hi; edge tear R; tip crs) (1907-2001) on PPC. E $14
WV-51. Everett, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; part o/s; lite tone; crs) (96-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-52. Fairplain, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (message into dial, partly obscures town) (81-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-53. Finch, 1906, VG Doane 3/2 (ruff R) as recd b/s (00-41) on cvr. E $14
WV-54. Finch, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (rim bit low; flap tear) as recd b/s (00-41) on 1.75x4.75" cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
WV-55. Finch, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (bit ruff end) as recd b/s (86/22) on cvr. E $14
WV-56. Finch, 1909, G+ 4-bar as recd (00-41) on PPC. E $8
WV-57. Fonzo, 1908, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; near VG+; crs) (01-47) on PPC. E $8
WV-58. Fordhill, ca.1908, G+ CDS/target ("F" & "L" not struck; year partial; lite tone) (03-20) on PPC. E $16
WV-59. Gladwin, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (94/23) on PPC. E $20
WV-60. Goffs, 1923, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "F" partly off; bit ruff R; upper L crnr nib) (61-DPO) on 2.75x7" cvr. E $12
WV-61. Guyandotte, 1886, G+ CDS/cork (edge tear L) (1810-1912) on PSE. E $14
WV-62. Harrisville, [1910], VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-63. Harrisville, 1913, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; part lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $8
WV-64. Harrisville, 1917, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-66. Heights, 1923, VG 4-bar (tear T) (93-38) on PPC. E $12
WV-67. Henry, 1903, G+ CDS/target (ruff R) 2c Sc.301 (98-34) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-68. Highland, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; ruff R) as recd b/s (1850-1980) on cvr. E $8
WV-69. Highland, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit ruff R) on cvr. E $14
WV-71. Horner, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (dial hi: "RN" partly off; lite tone lines; B edge nick) on
PPC. E $8

WV-72. Horseshoe Run, 1908, VG 4-bar non-standard (year heavy inked; lite tone) on PPC. E $15

WV-73. Hudson, 1907, VG Doane 1/1 (stamp gone, affects bars on origin cnx, but 2nd full strike at L as recd; toned; crs) (87-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WV-74. Indian Mills, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F; slight stutter; lite tone; tiny tears T) (1874-1986) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WV-75. Johnson, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKI; lite tone) (89-27) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WV-76. Kabletown, 1907, G+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (33/29) on cvr. E $15

WV-77. Keller, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone; tip cr) (86-15) on PPC. E $14

WV-78. Kerens, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 (bars partly off T) as fwd, w/ms "Missent" on PPC. E $8

WV-79. Kerens, 1911, VG+ RFD 11A (UNLISTED; edge tear) on PPC. E $14

WV-80. Knobley, 1911, F 4-bar (82/13) on PPC. E $20

WV-81. Lawford, 1909, VG Doane 1/1 (part lite soil) (90-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WV-82. League, 1899, G+ CDS (ruff R) as recd b/s (89-18) on cvr. E $8

WV-83. Lenox, 1894, G+ CDS (part lite tone) (86-09) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $50

WV-84. Linn, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone; crnr wear) on PPC. E $8

WV-85. Linn, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8

WV-86. Little, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (ruff L) as recd b/s (95-11) on cvr. E $8

WV-87. Liverpool, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; near VF) on PPC. E $14

WV-88. Liverpool, 1912, VF 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (91-87) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WV-89. Manning, 1910, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone) (02-20) on PPC. E $15

WV-90. Mathias, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part tone) as recd on PPC. E $6

WV-91. Mathias, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; part o/s) as fwd on PPC. E $8

WV-92. Mathias, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 w/Baker 4-bar as transit on PPC. E $8

WV-93. Maxwell, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (nick R) (86-47) on PPC. E $8

WV-94. McNeill, 1916, VG RED 4-bar (town part obscured by design) (10-41) on PPC. E $14

WV-95. Meadowdale, 1916, G+ 4-bar (toned) (87/21) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

WV-96. Mineral, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned; edge wear; nick T) (94-14) on PPC. E $15

WV-97. Montes, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/1 (near VF) (04-12) on PPC. E $16

WV-98. Montes, 1910, G+ purple 4-bar (o/s; lite tone; tip crs) as recd (04-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WV-99. Mount Lookout, 1923, G+ duplex non-standard (crnr crs) on PSE. E $14

WV-100. Mount Storm, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (town bit obscured; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WV-101. Muses Bottom, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG; part on stamp; T edge wear; R tip nick) (39/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.6

WV-102. Nicklow, 1895, G+ CDS as recd; Grafton & Elkins/RPO origin; (90-04) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10


WV-104. Nye, 1935, VF magenta 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature on back (88/35) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

WV-105. Onego, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (town part obscured) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WV-106. Onoto, 1909, F CDS/target (00-34) on PPC. E $14

WV-107. Oswald, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (06-53) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $40

WV-108. Pad, 1935, VF 4-bar (99-41) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6


WV-110. Penbro, 1907, VG 4-bar (TONED) (92-15) on PPC. E $40

WV-111. Penbro, 1907, VF 4-bar (toned; red ink on upper R edge & partly on stamp) (92-15) on PPC. E $50

WV-112. Pike, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKI; part on stamp; lite tone; crnr cr) (97-56) on PPC. E $12

WV-113. Pleasants, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (00-20) on PPC. E $14

WV-114. Pleasants, 1914, G+ 4-bar (near F) (00-20) on PPC. E $14

WV-115. Proctor, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WV-116. Pursley, 1907, G+ CDS/target (crnr cr) (63/14) on PPC. E $16

WV-117. Queens, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (o/s, partly obscures town; lite tone) as recd (78-63) on PPC. E $14

WV-118. Red Dragon, 1945, VG+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) Last Day P.O. (29-45) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

WV-119. Red House Shoals, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF; bit o/s; lite tone) (40/11) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
**WV-120.** Redhouse Shoals, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone; bit ruff R) Friction Rail Brake Co., Charleston, WV, cc (40/11) on cvr. E $14

**WV-121.** Reeples Mill, 1909, G+ CDS/target (crnr cr) (79-33) on PPC. E $20

**WV-122.** Replete, 1935, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (1881-1986) on GPC. VF strike on back. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-123.** Riversville, 1877, VG ms town/date (ruff L into stamp; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $14

**WV-124.** Riversville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-125.** Rockport, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $6

**WV-126.** Rockville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (town lite) (83-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

**WV-127.** Rollins, 1907, G+ CDS/target (spotty) (84-09) on PPC. E $40

**WV-128.** Ruby, 1912, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (11-14) on PPC. E $50

**WV-129.** Rutherford, 1909, G+ purple 4-bar (part on stamp; state doubled) (92-37) on PPC. E $8

**WV-130.** Salama, 1909, F 4-bar (part lite tone) (87/15) on PPC. E $20

**WV-131.** Scarbro, 1907, G+ Doane 2/6 (LKU; part on stamp) 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $14

**WV-132.** Schultz, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (81-13) on PPC. E $24

**WV-133.** Sedalia, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (88-09) on PPC. E $20

**WV-134.** Sedalia, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (year heavy ink) (88-09) on PPC. E $16

**WV-135.** Sedalia, 1909, VG+ magenta Doane 2/2 (LKU; bit stutter; lite tone; tiny tears T) LATEST for this town (88-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

**WV-136.** Shawnee, 1907, VG 4-bar (dial hi: "WN" partly off; toned) (89-14) on PPC w/Federal (40-35) RG 4-bar as recd. E $16

**WV-137.** Silverton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; bit lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-138.** Slate, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone; extraneous pen note at upper L) (83-56) on PPC. E $14

**WV-139.** South Charleston, 1909, F 4-bar (L edge lite tone spot) (07-18) on PPC. E $14

**WV-140.** Spring Hill, 1909, F 4-bar (73-42) on PPC. E $14

**WV-141.** Springfield, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-142.** Springgap, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (near VF; slight stutter) (90-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-143.** Sulphur, 1907, F+ Doane 2/1 (97-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

**WV-144.** Truebada, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (87-13) on PPC. E $16


**WV-146.** Unie, 1911, F Doane 2/1 (toned; tear T; crs) (04-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

**WV-147.** Valley Furnace, 1912, VG 4-bar (town part obscured by design; toned) (67/15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

**WV-148.** Vernon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (# not struck; toned) as recd (88/12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

**WV-149.** Vernon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part o/s) as recd (88/12) on PPC. E $14

**WV-152.** Waggy, 1937, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (04-37) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-153.** Waldo, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; toned; crnr crs) (91-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

**WV-154.** Waldo, 1914, VG 4-bar (bit cr) (91-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

**WV-155.** Washington, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-156.** Washington, 1910, F Doane 3/2 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $8

**WV-157.** Wayne, 1908, G+ Doane 2/6 (TONE; crnr wear) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-158.** Wayne, 1909, VG Doane 2 w/spoon killer (tear R) w/G Holden, WV, Doane 2/8 as transit, w/"Missent" h/s on PPC to Holden, MO. E $14

**WV-159.** Wayne, ca.1912, G+ MISUSED DSMD/M.O.B. (state/year on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WV-160.** West Milford, ca.1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (year partial) on PPC. E $8

**WV-161.** Wick, 1911, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $6

**WV-162.** Wilbur, 1909, G+ magent CDS/target non-standard (toned) (89-88) on PPC. E $14

**WV-163.** Woodlands, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 as origin, o/s by 2nd strike as recd (crnr cr) (1828/1960) on PPC. E $8

**WV-164.** Yelk, 1912, F+ 4-bar (crnr crs) (94/17) on PPC. E $40

**WISCONSIN / Need "Going for the Mail: A History of Door County Post Offices"? We have it!**

**WI-1.** Adell, 1907, F Doane 3/5 ("L" on stamp; lite edge tone) on PPC. E $8

**WI-2.** Allenville, 1924, VG RFD 11C/18 (LATE use) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**WI-3.** Alois, 1909, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone; tip wear) (05-29) on PPC. E $15

**WI-4.** Angelica, 1913, G+ 4-bar (66-16) on PPC. E $15
WI-5. Appleton, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/7 (dial hi: "RF" mostly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-6. Arkdale, 1909, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/state/date on PPC w/sender's note "Deliver to-day" 3 TIMES above address. E $12 MIN.6
WI-7. Arlington, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; state mostly not struck; bars o/s) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-8. Armenia, 1907, G+ CDS (bit o/s; part on stamp) (58-13) on PPC. E $15
WI-10. Armenia, 1913, VF 4-bar (58-13) on PPC. E $16
WI-11. Askeaton, 1909, G+ 4-bar (81-23) on PPC. E $15
WI-12. Bassett, 1907, VF Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-13. Beetown, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 ("WN" on stamp; o/w F; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-14. Birch, 1887, VG ms (lower R crnr tone, where stamp removed; AS IS for that; ruff R) (84-96) on cvr w/enc. datelined "Bob Creek". E $30
WI-15. Blair, [1910], VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-16. Brandon, 1894, F CDS/circled star (killer part lite) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $14
WI-17. Brill, 1907, VG+ Doane 2 CDS w/non-standard scarab killer (slight studder; bit heavy inked; lite tone; tip crs) (02-91) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-18. Brookfield, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
WI-19. Chili, ca.1909, VF RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-20. Cleveland, ca.1914, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-21. Coloma, 1910, VG RFD 11/3 (lite tone; tape stain upper L crnr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-22. Crossplains, 1910, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
WI-23. Cusson, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (bit studder; part water tone; trim R; edge tears R; L tip nick) (05-13) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WI-24. Dartford, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (ruff slit T; tears T & R) (47-07) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
WI-25. Detroit Harbor, 1908, G+ 4-bar (toned) (92-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-26. Dewey, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (05-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-27. Diamond Bluff, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-28. Dilly, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LU; crs) (95-20) on PPC. E $15
WI-29. Disco, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; tear T) (92-40) on PPC. E $8
WI-30. Disco, 1914, VF Doane 2/2 (lite tone; crs) (92-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-31. Downsville, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-32. Dudley, 1898, G+ CDS/circled star (RUFF R, well into 2c green; tears; lite tone) 2c red (80/21) on 2c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
WI-33. Easton, 1909, VG 4-bar (near F; slight studder) (66-20) on PPC. E $14
WI-34. Edson, 1889, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim B, removes most of address in stamp; AS IS for that; edge wear; lite tone) (71-05) on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WI-35. Ekdall, 1908, VF 4-bar (dial bit hi) (91-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-36. El Paso, 1891, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) (58/04) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
WI-37. Elk Creek, 1906, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (67-06) on PSE. E $40
WI-38. Elkhorn, 1902, G+ RFD 2B/1 (trim R) on cvr. E $15
WI-39. Ellsworth, 1860s, VG ms (trim L, affects tops of "ELL" & "W" in canx, written vertically at L; AS IS for that; part toned) (62-04) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
WI-40. Fall Creek, [1912], VG RFD 11F/3 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
WI-41. Fall River, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-42. Penwood, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; town lite; o/s; tiny tear T) (92-84) on PPC. E $8
WI-44. Fort Atkinson, 1909, VG RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms date/route on PPC. E $8
WI-45. Fort Atkinson, 1913, G+ RFD 11E/4 (UNLISTED; lite cr) ms date only on PPC. E $6
WI-46. Genoa Junction, [1907], G+ 4-bar (year mostly not struck; tear T) (74-24) on PSE. E $8
WI-47. Goodrich, 1915, G+ purple 4-bar (lite tone) (03-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-49. Grimms, 1906, G+ Doane 2/(2) (# off B edge; bit cr; edge tears L) as recd (74-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-50. Gunderson, 1881, G+ purple DCDS/cork (state partial; o/w VG+; VERY ruff L; AS IS for that) (80-82) on cvr w/enc. E $150
WI-51. Hackley, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (bars partial; crnr crs) as recd (02-12) on PPC w/Gd.Forks &
St. Paul 869-W-1 origin. E $16

WI-52. Hackley, 1910, F 4-bar (02-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

WI-53. Hatfield, 1907, G+ CDS/target (bit o/s) (79/14) on PPC. E $15

WI-54. Hayton, 1914, F 4-bar (lite tone) (73-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-55. Hayton, 1915, F 4-bar (part lite tone) (73-30) on PPC. E $14

WI-56. Hofs Park, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (84/13) on PPC. E $15

WI-57. Holmen, 1907, G+ RFD 1/2 (near VF; bit o/s; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-58. Hub City, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s) (83-23) on PPC. E $12

WI-59. Jackson, ca. 1908, VF RFD 11/2 (part lite tone) complete ms, except year; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-60. Jackson, 1911, VG 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-61. Jackson, ca. 1913, VG RFD 11C/2 ms month/day/route on PPC. E $6


WI-63. Juneau, ca. 1909, VG RFD 11F/1 ms scribble only on PPC. E $6

WI-64. Kaiser, 1913, VG+ 4-bar as recd (10-39) on PPC. E $12

WI-65. Kingston, 1907, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; uneven toned) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-66. Knowlton, ca. 1914, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms month/day only on PPC. E $6

WI-67. Knowlton, ca. 1919, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only; 1c offset on PPC. E $6

WI-68. Koepenick, 1913, G+ purple 4-bar (dia hi: tips of "PEN" off; lite tone; upper L tip

WI-69. Kohler, 1914, F 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-70. Lamberton, 1908, G+ CDS/target (edge tear T; crs) (56-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-71. Lancaster, ca. 1909, VG RFD 11F (tear T; scuff by address) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5

WI-72. Leeman, 1913, G+ 4-bar (81/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-73. Leon, 1917, G+ 4-bar ("N" on stamp; lite tone) (51-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-74. Leyden, [1895], G+ CDS/target (crs; edge tears) (50-03) on cvr to governor w/odd

WI-75. Lloyd, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VGT; crnr crs) (55-21) on PPC. E $14

WI-76. Malone, ca. 1909, VG RFD 11D/39 (lite tone) ms route # only on PPC. E $6

WI-77. Manitowoc, ca. 1908, VG RFD 11F/3 ms scribble only on PPC. E $6

WI-78. Marshall, ca. 1909, VG RFD 11F (toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5

WI-79. Martintown, 1909, G+ CDS/target (near F; lite tone) (92-38) on PPC. E $15

WI-80. Martintown, 1917, VG 4-bar (92-38) on PPC. E $14

WI-81. Milan, 1913, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (01-87) on PPC. E $8

WI-82. Miner, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (part o/s) as recd (93-25) on PPC. E $14

WI-83. Minong, 1938, VG 4-bar ty.E (tip cr) on commer.PPC. E $14

WI-84. Mondovi, [1910], VG RFD 11E/4 (UNLISTED; toned) ms month/day on PPC w/message dated "Jan

WI-85. Montreal, 1912, F 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-86. Muskego, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-87. New Diggins, 1907, VG duplex (1844-1953) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-88. Niebull, 1910, VG+ magenta Doane 3/1 (88-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-89. North Andover, 1907, G+ 4-bar (67/16) on PPC. E $15

WI-90. Northfield, 1908, G+ CDS/target (bit o/s; tip cr) (79/57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-91. Oakridge, 1909, F 4-bar (lite tone) (03-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-92. Oconomowoc, 1908, VG RFD 11E/26 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-93. Oconomowoc, ca. 1909, VG RFD 11F/26 (toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6

WI-94. Oconomowoc, [1910], VG RFD 11F/26 (lite tone; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6

WI-95. Okauchee, 1906, F Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $8

WI-96. Omro, 1919, VG RFD 11E/24 ms date only; on PPC. E $6

WI-97. Oostburg, ca. 1909, VG RFD 11F/13 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6

WI-98. Oostburg, 1916, VG RFD 11C/13 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-99. Orfordville, 1908, VG purple DCDS/star non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

WI-100. Orihula, P.O./Winnebago Co., 1895, VG octagon/maltese (ruff L; tears L; crs; lite tone;

WI-101. Pardeeville, [1914], VG RFD 11E (toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8

WI-102. Paskin, 1905, G+ CDS/target (near VF; pinhole) (89-17) on PPC. E $20

WI-103. Peet, 1910, F 4-bar (lite tone) (02-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-104. Pelican Lake, [1909], G+ magenta undated straight-line town/state (part on stamp) on REAL PHOTO ("Lovers Lane" at lake). E $15 MIN.8
WI-105. Pigeon Falls, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-106. Plainville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit stutter; toned) (56-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-107. Plymouth, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/24 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-108. Quincy, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (54-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-109. Reeseville, ca.1915, VG RFD 11F (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
WI-110. Roselawn, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (part heavy inked; lite tone) (87-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-111. Rubicon, [1909], VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-112. Saratoga, 1910, G+ CDS/cork (part on stamp) (55/15) on PPC. E $24
WI-113. Sauk City, 1903, G+ RFD 1/1 ("RFD" weak; edge tear T) 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WI-114. Sawyer, 1909, F RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-115. Sextonville, 1908, VG Doane 1/2 (bit tip wear) on PPC. E $8
WI-116. Shaw, 1912, F 4-bar (lite tone) (11-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WI-117. Shepley, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) as recd (07-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-118. Sheridan, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/1 (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
WI-119. Siocton, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/25 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-120. Shopiere, 1870s, VG CDS/target (bit uneven slit T) (49-19) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WI-121. Stevens Point, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-122. Stoughton, 1903, VG+ RFD 2B/44 (# heavy inked; ruff slit R; L tip nick) on cvr. E $20
WI-123. Stoughton, ca.1909, VG+ RFD 11F/3 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
WI-124. Sun Prairie, 1921, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-125. Sylvana, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dia hi: tips of "LV" off; lite tone) (55/21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-126. Tarrant, 1902, G+ CDS (trim R) as recd b/s (93-05) on cvr w/Augusta F RFD1C/1 origin. E $24 MIN.12
WI-127. Theresa, 1853, VF ms w/"5" rate (T tips nick; crs) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $30
WI-128. Theresa, 1853, VF ms at lower L w/"Christopher Bannister, PM Theresa Wisconsin/Free" ms frank at upper R (crs) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $40
WI-129. Tomahawk, 1940, F RFD 11E/3 (UNLISTED; ink spots on R edge) ms date only on PPC to "Star Rout 3". E $12 MIN.6
WI-130. Trade Lake, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (71-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-131. Veedum, 1907, G+ CDS/target (01-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-132. Walsh, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone; crrr cr) as recd (02-28) on PPC. E $14
WI-133. Waukau, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-134. Weber, 1889, G+ CDS/target (trim R, just in stamp; edge tear R; bit lite tone) (82-03) on cvr w/enc., w/Colby VF double-boxed h/s as transit b/s; St.Wendel (79-02) G+ CDS (town part spotty) as recd b/s. E $50
WI-135. West Bend, 1911, VG RFD 11E/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $8
WI-136. West Rosendale, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (50-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-137. West Rosendale, 1911, VG 4-bar (uneven toned) (50-11) on PPC. E $20
WI-138. Westfield, ca.1909, VG RFD 11/1 (lite tone) complete ms, except year; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-139. Westfield, ca.1909, F RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; heavy crs; part lite tone) complete ms, except year on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
WI-140. Wheatland, 1907, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (91-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-141. Wilson, 1909, VG Doane 3/4 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-142. Wilson, 1912, F RFD 11A (lite tone) ms town/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-143. Woodford, 1915, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $5
WI-144. Worcester, 1910, G+ CDS/target (spotty strike on embossed surface; uneven toned) (74-13) on PPC. E $15
WI-145. Worcester, 1911, F CDS/target (toned) (74-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WYOMING

WY-1. Altamont, 1912, VG magenta 4-bar (02/63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-2. Arvada, 1908, F 4-bar on PPC. E $6
WY-3. Atlantic City, 1954, G+ 4-bar (bit smear; part lite water tone) (69/54) on cvr. E $5
WY-4. Baggs, 1911, VG blue 4-bar (ruff R; edge wear; edge tears L) on cvr. E $5
WY-5. Bosler, 1914, VG purple 4-bar on PPC. E $5
WY-6. Buford, 1909, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $5
WY-7. Cheyenne, ca.1867, G+ CDS/cork (EARLY; trim R; lower R tip ruff) on PSE. E $100
WY-8. Crosby, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (07-33) on PPC. E $14
WY-9. Dixon, 1899, G+ duplex; "Hays & Allen, Gen'l Mdse" cc on FRONT ONLY. E $5
WY-10. Dixon, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $5
WY-12. Dwyer, 1916, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (11-73) on PPC. E $14
WY-14. Esterbrook, 1945, VG 4-bar (04-57) on GPC. E $5
WY-15. Fort Fred Steele, 1908, G+ 4-bar (upper L partly obscured by design; lite tone; bit cr) (68/67) on PPC. E $8
WY-16. Gillette, 1910, G+ Doane 2/7 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-17. Hampshire, 1911, VG 4-bar (R arc on stamp; bit lite tone) (01-40) on PPC. E $14
WY-18. Hiland, 1948, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "ILAN" partly off; toned) (25-74) on commer.PPC. E $5
WY-20. Inez, 1910, G+ 4-bar (torn B & R) (88-13) on PPC. E $20
WY-21. Junction, 1909, G+ 4-bar (small punch lower R) (01-16) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
WY-22. Kirtley, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (95-50) on PPC. E $8
WY-23. Little Horse creek, 1915, G+ 4-bar (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (85-19) on PPC. E $16
WY-24. Lucerne, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near F) (10-56) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
WY-25. Luther, 1910, G+ 4-bar (LATE; tip crs) (07-10) on PPC. E $20
WY-26. Manhattan, 1909, G+ purple CDS (crs) (92-33) on PPC. E $14
WY-27. Pahaska, 1952, F+ 4-bar (50-63) on commer.REAL PHOTO PPC (Buffalo Bill Lodge). E $12 MIN.6
WY-28. Pathfinder, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (05-12) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
WY-29. Pinedale, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned; tear B; crs) "Forest Service/Bonneville Nat'l Forest/Pinedale, Wyo./Received/Answered..." blue boxed dated h/s on address; "Original Mailed/To District Forester" blue boxed dated h/s on pix side; on novelty PPC: woman's leg w/green SILK "stocking" (surface tears & ink spots in border). E $20
WY-30. Ralston, 1918, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked; lite crs) on PPC. E $8
WY-31. Rock River, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (spindle in stamp; tip crs) on GPC. E $8
WY-32. Salem, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (88-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WY-33. Sand Draw, 1963, G+ 4-bar ("AW" not struck; small tone spot) (DPO) on commer.air cvr. E $10 MIN.5
WY-34. Sweetwater, 1910, G+ 4-bar (town part lite; part obscured; AS IS for strike) (96-15) on PPC. E $8
WY-35. Torrington, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
WY-36. Ucross, 1927, G+ 4-bar (state not struck; crnr cr) (16/64) on PPC datelined "Camp Comfort". E $10 MIN.5
WY-37. Upton, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WY-38. Woodrock, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (upper L tip nib) (05-13) on PPC. E $50

ADVERTISING
AD-1. Kennedy, AL, ca.1915, partial duplex; Mud Creek Lumber Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-2. Columbia, CA, 1936, G+ 4-bar (part toned; part ruff slit T) "Mother Lode Annual Rodeo/Sonora" 44x73mm illus.ad label (cowboy on bronco) on back of cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-3. Los Angeles, CA, 1907, F Int'l (ruff R; part lite soiled) Hotel Chickasaw red illus.ad cc (Indian w/heading profile) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-4. Marysville, CA, 1913, VF Amer/B4; Western Hotel photo illus.ad on cvr. E $20
AD-5. San Francisco, CA, 1870s, G CDS/cork (T arc obscured on border; bit lite tone) "Grand Hotel" large ad h/s on back, part obscured by black borders on MORNING cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-6. San Francisco, CA, 1895, G+ duplex; J.A.Drinkhouse Co., Agts, for Shasta Cigar Co.ad w/prices on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-7. San Francisco/Sta.D, CA, 1903, VF Int'l; LeCount Bros.Co.ad ("We have been visited by a fire & our entire Stock has been destroyed... new goods are arriving...") on GPC. Pre-earthquake disaster. E $15 MIN.8
AD-8. Colorado Springs, CO, 1938, VG Univ. (bit lite gum tone) Robinson Grain Co.illus.ad (bldg.); text ad on back; on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-9. Colorado Springs, CO, 1962, G DCDS (T arc not struck; crs) Chisman's Trailer & Motor Sales h/s at upper L on 5.25x7" ad PPC: "Airstream Land Yachting" (silver trailer on beach). E $15 MIN.8
AD-10. Denver, CO, 1915, VF Int'l; "To see America you must see Colorado first./The Albany Hotel-Denver" magenta h/s in message area on d PPC (hotel). E $20
AD-12. Bridgeport, CT, 1915, G+ Amer/B14; S.Lowewith & Co./Real Estate, Insurance & Steamship Ticket Agts.illus.ad (open porthole & ship) on cvr w/faulty Cunard Cruises/Italy-Riviera-Egypt poster stamp (camel) tied to back. E $16
AD-13. Hartford, CT, 1938, VG Univ.; Serv-Well Burner Corp.text ad at L; back ad w/illus.water heaters on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-14. Norwich, CT, ca.1890s, F mute oval; Norwich Lodge, #12, A.O.U.W.header w/logo on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-15. Washington, DC, 1926, G+ Int'l (toned) Great American Herb Co.illus.ad (Indian head) 1.5c Harding on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-16. Jacksonville, FL, 1939, VG Univ. (lite tone) Hotel Geo.Washington illus.ad (hotel; Geo.Wash.); this & 3 other illus.hotels on back on air special del.cvr. E $14
AD-17. Miami, FL, ca.1954, VF printed permit; printed "script" ad in message area for 1955 Plymouth; on PPC: woman in orange Plymouth. E $12 MIN.6
AD-18. Hilo, HI, 1946, VG+ Int'l (lite tone; trim L) Hirose Nurseries/Anthuriums/Orchids illus.ad (house, produce) on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-19. Honolulu, HI, 1956, F Int'l w/dateless dial; Pentothal "Dear Doctor" printed "script" ad at L; 2c Jefferson on PPC to AUSTRALIA doctor. E $30 MIN.15
AD-20. Honolulu, HI, ca.1959, F Univ. w/dateless dial; "ALOHA, Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-21. (LaCrosse), ID, 1909, partial 4-bar (upper half not struck) Stack-Gibbs Lumber Co.form on back on GPC. E $8
AD-22. Batavia, IL, 1900, F duplex; Challenge Wind Mill & Feed Mill Co.cc; overall illus.back ad (windmill, lawn swing, gas engine; part o/s by reed canx) w/product list on PSE to Mexico. E $24 MIN.12
AD-23. Bourbonnais, IL, 1912, G duplex (upper R tip ruff) St.Viator College cc on cvr. Early name of Olivet Nazarene University, where Chicago Bears train. E $12 MIN.6
AD-24. Chicago, IL, 1884, G+ Wesson H(13) (lite tone; uneven trim R, just in back ad) E.B.Preston/Leather Rubber Belting fancy ad header; overall back ad w/illus.belting, hose, etc. on cvr. E $20
AD-25. Chicago, IL, 1887, G duplex (lite tone; trim R) Collins & Burgie cc; Leader Stoves illus.logo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-26. Chicago, IL, 1888, G+ duplex (bit lite tone) A.Booth Packing Co.BLACK-BORDER price list on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-27. Chicago, IL, 1888, partial duplex; Barnett Bros."Berries!" & other produce prices on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-28. Chicago, IL, 1889, G+ duplex (toned) Vaughan's Seed Store illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-29. Chicago, IL, 1889, G+ duplex (lite tone) Gore's Fire Proof Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $20
AD-30. Chicago, IL, 1894, F Amer (bit smear) Laird & Lee Publishers illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-31. Chicago, IL, 1897, G+ Barry; J.C.Akely/Men's Neckwear cc w/illus.ascot tie; 1c blue on cvr. E $20
AD-32. Chicago, IL, 1897, VG Amer/B14(F) (ruff R) Cycling Life fancy cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-33. Chicago, IL, 1898, F Amer/B13(F) (part ruff trim L, just in cc & back ad; edge tear T; lite tone) F.C.Austin Mfg.Co.cc; overall illus.back ad (9 diff.machines: plow, road roller, street sweeper, etc.) on cvr. E $24
AD-34. Chicago, IL, 1899, VG Amer/B14(17) (tear T, in dial; lite soiled) Sears-Roebuck printed notice of order delay on 2-panel folded PC. E $6
AD-35. Chicago, IL, 1900, VF Amer/B14(14) w/time slug omitted (couple stain specks on ad; bit
lite soiled) "Special Catalogue from Cachs A Stevens & Bros./Fall & Winter large illus.ad at L (pretty woman in fancy clothes) 1c Frank. on 6.25x8.25" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-36. Chicago, IL, 1901, G+ Int'l (crnr crs) Sears-Roebuck printed order acknowledgement on back of GPC. E $6
AD-37. Chicago, IL, 1902, F Int'l (lower R crnr water toned) Interstate School of Correspondence logo ad cc; 1c green on cvr w/encs: 5 pages of test questions (some toned). E $20
AD-38. Chicago, IL, 1904, G+ Int'l (o/s) Sears-Roebuck printed order acknowledgement on back of GPC. E $6
AD-39. Chicago, IL, 1904, VG Int'l (lite tone) Diamond Match Co.overall illus.RED ad (matchbox) on back of GPC. E $8
AD-40. Chicago, IL, 1904, G+ Int'l; Sears-Roebuck printed shipment notice on back of GPC. E $6
AD-41. Chicago, IL, 1907, VG Int'l (edge tears; trim R; edge wear) "Phospho-Albumentes Offices & Laboratory" cc; 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $6
AD-42. Chicago, IL, 1909, F Time-Cmns (toned; trim R) Palm, Fechteler & Co.Transfer Ornaments cc; 2c Lincoln on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-43. Chicago, IL, 1909, G+ Time-Cmns (crs L) Nat'l Irrigation Journal cc; "Golden Opportunities in the Golden West" header in SHINY GOLD ink (part o/s by canx) on cvr. E $14
AD-44. Chicago, IL, ca.1910, partial mute oval; "Amphion Singing Club" cc; 1c Frank. on cvr. E $8
AD-45. Chicago, IL, 1912, VF Time-Cmns (crnr crs) Princess Theatre ad at L; illus.scene from "Bought & Paid For" play on pix side; on PPC. E $30
AD-46. Chicago, IL, 1914, G+ Int'l (edge tear R; tip crs) Greenebaum Sons/Bank & Trust Co.printed ad in message area; 1c Wash.Sc.443 on PPC. E $50
AD-47. Chicago, IL, 1916, VG Int'l (bit ruff slt T) Liquozone Co.engraved return add.on flap w/censor label below on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
AD-48. Chicago, IL, 1916, VF Int'l (lite tone) Hotel Sherman illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-49. Chicago, IL, 1917, F Int'l "Food Will Win" slogan w/dateless dial; Credit Co.Publishers text ad at L on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-50. Chicago, IL, 1919, VF Univ. (bit ruff slt T) Winterson's Seed Store illus.ad (silhouette of girl gardening) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-51. Chicago, IL, 1920, partial Univ.; Sears-Roebuck text ad for sugar on back of UX37 GPC. E $5
AD-52. Chicago, IL, 1920, VF Univ. (crnr cr) Sears-Roebuck 2-CENT credit memo on back; date "perfin" at L on UX27 GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-53. Chicago, IL, 1922, F Univ. (trim R) Mills Novelty Co.illus.logo ad at L (owl); illus.back ad (penny scale) on cvr. E $20
AD-54. Chicago, IL, 1930, F Univ.; Walter F.Callahan & Assoc.illus.ad at L & on pix side (Trustees System Bldg) on PPC. E $20
AD-55. Chicago, IL, 1936, F Univ. (gum tone around window; trim R) Pittsburgh Erie Saw Corp./National Butcher Saw Service illus.ad (aw) on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-56. Chicago, IL, 1938, VG meter; "Radio Steel & Mfg.Co./Makers of Quality Coaster Wagons" (Radio Flyer mfr.) on #10 window cvr w/"Int'l Live Stock Expo" 32x50mm poster stamp on back. E $8
AD-57. Chicago, IL, 1938, VF Univ.; Criswell Candy Co.illus.ad (factory) on #10 cvr. E $12
AD-58. Chicago, IL, 1939, VG Univ.; Hotel Sherman/1700 Rooms/1700 Baths illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $8
AD-59. (Chicago), IL, ca.1940s, canxed New York, NY, G+ permit w/dateless dial (edge wear; lite tone; crs) "Chicago Tribune Pattern" illus.ad at L (Tribune bldg) & overall back ad (5 women; 4 girls; various dresses) on 4.5x8.5" cvr w/enc.dress pattern & part faulty instruction sheet. E $15 MIN.8
AD-60. Chicago, IL, ca.1940s, F precanx (lite crs) Fitzpatrick Bros./6 beautiful Combs... illus.ad (woman combing hair) 1c Prexie on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-61. Chicago, IL, ca.1940s, G+ precanx (bit lite tone) illus.woodpecker at L; Nat'l Travelers ad inside on 3-panel folded PC, sealed by INTACT 1c Prexie w/surface wear at fold. E $15
AD-62. Chicago, IL, [1951], VF Mailer's Postmark Permit 17; Durkee's Shortening illus.ad & coupon on 1c GPC Sc.UX27. E $15 MIN.8
AD-63. Chicago, IL, 1992, VF sprayer; Baird & Warner realtors printed ad at L; printed permit
#8197 on PPC. E $6
AD-64. Chicago, IL, 2002, VG machine; "White Star Lounge" strip club "Intimate Interlude" fashion show illus.ad (scantily clad woman) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-65. Chicago/Monadnock Sta., IL, 1903, VG Int'l; Amer.Cereal Co.illus.ad (Quaker) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-67. Chicago/Uptown Sta., IL, 1941, F Univ.; "Saturday, July 12-One Day-Glenn Miller & Orchestra" h/s ad at L on Aragon問題 PPC. E $15
AD-68. Chicago/W.D.Sta., IL, [1874], partial CDS/cork (trim L) Newhall Bros.Fruit Dealers cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc.(bdg). E $20
AD-69. Hamilton, IL, 1899, F CDS/cork (trim L) Chas.Dadant & Son/Bees, Honey, Beeswax & Bee-Keepers Supplies cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-70. Isabel, IL, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (dia! bit hi) J.B.Ogden cc w/McCormick-Deering Farm Machines logo (72-DPO) on cvr. E $14
AD-71. Peoria, IL, 1881, G+ CDS/20-block cork grid (trim R) Kingman & Co./Farm Machinery illus.ad cc (shield) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-72. Posen, IL, 1970, G machine; full-color Tupperware ad at L (Jello molds) & overall on pix side (women); 6c dinosaurs on party invitation PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-73. Rock Island, IL, 1920, G+ Univ. (L edge tone) "Amoo Grotto" notice w/illus.Viking head on back of UX27 GPC. E $6
AD-74. Rock Island, IL, 1923, G+ Univ.; "Amoo Grotto" printed notice w/illus.Viking head on back of UX27 GPC. E $6
AD-75. Anderson, IN, 1935, F Int'l (tiny tear T; flap fault) Hotel Anderson illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-76. Connersville, IN, 1971, G+ machine; unnamed car dealer's ms "ad" on PPC: 3 diff.Ford Mavericks. E $8
AD-77. Fort Wayne, IN, 1907, F Int'l (trim R; tiny tear L) S.F.Bowser Oil Tank illus.logo ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-78. Goshen, IN, 1884, partial CDS/cork (town not struck; L edge lite tone)
F.V.B.Minnich/Hardware & Stoves/Agricultural Implements; 1c banknote on cvr. E $5
AD-79. Indianapolis, IN, 1918, VF Univ.; J.M.Lee, M.D., Fountain Square Block return add.on flap on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $6
AD-80. Indianapolis, IN, 1934, VF Int'l (lite tone) Van Camp Hardware & Iron illus.ad (warehouse) at L; logo on back on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-81. Jasper, IN, 1944, F Int';1; Jasper Desk Co.illus.embossed ad (desk) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-82. Jasper, IN, 1950, G+ Int';1; Jasper Chair Co.illus.(chair) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-83. Marion, IN, 1919, G+ Amer/A14; Indiana Truck Corp.logo cc; illus.rail truck on back on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-84. Terre Haute, IN, 1942, F Univ. (tiny tear T) Hotel Deming illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-85. Vincennes, IN, 1911, VG Amer/B14 (upper R tip nib) P.Eluere's Son cc; Enterprise Meat & Food Chopper illus.ad at L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-86. Cedar Rapids, IA, 1905, G+ Colum. (bit lite tone) Chandler Pump Co.illus.form (valve) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-87. Cedar Rapids, IA, 1919, G+ Univ. (bit lite tone) Elgin Motor Power Mfg.Co.illus ad (container w/man's portrait on side) on #10 PSE. E $14
AD-88. Charles City, IA, 1931, VG Univ.; Hotel Hildreth illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-89. Davenport, IA, 1892, partial duplex (trim R, in stamp to portrait; crs; lite tone)
Nicholas Kuhnen Tobacco & Cigars illus.ad (factory) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-90. Davenport, IA, [1919], printed 1c Paid/Permit No.7 (bit lite tone; edge tear T; crs)
Palmer School of Chiropractic illus.logo ad at L; Xmas wish & ad on front; on PPC. E $14
AD-91. Davenport, IA, ca.1940s, F precancx (small sealed spine) Jones Studio, Davenport, "Where the West Begins/Photo Finishing" ad at L; overall text ad on back; 1.5c Prexie on 4.5x6.75" cvr w/"Contents: Merchandise" add.label. E $14
AD-93. Des Moines, IA, 1895, G+ duplex (trim R) Hawkeye Insurance Co.fancy ad header on cvr w/4-pg.enc.w/matching letterhead. E $15 MIN.8
AD-94. Des Moines, IA, 1902, VG Int'l; Greek Lamp Book Shop illus.ad cc (oil lamp & books) on cvr. E $15
AD-95. Dubuque, IA, 1894, VG Int'l (trim R; lite tone) Hotel Julien fancy ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-96. Eldon, IA, 1932, VG duplex; Steffen's Drug Store illus.ad (Indian on horseback & scene)
"Near the Proposed State Game Lake-At Chief Blackhawk's Grave" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-97. (Manchester), IA, 1924, indistinct "Chi & ??" RPO duplex canx origin (trim R) Dan H.Young/Young's Lawn Cleaner return add.on flap; overall illus.LAWN RAKE on obverse, on cvr
w/matching illus.letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-98. Marshalltown, IA, 1907, G+ Amer/B14; Marshall Oil Co.salesman's notice on back,
w/illus."Roseine Oil" ad (lamp & moon) on GPC. E $8
AD-99. Muscatine, IA, [1880], G+ CDS/cork; Hoppes & Holcomb Plants & Vegetables price list on
GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-100. Richland, IA, 1933, F duplex (bit trim T) Hal G.Figgins/Hardware & Farm Equipment on
cvr. E $5
AD-101. Sioux City, IA, 1900, G+ Barry; Hawman & Shaw illus.ad (large 4.5x1.5" blue fish) on
cvr. E $40
AD-102. Sioux City, IA, 1932, VG Univ.; Metz Bros.Baking Co. red & blue illus.ad (Butternut
bread wrapper) on cvr. E $8
AD-103. Waterloo, IA, 1900, VF Amer/B14(1) (bit ruff trim R to stamp; lite tone) Creamery
Package Mfg.Co.overall illus.ad (machine) w/lite green lined background on cvr. E $20
AD-104. (Caldwell), KS, 1887, canxed (Flor &) Winfield/RPO partial CDS w/crude neg."E" killer
(L arc not struck, but inferred from usage; overall lite tone; tone spot; trim R) Lelsind Hotel
illus.ad; overall text ad for "Booming Caldwell...Smith Taylor Real Estate" on back on cvr. E
$24 MIN.12
AD-105. (Fort Scott), KS, 1898, canxed Joplin, MO, G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R) H.Ingham
Plumbing illus.ad (fancy toiled w/overhead tank) on cvr. E $20
AD-106. Hoisington, KS, 1910, G duplex; Hoisington Electric & Ice Co.cc; 4 photo illus.at L
(Mo.Pac.RR Yards; YMCA; school; harvest scene); overall text ad for town on back on cvr. E $24
MIN.12
AD-107. Winfield, KS, 1914, VF Amer/B14 (nick B; bit cr) State Home orphanage ad at L,
requesting Xmas gift for "the child now in our Institution in whom you are interested..." on
State Home PPC. E $15
AD-108. Frankfort, KY, 1934, F Univ. (trim R; bit lite tone) Southern Hotel photo illus.ad on
cvr. E $12
AD-109. Lexington, KY, ca.1872, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) Franklin Fire Ins.Co.of Philadelphia ad
header; "Premiums rec'd in 1871-$1,451,176.63/Losses paid in 1871-$925,542.43/of which Chicago
rec'd $419,596.85" on flap on cvr. Reference to payout for Great Chicago Fire. E $20
AD-110. Louisville, KY, 1900, G+ Barry (ruff slit lower R; lite tone; lite crs) W.B.Belknap
Hardware illus.ad (fancy "key" bracket holding sign) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-111. New Orleans, LA, 1938, G+ duplex (toned) New Hotel Monteleone ad cc; overall full-color
back ad (hotel; part o/s by recd canx) on air/special del.cvr. E $24
AD-112. Bangor, ME, 1910, VG Amer/A14; C.M.Conant Agricultural Implements, Wind Mills...
Carriages... Sleighs... ad cc/header; illus."Hoover Potato Digger" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-113. Norway, ME, 1949, VF duplex; "The Snowshoe Town/Largest Snowshoe Factory in the
World/Snocraft" illus.h/s cachet on cvr. E $14
AD-114. Baltimore, MD, [1853], G+ blue CD (dial bit hi) John W.Bell & Co.(Flour & Gen'l
Commission Merchants) albino embossed cc in oval w/illus.flour bags, wheat sheaf & barrel; bit
faulty 3c imperf on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $75 MIN.38
AD-115. Baltimore, MD, ca.1869, G CDS/cork (trim R) Johnston Bros. & Co.cc; 3c locomotive on
cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-116. Baltimore, MD, 1870s, partial CDS (cr) F.M.Ellett & Co.Commission Merchants/Hides,
Leather on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-117. Baltimore, MD, 1870s, VG CDS/cork (uneven trim T) Geo.W.Depew & Co./Agricultural
Foundry illus.ad cc (2 small steel plows) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-118. Baltimore, MD, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (trim R, just in stamp frame) Chas.Hollander &
Sons, Lounges, Mattresses ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-119. Baltimore, MD, [1882], G+ Leavitt; Sam'l G.Winternitz & Bro./Bar Iron & Steel header &
illus. horseshoe (o/s by message) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-120. Baltimore, MD, [1884], F CDS/cork (trim R, in stamp to oval) Heywood Bros. Chairs, Rattan & Baby Carriages cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-121. Baltimore, MD, 1892, F Int'l (nick B) Henry McShane Mfg.Co.cc; overall illus.back ad (factory) w/Brass & Iron Founders' "Highest Awards for Church Bells & Chimes" list of Expos & fairs on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-122. Baltimore, MD, 1893, VF Int'l (upper R crnr ruff slit) Tregellas, Hertel & Co.Dry Goods & Notions fancy ad cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-123. Baltimore, MD, 1893, G+ Int'l (bit ruff slit upper R) Francis Albert & Co./Hardware header w/large illus.pitchfork on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-124. Baltimore, MD, 1893, VF Int'l (upper R edge ruff) Chas.Pracht & Co.illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-126. Baltimore, MD, 1894, G Int'l (lite tone) John A.Horner/Notions, Hosiyery fancy ad cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-127. Baltimore, MD, 1894, G Int'l (lite tone) Leibrandt & McDowell Stove illus.ad (factory) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-128. Baltimore, MD, 1896, VF Barry (trim L; tear T) G.Ober & Sons' (fertilizers) cc on PSE w/illus.letterhead enc.(factory; pen notes across illus.). E $15 MIN.8
AD-130. Baltimore, MD, 1896, G+ Barry (lite tone) Security Storage & Trust Co.illus.ad (eagle) & back ad (bldg) on cvr. E $20
AD-131. Baltimore, MD, 1896, G+ duplex; Wm.J.H.Gluck Stove & Tinware overall light gray illus.ad (factory on PINK cvr w(enc. E $24 MIN.12
AD-132. Baltimore, MD, 1896, VG Barry; Jos.C.McCauley/Horse Collars h/s cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc.(collar). E $15 MIN.8
AD-133. Baltimore, MD, 1904, VF Int'l; Marcus W.Wolf/Stationers illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-134. Baltimore, MD, 1915, F+ Int'l; Red Coil Mfg.Co.illus.ad (woman w/lamps & factory) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-135. Baltimore, MD, 1921, VG Int'l (tears T) Keen Kutter logo at L; overall back ad w/illus.safety razor; 6x 2c Wash.offset on special del.cvr. E $20
AD-136. Cumberland, MD, 1944, VF Int'l (edge tears T) Carter Seafood Co.illus.ad cc (lobster) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-137. LeGore, MD, 1900, partial CDS/target (trim R) LeGore Combination Lime Co.ad cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-138. Boston, MA, [1877], G+ CDS/cork (trim R) B.B.Russell, Publisher cc w/illus.logo (2 bees & fancy "R"); list of 20 products; on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-139. (Boston), MA, ca.1880, VG cork only; John S.Hayes (publisher) text ad at L; 1c banknote on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-140. Boston, MA, 1891, VG Amer (bit ruff trim R) Mt.Washington Cold Spring Mfg.Co.illus.ad (tank w/valve) on cvr. E $14
AD-141. Boston, MA, 1896, G+ Amer/D4(6); American Tube Works ad cc w/illus.eagle & shield logo on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-142. Boston, MA, 1898, G+ Amer/B4(12) (trim R; sealed spindle in ad) Martin L.Hall & Co.full-color illus.ad (ear of corn) w/shiny gold frame on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-143. Boston, MA, 1905, G+ Int'; S.M.Howes Co.ad header w/product list (stove pipes, etc.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-144. Brockton, MA, 1898, VF Amer/B14(1); W.L.Douglas/Largest Mfr.of $3.50 & $3 Shoes in the World illus.ad (his photo portrait) 1c green on cvr. E $20
AD-145. Brockton, MA, 1904, F Amer/B14(2) (bit trim T) T.D.Barry & Co.illus.ad (factory) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-146. Brockton, MA, 1933, F Univ.; Brockton Daily Enterprise cc; illus.man w/pointer showing location on state map on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-147. Falmouth, MA, 1901, G CDS/cork; Hotel Falmouth illus.ad on cvr. E $14
AD-148. (Pitchburg), MA, 1907, canxed Athol F Amer/B14(1) (trim R) Webber Lumber Co.illus.ad (red door on tree trunk) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-149. Gloucester, MA, 1938, VG meter; Frank C. Pearce Co.cc; 47x52mm "Nat'l Fisheries Convention & Expo" ad label on back on cvr. E $8
AD-150. Hudson, MA, 1889, G+ CDS/cork; India Stripe Waterproofs/Goodyear Gossamer Co.ad header on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-151. Malden, MA, 1938, G+ Int'l; Station Motor Sales ad w/cartoon illus.(man in jalopy) on GPC Sc.UX27. E $12 MIN.6
AD-152. Northampton, MA, ca.1863, G+ DCDS/target (trim R) "From Mount Holyoke, Prospect House" header on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-154. Ann Arbor, MI, 1913, G+ Univ. (pinhole) Students' Christian Assn./University YMCA printed ad in message area on PPC. E $8
AD-155. Battle Creek, MI, 1905, F Amer/B14(1); Jones Side-Wall Registers ad cc; overall illus.back ad (register w/wall cutaway); solo 1c Sc.300 (faulty: slit thru where used to seal part of flap) on 3.5x6.25" 8-pg.ad booklet w/interlocking wraparound 3-panel outer cover. E $20 MIN.10
AD-156. Battle Creek, MI, 1949, F+ Univ.; Battle Creek Gravel Co.ad cc; red illus.concrete truck at lower R on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-158. Detroit, MI, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) Russell House illus.ad on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-159. Detroit, MI, 1908, G+ Int'l; Detroit White Lead & Varnish Co.rec't w/logo (large co.name) on GPC. E $6
AD-160. Detroit, MI, 1909, G+ Int'l; Detroit White Lead & Varnish Co.rec't w/logo (small co.name) on GPC. E $6
AD-161. Detroit, MI, 1916, VF Univ. (toned; bit scuff) "The Maccabees" printed receipt form at L on ad PPC. E $6
AD-162. Detroit, MI, 1938, VF Int'l; Enness Co.illus.ad (hand truck) on GPC Sc.UX27. E $15 MIN.8
AD-164. Lapeer, MI, 1938, VF Univ. (bit lite tone) State Mutual Cyclone printed receipt at L of address; overall photo illus.ad on back: 2 men by bldg.damaged by cyclone; on UX27 GPC. E $14
AD-165. Menominee, MI, 1901, F duplex (trim R; nick R, just in stamp) S.M.Stephenson Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15
AD-166. Saginaw, MI, ca.1918, partial Univ. (dial not struck) Valley Home Telephone Co.cc w/illus.shield on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-167. Saginaw, MI, 1966, VG meter; Draper Chevrolet salesman's ms ad in message area on ad PPC: '66 Caprice Custom Coupe. E $12 MIN.6
AD-168. Duluth, MN, 1948, F Univ.; Int'l Woodworkers of America/CIO/Local 29 cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-169. (Mankato), MN, 1931, canxed Red Wing VG+ Univ. (lite tone) Hotel Saulpaugh illus.ad at L; 12 illus.hotels on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-170. Minneapolis, MN, 1938, F Univ. (ruff slit upper R; tear T) Wheeler-Barnes Food Mfrs.cc; "For a Perfect Summer Vacation/Minnesota" multi-color 37x58mm poster stamp (fishing) at L on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-171. Minneapolis, MN, 1938, F Univ. (ruff slit upper R) Wheeler-Barnes Food Mfrs.cc; "Minnesota/Ideal Family Vacation Spot" multi-color 37x58mm poster stamp (camping) at L on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-172. Monticello, MN, [1912], G duplex; Miles G.Bowden/Standard Bred Egg Producers illus.ad (chickens) at L on PC w/his personal message to relative on back. E $20
AD-173. (Saint Paul), MN, 1929, canxed Caledonia, MN, VG Univ. (bit ruff slit T) St.Francis Hotel logo cc on cvr w/3-pg.illus.(hotel) letterhead enc. E $12
AD-174. Stillwater, MN, 1957, VG meter; J.R.Schettle Frog Farm/Guaranteed Adult Male Rana Pipiens For Pregnancy Testing illus.ad (frog) on #10 cvr to Canada. E $20 MIN.10
AD-175. Winona, MN, 1921, G+ Int'l (tear T; lite tone) Hotel Winona overall illus.back ad (hotel & 4 area scenes) on cvr. E $20
AD-176. Greenwood, MS, 1919, VG Amer/A14 (lite tone; bit ruff R tip; edge tear R) Hotel Irving illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-177. Magnolia, MS, 1920, F duplex (lite tone; part ruff R) Oakwood/W.H.Ackerman cc on cvr. E $6
AD-178. (Ruleville), MS, 1906, canxed Clarks & Yazoo City/RPO partial duplex (o/s; lite tone) "M.E.Simmons, Erecting Engineer" cc on cvr. E $10 MIN.5
AD-179. Jefferson City, MO, 1963, F meter (trim R; crnr crs) State Highway Comm'n cc; full-color photo ad at L (speedboats) & overall full-color ad on back (5 photo scenes) on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-180. Kansas City, MO, 1908, G+ Amer/B14; Crescent Lumber Co.rec't on GPC. E $6
AD-181. Kansas City, MO, 1912, F Int'l (ruff R) Diamond Rubber cc; overall white-on-black back ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-182. Paris, MO, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (trim R, just in stamp; lite tone; cr) Erie Shoe Co.cc; bit faulty 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-183. Saint Joseph/Sta.A, MO, 1909, G+ Amer/B38; Amer.Sash & Door form on GPC. E $5
AD-184. Saint Louis, MO, 1907, G+ Int'l (ruff R) Chappell Oil & Grease Co.illus.ad: King Bee Oils barrel w/BEE on end on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-185. Saint Louis, MO, 1908, VG Int'l (ruff L; lite tone) A.Leschen & Sons Rope Co.illus.ad (Hercules Wire Rope cutaway view) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-186. Saint Louis, MO, 1911, F Int'l (trim R; part lite tone) N.Jost Cork & Bottlers' Supply illus.ad (warehouse) on cvr. E $14
AD-187. Saint Louis, MO, 1922, F Int'l; Silverstone Music Co.ad cc on window cvr. E $8
AD-188. Saint Louis, MO, 1926, G+ duplex (ruff R) Madison Hotel photo illus.ad; 6x 2c (1 on ad) on special del.cvr. E $14
AD-189. Saint Louis, MO, ca.1930s, F precanx (bit cr) Oriental Bazaar illus.ad (weavers & upright loom) bit faulty 1c Frank. on cvr. E $15
AD-190. Saint Louis, MO, 1937, F meter on label (bit cr) Ralston Purina full-color illus.ad: baby girl w/bowl on #10 cvr. E $12
AD-191. Saint Louis, MO, 1937, F meter w/slogan (NBC radio show); Ralston Purina full-color illus.ad: baby girl w/bowl on #10 cvr. E $14
AD-192. Saint Louis, MO, 1949, F Int'l (toned) Metropolitan Ice Cream Co.ad cc w/Esquire Ice Cream logo on #10 window cvr. E $6
AD-193. Saint Louis, MO, 1952, VF Int'l; Contour Chairs illus.discount ad on back (lounge chair) "Chair-Lounge/at the Springfield, Illinois/State Fair"; on GPC. E $14
AD-194. Saint Louis (Merchants Sta.), MO, 1921, G+ DCDS/Req'd as origin b/s (tiny nick T) St.Louis Commission Co.fancy logo ad cc; 12c Frank on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-195. Saint Louis/terminal Sta., MO, 1904, VG Barr-Fyke ty.AS1/4-122; Geo.D.Barnard text ad cc; overall illus.back ad (flat opening blank book) on cvr. E $15
AD-196. Washington, MO, 1903, G+ duplex; Wm.Petersen/Fine Hand-made Cigars ad cc; "Smoke Petersen's Cigars" h/s ad on back on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-197. Deshler, NE, 1938, VG Colum.; Deshler Broom Factory illus.ad (factory) on #10 cvr. E $12
AD-198. Deshler, NE, 1938, G Colum. (upper R tip ruff slit; tiny tear R) Deshler Broom Factory cc; full-color illus.ad at L (factory on globe) & on back (broom on map of U.S.) on cvr. E $14
AD-199. (North Platte), NE, 1914, canxed Omaha & Ogden/RPO VG duplex (part ruff R; lite tone) Hotel Timmerman illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-200. McGill, NV, 1911, G duplex (no flap) Steptoe Valley Smelting & Mining Co.cc on cvr w/enc. E $14
AD-201. Reno, NV, 1940, VG Int'l (lite gum tone) Hotel Golden illus.ad on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-202. Laconia, NH, 1899, G+ duplex (trim R) Waverly Shoe Co.cc & text ad on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-203. (Wolfeboro), NH, 1880s, Chiltonville, MA, partial CDS/target; "The Pavilion, Lake Winnipesaukee" cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-204. Arlington, NJ, 1940, G+ Univ. (bit uneven trim T) A.R.Anderson & Co.illus.ad (Self Adjusting Shoe Tree) on cvr. E $14
AD-205. Camden, NJ, 1915, G+ Int'l w/dateless dial (crs; edge tear L) Montross Metal Roofing overall text & illus.ad, well into message area on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-206. Three Bridges, NJ, 1918, G+ duplex; A.S.Case/Hay, Straw... Horses... Wagons illus.ad
(horse) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-207. Clayton, NM, 1921, VG Colum. (trim R; tear T) "Geo.W.Guyer, Abstracter" albino embossed cc on cvr. E $14
AD-208. Batavia, NY, 1938, F Univ. (upper R tip ruff slit) F.E.Mason/Seals & Labels cc; 39x52mm green & silver ad label on back on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-209. Buffalo, NY, 1870s, VF CDS/target (trim L; edge tear T) Pratt & Co./Hardware pale blue illus.ildgs; overall lined background; on cvr. E $20
AD-211. Churchville, NY, 1893, G CDS/target (toned) Cottage Hotel, F.N.Parish, Proprietor, photo illus., w/ his Grand Trunk Rwy Agrt's oval h/s at lower L on cvr. E $50
AD-213. (Falconer), NY, 1917, canxed Costello, PA, G+ 4-bar on cvr w/printed address: "W.T.Falconer, Mfg.Co./Makers of 'Falcon' Bee-keepers' Supplies". E $12 MIN.6
AD-215. Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1913, G+ Univ.; McBride, Nast & Co."Travel" magazine text ad on back; on 3.25x5.25" PC w/overall photo illus.on ADDRESS side (street in native village). E $15
AD-216. New York, NY, 1887, VG+ duplex; C.H.Mallory & Co./Mallory S.S.Line cc w/illus.(open porthole & ship) in same color as stamp on 2c brown PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-217. (New York), NY, 1899, canxed Bridgeport, CT, G+ duplex (toned; tear T; crs) Beardsley's Shredded Codfish red & blue illus.container at L; 5c blue Grant on 3.75x5.75" "Beardsley's Souvenir Card" w/Statue of Liberty on pix side, to Germany. E $20
AD-218. New York, NY, 1904, VG Int'l, just in back ad; (lite tone) American Net & Twine/Everything in Fish Nets ad header w/2 illus.Expox medals; 4 illus.Expox medals on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-219. New York, NY, 1905, F Int'l (ruff R; into 1 illus.on back) Jos.F.McCoy Co.cc; illus.garden shears by add.: overall illus.back ad (wrench, pulley, 2 more) on cvr. E $15
AD-220. New York, NY, ca.1920s, VF precanx; Pinaud, Inc., cc on mailing label; 1.5c Harding coil Sc.598 (slit thru when opened) on 3" high x 1.25" diam.cylinder w/encls.: glass vial w/cork stopper, containing dried remnants of "Elixir Shampoo" sample; ad flyer (wadded) & piece of cotton filler. E $15 MIN.8
AD-221. New York, NY, 1948, F Int'l; "Al Jolson's Nearest Thing to Heaven" Bourne, Inc.(publisher) ad w/illus.stork on GPC Sc.UX27. E $15 MIN.8
AD-223. New York/City Hall Sta., NY, 1918, G+ Univ. (bit lite tone) Smith-Worthington Co./Saddlery & Leather Goods/Auto Accessories illus.ad (U.S.Officers Field Saddle) on #10 PSE. E $15
AD-225. New York/Sta.E, NY, 1911, F Int'l (tear T; crnrs crs) Red Star Line/SS Krooonland text ad at L (New Year wish); 2c Wash.Sc.384 w/Schemack ty.3 perfso on ship's PPC to ENGLAND. E $24 MIN.12
AD-226. New York/Sta.P, NY, 1911, partial duplex; "Carnegi Hall/Violin Recital/Mischa Elman" ad w/ his photo portrait on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-228. Port Jervis, NY, 1893, F duplex; Orange County Farmer illus.ad cc (tiny farm & produce) 1c blue on cvr. E $20
AD-230. Rochester, NY, [1889], VG cork only (lower L tip nick) Jas.Vick, Seedsman, header; illus."striped rose"; 1c Sc.212 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-231. Rochester, NY, 1900, partial Barry; Powers Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-232. Sinclairville, NY, 1883, G+ CDS (trim R; nick T) B.B.Lord/Thoroughbred Holstein Cattle cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-233. Troy, NY, 1850s, partial DCDS/cork (trim R; lower R crnr ruff; tone speck) Lillie's...
Improved Safes & Bars illus.ad (safe) w/overall orange lined background; 3c imperf on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-234. Waterloo, NY, 1893, partial duplex; Waterloo Organ Co./Malcolm Love Pianos/Waterloo Organs fancy ad w/illus.sheet music; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-235. Greensboro, NC, 1911, F Amer/B14; Newman Machinery Co./Woodworking Machinery ad on flap, tucked inside for 3rd class mailing; 1c Frank. on cvr w/overall illus.back ad (5 machines). E $20
AD-236. Raleigh, NC, 1870s, VG+ CDS/cork; Yarborough House fancy cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-237. Barnesville, OH, 1904, G duplex (lite tone) Watt Mining Car Wheel Co.illus.ad (mine car wheel) 1c Sc.300 on unsealed cvr. E $15
AD-239. Cincinnati, OH, 1928, F Int'l (lite tone) "A Warner Automatic Electric Dumb Waiter" photo illus.ad at L; on GPC w/hang hole at T. E $14
AD-240. Cincinnati, OH, 1928, VF Int'l (lite tone) "Users of Warner Elevators/Hickox Bldg., Cleveland" photo illus.ad at L; on GPC w/hang hole at T. E $14
AD-241. Cincinnati, OH, 1929, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Rose Bldg.photo illus.ad at L; on GPC w/hang hole at T. E $14
AD-242. Cincinnati, OH, 1942, VG PB meter (bit lite tone) Victor Electric Products logo ad cc; "For Victory" meter slogan; on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-243. Cincinnati, OH, 1946, F 40c PB meter w/"Behind the Eight-Ball Since 1880" pictorial slogan (8-ball); Nat'l Billiard Mfg.Co.MATCHING illus.cc (part trim R; lower R tip slit) on #10 air cvr to URUGUAY. E $15 MIN.8
AD-244. Cleveland, OH, 1897, G Barry (lite tone) "The Hollenden/Fire Proof" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $14
AD-245. Cleveland, OH, 1900, G+ Barry (2 pinholes; bit ruff slit R) McIntosh-Huntington Co.illus.ad (gas stove: caption partial because crnr folded under when printed) on PSE. E $14
AD-246. Cleveland, OH, 1908, F duplex (trim R; bit lite tone) "The Hollenden" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $14
AD-247. Cleveland, OH, 1909, G+ Int'l (slight trim T) Chamberlin Metal Weather Strip Co.illus.ad (product & 5 Expo medals) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-248. Cleveland, OH, 1911, G+ Int'l (trim R, just in stamp) Valley Oil Co.ad cc ("Use Caroleone") on cvr w/letterhead & other encs. E $12
AD-249. Cleveland, OH, 1921, VG+ Int'l (trim R) Weideman Co.illus.ad (boy carrying tray) on cvr. E $8
AD-250. Cleveland, OH, ca.1930, VF precanx; Malin & Co. (wire mfr.) text ad at L on 2-panel ad PC w/illus.coil wire crate inside; INTACT 1c Frank.Sc.632 wrapped around B edge to seal. E $15
AD-251. Cleveland, OH, 1952, F Int'l; Conti Fireworks Co./World's Most Beautiful & Safest Fireworks illus.ad (boy lighting short fuse on huge firecracker) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-252. (Columbus), OH, [1955], partial machine (no dial; tip cr; bit tip wear) car dealer ms "ad" & h/s at L on PPC: Mercury 2-door. E $8
AD-253. Coshocton, OH, 1906, F Amer/B14 (lite tone) Coshocton County Agricultural Soc'y/County Fair ad on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-255. Elyria, OH, 1903, G Amer/B14 (ruff R, in stamp) Moses Beal/Beal's Patent Core Drill illus.ad header (2 drill rigs) on pink cvr w/illus.letterhead (diff.drill rig). E $20
AD-256. Hamilton, OH, [1882], G+ CDS/cork; Hughes & Males Agricultural Co./American cider Mills illus.ad (cider mill) on cvr w/3 encs., 1 w/matching illus.cider mill; illus.man w/elaborate saw. E $20 MIN.10
AD-257. Marion, OH, 1938, F Int'l (lite gum tone) Isaly Dairy Co./Milk-Cream/Ice Cream/Butter ad cc; illus."Eatmore ICE CREAM" cone on flap on #10 cvr. E $14
AD-258. Salem, OH, 1921, partial Univ. (lite crs) Hotel Metzger illus.ad on cvr. E $12
AD-259. (Toledo), OH, 1904, G+ duplex; Bostwick Braun Hardware illus.ad cc (anvil) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-260. Toledo, OH, 1913, VG Int'l (lite tone) Steel Mantle Light Co.illus.ad (lantern & lantern cutaway) on cvr. E $24
AD-261. Toledo, OH, ca.1915, G+ Univ.; Quaker Stamp Co.ad w/2 small illus.quaker men; 1c Wash.
on unsealed cvr. E $20
AD-262. Toledo, OH, 1916, G+ Int'l (toned) R.A.Bartley Grocers illus.ad (bldg; small train; trolley; etc.) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-263. Bartlesville, OK, 1920, G+ Univ. (angle trim R) Hotel Maires illus.ad on cvr. E $8
AD-264. Enid, OK, 1953, VF PB meter w/Geo.E.Failing Supply Co.logo slogan; illus.woman photographer in tutu at L on folded 4.25x7" 4-panel illus."Core Driller" monthly in-house publication (opens to 8.5x14") w/photos: drilling equipment, "Miss Waterwitch"; worker w/Kuwaiti guard holding rifle; several sexist jokes/comics. E $24 MIN.12
AD-265. Oklahoma City, OK, 1940, VF Univ. (gum tone) Oklahoma Biltmore illus.ad on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-266. Ashland, OR, 1896, VG CDS/cork (toned; upper R crnr slit) City Marshall return add; Crater Lake Club text ad at T on cvr. E $30
AD-267. Eugene, OR, 1940, VG Univ.; Eugene Hotel illus.ad; 2x 3c Prexies on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-268. Latourell Falls, OR, ca.1951, G 4-bar ("ALLS" not struck; year partial) "Latourell Villa/Salmon Steaks...Col.Highway 26 Miles East of Portland..." pictorial h/s ad (salmon) struck at L on invitation PC. E $14
AD-269. Portland, OR, ca.1880, G+ CDS/cork; Corbitt & Macleay Grocers albino embossed oval ad cc on PSE. E $24
AD-270. Portland, OR, 1917, VG Int'l (edge tear T) Armstrong Mfg.Co.overall illus.ad: 5 cartoon-style drawings for "Armstrong Saw Books" (inc.man who lost his job because he didn't order books!); text ad on back: "testimonial" letter; on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-271. Portland, OR, 1921, VG Univ. (part ruff T) City Treasurer cc; "Stock Show...Pacific Int'l Live Stock Expo" 73x40mm pictorial PIG h/s (part o/s by canx) on cvr. E $14
AD-272. Portland, OR, 1929, G+ duplex & Univ. (nicks T & L) "The Jewish Age" publisher h/s cc on PSE to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
AD-273. Portland, OR, 1940, VG+ duplex; Imperial Hotel illus.ad; 3x 3c Prexies on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-274. Portland, OR, 1940, VF Univ.; Hotel Multnomah illus.ad on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-275. Portland, OR, 1940, VF Univ.; Portland Hotel illus.ad; 3c Prexy coil on cvr. E $8
AD-276. Chester, PA, 1900, VF Amer/B14(1) (lite tone) Alpha Boat Club cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-278. Fryburg, PA, 1884, G+ circle-in-octagon duplex (toned; R tips nick) A.C.Fasenmyer/Dry goods... Hardware...ad cc on cvr w/enc. E $20
AD-279. Greensburg, PA, ca.1940s, spotty precanx; Westmoreland Testing Lab cc; "Raw Water Can Make You Ill!" ad on pc to Rural Route Box Holder. E $15 MIN.8
AD-280. Mapleton Depot, PA, 1880s, G CDS/cork (year partial; bit ruff slit R; nick R) Hartman & Cowher, Keystone Roller Mills ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-281. Millway, PA, [1882], partial CDS/target (trim R) P.S.Brubaker/Lumber, Coal, Slate & Grain ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-282. Philadelphia, PA, [1881], G+ CDS/target (trim R; pen note just into ad) "Continental Hotel/Philadelphia" albino embossed illus.ad cc (hat in oval wreath); illus.ad on flap on cvr. E $14
AD-283. Philadelphia, PA, 1883, F Wesson H(9) (trim R; L tips nick) B.F.McFillin/Cattle Broker illus.ad (cow head) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-284. Spr.Garden Sta./Philadelphia, PA, 1893, G+ duplex; Mercantile Club ad cc w/small illus. (lyre, mask, lamp, book) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $6
AD-285. Philadelphia, PA, 1896, VG Int'l; Worcester Counter Co.illus.ad (sole & heel) on PSE. E $5
AD-286. Philadelphia, PA, 1900, F Amer (trim R; tear R) Biddle Harware Co.illus.ad cc (anvil) on PSE. E $14
AD-287. Philadelphia, PA, 1903, F Int'l (bit trim R) Barber & Perkins Grocers fancy corner ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-288. Philadelphia, PA, 1910, G+ Amer (o/s) Windsor Hotel header; illus.ad on back (part o/s) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-289. Philadelphia/Reading Term.Sta., PA, 1910, VG+ Amer/B38; M.Zineman & Bro.Opticians cc w/illus.spectacles on "Z"; 2c Seward on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-292. Philadelphia/Tacony Sta., PA, 1921, G+ duplex (upper R tip slit) Henry Disston & Sons/Keystone Saw/Toll Works illus.ad (factory); text ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-293. Pittsburg, PA, 1900, G+ Barry (lite tone) Featherweight Skirt Supporter illus.ad (woman's tiny waist) lc green on cvr. E $24
AD-294. Pittsburgh, PA, ca.1865, G DCDS/circled hollow star (dia-bit hi; year partial; T arc spotty; bit ruff trim L; tiny tear B) M'Donald & Arbuckles Grocers & Comm'n Merchants albino embossed oval ad cc on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-295. Pittsburgh, PA, 1870s, partial CDS w/BOLD circled maltese cross (trim T; upper L tip tear) A.Bradley & Co.Stoves illus.ad (stove) on PSE. E $20
AD-296. Pittsburgh, PA, 1884, G+ duplex; Volta Iron Co.illus.sheet iron on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-297. Rockwood, PA, 1967, G+ machine (lite tone) "McKeesport YMCA/Camp T.Frank Soles" origin h/s header; illus.Yogi Bear (w/Kellogg's ad) at L & in full color on pix side on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-298. Salunga, PA, 1913, G+ 4-bar; C.F.Bacon/High Grade Roller Flour illus.overall back ad (milk) (1850/1960) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-299. Titusville, PA, 1942, VG Int'l; Universal-Cyclops Steel Corp.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-300. Wernersville, Berks Co., PA, 1884, G+ DCDS/barrel grid; Sunny Side Mountain Health Resort/Open all the year. Over 1000' above tide... ad header; 1c banknote on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-301. Memphis/Desoto Sta., TN, 1916, G+ Int'l (bit ruff trim R, just in back ad; bit uneven trim T) Edgar Morgan Co.header; illus."Sweet Feed" bag; overall back ad w/illus.donkey head; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-302. Memphis/Desoto Sta., TN, 1918, VF Int'l (lite tone; trim R) Hotel Chisca illus.ad cc (Indian w/headress); overall illus.back ad (hotel) on cvr. E $15
AD-303. El Paso, TX, 1944, VG Univ.; Hotel Paso del Norte illus.ad cc; overall ad on back showing rail routes to city (2 edge tone spots on back) on cvr. E $12
AD-304. El Paso, TX, 1944, F Univ.; Hotel Capitan illus.cc, w/illus.back ad (cowboy on horse, lassoing steer) on cvr. E $14
AD-305. Houston, TX, 1916, G+ Int'l (edge tear T) "Compliments/Young Men's Business League/Houston, Texas" BOLD purple h/s above message area on PPC. E $6
AD-306. Mineral Wells, TX, 1934, VG duplex (trim R; bit lite tone) Hotel Damron illus.ad on cvr. E $8
AD-307. Nacogdoches, TX, 1948, VG Univ. (part ruff T; edge tear R) "John M.Welch, INVENTOR" illus.ad: girl on odd-looking tricycle, w/platform for feet; on #10 air cvr to American Sunbathing Ass'n, Sunshine Park, Mays Landing, NJ (NUDIST organization). E $16
AD-308. Port Arthur, TX, 1940, VF Int'l; Hotel Sabine illus.ad on cvr. E $8
AD-309. San Antonio, TX, 1936, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Purse & Hall Wholesale Furniture illus.ad (bldg) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-310. San Antonio, TX, ca.1950s?, Sanitary Mattress Factory overall illus.ad (blacks in cotton field; mattress) on unmailed #10 cvr (nibbles T & R) w/matching illus.letterhead enc.w/printed ad message. E $6
AD-311. Tyler, TX, 1934, VF Int'l (trim R) Blackstone Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12
AD-312. Shrewsbury, VT, 1899, G+ CDS/target (o/s; bit trim T; edge tears T; tear B) "Russell House" photo illus.ad on cvr. E $15
AD-313. Ashland, VA, 1896, partial CDS/cork; Randolph-Macon College cc on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-314. Danville, VA, 1888, G duplex; John A.Rowe, Marble & Granite illus.ad (woman statue) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-315. Lynchburg, VA, 1904, G Amer/B41(1); Geo.D.Witt Shoe Co.illus.ad (factory); overall illus.back ad (Dixie Girl; Dixie Boy; eagle) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-316. (Norfolk), VA, 1903, canxed Richmond, VA, VG duplex (trim R) Oliver Typewriter Exchange illus.ad (typewriter) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-317. Norfolk, VA, 1913, G+ Int'l (lite tone) "New Jamestown/The Exposition Site/Fidelity Land & Investment Corp." fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-318. Richmond, VA, 1903, F Int'l (part ruff trim L) Richmond Typewriter Exchange illus.ad (Underwood Typewriter) 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-319. Richmond, VA, 1915, F Int'l (trim R; toned) Watt Plow Co.illus.ad (buggy); "Blizzard
Feed Cutters/Smalley Cutters & Huskers/Agts for Deere Plows/Acme Harrows" overall back ad w/illus.cutter on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-320. Richmond, VA, 1919, VG+ Univ. (part lite tone; short internal tear) Standard Oil cc;
"Polarine" overall back ad w/illus.car & truck on oil window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-321. Stuart, VA, 1904, G duplex (lite tone) J.H.Rangely (dry goods) cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-322. Parkersburg, WV, 1985, VG machine (trim R; edge tear R; bit lite tone) Park Transit, Inc.,illus.ad (bus) on #10 cvr. E $6
AD-323. Parkersburg, WV, 1990, VG machine; West Virginia Bass Festival return add.;
illus.jumping bass on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-324. Beaver Dam, WI, 1927, F Univ.; Voiture #856 La Societe des 40 Hommes et 8 Chevaux cc;
"Celebrate July 3rd & 4th/Amer.Legion" 54x70mm ad label on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-325. Gillett, WI, 1939, G+ Univ. (state not struck; upper R tip & part of flap ruff slit;
lite tone) Gillett Canning Co.illus.ad cc (man sowing seeds) on #10 cvr w/"Canned Pea Campaign"
45x57mm illus.ad label on back. E $12
AD-326. Milwaukee, WI, 1932, VG Univ. (lite tone) Hotel Wisconsin cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-327. Milwaukee, WI, 1949, VG Univ.; "It's Bock Beer Time/Keller's" liquor store ad
w/illus.goat on GPC Sc.UX27. E $15 MIN.8
AD-328. Oshkosh, WI, 1954, VG Univ. (bit lite tone; nick R) Hoffman's cc w/illus.ad (frog
standing on 1 foot) on #10 cvr to Canada. E $20 MIN.10
AD-329. Yellowstone Park, WV, 1926, VG Univ. (R edge cr) Yellowstone Park Camps Co.illus.ad
(Old Faithful) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.6

ADVERTISING: PERFINS ON COVER
AD-330. "5-3" in diamond, Cincinnati, OH, 1911, G+ Int'l; "5th & 3rd Nat'l Bank" type (1c
Frank.) private use on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AD-331. "AB/CO" (ty.A40), New York/Sta.D, NY, 1909, VF Int'l w/dateless dial (lite tone)
American Book Co.cc (1c Frank.) on unsealed cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-332. "ABB", Chicago/Kinzie Sta., IL, 1909, G Time-Cmns (lite tone) A.B.Dick type (1c Frank.)
private use on PPC. E $14
AD-333. "AI/CO" (reversed, w/add'l impression of "AI" below), Rockford, IL, 1911, F Time-Cmns;
private use of American Insurance type (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $15
(1c Wash.) on PPC. E $14
AD-335. "BC(o)" (ty.B78; inverted); 2c Wash.Sc.707; Bucyrus Eire Co.type on mint stamp ONLY. E
$12 MIN.6
AD-336. "BE/NY" (ty.B97 & B97.5), Long Island City, NY, 1970, partial machine; Board of
Education/City of N.Y./Aviation High School cc; (2x 1c w/B97; 2 pairs of 12c Ford w/2
diff.perfin types) on #10 cvr to Australia w/"Returned For Add'l Postage/Postage Due (25
Cents/Foreign Airmail Must Be Fully Prepaid" h/s. SCARCE combo. E $24 MIN.12
AD-337. "BP/CO", Brooklyn, NY, 1909, F Int'l (lite crs) Balch, Price & Co.text ad at L (1c
Sc.300) on ad PPC. E $20 MIN.10
AD-338. "C(CH)"*, Detroit, MI, 1911, VG Int'l; private use of "Credit Clearing House" type (1c
Frank.) on PPC. E $15
AD-339. "CAO" (ty.C24), Cadillac, MI, 1910, G Amer/A14 (dial hi) Armour & Co. type (2c Wash)
private use on cvr w/Daughters of Amer.Revolution logo on flap; matching letterhead enc. E $12
MIN.6
AD-340. "CC" (ty.C63; inverted), Chicago, IL, 1913, VG Time-Cmns (L edge cr) Crane Co.ad on pix
side (1c Wash.) on PPC. E $14
AD-341. "CDG/CO", St.Louis, MO, 1911, G Int'l (town partial) Carleton Dry Goods cc (2c Wash.)
on cvr. E $40
AD-342. "CHI" (inverted; few missing pins), Lethbridge, AB, Canada, 1936, VG machine; Int'l
Harvester Co.cc (3c King) on cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
AD-343. "CHI" (ty.C152C-1), Spokane, WA, 1916, F+ Int'l (bit lite tone; lite cr) Int'l
Harvester type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $15
AD-344. "COLE" (ty.C248), Chicago, IL, 1915, VF Int'l (lite tone; trim R) Cole Mfg.Co.cc w/"Hot
Blast Stoves" logo (2c Wash.) on oil window cvr w/toned letterhead enc. E $30
AD-345. "CU", New York/Bronx Central Sta., NY, 1961, G Int'l; Columbua Univ.printed message (1c
AD-346. "D & R" (ty.D152; reversed), New York, NY, ca.1912, G mute oval (crs; trim R) Daggett & Ramsdell/Manufacturing Chemists (1c Wash.) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-347. "FERRY", Mount Vernon, IL, ca.1919, F Colum. (year omitted; tear B; crnr crs) D.M.Perry/Seedsmen salesmen’s ad at L (1c offset Wash.) on ad PPC. E $14
AD-348. "FF/M", Atlanta, GA, 1922, F Univ. (part ruff trim L, into cc) (Firema)n’s Fund Ins.Co.cc (2c Wash.) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-349. "(E)" (ty.G72-18), Columbus, OH, 1921, VG Int’l (tear L) Gen’l Electric form on back (1c Wash.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-351. "HS/L" (shifted up), London, Great Britain, 1911, G+ machine (lite tone) Harrods Ltd.text ad re."Xmas Catalog Toy List & Aeroplane Card" at L (1/2p King) on add PPC. E $15
AD-352. "I/WILL" (ty.I117), Chicago, IL, 1942, G+ Univ. (toned; ruff L) Chicago Police Dept.cc; "Keep ’Em Flying/Buy Defense Bonds" blue h/s at L; (2c Prexie) on cvr w/enc.: whereabouts of addressee’s missing relative. E $15
AD-353. "I/WILL" (ty.I117), Chicago, IL, 1945, VG Univ. (gum tone lines) Office of the Mayor/City Hall cc & RED "Keep ’Em Flying/Buy War Bonds" below, all ENGRAVED; (3c Prexie) on cvr. E $15
AD-354. "IC" (ty.I21; inverted), Washington/Sta.G, DC, 1912, G+ Int’l (crs) private use of Illinois Central RR type (2c Wash.) on PPC. E $6
AD-355. "INB" (inverted), New York/City Hall Sta., NY, 1919, G Univ. (crnr crs; toned) Irving Nat’l Bank form on back (1c Wash.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-356. "INB" (upright), New York/City Hall Sta., NY, 1919, G Univ. (crnr crs; toned) Irving Nat’l Bank form on back (1c Wash.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-357. "IRC(o)" (reversed), New York/Sta.P, NY, 1911, VG Int’l (part ruff trim L; tears T, in cc) Indian Refining Co.cc (2c Wash.) on #10 cvr. E $15
AD-358. "IRC(o)" (reversed), New York/Sta.P, NY, 1913, G+ Univ. (trim L, well into cc, removes "Indian") Indian Refining Co.cc (bit cr 2c Parcel Post) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-359. "ISC(o)" (ty.I91-1), San Francisco, CA, 1938, F Int’l; Int’l Silver Co.cc (2x 3c Wash.) on #10 air cvr. E $14
AD-360. "ISF" (ty.I96.5), Minneapolis, MN, 1917, F Int’l (trim R) International Stock Food Co.cc (2c Wash.) on cvr w/"Back the Boys in the Trenches" h/s applied at Kenwood, MO. E $24 MIN.12
AD-361. "JELL/O", Frankfort, IN, 1912, VG Amer/B14(1) (tip crs) private use (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $16
AD-362. "JN/L", Leipzig, Germany, 1931, G+ repeater; "Nitsche A.-G./Kinematographen und Filme" cc (15pf +10pf) on cvr to Portugal. E $15 MIN.8
AD-363. "JSB & Co" (ty.J141, reversed & inverted), Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1912, VG Int’l (bit nibbled upper L) J.S.Bache & Co.cc (2c Wash.) on cvr w/engraved letterhead enc. E $16
AD-364. "JTR" (inverted), Chicago, IL, 1911, F Time-Cmns (crs; part soiled) Jos.T.Ryerson Iron & Steel ad on pix side (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $20
AD-365. "KL& Co" (ty.K41), New York, NY, 1913, G+ Univ. (part lite tone) Kuhn, Loeb & Co.cc; "Campania" h/s instruction at L; 3c Wash. on 2c PSE to Germany. E $24
AD-366. "LGD" (reversed), Indianapolis, IN, 1911, VG Int’l (lite soiled) L.G.Dressler, Hotel Mgr.type (1c Frank.) private use, as usual, on PPC to Chief of Police, Mechanicsburg, PA. E $15 MIN.8
AD-367. "LGD", Indianapolis, IN, 1911, G+ Int’l (lite crs) L.G.Dressler type, probably used by hotel guest (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-368. "LGD", Indianapolis, IN, 1912, VF Int’l; normal private use of hotel mgr.L.G.Dressler type (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $15
AD-370. "M/G", Buffalo Mills, PA, 1913, G+ 4-bar; private use of Continental Tailoring Co.type (1c Frank) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-371. "Mcc" (ty.M53), Grand Central Sta., NY, 1911, G+ Int’l (lite tone) handwritten New Year's wish from McCall Co.circulation mgr in message area (1c Frank) on PPC. E $16
AD-372. "Mcc" (ty.M53; inverted; leg of "M" abuts edge), New York/Penn.Term.Sta., NY, 1916, G+
Univ.; McCall Co.type (1c Wash.) OFFICIAL company use w/HANDWRITTEN message ("New Year Greetings from McCall's/W.A.V.") on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-373. "ML/IC" (ty.M159), San Francisco, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-17C Pan-Cal slogan; Metropolitan Life Ins.cc (2c Wash.) on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-374. "MSU", East Lansing, MI, 1966, G machine; Michigan State Univ.printed message (5c Wash.+3c Liberty) on 4c GPC to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
AD-375. "N & C/SCo", Grand Central Sta., NY, 1910, VG Int'l (edge tears; bit edge wear) Nat'l Cloak & Suit Co.return add.on flap; logo cc (1c Frank.) on 4.25x5.75" cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-376. "NCB" (ty.N41), New York/Wall St.Sta., NY, 1915, G+ Univ. (bit trim T) Nat'l City Bank of N.Y.return add.on flap (5c Wash.Sc.428, bit covered by censor tape) "Per S.S.New York" instruction at T on 5x6.5" cvr to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
AD-377. "NFO", unused (New York, NY), [1910], 1c Frank. on unmailed New York & New Jersey Lubricant Co.folded 2-panel ad PC. E $8
AD-378. "NU" (inverted), F, Evanston, IL, 1943, F duplex; "Office of the Session/Northwestern University" cc; 6c transport air on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-379. "NY/DA" (inverted), Albany, NY, 1915, VF Int'l (crnr cr) "N.Y.Dept.of Agriculture" type (1c Wash.) private use of scarce type on PPC. E $12
AD-380. "NYC", Kalamazoo, MI, 1919, G+ Univ. (toned) Ihling Bros-Everard Co.cc (1c Wash.w/perfin; 2c w/o) BUSINESS "private use" of N.Y.Central RR type on cvr. E $20
AD-381. "ONB", Omaha, NE, 1915, VG Int'l (lite tone) Omaha Nat'l Bank type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $16
AD-382. "OTIS" (ty.O76), Norfolk, VA, 1913, G+ Int'l; 1c Wash.; private use of Otis Elevator type on PPC. E $8
AD-383. "PG" (ty.P90; inverted), Milwaukee, WI, 1918, VF Int'l (ruff R) Ph.Gross Hardware Co.logo cc (3c Wash.) on cvr w/illus.letterhead (bldg) enc. E $20 MIN.10
AD-384. "PM/Co" (ty.P143; inverted), Mattmo, IL, 1910, VG Amer/B14 (lite tone) private use of Paper Mills Co.type (1c Frank) on PPC. E $16
AD-385. "PCC" (ty.P159), Detroit, MI, 1915, VG Univ. w/dateless dial (toned; crs; edge tear L) "190 to 221 E St." cc (1c Wash.) on cvr. E $24
AD-386. "PP" (ty.P170), Springfield, MA, 1911, F Time-Cmns (lite tone; part soiled; 3/4" tear T, at L of stamp; edge wear) Phelps Publ.type; American Agriculturist cc (1c Frank.) on cvr. E $14
AD-387. "Q & C" (ty.Q10), New Orleans, LA, 1912, G+ Int'l (part lite tone) Queen & Crescent Route type (2c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $16
AD-388. "R(CO)" (ty.R42), Pittsburg, PA, 1910, F Int'l; private use of UNKNOWN origin (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $50
AD-389. "R-H", Chicago/Lakeview Sta., IL, 1911, G+ Amer/B38 (bit lite tone) private use of Record Herald type (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-390. "R-R" (ty.R119), New York/Sta.D, NY, 1910, F Int'l; Review of Reviews type; "System/The Magazine of Business" printed header & ad (1c Frank.) on ad PPC w/att'd reply PC. E $20 MIN.10
AD-391. "R/& Co" (ty.R159), San Francisco, CA, 1913, G+ PPIE slogan (trim R) "14 Montgomery St., Room 416" engraved cc; Rothschild & Co.type (2c Wash.) on cvr. E $20
AD-393. "S" (ty.S2-26; inverted), Chicago, IL, 1912, F+ Time-Cmns (overall lite tone; upper R tip cr & heavier toned) SCARCE Swift & Co. type (1c Wash.) on Swift PPC ("Beef Dressing Dept."), apparently handed out to visitors; message: "Have just gone thru this concern..." E $40
AD-394. "S(P/S)" (ty.S233; inverted), Buffalo, NY, 1918, VG+ Univ.; Southern Pacific SS Lines type (2c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-396. "SI/Co" (ty.S151), St.Louis, MO, 1919, VF Univ. (trim R) Sligo Iron Store Co.cc (2c Wash.) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20 MIN.10
AD-398. "SU", Omaha, NE, 1918, F Univ. (tip cr) private use of U.S.Supply Co.type (2c Wash.) on PPC. E $24
AD-399. "SU & NIC", Hartford, CT, 1909, G+ Int'l (crnr crs) private use of Scottish Union type (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $14
AD-401. "TR/OW", New York/Sta.D, NY, 1911, VG Int'l (lite tone) Trow Gen'l Directory type; printed "script" ad at L (1c Frank.) official company use on ad PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-402. "TRIB" (crossbar of "T" blind), Chicago/Kinzie Sta., IL, 1910, VG Int'l (tip crs; edge tear R) Chicago Tribune type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $16
AD-403. "U(I)", Indianapolis, IN, 1921, VG Int'l (lite tone) Univ.of Illinois type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-404. "U(K)" (inverted), Lawrence, KS, 1920, F Int'l; Univ.of Kansas/Librarian's Office cc; printed form on back (1c Wash.) on PC. E $8
AD-405. "U(K)" (ty.U39.5; inverted), Kansas City, MO, 1992, G+ machine; Paleontological Inst./Univ.of Kansas cc (2x 50c Nimitz) on #10 air cvr to Australia. E $12 MIN.6
AD-406. "U(O/F)C" (bit hi), Chicago, IL, 1919, VG Univ.; Univ.of Chicago printed form on back (1c Wash.) on PC. E $8
AD-407. "U(O/F)C", Chicago, IL, 1918, F Int'l "Food Will Win" slogan #1; Univ.of Chicago printed form on back (2c Wash.) on PC. E $8
AD-408. "U(PC)", Chicago, IL, 1910, G+ Time-Cmns (lite tone) Universal Portland Cement ad on pix side (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $20
AD-411. "W/MA", Rock Island, IL, 1909, G+ Colum.; Modern Woodmen printed receipt at L (1c Sc.331) on ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-412. "W/MA", Rock Island, IL, 1909, G+ Time-Cmns (edge scuffs on pix side) Modern Woodmen of America printed form on address side (1c Frank.) on ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-413. "W/MA", Rock Island, IL, 1910, G Time-Cmns; Modern Woodmen of America receipt at L (1c Frank) on PPC to ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-414. "W/MA", Rock Island, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns; Modern Woodmen printed receipt at L (1c Wash.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-416. "WH/Co", Roanoke & Win Salem/RPO, 1912, partial duplex; private use of Wood Harmon & Co.type (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-418. "WW/FR" (ty.W207), Chicago, IL, 1940, VG Univ.; P.K.Wrigley engraved return add.on flap (3c Prexie) on cvr. E $14
AD-419. Man in Wheelchair (Design ty.49), St.Louis, MO, 2011, G sprayer; Kansas "Forever" commem.; private use on cvr. E $8

AIR MAIL / FLIGHTS (AAMC 5th Edition)
AM-1. AAMC Airport Dedication #D-212: Orofino, ID, 1931 (Sep 17), F Univ.; 5c Sc.C11 on cacheted cvr w/chairman's autograph. E $12 MIN.6
AM-2. AAMC Airport Dedication #Q3: Indianapolis, IN, 1944 (Mar 28), VG duplex; Weir Cook Airport typed cachet; Henry F.Schricker, Gov'r, autograph on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AM-3. AAMC CAM #28E3: Omaha/Burlington Sta., NE, 1929 (May 1), F Univ. (lite tone) pictorial cachet at L; 2 MAGENTA BARS tying 5c beacon air Sc.C11, NEGATING AIR MAIL service on cvr to ENGLAND. E $24
AM-4. AAMC Pioneer Flight #10: Serial Sub Station/Athletic/Park/Savannah, GA, 1911 (Nov 28), F DCDS w/"Aeroplane Mail Service" 6-bar killer on GPC. E $200 MIN.100
AM-5. AAMC U.S.Souvenir Historical Flight #564: Philadelphia/Model Post Office, PA, 1926, VF P26-10-03 (lite tone) A.C.Roessler cc; red "Inauguration Trip..." ms note at L; "Carried by..." on back; 10c map air on cvr. E $30
AM-6. AAMC Zeppelin Post #E-422A: New York/City Hall Anx, NY, 1936 (Oct 9), partial duplex; 9c Nat'l Park +25c clipper on 6c air PSE to Germany w/Frankfurt slogan machine as recd b/s. E $24 MIN.12
AM-7. Fort Frances, ON, Canada, 1963, G+ machine; "Flown To The Nearest Post Office/Via/Rainy Lake Airways/Fort Frances, Ontario" h/s on front & back on unopened "Forces Air Letter" (no message) to Canadian airman in Europe. E $20
AM-9. Washington/Air Mail Field, DC, 1937, G+ duplex ty.DCA-3; 1c Frank. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AM-10. Air Mail Field/Indianapolis, IN, 1950, G+ duplex ty.IND-7 (lite tone) 1c Preqie on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AM-11. Pichburg, MA, 1938, VG duplex (lite crs) "Via Air Mail" 58x26mm pictorial label (biplane) tied on air/special del.#10 window PSE. E $14
AM-12. Gowanda, NY, 1929, G Int'l (lite tone) "Received Too Late to Connect With Graf Zeppelin Flight" h/s ("R" in top line off edge); "Via Air Mail to Los Angeles/Via Graf Zeppelin from Los Angeles" typed instruction at L; pair 30c bison +5c beacon air on cvr. Also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $80 MIN.40
AM-14. Air Mail Field/Cleveland, OH, 1939, VG duplex (ty.CLE-7) on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AM-15. Christiansburg, VA, 1938, G+ Int'; "Christiansburg, Va./National Air Mail Week/May, 15-21, 1938/'The Gateway to the Southwest'" purple h/s at L; unusual application on commer.PPC w/1c Frank.; NOT air mail. E $16

AUXILIARY
AX-1. Bowdoinham, ME, 1962, F machine; "200th Anniversary/Town of Bowdoinham.../Maine's 14th Town" h/s applied by sender; Town of Bowdoinham/Bi Cent'l Celebration cc on cvr. E $14
AX-2. Hammonton, NJ, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (upper R tip nib; bit lite tone) "Advertised" circled h/s on cvr to Millville, NJ, & fwd to Camden. E $24
AX-3. Pattonsburg, MO, 1910, G+ duplex (lite tone; tip cr) "Advertised." & date h/s applied at Akron, IA, on PPC. E $14
AX-5. Baltimore, MD, ca.1971, G DCDS/roller (year not struck) "Air Mail Service Suspended/Return to Sender" h/s; 2x 21c air (Sc.81; 1 faulty) on 4.75x7" cvr to FRANCE. E $40 MIN.20
AX-6. Hungary (indistinct town), ca.1987, partial machine (bit lite tone; R edge scuffs) "Apartment Number Needed/For Correct Distribution" h/s on PPC to Chicago. E $16
AX-7. Rock Island, IL, 1989, F machine; "APO/FPO Must Have Proper Zip to Effect Delivery" w/pointing hand h/s on 5x7.25" cvr. E $14
AX-8. Rock Island, IL, 1979, G+ machine (bit cr) "Avoid Delayed Delivery/You Must Notify Correspondent/Of Your Correct Zip Code" 58x19mm h/s tying 15c Will Rogers on PPC. E $14
AX-9. Saint Louis, MO, 1917, F Int'l (ruff R) "Back the Boys" h/s (L end lite) applied at Marshfield, MO; on cvr w/"Day Rubber Co." fancy cc. E $12
AX-10. New Berlin, NY, 1917, G duplex (trim R) "Back the Boys" h/s applied at Otego, NY; flag label at L on PSE. E $8
AX-11. Otis, KS, 1917, G+ 4-bar; "Back the Boys" h/s applied at Wichita, KS, on PPC. E $8
AX-12. Indianapolis, IN, 1917, F Univ. (taped ruff slit R) "Back the Boys..." black h/s on cvr to Winamac, IN. E $12 MIN.6
AX-13. Laurens, IA, 1917, F duplex; black "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to Hinckley, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-14. Alta Vista, KS, 1918 (Apr 4), VG duplex; magenta "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to Frankfort, SD. LATE USE. E $40
AX-15. (Indistinct town) NE, 1917, partial duplex; "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to Minonk, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-16. Red Cloud, NE, 1917, G+ duplex (lite tone) part spotty magenta "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to Galena, IL. E $15 MIN.8
AX-17. West Shokan, NY, 1917, partial duplex (lite tone) "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to Philmont, NY. E $12 MIN.6
AX-18. Prince, WV, 1917, VG 4-bar (lite tone) magenta "Back the Boys..." h/s ("Back" mostly not struck) on PPC to So.Stillwater, MN. E $12 MIN.6
AX-19. (Origin town not struck), 1917, machine killer only (edge tear T) "Back the Boys..." h/s (bit spotty) applied at Eaton Rapids, MI, on PPC. E $6
AX-20. Des Moines, IA, 1917 (Oct 11), G+ Univ.; "Back the Boys..." h/s (EARLY) applied at Alden, IA, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-21. Detroit, MI, 1917, G+ Univ.; "Back the Boys..." h/s (part spotty) applied at Montague, MI, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-22. Andale, KS, 1917, G+ 4-bar; "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Garden Plain, KS, on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
AX-23. Manchester, IA, 1917, G+ Amer/A14; "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Ogden, IA, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-24. Waverly, NY, [1917], G+ Univ.w/dateless dial; "Back the Boys..." h/s; Market Quotations frm Tioga Mill & Elevator Co.ad cc on 1c PSE to Guilford, CT. RARE to see on 3rd class mail. E $24 MIN.12
AX-25. Tracy, CA, 1917, G+ Colum.; "Back the Boys..." purple h/s on PSE to Los Gatos, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-26. Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1909, G+ Amer/B38(1) (o/s) "C.R."; "G.D./Clerk/No.5"; "Insufficient address/Directory Service Given." h/s; ms "not KNOWEN" (sic) on PPC to Atlantic City, NJ. E $15 MIN.8
AX-27. East Lansing, MI, 1912, G+ duplex; "Called off Station A." h/s applied at Columbus, OH, on PPC. E $15
AX-30. Economy, PA, 1908, G+ duplex; "Called Out" & "To avoid delay in delivery..." h/s applied at Johnstown, PA, on PPC. E $14
AX-31. Detroit, MI, 1914, G+ Univ. (bit ruff slit upper R) "Called Out" h/s applied at Erie, PA, w/"Returned...Unclaimed" pointing hand & "Advise correspondents..." h/s on cvr. E $12
AX-32. Chambersburg, PA, 1909, VG duplex & Amer/B14 (bit lite tone) "Called Out" magenta h/s & "RURAL" 6x2mm purple h/s on PPC to woman at "Montgomery Hotel, City" w/hotel lined thru. E $15
AX-33. Boonsboro, MD, 1908, VG duplex (ruff R to stamp; blue pencil smudges on stamp; bit lite tone) "Called Out." h/s applied at Hagerstown, MD, on PSE w/enc. E $15
AX-34. Danville, PA, 1903, VG Doremus ty..C., as origin & as recd b/s (o/s; tear T) "Called Out." h/s applied at Norristown on cvr w/ms blue pencil "Hospital" fwd note, lined thru, & ms "Left Hospital," then returned. E $16
AX-35. Kinsman, OH, 1910, G+ duplex (bit cr) "Cannot Be Found" h/s on PPC to Painesville, OH. E $12 MIN.6
AX-36. Portland/Sta.A, OR, 1907, G+ B14/B38 (o/s) "Carrier's/1 2...6 1 2...5/MarK." h/s w/3 #'s lined thru, at North Yakima, WA, on PPC. E $14
AX-37. Madras(?), India, 1978, partial CDS; "Certificate of Posting Obtained" h/s on air PPC to U.S. E $14
AX-38. Buffalo, NY, 1893, G+ Int'l; "Collect One Cent./Unclaimed/Returned to Sender." h/s w/pictorial ARROW (w/arrowhead & fletching) on center line on 1c PSE to Buffalo. E $30
AX-39. Columbus, OH, 1939, G+ Int'l (lite tone) "Correct address not found" h/s applied at Columbus; "Returned to Writer" pointing hand machine at lower L; on #10 cvr. E $14
AX-40. Springfield, IL, 1985, G+ 4-bar (toned from tape repair on back; crs) "Damaged in Handling/Please Accept Our Apologies/U.S.Postal Service/SDF, Springfield, IL.62703-9998" h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-41. (Rock Island), IL, ca.1986, (no canx) "Defaced, Used or Covered Stamps Not Acceptable/Return For Postage" h/s; 25c bread wagon taped on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-42. Plattsburgh, NE, 1885, G CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R) "Deficiency in Direction Supplied By Chicago Post Office" circled h/s on black-border morning cvr w/enc. E $20
AX-43. (Leeds, UK), ca.2000, printed "Royal Mail/Postage Paid"; no canx; "Delayed Due to Underpayment" h/s on still-sealed multiclor 6x8.25" ad mailer to U.S. E $8
AX-44. Grand Rapids, MI, 2005, VG DCDS "Deliver As Addressed" RED h/s on cvr. E $5
AX-45. Gakona, AK, 1978, G+ 4-bar; "Delivery Delayed/Because of Incorrect Zip" h/s ("D" off R edge) on PPC to Deerfield, IL. E $8
AX-46. Grand Cent.Anx, NY, 1938, G+ Int'l; "Directory Service Given at Chicago, Ill./Main
P.O.No.7" (w/penciled "H" partly covering) & same w"...Main P.O.No.13" h/s, both vertically at L of address on cvr. E $12
AX-47. Delhi, India, 1947, G+ slogan (crs) "Directory Service Given/Division St.Sta.No.1" h/s applied at Chicago; on cvr. E $14
AX-48. Urbana, IL, 1923, G+ Univ. (tip cr) "Directory Service given/Hyde Park Station." h/s & "Returned to Writer/from/Hyde Park" pointing hand h/s on #10 PSE. E $12
AX-49. Mont Alto, PA, 1911, partial duplex (lite tone; R arc & most of date on stamp; tip crs) "Disinfected" black h/s ty.3A (mostly on stamp) on REAL PHOTO PPC ("The Beginning 1903": crude cabins). E $80 MIN.40
AX-50. Mont Alto, PA, ca.1911 (Feb 7), G+ duplex (year partial) "DISINFECTED." h/s ty.1 on PPC. E $80 MIN.40
AX-51. Mont Alto, PA, 1909, G duplex (R arc & most of date on stamp; tip cr) "Disinfected." magenta h/s ty.1 (SPOTTY strike; several letters partial) on REAL PHOTO PPC ("Upper Camp for Old Maids" cabins) datelined "Lower Camp". E $50
AX-52. Macon, GA, 1931, F Univ. (ruff R; lite tone) "Dispatched by Rail/To avoid Delay." h/s on air PSE to Jacksonville Beach, FL. E $15
AX-53. Davenport, IA, 1917, G+ Univ.; "Do your bit!" h/s (part spotty) applied at Sierra Madre, CA, on PPC. E $8
AX-54. Pittsburgh, PA, 1917, VG Int'l; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Buckeystown, MD, on UX27
GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-55. KS (indistinct town), 1917, partial duplex (toned) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Gridley, KS, on PPC. E $8
AX-56. Horse Cave, KY, 1917, G+ duplex (tip cr) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Horse Cave; on PPC. E $12
AX-57. Quincy, IL, 1917, VG Univ.; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Hutsonville, IL, on PPC. E $8
AX-58. Cottonport, LA, 1917, partial duplex; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Lafayette, LA, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-59. Bone Gap, IL, 1917, VG duplex (pinholes L; bit ruff slit T) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Live Oak, FL, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-60. Barnesville, OH, 1917, G+ duplex (pinholes L) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Live Oak, FL, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-61. San Diego, CA, 1917, F Univ.; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Mt.Vernon, IL, on PPC. E $8
AX-62. Circleville, OH, 1917, G+ duplex (crs) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Pennville, IN, on PPC. E $8
AX-63. Seavey, MN, 1917, G+ 4-bar "Do your bit!" h/s applied at St.Paul, MN, on GPC. E $8
AX-64. Br---? ND, 1917, partial duplex (crs) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Tenstrike, MN, on PPC. E $8
AX-65. Cedar Rapids, IA, 1917, G+ Univ. (lite tone) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Two Harbors, MN, on PPC. E $8
AX-66. Wichita, KS, 1917, G+ Int'l "Wheat Show" slogan (tear R) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Uniontown, KS, on PPC. E $8
AX-67. Windsor, IL, 1917, VG duplex (ruff R; lite tone) "Do your bit!..." h/s on PSE to Arthur, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-68. Ellinwood, KS, 1917, G duplex; "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at Belpre, KS, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-69. Simpson, IL, 1917, G+ 4-bar (lower R crnr bit clip) "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at Bigelow, MN, on cvr w/enc. E $14
AX-70. West Union, IA, 1917, G+ duplex; "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at Jonestown, PA; struck TWICE (1 w/partial top line; 1 w/partial center line) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-71. Mount Horeb, WI, 1917, G+ duplex; "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at Kleeville, WI, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-72. Hollidaysburg, PA, 1917, VG duplex; "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at Martinsburg, PA, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-73. Brodhead, WI, 1917, G+ Time-Cmns (crnr crs) "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at Monroe, WI, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-74. Pana, IL, 1917, F Amer/A14 (bit ruff slit upper R) "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at New Hampton, IA, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-75. Essex, CT, 1917, G+ duplex; "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at New York City on cvr. E $12
MIN.6
AX-76. Glasgow, KY, 1917, G+ duplex (bit lite tone) "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at Pekin, IL, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-77. Lewiston, MA, 1917, F Colum. (trim R) "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at Raymond, NH, on cvr w/enc. E $10 MIN.5
AX-78. Spring Arbor, MI, 1917, G+ 4-bar (toned; crs) "Do your bit!..." purple h/s on PPC to Horton, MI. E $12 MIN.6
AX-79. Rochester, MN, 1937, G+ Int'1 (cr; lite tone) "Due 2 Cents. D" h/s applied at St.Louis, MO, w/VF mute oval #138 tying 2c due stamp, required for message partly into address area; 1c Frank.origin on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-80. Northern Virginia, VA, 1996, G 4-bar (cr) "Evidence Indicates Postage Has Been Paid" struck where 2 stamps removed; 1c bird on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-81. GMF South Jersey, NJ, 1995, G+ DCDS; "Evidence Postage Was Affixed" h/s on cvr. E $6
AX-82. Kansas City, MO, 1986, partial machine; "First Day Issue/Postponed INDEFINITELY" (sic) MISSPELLED h/s on #10 cvr to Plymouth, MA, PM for Mayflower env.1st Day, returned to sender. E $24 MIN.12
AX-83. Sea Girt, NJ, 1953, G+ Int'1; "Floor Clerk/8th Floor" private dated h/s (lite, on message) on PPC to guest at Hotel Statler, NYC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-84. Maywood, IL, 1942, G+ Int'1; "Forwarded. Change of add(ress)/due to official orders. Notif(y)/correspondents of your new/station. Avoid delay." h/s (partly off R) on 4.5x5" cvr w/enc.to McClellan Field, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-86. Laughlntown, PA, 1975 (Feb 11), G+ 4-bar; "Found in supposedly empty equipment" h/s circled in red pencil; "Delivered 6/2/75!" addressee's ms note; on air cvr. E $15
AX-87. Philadelphia/Middle City Sta., PA, 1928, VG+ Int'1 (bit lite tone) "Fraudulent/Mail to this address returned by order of Postmaster General" h/s part o/s by Ft.Worth, TX, G+ "Return to Writer Unclaimed" Univ.at lower L; ms "Fraid & clerk's initials on cvr w/preprinted add.to Clay Wilson, Caps Bldg. E $30 MIN.15
AX-88. Tolland, CO, 1916, F 4-bar; "From the Top of the World/Corona, Colo./Elev.11660 Ft." circled blue h/s, inverted at L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-89. Buffalo, NY, 1911, F Int'1; "General Delivery,/Clerk No.2" h/s applied at Geneva, NY, on PPC. E $8
AX-90. Sioux City, IA, 1912, VG Int'1; "General Delivery/date/Marshall, Tex." CDCS (lite) at lower R on PPC. E $8
AX-91. Iowa City, IA, 1906, G+ duplex (tips cr; upper R tip nib) "General Delivery/date/Placed In" h/s applied at Des Moines on PPC. E $12
AX-92. Harrisonville, MO, 1916, VG duplex (tip cr) "Have Mail Addressed to Co. or Box." h/s applied at Nat'l Military Home, KS, on UX27 GPC. E $14
AX-93. Baltimore, MD, 1906, G+ duplex (edge cr; edge tear R) "Held for Postage" h/s on private mailing card (w/prohibited "Postal Card" wording in header), originally mailed w/1c Sc.300 on ADDRESS side, with full message below (addressed on pix side) requiring add'l 1c; 2nd Sc.300 then applied to PIX side. VERY unusual item. E $30
AX-94. Rock Island, IL, 1909, G+ Time-Cmns (die-cut piece out of crnr) "Held for Postage" h/s (partly covered by stamp); "This is the Mail..." partial h/s; "Forwarded" h/s; 2x 1c on PPC w/fancy die-cut design at lower R; 2-panel birthday card applique on pix side, requiring add'l 1c; to Davenport, NE; fwd to IA & back to NE. E $20
AX-96. Grand Cent.Anx, NY, 1931, G+ Int'1; "ILLEGIBLE" h/s struck by last name & circled; ms "Not known here/name indistinct" at L; "Returned to Sender/Not at Address Given/New York,NY" pointing hand h/s on cvr to Dr.at Lenox Hill Hospital. E $50 MIN.26
AX-97. Tetschen, Austria, 1911, G+ DCDS; "ILLEGIBLE" red h/s struck by address; Lincoln, NE, Gen.Del. CDS at L; on PPC. E $24
AX-98. Williamsburg, KY, 1914, F duplex; "Impossible Number" h/s; "Returned to Sender..." partial pointing hand h/s on PSE to Chicago. E $20
instruction at Cumberland, IN, on PPC mailed w/2 pieces of 1c Wash.coil, w/center section of stamp removed. E $14

AX-100. Boston, MA, 1897, G+ Amer/B4(5); "Inquiry Div./Try..." h/s applied at Baltimore, MD, on GPC. E $15

AX-101. Elberta, AL, 1938, G+ 4-bar (trim L) "Insufficient postage for Air Mail Disp.from Miami, Disp.Via..." h/s; "Baldwin County...Air Mail Week" pictorial h/s at L; bit faulty 6c air +2c Wash. (paying correct rate, unless overweight) on commer cvr to VMS Squadron 3, Charlotte Amalie, St.Thomas, VI. E $24 MIN.12

AX-102. New York, NY, 1957, G+ Int'l (crs) "Insufficient Postage/For Air Mail Service/G.P.O.N.Y.(M.D.)" h/s; 15c green Statue of Liberty air on cvr to England, w/Furness Bermuda Line engraved illus.logo on flap. E $12 MIN.6

AX-103. Montego Bay, Jamaica, 1966, G+ machine; "Insufficiently Paid For Transmission By Air Mail" boxed h/s; "Postage Due 9 Cents/Foreign Secn,G.P.O.,N.Y." h/s; 2.5c shells on PPC. E $14

AX-104. Winnipeg, Canada, 1958, VG+ machine; "Insufficiently Prepaid For Air Mail" h/s; pair 5c nurse on 1st day cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8

AX-105. Kisii, Kenya, 1976, G DCDS; "Insufficiently Prepaid for Airmail/Diverted to Surface." h/s; 2 pen lines thru printed boxed "Air Mail" at upper L; 1/seashell on cvr w/air border to U.S. E $14

AX-106. (Peoria, IL), [1995], (no canx; lite crs) "It Is Evident That Postage Has Been Affixed./Peoria,il.16101" h/s at upper R on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-107. Newcastle on Tyne, Great Britain, 1905, G+ squared circle (lite tone) "Liable to Letter Rate/545" boxed h/s; large "1d" h/s on PPC. E $14

AX-108. Luneville, France, 1930, G CDS (trim R) "Mail Opener" DCDS h/s (prison marking?) on cvr. E $20

AX-109. Nederland, CO, 1969, G 4-bar (part on stamp) "Mailed at Seven Falls/South Cheyenne Canon/Colorado" blue private circled h/s at L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-110. USPS, CO, 1974, G+ machine; "Mailed at Seven Falls/South Cheyenne Canon/Colorado" red circled h/s at L (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-111. Vancouver, Canada, 1968, G+ meter (R edge cr) "Mellon Institute Regulations Require That If the Content of This Letter Is Classified That the Recipient Advise Dr.G.A.Webb, Security Officer." large private h/s on #10 reg’d air cvr to Mellon Inst. E $14

AX-112. Haifa, Israel, 1968, VG pictorial slogan meter (nick T; crs) "Mellon Institute Regulations Require That If the Content of This Letter Is Classified That the Recipient Advise Dr.G.A.Webb, Security Officer." large private h/s on reg’d cvr to Mellon Inst. E $14

AX-113. Detroit/Grosse Pointe Br., MI, 1971, VF DCDS as origin h/s; "Mellon Institute Regulations Require That If the Content of This Letter Is Classified That the Recipient Advise Dr.G.A.Webb, Security Officer." large private h/s on reg’d #10 cvr to Mellon Inst. E $14

AX-114. Bilbao, Spain, 1972, G+ octagon (cr) "Mellon Institute Regulations Require That If the Content of This Letter Is Classified That the Recipient Advise Dr.G.A.Webb, Security Officer." large private h/s on reg’d air cvr to Mellon Inst. E $14

AX-115. (Indistinct origin), 1924, partial duplex (crs) "Mis-sent to Springfield, Iowa." h/s on PPC. E $8

AX-116. Lindsborg, KS, 1907, VG duplex (o/s; tip crs) "Missent to Chicago P.O./Central Station/No.6" h/s (part o/s) on PPC. E $8

AX-117. Niles, MI, 1946, VG Int'l (lite tone) "Missent to Chicago, Ill./Letter Section," h/s on #10 cvr. E $10

AX-118. Chico, TX, 1949, G duplex; "Missent to..." & "Brisbane, Calif." h/s on air cvr to Brisbane, Australia. E $15 MIN.8

AX-119. Tecumseh, MI, 1911, partial duplex (uneven toned) "Missent." & "Devils Lake, Mich." in separate magenta h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-120. Bleecker, NY, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) "Mountain Lake, NY" F blue private DCDS (from hotel?) as origin at L on Mtn.Lake PPC. E $16

AX-121. Gloversville, NY, 1911, F Int'l; "Mountain Lake/N.Y." private 26mm blue DCDS as "origin" at L (blank month/day slugs) on PPC datelined Mountain Lake. E $15

AX-122. Red Bank, NJ, 1870s, G CDS/cork; "New York P.O./RETURNS to Writer" ODDLY WORDED dated pointing hand h/s on PSE. E $40

AX-123. Dub & Sioux City/RPO, 1909, VG duplex; "Night Delivery" h/s applied by Hotel Arcade, Sioux City, IA, on PPC. E $14
AX-124. Los Angeles, CA, 1904, VG Int'l (crn crs) "No Address." on PPC mailed w/o address. E $16
AX-125. Cleveland, OH, 1907, G+ Int'l (toned) "No response 123" 23x3mm h/s on PPC to local address. E $15
AX-126. Rochester, NY, 1908, VF Int'l (toned) "No Response. Trip (1)/Carrier No. (3)" h/s w/ms #s & date on PPC to Mt.Clemens, MI. E $15
AX-127. Wilmington, CA, 1967, F meter; "No Such Address in Los Angeles, Calif." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-128. USPS, FL, 1975, G+ machine; "No Such Number/New York,N.Y.10024/Do Not Remail in This ENVELOPE" h/s misapplied on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-129. Buffalo, NY, 1950, VF Univ.; "No Such Office In Alaska" & "Returned to Sender/No Such Post Office/In State Named" h/s on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AX-130. East Moline, IL, 1909, G+ duplex (crs) "No such Post Office in State Named." h/s on GPC. E $8
AX-131. Chicago, IL, 1959, VG meter (bit trim T) "No such street number within delivery limits of Houston, Texas. Do not reuse this envelope/Clerk No.112" h/s; "Return to Writer/Unclaimed" pointing hand Int'l machine on window cvr. E $14
AX-132. Reno & Goldfield/RPO, 1909, G+ duplex; "Not at Home." h/s applied at Ogden, UT, on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-133. Clinton, MO, 1911, VG Amer/B14; "Not for Las Vegas-/Try 'East Las Vegas'" h/s applied at Las Vegas, NM, on PPC. E $30
AX-134. Sussex Coast, Great Britain, 1981, G DCDS; "Not For Mt.Lebanon Branch 15228" & "Not For Pittsburgh, PA 15206" h/s on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-135. Fort Lauderdale, FL, 1937, VG Univ.; "Not For Rural Route No.2" applied at Harriman, TN, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-136. Punta Arenas, Chile, 1944, G DCDS (upper R tip slit) "Not in Air Mail/Received Via Steamer/G.P.O.(Foreign Sec.)/New York 1, N.Y." h/s on air cvr to U.S. E $24
AX-137. Newburgh, NY, 1906, F Amer/B14 (crs) "Not in Directory/Seacher No.1/Tremont Sta./N.Y.P.O." boxed h/s on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
AX-138. (no origin canx), ca.1909, (toned; tip cr) "Not Mailed in Peoria, Ill." h/s at L of 1c Frank. on PPC. E $24
AX-139. Denver, CO, 1909, VG Int'l; "Not on City R.No.1-2...15./Not on Rural R.No.1-2...11-34." h/s w/several #s lined thru on PPC to Logansport, IN. E $15 MIN.8
AX-140. Norrkoping, Sweden, 1950, G+ DCDS (part lite water tone) "Not paid for airmail" bold h/s on PPC to U.S. E $14
AX-141. (Unknown town), IA, 1929, partial 4-bar; "Not R.F.D.No.3" h/s on cvr w/enc.to Iowa City, IA. E $8
AX-142. Iowa City, IA, 1928, VF Int'l; "Not R.F.D.No.7" h/s on local cvr w/enc. E $8
AX-143. Bakersfield, CA, 1939, VG DCDS as origin b/s (crs; lite tone; edge tear T; flap faults) "Notice placed in Gen.Del." & "Moved. Left no address" h/s; ms "Gone no order" w/other markings on req'd cvr to Santa Maria, CA. E $20
AX-144. Louisville/Sta.G, KY, 1907, VG duplex; "Out of Carrier Limits" h/s, bit o/s by General Delivery/Palo Alto, CA, G+ DCDS on PPC to Palo Alto. E $14
AX-145. Rome, Italy, 1970, G+ slogan machine (part lite tone) "Par Voie Ordinaire (affranchissement insuffisant)" h/s ("By Ordinary Way/insufficient stamping") 15L + 10L stamps on PPC w/Air Mail" lined thru in red; 2x 3c dues (both damaged) applied at Perkasie, PA. RARE combo: service downgraded & postage still due. E $16
AX-146. Mount Morrison, CO, 1948, partial duplex; "Park of Red Rocks/Red Rocks Pueblo in Colorado" double circle h/s as "origin" at L on PPC. E $15
AX-147. Chester, England, 1937, G+ DCDS (bit lite tone) "Passed by U.S.Customs/Bureau, Chicago P.O..." GREEN h/s, w/"PAID" dated h/s tying 10c due stamp at L on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-148. Audierne, France, 1953, VG CDS (crs) "Passed Free/U.S.Customs/Milwaukee" h/s; 100f+2f+2x 10f on 3.25x5.5" air cvr. E $15
AX-149. New York/Morgan, NY, ca.1988, partial 4-bar (RUFF R; crs) "Please accept our apologies..." printed on plastic "body bag"; 45c Langley on air cvr to Switzerland. E $14
AX-150. San Diego, CA, 1959, VG Univ.; "Please Advise Correspondent of Correct Change of Address" h/s w/crude appearing letters (made to look handwritten?) applied at Phoenix, AZ, on PPC. E $12
AX-151. San Francisco, CA, 1933, F Int'l; "Please have mail directed/Via Asbury Park,N.J." h/s on PPC to "Interlaken, NJ" w/"Allenhurst Sta." written below. E $14

AX-152. Beverly, MA, 1907, VG Amer/B14(1) inverted at lower L (lite tone; tip cr) "Postage Due (2) Cts." h/s; 2c due stamp w/cork canxed on PPC mailed w/o stamp to "Beverly Cove." Letter rate assessed for no apparent reason. E $20

AX-153. GPO Barbados, 1960, partial DCDS (lite cr) "Postage Due (6) Cents/Foreign Secton G.P.O./N.Y." h/s w/ms rate; & "T/(16)/Centimes" boxed h/s; 4c Nelson on PPC to U.S. E $8


AX-155. Chicago, IL, 1949, VG Univ. (edge tear T; lite tone) "Postage Due 1 Cent/Om No.48 Chicago, Ill" h/s below 5c air, w/1c due tied by mute oval at L; on cvr to Washington, DC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-156. Akropong Akim, Gold Coast, 1953, G+ CDS (crs) "Postage Due 7 Cents/Foreign Sec., G.P.O.,N.Y." h/s on cvr. E $8

AX-157. (New York, NY), [1966], G purple mute ovalas as canx (part lite tone) "Postage Due 9 Cents/Foreign Sec., G.P.O.,N.Y." h/s; 5c Wash. on S.S.Homeric PPC to Brooklyn, mailed on board but not canxed. E $15

AX-158. Kingston, Jamaica, 1966, partial CDS; "Postage Due 9 Cents/Foreign Sec., G.P.O.,N.Y." h/s; 5c Wash.attempted as postage on PPC to U.S. E $14

AX-159. Nordwijk, Netherlands, 1953, G+ DCDS; "Postage Due... 2 Cents/Chicago,Ill.For.Sec.2." h/s w/dotted line AND stated amount; 2c due stamp on PPC mailed w/10c Queen. E $14

AX-160. Peoria/So.Adams Sta., IL, 1938, F Univ. (bit ruff slit upper R; part lite soiled) pencil ms "Put Same in Mail Box for your Carrier" written next to 1c due stamp (partly "tied" by penciled circles); "Postage Due 1 Cent." h/s on #10 cvr, left by carrier, trusting addressee to pay penny due. E $14

AX-161. St.Louis, MO, 1932, VG Int'l (scruff T & B; crs) "Rec'd For Trial From Kansas City,Mo." boxed h/s (tip off edge) on PPC. E $14

AX-162. Grand Rapids, MI, 1940, VG CDS/Spec.Del. as b/s; "Received at Grand Rapids, Mich./Stamp uncanceled. No Postmark" h/s; 10c special del.tied by mute roller on 3c PSE w/Muskegon, MI, return add. E $30 MIN.15

AX-163. Seattle/Term.Anx, WA, 1987, partial DCDS tying 10c El Salvador stamp; "Received at Seattle, Wash/Stamps Not Cancelled" h/s on aerogramme. E $14

AX-164. Gowanda, NY, 1929, G Int'l (lite tone) "Received Too Late to Connect With Graf Zeppelin Flight" h/s ("E" in top line off edge); "Via Air Mail to Los Angeles/Via Graf Zeppelin from Los Angeles" typed instruction at L; pair 30c bison +5c beacon air on cvr. Also listed in "Air Mail" section. E $80 MIN.40

AX-165. Orange, MA, 1896, G+ duplex; "Received unsealed at Meriden, Conn." h/s on back of (still unsealed) cvr. E $20

AX-166. Waltham, MA, 1908, G+ Amer/B14(1); "Received/date/Nassau Mine" private magenta 49x29mm oval h/s on PPC to Nassau Ore Mine, Hibbing, MN. E $20

AX-167. East Haddam, CT, 1975, G+ machine; "Remove-Left No Address/New York, N.Y.10024/Do Not Remail in This Envelope" & pointing hand h/s, misapplied on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-168. Globe, AZ, 1910, G+ Colum.; "Residence as given, not in Carriers Delivery District." h/s w,numeral "4" at L, applied at Los Angeles, CA, on PPC. E $15

AX-169. Saint Louis, MO, 1938, VG 2c meter origin; "Return for Postage-D/Due 1 cent" (sic) h/s; 1c Frank.coil applied & tied by mute double oval="#100"; Pevely Dairy Co.cc on lite tone cvr to Chicago. E $14

AX-170. Austin, TX, 1969, G+ machine; "Return to Sender/Not Aboard Vessel" h/s struck 6 TIMES, w/red pencil "Not aboard" on 13c Human Rights aerogramme FRONT ONLY to passenger on SS Shirley Lykes w/Barcelona, Spain, repeater machine as recd. E $15 MIN.8

AX-171. Anchorage, AK, 2008, G machine; "Return to Sender/Vacant/Unable to Forward" printed on yellow computer label on misaddressed cvr. E $6

AX-172. New York, NY, 1960, G+ Int'l (o/s) "Returned (3c) addl postage/Foreign Air Mail must be fully prepaid..." h/s on air cvr to Uruguay. E $15 MIN.8

AX-173. UPS, FL, 1974, VG machine; "Returned For (4)c Additional Postage/Air Mail Rate to this Country is (21)c/Per 1/2 Oz." h/s w/red pencil ms rates; 17c Liberty head ad on cvr to VENEZUELA. E $15

AX-174. New Brunswick, NJ, 1946, G Univ. (ruff R) "Returned for (6) cents postage./Collection
from military/addressees delays delivery." h/s (partly covered by 1 stamp) w/ms #; 2x 6c air on cvr to USS Tortuga w/long enc. E $15 MIN.8

AX-175. Santa Barbara, CA, 1955, F DCDS (no flap) "Returned for addl postage/Postage due (5)/Total postage required (15)/Rate (15) Per (1/2) Ounce" h/s on cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8

AX-176. Port Neches, TX, 1965, F meter; "Returned for Addl Postage/Postage Due (17)/Total Required (25)/Rate: (25) per one-half OUNME." h/s w/"Ounce" MISSPELLED; "Postage subsequently paid by sender" h/s; Texas-U.S.Chemical Co.cc on #10 window air cvr (to unknown country) orig mailed w/8c; 17c meter strip applied & remailed. E $30 MIN.15

AX-177. San Francisco/Rincon Anx, CA, 1946, G+ duplex (bit trim T) "Returned for addl postage/Postage due (2c)/Total postage required (70c)/Rates (70c) Per each 1/2 oz." h/s on air cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8

AX-178. St.Louis, MO, 1976, G+ machine; "Returned for Addl Postage/Postage Due (9)/Total Postage Required (31)" h/s & 2 due markings on 22c aerogramme to Australia w/no message; apparently contained enc., requiring letter rate; remailed w/o addl postage & rec'd 6 days later, per Philatelic Bureau b/s. E $24

AX-179. Verona, NJ, 1955, G+ duplex; "Returned for Additional Postage" h/s on cvr w/cutout from 1890's era 2c PSE attempted as postage w/1c Freedom; 2c Precie coil then added (not canx). E $14

AX-180. Long Island City, NY, 1975, partial machine (vert.cr at L) "Returned For Additional Postage/Postage Due (.26)/Total Postage Required (.52)/Rate (.26) Per 1/2 oz/Foreign Air Mail Must Be Fully Prepaid" h/s on 6x8.25" cvr to Denmark mailed w/2x 10c +6c; remailed w/2x NON-DENOMINATED 10c Xmas (not permitted on overseas mail, but accepted here) +5c +1c. E $20

AX-181. Los Angeles, CA, 1915, F PPIE slogan (crs) "Returned for better address." h/s on 2c PSE to Germany, w/o country name in address. E $14

AX-182. Los Angeles, CA, 1914, VG PPIE slogan (bit cr) "Returned for Better Directions" h/s applied at Mcminnville, OR, on PPC. E $12

AX-183. Bakov nad Jizerou, Czechoslovakia, 1969, partial DCDS (crnr crs) "Returned for Carrier Endorsement" h/s on PPC to Los Angeles, fwd to diff.add., then to Woodside, CA. E $15 MIN.8

AX-184. Evansville, IN, 2001, G+ machine; "Returned for Proper Endorsement" printed on 76x26mm ORANGE adhesive label on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

AX-185. Scranton, PA, 2000, G machine; "Returned for... additional postage. Postage for this country (48) per half ounce." h/s; Jimmy Ryan’s Body Shop cc on #10 cvr to Canada; add’l 33c added (overpaying) & remailed. E $15 MIN.8

AX-186. Black River Falls, WI, 1959, G+ Int'l; "Returned to carrier for proper endorsement" h/s; ms "not here" & "uncland" (sic) on PPC to Milwaukee. E $15

AX-187. Rehoboth Beach, DE, 1964, G machine (heavy cr; couple stamps faulty) "Returned to Sender By Brooklyn, N.Y.P.O./Undeliverable as Addressed/Do Not Post Again in This ENVELOPE or WRAPPER" h/s misapplied on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-188. Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1926, VF Int'l; "Returned to Sender/date/Do Not Post Again in This ENVELOPE or WRAPPER" boxed h/s w/irrelevant wording on message GPC (reply detached) w/"Purecold" refrigerant ad on back. E $14

AX-189. Minneapolis, MN, 1992, VG machine; "Returned to Sender/Forwarding Order Expired/Mail Is Forwarded For 12 Months Only/Route #...Initials..." pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Sunnyvale, CA. E $20

AX-190. Seattle, WA, 1981, G machine; "Returned to Sender/Reason Checked..." pointing hand h/s w/ms "Ship Deactivated" below on #10 PSE to USS Ponchatoula. E $12 MIN.6

AX-191. Kansas City, MO, 1923, G+ Univ.(trim R) "Returned to Writer/Insufficiently addressed/Cannot be Delivered/Kansas City, Mo." dated pointing hand h/s; "Do Not Remail in This Envelope or Wrapper." h/s on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

AX-192. Dayton, OH, 1909, G+ Int'l (vert.cr) boxed "Rockford, Ill./date/Gen'l Delivery" h/s on PPC. E $8

AX-193. Washington/Benj.Franklin Sta., DC, 1942, G+ duplex; "Search made at Fort Dix/but not located" & "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s on cvr w/unrelated cachet; "Remember Pearl Harbor... Buy U.S.Savings Bond..." poster stamp tied to back. E $20

AX-194. New York (Church St.Sta.), NY, 1942, G+ DCDS/Parcel Post (lite tone) "Sender claims nothing fragile or perishable enclosed." h/s; stamp dealer cc; 10c +1.5c Prexies on insured cvr w/enc.; Pittsburgh, PA/Spec.Del.Rec’d G+ CDS (misapplied?) as recd b/s. SCARCE application & use. E $30

AX-196. Winnipeg, Canada, 1954, G machine; "Shortpaid for Air Conveyance/Port Insuffisant pour avion." h/s; 15c on cvr to Australia. E $12 MIN.6

AX-197. Winnipeg, Canada, 1955, VG+ machine; "Shortpaid for Air Conveyance/Port insuffisant pour avion." h/s; pair 5c Alta/Sask on 1st cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8

AX-198. Regina, SK, Canada, 1960, G+ machine; "Shortpaid for Air Conveyance/Port Insuffisant pour avion" h/s; "Surface" ms instruction on cvr w/air mail border to Australia. E $15 MIN.8

AX-199. Tewksbury, MA, 1910, G+ duplex (part lite tone) "Sorted by 6." h/s applied at Lawrence, MA, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-200. Garfield, CO, 1977, G+ 4-bar; "Summit of Mt.Evans/World's Highest Highway/Altitude 14,260/Colorado" VF circled h/s as "origin" at L on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-201. New Castle, PA, 1988, G machine; "Temporary Airmail/Embargo/Return to Sender" orange h/s; 2x 25c owl on cvr to England. E $30 MIN.15

AX-202. Washington, DC, 1958, G+ Univ.machine CDS (ruff slit upper R, just in rim; slit 3 sides) "This article originally mailed in country indicated by postage" h/s; 900b Bolivia air on cvr w/American Embassy, LaPaz, cc. E $15 MIN.8

AX-203. Detroit, MI, 1914, G+ Univ.; "This Is the Mail For Which You Sent Postage" h/s on PPC mailed w/1c Wash.; 2nd 1c required for message partly into address area. E $15

AX-204. Norfolk, VA, 1906, G+ Int'l (lite tone) "This is the mail/package for which you sent postage" h/s; 2x 1c Sc.300 on PPC; add'l 1c required for small env.w/enc.applique on pix side. E $12

AX-205. Chi & Carbondale/RPO, 1909, VF CDS (toned; edge tear T) "This Is the Piece of Mail For Which You Sent Postage" h/s (part spotty) on PPC mailed w/o stamp on train; held at Chicago, IL, & mailed from there when postal supply by addressee (despite sender's return add.in message). SCARCE combo. E $20

AX-206. Amesbury, MA, 1922, G Amer/A14 (dial hi) "This Letter Was Posted Insufficiently Prepaid/Please Advise Your Correspondent That the Rate of Postage on Letters to Country of Address Is First Ounce 5 Cents, Each Add'l Ounce 3 Cents. (Post Office, San Francisco, U.S.A.)" 5-line h/s on 2c PSE to Australia w/"T3D" oval h/s & "Centimes/30/T" circled h/s. E $24 MIN.12 AX-207. Madison, WI, 1943, VF Univ.; "To avoid delay in delivery advise your correspondents of your complete military address showing unit & ASN" h/s (o/s); ms "Free" frank; Trux Field, Madison, WI, return add. on PPC to Keesler Field, MS. E $14

AX-208. Canton, OH, 1944, VG Univ. (bit uneven slit L) "To avoid delay in delivery advise your correspondents of your complete Military address, showing unit" h/s & "Army Directory Service given/Fort Hayes, Ohio..." h/s on PSE fwd to Aberdeen Proving Grds, MD. E $14

AX-209. St.Ives, Australia, 1947, partial CDS (edge tears T & R; crnr crs) "Uncalled For at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer" private h/s on cvr to actor Roddy McDowell. E $12 MIN.6


AX-211. (Origin town not struck), ca.1919, machine killer only; "Unknown at Woodstock Station" h/s applied at Portland, OR, on PPC. E $15

AX-212. (indistinct RPO), 1910, partial duplex "Unknown R 3." h/s applied at Freeport, IL, on PPC. E $8

AX-213. Bellmore, NY, 1966, G+ machine; "Unknown/R.R.1 R.K" h/s applied at Richmond, IN, on PPC. E $14

AX-214. Portland/Sta.B, OR, 1907, G+ duplex; "Unmailtoable" h/s on UNADDRESSED glitter PPC (but message at L); dual reason for unmailtoable status. E $20

AX-215. Louisville, KY, 1911, G+ Int'l (tip cr) "Unmailtoable." & h/s date on glitter PPC. E $14

AX-216. Baltimore, MD, 1907, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Unmailtoable." h/s on GLITTER PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-217. Addressed TO Kramer, IN, ca.1908, (no canx; bit lite tone) "Unmailtoable." magenta h/s on glitter PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-218. Pontiac, MI, 1939, VF Int'l; "Unmailtoable/Without return address." h/s on window cvr (no add.or contents). E $24 MIN.12

AX-219. Washington, DC, 1957, G+ Int'l; "Washington, D.C./(U.S.Capitol)" private 42mm double circle pictorial h/s (capitol dome) at L on PPC. E $14
AX-220. Lake Geneva, WI, 1918, VG Int 'l; "With the Compliments of/Steward's Sanitary Dental Parlor/Summer Recreation Trip, 1918" private h/s in message area; 2c Wash.w/natural paper crease on PPC. E $15
AX-221. [Washington, DC], [1979], {no origin canx} "X Rayed/For Safety" dated h/s at B; "Handling of Congressional Mail..." 6-line h/s on back; "Daniel K.Inouye, U.S.S." printed signature frank on #10 cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AX-222. Gloucester, MA, 1913, G+ Amer/B14; "Y.W.C.A./Jul 15 1913" private h/s as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-223. Golden, CO, 1938, F Int 'l; Buffalo Bill's Memorial Museum/Lookout Mt./Colo./Alt.3775" circled private h/s (rim partly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EXPOSITIONS (NOTE: Bomar #’s are from the 3rd EDITION catalog) / Do you need "Postmarks of U.S. Expositions"? We have it!

EX-1. Centennial/Philad. PA, [1876], G+ P76-02 (dial bit hi; "TENN" mostly not struck; lite tone; trim L) on 3c Cent ’l PSE w/TYPED ADDRESS. E $350
EX-3. Cartersville, GA, [1878], G+ CDS (bit ruff trim L, partly in cc) "Office of P.M.B.Young, (Com)missioneer from the Cotton States To the Paris Exposition" cc; bit faulty 5c Taylor on cvr TO Gen’l P.M.B.Young, Paris, France, from his office. E $70 MIN.36
EX-4. Cincinnati, OH, [1880], VG CDS/grid (trim R, not affecting ad; lite tone) "8th Cincinnati Industrial Exposition" overall illus.back ad; H.B.Meyers & Co.illus.ad (bldg) at L on cvr. E $70 MIN.36
EX-5. Cincinnati, OH, 1883 (Dec 22), G+ duplex (part ruff trim R, barely in ad) "Eleventh Industrial/1883/Cin’ti Exposition" overall back ad/w/illus.medals; W.B.Kennedy & Co./Mrs.Apts cc; on cvr w/enc., used after event. E $40 MIN.20
EX-6. Cincinnati, OH, 1883, G+ duplex (lite tone; lite crs) "Fine Art Dept./11th Cincinnati Industrial Expo" header & Committee on Fine Arts printed form on back; designed to acknowledge shipment, but w/ms note "Our dept.is full to overflowing..."; on GPC. E $40
EX-7. World’s Fair Station (Chicago, IL), 1893, G+ C93-11B w/dateless 3rd class dial (near F; bit lite tone); "Falls unbestellbar an E.F.Elmdorf, Isselhorst-Westphalen." ad on back on 1c Colum.PSE to GERMANY. RARE close-spaced variety! Bomar 3rd Edn.shows "a single copy known". E $1000 MIN.500
EX-8. World’s Fair Station/Chicago, 1893, G+ C93-12A w/dateless 3rd class dial (ink spot on add.) "Falls unbestellbar an E.F.Elmdorf, Isselhorst-Westphalen." printed on B flp on 1c Colum.PSE to GERMANY. E $100 MIN.50
EX-9. World’s Fair Station/Chicago, 1893, G+ C93-12A on unadd.1c Colum.PSE, AFTER closing date. E $30 MIN.15
EX-10. World’s Fair Station/Chicago, 1893, VG C93-12B (trim R; cr) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $50 MIN.26
EX-12. Richmond, VA, 1894, F Int 'l (trim R; lite tone) Virginia Exposition/Virginia State Agricultural & Mechanical Soc’y cc & ad header on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-14. Roscoe, IL, 1896, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; ruff R; thin card insert to reinforce) Illinois State Board of Agriculture/IIl.State Fair Springfield ad cc; overall illus.ad on back (Great Dome Bldg) on cvr. E $70 MIN.36
EX-15. Erie, PA, 1899, G+ Amer/B14(1) (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) C.H.Yeager cc; Elks' Carnival Fair illus.ad: Elk in formal wear, on top of column, blowing trumpet over city; on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-16. Omaha, NE, 1899 (Aug 9), G+ Barry (bit uneven trim R; part lite tone) F.B.Festner/Printer, Book Binder, Blank Books/Publisher Omaha Post-Tribune & Nebraska Tribune/1307 Howard St.ad cc; "Greater America Exposition/Omaha-1899" illus.Expo logo ad below (globes, capitol & crossed flags) on cvr. E $150 MIN.75
EX-17. Philadelphia, PA, 1899 (Oct 6), F+ P99-06 Nat'l Export Expo slogan (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) Quakertown Stove illus.ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-18. Philadelphia, PA, 1899 (Oct 23), VF P99-06 Nat'l Export Expo slogan (trim L) W.B.Saunders, Publisher; cc; text ad on back on cvr. E $15
EX-19. Philadelphia, PA, [1899], F P99-08 w/o comma after town; dateless dial (part lite foxed) Int'l Publ.Co.cc; 1c green on unsealed cvr. E $75
EX-20. Philadelphia, PA, 1898, VF P99-09-05 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag #5; John Blakeley & Son cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
EX-21. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, G+ P99-09-09 Nat'l Export Expo slogan FLAG #9 (o/s; angle strike: T stripe off edge) as fwd on GPC. Scarce usage. E $15 MIN.8
EX-22. Philadelphia, PA, 1899 (Oct 27), VF P99-09-12 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag #12 (LKU; nick B; R edge cr) as recd b/s on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-23. United States Postal Station/Paris Expo, [1900], VF P00-07 FLAG machine; 30c France on cvr to Nemours. E $160 MIN.80
EX-24. United States Postal Station/Paris Expo, [1900], VG P00-07 FLAG machine on 3x4.5" 15c "Carte-Lettre" (perfed border removed; no contents) to Neuilly. E $100 MIN.50
EX-25. United States Postal Station/Paris Expo, [1900], VG P00-07 FLAG machine; 1c Napoleon on 3.5x4.75" card to St.Dizier w/ad on back (appears trim L, maybe before mailed). E $100 MIN.50
EX-26. Chicago, IL, 1898, F Amer/B14(G) (lite tone) Universal Paris Exposition, 1900/Franco-American Co., 163 Washington St., Chicago, cc; 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $70 MIN.36
EX-27. Denver, CO, 1899, G+ Barry (lite tone) Board of Paris Exposition Commissioners of the State of Colorado cc on cvr to Hon.Chaucney M.Depew, N.Y.Central RR. E $30 MIN.15
EX-28. New York, NY, 1899, G Barry (upper L crnr clip, in cc; rebuilt to fill out, but some text removed; bit trim L; lite tone; lite crs) "(United) States Commission/to the (P)aris Exposition of 1900/New York Offices.((Eq)uitable Bldg" on cvr w/"Official Business" boxed penalty clause. E $40 MIN.20
EX-29. Paris, France, 1900, G+ CDS (bit lite tone; lite crs; bit ruff trim R, just in box) U.S.Commission to the Paris Exposition of 1900, 20 Ave.Rapp cc; "Via Cherbourg/per S.S.(St.Paul)" h/s instruction w/ms ship name; 25c (mostly covering boxed penalty clause, showing amount as "S/S 300") on cvr to "Editor of Herald, Crab Orchard, Neb, USA". E $70 MIN.36
EX-30. Paris, France, 1900, G DCDS tying 25c, partly on "Exposition Universelle" header; "Ministere du Commerce, du l'Industrie/des Postes et des telegraphes/Exposition Universelle" blue h/s by stamp; similar wording in printed cc; on cvr to Pres.of Chamber of Commerce, Bale, Switzerland. E $90 MIN.46
EX-31. Paris/Exposition Universelle, France, 1900, G+ flag (bit trim T & R; tape on back at T edge; edge crs) tying 25c, partly on "Exposition Universelle" header; "Ministere du Commerce, du l'Industrie/des Postes et des telegraphes/Exposition Universelle" spotty blue h/s by stamp; similar wording in printed cc; on cvr to Alfred Noble, Civil Engineer, Chicago. E $50 MIN.26
EX-32. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, G+ B01-07A on Expo priv.mailing card. E $15 MIN.8
EX-33. Buffalo/Pan-American Station, NY, 1901, VG+ B01-07A (trim L about 1.5", but looks neat; bit cr; edge tear L) 5c Pan-Am commem. (1 nib perf; few tone perfs on cvr to GERMANY. NICE usage. E $350 MIN.180
EX-34. Buffalo/Pan-American Station, NY, 1901, VG B01-07C w/"R" in die space as ORIGIN (lite tone) 1c green on Expo priv.mailing card. E $50 MIN.26
EX-35. Buffalo, NY, 1900, G+ B01-13B Pan-Am slogan (ruff R, just into stamp; edge tears R) R.Ovens Bakery cc; multi-color overall illus.Expo ad (buffalo on globe w/Expo bldgs.in background) on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $24
EX-36. Buffalo, NY, 1900, F B01-13B/var Pan Am Expo slogan #1 w/dateless dial (edge tear R; bit edge wear) on 1c PSE. E $100 MIN.50
EX-37. Buffalo, NY, 1900, G+ B01-13C w/dateless dial; Williams & Peters cc; multi-color Pan-Am Expo logo (globe) on trim FRONT ONLY. E $15 MIN.8
EX-38. Buffalo, NY, 1899, VG+ B01-14A Pan-Am Expo slogan #2 (trim R; lite tone; tear L) Amer.Radiator Co.cc on PSE. E $24
EX-39. Buffalo, NY, 1901, G+ B01-15B Pan-Am slogan w/day omitted & blank die space; ms pencil "25" in day space looks contemporary to mailing (ruff L; edge tear T) 1c Pan-Am commem on cvr. E $50
EX-40. Buffalo, NY, 1901, VG B01-15B Pan-Am Expo slogan w/LONGER lines below city, beyond letters; 3rd class dial w/day omitted (trim R to stamp) Lehigh Valley Coal cc on 1c PSE to
Canada w/Paris, NY, 1901, VG B01-15B Pan-Am Expo slogan w/SHORTER lines below city, even with letters; 3rd class dial w/day omitted on 1c PSE to Canada w/Berlin, ON, F CDS as recd b/s. E $80 MIN.40

EX-41. Buffalo, NY, 1901, G+ B01-15B Pan-Am Expo slogan w/die # removed & day omitted (near VG+; lower L tip nick) 1c Expo on cvr. E $60 MIN.30

EX-42. Buffalo, NY, 1901, G+ B01-15B Pan-Am Expo slogan w/3rd class dial, w/die # removed & day omitted (near VG+; lower L tip nick) 1c Expo on cvr. E $60 MIN.30

EX-43. Dallas, TX, 1901 (Jun 17), F+ Barry L-59 "Texas State Fair" slogan die b (o/s) 2c Pan-Am commen on cvr. E $50 MIN.26

EX-44. Glasgow, Scotland, 1901, VF DCDS (lite tone) Ed.Pinaud's Perfumery/Souvenir of the Glasgow Exhibition embossed illus.ad on PPC to U.S. E $15


EX-47. Toledo, OH, 1899, G+ Barry "Ohio/1902/Cent'l" slogan; W.H.Morehouse cc; 3c Jackson on 2c PSE to Germany. E $15

EX-48. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, G+ StL04-01 (lite tone; bit lite cr) 1c Expo on Expo PPC: "...went thru the Philippines bldgs..." E $75

EX-49. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, VG StL04-05A (o/s; lite tone; tiny tear T) 1c Expo commen on PPC. E $8

EX-50. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, VG StL04-05A (lite tone) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $20

EX-51. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, G+ StL04-05B; 2c Expo on cvr. E $30

EX-52. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, VG StL04-05B (crs) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $20

EX-53. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, G+ StL04-05B (lite tone) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $20

EX-54. St.Louis/Exposition Station, MO, 1904, F StL04-06 (bit o/s; lite tone) bit faulty 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EX-55. St.Louis/Exposition Station, MO, 1904, G+ StL04-06; 2c Expo on Expo PPC. E $24

EX-56. St.Louis/Exposition Station, MO, 1904, G+ StL04-06; Woman's Literary Club, Van Buren, AR, engraved on flap; 2c Expo on cvr. E $40

EX-57. St.Louis, MO, 1900, VG StL04-11 World's Fair slogan #1 (EARLY; add.bit smear) Merchants Exchange cc on PSE. E $40

EX-58. St.Louis, MO, 1900, G+ StL04-14 World's Fair slogan #1 on cvr. E $40

EX-59. St.Louis, MO, 1900, G+ StL04-15 World's Fair slogan #1 on PSE. E $40

EX-60. St.Louis, MO, 1900, G+ StL04-16 World's Fair slogan #2 (upper arc of slogan spotty; part lite tone) on cvr. E $40

EX-61. St.Louis, MO, 1901 (Dec 17), VG StL04-19A/7 World's Fair slogan (part obscured, but VF 2nd strike at lower L) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-62. St.Louis, MO, 1902, VG+ StL04-19B/1 World's Fair slogan #1 w/time omitted from dial (2 lite tone lines; lite tip cr) John Breshare cc; "Not in 1902 Directory at this address."; 10c Webster on reg'd cvr to local add. & returned. FINE example from typically faulty mailing. E $24 MIN.12

EX-63. St.Louis, MO, 1904, VG StL04-19B/2 Expo slogan w/dateless dial (tear T, in rim; bit lite tone; bit cr) 1c Expo commen. on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-64. St.Louis, MO, 1904, G+ StL04-19B/2 World's Fair slogan #2 (bit tone) E.H.Stroeter cc; 2c Expo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

EX-65. St.Louis, MO, 1903, G+ StL04-19B/3 World's Fair slogan #3 (lite tone) Kent & Purdy Paint Co.illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-66. St.Louis, MO, 1903, VF StL04-19B/4 World's Fair slogan #4 (upper R tip slit) Woman's Farm Journal cc; 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-67. St.Louis, MO, 1904, VG+ StL04-19B/5 World's Fair slogan (trim R; lite tone) Plant Seed Co.cc; 2c Sc.319 on cvr to Canada. E $12 MIN.6

EX-68. St.Louis, MO, 1904, VG+ StL04-19B/6 World's Fair slogan #6 (lite tone) "Credit Insurance Only/S.M.Phelan, Pres." illus.logo ad cc (eagle) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-69. St.Louis, MO, 1904, G+ StL04-19B/6 World's Fair slogan #6 (crs) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-70. St.Louis, MO, 1904, G+ StL04-19B/6 World's Fair slogan #6 (lite tone) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-71. St.Louis, MO, 1903, F StL04-19B/6/var w/dateless 3rd class dial; Chicago Lumber & Coal Co.cc on unsealed lc PSE. E $15 MIN.8
EX-72. St.Louis, MO, 1904, VG StL04-19B/7 World's Fair slogan #7 (edge tears T) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-73. St.Louis, MO, 1904, VG StL04-19B/7 World's Fair slogan (bit o/s; banner barely off R; 4 tips nib) 2c Expo commen on PPC to Austria. E $15
EX-74. St.Louis, MO, 1904, G+ StL04-19B/7 World's Fair slogan #7 (dial part obscured by design) 2c Expo on PPC to ENGLAND. NICE use. E $24 MIN.12
EX-75. St.Louis, MO, 1904, F StL04-19B/8 World's Fair slogan #8; Missouri Athletic Club logo cc; 2c Expo on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-76. St.Louis, MO, 1904, F StL04-19B/8 World's Fair slogan #8 (bit ruff slit T; edge tear R) Jas.W.Lee, Pastor, St.John's Church RED engrave cc; 5c McKinley on cvr to ENGLAND. E $60 MIN.30
EX-77. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1904, VG StL04-21 flag machine; 1c Livingston on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-78. Saint Louis, MO, [1904], G mute ovals; 2x 1c Expo on WOODEN PPC: "Sou-veneer Post Card from Forest Park" w/11-line printed message, loaded w/puns re.trees & wood. E $24 MIN.12
EX-79. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, F+ P05-02 (o/s; lite tone) on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-80. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, F P05-02 (slight o/s; lite tone) on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-81. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, F P05-02 (tiny tear B; lite tone) on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-82. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, G+ P05-02 (toned; nicks T; tip cr) on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-83. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, G+ P05-02 (near F+; tear R; flap tip off, not affecting canx) as recd b/s on cvr w/enc.to Maine State Bldg/Expo Grounds. E $20
EX-84. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, VF P05-02 (bit cr) on glitter PPC: "Chief 'Afraid of Eagle'". E $15 MIN.8
EX-85. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, VF P05-02 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-86. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, VF P05-02 (lite cr) on PPC. E $14
EX-87. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, VG+ P05-02 on PPC (Puyallup Valley, WA, Dewberry Field). E $12 MIN.6
EX-88. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, G+ P05-04 FLAG machine, o/s by ty.P05-02 (cr; edge tears B) on Expo PPC. E $40
EX-89. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, G+ P05-04 FLAG cancel (tear L; T edge repair w/glasse tape; lite tone; clasp off) on 3.75x5.5" pictorial folder w/10-panel (20 illus.) fold-out. E $80 MIN.40
EX-90. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905, F+ P05-04 FLAG machine (slight o/s; edge tear R) on Expo PPC. E $60
EX-91. Portland, OR, 1904, VG P05-09 World's Fair slogan (trim R) RED Studebaker Bros.Co.Northwest Carriages, Wagons, Harness ad cc; Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo illus.logo ad on cvr. E $75
EX-92. Portland, OR, 1904, F+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan; Ancient Order of United Workmen illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-93. Portland, OR, 1904, G+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan (near F; lite tone; trim R) Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Exposition Co.cc; large full-color illus.logo ad on cvr. E $60
EX-94. Portland, OR, 1904, G+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan (lite tone) Ariss, Campbell & Gault Mdse Brokers cc; large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 full-color illus.logo ad on cvr. E $60
EX-95. Portland, OR, 1904, F+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan; 1c Pan-Am commen on 1c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
EX-96. Portland, OR, 1904, VG P05-09 World's Fair slogan (trim R; lite tone) purple Oregon Historical Soc'y cc & large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 illus.logo ad on cvr. E $65
EX-97. Portland, OR, 1904, F P05-09 World's Fair slogan (tear R; edge tears L) "The Portland" hotel logo header; 5c Lincoln on cvr to England. E $15 MIN.8
EX-98. Portland, OR, 1905, VG P05-09 World's Fair slogan (tear T; small sealed spindle) Union Meat Co.cc; Lewis & Clark Expo full-color illus.logo ad on FRONT ONLY. E $15 MIN.8
EX-99. Portland, OR, 1905, G+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan (upper R tip nib; edge tear L; tip cr) large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 illus.ad (portraits; angel; train; ship) 2c Jefferson on cvr. E $50
EX-100. Portland, OR, 1905, VF P05-09 World's Fair slogan (edge tears; bit cr) Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Exposition Co.cc w/illus.logo ad on cvr. E $30

EX-101. Portland, OR, 1905, G+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan (near VG; lite tone; csr) brown Lewis & Clark Cent'1 illus.ad (portraits & expedition) on cvr. E $40

EX-102. Portland, OR, 1905, F P05-09 World's Fair slogan (lite tone) Ariss, Campbell & Gault Mds Brokers cc; large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 black & white illus.logo ad on cvr. E $40

EX-103. Portland, OR, 1905, F P05-09 World's Fair slogan (lite tone) on Expo PPC (Foreign Exhibits Bldg). E $6

EX-104. Portland, OR, 1905, VG+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan (ruff R, just in stamp; part lite soiled) "The Old Hut, Prasil & Co.,(Inc.)" cc; Lewis & Clark Expo full-color illus.logo ad on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

EX-105. Portland, OR, 1905, G+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan (trim L) Page & Son, Inc., cc; Lewis & Clark Expo illus.ad label (Mining Bldg) at lower L; not tied, but likely belongs; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-106. Portland, OR, 1905, VG P05-09 World's Fair slogan on Expo PPC (gen'l view). E $5

EX-107. Portland, OR, 1905, VG P05-09 World's Fair slogan on Expo PPC (European Bldg). E $5

EX-108. Portland, OR, 1905, F P05-09 World's Fair slogan (trim R; 2" tear R; edge tear B; lite tone) Lewis & Clark Expo/Fair Grounds from Gov.Island illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-109. Portland, OR, 1905, VG P05-09 World's Fair slogan (upper L edge nick; lite tone) American Inn/Lewis & Clark's Cent'1 Expo/Only Hotel in the Exposition Grounds illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $60

EX-110. Portland, OR, 1905, G+ P05-09 World's Fair slogan (town partial; bit edge wear) Hotel Scott cc; 2c Sc.319 on cvr w/2c due tied at Hartford, CT. E $12 MIN.6

EX-111. Salem, OR, 1904, F Amer/B14 (ruff R; edge tears R) Jos.Harris cc; Lewis & Clark Expo full-color illus.logo ad on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

EX-112. Salem, OR, 1905, G+ Amer/B14 (trim R, into stamp; nick B; lite tone) Mrs.E.S.Smith ms return add.; Lewis & Clark Expo full-color illus/logo ad on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

EX-113. Sacramento, CA, 1903, G Barry (trim L, just in ad; lite tone; edge tears) Lewis & Clark Cent'1 large illus.ad (portraits, map, ship, train) on cvr. EARLY use. E $30 MIN.15

EX-114. Holbrook, OR, 1904, VG CDS/target (trim R; edge tears R) Lewis & Clark Cent'1 illus.ad (portraits; angel; train; ship) w"Portland" lined thru & ms "Holbrook" above (87/33) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20

EX-115. The Dalles, OR, 1904, VG Doremus; Mays & Crowe Hardware Implements, Groceries & Crockery cc; large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo full-color illus.logo ad; 2c Jefferson on cvr. E $60

EX-116. Aurora, OR, 1905, G+ duplex (state not struck; lite tone) S.O.Miller/Gen'1 Hardware ad cc; large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo illus.logo ad; 1c Sc.300 on cvr w/enc.invitation to Dedication Party to be given in the Lewis & Clark Hall, Aurora. E $50

EX-117. Grants Pass, OR, 1904, G+ duplex (ruff trim R, into stamp) Kinney & Truax cc; Lewis & Clark Expo full-color illus.logo ad on cvr. E $15

EX-118. Gresham, OR, 1904, VG duplex (trim R; lite tone) large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo full-color illus.logo ad on cvr. E $40

EX-119. Newberg, OR, 1904, G duplex (tears; lite tone; edge wear) large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo full-color illus.logo ad on cvr w/enc.: mentions Expo, impending presidential election & temperance issue on ballot. E $24 MIN.12

EX-120. Oregon City, OR, 1904, G duplex (bit ruff trim L, barely in ad; tear T) "Sacajawea Statue Ass'n, Portland" header; "Mrs.Eva Emery Dye, Pres." cc; Lewis & Clark Expo illus.logo ad on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

EX-121. Oregon City, OR, 1905, G+ duplex (lite tone) Miles & McGlashan Grocers cc; large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo illus.logo ad on cvr. E $60

EX-122. Oregon City, OR, 1905, G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R, just in stamp; lite tone) red, green & brown Lewis & Clark Cent'1 illus.ad (portraits & expedition) on cvr. E $50

EX-123. Portland/Sta.B, OR, 1904, G+ duplex (tiny tears R) Lewis & Clark Cent'1 illus.ad (portraits & expedition) on cvr. E $40

EX-124. Chehalis, WA, 1904, VF duplex (part ruff upper R edge) City Bakery/C.B.Seidell/Baker & Confectioner cc; Lewis & Clark Cent'1 overall green illus.ad (portraits; wilderness scene w/Indians & teepees) on cvr. E $60

EX-125. Port & San Fran RPO/N.D., 1904, G+ duplex (bit ruff slit upper L) Hotel Josephine,
Grants Pass, OR, cc; large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo full-color illus.logo ad on cvr. E $50
EX-126. Portland, OR, 1904, F Int'l (toned; edge tear T) brown Lewis & Clark Cent'1 illus.ad (portraits & expedition) on cvr. E $40
EX-127. Portland, OR, 1904, VF Int'l; L.W. Baker, Mdse Broker cc; large blue Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo illus.logo ad on cvr. E $50
EX-129. Portland, OR, 1904, VG Int'l (R edge cr) Lewis & Clark Cent'1 printed header; Hotel Perkins illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-130. Portland, OR, 1905 (Nov 6), G Int'l (toned; tiny tear R; upper R tip nick) "World's Fair, 1905, Portland" header w/illus.view of Expo ground; US map w/red hand pointing to Northwest states; on cvr w/enc., used just after event. E $40
EX-131. Seattle, WA, 1905, VG Int'l; Ben C. Smith, Printer header; Lewis & Clark Cent'1 illus.ad (portraits, ship, train) on cvr. E $60
EX-132. Milwaukee, OR, 1905, VG RFD 2PA/1 (UNLISTED canx type w/variant spelling; lite tone) Clackamas Cty, Oregon, Exhibit header; large Lewis & Clark Cent'1 Expo illus.logo ad (50-29) on cvr w/H.G. Starkweather, RFD No.1, Milwaukee h/s cc. E $70
EX-133. Baltimore, MD, 1906, F Int'l; "Baltimore Jubilee & Home Coming Week..." 31x54mm ad label w/illus. Lord Baltimore portrait (bit cr edge) tied on PPC. E $40
EX-134. Berlin, CT, 1907, partial CDS/cork (state & much of date not struck; toned) "Berlin Fair, Sept. 24... 27, 1907" red header; illus.formally dressed man in horse-drawn carriage on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-135. Norfolk/Exposition Sta., VA, 1907 (Apr 22), VG+ N07-04, prior to Expo opening day (tip cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $80
EX-136. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (lite tone) 1c Expo commem on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-137. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (lite tone) 2c Expo commem on Expo PPC ("Pride of the Navies" w/silver border). E $50
EX-138. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (part o/s) 1c Expo commem. on PPC. E $14
EX-139. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, F N07-05 (toned; scuff below stamp) on Expo PPC ("Pride of the Navies"). E $8
EX-140. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (o/s) on PPC: "Magnificent Expo...cannot understand critics..." E $12
EX-141. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (crnr cr) 1c Expo on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-142. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (o/s; tip crs) 1c Expo (tip wrapped around edge) on transparency hold-to-light PPC (Auditorium). E $12 MIN.6
EX-143. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (toned) 1c Expo on Expo PPC (Bosselman "Coat of Arms"). E $12 MIN.6
EX-144. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (crnr crs; stamp slit thru where straddling flap) 2c Sc.319 on 3.5x5.5" Inside Inn FOLDER w/8-pg.text re.hotel on Expo grounds; birds-eye view of grounds on back. E $30
EX-145. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05; 1c Expo on pix side of unadd.PPC (Expo official seal: Indians). E $12 MIN.6
EX-146. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG+ N07-05; 1c Expo on pix side of PPC (Expo official seal: church tower). E $12 MIN.6
EX-147. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (2 strikes, overlapped) 1c Expo on pix side of PPC (Smith, Roosevelt & crossed flags by Lassiter). E $14
EX-148. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05; 1c Expo on pix side of unadd.transparency hold-to-light PPC (Mines & Metallurgy Bldg). E $14
EX-149. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G N07-05 (tiny tip cr) ms "stamp over" note on add.side, but no evidence of stamp applied; canx on pix side of PPC; SCARCE "Cheer, Friend, Cheer..." by Lyon (portraits & map). E $24
EX-150. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G N07-05 on pix side of PPC (canx at upper R; uncanxed 1c Expo at lower R): birds-eye view of Expo & visitor's "certificate" by Keane. E $20
EX-151. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG+ N07-05; 1c Expo on Expo PPC (Smith, Pocahontas & Powhatan by Burgess/Dunbar). E $20
EX-152. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (lite tone) 1c Expo on Expo PPC: Smith,
Pocahontas & Smith-Brisco Shoe Co.ad. E $20

EX-153. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (killer partly off R; trim R; lite tone) "Hosp Corp U.S.Amy, Jamestown Exposition" return add.; illus.flag; Army & Navy Dept./YMCA on flap; 2c EXPO commem on cvr. RARE, verifying military presence. E $120 MIN.60

EX-154. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (lite tone) 1c Expo on Expo PPC ("Pride of the Navies") w/related message: "Tomorrow we are going to take a trip to the battleships" verifying Navy ships as EXPO ATTRACTIONS. E $30


EX-156. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (lite tone) on Expo PPC: No.Carolina Bldg. E $12 MIN.6

EX-157. Norfolk, VA, 1906, F N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan (toned) on penalty PC. SCARCE use. E $15 MIN.8

EX-158. Norfolk, VA, 1907, G+ N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan (toned) J.W.DeJarnette & Co./Brokers cc; illus.Expo ad (seal: church tower) 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $50

EX-159. Norfolk, VA, 1907, F N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan; 1c Expo on PPC (U.S.flag): "Package containing spoons sent today". E $12 MIN.6

EX-160. Norfolk, VA, 1907, VG N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan; Old Dominion Paper Co.boxed ad cc; 2c Expo on cvr. E $15

EX-161. Norfolk, VA, 1907, VF N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan; 1c Expo on Bosselman Expo PPC (Pocahontas, Smith & fort). E $12 MIN.6

EX-162. Norfolk, VA, 1907, G+ N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan (o/s; toned) 1c Expo on Japan PPC. E $8


EX-164. Newport News, VA, 1907, F N07-10 Jamestown Expo slogan (lite tone) "Held For Postage." & "Due (1) Cents" h/s on Expo PPC mailed w/o stamp; w/"This is the article for which you sent postage." h/s, but no stamp applied; "Steamer docked here for coal. Will be over a day late getting into San Juan..." E $20

EX-165. Portsmouth, VA, 1907, VG N07-11 Jamestown Expo slogan (edge tears b) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-166. Skaneateles, NY, 1907, partial 4-bar (town & most of date obscured; lite tone; flap partly off) "Jamestown Exposition, Hampton Road, Va/'Poyn't Comfort' Tavern, Fortress Monroe" illus.ad (Inside Inn & Navy ships) on cvr w/Paige, VA (84-14) G+ Doane 2/1 as recd b/s. E $40

EX-167. Norfolk, VA, 1907 (May 1), G+ duplex (edge tear L; nicks R; lower R tip ruff) Smith & Welton Dry Goods cc; Jamestown Expo large illus.ad at lower L; 2c + 1c Expo commems (6TH DAY OF USE) overpaying rate by lc on cvr. E $80 MIN.40

EX-168. Hampton, VA, 1907, VG+ Int'l (lite tone; bit ruff trim L) P.B.Messenger/Gen'l Carpenter/Mfr of Builders' Supplies ad cc; Jamestown Exposition illus.ad (Administration Bldg; 4 Jamestown scenes) 2c Expo on cvr. E $40

EX-169. Norfolk, VA, 1904, VG Int'l (trim R) "1607 Jamestown Exposition 1907" RED ad header; Hecht-Hirschler Co.cc on cvr. E $24

EX-170. Norfolk, VA, 1906, VF Int'l; Jamestown Exposition Co./Department, Congresses & Special Events cc on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

EX-171. Norfolk, VA, 1906, F Int'l (cr; edge wear; lite tone) "Jamestown Exposition Co." engraved cc on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-172. Richmond, VA, 1907, VG Int'l (trim R; 2 tips nick; toned) W.K.Bache & Sons cc; "When You Visit Jamestown/Be Sure to Visit Richmond" Jamestown EXPO ad on 1.75x2.25" black rectangle w/white center (designed to be "collar" but stamp placed at L) 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $24

EX-173. Richmond, VA, 1907, VF Int'l w/dateless dial (lite tone) Cable Co./Pianos, Piano Players & Organs cc & overall back ad; "Virginia State Fair/Hearty Welcome & a Good Time" boxed ad w/illus.wheat at L; 1c Sc.300 on unsealed cvr. E $24 MIN.12


EX-175. Franco-British Exhibition/London, 1908, F CDS on Expo PPC: Court of Honor. E $15

EX-176. Menominee, MI, 1908, G+ duplex (crs; lite tone; tear upper R) "Meet Me at Menominee County Fair" ad at B edge on PSE. E $15

EX-177. Rochester, NY, 1908, F Int'l (part ruff trim R; bit lite tone) Rochester Industrial
Mehrer128Catalog

Printed/Chamber of Commerce illus.logo ad on cvr. E $20

EX-178. St.Paul/State Fair Grounds Sta., MN, 1908, G+ boxed non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $14

EX-179. St.Paul/State Fair Grounds Sta., MN, 1908, G+ boxed non-standard (o/s; edge tear R; crs) orig.stamp covered by 2nd stamp, applied when forwarded at Sterling, CO; on PPC. E $10

EX-180. Canton, OH, 1909, G+ Amer/B14 tying 57x36mm RED ad labe: "Stark County/Sept.5th to 11th 09./Centennial & Industrial Exposition/Canton, O." on PPC. E $20

EX-181. Elmwood Place, OH, 1909 (Jun 23), G+ Amer/A14; "30. Bundesport Turnfest/Cincinnati, O." purple CDS as origin, struck at L; on PPC. E $15

EX-182. USS Louisiana, 1909 (Oct 4), G+ ty.1 (dial hi: "LOU" partly off) SHIP at HUDSON-FULTON Celebration, on last day of parade; on USS Kansas PPC: "...leave here at high tide tomorrow..." E $50

EX-183. USS Missouri, 1909 (Oct 3), VG+ ty.1; SHIP at HUDSON-FULTON Celebration; on N.Y.City PPC. E $75

EX-184. USS Nebraska, 1909 (Sep 27), G+ ty.1 (R arc on stamp; dial bit hi; tip cr) SHIP at HUDSON-FULTON Celebration; on Hudson-Fulton PPC. E $75

EX-185. USS New Jersey, 1909 (Sep 28), VG+ ty.1 (slight stutter) SHIP at HUDSON-FULTON Celebration; on N.Y.City PPC. E $65


EX-187. Seattle/Exposition Sta., WA, 1909, G+ S09-01 (B arc partial; AS IS for that but ID sure; lite tone) on Expo PPC. E $300 MIN.150

EX-188. Seattle/Exposition Sta., WA, 1909, F S09-02A (stamp tip fault; bit cr) on PPC: "Winter Days in Sunny Colorado" (football players; horse-drawn coaches). E $14

EX-189. Seattle/Exposition Sta., WA, 1909 (Jul 26), F S09-02A (lite tone; lite cr) on PPC. E $12

EX-190. Seattle/Exposition Sta., WA, 1909 (Aug 18), VG S09-02A on PPC. E $8

EX-191. Seattle/Exposition Sta., WA, 1909 (Sep 13), VF S09-02A on PPC. E $14

EX-192. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909, F S09-02A on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6


EX-194. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909 (Aug 26), F S09-02A; 2 strikes overlap, 1 causing surface scuff by stamp; on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-195. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909, G+ S09-02A (toned) on PPC. E $8

EX-196. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909 (Aug 27), G+ S09-02A (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-197. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909, VG+ S09-02A; 2c SEWARD Expo commem (SE at R) on pix side of Expo PPC. E $70

EX-198. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909 (Oct 7), VF S09-02B on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EX-199. Seattle, WA, 1909, VG S09-06 (bit trim T; cr) Hotel Plankington logo cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

EX-200. USS South Dakota, 1909 (Aug 28), G ty.1 (R arc & much of date on stamp; toned; lower R tip clip) SHIP known to be at AYP EXPO; on PPC (USS Oregon). E $40

EX-201. USS Tennessee, 1909 (Aug 28), F ty.1 (upper R tip worn; edge tears L) SHIP at AYP EXPO; on Seattle PPC. E $75 MIN.38

EX-202. USS Washington, 1909 (Jun 27), G ty.1 (upper R & part of date on stamp) SHIP known to be at Bremerton, WA, for AYP EXPO; on PPC. E $75

EX-203. Atwood, IL, 1911, F duplex (edge tear T; lite tone) "Fall Festival/Atwood, Ill. Sept.26.27.28." 56x38mm magenta ad h/s in message area, w/sender's penciled message at L & R; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EX-204. St.Paul/Commercial Sta., MN, 1911, F Int'l (bit ruff slit B) Visit the Great Minnesota State Fair text ad at B; Clement, Dranger & Co.cc on cvr. E $14


EX-206. Rochester, NY, 1914, VF Int'l (toned; 2nd strike inverted at B, across ad) Schoeffel Auto & Livery Co.ad cc; Rochester Industrial Expo illus.ad (woman & horses) on cvr. E $24

EX-207. St.Paul/State Fair Grounds Sta., MN, 1914, G+ purple boxed h/s w/target killer (T edge lite tone) on PPC: "taking in the auto show... an awful crowd here. I wish it would start raining". E $24 MIN.12
EX-208. Traverse City, MI, 1914, G+ Amer/A14 (lite tone) Traverse City Milling Co.; "Grand Traverse Region Fair" ad at B; illus.mill, products, woman baking; on 1c PSE. E $15 MIN.8


EX-210. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VG SF15-02 (dial bit heavy inked; tip cr) on 4x6" Edw.H.Mitchell PPIE Folder #2 w/11 fold-out panels, inc.6-panel panorama of Expo grounds. E $15 MIN.8

EX-211. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VF SF15-02 (adhesions/scuffs on 3 crnrs, not affecting canx) on "Wisconsin Bldg" PPC: "Am in this building..." E $5

EX-212. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, F SF15-02 (bit lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $10

EX-213. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VG+ SF15-02 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


EX-215. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VF SF15-02; perf.12 1c Balboa on Expo PPC. E $14

EX-216. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-02 (nicks T; flap partly off; lite tone) "Library/German Section/Palace of Liberal Arts/P.P.I.E.1915" h/s cc; 2c perf.10 PPIE commem on cvr. E $120 MIN.60

EX-217. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, F SF15-02; 1c perf.10 Balboa on Expo PPC. E $24

EX-218. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VG SF15-02 (tip cr) "Sonoma Cty Exhibit/PPIE" printed above message area on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-219. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VG SF15-02; 1c pf.10 Balboa on Expo PPC. E $30

EX-220. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VF SF15-02 (tip cr) on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-221. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, F SF15-02 w/2nd strike inverted at lower L; 1c Balboa on Expo PPC. E $20 MIN.10

EX-222. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VG+ SF15-02 (tip crs) 1c pf.12 Balboa on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EX-223. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VG SF15-03 (lite tone; tip cr; edge tear R) on Expo PPC. E $30 MIN.15

EX-224. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VG+ SF15-03 Univ.machine; 1c perf.10 Balboa Sc.401 on Expo PPC: "This is Roosevelt Day. Am on way to hear him now..." E $60

EX-225. San Francisco, CA, 1912, F SF15-09-01 PPIE slogan; pair 1c Frank. on PPC to Austria. E $12 MIN.6

EX-226. San Francisco, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-09-01B PPIE slogan on address side; 2c Expo commen on pix side, canxed w/mute oval; S.S.Cleveland Steward's 5-line return address h/s ("Voyage autour du monde") in message area on PPC to France. E $24 MIN.12

EX-227. San Francisco, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-09-01B/var PPIE slogan w/dateless 3rd class dial; 1c Balboa on 1.25x3.25" PIECE ONLY. E $6

EX-228. San Francisco, CA, 1913, VG SF15-09-02 PPIE slogan (uneven toned; bit lite soiled) boxed "M.O.B" at lower L on Money Order Business penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6

EX-229. San Francisco, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-09-02 PPIE slogan; 2c Expo on PPC to Finland. E $15 MIN.8

EX-230. San Francisco, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-09-02 PPIE slogan (tip cr) 1c Parcel Post on PPC. E $8


EX-232. San Francisco, CA, 1915 (Dec 18), F SF15-09-02A PPIE slogan (LATE) 1c pf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $14

EX-233. San Francisco, CA, 1911 (Jun 27), G+ SF15-09-07AA PPIE slogan w/BOLD "1" in die space, clearly tilted to right (lite tone) RARE variety on PPC. E $90 MIN.46

EX-234. San Francisco, CA, 1912 (Jul 23), F SF15-09-09B PPIE slogan (LATE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-235. San Francisco, CA, 1913, F SF15-09-09B PPIE slogan on PPC to Finland w/Ostola VG DCDS as recd. E $15 MIN.8

EX-236. San Francisco, CA, 1913, VG SF15-09-10A PPIE slogan (upper L clip; lower L nib; edge tear L) struck vertically at R & inverted at B, to canx 1c Expo commen (at upper R) & 2x 2c Expo commens at B on cvr to Germany. E $15

EX-237. San Francisco, CA, 1914, F SF15-09-10A PPIE slogan (lower L tip nib) Industrial
Accident Comm'n cc; 2c Expo commem on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-238. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (May 8), VF SF15-13A PIEE slogan (EKU) on PPC. E $14
EX-239. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 18), G+ SF15-13A PIEE slogan, just before damaged dial; on PPC. E $5
EX-240. Los Angeles, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-13A PIEE slogan (crnr crs) 2x 1c on PPC to Jamaica, w/Port Antonio DCDS as recd. E $24 MIN.12
EX-241. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 22), G+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-242. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 22), G+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-243. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 22), F SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (vert.cr; edge tear T; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-244. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 23), G+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (near F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-245. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 23), G+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-246. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 23), VF SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-247. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 24), G+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-248. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 25), VG SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-249. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 25), G+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (crs; bit lite soiled) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-250. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 26), VG+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial; add'l strike inverted at L; on PPC. E $8
EX-251. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 28), F SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (upper R crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-252. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 29), VG SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (crnr cr) 2 strikes, partly overlap; 1 to L of stamp; on PPC. E $8
EX-253. Los Angeles, CA, 1912, G+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-254. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 31), G+ SF15-13B PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-255. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 3), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (EARLY; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-256. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 8), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-257. Los Angeles, CA, 1912, G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (uneven toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-258. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 13), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-259. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 15), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-260. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 16), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (crnr cr; crnrs lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-261. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 18), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (small piece out R) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-262. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 18), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-263. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 19), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-264. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 19), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-265. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 19), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-266. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 19), VG SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial (o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-267. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 19), G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-268. Los Angeles, CA, 1912, G+ SF15-13D PIEE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-269. Oakland, CA, 1913, VG SF15-15 PIEE slogan w/dateless 3rd class dial (toned; crnr cr) Central Savings Bank ad & April calendar on pix side; bit faulty 1c Sc.412 coil on 4x6.25" "Art Mailing Card" w/Expo text ad at lower L. E $24 MIN.12
EX-270. Portland, OR, 1914, F SF15-16A PIEE slogan (trim L partly into address; lite tone) address written as long 4-line poem; pair 1c Parcel Post on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-271. Seattle, WA, 1914, VG SF15-18C PIEE slogan; 3x 2c on cvr to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
MIN.6
EX-273. Berkeley/South Berkeley Sta., CA, 1915, VG SF15-23A PPIE slogan FLAG (crs; lite tone) 1c pf. 10 Balboa on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-274. Berkeley/West Berkeley Sta., CA, 1912, G+ SF15-23B PPIE slogan flag on PPC w/shorthand message. E $20
EX-275. Berkeley/West Berkeley Sta., CA, 1912, G+ SF15-23B PPIE slogan flag on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-276. Berkeley/West Berkeley Sta., CA, 1912, VF SF15-23B PPIE slogan flag (scuffs, not affecting canx; part lite tone; 3 crnrs clip) on PPC. E $14
EX-277. San Jose, CA, 1911, G+ SF15-24 PPIE slogan flag (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-278. San Jose, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-24 PPIE slogan flag (slogan part spotty) on PPC. E $5
EX-279. San Jose, CA, 1914, G+ SF15-24A PPIE slogan flag; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $6
EX-280. San Jose/Sta.A, CA, 1912, F SF15-24B PPIE slogan flag (part o/s; toned; tiny tear T) on PPC. E $6
EX-283. Los Angeles/Sta.D, CA, 1912 (Oct 30), VG SF15-25 PPIE slogan flag (edge tear R; part lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-284. Los Angeles/Sta.D, CA, 1912 (Nov 1), VG SF15-25 PPIE slogan flag (tear R; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
EX-298. Los Angeles/Sta.R, CA, 1914, F SF15-25D PPIE slogan flag (part o/s) w/2nd strike inverted at lower L; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $6
EX-299. Los Angeles/Station R, CA, 1915, F+ SF15-25D (flag) part overlap by add'1 strike on PPC. E $8
EX-300. Los Angeles/Arade Sta., CA, ca.1912, G+ SF15-25F PPIE slogan flag (year partial) on PPC. E $6
EX-301. Los Angeles/Arade Sta., CA, 1913, G+ SF15-25F PPIE slogan flag (near VF) on PPC. E $8
EX-304. Los Angeles/Westlake Sta., CA, 1915, G+ SF15-25J PPIE slogan flag (near VG; cr) on PPC. E $6
EX-305. Los Angeles/Westlake Sta., CA, 1915, G+ SF15-25J PPIE slogan flag; bit faulty 1c pf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-306. Long Beach, CA, 1913, F SF15-26 PPIE slogan flag (tip cr) on PPC. E $8
EX-307. Longbeach, CA, 1913, VG SF15-26 PPIE slogan flag (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-308. Portland, OR, 1912, G+ SF15-27 PPIE slogan flag (lite tone) on PPC to local add. E $15
MIN.8
EX-309. Portland, OR, 1913, G+ SF15-27 PPIE slogan flag on locally mailed PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-310. San Francisco, CA, 1910 (Nov 25), VG Int'l tying "Panama-Pacific Int'l Exposition/San Francisco Cal.USA" pictorial ad label (ship & sun w/"1915") A.Schilling & Co.cc on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
EX-311. San Francisco, CA, [1915], partial mute oval (edge scuffs) 1c perf.10 Balboa on 4.25x6.25" Curt Teich folder w/11-panel foldout views of PPIE Expo, inc.4-panel panorama of grounds. E $14
EX-312. USS Colorado, 1915 (Feb 22), G+ ty.1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) 1c Balboa on PPC. Ship possibly at PPIE EXPO. Known to be at Mare Island Feb.24. E $80 MIN.40
EX-313. San Diego/Expo Sta., CA, 1915, G+ SD15-01 (dial hi: "IEGO" partly off; crnr cr; bit lite tone) on Expo PPC. E $20
EX-315. San Diego/Exposition Sta., CA, 1915, G+ SD15-01; 1c perf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $50
EX-316. San Diego/Exposition Sta., CA, 1915, VG+ SD15-01 (part on stamp; tip cr) on Expo PPC. E $20
EX-318. Pomona, CA, 1916, VF SD16-05 Pan-Cal Expo slogan FLAG (tiny tears T; flap partly off) on cvr. E $40
EX-319. Pomona, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-05 Pan-Cal Expo slogan FLAG (near F+) on PPC. E $15
EX-320. Santa Monica, CA, 1917 (Jan 3), VF SD16-06 Pan-Cal Expo slogan FLAG (LATE use, after event closed; lite tone) on 3x4" cvr. E $70 MIN.36
EX-321. Longbeach, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-07 Pan-Cal slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-322. Longbeach, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-07 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (part spotty) on PPC. E $8
EX-323. Longbeach, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-07 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (bit angled; crs) on PPC. E $8
EX-324. Redlands, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-08 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-325. Redlands, CA, 1916, VG SD16-08 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (part o/s by duplex; slogan partial; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-326. Redlands, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-08 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (slogan part spotty; part toned; tears B; crs) on PPC. E $8
EX-327. Riverside, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-09 PCIE slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-328. Santa Barbara, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-11 PCIE slogan on PPC. E $8
EX-329. Santa Barbara, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-11 Pan-Cal slogan (slogan on stamp is spotty, but nearly full 2nd strike of killer at L) on 2c Grant GPC to SWITZERLAND. NICE use. E $50 MIN.26
EX-330. Santa Barbara, CA, 1916, VG SD16-11 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (slogan part spotty; lite tone) on PPC to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
EX-331. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (slogan spotty) on PPC. E $20
EX-332. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, F SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $24
EX-333. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, VG+ SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (slogan part spotty; trim L; few tone specks) on cvr. E $60
EX-334. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, F SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. NICE strike; RARE as such. E $20
EX-335. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (slogan about 1/2 off R edge) on PPC. E $15
EX-336. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, VG SD16-14B Pan-Cal Expo slogan (lite tone) 1c pf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-337. Los Angeles, CA, 1916 (Dec 15), VG+ SD16-14C Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $14
EX-338. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, VG SD16-14C Pan-Cal slogan on PPC. E $14
EX-339. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, F+ SD16-14C Pan-Cal Expo slogan #3 on PPC. E $14
EX-340. Los Angeles, CA, 1916 (Dec 22), VG+ SD16-14C Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $14
EX-341. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, VF SD16-14C PCIE slogan machine #3 on PPC. E $14
EX-342. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, VF SD16-14C Pan-Cal slogan on PPC. E $15
EX-344. Oakland, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-16 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on tiny 1.25x4" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-345. Oakland, CA, 1917, VF SD16-16 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (LATE use, after event closed.; trim
R; toned) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
EX-346. San Francisco, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-17B Pan-Cal slogan; (cr) 1c Balboa perf.10 on PPC. E $6
EX-348. Berkeley, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-19 Pan-Cal slogan (o/s) on PPC. E $5
EX-349. San Diego, CA, 1914 (Dec 30), G+ SD16-23 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (1914 use) on PPC. E $14
EX-350. San Diego, CA, 1913, VG+ SD16-25 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-351. San Diego, CA, 1913, F SD16-25 Pan-Cal slogan (EARLY use) "J.A.Webb, Gas Engine Machinist & Engineer" cc on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-352. San Diego, CA, 1913, G+ SD16-25 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (early use; lite tone) early use on PPC. E $8
EX-353. San Diego, CA, 1913 (Dec 19), VG SD16-25 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-354. San Diego, CA, 1913, G+ SD16-25 PCIE slogan (EARLY; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-355. Stockton, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-26 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PSE. E $20
EX-356. San Diego, CA, 1910 (Mar 12), G+ Amer/B14 (angle strike; edge tears T) VERY EARLY Panama-California Expo illus.logo ad on flap (bit o/s by offset canx); Hotel Del Coronado, Coronado Beach, CA, ORANGE embossed logo cc on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
EX-357. San Diego, CA, 1918, VG Univ. (bit ruff L & T; lite tone) "Golden West Hotel" header; "San Diego Panama California Expo/Entire Year" vertical overall illus.back ad (arial view of grounds, city & ocean) on cvr used well after event. E $15 MIN.8
EX-358. USS San Diego, 1916, VG+ ty.3(AC) "San Diego/California" (lower L edge of stamp folded up when mailed) SHIP at Pan-Cal Int'l EXPO; on PPC. E $150
EX-360. Helena, MT, 1918, G+ Amer/A14 (bit lite tone; tip crs) Montana State Fair text ad ("It Will Be Ready...") in message area on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-361. Rochester, NY, 1918, VF Int'l (toned) Hotel Rochester cc; Rochester Industrial Expo illus.ad (plane over Expo; interior) on cvr. E $24
EX-362. Rochester, NY, 1919, VF Univ. (lite tone) Sidney B.Roby Co.cc; Rochester Industrial Expo illus.ad (plane over Expo; interior) on cvr used 4 mos.after event. E $20
EX-363. Rochester, NY, 1920, VG Univ (lite tone) Wm.B.Morse Lumber Co.cc; Rochester Industrial Expo illus.ad (balletina & horse) on PSE. E $20
EX-364. Bournemouth, Great Britain, 1923, VG+ "British Empire Exhibition 1924" slogan repeater w/pictorial lion on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
EX-365. Beaverton, OR, 1925?, partial duplex (lite tone; part ruff trim R; return add.erased) Atlantic Pacific Highways & Electrical Expo, Portland, Ore, overall illus.ad (car, ox-drawn wagon, plane, bldgs) on cvr. E $24
EX-366. Philadelphia/Model Post Office, PA, 1926 (Jul 4), G+ P26-10-03 (killer part spotty) 2c Expo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-367. Philadelphia/Sta.S, PA, 1926, VG Int'l (lite tone) 38x50mm Sesquicent'l ad label w/illus.Liberty Bell on back (not tied, but apparently belongs); 2c Expo on commer.cvr. E $8
EX-368. USS Arkansas, 1926 (Aug 23), G+ ty.3(A-48f) (dial hi: "US" mostly off; bit ruff slit T) "Philade(lphia)/Pennsylvania"; SHIP at SESQUICENTENNIAL EXPO; on cvr. E $50
EX-369. Saint John, NB, Canada, 1930, G+ Univ. (trim T; no flap) W.H.Thorne & Co.cc; St.John Exhibition illus.ad (expo bldg) on cvr. E $30
EX-371. Chicago, IL, 1933, G+ C33-05; 3c Expo on Expo PPC to GERMANY. E $14
EX-372. Chicago/Century of Progress Sta., IL, 1933, VG C33-05 on Expo PPC (Skyride): "I am writing this from atop 1 of the shafts of the skyride. You can see for 170 miles into 4 states". E $14
EX-373. Chicago, IL, 1933, G+ C33-13-11 Cent.of Progress slogan (machine # obscured) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $5
EX-374. Chicago, IL, [1933], VF C33-13-39 w/DATELESS dial; Imperial Brass Mfg.Co.illus.ad; 1.5c Harding coil on #10 cvr. E $14
EX-375. Chicago, IL, 1930, F Univ.; "Chicago World's Fair 1933" text ad below message; EARLY; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-376. Toronto/Postal Term.A, Canada, 1934, F machine; Toronto Cent ’1 cc; illus.ad (bldg; fireworks) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-379. San Diego, CA, 1935, VG SD35-09 Cal-Pac Expo slogan (killer partly off R) full-color 44x32mm perfed ad label (Admin.Bldg) tied to back by offset canx ink on cvr. E $14
EX-380. San Diego, CA, 1935, G+ SD35-09 Expo slogan (lite tone) CPIE illus.ad at B (o/s by Return to Sender pointing hand h/s); strip/4x 3c Expo commems +1c Frank. on special del.cvr w/Expo poster stamp at upper L (not tied, but apparently belongs). E $20
EX-381. USS Alden, 1935 (Nov 11), VF magenta ty.3(AC-BTT) "San-Diego/Calif."; SHIP at Cal-Pac Expo; on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-382. USS Altair, 1935 (Jul 4), F magenta ty.3s(A-74a) "San Diego/California”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet & 3c commem on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-383. USS Astoria, 1935 (Aug 25), G+ ty.3(BC-BTT) (month not struck) "San Diego,/California”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-384. USS Bonita, 1935 (Jun 12), F ty.5hks (year slight stutter) ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo "Fleet Concentration" cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-385. USS Brant, 1935 (May 29), VF purple ty.3(BC-BBT) "First Day/Exposition”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; add-on cachet (ship) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-386. USS Brant, 1935 (Jun 14), VF ty.3(BC-BTT) "Flag Day/San Diego”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-387. USS Brant, 1935 (Sep 5), F ty.3(BC-BTT) (lite tone) "Exposition/San Diego”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-388. USS Bridge, 1935 (Nov 11), G+ ty.3(B-BTT) (near F) "Supply Ship/U.S.Fleet”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-389. USS Brooks, 1935 (Oct 27), F purple ty.3(AC-BTT) "Navy Day/San Diego”; SHIP at CPI Expo; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-390. USS Broome, [1935] (Sep 3), G+ ty.3s(A) ("US" & part of year overwritten in ms; o/w F+; lite tone) "San Diego/Calif”; year altered to ’33, but on 3c CPI Expo commem; SHIP at EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-391. USS Buchanan, 1935 (Aug 23), VG ty.3(BC-BTT); no slogan in bars, but ship known to be at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-392. USS Cachalot, 1935 (Nov 11), VF ty.3s(B-BTT) "San Diego/Calif.”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-393. USS Chandler, 1935 (Nov 11), F ty.3(AC-BBB) "San Diego/Calif.”; SHIP at Cal-Pac Expo; on cvr. E $15
EX-394. USS Concord, 1935 (Nov 3), VG+ ty.3s(B-BTT) "San Diego/Calif.”; SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-395. USS Dallas, 1935 (May 29), F ty.5hks "San/Diego”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet; strip/3x 1c Yosemite imperfs on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-396. USS Dobbin, 1935 (Jun 10), VG ty.3(A-BBT) "San Diego/Calif.”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet & 3c commem on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-397. USS Evans, 1935 (Oct 27), VG+ ty.3(BC-BBT) "Navy Day/S.D.Calif”; SHIP at CPIE EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $20
EX-398. USS Goff, 1935 (Nov 4), F ty.3r(AC-BBB) "San Diego/California”; SHIP at CPIE EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $20
EX-399. USS Humphreys, 1935 (Nov 11), VF ty.3(B-BTT) "San Diego/Calif”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-400. USS King, 1935 (Aug 5), VF ty.3s(BC-BTB) "San Diego/California”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo on PINK cvr w/"Fleet Week/Seattle" cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-401. USS Langley, 1935 (Jun 10), VG ty.5hks "Fleet Week/San Diego”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-402. USS Milwaukee, 1935 (Oct 27), VG ty.5bhks(xoo) "San Diego/Calif./Navy Day”; SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; on cvr. E $14
EX-403. USS Nautilus, 1935 (Nov 11), VF ty.5hks (bit lite tone) "Last/Day”; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-404. USS Philip, 1935 (Jun 26), VG magenta ty.3(A-BBT) "San Diego/Calif”; SHIP at CAL-PAC
EX-405. USS Philip, 1935 (Oct 27), F purple ty.3(A-BBT) (lite tone) "San Diego/California"; SHIP at CPIE EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $20
EX-406. USS Pruitt, 1935 (Oct 27), VG+ ty.3s(AC-TBT) (lite tone) "San Diego/Navy Day"; ship at Cal-Pac Expo on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-407. USS Pruitt, 1935 (Oct 27), G+ ty.3s(AC-TBT) (bit stutter) "San Diego/Navy Day"; ship at CAL-PAC EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-408. USS Richmond, 1935 (Oct 27), F ty.3(A-TTT) (lite tone) "Every Day A/Navy Day"; SHIP known to be at CAL-PAC EXPO on this date; on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-409. USS Upshur, 1935 (Apr 27), VF ty.3(B-BTT) (lite tone spot where add.label removed) "San Diego/Exposition" pre-fair ad slogan on cvr w/modern cachet added. E $20
EX-410. HMS Danae, 1935 (Sep 9), VF 4-bar w/box dial; "San Diego" in bars tying 3c Cal-Pac Expo commem; BRITISH SHIP at EXPO; on unadd.cvr. E $15
EX-412. Dallas/Texas Cent'l Sta., TX, 1936 (Jun 6), G+ D36-02 duplex (EKU) plate block/4x 3c Expo on cvr w/"Cent'l Celebration/Applied at Expo Station" large pictorial h/s on back. E $24
EX-413. Dallas, TX, 1936 (Dec 19), VG D36-06/3 Texas Cent'l slogan (EKU; lite gum tone; cr) w/add'l strike inverted at lower L; 1.5c Harding on cvr. E $15
EX-414. San Diego/Calif Pac Int Exp Sta, CA, 1936 (Feb 12), F SD35-04A "1st Day/1936" printed cachet; "127th Anniv.Lincoln's B'day" h/s cachet; 3c Expo commem on #10 cvr w/enc.3-panel illus.Expo brochure. E $20 MIN.10
EX-415. USS Bass, 1936 (Jul 4), VG+ RED ty.5hks "San Diego/Calif."; SHIP at Cal-Pac EXPO; Independence Day cachet on unadd.cvr. E $30 MIN.15
EX-416. USS Brant, 1936 (Feb 12), VF ty.3(BC-BBT) w/purple dial & black bars; "First Day/Exposition" in bars; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; 3c Expo commem on cvr w/Opening Day/Lincoln's Birthday cachet. E $50 MIN.26
EX-417. USS Cincinnati, 1936 (Apr 12), VF ty.3(AC-BBT) (lite tone) "San Diego/Calif."; SHIP at CPIE EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $24
EX-418. USS Dahlgren, 1936 (Aug 11), G+ ty.3(AC-BTT) (date spotty) "San Diego/Cal"; SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $14
EX-419. USS Kane, 1936 (Feb 20), F ty.3(B-BBT) "San Diego/Calif"; ship at CAL-PAC EXPO; ship's data cachet on cvr. E $15
EX-420. USS Kane, 1936 (Feb 20), F ty.3(B-BBT) "San Diego/Calif"; SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-421. USS Kingfisher, 1936 (May 27), G+ ty.3(B-BTT) (part on stamp) "San Diego/Calif."; SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; ship's data cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-422. USS Lamberton, 1936 (Mar 4), G+ ty.3(B-BBT) (dial mostly on stamps; lite gum tone) "San Diego/Calif"; SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; on cvr. E $14
EX-423. USS Litchfield, 1936 (Mar 18), F ty.3(A-TTT) "San Diego/Calif" (sic); SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; on cvr w/modern pictorial cachet added. E $15 MIN.8
EX-425. Dallas, TX, 1937 (Oct 12), VG D37-06A Pan-Am Expo slogan (LATE) on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-426. Marietta, OH, 1938, VF Int'l (lite tone; staple holes, 2 in stamp) "Northwest Territory Celebration" overall illus.back ad (pioneers in wilderness); B.S.Sprague Electrical Co.cc on cvr. E $14
EX-427. Willits, CA, 1938, VF Univ.; "Frontier Days/July 2-3-4" photo illus.ad (cowboy on bucking bronco) at L; Reynolds Photo Shop h/s cc on #10 cvr. E $14
EX-428. New York World's Fair RPO, 1939, G+ NY39-06; Railroads on Parade cachet; 3c Expo on cvr. E $8
EX-429. World's Fair Sta., NY, 1940 (Oct 27), F NY39-09; Last Day/Railway P.O.Car cachet; 3c Expo on unadd.cvr. E $8
EX-430. Farmingdale, NY, 1939 (Apr 4), G+ Int'l (bit trim T) New York World's Fair illus.ad (bdg at L; skyline at B) on 4x5" commer.cvr. E $16
EX-431. New York/Sta.T, NY, 1939, F Int'l (lite tone) "Administration Bldg./N.Y.World's Fair"
illus.ad at lower L; "Visit the N.Y.World's Fair..." text ad on back; on cvr. E $14
EX-432. New York, NY, 1940, F PB meter #56107 "Visit the U.S.Steel Bldg/N.Y.World's Fair 1940" pictorial slogan; U.S.Steel cc (part toned around window) on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-433. Trenton, NJ, 1940, G+ PB meter #95127 "Visit Trenton When Going to the N.Y.World's Fair" slogan (lite tone) Crescent Wire cc on bit trim 4x8" window FRONT ONLY. E $6
EX-434. USS Arkansas, 1939 (Aug 20), F ty.3(AC-TTB) "New York/NY"; ship at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR on cvr w/add-on pictorial cachet (ship). E $15 MIN.8
EX-435. USS Brooklyn, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3(A-BTT) "At NY For/World Fair"; ship at Expo; Fleet Week cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-436. USS Brooklyn, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3(A-BTT) "At NY For/World Fair"; ship at Expo; Inauguration Sesquicent'1 cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-437. USS Brooklyn, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3(A-BTT) "At NY For/World Fair"; ship at Expo; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-438. USS Brooklyn, 1939 (May 4), VF ty.3(A-BTT) (toned) "At NY For/World Fair"; ship at Expo; Fleet Visits Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-439. USS Claxton, 1939 (Apr 30), VG ty.3r(AC-BBT) "Worlds Fair/N.Y." ("AIR" obscured on stamp; lite gum tone) ship at Expo; Expo cachet on unadd.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-440. USS Dahlgren, 1939 (Oct 31), VF ty.3(AC-BTT); no slogan in bars, but known ship at N.Y.Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-441. USS Dunlap, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3r(AC-BBT) (lite tone) no slogan in bars, but known ship at N.Y.Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-442. USS Ellet, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3r(A-BBT) "New York/New York"; ship at Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-443. USS Falcon, 1939 (May 1), F ty.3(BC-BBT) "New/York N.Y"; ship at Expo; Fleet Visits Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-444. USS Goff, 1939 (Apr 30), G+ ty.3br(AC-XB) w/"PM" slug; "World's Fair/New York" in bars; ship at N.Y.World's Fair on cvr w/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-445. USS Hammann, 1939 (Aug 11), G+ ty.3(A-TBT) "First Day/Commission" slogan in bars; ship at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; on cvr w/Navy Yard, N.Y., N.Y.cachet. E $12 MIN.6
EX-446. USS Helena, 1939 (Sep 18), G+ ty.3r(AC-BBT) (lite gum tone) "Brooklyn/NY"; SHIP at NY EXPO; on cvr. E $14
EX-447. USS Helena, 1939 (Sep 18), VF magenta ty.3r(AC-BBT) "Brooklyn/N.Y."; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; on cacheted cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-448. USS Honolulu, 1939 (Apr 30), VG ty.3r(A-BBT) "New York/World Fair"; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; h/s Expo cachet on cvr. E $15
EX-449. USS Hopkins, 1939 (Apr 30), VG ty.5ahks ("New York/City" in bars, but obscured on stamp) ship at Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-450. USS Hopkins, 1939 (Apr 30), VG ty.5ahks ("USS" partial) "New York/City"; ship at Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-451. USS Hopkins, 1939 (Apr 30), G+ ty.5ahks "New York/City" (toned) SHIP at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-452. USS Hopkins, 1939 (Apr 30), VG ty.5ahks "New|York/City"; ship at EXPO on World's Fair cachet cvr. E $14
EX-453. USS Jouett, 1939 (Apr 29), VG+ ty.3r(A-BBT) "World Fair/New York"; ship at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; on cacheted cvr. E $14
EX-454. USS Jouett, 1939 (Apr 29, VG ty.3r(A-BBT) (lite gum tone) "World Fair/New York"; ship at N.Y.WORLD'S Fair; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-455. USS Jouett, 1939 (May 2), G+ ty.3r(A-BBT) (lite tone) "World Fair/New York; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15
EX-456. USS Lang, 1939 (Oct 31), VG+ ty.3r(AC-BTT) (lite tone) "Brooklyn/NY"; ship at Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-457. USS Langley, 1939 (Apr 30), F+ ty.x3(AC-TBB) "New York/World's Fair"; ship at Expo; Expo cachet on unadd.cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-458. USS Manley, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3(A-BTT); no slogan in bars, but known ship at N.Y.Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-459. USS Manley, 1939 (Oct 31), VF ty.3(A-BTT) "New York/N.Y."; ship at Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-460. USS Nashville, 1939 (Apr 30), F ty.3(A-BBT) "New York/New York"; ship at Expo; Expo
EX-461. USS New York, 1939 (Apr 30), VG ty.3(A-BBT) "New York/World Fair" (slogan B line partial; lite tone) ship at Expo; Geo.Wash.cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-462. USS New York, 1939 (Apr 30), F ty.3(A-BBT) "New York/World Fair"; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-463. USS Philadelphia, 1939 (Apr 30), F ty.3(AC-TTB) (lite tone) "New York/N.Y."; ship at Expo; Geo.Wash.cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-464. USS Philadelphia, 1939 (May 18), F+ ty.3(AC-TTB) "New York/N.Y." (bit tone R tip) SHIP at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; sailor's typed return add.on flap; SCARCE commer.use on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-465. USS Potomac, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3(A-TTB) (lite tone) "New York/N.Y."; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; Crosby ship's photo Expo cachet; Expo commem on cvr. E $50 MIN.26
EX-466. USS Roper, 1939 (Apr 30), F+ ty.3b(BC-BKT) (lite tone) "Visiting/New-York City/Worlds Fair"; ship at Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-467. USS Saint Louis, 1939 (Oct 5), F+ ty.3(A-BBT) "New York/N.Y."; ship at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; h/s Shakedown Cruise cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-468. USS Saury, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3r(A-BBT) "New York/World Fair" in bars; VF ty.9v Reg'd DCDS; F+ ty.9x Parcel Post DCDS (all slight overlap); SHIP at WORLD'S FAIR; on 3.25x6" card w/ship's albino embossed seal at L. E $24 MIN.12
EX-469. USS Saury, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3r(A-BBT) "New York/World Fair"; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-470. USS Savannah, 1939 (May 5), F ty.3(A-BBT) "New York/NY"; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-471. USS Schenck, 1939 (May 2), F ty.3(AC-TTB) "New York/Y-N" (error); ship at NY World's Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-472. USS Semmes, 1939 (May 1), G+ blue ty.3r(A-BTT) (near VF; lite tone) "New York/N.Y."; ship at Expo; Fleet Visits Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-473. USS Somers, 1939 (May 2), F ty.3r(AC-BBT) (o/s by 2nd strike; lite tone) "Navvy Yard/New York"; ship at Expo; Fleet Visits Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-474. USS Tennessee, 1939 (May 2), VF ty.7 machine; no slogan, but known ship at N.Y.Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-475. USS Texas, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.5hks (lite gum tone) "World's Fair/New York N,Y"; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-476. USS Wichita, 1939 (Jun 13), F ty.3r(A-TTB) "Worlds Fair/New York"; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-477. USS Wyoming, 1939 (Aug 10), G+ ty.3r(B-BTT) "New York/NY"; SHIP at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-478. San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Mar 24), VF SF39-02A w/mute ovals killer on 3c Expo; Nocona, TX, F DCDS (Mar 1) tying Pony Express pictorial label at L on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-479. San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Mar 24), VF SF39-02A (tears T) "Nocona, TX, Via Pony Express to Golden Gate Expo" 39x51mm pictorial local post label tied by Nocona, TX, F DCDS (Mar 1) on cvr. E $15
EX-480. San Francisco, CA, 1939, G+ SF39-15/3 GGINE slogan; Crocker-Union cc; 3c Printing on window cvr. E $6
EX-481. San Francisco, CA, 1939, F SF39-15/8 GGINE slogan (lite tone; tear R) A.L.Young Machinery Co.cc on #10 PSE. E $5
EX-482. San Francisco, CA, 1939, VF SF39-15/8 GGINE slogan; Calif.Conserving Co.logo cc; 3c Expo on #10 window cvr. E $8
EX-483. San Francisco, CA, 1940, F SF39-16/4 GGINE slogan; Hotel St.Francis cc on air cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $6
EX-484. Corning, CA, 1938, VG Int'l (edge tear T) Pacific Gas & Elec.cc; Golden Gate Int'l Expo illus.slogan ad on flap on cvr. E $12
EX-485. San Francisco, CA, 1938 (May 20), VG Int'l (bit ruff slit T) "Nat'l Air Mail Week... Calif.Invites You... World's Fair on San Fran.Bay" GREEN pictorial h/s TYING 6c globe; Modern Marketing Service cc on #10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-486. Washington, DC, 1939, VG Int'l (part lite tone) announcement of Golden Gate Int'l Expo commem.issue date on penalty PC; accompanying bit faulty FDC. E $14
EX-487. San Francisco, CA, 1938, G+ Int'l (edge tear R) "San Fran, Oakland & Bay Cities/Invite You... Golden Gate Int'l Expo" 61x42mm full-color illus.poster stamp (bridges & island) on back; "Union Fish Co." cc corrected to "Alaska Salmon Co." on #10 cvr. E $8

EX-488. San Francisco, CA, 1937, F Int'l; "San Fran, Oakland & Bay Cities/Invite You... Golden Gate Int'l Expo" 61x42mm full-color illus.poster stamp on back (bridges & island); Alaska Salmon Co.cc on #10 cvr. EARLY. E $12 MIN.6

EX-489. San Francisco, CA, 1938, VG Int'; "Blindcraft invites the world to visit Treasure Island & See the World's Fair... Golden Gate Int'l Expo" 72x42mm full-color illus.poster stamp (tower & bridge) TIED to back by offset canx; Phillips Products Co.cc on cvr. E $16

EX-490. Sacramento, CA, 1938 (Sep 19), VG NPM meter; (lite gum tone) Dept.of Employment cc; "Come to the Golden Gate Int'l Expo..." text ad at B on #10 cvr. E $8

EX-491. San Jose, CA, ca.1939, F Univ/dateless dial; "Golden Gate Int'l Expo" illus.ad on back; Calif.Prune & Apricot Growers/Sunsweet illus.logo cc; illus.prune juice bottle ("Gently Laxative") on flap on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6

EX-492. USS Downes, 1939 (Jul 3), F ty.3r(A-BTT) "Treasure/Island Cal." in bars; ship at Golden Gate Expo on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-493. USS Louisville, 1939 (Jul 4), F ty.3(AC-BBT); no slogan in bars, but known ship at GGI Expo; Expo cachet on unadd.cvr. E $15 MIN.8


EX-495. Chatham, NY, 1940, G+ Int'; "Stamped at the Fair Grounds..." h/s at L; Columbia Cty.Agricultural Society/100th Annual Fair ad on cvr. E $14

EX-496. Des Moines, IA, 1940, VF Univ.; "Iowa State Fair & Expo/Aug.21-30..." cc on cvr (after event). E $12 MIN.6

EX-497. USS Helena, 1940 (Jun 13), G+ magenta ty.3r(AC-BBT) "Brooklyn/New York"; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; on cachetd cvr. E $16

EX-498. USS Meade, 1940 (Sep 3), F ty.3r(A-BBT) "New York/New York"; SHIP at EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $20 MIN.10

EX-499. USS Plunkett, 1940 (Aug 15), VG ty.3(A-BTT) (lite tone) "Mail Service/First Day"; SHIP at N.Y.World's Fair; commissioning cachet (at N.Y.) on cvr. E $14

EX-500. USS Roe, 1940 (Jun 10), VF ty.3r(A-BBT) "New York/New York"; ship at N.Y.World's Fair; shakedown h/s cachet on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

EX-501. USS Twiggs, 1940 (Sep 8), G+ ty.3(A-BBT) "New York/N.Y."; ship at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR on cacheted cvr. E $20 MIN.10

EX-502. USS Twiggs, 1940 (Sep 30), VG+ ty.3(A-BTT) "New York/N.Y."; SHIP at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; Last Day Postal Service cachet on 3.5x6.25" card. E $12 MIN.6

EX-503. USS William B. Preston, 1940 (Jun 18), F+ ty.3(A-BBT) (lite tone) "At Navy/Yard NY"; SHIP at NY EXPO; on cvr w/recommission cachet. E $15

EX-504. Salon de la Philatelie/Paris, France, 1942, VF DCDS (toned) "Foire de Paris" illus.label (not tied) on Foire PPC. E $15 MIN.8


EX-506. Vatican City, 1965 (Oct 15), VG DCDS/7-bar; 100 lire Pope on N.Y.World's Fair PPC (Papal Tiara) "surrendered" at Vatican Pavilion on Oct 4, flown to Vatican City & mailed there to U.S. E $16

EX-507. Flushing, NY, 1965, VG NY64-14L N.Y.WORLD'S Fair slogan on commer.6c air GPC. Unusual use. E $6

EX-508. Montreal, Que, Canada, 1967, VG slogan machine; "Ceylon/Expo 67" pictorial blue h/s applied at pavilion; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-509. Montreal, Canada, 1967, G+ slogan machine; "Nederland/Expo 67-Montreal" red pictorial h/s (pavilion silhouette) on PPC to U.S. E $15

EX-510. World's Fair Sta./Spokane, WA, 1974, VF S74-01; Expo commem on Expo PPC. E $6

EX-511. Knoxville/World's Fair Sta., TN, 1982, G+ black K82-01 (near VF) blue-green "Repubblica Italiana" pictorial h/s at L; 20c Expo commem on unadd.Expo PPC. E $14

EX-512. Mailed To: 1982 World's Fair, P.O.Box 1982, Knoxville, TN, 1981 (Oct 27), canxed Washingtonville, OH, G+ 4-bar (bit trim T, just in stamp) on cvr. E $14

EXPOSITIONS: Souvenirs & Other Related Items

EX-513. "Agri.Hall Main Avenue": Centennial Expo photo STEREO CARD, view of various company's
products w/statue of steer (soil; edge wear) Expo not named, but ID SURE. E $20 MIN.10
EX-514. "The Great Fountain from Machinery Hall, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn. E $20 MIN.10
EX-515. "North wing of Horticultural Hall, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn. E $20 MIN.10
EX-516. "Austrian Princess drawing room, Liberal Arts Bldg, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn. E $20 MIN.10
EX-517. "Interior of Electric Bldg, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn. E $15 MIN.8
EX-518. "Gondolas at home from the Lion Fountain, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn. E $20 MIN.10
EX-520. "Machinery Hall, Administration Bldg & Fountain/from Liberal Arts Bldg, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (few tone specks). E $15 MIN.8
EX-521. "The Surging Sea of Humanity at the opening of the/Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (part lite soiled; edge faults). E $15 MIN.8
EX-522. "Krupp's Great Exhibit of Guns, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (part lite tone, into R pic; bit edge wear). E $20 MIN.10
EX-523. "North wing of Horticultural Hall, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (pictures overexposed; surface wear in border). E $15 MIN.8
EX-524. "Feeding the Ducks, Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (pix bit dark; lite soiled; edge wear). E $15 MIN.8
EX-525. "Mining, Electricity & Administration Bldgs./Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (slight tip cr). E $24 MIN.12
EX-526. "Ostrich Eggs from Cape Colony, Agricultural Hall/Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (slight water tone edges). E $20 MIN.10
EX-527. "The Peristyle, we cannot see that any more,/World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn. E $24 MIN.12
EX-528. "The Great Diamond Washing & Cutting Exhibit, Mining Bldg/World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (bit lite edge tone). E $20 MIN.10
EX-530. "Vision of Beauty from Women's Bldg,/World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (bit lite soil). E $20 MIN.10
EX-531. "Great is Ontario & Great is her Squash, Horticultural Bldg,/World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (bit lite soil; bit edge wear). E $15 MIN.8
EX-532. "The French Section, Agricultural Bldg,/World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (bit lite soil; bit edge wear). E $15 MIN.8
EX-533. "New York Exhibit, Horticultural Bldg,/World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (bit lite soil). E $15 MIN.8
EX-534. "Opening Ceremonies of the World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (bit lite soil; edge wear). E $15 MIN.8
EX-535. "Interior of Mining Bldg, World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (border bit soiled; edge wear). E $15 MIN.8
EX-536. "Home of the Cliff Dwellers, World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (small tone spot T edge; R edge scuff). E $15 MIN.8
EX-537. "Evening on the Lagoon, World's Columbian Exposition": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (tip wear). E $20 MIN.10
EX-539. "Agricultural Bldg & the Peristyle, World's Fair, Chicago": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn (stains, partly in pictures; T edge bit cr). E $15 MIN.8
EX-540. Pan-American Expo: "A.B.Chase Pianos (Norwalk, OH)... at the Ohio State Bldg" 3x5" trade card w/illus.Agricultural Bldg; text ad on back, 1901. E $15 MIN.8
EX-541. Pan-American Expo: "A.B.Chase Pianos (Norwalk, OH)... at the Ohio State Bldg" 3x5" trade card w/illus.Electricity Bldg; text ad on back, 1901. E $15 MIN.8
EX-542. Pan-American Expo: C.P.Foster, 80 Dupont St., 3.25x5" ad card for accommodations during
FIRST DAY COVERS & EARLY USAGES

FC-1. 300, F, Washington, DC, 1903 (Apr 9), G+ duplex; EARLY use on lite tone PPC which was mailed w/o stamp & held for postage. E $14

FC-2. 300, F-A, Washington, DC, 1903 (Apr 30), VG Int'l; EARLY use on PPC. E $24

FC-3. 328, F-A, Washington, DC, 1907 (Apr 30), VF Int'l; EARLY: 5th day use; on PPC. April uses are SCARCE. E $20

FC-4. 367, F-A, New York/Sta.E, NY, 1909 (Feb 18), VF Int'l; EARLY: 7th day of use; on cvr w/Life magazine adv.dept.cc. E $30

FC-5. 397, F (SE at B & L), San Francisco, CA, 1913 (Jan 10), VF SF15-09-02 PPIE slogan; 10th day of use on lite tone PPC. E $16

FC-6. 538, F-A, Washington, DC, 1919 (Sep 2), G+ Univ.; EARLY use on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

FC-7. 612, F, Washington, DC, 1923 (Sep 12), VF Int'l on 1st Day cvr. E $75

FC-8. 627, F (lower R tip short), Philadelphia, PA, 1926 (May 10), VF P26-12-01 Sesquicent'l Expo slogan; YMCA logo cc; Liberty Bell cachet (Planty 627-19); 39x43mm Expo ad label w/illus.Liberty Bell on unadd.cc. E $20 MIN.10

FC-9. 773 block/4, F, San Diego/Cal Pac Int Expo Sta., CA, 1935 (May 29), VF SD35-02 4-bar w/long bars; Grandy cachet (Planty 773-7a) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

FC-10. 773 pair, F, San Diego/Cal Pac Int Expo Sta., CA, 1935 (May 29), VF SD35-02 4-bar w/medium bars; Grandy cachet (Planty 773-7) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10


PC-13. 791, F, Washington, DC, 1937 (Jan 15), VG+ machine; SCARCE solo using rate on 1st day PPC. E $20
PC-14. 801, F, Charlotte Amalie, VI, 1937 (Dec 15), F Univ. w/1st Day slogan on cacheted cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
PC-15. 852 block/4, F, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), VG+ SF39-01; House of Farnam cachet (Planty 852-7b) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PC-16. 852 block/4, F, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-01; Rice cachet (Planty 852-8) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PC-17. 852 block/4, F, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-01; cachet (Planty 852-17) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PC-18. 852 block/4, F, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-01; cachet (Planty 852-41) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PC-19. 852 block/4, F, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-01; Mayne cachet (Planty 852-10) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PC-20. 852 block/4, F, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-01; cachet (Planty 852-20a) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PC-22. 852 block/4, F-A, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-01; Plimpton cachet (Planty 852-15) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PC-23. 852 pair, F, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), VF SF39-01; Fidelity cachet (Planty 852-6) on unadd.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PC-24. 852 pair, F, San Francisco/(Golden Gate Sta.), CA, 1939 (Feb 18), G+ SF39-01; Pavovs cachet (Planty 852-18) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PC-25. 852 pair, F-A, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-11; Gundel cachet (Planty 852-31) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PC-27. 852, F, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-11; Linprint cachet (Planty 852-30) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PC-29. 852, F, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), VG SF39-11; cachet (Planty 852-22) on unadd.cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PC-31. 852, F, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-11; cachet (Planty 852-44) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PC-33. 852, F, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-11 (lite tone) cachet (Planty 852-33) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PC-34. 852, F, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-11; Ed Keis cachet (Planty 852-46) on unadd.cvr. E $30 MIN.15
PC-35. 852, F, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-11; Crosby cachet (Planty 852-1b) on cvr. E $40
PC-36. 852, F, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-11 (bit lite gum tone) Crosby cachet (Planty 852-1c) on cvr. E $40
PC-37. 852, F, San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), F SF39-11 (bit lite gum tone) Crosby cachet (Planty 852-1g) on cvr. E $40
PC-40. 852, F, Washington, DC, 1939 (Feb 19), VF Univ.; cachet (Planty 852-21) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PC-41. 853 block/4, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), VG 4-bar (part stutter) cachet (Planty 853-10a) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FC-42. 853 block/4, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), VF 4-bar; Gundel cachet (Planty 853-27) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

FC-43. 853 block/4, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), VF 4-bar; cachet (Planty 853-29a) on unadd.cvr. E $20 MIN.10

FC-44. 853 block/4, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), G+ 4-bar; Nix cachet (Planty 853-46) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

FC-45. 853 block/4, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), VF 4-bar; cachet (Planty 853-22a) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15


FC-47. 853, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), VF Univ.; Grimsland cachet (Planty 853-1) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


FC-49. 853, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), F Univ. (lite tone) cachet (Planty 853-3) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


FC-51. 853, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), F Univ. (lite tone) cachet (Planty 853-10) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


FC-54. 853, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), F Univ.; cachet (Planty 853-35b) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


FC-59. 853, F, Washington, DC, 1939 (Apr 2), VF 4-bar (lite tone) cachet (Planty 853-34) on unadd.cvr. E $15 MIN.8

FC-60. 1193, F, Champaign, IL, 1962 (Feb 21), VG machine; 2nd day use on commer.#10 cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

FC-61. 1909, F, Kennedy Space Center, FL, 1983 (Aug 12), F machine; ArtCraft cachet on unadd.1st day cvr. E $50

FC-62. 2122, F, San Francisco, CA, 1985 (Apr 29), VF machine on cacheted unadd.1st day cvr. E $50


FC-64. C11 pair, F (horiz.guide line at T), Washington, DC, 1928 (Jul 25), G+ duplex on 1st Day cvr. E $40

FC-65. U522, Philadelphia/Model Post Office, PA, 1926 (Jul 27), F ty.P26-10-03 on PSE. E $20

FC-66. U522a, Washington, DC, 1927 (Jul 27), G+ Int'l on PSE. E $30 MIN.15

FC-67. U522a, Atlantic City, NJ, 1927 (Jul 27), VF Univ.; "Rec'd at Atlantic City, N.J., Under cover from Post Office at (Phila Pa)" h/s on PSE. UNOFFICIAL 1st day city. E $30 MIN.15

FC-68. U522a, Camden, NJ, 1927 (Jul 27), F Univ.; "Rec'd without contents at (Camden NJ)" h/s on PSE. UNOFFICIAL 1st day city. E $30 MIN.15

FC-69. U522a, New Brunswick, NJ, 1927 (Jul 27), G+ Univ. on PSE. UNOFFICIAL 1st day city. E $40 MIN.20

FC-70. U522a, City Hall Sta., NY, 1927 (Jul 27), VG+ Int'l on PSE. UNOFFICIAL 1st day city. E $30 MIN.15

FC-71. U522a, Harrisburg, PA, 1927 (Jul 27), G+ Univ.; Sesquicent'l Expo ad label w/illus.Liberty Bell at L (not tied but likely belongs) on PSE. UNOFFICIAL 1st day city. E $40 MIN.20

FC-72. U522a, Harrisburg/Term RPO, PA, 1927 (Jul 27), G+ magenta CDS (part stutter) Sesquicent'l Expo ad label w/illus.Liberty Bell at L (not tied but likely belongs) on PSE. UNOFFICIAL 1st day city. E $40 MIN.20

FC-73. U522a, Hbg (Harrisburg)/T.C.R.M.S.P. & R.Sta., PA, 1927 (Jul 27), G+ duplex (near VF) on
PSE. UNOFFICIAL 1st day city. E $40 MIN.20
FD-74. U522a, Philadelphia/Model Post Office, PA, 1927 (Jul 27), VF P26-10A (upper R tip slit) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
FD-75. U522a, Philadelphia/Model Post Office, PA, 1927 (Jul 27), VF P26-10C (couple ink specks by add.) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
FD-76. U522a, N.Y. & Pitts/RPO, 1927 (Jul 27), G+ duplex on PSE. UNOFFICIAL 1st day RPO canx. E $40 MIN.20
FD-77. Canal Zone 46, F, Las Cascadas, CZ, 1915 (Dec 14), G+ duplex (mostly on stamp) NEWLY DISCOVERED example of EARLIEST KNOWN USE & only verified usage on PPC. Canal Zone Study Group census of Nov.2009 shows 1 pair (on piece) & 1 other stamp (form unknown) used on this date. This item also listed in "Territories" section of this catalog. E $2,200 MIN.1,100

FOREIGN DESTINATIONS / Need the "US International Postal Rates 1872-1996" book? We have it!
FD-1. Omaha, NE, 1907, partial duplex; to Algeria; 1c Sc.300 on PPC w/"F" in "Post Card" header scraped off by sender; ms "Printed matter" above. UNUSUAL. E $20
FD-2. Omaha, NE, ca.1907, partial duplex; to Algeria; damaged 1c Colum. on PPC w/"Post Card" header scraped off by sender. UNUSUAL. E $15 MIN.8
FD-3. New York, NY, 1905, VG duplex w/"For.Sta." machine CDS as transit; to ARGENTINA; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-4. Philadelphia, PA, 1938, VF Int'l; to Australia; 4c +pair 1/2c Prexies on cacheted cvr to Penguin, Tasmania. E $15 MIN.8
FD-5. Baltimore, MD, [1879], VG CDS/cork; to Austria (Trieste); slightly faulty 5c Taylor on folded letter w/Luigi Ivancich, Ship Broker header. E $24 MIN.12
FD-6. Washington/STA.C, DC, 1899, G+ duplex (lite crs) to AUSTRIA; 2c red on priv.mailing card to La Princesse Elizabeth von Isenburg. E $15 MIN.8
FD-7. Atlantic City, NJ, 1937, G duplex; to BARBADOS; 4 diff.3c commems + 6c winged globe + 2c on cvr. E $16
FD-8. San Francisco/STA.D, CA, 1905, G+ Int'l (bit line tone) to CAPE OF GOOD HOPE; Port Alfred, CGH, G+ CDS as recd; 2c Sc.319 on PPC to "Cape Colony, South Africa". E $15 MIN.8
FD-9. New York/STA.J, NY, 1913, G+ duplex (lite tone; tip cr) to CEYLON, INDIA; 1c + 2x 2c Wash. on PPC. E $15
FD-10. Pinehurst, NC, 1933, G+ Int'l (o/s) to CHILE, w/Talcahuano DCDS as recd on PPC, recd 32 days after mailed. E $14
FD-11. San Francisco, CA, 1947, VG Int'l (lite tone) to CHINA w/Shanghai F dotted CDS as recd; 3c Prexie on PPC w/message in German. E $15
FD-12. New York/Wash.Bridge Sta., NY, 1926, F Univ.; to Czechoslovakia; "S.S.Majestic" ms instruction; 2c on 3c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-13. Boston, MA, 1926, G+ Int'l; to CZECHOSLOVAKIA; Harmanes DCDS as recd; 3c Lincoln on 2c PSE. E $14
FD-14. Rock Springs, WY, 1912, G+ Int'l; to Denmark; 1c Frank. on 1c GPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-15. Chicago, IL, 1909, G+ Time-Cmns; to DENMARK; 2c Lincoln commen on PPC. E $16
FD-16. Livermore, CA, 1912, partial duplex (tip cr) to DENMARK; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-17. Chicago, IL, 1929, G+ duplex (bit cr) to DENMARK; 3c Lincoln on 4.5x6.25" Niagara Falls pictorial folder. E $15
FD-18. Indianapolis, IN, 1909, F Int'l (o/s; lite tone) to EGYPT; 2c Wash. on PPC w/Post Office/Cairo/Cook's Tourist Service CDS (part spotty) as recd. E $15
FD-19. Lansdowne, PA, 1907, G+ Doremus ty.D; to England & fwd to Holland; 5c Lincoln on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-20. Stapleton, NY, 1910, F duplex (bit ruff slit T; flap partly off) to ENGLAND, w/London machine as recd; 2c Wash. on cvr. E $8
FD-21. Philadelphia/North Phila.Sta., PA, 1931, G+ Int'l (o/s) to ENGLAND, where 1/2p applied when fwd to SWITZERLAND; on PPC. E $16
FD-22. Bath, ME, 1910, G+ Amer/B14(1) (tip crs) to ENGLAND; "Forwarded by Baring Bros. & Co.Ltd.London" RED double oval on PPC to woman c/o Baring Bros.in London; forwarding label applied, to Carlton Hotel, ALSO IN LONDON. E $15
FD-23. Santa Barbara, CA, 1903, VG Amer/B14 (lite soiled) to ENGLAND; 1c Sc.279 on GPC w/picture of CAT adhered to back & tied by offset canx. E $14
FD-24. Spring Lake Beach, NJ, 1902, G+ duplex; to ENGLAND; bit faulty 5c blue on cvr. E $12
MIN.6
FD-25. Morristown, NJ, 1890, G duplex; to ENGLAND; fwd to FRANCE; bit faulty 5c blue Garfield on cvr. E $14
FD-26. Philadelphia, PA, 1904, G+ Int'l (toned; crs; slit 3 sides) to ENGLAND; fwd to NETHERLANDS, where 25c due applied at L; fwd to AUSTRIA, where 10h +pair 20h dues applied on back; 5c Lincoln on cvr w/MANY forwarding & due markings. 50c France precancxed due stamp also applied, maybe in error; apparently "negated" w/ms "X". GREAT, despite faults. E $40
FD-27. New York, NY, 1961, VG machine (ruff L) to ETHIOPIA; 25c Lincoln air on cvr. E $16
FD-28. New York/Church St.Sta., NY, 1946, F Int'l (tears L) to ETHIOPIA; Southseas Export & Import Co.cc; 5c Prexie on cvr. E $20
FD-29. Redwood City, CA, 1945, VF Univ.; to Fiji & fwd to Australia; 2x 3c Prexies on 2.5x3.5" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
FD-30. Rancho Cordova, CA, 1964, G+ 4-bar (edge tear T) to Fiji; 6 stamps on air cvr. E $15
MIN.8
FD-32. Chi & Minn/RPO, 1900, G+ duplex (lite crs) to FINLAND, RUSSIA; Pillsbury-Washburn Flour Mills, Minneapolis, cc; 5c on 5c Grant PSE. E $20
FD-33. Dearborn, MI, 1967, G machine (tip crs) to FINLAND; 13c Liberty Bell air on PPC. E $14
FD-34. Englewood, NJ, 1895, VF duplex; to Finland; 1c blue on 1c GPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-35. Milford, MA, 1906, G+ Int'l (o/s) to FINLAND; 2c Sc.319 on PPC w/message in Finnish. E $15
FD-36. Rockford, IL, 1907, G Barry (dial on message) to FINLAND; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $14
FD-37. Minneapolis, MN, 1894, G Int'l (crs) to Finland; bit faulty 1c blue on 1c GPC. E $15
MIN.8
FD-38. Charleston, SC, 1909, F Int'l (lite tone) to FRANCE; fwd to SPAIN; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $16
FD-39. New York/P, NY, 1895, G+ duplex; to Germany; "S.S.Adriatic" ms instruction at T; 2c +1c on 2c Colum.#10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-40. Saginaw, MI, 1913, VG Int'l (tip crs) to GERMANY; 2c PPIE commem on PPC. E $6
FD-41. Tucson, AZ, 1900, G+ duplex (lower R edge ruff) to GERMANY; 2x 2c on 2c PSE. E $8
FD-42. Pearl River, NY, 1936, VF Int'l; to Germany; 5c T.Roosevelt on cvr w/3 customs labels tied to back. E $15 MIN.8
FD-43. Wabasha, MN, 1941, G+ Int'l; to Germany; St.Elizabeth's Hospital cc; 3c +2c Prexies on cvr w/U.S.censor tape at L; Nazi censor tape on back. E $15 MIN.8
FD-44. Philadelphia/Sta.? , PA, 1895, G duplex (edge tear T; bit edge wear) to GREAT BRITAIN; bit faulty 5c Grant on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $14
FD-45. Rochester, IN, 1909, G+ duplex; to GREECE; 5c Wash. (nib perf) on PPC. E $16
FD-46. New York/D, NY, 1898, VG Amer/F14(1) (crnr wear; edge tear T) to HAITI; Christian Literature Co.text ads at T & B; faulty 5c Grant on cvr. E $16
FD-47. Bloomington, IN, 1903, F duplex (part ruff slt T, into dial; bit ruff upper R) to INDIA w/Pathankot VG CDS as rec'd b/s; on cvr w/Sea Post Office/B G CDS as transit. E $15
FD-48. Dallas, TX, 1938, G+ Int'l; to INDIA; 3c Wash. on PPC. E $14
FD-49. Philadelphia/Penn.Sq.Sta. , PA, 1911, VF Int'l (bit edge wear; edge tear T) to INDIA; bit faulty 5c Wash. on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-50. Conway, AR, 1903, G+ duplex (Lower R tip ruff; lite tone) to INDIA; Sea Post Office VG CDS & 4 other markings as b/s; on cvr w/enc. E $15
FD-51. Atlantic City/Chelsea Sta. , NJ, 1910, G+ Int'l (crnr cr) to IRELAND; 2x 1c Frank. on PPC. E $12
FD-52. St.Petersburg, FL, 1967, VG machine; to ITALY; on 13c JFK aerogramme. E $14
FD-53. San Diego, CA, 1957, VF Univ. (lite tone) to ITALY; 15c green Libery on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-54. Denver, CO, 1905, VF Int'l (toned) to ITALY; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-55. St.Paul, MN, 1917, G+ Int'l (lite tone) to ITALY; 2x 1c Wash. on PPC w/Filechcio G+ DCDS as recd. E $12 MIN.6
FD-56. Brooklyn/Sta.P, NY, 1932, F Int'l; to ITALY; 3c Lincoln on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-57. Lot 23) PPCs, 1978-94, to ITALY; various stamps. E $20 MIN.10
FD-58. Sudus, (NY?), 1910, partial duplex (state not struck; lite tone) to ITALY; Venice Central DCDS as recd on PPC. E $8
FD-59. Philadelphia/Broad St.Sta. , PA, 1909, VG Int'l (bit o/s; lower R tip nib; tiny tear R)
to Japan; 2c Wash. on PPC w/message in Japanese. E $15 MIN.8
FD-60. Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1907, G+ Amer/B38 (o/s; toned) to JAPAN; Nagasaki VG purple DCDS as recd; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-61. Haverhill, MA, 1908, VG Amer/B14(2); to JAPAN; pair 1c Sc.300 on PPC w/Kobe VG purple DCDS as ercd; TISSUE PAPER forwarding slip (w/5 lines of ms Japanese text) adhered at R, over orig.add., & TIED by canx. E $75 MIN.38
FD-63. Indianapolis, IN, 1906, VG Int'l; to MALTA; 2c Sc.319 on PPC w/Valletta oval as transit; Sliema-B-O DCDS as recd, & 2nd strike as fwd to Dublin; "10" in oval & ms "2d" due markings. E $20
FD-64. San Francisco, CA, 1915, G PPJE slogan (tears T; lite tone; crnr crs; T crnr faults on back) to MANCHURIA; Oliver Chilled Plow Works cc; 1c Balboa +faulty 2c Wash. on 2c PSE w/Moukden DCDS as recd b/s. E $20
FD-65. Peoria, IL, 1904, F Int'l; to MEXICO, w/partial DCDS as recd; 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $8
FD-66. Akron, OH, 1917, VG Univ.; to NEW ZEALAND; 2x 1c Wash. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-67. Lincoln, NE, 1947, G+ CDS; to NEW ZEALAND; bit faulty 5c Roosevelt on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-68. Boynton Beach, FL, 1970, G+ machine; to NORTHERN IRELAND; 1c Liberty Bell air on PPC. E $8
FD-69. New York, NY, 1899, F Amer/B14(12) w/dateless dial; to NORWAY on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-70. Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1910, VF Int'l w/dateless dial; to NORWAY on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-71. Washington, DC, 1920, F Int'l w/dateless dial; to NORWAY; Geophysical Laboratory cc on 1c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-72. San Diego, CA, 1957, F Univ.; to NORWAY; 15c green Liberty (few lite tone perfs) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-73. Brooklyn, NY, 1907, VF Int'l; to NORWAY; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-74. Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1921, partial duplex (toned; crs) to NORWAY; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $14
FD-75. Glenwood, IL, [1885], G+ CDS/target (trim T) to Norway; 5c Garfield on cvr. E $20
FD-76. South Bethlehem, PA, 1906, G+ Colum. (lite tone) to NORWAY; Kristiana repeater machine as recd; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $6
FD-77. Cleveland, OH, 1968, G+ machine; to PERU; 15c Jay on air PPC. E $15
FD-78. Brooklyn/Pratt Sta., NY, 1920, G+ Int'l (tip cr) to PHILIPPINES; 2c offset Wash. on PPC; Pratt Library, fully described in message, to Library of the Bureau of Science, Manila. E $15
FD-80. New York, NY, 1894, partial duplex; to Russia; 1c blue on 1c PPC to Kronstadt, "Russland". E $15 MIN.8
FD-81. San Diego, CA, 1963, G+ machine; to SCOTLAND; 15c black & orange Liberty on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-82. Chicago, IL, 1910, G+ Time-Cmnts (o/s; lite tone; crnrs) to SCOTLAND; 1c Frank. on PPC w/2 postage due markings; Glasgow DCDS as recd, fwd to Edinburgh. E $15
FD-83. Wheaton, IL, 1975, F machine (bit ruff slt L) to SIERRA LEONE; "Indiana Univ./Purdue Univ./at Indianapolis" cc; 26c air on #10 cvr. E $14
FD-84. New York, NY, 1958, partial DCDS/roller (bit trim T) to South Africa; 10x Liberty series stamps (2c to 10c) paying 50c postage on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-85. Bridgeport, CT, 1920, G+ duplex (lite cr) to SOUTH AFRICA; 2c + 1c on 2c PSE. E $15
FD-86. Saranac Lake, NY, [1907], G+ Doremus ty.D (crs; lite tone) to SOUTH AFRICA; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $14
FD-87. South Orange, NJ, 1897, VG duplex; to South Africa; 5c Grant on cvr. E $20
FD-88. Buffalo, NY, 1922, VG Univ. (bit cr; lite tone) to SOUTH AFRICA; Cape Town/Kaapstad VF DCDS as recd; 2c Wash. on PPC to Cape Town & fwd to Plumstead Cape. E $16
FD-89. Boston, MA, 1919, F Univ. (bit trim T; wrinkles; lower crnrs bit ruff) to SOUTH AFRICA; faulty 6c + 2c Wash. on cvr. E $14
FD-90. San Francisco/Sta.D, CA, 1904, VG Int'l; to South Africa; Sc.319 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-91. New Orleans, LA, 1951, F duplex; to South India & fwd; 25c bridge air on cvr. E $20
FD-93. Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1916, G+ Int'l; to Straits Settlements; "Great Northern
Rwy. Special Fares to... Glacier Nat’l Park ad at L; 1c Wash. on pix side of PPC. E $20
FD-94. New York, NY, 1976, VG machine (tone spots in message) to SWEDEN; 21c air on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-95. Washington, DC, 1978, F machine; to SWEDEN; 21c air on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-96. New York, NY, 1905, VG Int'l (lite tone; crs) to SWEDEN; 2c Sc.319 on 1c GPC, w/full PPC adhered to back; transit marking on pix side confirms attachment prior to mailing. E $16
FD-97. Chicago, IL, 1908, G+ Time-Cmns (lite tone) to SWEDEN; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-98. New York, NY, 1897, F Barry (bit trim T) to Switzerland; "La Champagne" ms instruction on 5c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-99. Altoona, PA, 1902, G+ duplex; to SWITZERLAND & f/wd; 1c Sc.279 on 1c GPC Sc.UX14. E $15
FD-100. Fairbury, IL, [1882], G CDS/cork; to Switzerland; bit faulty 5c Taylor on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-101. Mill Valley, CA, 1905, G duplex (part on stamp; o/s; bit lite tone) to TAHITI, SOCIETY ISLANDS; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $20
FD-102. West Palm Beach, FL, 1981, G+ machine; to WEST GERMANY; 28c outpost on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6

LITERATURE
LT-1. "Chasing Trains, The Lifetime Story of the Founder of the Colorado Railroad Museum": Richardson; 432-pg. 8.75x11.25" hardbound, biographical information & world wide travel experiences of this "rail fan" (small dent in B edge of back cover), 1995. E $30 MIN.15
LT-3. "Illinois Post Offices: A Listing & Guide to Postal Scarcity": Mehrer; 192-pg. 5.5x8.5" softbound, alphabetical listing w/town, county, opening & closing dates, name changes, scarcity & valuation (mint condition), 1996. E $24 MIN.12
LT-4. "Kansas Post Offices": Baughman; 256-pg. 8.5x5.5" softbound, autographed; alphabetical listing of towns w/country & years of operation (cover toned; some separation from spine T; pages toned), 1961. E $15 MIN.8
LT-5. "More Classic Trains": Dubin; 512-pg. 8.5x11.5" hardbound, 1500 illus.of various dining & sleeping cars, 1976. E $30
LT-6. "Mr. Pullman’s Elegant Palace Car": Beebe; 575-pg. 8.75x11.25" hardbound, text w/many illus., mostly interiors, 1961. E $40
LT-7. "Naval Customs, Traditions, & Usage": Lovette; 404-pg.hardbound; describes established protocol for many events, formal and informal; 1939. E $24 MIN.12
LT-8. "The Nickel Plate Story": Rehor; 483-pg. 8.5x11.5" hardbound, story of the NYC & St L after the breakup of the Vanderbilt monopoly, 1974. E $30
LT-9. "The President Travels by Train": Withers; 432-pg. 8.75x11.25" hardbound, unopened copy w/coverage from John Quincy Adams to modern, 1996. E $50
LT-10. "The Rainbow Route, An Illus.History": Sloan/Skowronski; 416-pg. 8.75x11.25" hardbd, autographed; numbered; story of 3 narrow gauge lines that operated from Silverton w/18x9.75" system map & 18x25" Silverton contour map (minor dents B edge), 1975. E $120
LT-12. "Some Classic Trains": Dubin; 434-pg. 8.5x11.5" hardbound, 1300 illus.of various dining & sleeping cars w/2 brochures: 4 panel 1920 ad 6x28" & 8 panel Oriental Limited flyer for Seattle World’s Fair 1909 11.25x42", 1972. E $80
LT-16. "U.S.Post Offices Vol.5-The Ohio Valley": Helbock; 204 pgs; softbound; post office data for IN, KY & OH, 2002, w/valuation guide (lite tip crs on front cover; o/w near mint). E $28 MIN.14
MACHINES / Need the "Standard Flag Cancel Encyclopedia/4th Edition"? We have it!
MC-1. Dillsburg, IL, 1909, F magenta pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (stripes part spotty, but dial VF; lite tone) on PPC. E $200
MC-2. Eldena, IL, 1908, G+ magenta pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s on PPC. E $90
MC-3. Eldena, IL, 1909, G pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (town spotty on embossing; AS IS for that, but enough shows for sure ID; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-4. Cedar Lake, IN, 1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard flag h/s (angle strike; upper R on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $30
MC-5. Dellvale, KS, 1948, VG pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/7 wavy lines on commer.cvr. E $14
MC-6. Haviland, KS, 1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail" slogan (slogan box partly off R; dial VF; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12
MC-7. Haviland, KS, 1924, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard "Address Your Mail" slogan h/s (month/day mostly not struck; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-8. Brownville Junction, ME, 1924, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/6 long bars h/s (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $15
MC-9. Bolton, MA, 1923, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail" slogan (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-10. Hampton Falls, NH, 1921, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard "Address Your Mail" slogan h/s (bars & part of slogan box off R; tip cr) on PPC. E $15
MC-11. Great Bend, NY, 1922 (Jan 1), G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail" slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-12. Helix, OR, 1908, G+ violet pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s on PPC. E $30
MC-13. Coalport, PA, [1892], G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/screw head visible in 6 long lines killer (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $24
MC-14. Medix Run, PA, 1912, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (upper L arc partial affects town but message datelined) (77-39) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
MC-15. Pogue, PA, 1909, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (part spotty) (98-10) on PPC. E $70
MC-16. Pogue, PA, [1910], G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (date mostly not struck) (98-10) on PPC. E $40
MC-17. Wehrum, PA, 1922?, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s: CDS w/6 long bars (dial bit hi; lite soiled) (02-30) on PPC. E $16
MC-18. Grand Isle, VT, ca.1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (year partial; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $65
MC-19. Sumner, WA, ca.1909, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard purple flag h/s (year partial; thin tone line) on PPC. E $14
MC-20. Sumner, WA, 1909, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (TONED) on PPC. E $15
MC-22. Bartlett, IL, 1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail..." slogan (lower R tip nib; tip cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-23. Port Payne, AL, [1925], G+ Amer A14 (year omitted) on PPC. E $16
MC-24. Nome, AK, 1908, F Amer H14 on PPC. E $75
MC-25. Nome, AK, 1912, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on PPC. E $20
MC-26. Flagstaff, AZ, 1921, VF Amer A14 on PSE. E $20
MC-27. Eureka Springs, AR, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (crs; scuff below message; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-28. Paragould, AR, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $20
MC-29. Van Buren, AR, ca.1924, G+ Amer A14() w/year omitted (dial hi: "URE" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-30. Bishop, CA, 1929, G+ Amer A14 struck FIVE times: 1 in normal position, o/s by 4 more at upper L; on PPC. Nice mess. E $14
MC-31. Carmel, CA, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (edge tear T; bit cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-32. Eagle Rock, CA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+; crnr crs) on PPC. E $30
MC-33. Eagle Rock, CA, 1924, G+ Amer A14; 1st type (near VG) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
MC-34. Lomita, CA, 1930, G+ Amer A14 on commer.PPC. E $15
MC-35. Los Angeles, CA, 1896, G+ Amer B14(1) on GPC. E $30
MC-36. Lynwood, CA, 1929, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $15
MC-37. Owensmouth, CA, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (crs) on PPC. E $24
MC-38. Reedley, CA, 1921, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-39. San Francisco/Fremont Br., CA, 1918, G+ Amer A38 (edge tear R) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-40. Van Nuys, CA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $15
MC-41. Van Nuys, CA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (bit lite tone; bit cr) on PPC. E $15
MC-42. Gunnison, CO, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (slight o/s; bit ruff upper R tip; no flap) atty's cc; lc Frank. on cvr, mailed within town, w/large "Return to Sender" pointing hand h/s. E $16
MC-43. Littleton, CO, 1925, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-44. Branford, CT, 1914, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $8
MC-45. Middletown/Sta.No.1, CT, 1911 (Sep 25), F Amer B14/var w/BOLD magenta "STATION NO.1" h/s struck across stars & part of stripes; "College P.O., Box 79, Middletown" return address; UNLISTED (provisional?) usage of main P.O. flag for Sta.1; on PPC w/"College P.O. Box 79" return address. E $150
MC-46. Washington, DC, 1895, G+ Amer D13(1) (near VG; lite tone; trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-47. Washington, DC, 1896 (Jan 4), F Amer D13(2); Barber & Ross cc on PSE. E $8
MC-48. Fort Lauderdale, FL, ca.1925, G+ Amer A14 (year not struck) on PPC. E $14
MC-49. Fort Lauderdale, FL, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (most of print in T arc not struck) on Ft.Lauderdale PPC. E $15
MC-50. Lake City, FL, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (near F; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-51. Melbourne, FL, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (dial bit hi; edge tear R) on PPC. E $30
MC-52. New Port Richey, FL, 1926, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $24
MC-53. Tampa/Rec'd, FL, 1910, G+ Amer AMS-25; as recd on pix side of PPC. E $15
MC-54. Tarpon Springs, FL, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (message into dial) on PPC. E $15
MC-55. Winterhaven, FL, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (dial hi; upper R not struck) on PPC. E $15
MC-56. Fort Valley, GA, 1926, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $15
MC-57. Arthur, IL, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone; stamp fault) on PPC. E $30
MC-58. Bushnell, IL, 1920, G+ Amer A14 (ruff R; tears T & L; lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-59. Bushnell, IL, 1920, VG Amer A14 (ruff R) on PSE. E $8
MC-60. Bushnell, IL, 1923, G+ Amer A14/dd; Bushnell Pump Co.cc; SCARCE LFHC type on PSE. E $100
MC-61. Chicago/Jefferson Sta., IL, 1926, G+ Amer A38 (toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-62. Geneseo, IL, 1925, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $16
MC-63. Glencoe, IL, 1926, VG Amer A14 (lite tone; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-64. Pana, IL, 1922, G+ Amer A14/dd (near VG; lite tone; pen notes L) on PSE. E $50
MC-65. Columbia City, IN, 1924, G+ Amer A14(1) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-66. Corydon, IN, 1923, VG+ Amer A14 (toned; crs; edge tear T, into 1 stripe) on GPC. E $50
MC-67. Winona Lake, IN, 1930, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $5
MC-68. Chickasha, Ind.T., 1907 (Aug 18), G+ Amer B14/dd (near VG+) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MC-69. Muskatine, Ind.T., 1906, G+ Amer B14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-70. Muskogee, Ind.T., 1907 (Feb 24), G+ Amer B14 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $20
MC-71. Muskogee, Ind.T., 1907 (Aug 19), G+ Amer B14 (town heavy inked; toned) on PPC. E $20
MC-72. South McAlester, Ind.T., 1906, F Amer B14(1) (pinhole) on PPC (Union Station depot) w/Bartlesville, Ind.T., F Amer/B14 as recd on pix side. E $40 MIN.20
MC-73. Alden, IA, 1935, G+ Amer A14 (part spotty; bit trim T, just into stamp) on cvr. E $8
MC-74. Chariton, IA, ca.1926, G+ Amer A14 (year partial) 1.5c Harding on PPC. E $16
MC-75. Coon Rpids, IA, 1929, G+ Amer A14 (bit ruff slit upper R tip) on commer.PSE. E $14
MC-76. Madrid, IA, 1929, G+ Amer A14 on cvr. E $15
MC-77. Bel Air, MD, 1922, G+ Amer A14 (bit lite tone) 1c Wash. on unsealed local cvr. E $14
MC-78. Silver Spring, MD, 1929, G+ Amer A14 (tip crs) on PPC. E $60
MC-79. Arlington Heights, MA, 1921, G+ Amer A14(75) (lite tone) 2c Pilgrim on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-80. Boston, MA, 1897 (Dec 14), VG+ Amer D14() on PSE. E $24
MC-81. Boston, MA, ca.1906, G+ Amer B4(6)dd w/INVERTED dial (year partial; tip crs) on PPC. Such "error" SCARCE on flags. E $30
MC-82. Boston, MA, 1909 (Jul 6), VG+ Amer D14 on PPC. E $20
MC-83. Boston, MA, 1909 (Jul 12), VG Amer D14 on PPC. E $20
MC-84. Boston, MA, 1917, G+ Amer A38 "51st Annual Encampment GAR" die 2 on PPC. E $15
MC-85. Boston, South Sta./Terminal RPO, MA, 1933, G+ Amer C38; 3 strikes overlapped (ink smudge
spot; no flap; part ruff T, bit rebuilt near stamp) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MC-86. Boston/Winthrop Station, MA, 1907, G+ Amer B38 (lite ink spots by address & stamp) on PPC. E $14
MC-87. Foxboro, MA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (dial hi: "BORO" partly off; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-88. Gloucester/Recd, MA, 1908, G+ Amer AMS-26 as origin (near VF) on PPC. E $14
MC-89. Gloucester/Magnolia Sta., MA, 1911, VG Amer A38 (EARLY) on PPC. E $6
MC-90. Worcester/Greendale Sta., MA, 1925, G Amer C14 (angle strike w/HI dial: "CESTER, GREE" off T) on PPC. E $16
MC-91. Vera Cruz, Mexico, 1914, F Amer A14; 1c Wash. on PPC. E $40
MC-92. Howell, MI, 1924, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $14
MC-93. Bird Island, MN, 1931, VG Amer A14 w/inverted year (small surface hole by address) on commer. cvr. E $14
MC-95. Chisholm, MN, 1926, G Amer A14 (weak strike, but message datelined; lite tone; tiny nick R) SCARCE flag on REAL PHOTO PPC: Washington School, Chisholm. E $70
MC-96. Eden Valley, MN, 1927, G Amer A14 (T arc mostly not struck, confirmed by return add.; ruff R, in stamp) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MC-97. Columbia, MS, 1928, VG Amer A14 (bit ruff slit R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-98. Ainsworth, NE, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (lower R tip nib) SCARCE flag on cvr. E $120
MC-99. Albion, NE, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (year partial; o/w F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-100. Cambridge, NE, 1928, G+ Amer A14 on PSE. E $30
MC-102. Friend, NE, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (ruff R, removes more than half of stamp; lite tone) SCARCE flag on cvr w/enc. E $80
MC-103. Hebron, NE, 1926, G+ Amer A14 on cvr w/enc. E $14
MC-104. Peru, NE, [1932], G+ Amer A14 (crnr crs) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-105. Tobias, NE, 1929, G+ Amer A14 (EARLY) 2c "Nebr." overprint on commer.cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MC-106. Lisbon/Sugar Hill Sta., NH, 1938, G+ Amer A38 on PPC. E $16
MC-107. North Conway, NH, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (town spotty; heavy cr in message) on PPC. E $16
MC-108. North Conway, NH, 1928, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $24
MC-109. Lambertville, NJ, 1926 (Dec 18), G+ Amer A14dd (ruff upper R edge; lower R edge ruff slit) SCARCE flag on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $220
MC-110. Pleasantville, NJ, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (dial hi: "SANTV" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-111. Spring Lake Beach, NJ, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (part ruff trim R; edge tear T; lite tone) "The Warren on the Ocean" cc on cvr. E $16
MC-112. Beacon, NY, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-113. Camden, NY, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (upper R arc weak) on PPC. E $15
MC-116. Canton, OH, 1918 (Dec 23), G+ Amer A14dd (near VG+) on PPC. E $20
MC-117. Columbus, OH, 1917, F+ Amer A14 (part ruff slit T; upper R crnr ruff to stamp, but not inner canx) on #10 PSE w/2c due tied. E $16
MC-118. New Concord, OH, ca.1929, G+ Amer A14 (year partial; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $24
MC-119. Sandusky, OH, 1912, G+ Amer B38 "Perry's Victory" slogan (near VF) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-120. Davis, OK, 1928, VG Amer A14 (uneven toned; ruff R, in stamp to portrait) on PSE w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
MC-121. Pryor, OK, 1929, G+ Amer A14 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $16
MC-122. Elizabethtown, PA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-123. Everett, PA, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (edges scuff; lite cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-124. Philadelphia/A, PA, 1898, G+ Amer F4() (lite tone) on cvr. E $14
MC-125. Walterboro, SC, 1929, G+ Amer A14dd on PPC. E $15
MC-126. Custer, SD, 1929, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-127. Canyon, TX, 1925, VG Amer A14 (crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $70
MC-128. Gonzales, TX, 1924, G+ Amer A14; SCARCE flag on cvr. E $60
MC-129. Houston, TX, 1921, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+; lite crs) Pratt & Lambert Varnish Makers cc on 2c-on-3c PPC. E $15
MC-130. LaPorte, TX, 1935, G+ Amer A14 (stamp about 1/3 peeled) on commer.PPC. E $20
MC-131. Prosser, WA, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (town partial; crnr cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-132. Wheeling, WV, 1908, G+ Amer B14dd on 4.25x5.25" Easter greeting card w/intricate, fancy die-cut edges used as PPC. Few crs & edge tears, but amazing that this survived cancelling machine & the time since. NICE usage of flag machine cancel on UNUSUAL item. E $16
MC-133. Darlington, WI, 1925, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $15
MC-134. Darlington, WI, 1926, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $15
MC-135. Iola, WI, 1934, VG Amer A14 (lite tone) on cvr. E $8
MC-136. Newcastle, NY, 1929, G+ Amer A14, w/2nd strike inverted at B (T arc not struck; year partial) on REAL PHOTO PPC: Cambria Park Casino on Internat'l Highway. E $40 MIN.20
MC-137. Hot Springs, AR, 1905, G+ Barr-Fyke D4-101a on PPC. E $20
MC-138. Washington, DC, 1897, F Barr-Fyke X-7a (RUFF R; big piece out upper L; tears; soiled; AS IS ONLY, for condition; but RARE type, used 5 days) on cvr. E $16
MC-139. Washington, DC, 1897, G+ Barr-Fyke X-9 (ruff R) on cvr. E $40
MC-140. Chicago/Rec'd, IL, 1900, G+ Barr-Fyke C4-121Rl; as recd on pix side of PPC from England. E $24
MC-141. Decatur, IL, 1904, VF Barr-Fyke D4-101ba (LKU; lower L nick) 5 mos.later than catalog; on PPC. E $30
MC-142. East Saint Louis, IL, 1905, G+ Barr-Fyke D4-101a (EKU; near F; part o/s; upper L tip nick) as recd on PPC from Germany. E $24 MIN.12
MC-143. Kansas City/Stockyard Sta., KS, 1902, G+ Barr-Fyke AS1/4-121a (tear B; R tip nick; bit lite tone) Culver Lumber cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-144. New Orleans, LA, 1899, G+ Barr-Fyke C-121a (EKU; lite tone; nick R) on PSE. E $20
MC-145. Monterrey/NL, Mexico, 1904 (Jul 4), VF Barr-Fyke flag on PPC to U.S. E $14
MC-146. Mexico D.F./Recibida, 1903, G+ Barr-Fyke flag w/"Buen A.M./Lluvia P.M./Manana" slogan (dial partial; o/s) as recd on PPC from Netherlands. E $30 MIN.15
MC-147. Kansas City, MO, 1896, G+ Barr-Fyke X-4 (dial mostly spotty & obscured; AS IS for that; lite tone; sealed spindle) on GPC w/S.A.Metzner, Stove Repairs printed form on back. E $12
MC-148. Kansas City, MO, 1896, G+ Barr-Fyke X-4; Purchasing Agt, Fort Arthur Route cc on cvr. E $40
MC-149. Kansas City, MO, 1896, VG+ Barr-Fyke X-4 (toned; spindle hole) on GPC. E $20
MC-150. Kansas City, MO, 1902 (Oct 13), VF Barr-Fyke C4-123 (bit cr) w/Sedalia, MO, C4-122 as recd b/s; on GPC. E $15
MC-151. Kansas City, MO, 1904, G+ Barr-Fyke D4-101a/a on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-154. Saint Louis/Rec’d, MO, 1899, G+ Barr-Fyke A2-103R as recd b/s on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-155. Memphis/Rec’d, TN, 1899, G+ Barr-Fyke C4-121R2 (near F; tip cr) inverted at lower L, as recd on GPC w/Pochontas, AL (98-17). E $30 MIN.15
MC-156. Tacoma, WA, 1901, G+ Barr-Fyke Ca4-122 w/numeral for month ("9 11"); year omitted (pinholes) most of 2nd strike at L; 3rd strike on reverse, w/normal date, as recd after "Returned to Sender/Unclaimed"; on cvr. E $16
MC-158. Buffalo, NY, 1902, F Barry OA-6() (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-159. Buffalo, NY, 1902, G+ Barry OA-6(1) (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-160. Oswego, NY, 1908, F Barry ty.EX-7 on PPC. E $14
MC-161. Oberammergau, Bavaria, 1910, F Bickerdike BSE-3 "Passionsspiele" pictorial slogan; 2x 5pf Bavaria on PPC to U.S. E $15
MC-162. Oberammergau, Bavaria, 1910, VG Bickerdike BSE-3 Passionsspiele slogan (near VF; tip crs) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
MC-163. Chemnitz, Germany, 1904, F Bickerdike BF-12 fancy pictorial FLAG (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-164. Chemnitz, Germany, 1905, VF Bickerdike BF-12 fancy pictorial FLAG (BOLD strike; lite tone) on PPC to ROMANIA. E $30
MC-165. Hamburg, Germany, 1905, VF Bickerdike BF-19a fancy pictorial flag on PPC to Chicago. E
$20 MIN.10
MC-166. Leipzig, Germany, 1904, G+ Bickerdike BF-22 (dial VF; flag part spotty & part hi, off T; tip crs) on PPC to U.S. E $15
MC-167. Bremen, Germany, 1903, F+ Bickerdyke BF-9/ty.1 (tip cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-168. Hamburg, Germany, 1905, VF Bickerdyke BF-19 fancy pictorial flag (bit lite tone) 2pf gray on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MC-169. Tracy, CA, 1921, G+ Colum. E7 ("TR" not struck; tip crs) on PPC. E $6
MC-170. Venice, CA, 1921, G+ Colum. G1WT (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-171. Hamburg, Germany, 1906, G+ Colum. CF-5a (dial o/s by recd CDS) "Zoologischer Garten" double-circle "postmark mimic" ad in message area on PPC to U.S. E $14
MC-172. Valier, MT, 1920, G+ Colum. G2W (EKU; tip cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-173. Atlantic City, NJ, 1902, G+ Colum. AG3 wavy lines w/3 vert. bars killer (dial on ad) Hotel Traymore illus. ad on cvr. E $24
MC-174. Delhi, NY, 1918, VG Colum. on PPC. E $8
MC-175. Tulsa, OK, 1913, G+ Colum. "Int'l Dry Farming" slogan (near F+) 1c parcel post on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-176. Tulsa, OK, 1913, G+ Colum. "Int'l Dry Farming Congress" slogan (near VF; lite cr R edge) on PPC. E $20
MC-177. Gold Beach, OR, 1950, VF Colum. on PPC. E $6
MC-178. Port Washington, WI, 1920 (Dec 24), VG Colum. on PPC. E $8
MC-179. Phoenix, AZ, 1902, G+ Doremus ty..C. (ruff R; lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-180. Hot Springs, AR, 1901, VF Doremus ty..C. (UNLISTED; ruff R to stamp; lite tone) on cvr. Discovery copy of this type. UNKNOWN to Langford. 2nd known Arkansas Doremus. E $450
MC-181. Hanford, CA, 1909, VG Doremus ty.D w/"8" in "1908" slug partly excised; 1c Sc.331 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-182. Canton, IL, 1903, G+ Doremus ty.DC (slight ruff slit T) F.D.Keyes, Licensed Bill Poster & Distributor, Farmington, IL, boxed cc w/17-line text ad ("Facts About Farmington"); 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $15
MC-183. Canton, IL, 1904, F Doremus ty.DC on PPC. E $15
MC-184. Chicago/Rec'd/Gen'l Delivery, IL, 1911, G+ Doremus (o/s) as recd on PPC from Sweden; stamp on pix side. E $12 MIN.6
MC-185. Chicago/Irving Park Sta., IL, 1910 (Aug 27), VG Doremus; 1st type on PPC. E $20
MC-186. Cuba, IL, 1909, VG+ Doremus ty.EB on PPC. E $15
MC-187. Peru, IL, 1911, VG+ Doremus ty.(F) on PPC. E $20
MC-188. Redbank, NJ, 1903, G+ Doremus ty..C. (edge tear R; sealed spindle) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-189. East Las Vegas, NM, 1908, VG Doremus ty.E (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-190. Flushing, NY, 1900, G+ Doremus ty.A- (year obscured by tablet, but message dated) on GPC w/Good Citizenship League notice on back. E $16
MC-192. Newark, NY, 1904, VF Doremus ty..C. variant (trim R; part lite tone; edge tears T & B) overall patriotic illus.U.S.flag; 2c Jefferson on cvr. E $40
MC-193. Penn Yan, NY, 1903, G+ Doremus ty..C. (top killer line off T; lite tone) on PSE. E $20
MC-194. Baker, OR, 1912, VG Doremus ty.E w/"CITY" excised from dial on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-195. South Bethlehem, PA, 1901, G+ Doremus w/unique 7-row killer (sealed spindles) on GPC. E $16
MC-197. Moundsville, WV, 1902, G+ Doremus ty..C. (lite soiled; crs) on GPC. E $20
MC-198. Rice Lake/Recd, WI, ca.1912, G+ Doremus ty.10 as origin (year omitted; part spotty) on PPC. E $80
MC-199. Texarkana, TX, 1978, G CDS/9-bar "flats" continuous cancel (town mostly not struck; tip cr) bit angled strike on PPC. SCARCE application of canx designed for large flat mailers. E $14
MC-200. Freeport, IL, 1902, VF Hampden B-8 (ruff R) on cvr. E $20
MC-201. Atchison, KS, 1900, G+ Hampden B-8c(a) (EKU; date part obscured; crs) on GPC. E $24
MC-202. Beverly, MA, 1900, G+ Hampden B-8 (near VF; ruff R; soiled) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-203. Saint Louis, MO, 1900, VF Hampden ty.B-8(f) (bit ruff trim L, in cc) 2c +1c on 2c PSE to Germany. E $20
MC-204. Catskill, NY, 1903, F Hampden B-8(c) as recd b/s (2 tape stain spots on back) on cvr. E
MC-205. New Rochelle, NY, 1903, VF Hampden B-8(a) (uneven trim T) lc Frank. on Sam'l Cupples "Pennysaver" cvr. E $16

MC-206. Charlotte, NC, 1900, VG+ Hampden B-8 (part ruff trim R; part toned) on cvr. E $20

MC-207. Salome, AZ, 1951, VG Ielfield ty.6() on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-208. Crestline, CA, ca.1947, VG Ielfield ty.6T() (year omitted) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-209. Kiowa, CO, 1962, VG Ielfield ty.6() (IKU) on commer.air GPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-210. Jensen Beach, FL, 1949, F Ielfield ty.6A() on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-211. Pinellas Park, FL, 1951, F Ielfield ty.6A() on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-212. Chokio, MN, 1950, G+ Ielfield ty.6A() on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6


MC-214. Wahkon, MN, 1950, F Ielfield ty.6() (EKU) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-215. Rushville, NY, 1954, G+ Ielfield ty.6() on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-216. Parshall, ND, 1947, VF Ielfield ty.6() (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MC-217. Ocean Drive, SC, 1948, VG Ielfield ty.6A() (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MC-218. Almond, WI, 1948, G+ Ielfield ty.6T() on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-219. Los Angeles, CA, 1918, VF Int'l "Buy Now... 3rd Liberty Loan" slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-220. South Gate/Home Gardens Sta., CA, 1937, G+ Int'l (near VF) on commer.air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MC-221. Indianapolis, IN, 1923, VG Int'l "Citizens Training Camp..." slogan #2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-222. Indianapolis, IN, [1951], VG magenta Int'l "Return to Writer/Unclaimed" slogan w/poining hand h/s, struck at lower L (edge tears T; surface scuff T); U.S.Navy 14006/Unit 1 4-bar origin on cvr. E $14

MC-223. Baltimore, MD, 1922, VF Int'l "Baltimore Week" slogan #3 on PPC. E $20

MC-224. Boston, MA, 1923, G+ Int'l "Citizens Training Camp/Camp Devens..." slogan machine "F" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-225. Cambridge, MA, 1929, VG BLUE Int'l w:center line omitted (crnr crs) on PPC. E $8

MC-226. Saint Louis, MO, 1922, F Int'l "Fashion Pageant" slogan #2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-227. Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1923, VG+ Int'l "Christmas Seals/Stamp Out TB" slogan #2 (UNLISTED; litone) on PPC. E $20


MC-229. New York, NY, 1923, F Int'l "Elec. & Industrial Expo" slogan #5 on 4.75x5.75" cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MC-230. Columbus, OH, 1923, VG Int'l "Ohio State Fair" (LKU; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-231. Philadelphia, PA, 1918, F Int'l "Buy Now... 3rd Liberty Loan" slogan #5 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MC-232. Dallas/Sta.A, TX, 1914, VF Int'l "Sixth Nat'l Corn Expo" slogan on PPC. E $16

MC-233. Superior, WI, 1923, VF Int'l "Red Cross/Roll Call/Join/Nov.11-30" slogan (UNLISTED town) Superior Lodge, #236, F. & A.M.cc on PSE. E $24 MIN.12

MC-234. Providence, RI, 1964, VG Intelex ty.2b (bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $8

MC-235. Providence, RI, 1965, G+ Intelex ty.2b on commer.PPC. E $6

MC-236. Providence, RI, 1977, G+ Intelex (dial hi: "DENCE" partly off) ty.4a on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-237. Washington, DC, 1907 (Sep 9), VG+ Krag ty.2 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

MC-238. Chelsea, S.W., England, 1907 (Sep 9), VG+ Krag repeater w/6-line killer (crnr crs) on PPC. E $15

MC-239. Munich, Germany, 1902, G+ Krag repeater w/10-line killer (lite tone) pair 5pf Bavaria on PPC to France. E $40

MC-240. Boston, MA, [1881], G+ Leavitt B-3(C) (killer lite but ID sure) on GPC. E $15


MC-242. Detroit, MI, 1881, G+ Leavitt ty.B(D) (crs) on GPC. E $15

MC-243. Kansas City, MO, [1885], F Leavitt ty.B (dial bit hi) Townley Metal Co.printed form on back on GPC. E $24
MC-244. New York, NY, 1878, G+ Leavitt B-NY(31)/ty.II (# not struck but ID sure; sealed spindle) on GPC. E $65
MC-245. New York, NY, 1879, F Leavitt B-NY(31) die 1 (part heavy toned) on GPC. E $30
MC-246. Cleveland, OH, [1884] (Dec 10), G Leavitt ty.B(C) ("CLEVE" mostly not struck) on GPC. E $150 MIN.75
MC-249. Los Angeles, CA, 1915, G+ Mack Cancellograph ty.2 on PPC. VERY RARE experimental machine cancel from trial period. E $600 MIN.300
MC-250. Washington, DC, 1891 (Nov 28), VG Mallonee (slight stutter; part ruff trim R, in penalty clause; edge tear T; 1" tear B; B edge bit toned) P.O. Dep't, Office of 3rd Ass't PM Gen'l cc on #10 penalty cvr. E $500 MIN.250
MC-251. Saint Clair, MI, 1905, G+ Perfection ty.2 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-252. Sturgis, MI, 1902, G+ Perfection ty.1 (tear T, in town; heavy cr) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-253. Martin's Ferry, OH, 1902, G+ Perfection ty.3 (town/date part obscured on stamp; trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $14
MC-254. Indianapolis, IN, 1898, G+ Pneumatic Clb2a (trim R; edge tear L; lite tone) on cvr. E $20
MC-255. Nice, France, 1952, G+ repeater w/"Juin/Printemps Musical/JAZZ" pictorial slogan (trumpet player) on PPC. E $6
MC-256. Springville, NY, 1917 (Aug 11), G+ Standard ty.SXD-3 on PPC. E $240 MIN.120
MC-257. Monte Vista, CO, 1912, VG Time-Cmns on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-258. Chicago, IL, 1907, G+ Time-Cmns A-102b/C (near VG+) on PPC. E $16
MC-259. Chicago, IL, 1907 (Dec 17), F Time-Cmns B-111a/C/2nd period w/box dial on GPC: "Guarantee Co." text ad on back, offering 6% loans. E $40
MC-260. Chicago, IL, 1908 (Apr 17), VG Time-Cmns w/box dial & "C" (crnrS toned) on PPC. E $15
MC-261. Chicago, IL, 1909 (Aug 27), G+ Time-Cmns machine "X" ty.C-114-X(C) on PPC. E $15
MC-262. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Mar 29), VF Time-Cmns J-142A/1/C (upper r crnr nib) on PPC. E $40
MC-263. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Apr 5), G+ Time-Cmns J-141 w/wide, thick "C" (near F; lite tone) used 3 days; on PPC. E $50
MC-264. Chicago, IL, 1912, VG+ Time-Cmns J-142-4(C)1st on PPC. E $8
MC-265. Chicago, IL, 1912, VG+ Time-Cmns J-142-2(C)1st on PPC. E $8
MC-266. Chicago, IL, 1912, F Time-Cmns J-142-7(C)a (lower R crnr nib; crnr crs) on PPC. E $14
MC-267. Chicago, IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns J-142-2(C)3rd (near F+) on PPC. E $14
MC-268. Chicago, IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns J-142-2(-)3rd Period w/blank die space (EKT) known used 2 days; on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MC-269. Chicago, IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns J-142-2(C)4th on PPC. E $14
MC-270. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Jan 2), F+ Time-Cmns J-142-7(C)a on PPC. E $14
MC-271. Chicago, IL, 1913, VF Time-Cmns J-142-7(C)b (crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
MC-272. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Aug 30), VG Time-Cmns J-141A/Die C/C (EKT; crs) on PPC. E $15
MC-273. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Sep 2), F Time-Cmns J-142c/3/- w/blank service letter die space on PPC. E $40
MC-274. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Sep 10), VG+ Time-Cmns J-141Aa(C); used about 3 weeks (tiny tear B) on PPC. E $8
MC-275. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Sep 16), F Time-Cmns J-141Aa(C); used about 3 weeks; on PPC. E $8
MC-276. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Sep 16), VG Time-Cmns J-141A/Die C/C (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-278. Stevensville, NY, 1916, G+ Time-Cmns w/oval dial on PPC. E $14
MC-279. Put In Bay, OH, 1913, VG+ Time-Cmns "Ferry's Victory" slogan; Toledo Stamp Co.return add.label on PSE. E $16
MC-280. Brodhead, WI, 1914, VG Time-Cmns on PPC. E $6
MC-281. Milwaukee, WI, 1909, VG Time-Cmns die B/service letter T, as origin (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-282. Los Angeles, CA, 1922, G+ Univ. "Dead Letter Branch/San Francisco/From Los Angeles/Unclaimed" in killer box (flap gone, removes most of state from B arc; o/w VF; B edge part tone) as rec'd b/s on cvr. E $24
MC-283. Los Angeles, CA, 1924, F+ Univ. w/blank box: station name excised; on PPC. E $14
MC-284. Trinidad, CO, 1923, G+ Univ. "San Isabel Nat'l Forest" slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-285. Washington, DC, 1918, VG Univ. "Food Will Win" slogan machine die 1a (edge tear; bit cr) Hotel Harrington illus.ad on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MC-288. Chicago, IL, 1923, VG Univ. "Citizens Training Camp/Camp Custer..." slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-289. Chicago/Windsor Park Sta., IL, 1930, VG+ Univ. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-290. Winnetka/Hubbard Woods Sta., IL, 1937, F Univ. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-291. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1918, G+ Univ. w/redundant branch in dial & killer box (tear) on cvr. E $15
MC-292. Louisville, KY, 1928, VG Univ. "Citizens' Training Camp... For Your Boys" slogan #2 (bit heavy inked; trim r) on cvr w/enc. E $20
MC-293. Fitchburg/Devens Br., MA, 1918, VG Univ. (tear l; crs) on PPC. E $8
MC-295. Battle Creek/Custer Br., MI, 1918 (Jun 7), VF Univ.; RARE TYPE w/REDUndant BRANC H in dial & killer, o/s by 2nd strike of killer only on PPC. E $150
MC-298. Atlantic City, NJ, 1922, VG+ Univ. "Atlantic City Pageant..." slogan (tip cr) on PPC. E $15
MC-300. Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1909 (Sep 20), VG+ Univ. ty.X-4 EXPERIMENTAL on PPC. E $90
MC-301. New Brighton, NY, 1911, VF Univ. BSK200 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-304. Muskogee, OK, 1914, G+ Univ. "Sixth Annual Convention/So.Commercial Congress...Nov.10-14..." slogan (toned) on PPC. E $20
MC-306. Portland/Sta.D, OR, 1920, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $14
MC-308. Manila, PI, 1933, VG Univ. "Manila/Trade Center..." slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-309. San Antonio, TX, 1920, F Univ. "Enlist To-Day 2nd Div'n..." slogan die a, 2nd dial; on PPC. E $20
MC-310. Milwaukee, WI, 1922 (Dec 22), F+ Univ. "Register or Insure VALUABLE Mail" MISSPELLED slogan #3 (lite tone) on PPC. EARLY use of RARE error. E $50 MIN.26
MC-311. Toronto, ON, Canada, 1943, F Univ.; "Save Fat For Explosives" slogan; censor tape & h/s at L; YMCA logo cc on cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
MC-312. Capetown, South Africa, 1944, VG "Post Early" slogan repeater; small 3d stamp on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

METERS / PERMITS
MR-1. Santa Barbara, CA, 2001, G machine tying 90c Morro Bay, CA, meter label (edge tear) on air PPC to Switzerland. Nice modern usage. E $8
MR-2. Washington, DC, 1943, VG PB meter w/"Back the Attack! Buy War Bonds" pictorial slogan (soldier) (o/s by canx; staple holes in crnrs) on PPC. E $14
MR-3. Chicago, IL, ca.1938, F 1c PB #82144 w/dateless dial; "Rose Rids Rats Roaches" illus.slogan (RAT); Rose Exterminator Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $16
MR-4. Chicago, IL, 1938, VG green PB "flying eagle" #90025 w/"Add Wesson Oil" slogan (lite gum tone) Wesson cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-5. Chicago, IL, ca.1938, G+ 1.5c PB "flying eagle" #90136 w/"Mimeograph 100" slogan; date omitted or not struck (lite tone; crnrr cr) A.B.Dick cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-6. Chicago, IL, 1939, G+ PB #73048 w/"Make Children Happy!" illus.slogan (boy in WAGON); Radio Steel & Mfg./Coaster Wagens ad cc on #10 window cvr. E $14
MR-7. Chicago, IL, 1948, F PB106896 "US Steel.../The Theatre Guild/On the Air..."; Amer.Steel & Wire cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-8. Chicago, IL, 1950, VG CC-50752 (bit trim T) "Tune in/Eversharp's/'Take It or Leave It' /Starring Eddie Cantor/NBC Sunday Nights" slogan; Eversharp cc on #10 cvr. E $14
MR-9. Chicago, IL, 1954, VG PB172039 "U.S.Steel/Hour/ABC/Network/Every Other/Tuesday" illus.slogan; Amer.Steel & Wire Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-10. New Orleans, LA, 1939, VG PB #57974 w/"New Orleans/Port of the Mississippi Valley to the World" illus.slogan (ship & skyline) (lite tone) on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-11. Worcester, MA, [1910], F 1c Paid/Permit No.1 (edge tears B) State Mutual Life Assurance Co.logo cc on 4.5x7.25" cvr. E $14
MR-13. Kansas City, MO, 1952, F PB meter; "Get Set for Winter/Save at Sears" illus.slogan (penguin); Sears cc on cvr. E $8
MR-14. Omaha, NE, 1948, VG+ PB 58350 "Listen to Behind the Front Page/Sunday Eve"; insurance co.logo cc on cvr. E $8
MR-15. Omaha, NE, 1961, VF PB136198 "Sporting Firearms.../Remington" slogan; hardware co. cc on #10 cvr. E $14
MR-16. Albuquerque, NM, 1959, F PB168533 (bit trim T) "For fun...for health/Evans/Bicycles and/Velocipedes" illus.slogan (cyclists); Zork Hardware cc on #10 cvr. E $12
MR-17. New York, NY, ca.1938, VG PB #55989 w/"Sec.562 P.L. & R." replacing date in dial; "Hayden Planetarium" illus.slogan; Amer.Museum of Natural History return add.on flap on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-18. New York, NY, 1938, VG+ PB 93682 w/"Mitsubishi" logo slogan; Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha cc on #10 cvr. Maker of the planes that attacked Pearl Harbor 3+ years later. E $12 MIN.6
MR-19. New York, NY, 1942, F PB meter; Liberty Mutual cc & "Smash the 7th Column..." slogan on cvr. E $8
MR-20. New York, NY, 1970, G+ PB meter (town/state mostly not struck) w/"Winds of Kitty Hawk/NBC-TV" illus.slogan (Wright Bros.plane); ITT cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-21. Akron, OH, 1955, VG PB 105955 w/"Quaker/Aunt Jemima/Corn Meal..." illus.slogan (Aunt Jemima & Quaker) Quaker Oats illus.ad (logo) on cvr. E $8
MR-22. USPS, OK, 1972, VG machine canx; "Non-Profit Org./U.S.Postage Paid/Eufaula, Okla.74432/Permit 20" boxed permit on 1st Baptist Church PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MR-23. Philadelphia, PA, 1954, F PB56056 (bit trim T) "World Trade Week..." illus.slogan; Sears cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-24. Austin, TX, 1959, VG+ PB349416 "Official Business/State of Texas/State Penalty/For Private Use" slogan; Univ.of Texas cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-25. Dallas, TX, 1948, F PB122353 (bit lite tone) "Listen to/Circle Arrow Show/Every Sunday Morning/NBC" slogan; Western Auto cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-26. Dallas, TX, 1954, F PB163922 (bit trim T) America's Foremost Summer Theatre/State Fair/Musicals/June 14-Sept.5-Dallas" illus.slogan; Titche-Goettinger cc on cvr. E $8
MR-27. San Marcos, TX, 1955, G+ PB meter; "Mailed Under Water at Aquarena" illus.slogan (woman in swimsuit mailing letter) on cvr w/text ad on back. E $20

MILITARY
MY-1. Baltimore, MD, 1864, partial DCDS/target (town mostly not struck; trim L) U.S.Christian Commission sends this as the soldier's messenger... cc; illus.dove & letter on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MY-2. New York, NY, 1863, G CDS/grid (trim L; bit angle trim T; edge tears; nick T) 3c Wash. on 3c PSE to Surgeon Gen'l's Office, Washington, DC. E $20
MY-3. Erie, PA, ca.1864, G+ DCDS (trim R, in address) on cvr to 83d Reg't, Penn Vols, Co.A. E $15 MIN.8
MY-4. Akron (PA), 1865, VF ms town/date only (upper R tip nick) on cvr to Office, Commissary Gen'l of Prisoners, Washington, DC. No state in canx, but this is from a large Lancaster Co, PA, collection. E $50
MY-5. Murfreesboro, TN, 1864 (Jul 5), VF DCDS/target (lite tone) on Union occupation cvr. E $20
MY-6. Hagerstown, MD, ca.1880, G+ CDS/donut (trim L; lite tone) Headquarters 1st Battalion Infantry/Maryland Nat'l Guard header on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-7. Lytle, GA, 1898, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; lite tone) patriotic illus.eagle & shield (90-10) on cvr. E $20
MY-8. Lytle, GA, 1898, G+ military duplex (part on stamp; tip cr; lite tone) (90-10) on GPC datelined Chickamauga. E $15 MIN.8
MY-9. Lytle, GA, 1898, G+ military duplex (overall lite tone; bit heavy toned) (90-10) on GPC datelined Camp Thomas; report to mother re.her son in hospital. E $20
MY-10. New York, NY, 1898, F Int'l (trim R) Montgomery & Co.cc; patriotic illus.U.S.flag on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-11. Galveston/Military Br., TX, 1913, G+ duplex (crnr crs) on PPC. E $14
MY-12. (Indistinct town), France, 1918, partial CDS (mostly not struck; lite tone) "Passed By Censor" dated double oval h/s on PPC: "Arrived safe..." E $20
MY-13. La Mulatiere, France, 1918, VG CDS (lite tone) AEF return add. & "soldier's mail" frank on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
MY-14. Lamalou Les Bains, France, 1919, VG CDS (lite tone; tip cr) AEF soldier's message on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-15. Des Moines/Dodge Br., IA, 1917, VF Amer/A38 flag; Co.F.349th Inf., Camp Dodge return add.on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-16. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1918, F duplex (ruff L; crs) 3 strikes on 1c + 4x3c on special delivery cvr. E $16
MY-17. (Hoboken), NJ, ca.1918, VG pictorial eagle machine tying 3c offset Wash. (lite crs) "Overseas." h/s in message area; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-18. Brooklyn/Upton Br., NY, 1918, VG+ duplex (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
MY-19. Niagara Falls/Military Br., NY, 1917, G+ duplex (part fuzzy strike; ink spot on add.) on cvr. E $20
MY-20. Watertown/Pine Camp Mil.Br., NY, 1917, G+ duplex (R arc spotty; bit ruff trim R; part lite tone; ink spots by add.) illus.flag at L; Batt.E.15 FA return add. on flap on cvr. E $20
MY-21. Watertown/Pine Camp Mil.Br., NY, 1917, G+ duplex (bit stutter; dial bit hi; part ruff trim R) illus.flag at L; Batt.E.15 FA return add. on flap on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-22. Columbus/Res.Depot Br., OH, 1919, G+ duplex on PPC. DISCOVERY COPY. Swanson shows "no postal history known". E $120 MIN.60
MY-23. Lawton/Ft.Sill Br., OK, 1918, VF Univ.; Truck Co.#5/110th Motor Supply Train illus.logo cc on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20
MY-24. Columbia/Jackson Br., SC, 1919, F duplex (dial bit hi; bit o/s; tiny tears T; lite tone) Knights of Columbus/War Activities cc on special del.cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MY-25. Chattanooga/Military Br., TN, 1917, G+ duplex (bit spotty; trim L; lite tone; tear T) on cvr. E $14
MY-26. San Antonio/S.San Antonio Military Br., TX, 1918, VF Univ. (bit lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $6
MY-27. San Antonio/S.San Antonio Military Br., TX, 1918, VG+ Univ. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-28. APO 11, 1917, G+ duplex on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-29. U.S.Postal Express Service/APO 702Elysee-Palace Hotel/Substation, 1918, G+ purple CDS w/stars in dial ty.A9004.1 (near VG+; month not struck; ruff L; upper R tip ruff) YMCA logo header; "Soldiers Mail" printed frank on cvr. E $100
MY-30. APO 702, 1918, F Univ. w/"Base Censor" killer (toned) 2c Wash. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-31. Courier U.S.Postal Express Service/Elysee Palace Hotel/APO 702/Substation, 1918, G+ purple CDS w/stars in dial ty.A9002 (near VG+) on free-franked PPC. E $100
MY-32. APO 705, 1919, G+ Univ. (bit crs) K.of C.logo cc; ms "Officer's Mail" frank on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MY-33. APO 706, 1918, VF duplex (dial bit hi; lite tone; tip crs) on free-franked PPC: "Will be back before long" in message scribbled thru by censor. E $20
MY-34. APO 708, 1918 (Jul 15), VG 4-bar w/gap in bars (dial hi: "POST" mostly off) APO # in return address; on PPC. E $14
MY-35. APO 708, 1918 (Jul 17), G+ 4-bar w/gap in bars (lite edge tone) APO # in return address; on PPC. E $15
MY-36. APO 711, 1918, VG DCDS on free-franked Liberty Loans PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-37. APO 734, 1918, G+ duplex (slight ruff slit T) "BUGLER J.M.Noyes, U.S.Army" return add.; ms "Soldiers Mail" frank on cvr. E $14
MY-38. APO 745, 1918 (Dec 28), G+ DCDS (T tips nib; nick R; bit lite water tone) on Luxembourg
PPC. E $14
MY-39. APO 746, 1919, G+ DCDS (lite tone) on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-40. APO 752, 1918, G+ duplex (lite tone) on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-41. APO 761, 1919, G+ duplex (near F+) on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-42. APO 765, [1919], partial DCDS (2 tone spots at edges) censor h/s at L; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-43. APO 773, 1918, G+ purple straight-line h/s ty. A8011 (ms signature across upper line; tip cr) on free-franked PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MY-44. APO 779, 1918, G+ duplex on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-45. APO 839, 1918, G DCDS (lower L arc mostly not struck; lite tone) on free-franked PPC: "6 of our officers went on a wild boar hunt..." E $15 MIN.8
MY-46. APO 905, 1918 (Dec 17), G DCDS (part obscured by design) K.of C/On Active Service header; illus. logo & shield on PC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-47. APO 905, 1919, VF DCDS on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-48. APO 924, 1918, G+ DCDS; "BUGLER J.M. Noyes, U.S. Army" return add.; ms "Soldiers Mail" frank on cvr. E $14
MY-49. APO 939, 1918, G+ DCDS (L arc partial) Savanay dateline on PPC to APO 762. E $15 MIN.8
MY-50. APO 975, 1919, partial "Postal Express Service" DCDS (trim T; crs; tear T) 25c France +3c Wash. offset on cvr. E $20
MY-51. Soldiers Mail/Capt. E.W. Hamlen, Q.M.R.C., ca. 1918, VG+ undated straight-line h/s (bit stutter; crnr cr) on "soldier's mail" PC. E $8
MY-52. Kingman, AZ, 1943, F duplex; airman's ms "free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-53. Yuma, AZ, 1944, VF Int'l; Flexible Gunnery School return add. on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-54. Little Rock, AR, 1942, VF Univ.; Camp Robinson return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $8
MY-56. New London, CT, 1942, F Univ.; "Ft. H.G. Wright, NY, Via New London" return add.; ms "Free Mail" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s & RED pencil ms "10.00 Cash". E $16
MY-57. Army Postal Serv./Washington, DC, 1943, F Univ. w/"Back the Attack..." slogan (lite tone; edge tear L) soldier's ms "free" frank on cvr w/Back the Attack h/s cachet. E $14
MY-58. Miami, FL, 1943, VF Int'l; "404 T.G. Flight K-1 BTC 4, Miami Beach" return add.; "Keep Em Flying" illus. plane at lower L; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $16
MY-59. Tampa, FL, 1943, F Univ.; Drew Field printed return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-60. Boise, ID, 1942, VF Univ.; 98th Ser.Sqdn, Pendleton Field, OR, return add.; ms "Free/U.S.A." frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-61. Moline, IL, 1944, VF Univ.; "1-A" classification notice on penalty PC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-62. Columbus, IN, 1943, F Int'l; "No Record APO 104..." h/s (2 diff types struck 3 times) w/several other h/s & ms markings on cvr to APO 104, Camp Adair, OR, & returned. E $14
MY-63. Fort Knox, KY, 1942, VG Univ.; "Candidate Donald Lambert, 1st Co., OCS" ms return add.w/printed Ft.Knox cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $16
MY-64. Louisville, KY, 1944 (Jun 6), F Univ.; D-DAY INVASION DATE; 6c air on FRONT ONLY, to APO 403 (in England). E $20
MY-65. Alexandria, LA, 1943, VG Int'l; Camp Livingston printed cc w/illus. eagle insignia; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-66. Camp Livingston, LA, 1942, F Int'l tying 40x20mm "U.S. Army" pennant label; APO 28 Div'n return add. on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-67. Presque Isle, ME, 1943, F Univ. "Hq. Presque Isle Army Air Field, Air Transport Command" h/s cc (few letters off L edge); ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-68. Germfask, MI, 1944, G 4-bar (town partial) "C.P.S. Camp #135" typed cc on PSE to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $16
MY-69. Lansing, MI, 1943, G Univ.; "Do Your Part to Ax the Axis!" patriotic cachet (Mussolini,
Hitler, Tojo caricatures) on cvr w/tied Xmas seal. E $15 MIN.8
MY-70. Camp Shelby, MS, 1943, G+ Univ.; camp's printed cc w/pictorial eagle insignia; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
MY-71. Camp Van Dorn, MS, 1942 (Nov 26), F Int'l (EARLY) ms APO 99 return add.; printed camp name cc & Army insignia on air cvr w/enc. E $15
MY-72. Camp Van Dorn, MS, 1943, G+ Int'l; ms APO 449 return add.; printed camp name cc & Army insignia on air cvr w/enc. E $14
MY-73. Camp Van Dorn, MS, 1943, VF Int'l (slight trim T) ms "APO 449" & camp's printed cc w/pictorial eagle insignia; 3c Precie booklet pair on air cvr. E $15
MY-74. Camp Van Dorn, MS, 1943, G Int'l typing 57x25mn pictorial "Air Mail" label (dial much obscured) ms APO 449 return add.; printed camp name cc & Army insignia on air cvr w/enc. E $15
MY-75. Camp Van Dorn, MS, F Int'l; ms APO 449 return add. on air cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MY-76. Camp Van Dorn, MS, 1943, VF Int'l; "U.S.Artillery" & color illus.crossed cannons at upper L on air cvr; enc.w/illus.header: 4 soldiers firing big gun. E $15
MY-77. Keesler Field, MS, 1945, F Int'l (2 strikes, overlapped) Army Air Forces illus.winged prop; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-78. McComb, MS, 1942, G+ Int'l; APO 99 return add.; Camp Van Dorn printed cc w/pictorial eagle insignia on cvr. E $15
MY-79. McComb, MS, 1942 (Oct 31), VF Int'l; (EARLY) ms APO 99 return add.; printed Camp Van Dorn cc & Army insignia on air cvr w/enc. E $15
MY-80. Natchez, MS, 1942, VG duplex; Service Men's Center/City Auditorium cc on air cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15
MY-81. New Albany, MS, 1944, VG Univ. (staple holes T) Marine Corps Air Sta., Santa Barbara, CA, return add.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-82. Lincoln, NE, 1943, VF Univ.; Lincoln Air Base, return add.; U.S.Army Air Forces illus.insignia at lower L; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-83. Clovis, NM, 1942, VG Int'l; soldier's free frank on PPC. E $8
MY-84. Buffalo, NY, 1943, G+ Univ.; Army Technical School, AAFITT, Sioux Falls, SD, printed cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $16
MY-86. Dayton, OH, 1942, F Univ.; "Signal Corps" typed return add.; typed "Free" frank; "My America" illus.eagle & shield on flap on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-87. Fort Sill, OK, 1944, VF Univ.; 422nd F.A.Gp, Ft.Sill red cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to Benedictine Convent of Perpetual Adoration, Tucson. E $14
MY-88. Lawton, OK, 1942, VF Univ.; "Major, F.A." return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $16
MY-89. Pittsburgh, PA, 1944, F Int'l; U.S.Army, Army Specialized Training, 3307th Service Unit, Univ.of Pittsburgh cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-90. Camp Hood, TX, 1942, F Int'l; 801.T.D.Bn., AUTC, return add.; ms "Free" frank; Camp Hood illus."V" & eagle on flap on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-91. Camp Hood, TX, 1943, F Int'l; "P" Co.Stud.Reg't ER#16 return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $14
MY-92. Camp Maxey, TX, 1943, VG Univ. (lite tone; tip cr) APO 102 return add. on free-franked PC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-93. Camp Swift, TX, 1943, VF Univ. (tip cr) "Company (C), 322 Med.Bn., APO 445" printed cc w/ms "C"; ms "Free" frank on cvr to soldier at Camp Hood, TX. E $14
MY-94. Laredo/Gunnery School Br., TX, 1943, G+ duplex (part lite) ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $14
MY-95. San Antonio, TX, 1943, VF Int'l; APO 95 return add. w/printed Ft.Sam Houston cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-96. Salt Lake City, UT, 1945, G+ Univ. on commer.air cvr to corporal at Training Pool, SCU
1920, P(prisoner of) W(ar) Camp, Coolidge, AZ. E $20


MY-98. Norfolk, VA, 1943, VF Univ.; "N.T.S." return add.; ms "Free" frank w/hand drawn BOW of SHIP w/BIG GUN; on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $16

MY-99. Norfolk, VA, 1943, F Univ. (bit ruff slit R) "Naval Landing Force, Equip.Depot" return add.; ms "Free/USN" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15

MY-100. Camp McCoy, WI, 1943, partial Int'l; "Avenge Pearl Harbor" patriotic illus. (US sailor stabbed by Japanese sword, w/flags) adhered at L on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-101. APO 8, 1944 (Oct 12), G+ 4-bar; in Luxembourg; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8

MY-102. APO 9, 1943 (Jan 9), VF 4-bar (edge tear L) in Morocco; on PPC w/small rectangle cut out by censor, removing location name from pix side caption. E $16

MY-103. APO 12, 1945 (Mar 16), G+ 4-bar; in France; APO 20 return add.; 6c transport air booklet pair on 6c air PSE. E $16

MY-104. APO 36, 1945 (May 21), G+ 4-bar; 1st Day in Germany; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $14

MY-105. APO 37, 1944 (Aug 22), VG+ 4-bar; in Solomon Islands; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8

MY-106. APO 78, 1945 (Feb 13), VG machine; in GERMANY; on air PSE. E $15

MY-107. APO 81, 1945 (Jun 8), G+ Univ. (bit cr) censor tape L; in Philippines; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8

MY-108. APO 100, 1945, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) in AZORES; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $16

MY-109. APO 131, 1945 (May 20), G+ machine; in GERMANY; APO 21007 return add. on air PSE. E $24

MY-110. APO 143, 1944 (May 26), VG 4-bar tying Gt.Brit.2.5p King (extraneous ms "143" at L of canx) APO 149 return add. on cvr to England address. E $14

MY-111. APO 143, 1945 (May 19), G+ 4-bar (crs) in France; APO 887 return add.; ms "Free" frank on PPC: "Metz-Deutsches Tor" w/sender's "X" on Nazi flag. E $12 MIN.6

MY-112. APO 147, 1945 (Oct 4), G+ 4-bar (part lite water tone) APO 9 return add.; in GERMANY; on cvr. E $14

MY-113. APO 148, 1945 (Aug 14), G+ 4-bar (edge tears L; paper clip lines) in GERMANY; APO 638 return add. on air PSE. E $15

MY-114. APO 150, 1944 (Apr 24), G+ 4-bar tying Gt.Brit.2p & 1/2p King (near VF; extraneous ms "150" above canx) on cvr to England address. E $14

MY-115. APO 179, 1945 (Jul 18), F 4-bar (ruff R, in stamp) in Germany; APO 403 return add. on air PSE. E $24

MY-116. APO 201, 1945 (Oct 15), G+ 4-bar; in Japan; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8

MY-117. "APO 210" return add.on enc.; canx U.S.Postal Service No.1, 1945 (Apr 15), VG Int'l (tears by window) in China; on 3.75x4.5" V-Mail penalty cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

MY-118. APO 258, 1945 (Apr 26), G+ machine (upper R tip slit) in GERMANY; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $20

MY-119. APO 258, [1945] (Jun 1?), G Univ. (date partial; bit trim T; edge faults inside, not into message) in GERMANY; pair 3c Win on folded V-Mail air cvr. E $16

MY-120. Lot 16) APO 258 return add.on V-Mail enclosures, all in orig.window cvrs; canx U.S.Postal Service No.1, 1945 (Jan 1-May 29), VF-G Int'l (varied condition; mostly fine, but some faults) in England, France, Netherlands & Germany.. MIN.$75

MY-121. APO 297, 1944 (Dec 13), G+ BLUE DCDS (part heavy inked) in FRANCE; APO 758 return add.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $15

MY-122. APO 303, 1945 (Jun 25), G+ 4-bar (lite tone; lower L tip clip) in GERMANY; on cvr w/enc. E $20

MY-123. APO 303, 1945 (Jun 30), G+ 4-bar (lite tone; trim R) in GERMANY; on cvr w/enc. E $20

MY-124. APO 520, 1943 (Jun 18), G+ 4-bar; in Algeria; Chaplain Karl W.Scheufler-1st Lt/APO 700 boxed h/s cc on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-125. APO 584, 1945 (Jun 10), G+ 4-bar; APO 408 return add. on PPC datelined Trier, Germany. E $16

MY-126. "APO 606" return add.; canx MacDill Field, FL, 1944, G+ Int'l; in Gold Coast; on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-127. APO 635, 1942, F+ 4-bar; 751st Chemical Co. at Buttonwood, England; on cvr. E $8
MY-128. APO 646, 1944 (May 17), G+ 4-bar tying Gt.Brit.2.5p King (extraneous ms "646" at L of canx) on cvr to England address. E $14
MY-129. "APO 75I" return add.on enc.; canxued U.S.Postal Service No.1, 1945 (Aug 1), F Int'l (short tears by window; upper R tip slit) in Germany; on 3.75x4.5" V-Mail penalty cvr w/enc. E $20
MY-130. APO 757, 1945 (Dec 10), G machine; APO 21379 return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
MY-131. APO 838, 1945 (Mar 15), G+ blue 4-bar (# partial; o/w VG+; L edge toned) in Panama; on air cvr. E $30
MY-132. APO 839, 1943, G+ 4-bar; in Guatemala; on air PSE. E $24
MY-133. APO 875, 1944 (Nov 7), F 4-bar (tip crs; lite tone) in France; APO 517 return add.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-134. APO 892, 1945 (Mar 5), VF 4-bar; in Paris; APO 887 return add. on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-135. APO 953, 1942 (May 28), G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "POSTA" partly off) in Hawaii; censor tape & h/s at L; 5c +2x 10c Prexies +6c air on cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
MY-136. APO 975, 1944 (Jan 22), VF 4-bar (bit o/s) in Alaska; on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-137. APO1058, 1945, G+ 4-bar (bit ruff rim, just in stamp) in Marianas Isls; as fwd b/s on air cvr w/enc.to APO 247; "Returned to Sender..." pointing hand h/s; ms "Evac to U.S.". E $24 MIN.12
MY-138. APO1255 return add.; canxued Trenton, NJ, 1942, G+ Univ. (R edge cr) ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
MY-139. APO15602, 1944 (Dec 7), G+ machine (bit lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
MY-140. APO21379 return add.; canxued U.S.Postal Service, 1945, G+ machine; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
MY-141. APO3001, 1942 (Oct 7), VG 4-bar (cr; bit lite tone) "Co.D.556 S.A.W.Bn.(SEP)... % PM New York" return add. on cvr w/"Iceland" penciled on flap. E $30
MY-142. APO4015, [1943], VG machine killer only; censor tape R on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-143. "APO4015" return add.; canxued Staten Island, NY, 1943, G+ Univ. on 4.25x5.5" V-Mail folded letter. E $20
MY-144. APO4759, 1943 (Oct 29), G 4-bar on Australia PPC. E $14
MY-145. BPO 7, 1945, G+ machine (tip cr) APO 322 return add.; 6c Prexie on cvr. E $12
MY-146. U.S.Army Postal Service, [1943], G 4-bar (R arc not struck; year partial) as transit b/s; "Army Directory Service/Given APO 181A..." h/s on cvr to APO 4953 & fwd to APO 184. E $20
MY-147. "APO17796" return add.; canxued APO 776, 1945 (Feb 18), G Univ. (fully o/s by fwd canx; tears L; part lite soiled) "Rec`d in Bad Condition/Chicago, ill.M.D.No.8" h/s on brown repair tape on back; "opened by mistake/Mrs Mith" by address; on 6c PSE w/enc.: "I finally got a commission... a 'Battlefield Appointment'... One day a tech.sgt & the next... a 2nd Lt... Tomorrow we go back to the front & start in pushing again..." E $20
MY-148. Mailed T0: APO21007, 1945, canxuced Cleveland, OH, VG Int'l (gum tone; bit ruff L; edge wear T) on 5x6" air cvr w/enc.b'day card. E $14
MY-149. Red Bank, NJ, 1946, F Univ.; Ft.Monmouth printed cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-150. Trenton, NJ, 1947, F Univ.; Pt.Dix return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $14
MY-151. Union City, NJ, 1946, VF Univ.; "U.S.Army Terminal Leave" typed cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $14
MY-152. Fort Bragg, NC, 1947, VF Int'l; HQ Battery, 3rd F.A.Observation Bn., Ft.Bragg, NC, U.S.Army cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s at L; "Rec'd.and Noted/Class. & Parole" boxed h/s at R. E $15
MY-153. Tacoma, WA, 1946, G+ Univ.; Pt.Lewis cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-154. Tacoma, WA, 1946, F Univ. (lite gum tone) HQ Co.9th Infantry, 2nd Infantry Div'n, Pt.Lewis cc; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
MY-155. APO 696, [1947], VG machine; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s at L; "Rec'd.and Noted/Class. & Parole" boxed h/s at R. E $16
MY-156. APO 468, 1953 (Apr 21), G+ machine (B arc spotty; bit lite tone) Tank Co, 65th
Inf.return add.; no stamp or frank; on air cvr w/enc.: "We are on the helicopter route from the front of 3rd Div’n to the hospital. I can see them carrying stretchers... Most of the newer replacements here are negroes... particularly annoying..." all the time..." E $70
My-157. APO 468, 1953 (May 28), G+ machine (part lite tone) Tank Co, 65th Inf.return add.; no stamp or frank; on air cvr w/enc.: "Dad, Pres.Eisenhower is shooting better golf than you. Could it be he has no worries..." E $55
My-158. APO 468, 1954 (Apr 28), VG machine (lite tone) Tank Co, 65th Inf.return add.; ms "Free Air Mail" frank on air cvr w/enc.: "...been on R & R... train to Pusan(15 hrs)... Fukuoka by boat(13 hrs)... I telephoned Carol in N.Y... only took 30 min.to get a line... Korea is the worst place in the world..." E $60
My-159. Spring Grove, MN, 1968, VG 4-bar; "Support Our Boys in Viet-Nam" & illus.flag h/s at L on #10 air cvr to Australia. E $20
My-160. APO 218, 1960, VG+ magenta 4-bar (heavy crnr cr) on London PPC. E $12 MIN.6
My-161. APO 96291, 1968, G+ 4-bar (flap mostly off; tears T; edge crs T) "Decca Transmitting Station, Advisory Team 78 (MACV)" return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr w/enc. E $14
My-162. (Indistinct town), Bulgaria, 1917, partial CDS (cr) on Prisoner of War PC w/London/Paid G+ repeater as rec’d: "I expect that fairly soon an Armenian engineer from Switzerland will call on you..." E $30
My-163. (Indistinct town), Bulgaria, 1917, partial repeater on Prisoner of War PC requesting cigarettes & an oil lamp, w/wire & "crinkly paper to make a shade". E $30
My-164. (Indistinct town), France, 1915, partial CDS (lite tone) "Depot Mobile du 2e Corps de Cavalerie/Le Vaguemestre" purple h/s; "Corespondance Militaire" ms frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
My-165. Cologne, Germany, 1916, F DCDS (lite tone) on PPC addressed "par la Suisse Prisonnier de Guerre" at Depot de Marmande. E $24
My-166. Saarbrucken, Germany, 1915, G+ DCDS (lite tone) "Reserve-Lazarett IV/(??)t.Evng.Gemeindehaus/Brebach (Saar)" purple h/s, inverted at T (partly off edge) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
My-167. Feldpost (Germany), 1945, F DCDS w/pictorial eagle; skull/raised fist metamorphic illus.in shield h/s on PC. E $20
My-168. Geprust/Stalag XVIII/100 red h/s at lower L (Germany), 1944, canxwd w/F mute double oval (tear L) British censor h/s on Prisoner of War folded lettersheet to INDIA. E $40
My-169. K.D.Feldpostexp (Germany), 1916, G DCDS (T arc partial; toned; tip cr) Koniglich Preussische/Minenwerken/Komp.10 pictorial h/s, tying bit faulty "Feldpost" label on PPC (artillery shells). E $12 MIN.6
My-170. K.u.K.Feldpostamt/160 (Germany), 1915, G magenta DCDS tying 7k Russia on Feldpostkorrespondenzkarte to Prague. E $20
My-171. Stalag XI B (Germany), 1944, boxed censor h/s at L; canxwd VF mute DCDS; "Kriegsgefangenenpost" printed header on PC from Italian POW to Italy. E $16
My-172. Field Post Office/118 (Great Britain), 1944, G DCDS on 3p reg’d PSE to U.S.APO 423; APO 771 & APO 794 VF DCDS as transit b/s. E $20
My-173. Field Post Office/British Army S.Africa (Great Britain), 1901, G+ DCDS (upper R arc partial; toned; scuffs in add.area, by sender before addressed; tip crs) faulty 1p Great Britain on 1900 Paris Expo PPC to England. E $24 MIN.12
My-174. Field Post Office/G.X. (Great Britain), 1916, G+ DCDS on censored free-franked cvr to Egypt. E $30
My-175. Neumarktl in Oberkain, Slovenia, 1916, G+ DCDS (near F; lite tone) Marinefeldp. ms frank on PPC to TORPEDO INSTRUCTOR. E $15
My-176. Depot P.C. XV/Controle/No 1, 1940s, G+ undated circled h/s (tear T; crs) Nazi censor tape & h/s on back on cvr to Germany from Prisoner of War in TUNISIA. E $24 MIN.12
My-177. K.D.Feldpostexpedition/49.Reserve-Division, ca.1915?, VF DCDS (pinholes; lite tone) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5

PICTURE POSTCARDS

NOTE: Usual edge wear and tip wear should be expected on items in this category. Real PHOTOS are noted.

PC-1. "Ketchikan, AK": REAL PHOTO view of town & mountains; used, 1930. E $15 MIN.8
PC-2. "Tombstone, AZ/The Town Too Tough To Die": REAL PHOTO, exterior Crystal Palace Cafe; Budweiser & Coors signs; GREYHOUND bus (tone spot in margin) used; Tombstone, 1944. E $20
PC-3. "Greetings From Winslow, AZ": chrome, 2 views of Motel Town House on Rte.66; used; Winslow, 1963. E $15 MIN.8
PC-4. "U.S. Post Office & Court House, Texarkana, AR/TX ": linen, exterior w/"Man in Arkansas & His (Donkey) In Texas" (edge tear L) used; Texarkana Ark Term/RPO, 1938. E $12 MIN.6
PC-5. "Old Arsenal Bldg, Birthplace of Gen.Douglas MacArthur (inset) at Little Rock, AR": litho; unused. E $8
PC-7. "What We Saw at Catalina (Avalon, CA)": litho; Sam Hernandez/Deep Sea Diver portrait; Glass Bottom Boat; long list of fish/plant life; unused, ca.1920s. E $12 MIN.6
PC-8. "Skyview Motel/Barstow, CA": chrome, motel on Rte.66 w/cars c.1950 (tip wear; pencil # in margin) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-9. "Hotel El Rancho/Fresno, CA": linen; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-10. Lot 11) Glenwood Mission Inn, Riverside, California: litho, various interior & exterior; unused. MIN.$18
PC-12. "Panoramic View of Denver, CO": litho, 3 panel aerial view (wear between panels; offset canx ink) used; Denver, 1912. E $20
PC-13. "Balcony House/Mesa Verde (CO)": REAL PHOTO (heavy vert.cr; bit lite tone) unused AZO. E $6
PC-15. "A Chipmunk-Universal Pet in the Rockies (CO)": Sanborn REAL PHOTO, on fence eating; unused EKKP. E $8
PC-16. "Dredging on a Canal in The Everglades, FL": litho; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-17. "Hotel Clifton/Miami Beach, FL": linen, white art deco bldg; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-18. "U.S. Post Office, Panama City, FL 'On The Gulf of Mexico'": linen; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-19. "U.S. Post Office, St. Augustine, FL": litho, exterior; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-20. "WGN Studios, Chicago (IL)": vertical linen; Curt Teich publ.; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-21. "Arrow (Strufe) Motel/Dwight, IL": chrome, motel on Rte.66 (tip wear) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-22. "Manor Motel/Joliet, IL": chrome, exterior Rte.66 & 6; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-23. "Sunyside Motel/LaGrange, IL": chrome, on Rte.66; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-24. "Methodist Episcopal/Church/Mattoon, IL": litho (tip crs) used; Mattoon, 1909. E $8
PC-25. "Greetings from Chanute Field, Rantoul, IL": litho; Fokker biplane; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-26. "Greetings from Chanute Field, Rantoul, IL": litho; LePere biplane; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-27. "Greetings from Chanute Field, Rantoul, IL": litho; parachutist in air; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-28. "Greetings from Chanute Field, Rantoul, IL": litho; parachutist on ground; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-29. "Greetings from Chanute Field, Rantoul, IL": litho; parachutists on biplane wings; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-30. "Greetings from Chanute Field, Rantoul, IL": litho; S.E.5 biplane; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-31. "Broadview Motor Hotel/Springfield, IL": linen, aerial illustration motel on Rte.66; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-32. "Covered Bridge On Way To North Entrance To/Brown County State Park Nashville, IN": REAL PHOTO; (some surface cracks) used. E $12 MIN.6
PC-33. "Concession Bldg Picnic Shelter-Ledges State Park --/Boone, IA": REAL PHOTO, stone shelter; used; Madrid, IA, 1958. E $15
PC-34. "Just Drifted/into/Cedar Rapids, IA": LEATHER, appears hand made (tip cr) unused. E $15
PC-35. "Surf Ballroom/North Shore Clear Lake, IA": linen, 4 views of interior & exterior; used; BUDDY HOLLY, RICHIE VALENS & BIG Bopper played final concert here 2/2/59, 1941. E $14
PC-36. "Foster Hotel/Des Moines (IA)": linen, room w/twin beds. E $12 MIN.6
PC-37. "New Terminal Bldg, Municipal Airport/Des Moines, IA": linen, view from tarmac (small tone spot in sky) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-40. "Bringing in the Sheaves.'/A common scene on an Iowa farm": Martin REAL PHOTO, EXAGGERATION w/GIANT corn, cabbages, pumpkins (tiny tear T) used; Iowa City, 1912. E $20 MIN.10
PC-41. "Moonlight on Brooks Beach/Lake Okoboji, IA": REAL PHOTO (edge tear T) unused EKC. E $8
PC-42. "Fat Man's Misery/Maguoketa (IA) Caves State Park": REAL PHOTO, very narrow cave (crnr crs) used. E $12 MIN.6
PC-43. "Bowman Hall, Cornell/Mount Vernon, IA": REAL PHOTO building exterior; unused. E $12
PC-44. Waterloo airport w/Ozark airplane on tarmac: chrome; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-45. "Birdseye View, Wilton, IA": litho (edge wear; lower R crnr crs; "X" in sky) used; Wilton Junction, IA, 1915. E $6
PC-46. "Main Street. Looking North, Wichita, KS": litho, w/horse drawn vehicles & street cars, unused. E $8
PC-47. "Chapie's Cabins/South Paris, ME": REAL PHOTO, exterior 2 story bldg w/Tydol gas pumps; unused Kodak. E $14
PC-49. "Minute Man & North Bridge, Concord, MA": REAL PHOTO w/"wooded" photo border (small pen note B) used, 1907. E $6
PC-51. "Unitarian Church, Revere, Mass.": printed, exterior (lite tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-52. "Oak Grove Inn (Union Pier, MI, in message) ": REAL PHOTO, long 2 story bldg (edge wear) used; Union Pier, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-53. "Main Street, Looking South, Adrian, MI": litho (crnr crs; finish wear in sky) used; Adrian, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-54. Lot 4) "Shrine of the Pines' Baldwin, MI": REAL PHOTO, rustic interiors w/bent wood furnishings & deer heads (crs, edge wear, etc.) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-55. "Girl's Band, Eden Springs" (Israelite House of David, Benton Harbor, MI): REAL PHOTO; band in fancy uniforms w/instruments; unused, ca.1910s. E $15 MIN.8
PC-56. "West Bluff Brockway Mountain Drive/Michigan Copper Country": REAL PHOTO, view across valley (crs; pin holes) unused EKC. E $12 MIN.6
PC-57. "Post Office & Elks Club, Escanaba, MI": litho, exterior w/cars c.1910; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-58. "German M.E. Church/Pigeon, MI": REAL PHOTO; used; Pigeon, 1928. E $20
PC-59. "High School, Alexandria, MN": REAL PHOTO, w/car c.1930 (crnr crs) used; Alexandria, 1936. E $12 MIN.6
PC-60. "Post Office, Breckenridge, MN": REAL PHOTO, exterior w/cars; used; St. Paul & Williston/RPO, 1950. E $12 MIN.6
PC-62. "Methodist Episcopal Church Rochester, NY/": litho, exterior (crs) used; El Roy & Tracy, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-63. "Post Office, Jackson, MS": linen, exterior (T margin bit tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-64. "U.S. Post Office, Laurel, MS": linen; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-65. "Post Office, Vicksburg, MS": linen, exterior (crnr cr) used; Vicksburg, 1941. E $12 MIN.6
PC-67. "Little King's Hotel Court/Joplin, MO": linen, motel on Rte.66 w/cars c.1950 & 2 insets of rooms; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-68. "Hydro-Electric Power Plant of The Empire District/Electric Company on White River at Ozark Beach, Mo.": litho, aerial view w/facts about plant on reverse (tip cr) non-postcard back. E $6
PC-69. "Albert Pick Motel/St. Louis, MO": chrome, aerial illustration; U.S.Bypass 66/67; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-70. "Holiday Inn/St. Louis, MO": chrome, motel on Rte.66 w/swimming pools; unused. E $8
PC-71. Lady on horseback identified as "Montana Scene" in note on white edge: REAL PHOTO, message also mentions Montana but mailed at Glenham, SD, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-72. "Public Library/Alma Neb": litho, exterior (crs) used; Republican, NE, 1913. E $8
PC-73. "North Virginia Street Reno, NV": REAL PHOTO, sign over street & gaming halls including Harolds; unused. E $14
PC-74. "Famous Masonic Temple & Assay Office/Virginia City, NV": REAL PHOTO, street c.1940 (tip crs; soil spots; glue & scuff on back) used; Carson City, ca.1940?. E $12 MIN.6
PC-75. "View of the Ballroom, Canobie Lake Park, Salem, NH": linen, long green bldg; used; Salem Depot, NH, 1945. E $8
PC-76. "First Presbyterian Church, Summit N.J.": printed, exterior (bit lite soil) unused. E $6
PC-77. "Adobe Inn/Santa Rosa, NM": chrome, on Rte.66 w/insets of pool & room; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-78. "Albuquerque (NM) Imperial 400 Motel": chrome, aerial view on Rte. 25 & 66 (tip cr) unused. E $8
PC-79. "El Don Motel/Albuquerque, NM": linen, exterior on Rte.66 (edge wear; bit lite tone; offset canx ink) used; Holbrook, AZ, 1952. E $12 MIN.6
PC-80. "Stop/For Rest & Comfort/Tower Court/Modern in Every Detail/Albuquerque, NM": linen, motel on Rte.66 w/inset of room; unused. E $12
PC-81. "Arrowhead Lodge/Albuquerque, NM": linen, motel on Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-82. "Ambassador Lodge/Albuquerque, NM": linen-like finish, drawing of exterior on Rte.66 (tip wear; offset canx ink; bit cr) used; Gallup, 1954. E $8
PC-83. "Elephant Butte Dam, NM": REAL PHOTO, Frashers photo w/aerial view (bit cr; stamp gone) used AZO; Hot Springs, NM, 1934. E $12 MIN.6
PC-84. "Blue Spruce Lodge/Gallup, NM": chrome, motel on Rte.66 (bit cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-85. "Thunderbird Lodge/Gallup, NM": chrome, motel on Rte.66 w/swimming pool; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-86. "El Capitan Motel/Gallup, NM": chrome, motel on Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-87. "The Cactus Motel/Gallup, NM": chrome, Rte.66 (tip wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-88. "Post Office & Federal Bldg, Gallup, NM": linen, exterior on Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-89. "Casa Linda Motel/Gallup, NM": printed, motel on Rte.66 (pencil marks thru Best Western logo) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-90. "Hotel El Rancho/Gallup/NM": litho, hotel on Rte.66 at night w/cars c.1940 (edge wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-91. "Lovington (NM) 1915 (note in margin)": REAL PHOTO, scene at unknown event w/crowd & man carrying box; unmailed AZO. E $14
PC-92. "Milner Western Motel/Santa Rosa, NM": chrome, exterior w/Western sign on carport Rte.66, 54 & 84; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-93. "Western Motel/Santa Rosa, NM": linen-like finish, exterior on Rte.66, 54, 84; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-94. "Tucumcari (NM)": REAL PHOTO, man by lake (tip crs; short ink line in sky) used; Tucumcari, 1913. E $8
PC-95. "Hotel Randle/Tucumcari, NM": linen, drawing of exterior on Rte.66 & 54 (bit cr; pinholes in sky) unused; Tucumcari, 1945. E $8
PC-96. "Shamrock Courts/Tucumcari, NM": linen, illustration motel on Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-98. "Feltmans Coney Island": linen, outdoor cafe w/colored globes (lower R tip nick) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-100. "Windham (NY) Village Catskill Mts.": litho, bird's eye view & 5 street scenes (message B; bit lite tone) used; Windham, 1909. E $8
PC-101. "Congregational Church, Pingree, ND": litho (tip crs) used; Pingree, 1914. E $8
PC-102. "Silver Lake, Park Cuyahoga Falls/Near Akron, OH U.S.A.": printed, 7 scenes, inc.dance hall interior & peanut stand (tip wear) used; Akron, 1912. E $15 MIN.8
PC-103. "The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co, Akron, OH": litho, aerial view w/2 insets (tip crs) used; Akron, 1912. E $8
PC-104. "Deshler, OH": printed, 3 churches (bit lite tone) used; Deshler, 1912. E $8
PC-105. "Flamingo Motel & Restaurant/Elk City, OK": chrome, motel w/inset restaurant on Rte.66 (bit of offset canx ink) used; Elk City, 1968. E $15 MIN.8
PC-106. "Stephenson Building, Enid, OK: hand colored litho, exterior (lite tone; message in
message; stamp gone) used; Enid, ca.1909. E $12
PC-107. "State House, Guthrie, OK": litho, exterior (tip crs; diag cr T R) used; Mulhall, OK, 1909. E $10
PC-108. "Guthrie, OK, Carnegie Library": printed, exterior (bit lite tone) unused undiv.back. E $10
PC-110. "Guthrie, OK/City Hall": printed, exterior (lite tone speck) used; Mulhall, OK, 1907. E $10
PC-111. "Guthrie, OK/First Street Looking North": printed (bit lite tone) unused undiv.back. E $12 MIN.6
PC-112. "Guthrie, OK/High School": printed, exterior (bit lite tone; tip crs) unused undiv.back. E $10
PC-113. "Downtown Motel/Tulsa, OK": chrome, on Rte.66 w/cars c.1950s; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-114. "Will Rogers Motor Court/Tulsa, OK": linen, motel on Rte.66 (tip cr; pinholes in sky) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-115. "Public School, Tulsa, OK": printed, exterior (bit lite T) unused. E $8
PC-116. "View from Crown Point Columbia Highway Ore": REAL PHOTO, view of river, unused AZO. E $12 MIN.6
PC-117. 'Vista House' Crown Point Columbia River Highway Ore": REAL PHOTO; unused AZO. E $12 MIN.6
PC-118. "Horsetail Falls/Columbia River Highway Ore": REAL PHOTO; unused AZO. E $12 MIN.6
PC-119. "Mitchells Point Tunnel, Columbia River Highway-Oregon": Sawyer REAL PHOTO, view through tunnel w/overlooks; unused EKC. E $8
PC-120. "Oneonta Tunnel/Columbia River Highway Ore": REAL PHOTO; unused AZO. E $12 MIN.6
PC-121. "Flood waters, Railroad Yards, Portland, OR": REAL PHOTO; aerial view w/trains; unused, [1948]. E $15 MIN.8
PC-122. "Interior Miles Linen Co., Salem, OR": litho white border; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-123. "Flood Destruction-Vanport, OR": REAL PHOTO; housing; unused, [1948]. E $20 MIN.10
PC-124. "Carnegie Institute/Pittsburgh, PA": REAL PHOTO; unused. E $8
PC-127. "Partial View of Midway of the York (PA) Interstate Fair": chrome, w/"human cannonball" cannon in foreground (bit edge wear) used; York, 1958. E $15 MIN.8
PC-128. "Fort Randall Dam. Pickstown, SD": REAL PHOTO, state sign of sites & map; dam in background, unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-129. "Control Room/Fort Randall Dam/Pickstown, SD": REAL PHOTO; unused. E $14
PC-131. "Sahara Sands Motel/Amarillo, TX": chrome, exterior w/inset of pool on Rt.66 (tip cr) unused. E $8
PC-132. "Broncho Lodge/Amarillo, TX": chrome, motel on Rte.66; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-133. "Holiday Inn/Amarillo, TX": chrome, sign on Rte. 60, 66, 87 & 287 (crnr cr) unused. E $8
PC-134. "International Bridge between/Del Rio, Texas & Villa Acuna/Mexico": REAL PHOTO; unused EKC. E $14
PC-135. "Rambler Motel/Shamrock, TX": chrome, exterior on Rt.66; unused. E $8
PC-136. "Rambler Motel/Shamrock, TX": chrome, exterior w/inset of swimming pool on Rte. 40 & 66; unused. E $8
PC-137. "Birds-Eye-View Piedmont, WV": litho (edge wear) used; Western Port, MD, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-138. "Dining Assembly Hall at Audubon Camp Sarona, Wis.": REAL PHOTO, barn exterior, unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-139. "Greetings/Three Lakes, WI": chrome, business street w/Standard Oil, Coca Cola & Chevrolet signs; unused. E $8
PC-140. "View From Isle De Plum Park/LaCrosse, WI": REAL PHOTO, view across water w/many houseboats (edge wear) unused EKC. E $12 MIN.6
PC-141. "Pioneer Court-Lusk, WY": linen, exterior motel (bit lite tone) used; Winnemucca, NV, 1955. E $8
PC-142. "Here's the new DeSoto": litho, red car c.1950; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-143. "The Glittering Mirror": litho, Moroney Whiskey & verse about drinking from Cafe L'Aiglon, Philadelphia (edge wear; crnr crs) used; Philadelphia, 1908. E $8
PC-144. "New York Underwriters Agency": litho, view of San Francisco after earthquake (tip crs; lite tone) used; Lee, IL, 1909. E $6
PC-145. "Planters Peanuts": chrome, roadside sign of Mr.Peanut & "Home of Mr.Peanut" store in Camp Hill, PA; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-146. "'Tis the Willing Hand": cartoon of man cutting his finger preparing wall paper & verse w/ad for Remein & Kuhnert of Chicago Wall Paper House (toned) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-147. "Oh! Joyous Days of the Springtime": cartoon or woman wrapped up in falling roll of wall paper & verse on ad for Remein & Kuhnert of Chicago Wall Paper House (toned); unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-148. Lot 6) Victor recording artists: litho, c.1914 included Caruso w/5 near VF (1 w/heavy crs; tears) unused. E $50
PC-149. "Rochester-Monroe County Airport": chrome, American Airline plane on tarmac in front of admin.bldg (soil spots cntr) unused. E $8
PC-150. American Airlines airplane in flight: litho, text back in English & Spanish; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-151. "The Convair Metropolitan": chrome, Braniff International Airways plane in flight; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-152. "Circuit de l'Est 1910.–Thomas sur Monoplan Antoinette": litho; plane in flight; inset pilot; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-153. "G-8 Lockheed Lightning Interceptor, P-38 in Flight over Southern CA": linen (tip cr) used; Santa Ana/Army Air Base, CA, 1944. E $8
PC-156. "Official Souvenir Postal/World's Columbian Exposition": litho, Horticultural Bldg (Goldsmith, Megson GB80C-6) (edge wear; part lite tone) unused. E $14
PC-157. "Official Souvenir Postal/World's Columbian Exposition": litho, The Agricultural Bldg (Goldsmith, Megson GB80-4) (edge wear; crnr cr; bit lite tone) unused. E $14
PC-158. "Official Souvenir Postal/World's Columbian Exposition": litho, The Woman's Bldg (Goldsmith, Megson GB80-9) (bit lite tone) unused. E $14
PC-159. "Official Souvenir Postal/World's Columbian Exposition": Machinery Bldg (Goldsmith, Megson GB80-V7) unused. E $20
PC-160. "Official Souvenir Postal/World's Columbian Exposition": Manufacturers & Liberal Arts (Goldsmith, Megson GB80-3) unused. E $20
PC-161. Jamestown Exposition: "Pocahontas Interceding/For John Smith"; (Bosselman, Megson GK60-5533) unmailed. E $8
PC-162. Jamestown Exposition: "Sir Walter Raleigh"; (Jamestown A & V, Megson GK300-1A) unused. E $8
PC-167. "Hudson-Fulton/Celebration Commission/Official Post Card/No.33/Float-Storming of Stony Point": Redfield Bros.; litho (bit edge wear; few specks) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-170. "Japan Tea Hall at a Century of Progress/Tea Girls in Native Costume": linen; unused. E $14
PC-171. "The replica of Mt. Vernon/presented by K. Mikimoto": litho, Century of Progress; unused. E $14
PC-172. Lot 14) 1996 Atlanta Olympics: chrome, various scenes of Atlanta, venues & logos w/some Coca Cola ads; unused. MIN.$10
PC-173. "The Army's Largest 'Flying Fortress' Boeing-B-17C": linen, airplane in flight; unused. E $8
PC-174. Soldiers by tents c.1908 (note on back): REAL PHOTO, message "Just returned from battle." (edge wear; bit lite soiled) unmailed. E $12 MIN.6
PC-175. Group of 10 German soldiers in uniform (per note on back): REAL PHOTO (edge wear; lite cr) unmailed. E $14
PC-176. "The Kind of Service/I Don't Get": linen. comic w/soldier being served a meal by an officer; used; Hackensack, NJ, 1944. E $8
PC-177. "Hot Dogs-Hot Dogs-HOT DOG": linen, comic w/soldiers walking barefoot on beach by hot dog stand & girl in bikini; unused. E $8
PC-178. "Awaiting time on the Dry Fork": printed, conductor & others sitting on grass playing cars by train (lite edge cr) used; Jenningston, WV, 1912. E $8
PC-179. "S.S. 'Allegheny' Merchants & Miners Transportation Co.": litho, w/map of routes; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-180. "Coloramic Rainbow Ballroom/All Steel Excursion Steamer President on the Mississippi": chrome, art deco room; unused. E $10
PC-181. "USS Marietta": REAL PHOTO (crs) unused AZO. E $15 MIN.8
PC-182. "Living Flag/U.S.Naval Training Sta., Great Lakes, IL": REAL PHOTO; overview of 100's of sailors forming U.S.flag on grounds; unused EKC. E $12
PC-183. "Cunard R.M.S.Berengaria Palm Court": printed, lounge w/chairs, tables & palm trees; unused. E $8
PC-184. Lot 3) HMS ships: REAL PHOTOS; Bellerophon (tip cr); Eden; Roxburgh; unused. E $24 MIN.12
PC-185. "Holland-America Line/TSS Nieuw Amsterdam": printed, signed Masoni of liner at sea (lite tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-187. "Grossherzog von Hessen und Familie ": REAL PHOTO, man w/wife & 2 children on outdoor bench (crs) used; Darmstadt, Germany, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-188. "S.S. Montrose Cabins, Niagara Falls Canada": litho, exterior of ship shaped cabin w/small Coke sign; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-189. "Kaiser Wilhelm II": printed, German leader w/son, the crown prince, & wife on horseback (tip cr; lite tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-190. "Greeting from/Tijuana old Mexico": printed, bird made of FEATHERS on painted branch (tone; ms note B) non-PC back. E $12 MIN.6
PC-191. "Casa Loma/Sincerely, Nancy Loach": chrome, guide on stone wall by bldg run by Kiwanis Club in Toronto (Canada); unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-192. "Sandwich Street, Windsor, Canada": litho, w/street car tracks & early car (tip cr) used; Windsor, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-193. "Hurrah/for the/4th of July"; illustration of children waving flags by Uncle Sam (edge wear; tip crs; part lite tone) unmailed. E $6
PC-194. "A Scene from The Round Up": litho, actors in play w/4 cowboys standing, 1 on floor (lite tone; tip crs) used, ca.1908. E $14
PC-195. "A Scene from The Round Up": litho, actors in play w/cowboys w/pencil note J Dean (tone; offset canx ink; actor's name in pencil front) used; New York, 1908. E $14
PC-196. "A Scene from The Round Up": litho, actors in play w/man & woman at piano (lite tone; tip cr) used; New York, 1908. E $14
PC-197. "A Scene from The Round Up": litho, actors in play w/woman & cowboy played by Maclyn Arbuckle, cousin of Fatty Arbuckle (lite tone; actor's name in pencil front) used; New York, 1908. E $14
PC-198. Lot 3) "Uniforms of the National & American League/National Baseball Hall of Fame": chrome, displays of 6 uniforms per card of National West, American East & West (tip wear)
unused. E $10
PC-199. "Russell Field-Major League Baseball, Clearwater, FL": chrome, spring training game in progress (lite tone) unused. E $8
PC-200. "My pen is slow...": litho (pub.Tuck), Birthday verse w/girl, dog & doll (tip nib) unused. E $15
PC-201. "Jest wait till/we grow up!": litho, black child reaching for chick (crnr cr) used; So. Akron, OH, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-202. "There's 'Barely' 'Any Business/At All": linen bare bottomed black child w/lemonade stand (tiny tone spot) used; Hollywood, FL, 1953. E $8
PC-203. Boy on stoop w/black dog: REAL PHOTO; unused KRUXO. E $12 MIN.6
PC-204. Open top car c.1900 w/driver on right & 3 passengers: REAL PHOTO (tip cr) unused. E $8
PC-205. Mainzer cats: carriage w/bride & groom throwing treats to kittens, from Turkey #4920; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-206. Two children, baby & large doll sitting on lawn: REAL PHOTO (edge wear) unused AZO. E $15 MIN.8
PC-207. "A happy Christmas": Santa in fur trimmed purple coat w/toys inc.doll (tip wear) used. E $40 MIN.20
PC-208. "A Merry Christmas": Santa in green coat & woven slippers carrying doll by angel on donkey (edge wear) used; Jesup, IA, 1908. E $30 MIN.15
PC-209. "Merry Christmas": Santa w/green coat w/bag of money, tree, drum & doll (crns crs) unmailable. E $30 MIN.15
PC-210. Couple in dance competition: REAL PHOTO, wearing lanyard w/#9; unused DOPS. E $15
PC-211. "Walt Disney": chrome portrait w/drawings of Magic Kingdom, etc., behind (edge tear L) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-212. Girl in ruffled dress holding doll: studio PHOTO, w/outdoor setting; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-213. Girl in lacy dress holding doll: studio PHOTO; used; Lyons, NY, 1908. E $16
PC-214. "Herzlichste Ostergrusse!" signed Engelhard Easter greeting w/2 boys in military uniforms dressing a rabbit (tip crs) used; Munich, 1916. E $12 MIN.6
PC-215. Eleven farmers w/horses by barn c.1910: REAL PHOTO (bit trim T) unused AZO. E $8
PC-216. "Fourth of July/Greeting": shiny ink eagle, flag & shield (bit lite tone; tip cr) used; Lockhaven, PA, 1912. E $14
PC-217. Girl in small goat-drawn wagon": REAL PHOTO (goat's head blurred) unused AZO. E $15 MIN.8
PC-218. "Dank U wel": litho, girl w/4 dolls & message on back in Dutch about donations to a foundation; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-220. Toddler by hobby horse: REAL PHOTO (bit cr; edge wear; few lite ink lines) unused AZO. E $12 MIN.6
PC-221. Indian maiden: printed, artist drawing of pretty woman in native dress (lite ink line in margin) used; Wellman, IA, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-222. "Look pleasant, please": REAL PHOTO, 2 ladies w/camera (title written in border) unused CYKO. E $15 MIN.8
PC-223. "Where did you catch him, Mag?'/in 1908/Leap Year": cartoon w/2 women hunters admiring small captured man & funny hunting sign on tree (bit edge wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-224. Harold Lloyd: REAL PHOTO of actor; no caption, but clear ID from straw hat & glasses; unused CYKO. E $16
PC-225. Mainzer Cats: barbershop; printed in Belgium #4880, unused. E $6
PC-226. Mainzer Cats: outdoor party w/dancing; printed in Belgium #4863, unused. E $6
PC-227. Mainzer Cats: sleeping hunter; printed in Belgium #4921; unused. E $6
PC-228. "Billy & I": REAL PHOTO, man on horse by bldg; message re.40 mile ride (development flaws; bit lite tone; ms title in margin) used; Philippines, 1910. E $14
PC-229. Mule pulling unusual 2 wheeled cart & 2 men in suits & dress coats: REAL PHOTO; unused AZO. E $15
PC-230. "A Happy New Year/My Motor": litho girl w/doll in car; Tuck pub.; used; Muncie, IN, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-231. "The Season's Hearty Greetings on Irish PEAT paper/ Glendalough": litho, RARE postcard material w/aerial view of town (bit cr) used; Brandon, Manitoba. E $150 MIN.75
PC-232. "For Every Boy That's Lonely There's A Girl Who's Lonesome Too": litho, pretty lady & cat (lite tone) used; Madison, SD, 1912. E $6
PC-233. "San Francisco Cable Car Card": litho; Powell & Mason Sts. cable car; 2-panel die-cut to shape; city scenes inside (tip cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-234. "Vive St. Nikolas": Santa in BROWN coat w/bag of toys on sled (bit lite tone) used; Gent, Belgium, 1922. E $16
PC-235. "A Real Camping Experience/Indian Mound Reservation": litho, reservation sign & scouts inset in picture frame (lite tone; bit of offset canx ink) used; Oconomowoc, WI, 1947. E $20
PC-236. "If You Want To Be A Camper, Just Come Along With Me": sepia printed, B.S.A. Indian Mound Reservation sign & scouts; unused. E $20
PC-237. Lot 4) Shedd Aquarium: drawings of fish signed Norman Erickson #101,104-5 & 108 (tip crs; offset canx ink) used; Chicago, 1933. E $20
PC-238. "Indiana": state girl; Nat'l Art Co. (edge wear) unused undiv.back. E $12 MIN.6
PC-239. "Missouri": state girl; Nat'l Art Co. (edge wear) unused undiv.back. E $12 MIN.6
PC-240. Guests seated at table decorated for Valentine's party: REAL PHOTO (edge wear; cr) used; Monmouth, IL, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-241. Woman, horse, cattle & pig by farm windmill tower: REAL PHOTO; unused AZO. E $6
PC-242. "World's First Gasoline Tractor": REAL PHOTO; invented in 1892 by John Froelich in Froelich, IA (crs) unused AZO. E $15 MIN.8
PC-243. Young boy in military style uniform: REAL PHOTO; unused AZO. E $14
PC-244. "Residence of Alice Faye, Beverly Hills": linen, exterior of home w/inset portrait; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-245. "Home of Jane Withers, Westwood Village, Los Angeles, CA": linen, exterior of home w/inset portrait (uneven trim R; tip crs) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-246. "Old Faithful Geyser": 2-panel PPC (cr between) w/illus. & 12-line caption, neatly cut from cereal box; "Compliments of Kellogg's Corn Flakes-Product of a Free Country" in center; unused, 1940s. E $15 MIN.8
PC-247. Yankee Stadium": 2-panel PPC (cr between) w/illus. & 5-line caption, neatly cut from cereal box; "Compliments of Kellogg's Corn Flakes-Product of a Free Country" in center; unused, 1940s, (bit lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
PC-248. Vilma Banky-Rudolph Valentino: REAL PHOTO, kissing, in period costume; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-249. Brigitte Bardot: REAL PHOTO w/rose in mouth; publ.France; used, Canada, 1969. E $12 MIN.6
PC-250. Billie Burke: litho actress w/glitter on dress (bit edge wear) used, Canada, 1906. E $12 MIN.6
PC-252. Diana Dors: REAL PHOTO, in low-cut dress; publ.France; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-253. Greer Garson: REAL PHOTO actress; publ.ca.1950s; used, Canada, 1969. E $12 MIN.6
PC-254. Cary Grant: REAL PHOTO; publ.France; used, Canada, 1963. E $12 MIN.6
PC-255. Lot 5 diff.) Jayne Mansfield: chrome; 2 in swimsuits; 4 Italy, 1 Germany; unused, ca.1960s. E $20 MIN.10
PC-256. Janet Leigh: REAL PHOTO actress; publ.France; ©1952; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-257. Cleo de Merode: REAL PHOTO dancer in fancy hat & dress; hand-colored; used; 2x 5c green, on pix side & address side, to Canada, 1907. E $15 MIN.8
PC-259. Kim Novak: REAL PHOTO actress; publ.France; ca.1950s; used, Canada, 1969. E $12 MIN.6
PC-260. Maureen O'Hara: REAL PHOTO; publ.France; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-261. "Mabel & Fatty's Married Life": Ormand & Arbuckle in movie scene (crnr crs) unused, [1915]. E $15 MIN.8
PC-262. Debra Paget: REAL PHOTO actress; publ.France; ©1957; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-263. Edith Piaf: REAL PHOTO; publ.France; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-265. Elvis Presley: REAL PHOTO, with sneer; publ.France; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-266. Rudolf Valentino-Doris Kenyon: REAL PHOTO; embracing, in period costume; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-267. Pearl White: litho (bit cr); publ.Kraus Mfg.; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-268. Lot 83) Bridges on PPCs +1 pictorial folder, mostly white border to chrome (varied condition) mostly unused; some used. E $15
PC-269. Lot 16 diff.) Post Offices; early to chrome, mostly linen (couple minor faults) 2 used; 14 unused. MIN.$28

POLITICAL & INAUGURATIONS
PO-1. Harrisburg, PA, [1881] (Mar 4), F+ duplex (lite tone) Jas.Garfield INAUGURATION date on GPC. No year in canx but w/dated message. E $50
PO-2. New York, NY, 1885 (Mar 4), G+ duplex (lower L arc partial) Grover Cleveland 1st INAUGURATION date on GPC. E $40
PO-3. Washington, DC, 1905 (Mar 4), G+ Int'l (month/day part obscured by design; o/s; toned) Theo.Roosevelt's INAUGURATION DATE on PPC. E $90 MIN.46
PO-4. Washington, DC, 1905 (Mar 5), G+ Int'l (month/day part obscured by design) on PPC w/message dated Mar 4, Theo.Roosevelt's INAUGURATION DATE. E $30 MIN.15
PO-5. Washington, DC, 1909 (Mar 4), G+ Int'l (lower R tip nib; tip wear) Taft INAUGURATION date on PPC: "Snowing to-day. Rather mussy for the inauguration..." E $80 MIN.40
PO-6. Washington, DC, 1909 (Mar 4; 8 PM), G+ Int'l (toned) Taft INAUGURATION DATE; 1c Frank.BLUISH PAPER (Sc.357) on PPC. E $100 MIN.50
PO-7. Washington, DC, 1909 (Mar 4; 9:30 PM), G+ Int'l; Taft INAUGURATION DATE; 1c Frank.BLUISH PAPER (Sc.357) on PPC: "...arrived too late for parade. Thought I would stay over for ball". E $120 MIN.60
PO-11. Washington/Terminal Sta., DC, 1913 (Mar 4), G+ Amer/A38 (year spotty but ID sure; lite tone) Wilson 1st INAUGURATION DATE on PPC. E $90 MIN.46
PO-12. Washington, DC, 1933 (Mar 4), VG Int'l; PDR 1st INAUGURATION DATE on PPC: "Down here for the Inauguration". E $75 MIN.38
PO-13. Washington, DC, 1949 (Jan 19), F Int'l; 1 day before Truman's 2nd INAUGURATION date on PPC: "Stores are loaded with gowns for the inaugural ball-only $195 & $295 for some..." E $30 MIN.15
PO-15. Brazzaville, Congo, 1964, G DCDS; Foreign Service of the USA printed cc; Amer.Embassy typed below; pair 60f Gabon gorillas +faulty 20f Congo on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
PO-16. Washington, DC, 1891, G+ Amer (ruff R) Office of the Clerk/Supreme Court of the U.S. engraved cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-17. Washington, DC, 1897, G+ Barry (upper L tip nib) on cvr w/enc.: typed note re.recent election, signed by (U.S.Senator, Maryland) A.P.Gorman. E $20
PO-18. Washington, DC, 1920, G+ Int'l (tears R; bit ruff slit T; lite tone) Legation of Switzerland cc; 3x 2c Wash. on cvr to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
PO-19. Washington, DC, 1929 (Jan 19), VF Int'l; "U.S.Senate/Free" cc; Theodore E.Burton/U.S.S. facsimile signature frank on cvr w/typed enc., signed by Burton, mentions "President-elect Hoover". E $15
PO-20. Washington, DC, 1947 (Feb 19), G+ Int'l tying bit faulty 50c ANGOLA stamp; "Robert Riordan/American Vice Consul" h/s at T; "American Consulate/Leanda, Angola, Africa" h/s below; bit o/s by "For Service Mail Room/1947 Feb 19 PM 3 28/Dept.of State" h/s in message area; on lite tone PPC: "Best Wishes for a Happy St.Patrick's Day from An Irishman Deep in Darkest Africa" (comic: man in jeep, surrounded by animals). RARE use. E $60
PO-21. Washington, DC, 1953, G+ Int'l; "Diplomatic Mail/Pan American Postal Franchise..." red h/s frank in English/Spanish; "Embasada del Uruguay..." circled h/s w/coat of arms at L & on back on #10 cvr. E $14
PO-22. Washington, DC, 1955, G+ machine; "British Embassy" typed cc at lower L; embossed pictorial seal on flap; on cvr w/matching letterhead enc: reply to request for Prime Minister Anthony Eden's autograph, declining but including printed facsimile on 2.5x4.5" slip (crs). E $16
PO-23. Washington, DC, 1962, VG machine; "The White House" embossed cc in shiny gold ink; 7c red air on cvr (JFK administration). E $12 MIN.6

PO-24. Washington, DC, 1976, G+ machine; White House engraved cc on cvr w/enc.birthday card w/gold Presidential seal; Gerald & Betty Ford facsimile autographs. E $15 MIN.8

PO-25. (Washington), DC, 1990, ("FC Pre-Sort" sprayer below signature; bar code at B; no other canx) John Glenn/U.S.S.facsimile signature frank; U.S.Senate cc on #10 window cvr. E $6

PO-26. Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1935, G+ CDS (lite tone; lite edge crs) "Correspondencia Consular/(Consular Correspondence)/Franco de Porte/(Free)" boxed frank; American Consular Service cc on #10 cvr to Amer.Consulate, Bolivia. E $14


PO-29. Frankfurt, Germany, 1954, G+ DCDS (crnr crs) Foreign Service of the U.S.cc; American Consulate Gen'l/APO 757 h/s below; bit faulty 60pf on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

PO-30. Collinsville, IL, 1904, G+ duplex (lite tone; bit trim T) Illinois State Executive Committee/Socialist Labor Party illus.ad cc (arm raising hammer) on cvr to Henry Kuhn (Nat'l Sec'y). E $15 MIN.8

PO-31. Indianapolis, IN, 1909, G+ Int'l (slight ruff trim L) Gen'l Ass'y, State of Indiana, Senate Chamber header; illus.state capitol; on cvr. E $15

PO-32. Topeka, KS, 1931, F Univ. (wear & tears) State of Kans/House of Representatives illus.cc on cvr w/enc.letter & 29-pg. 3.25x6" "Legislative Directory/State of Kansas" booklet. E $14

PO-33. Topeka, KS, 1938, F Univ.; Alf M.Landon, Governor of Kansas, cc on cvr, used 13 mos.after he left the office. E $14

PO-34. Hindman, KY, 1903, G CDS/target (trim R; lite crs) "W.C.T.U.Settlement School" cc on w/letterhead enc., proudly stating "In the Mountains of Kentucky, 45 Miles from the Railroad. E $15 MIN.8

PO-35. Annapolis, MD, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork; State of Maryland/Senate Chamber header; overall lined background on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

PO-36. Annapolis, MD, 1870s, VG CDS/cork (edges part toned) State of Maryland cc w/illus.state seal on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

PO-37. Boston, MA, 1980, F meter (flap mostly off) Northern Energy Corp.cc; "Office of the Commercial Attache/America Embassy/Kuala Lumpur,/Malaysia." h/s at L, as rec'd; due marking at R on #10 cvr w/partial 20c postage due stamp on back. E $20

PO-38. Westfield, MA, 1888, G+ duplex (toned) State of Rhode Island, Dept.of Public Instruction, State Normal School header w/illus.state seal on cvr. E $16

PO-39. Detroit, MI, 1944, VF Int'l; "On His Britannic Majesty's Service" printed header; "British Consulate, Detroit" printed at lower L; 3c Win the War on #10 cvr to president of the Hoover Co. E $12 MIN.6

PO-40. Owatonna, MN, 1918, F Int'l (ruff R; cr) U.S.Dept.of Agriculture cc on #10 penalty cvr w/enc., to boy re.getting a pig for his "pig club". E $8

PO-41. New York/Free, NY, 1859, G CDS; "Free/J.Dixon/U.S.S." (Connecticut Senator) ms frank on cvr. E $20


PO-43. Greensborough, NC, 1866, F CDS/cork (trim L; part ruff slit T, thru cc; edge tear T) on PSE to M(att) W.Ransom, U.S.Senate (former Confederate Gen'l). E $15

PO-44. Canton, OH, ca.1950s, VF precancx w/boxed "Bulk Rate" h/s at L ("B" not struck) "Stark County Young Republican Club" illus.ad (elephant w/boxing gloves) on still-sealed #10 cvr w/enc. E $14

PO-45. Columbus, OH, 1920 (Jun 23), F Int'l; "Ohio State Convention/CE" RED illus.label at upper L (38mm irreg.diam.; small piece off, where extended off T edge of card); not tied, but clearly belongs; on PPC, mailed during convention. E $14

PO-46. Westerville, OH, 1919, G+ Amer/A14; Anti-Saloon League of America cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20

PO-47. Pawnee, OK, 1944, G+ Int'1; U.S.Dept.of the Interior/Indian Field Servcie printed cc; "Pawnee Indian School" h/s below on penalty cvr. E $14

PO-48. Pittsburgh, PA, 1940 (Oct 14), G Int'l (bit trim T) "Citizens/Vote Nov.5" 39x34mm
pictoral label w/socked-on-nose dial (obscured); McLain Fire Brick Co.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
PO-49. Dakar, Senegal, 1976, VG machine; United States of America/Official Business cc; 40f+20f stamps on #10 cvr to Amer.Ambassador in NIGER. E $14
PO-50. Sevierville, TN, 1961, VG PB slogan meter: "This is a republic, not a democracy--Let's keep it that way!/Cherokee Textile Mills"; same company's cc on cvr. E $15
PO-51. Richmond, VA, 1936, F Univ. (lite tone) Headquarters/A.J.Montague for Re'Election to Congress cvr on cvr w/letterhead enc. & illus.campaign flyer. E $20
PO-52. Alben W.Barkley/V.P.: printed signature frank; canxed Washington, DC, 1949, G+ Int'l; (short paper clip tone line) on #10 cvr w/engraved letterhead enc.SIGNED BY Barkley, Truman's VP. E $60 MIN.30
PO-53. Mamie Doud Eisenhower: BOLD genuine (not printed) autograph signature w/typed birthday wish to 90 year old on White House letterhead enc.(bit ruff trim R); cvr w/White House cc canxed Washington, DC, 1959, VG Univ. E$100
PO-54. "For Despatch by next/Diplomatic Air Mail/Accs.6/Issue Vouchers" h/s at upper L, 1942, w/separate G+ dater (crs) P.O.Box 51, Wall St., Sta., New York, NY, cc on 9x12" cvr w/"AIR D 132" label, to Director of Stores (Div'n 16), Admiralty, Whitehall, London. E $30
PO-55. E.H.Rollins, MC (NH Rep.): ms free frank; canxed Washington, DC, 1862, partial DCDS (nick & tear upper R, thru part of sig.; no flap) on 2.25x5.5" cvr w/enc. E $14
PO-56. Strom Thurmond (So.Carolina Senator) printed signature frank; canxed Washington, DC, 1972, F machine (tiny tear B) U.S.Senate/Committee on the Judiciary cc; on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-57. Lafayette Young: US Senator from Iowa for just 4 months (November 12, 1910, to April 11, 1911); printed free frank signature frank; canxed Washington, DC, 1911 (Apr 12), VG Time-Cmns (RUFI upper R above frank) on cvr w/enc., signed by him, written & mailed 1 day AFTER his term expired. E $16
PO-58. "New York's Crash Inauguration Parade": litho STEREO CARD, pub Pettijohn w/ad back (edge wear; bit cr; part title msg). E $12 MIN.6
PO-59. "In Honor of our beloved President (McKinley), M.E. Church, Canton, O. Sept 19th": photo STEREO CARD, pub Kilburn. E $20 MIN.10
PO-60. "West Point cadets, turning from Pa. Ave., into 15th St. Taft Inauguration Parade": photo STEREO CARD, pub White (surface wear & adhesions T edge, barely affects pix). E $15 MIN.8
PO-61. Lot 25) Political: cc's, ads, franks, etc., 1894-1978, (varied condition) on cvrs/cards. MIN.$15

RAILWAY POST OFFICES & RELATED (Towel #)'s Need the RPO Catalog? We have it!
RR-1. Aberdeen & S.City, 1910, G+ 885-F-2 (lite tone; tip cr) Tr1 on PPC. E $6
RR-2. Albu & Ashfork, 1925, VG+ 964-H-3 (near VF; lower L crnr clip; crs) T10 on PPC. E $8
RR-3. Albu & Los Ang E.D., 1942, VG 964-G-1 (lite tone; lite cr) Tr8; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $8
RR-4. Albu & Los Ang W.D., 1944, G+ 964-E-1 Tr20; Camp Elliott, San Diego, CA, return add.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-5. Albu & Williams, 1907, VG 964-W-2 Tr4 on PPC. E $16
RR-6. Albuqueque & Ashfork, 1914, VG 964-D-3 (multi-crs) Tr10 on PPC. E $8
RR-7. Albuqueque, N.M.Ter, 1915, G+ 965.9-B-1 (dial hi: "RQ" partly off; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
RR-8. Albuqueque, N.Mex/Trans Clk, 1906, VG 965.9-A-1 (bit lite tone) pair 1c Sc.300 on PPC to Germany. E $16
RR-9. Alburg & Albany, 1912, VF 40-I-5 Tr64 on GPC. E $14
RR-10. Algona & Canton, 1956, G+ 761-I-1 (R arc on stamp; staple holes L) Tr22 on commer.cvr. E $14
RR-11. Allen & Wayland, 1943, F+ 542-F-1 (bit uneven trim; tip crs) Tr58 on GPC. E $15
RR-12. Altadena & Los Ang, 1908, G+ 998-A-1 (date bit smear; Tr # not struck; tip cr) on PPC. E $30
RR-14. Altoona & Cumberland, 1910, G+ 174-C-1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr203 on PPC. E $15
RR-17. Amarillo & Sweet, 1931, G+ 489-F-1 (upper R crnr nib; edge faults; pencil marks on
address) Tr96 on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
RR-22. Antler & Rugby, 1910, G+ 876.1-A-4 T214; "RRO" ERROR on PPC. E $14
RR-23. Arc & Cherryvale, 1912, G+ 926-B-1 (R arc on stamp; toned) T178 on PPC. E $8
RR-24. Arcadia & C.Valle, 1911, G+ 926-A-3 (part on stamp; R crnr cr) "WEST" on PPC. E $12
RR-25. Ark City & Lindsay, 1913, G+ 930.2-A-1 T408 on PPC. E $8
RR-26. Ark City & Lindsay, 1913, G+ 930.2-A-2 (part on stamp) T408 on PPC. E $8
RR-28. Ash & Praise, 1915, G+ 542-C-1 (part lite; tip crs) Tr37 on PPC. E $14
RR-29. Ashfork & Los Ang, 1908, G+ 964-L-1 (part on stamp) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-30. Ashfork & Los Ang, 1911, G+ 964-L-8 (lite tone; tiny tear T) Tr3 on PPC. E $15
RR-31. Ashfork & Phoenix, 1907, G+ 967-A-1 (R arc on stamp) "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-33. Atch & Lenora, 1910, F+ NEW TYPE (part lite tone) T502 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-34. Atchison & Lenora, 1908, VG+ 908-G-1 (toned) T504 on PPC. E $15
RR-35. Atchison & Lenora, 1914 (Dec 25), F 908-G-1 T504 on PPC. E $14
RR-36. Atchison & Lenora, 1911, VG 908-G-2 T504 on PPC. E $16
RR-38. Aurora & Kearney, 1912, G+ 947.2-A-1 (dial HI: "A & KE" off T; part heavy inked) on PPC. E $14
RR-41. B.Earth & Des M/HPO, 1955, VG duplex; Trl on commer.GPC. E $20
RR-42. B.Green & Mem/D.L., ca.1900, F+ 526-N-1 Tr102; slugs sideways; pair 1c on cvr. E $8
RR-43. Baker & Portland, 1927, G+ 898-C-1 Tr24 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-44. Beards & Shaw, 1915, G+ NEW TYPE (Tr# partial; o/w F) on PPC. E $15
RR-45. Beaumont & Somerv, 1943, VF 491-B-2 Tr206 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-47. Belle & Wichita/HPO, 1957, G+ duplex (part on stamp; "PO" mostly not struck) Trip 2 on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-49. Bemidji & Sauk Cent, 1907, F 878.1-A-1 T105 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-50. Billings & Denver/N.D., 1924, G+ 951-F-1 Tr30 on PPC. E $8
RR-51. Billings & Denver/S.D., 1920, G+ 951-C-1 (tip lite tone) Tr30 on PPC. E $8
RR-52. Billings & Cr.Falls, 1931, G+ 891.5-J-2 (dial bit hi; part stutter) Tr"1041" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-54. Birm, Att & Calera, 1916, G+ NEW TYPE ("RPO" not struck) on PPC. E $20
RR-55. Bos To Ess Junc/R.R., [1876], G+ 41-D-1 (dial bit hi; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-56. Bos, Troy & Albany, 1907, G+ 51-T-3 (lite tone) Tr10 on PPC. E $6
RR-57. Boston & Plym, ca.1904, G+ 64-A-1 w/blank year & Tr# slugs on PPC w/illus.Mayflower & rock on address side. E $8
RR-59. Breck & Aberdeen, 1939, F 878.3-A-1 Tr192; Niagara Fire Ins.agt. Lidgerwood, ND, cc on commer.#10 cvr. E $14
RR-60. Brem & Stamford, 1907, G+ 465-F-2 (upper arc lite; part obscured by printing on card) Tr63 on PPC. E $15
RR-61. Bridgeport & Guernsey, 1909, G+ 946-F-1 (part spotty; bit o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $16
RR-62. Bris & Sioux Falls, 1911, G+ 886-I-1 (upper L arc spotty) on PPC. E $14
RR-63. Brownwood & Clovis, 1932, G+ 484-C-1 (blue pencil marks on address & into dial) "NORTH" on cvr w/enc. E $8
RR-64. Bruns & Rock, 1911, G+ 8-G-1 Tr78 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-65. Buda & Rush, 1913, G+ 699-N-3 ('SH" partial; lite tone) Tr22 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-66. Buda & Rushville, 1895, G+ 699-H-1 (near VG; uneven toned; lower R trim; sealed spindle) on PSE w/enc. E $8
RR-68. Burnsv & Richmond, 1943, VG 286-A-1 Tr65 on PPC. E $15
RR-70. Cab & Ameagle, 1943, G+ 271-B-1 (near VG) Tr113 on PPC. E $8
RR-71. Cal & Algona/R.R., [1882], G+ 761-A-1 w/date slugs; BOLD "E" killer (ruff R) on cvr. E $24
RR-72. Calexico & Colton, 1925, F+ 994.1-B-1 (dial bit hi) Tr45 on PPC. E $16
RR-73. Calexico & Colton, 1929, G+ 994.1-B-2 (upper R on staamp; lite tone) Tr45 on PPC. E $15
RR-74. Calmar & Chamb E.D., [1883], G+ 761-G-1 w/lite "E" killer (lower L arc lite; lite tone) on GPC w/lumber dealer header on back. E $12 MIN.6
RR-75. Cape Cha's & Norfolk, 1917, G+ 42-d (R arc partial, affects "RFOL"; lite tone) Tr50; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $20
RR-76. Carlisle & Gettys, 1890, G+ 210-A-1 (bit ruff trim R; tear R; lite tone) Pennsylvania College illus.ad (bldg) on cvr w/enc. E $20
RR-77. Geo.E.???/Ced Rap & Water, [1897], G+ clerk's fancy oval h/s (last name obscured on stamp) on PPC. E $14
RR-78. Char, Sav & Jack, 1901, F 336-AP-1 (slight ruff slit L) Tr34 on cvr. E $16
RR-79. Charlottts & Atlanta, 1928, G+ 320-F-1 (lower R arc not struck; short tear R) Tr37; "Charlotte" MISSPELLED on #10 PSE. E $8
RR-80. Clarinda & Bigelow, 1915, VF 798-B-2 (toned) Tr51 on PPC. E $20
RR-81. Clarks & Pickens, 1907, VG+ 279-H-1 (near F; toned) Tr6 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-82. Cleve & Mar, 1912, VG 579-E-1 (near VF; lite tone) T603 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-83. Cleve & Marietta, 1908, G+ 579-H-3 (crnr crs) T617 on PPC. E $8
RR-84. Cleve, Hud & Columbus, 1917, G+ NEW TYPE on PPC. E $20
RR-85. Clovis & Albuc, 1920, G+ 928-D-1 (part on stamp) Tr21 on PPC. E $16
RR-86. Clovis & Albuc, 1920, VG+ 928-D-1 (trim R) Tr22 on cvr. E $14
RR-87. Clovis & Carlsbad, 1943, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr26 on PPC. E $14
RR-88. Coahoma & Roll Fork, 1943, F 431-G-1 Tr41 on PPC. E $15
RR-89. Col & Andalusia, [1909], G+ 402-E-1 (part on stamp; "RPO" not struck) blank slug for year; on PPC. E $14
RR-90. Col & Norfolk/E.D., 1945, VG 311-R-1 Tr15; soldier's ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-91. Col & Norfolk/W.D., 1907, G+ 574-F-3 (part on stamp; o/s; bit lite tone) Tr3 on PPC. E $6
RR-92. Col & Norfolk/W.D., 1908, G+ 574-F-3 Tr16 on PPC. E $6
RR-93. Colo Spgs & C.Creek, 1906, VG 956-B-1 (stamp gone) "EAST" on PPC. E $14
RR-94. Cols & Lincoln, 1929, G+ 935-E-1 (trim R; 2 tips nib; edge tears; pencil lines on address) Tr21 on cvr w/enc. E $8
RR-95. Columbia & Perryv, 1903, G 205-L-1 (spotty; "BIA & " not struck; tip crs) on GPC. E $8
RR-96. Columbus & Albion, 1907, VG 938-H-1 w/blank slug for year on PPC. E $15
RR-97. Columbus & Albion, 1909, G+ 938-H-1 (near VG; stain spots) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $15
RR-98. Columbus & Albion, 1912, VG 938-H-2 Tr80 on PPC: Nebraska State Penitentiary. E $14
RR-99. Columbus & Albion, 1916, G+ 938-H-2 Tr82 on PPC. E $14
RR-100. Columbus & Albion, 1916, G+ 938-H-2 Tr82 on PPC. E $12
RR-101. Columbus & Spald, 1910, G+ 938-L-1 (R arc partial) "EAST" on PPC datelined Spalding (NE). E $14
RR-102. Concord & Herrin, 1910, G+ 732-H-1 (part on stamp) Tr47 on PPC. E $16
RR-104. Conn & Grafton, 1943, F 289-B-1 Tr66 on PPC. E $14
RR-105. Corry, Pa/Trans Sta., 1909, G+ 237-N-1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-106. Corsicana & Hills, 1910, G+ 486-P-1 ("NA & " not struck; tip cr; bit edge scuff) T503 on PPC. E $20
RR-107. Cresson & Idamar, 1943, F 173-G-1 Tr"6677" on GPC. E $16
RR-108. Creston & Cumberland, 1913, G+ 800-B-1 (1st "C" not struck) Tr6; lc Balboa on PPC. E $14

RR-109. Cushing & Guthrie, 1911, G+ 930.4-A-1 (EARLY; ruff R into stamp) T410 on cvr. E $14

RR-110. Cushing & Guthrie, 1915, G+ 930.4-A-1 ("G & G" not struck) T410 on PPC. E $14

RR-111. Cuthbert & Tallahassee, 1943, VF 391-C-1 Tr17 on GPC w/Tr18 strike on back. E $12 MIN.6

RR-112. Dante & Spartanburg, 1911, G+ 519-D-1 (dial bit hi; part on stamp; lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

RR-113. Danville & Thebes, 1911, F 689-C-2 (tears T; cr) Tr126 on PPC. E $8

RR-114. Danville & Thebes, 1910, G+ 689-C-6 (dial hi: "L" partly off; part on stamp) Tr102 on PPC. E $8

RR-115. Dech & Cola, 1943, VG 505-B-1 Tr147 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6


RR-117. Den & Steamboat Spring, 1909, G+ 962.2-G-1 (lower R arc on stamp) "EAST" on PPC. E $15

RR-118. Denison & Taylor, 1902, G+ 471-I-1 ("RPO" not struck) Tr4 on cvr. E $12

RR-119. Denver & Ogden E.D., 1943, F 953-V-1 Tr20; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC w/Camp Hale, CO, return add. E $15 MIN.8

RR-120. Round Table Denver/Colo., 1910, G+ 959-A-6 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15

RR-121. Des M & Cainesville, 1921, G+ 780-E-1 ("RP" mostly not struck; toned; lit cr) Tr37 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-122. Des M & Wash, 1948, F 754-E-1 Tr474 on GPC w/"Sub" clerk's signature on bck. E $14

RR-123. Det & Ironton, 1909, VG 642-H-2 (message partly in dial) Tr1 on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

RR-124. Detroit & Chi, 1909, VF 610-C-2 (lite tone) Tr14 on PPC. E $8

RR-125. Dodge & Freeport, 1907, G+ 739.3-A-2 (near VG") "SOUTH" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-126. Drake & Bismarck, 1943, G+ 880.2-A-1 "SOUTH" on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-127. Dub & Ft.Dodge/Agt, 1880, G+ 759-I-1 on PPC. E $24

RR-128. Dubuque & Chamb/W.D., 1910, F+ 761-T-1 (lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $8

RR-129. Dubuque & Chamb/W.D., 1913, G+ 761-T-1 (part on stamp) 1c Parcel Post on PPC. E $12

RR-130. Dunseith & York, 1909, G+ 876.3-A-1 (stamp gone; toned) "NORTH" on PPC. E $14

RR-131. Dwight & Peoria, 1908, VG 707-B-1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr63 on PPC. E $8

RR-132. E.Radford & Kenova, 1896, G+ 311-U-1 (tiny tear R; lite tone; bit cr) Tr18; Bluefield (WV) Inn nc on cvr. E $15

RR-133. E.St.L Ill/Relay Depot, 1909, G+ 745-G-4 (part on stamp; tear L; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-134. Eastport & Spok, 1943, VF 906.2-A-1 Tr1 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-135. Edge & Aberdeen, 1936, G+ 885-K-1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr706 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-136. El Paso & L.A.W.D., 1943, G+ 963-Q-2 Tr2; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $8

RR-137. El Reno Okla Term., 1946, G+ 927-C-1 (lite tone) soldier's "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-138. Elkton & Stokesv, 1907, G 318.1-C-1 (R arc WEAK; lite tone; tip cr) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-139. Elmore & Eagle, 1915, VG+ 796-K-1 (toned) Tr14 on PPC. E $16

RR-140. Elroy & Harv Agt, 1870s, G+ 838-D-2 w/large BOLD neg."S" killer (ruff R) on cvr. E $24

RR-141. Em Gr & Getty's/Agt, [1882], G+ 236-B-1 on GPC. E $20

RR-142. Enid & Vernon, 1906, G+ 921.2-A-3 (toned) T610 on PPC. E $15

RR-143. Enid & Vernon, 1907 (Jan 15), G+ 921.2-A-3 T610 on PPC. E $15

RR-144. Enid & Vernon, 1908, G+ 921.2-A-6 (uneven toned) T610 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-145. Escanaba & Hurley, 1910, F 640-B-1 (addressee & sender names scraped; crs) T122 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-146. Escanaba & Hurley, 1912, G+ 640-B-1 (R arc partial; toned) T122 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8


RR-148. Eugene & Powers, 1943, VF 900.2-B-1 Tr334 on GPC w/Linslaw, OR (17-57) G+ 4-bar as b/s. E $12 MIN.6

RR-149. Evans & Aberdeen, 1909, G+ 876.4-A-1 ("EN" not struck; tip crs) T192 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

RR-150. Fairmont & Chester, 1910, VG 947.6-B-1 (TONED; tip cr) T106 on PPC: E.Court St., Geneva, NE. E $20
RR-151. Far & Ced Raps/Agt, [1888], G+ 758-C-1 (trim R, in stamp border) on cvr w/enc. E $20
RR-152. Farley & Ced Rapids, 1918, G+ 758-E-1 (dial bit hi; stamp about 1/2 peeled, affects part of killer) Tr24 on PPC. E $14
RR-154. Flor & Ellinwood, 1908, G+ 918.1-C-1 (near F; lite tone) T335 on PPC. E $15
RR-155. Flor & Ellinwood, 1911, G+ 918.1-C-1 (toned) T336 on PPC. E $15
RR-156. Flor & Ellinwood, 1902, G+ 918.1-C-3 (L arc spotty) T336 on cvr. E $15
RR-157. Florence & Ark City, 1895, F 919-3 on GPC. E $16
RR-158. Fress & Bakers/HPO, 1961, G+ duplex (upper R & most of date on stamp) Trip 4 on commer.cvr. E $20 MIN.10
RR-159. Fresno & Coalinga, 1912, G+ 992.4-A-1 (crs; lite tone) "NORTH" on PPC. E $12
RR-160. Ft. Scott & Webb City, 1899, G+ 910-D-1 (lower arc not struck) on GPC. E $14
RR-161. Ft. Scott & Webb City, 1899, G+ 910-D-1 ("RPO" not struck; part ruff R) T302 on cvr w/enc. E $20
RR-162. Ft. Worth & Big Spring, 1911, VF 483-I-2 (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $14
RR-163. Ft. Worth & Big Spring, 1912, G+ 483-I-2 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-164. Ft. Worth & Big Spring, 1913, G+ 483-I-2 (bit ruff R; tear T) Tr6 on PSE. E $8
RR-165. Ft.Worth & Galv, 1917, VG 473-B-1 Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-166. Ft. Worth & San Ang, 1959, G+ 498-E-1 (part on stamp) Tr78 on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-167. Fulton & Grenada, 1908, G+ 421-Q-8 Tr24 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-168. Gd.Raps & Elkhart, 1910, G+ 625-G-2 (part on stamp; trim R; edge tear B; part lite soiled) Hopkins, M1, cc on PSE w/enc.letter re.mother's death. E $15
RR-170. Germania & Dows, 1906, G+ 803-F-1 (part on stamp) T705 on PPC. E $14
RR-171. Germania & Dows, 1914, G+ 803-F-1 (tear T, into rim; edge wear T) Tr436; Hotel Summit, Forest City, IA, illus.ad cc on cvr. E $14
RR-172. Goshen & Coalinga, 1907, G+ 992.4-C-1 (near VG; crs) Tr64 on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-173. Grandin & W.Springs, 1908, G+ 820.4-A-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) T216 on PPC. E $14
RR-174. Grandin & W.Springs, 1913, G+ 820.4-A-1 (R arc on stamp; tip cr) "WEST" on PPC. E $16
RR-175. Great Bend & Scott, 1910, G+ 918.7-A-1 (part on stamp; toned) "EAST" on PPC. E $14
RR-176. Great Bend & Scott, 1913, G+ 918.7-A-2 "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-177. Greeley & Denver, 1910, G+ 951-L-5 (part on stamp) Tr23(?) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-178. Green & Columbia, 1909, G+ 337-Q-1 Tr11 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-179. Gt.Falls & Harlo, 1943, VG 891.7-C-1 (dial bit hi) Tr116 on GPC. E $14
RR-180. Han & New Franklin, 1908, G+ 809-K-2 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr32 on PPC. E $14
RR-181. Hank & Bismarck, 1909, G+ 880.2-C-2 (few tone spots, 1 in dial) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-182. Hank & Bismarck, 1913, G+ 880.2-C-2 (dial bit hi) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-183. Havre & Butte, 111, G+ 891.6-B-3 (part on stamp; toned) T328 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-184. Havre & Spok, 1909, G+ 869-V-3 (toned) Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-185. Hempstead & Llano, 1907, G+ 474-D-4 (RUSS L; insert glued in to reinforce) Tr43 on cvr. E $14
RR-186. Hempstead & Llano, 1913, G+ 474-D-5 (edge crs) Tr46; McClellan Inn, Elgin, TX, cc; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-189. Houston & Brownsv, 1913, G+ 493-G-1 (R arc on stamp; tip crs) Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-190. Houston & Sanderson, 1910, VG 476-P-1 (dial bit hi) Tr10 on PPC. E $14
RR-191. Hudson & Ellsworth, 1908, F 834.2-A-1 T303 on PPC. E $24
RR-192. Hunt & Lorado, 1943, G+ 292.1-B-3 (near VG) Tr60 on PPC. E $8
RR-193. Hutch & Kinsley, 1911, G+ 911-V-1 (lower R arc on stamp) T557 on PPC. E $12
RR-194. Hutch & Kinsley, 1911, G+ 911-V-1 (part on stamp) T557 on PPC. E $14
RR-195. Ind & Peoria, 1910, G+ 714-F-6 (lite tone) Tr44 on PPC. E $8
RR-196. Ind, Dec & Spring, 1911, G+ 668-C-2 (lite tone) Tr38 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-197. Indep & Tonkawa, 1943, VG 909-Q-1 Tr13 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-198. Jack & Miami, 1911, G+ 392-I-6 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr38 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-199. Jack & P.Tampa, 1908, VG+ 384-C-8 Tr80 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-200. Jacks & Ft.Wayne, [1907], G+ 621-G-5 w/blank year slug (bit obscured by design) T457 on PPC. E $14
RR-202. James & Miles City, 1912, VG 874-V-3 (o/s; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-203. James & Miles City, 1910, VG 874-V-4 (toned; tip cr; staple holes in message) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-204. Jesup & Bainb, 1909, G+ 351-I-1 (R arc on stamp; tears T & L; part lite tone) Tr82;
Hotel Phoenix, Waycross, GA, fancy cc on cvr. E $14
RR-205. Jewell & Sx Cy, 1942, VF 788-I-1 Tr218 on commer.#10 cvr. E $15
RR-206. Junc C. & Parsons/Agt, 1883, G+ 912-B-1 ("Agt" mostly not struck) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-207. Junc City & Beloit, 1910, G+ 916-B-1 ("RPO" not struck) on PPC. E $70
RR-208. K.C. & Emporia, 1906, VG 911-AB-1 (edge wear R; lite crs) T112 on PPC. E $8
RR-209. K.C. & Pueblo, 1911, G+ NEW TYPE (toned) Tr1 on PPC. E $15
RR-210. K.City&S.N.Kiowa, ca.1885, G+, NEW TYPE, (near VF; trim R), on crv. E $24
S.F.R.R.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8!
RR-212. K.C. & Tucumcari/W.D., 1929, G+ 922-U-1 (slight trim T) Tr2; Liberal, KS, druggist cc;
2c "Kans." overprint on cvr. E $14
RR-213. K.C. & Wellington, 1906, G+ 909-E-3 (o/s) Tr201 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-214. K.C. & Wellington, 1913, G+ 909-E-3 (near F; toned) Tr201 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-216. K.C., Sal & Pueblo/E.D., [1897], G+ 920-Y-1 (part heavy inked) Tr2(? on GPC w/Searle &
Hereth Pharmaceuticals ad on back. E $20
RR-217. K.City & Caldwell, 1906, G+ PURPLE 922-F-2 (near F) Tr1 on PPC. E $12
RR-218. K.City & Geneseo, 1901, G+ 920-L-1 (near VG+; tear T, in rim; bit trim T; T tips nick)
Tr5 on dark red cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-219. Kans City & Dodge, 1919, VG 911-Z-1 (EARLY; tip cr) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-220. Kans City & Dodge, 1929, F 911-Z-2 Tr12 on PPC. E $8
RR-221. Keokuk & Redoak, 1909, VG 765-J-3 (dial bit hi; part on stamp) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-222. Klamath Falls & Weed, 1913, G+ 900.4-A-1 (dial bit hi; tip crs) Tr41 on PPC. E $20
RR-223. LaJunta, Colo/Trans Clk, 1911, G+ 959-E-2 (lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-224. LaJunta, Colo/Trans.Clk, 1907, G+ 959-E-1 (upper R spotty; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
RR-225. Larimore & Brecken, 1916, F 876.6-C-1 T197 on PPC. E $14
RR-226. Leav & Lawrence, 1911, VG 909-AK-1 (dial bit hi) T124 on PPC. E $50
RR-227. Leav & Miltonvale, 1914, VG 914-D-1 (near VF) T119 on PPC. E $12
RR-228. Leav & Miltonvale, 1911, G+ 914-D-4 (part lite tone) T122 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-229. Leav & Topeka, 1908, VG 914-G-2 (dial hi: "T" partly off; bit edge tone) "WEST" on PPC. E $12
RR-230. Leb & Greens, 1943, VG 532-F-1 Tr47 on GPC. E $14
RR-231. Leedes & Jamestown, 1908, F 888.6-D-1 (uneven toned) T106 on PPC. E $8
RR-232. Lewes & George, 1906, G+ 275-J-2 (near VG+; bit lite tone; tip crs) T540 on PPC w/2nd
strike inverted. E $15 MIN.8
RR-233. Linc & Manhatt, 1900, F+ 944-I-1 (pencil marks & notes on address; lower R crnr nib)
Tr91 on cvr. E $12
RR-234. Linton & Roscoe, 1923, G+ 887.3-A-2 (bit cr) "SOUTH" on GPC w/message datelined Eureka,
SD. E $14
RR-235. Los Ang & San B'd:no, 1912, G+ 964-X-1 (R arc on stamp) Tr40 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-236. Los Ang & San B'd:no Kite, 1915, G+ 993.1-C-3 (part on stamp; bit lite tone) Tr44 on
PPC. E $16
RR-237. Los Ang & San Bd'no, 1909, G+ 964-X-4 (upper R crnr clip; edge tear T; bit lite tone)
Tr44 on PPC. E $8
RR-238. Lou & Harlan/HPO, 1965, G+ duplex (part on stamp) Tr2 on commer.cvr. E $15
RR-239. Louis & Norton, 1911, VG 527-G-1 (lite tone) Tr21 on PPC. E $8
RR-240. Lynchburg, Va/Trans Clk, 1909, G+ 319-C-1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-241. M S RR (Michigan Southern Railroad), 1850s, VF 559-W-var ms w/cork killer on 3c PSE to
LaPorte, IN. E $100 MIN.50
RR-243. Mack & Det, 1911, VG 617-N-4 T202 on PPC. E $8
RR-244. Manchester & Bar, 1915, G+ 918.4-C-1 (part on stamp) "WEST"; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $16
RR-245. Mandan & Mott, 1943, VG 882.2-B-1 "WEST" on PPC. E $14
RR-247. Marion & Kan.City, ca.1911, G+ 801-D-2 (year partial; dial bit hi) T108 on PPC. E $8
RR-248. Marysville & Pocatello, 1911, G+ 890-R-1 (R arc partial, but ID sure; dial bit hi; crnr crs) T114 on PPC w/Watson Drug Co., St.Anthony, ID" printed below message area. E $16
RR-249. McCook & Imperial, 1907, G+ 947.9-A-1 (toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-250. McCook & Imperial, ca.1911, G+ 947.9-A-1 (year partial; toned) T176 on PPC. E $20
RR-251. McLaugh & New Eng, 1913, G+ 887.4-A-1 (part on stamp) Tr204 on PPC. E $14
RR-253. McPher & El Dorado, 1894, G+ 920-AA-1 (part on stamp; vert.cr; edge tears T; trim R) on #10 PSE. E $14
RR-254. McPher & El Dorado, 1909, G+ 920-AA-2 (upper R & date spotty; lite tone; lite crs) on PPC. E $15
RR-255. McPher & El Dorado, 1913, VG 920-AA-2 "NORTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-256. McPher & El Dorado, 1910, G+ 920-AA-3 (upper R arc spotty; crs) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-257. Memphis & Bald Knob, 1894, G+ NEW TYPE ("RPO" not struck) 2c Cvr. on cvr. E $20
RR-258. Mend & Centralia, 1911, G+ 709-O-2 (dial bit hi: tip of "E" off; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-259. Missoula & Ellens/W.D., 1910, G+ 871-Y-1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $24
RR-262. Mobridge & Faith, 1948, G+ 887.5-A-1 T206 on PPC. E $14
RR-263. Monmouth Jct & Manas, 1898, G+ 245-C-1 (lower L edge ruff slt) "WEST" on cvr w/encr. E $40
RR-266. Mpls & Su Cy/HPO, 1960, G+ duplex; Tr6 on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-268. Mt.Vernon & Menard, 1909, G+ 741-D-1 (near F) Tr3 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-269. Muskogee & Osage Jct, 1912, G+ 923.5-B-1 (toned) Tr92 on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
RR-270. N.Pac/R.R. (Northern Pacific), 1870s, G+ 874-D-1 (trim R) on cvr. E $50
RR-271. N.Y. & Canal Zone, 1909, F E-1-b (dial bit hi: tips of "AN" off; lite tone) "NORTH"; STEAMSHIP canx on PPC to U.S. E $16
RR-272. N.Y. & Canal Zone, 1909, F E-1-b (lite tone) "NORTH"; STEAMSHIP canx on PPC to U.S. E $20
RR-273. N.Y. & Pitts, 1900, G+ 203-M-19 (part lite tone; bit scuff T) Trl2 on PPC. E $5
RR-274. N.Y. & Salamanca, 1913, G+ 125-AA-2 Tr3 on PPC. E $6
RR-275. Neb City & Holdrege, 1915, VG 947.3-E-1 (tip cr) T98 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-276. Nevada & Rich, 1911, G+ 824-I-1 Trl0 on PPC. E $8
RR-278. New Madrid & Memphis, 1894, G+ CDS; UNLISTED STEAMBOAT RPO (lower R arc spotty; "O" & "HIS" mostly not struck) "SOUTH"; 2c Cvr. on cvr. E $150
RR-279. New Orleans & Hous, 1908, F 440-J-1 (lite tone) Tr7 on PPC. E $8
RR-280. Newt Falls & Water't'n, 1927, G+ 152.1-A-1 (uneven lite tone; lite cr) Tr44; Newton Falls Paper Co.cc on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
RR-281. Newton & Amarillo, 1908, G+ 928-F-1 T202 on PPC. E $6
RR-282. No.Con & Boston/Agt, 1870s, G+ 20-B-2 (ruff R; bit lite tone; address completely faded except fwd instruction) on cvr. E $8
RR-284. Norwood & Utica, 1895, G+ 102-R-3 (near F; tiny tear T) "SOUTH" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-285. Ogden & San Fran/M.D., 1919, G+ 976-AA-1 (spotty) Tr2; Hotel Golden, Reno, NV, cc; 3c Victory Sc.537 on cvr. E $16
RR-286. Oil City & Ash, 1890s, G+ 228-C-3 ("TY" mostly not struck; trim R; lite tone) Trl on
cvr. E $16
RR-287. Okla & Mangum, 1915, G+ 931.3-C-1 (date spotty; "RPO" not struck; ruff trim R) T710; Home Confectionery, Mountain View, OK, cc on cvr. E $14
RR-289. Old Beach & Calexico, 1908, G+ 994.1-C-1 ("LD" lite; "RPO" not struck) T503 on PPC. E $16
RR-290. Old Beach & Calexico, 1910, G+ 994.1-C-1 (near VG) "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-291. Old Monroe & Mex, 1913, G+ 820.7-A-1 ("RPO" partial; R edge scuff) Tr21 on PPC. E $20
RR-292. Olean & Falls Creek, 1912, VG+ 166.5-A-1 (lite tone) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
RR-293. Omaha & Auburn, 1916, VG 805-G-2 T138 on PPC. E $14
RR-294. Omaha & K.City, 1911, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone) T131 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-295. Omaha & Ogden/(WD?), 1909, G+ PURPLE 932-U-6(?) (B arc not struck; part on stamp) on Wyoming PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-296. Omaha & Ogden/E.D., 1909, G+ 932-R-11 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr9 on PPC datelined N.Plate, NE. E $8
RR-297. Trans Ck Un.Sta./Omaha, Nebr, 1948, VG 945-B-9 (bit stutter) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-298. Quos & Port, 1909, G+ 10-C-1 (dial hi: "OS & " partly off) Tr30 on PPC. E $15
RR-299. Orin & Cheyenne, 1911, VP 951-O-1 Tr66 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-300. Orleans & St.Fran, 1909, G+ 947.7-D-1 (near VG+) T190 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-301. Oswego & Utica, 1911, G+ 102-Q-1 ("RPO" mostly not struck; lite tone) Tr42 on PPC. E $15
RR-302. Palmer & Burwell, 1911, G+ 947.2-E-2 (most on stamp; pencil marks on address; trim R) Tr54 on PSE w/enc. E $14
RR-303. Palmer & Burwell, 1913, G+ 947.2-E-2 ("REWELL" not struck) Tr54 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-304. Palmer & Burwell, 1910, G+ NEW TYPE (dial bit hi; part on stamp) Tr54 on PPC. E $16
RR-306. Peoria & Evans, 1909, VG+ 712-D-6 T206 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-307. Phoenix & Los Ang, 1916, G+ 967.2-A-1 (near F+; scuff spots at B & upper L from album mounting; not affecting canx; nick L) Tr18 on PPC. E $20
RR-308. Pike & Chatt, 1907, G+ 521.4-D-1 (lite tone; tip cr) Tr30 on PPC. E $14
RR-309. Platts & Sara Lake, 1893, G+ 99.1-B-1 (L arc lite; part obscured by tablet; lower L tip nib) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-311. Pocatello & Port, 1909, G+ 898-P-3 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-312. Port & Bend/HPO, 1974, F duplex; Trip 104 on commer.PPC. E $20
RR-313. Portage & Madison, 1907, G+ 859-D-1 (near F) T302 on PPC. E $16
RR-314. Prescott & Crownking, 1909, G+ 967.3-B-1 (message partly into dial) "NORTH" on PPC. E $30
RR-315. Prescott & Crownking, 1908, G+ 967.3-B-2 (R arc lite; lite tone) "NORTH" on PPC. E $40
RR-316. Prescott & Crownking, 1909, G+ 967.3-B-2 (upper R part spotty; lite tone) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $40
RR-317. Pros & Concordia, 1910, G+ 908-M-1 (dial bit hi) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $12
RR-319. Quinmont & Lester, 1943, VG 292.3-B-1 w/"QUINIMONT" MISSPELLED (bit o/s) T155 on GPC w/note from RPO clerk on back re.ERROR in canx. E $14
RR-320. R.I. & Peo/Agt, 1870s, G+ 704-B-1 ("I" not struck; bit ruff lower L; bit lite tone) ms "Due 3" at L on cvr. E $14
RR-321.Ralston & Guthrie, 1908, G+ 930.6-A-1 (" & GUT" mostly not struck) T409 on PPC. E $24
RR-322. Read & Col/R.R., [1880], G+ 188-A-1 on GPC. E $75
RR-323. Red Oak & Nebr City, 1914, VG 764-F-1 (dial bit hi) Tr12 on PPC. E $15
RR-324. Red & Sat'co/Agt, 1870s, G+ 982-A-1 (month mostly not struck; trim L) on cvr. E $50 MIN.26
RR-325. Redding & Sacto/HPO, 1961, G+ 4-bar; Tr3; Williams (CA) Police Dept.cc; 2x 4c Echo I on commer.#10 air cvr. E $24 MIN.12
RR-326. Reno & Minden, 1943, VF 978-D-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-328. Rich Hill & Geneseo, 1910, G+ 920-AB-1 (lite tone) T408 on PPC. E $8
RR-329. Rich Hill & Genesee, 1912, G+ 920-AB-3 T403 on PPC. E $6
RR-330. Richland & Buff, 1910, VG 139-I-1 (dia. bit hi; edge tear R) Tr65 on cvr. E $8
RR-331. Richland & Roch, 1910, G+ 139-L-1 (dia. bit hi) Tr64 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-332. Rincon & Silver Cy, 1906, VG NEW TYPE w/29mm dial; "EAST" on LEATHER PPC: comic w/reference to Deming, NM. E $20
RR-333. Riverside & Los Ang, 1904, G+ 994.2-C-1 (part o/s) "EAST" on PPC. E $14
RR-334. Riverside & Los Ang, 1909, G+ 994.2-C-1 (upper R obscured on stamp; crnr crs) Tr22 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-335. Rochester & Ni Falls, 1908, G+ 115-AL-1 T328 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-336. Rock Isl & Peoria, 1896, VF 704-C-1 (edge tear T) "NORTH" on GPC. E $8
RR-337. Rum Falls & Lew, 1908, G+ 10-J-1 (dia. hi: "LLS"); bit lite tone) Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-338. S.B'dno & San Jacinto, 1917, G+ 987-J-1 (dia. bit hi; lite tone) T519 on PPC. E $16
RR-339. S.F., Pajaro & Santa Cruz, 1908, G+ 980-O-2 Tr23 on PPC. E $20
RR-340. Sacra River, Cal, 1910 (Oct 10), G+ U-9-a ("R, CAL" mostly not struck) STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $75
RR-341. Sag & Grd Rap, 1943, G+ 633-E-1 Tr31 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-342. Salem & Chester, 1943, F 738-C-1 Tr1 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-344. Salina & McPherson, 1909, VG 925-B-1 (lite tone) T131 on PPC. E $14
RR-345. Salina & McPherson, 1914, G+ 925-B-1 (part on stamp; toned; tiny tear T) T181 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-346. Salina & Oakley, 1909, G+ 925-C-2 (part on stamp; o/s) T136 on PPC. E $8
RR-347. Salina & Oakley, 1912, G+ 925-C-2 (lower L arc partial) T136 on PPC. E $8
RR-348. Salina & Oakley, 1906, VG+ 925-C-5 T136 on PPC. E $12
RR-349. Salina & Oakley, 1911, G+ 925-C-5 T184 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-350. Salt Lake City & Lynn Jc, 1910, G+ 972-M-1 ("SALT L" not struck) Tr64 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-351. San Ang & Alpine, 1949, VG+ 929-H-1 Tr145 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-352. San Ant & Corpus C/HPO, 1962, G+ duplex (bit trim T; lite gum tone) Trip 1 on commer.cvr. E $20 MIN.10
RR-354. San B'dno & Orange, 1909, G+ 993.2-B-1 (R arc lite; dial bit hi) Tr51 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-355. San B'dno & Orange, 1910, G+ 993.2-B-1 (trim R; bit lite tone) Tr53 on PSE. E $14
RR-356. San Fran & Santa Cruz, 1912, G+ 991-E-2 Tr23 on PPC. E $8
RR-357. San Fran, Mendota & L.A., 1898 (May 3), G+ 963-AE-1 w/direction slug omitted (ruff R, into 1 stamp to portrait; toned) Cook's Tours agt's illus.ad (globe); 1c + pair 2c (1 faulty) on cv to HAWAII w/San Francisco/P.D., CA, VG CDS as recd b/s; Honolulu, HI, G duplex as recd b/s. E $30 MIN.15
RR-358. San Fran, S.Jose & Los Ang, [1912], VG 980-P-1 Tr19; blank slug for year; on PPC. E $8
RR-359. San Fran, S.Jose & Los Ang, 1913, G+ 980-P-1 (dia. bit hi) Tr20 on PPC. E $8
RR-360. Sandusky & Newark/R.R., 1850s, partial 567-C-1 (WEAK strike; AS IS for that, but ID sure) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
RR-361. Sanford & Leesburg, 1923, G+ 387-H-1 Tr22 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-362. Savannah & Montg, 1900, F 353-F-4 (bit lite tone) Tr17 on GPC. E $14
RR-364. Seattle & Skagway, 1930, G+ X-19-d (R arc partial & on stamp; lite tone; lite cr) "SOUTH" on PPC datelined Lake Atlin, BC. E $8
RR-365. Seattle & Skagway, 1937, G+ X-19-e ("RP" not struck; part o/s) "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on cvr. E $14
RR-367. Selma & Pensacola, 1917, G+ 407-D-4 Tr4 on PPC. E $14
RR-368. Sheffield & Parrish, 1943, VG 414.2-B-1 (dia. bit hi) Tr1 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-369. Sherwood & Granville, 1943, VG 876.10-B-2 "SOUTH" on GPC. E $14
RR-370. Shreve & Cypress, 1907, G+ 439-C-1 (uneven toned; T tips nib; cr) Tr75 on PPC. E $15
MIN.8
RR-372. Skow & Boston, 1910, VG 4-AK-1 Tr35 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-373. Solomon & Beloit, 1913, F NEW TYPE; T132 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-374. Somerset & Delta, 1907, G+ 962.7-A-1 (R arc on stamp; lower L tip nib; tip crs) "WEST" on PPC. E $16
RR-375. Southern Ry.Co./Alpha, Tenn, 1907, G+ BLUE DCDS (UNLISTED station agt.type; crnr crs; lite tone) as origin on pix side of PPC. Alpha, TN (87-28) G+ Doane 3/1 as canx on stamp. E $60 MIN.30
RR-376. Spirit Lake & Des Moines, 1936, G+ 784-H-1 ("RPO" not struck) Tr36 on commer.#10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-377. Spok, Pasco & Port, 1913, G+ 899.1-C-1 (toned) Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-378. Spok, Pasco & Port, 1913, G+ 899.1-C-1 Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-379. Spok, Pasco & Seat, 1907, VG+ 892-O-2 Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-380. Spokane & Seattle, 1915, G+ 902.5-A-4 (part on stamp) Tr28 on PPC. E $8
RR-381. Spokane & Tacoma, 1905, G+ 892-Q-1 (near F+; tip cr) Tr3 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-382. Spring & Ind, 1910, F 569-B-2 Tr15 on PPC. E $14
RR-384. St.Alb & Whitesville, 1943, F+ 292.4-E-1 (T edge scuff) T216 on GPC. E $14
RR-386. St.Joe, Atch & Tope, 1908, G+ 911-BA-1 T105 on PPC. E $14
RR-387. St.L & Halstead/W.D., 1885, G+ 807-C-1 (lower L arc partial; dial bit hi; trim R; lite tone; tiny tear T) Kennedy House, Wichita, KS, cc on cvr. E $14
RR-388. St.L., Lou & K.City, 1908, G+ 706-M-1 (lite tone) Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-389. St.Louis & Malden, 1909, G+ 450-X-1 (lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-390. St.Paul & Portal/E.D., 1939, G 880.1-V-1 (T arc mostly not struck) Tr4 on PPC datelined "On the train". E $8
RR-391. Streator & Pekin, 1913, G+ 722-I-2 (part lite tone) Tr14 on PPC. E $14
RR-392. Su Fls & Rap Cy/HPO, 1961, G+ duplex (bit trim T) Tr10 on 3.5x7.5" commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-393. Sumas & Seattle, 1907, G+ 901.1-C-1 (upper R arc not struck; AS IS for that; o/w VG+) Tr2 on PPC. E $12
RR-394. Sumas & Seattle, 1910, G+ 901.1-C-1 (lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-395. Sumas & Seattle, 1910, G+ 901.1-C-1 T342 on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
RR-396. Superior & Strong, 1911, G+ NEW TYPE ( dial bit hi; part on stamp; crnr cr; part lite tone) T307 on PPC. E $14
RR-397. Syracuse & Rochester, 1913, G+ 115-AB-2 Tr8 on PPC. E $6
RR-398. Table Rock & Oxford, 1936, G+ 935-AB-1 (edge tear L) Tr14 on commer.#10 cvr. E $14
RR-399. Table Rock & Oxford, 1937, G+ 935-AB-1 Tr14 on commer.#10 cvr. E $15
RR-400. Talla & Carra, 1896, VF ms (UNLISTED; tip crs) on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
RR-402. Temple & Brown/HPO, 1957, G+ 450-X-1; Tr2 on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-403. Temple & Clovis E.D., 1943, VG 484-I-2 Tr76 struck on stamp, w/"W.D" type #484-F-1 Tr91-76 struck at L on bit cr GPC w/long message on back. E $15
RR-404. Temple & San Angelo, 1909, G+ 484-L-5 & "Missent" h/s, as fwd; Tr77 on PPC. E $8
RR-405. Titus & Sanford, 1908, G+ 395.6-A-1 ( dial bit hi; stamp gone, removes killer; tip cr) Tr9 on PPC. SCARCE, despite faults. E $15 MIN.8
RR-406. Toledo & LaFay, 1870s, G+ 577-F-1 (bit ruff trim R; cr; edge tears T) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-407. Toluca & Kirby, 1908, G+ 951-R-2 (near F) T312 on PPC. E $30
RR-408. Toluca & Kirby, 1909, G+ 951-R-2 (stamp part peeled, affects rim; bit lite tone) T312 on PPC. E $16
RR-409. Toyah & El Paso, 1922, G+ 483-AD-1 (mostly VG; R arc spotty) Tr6 on PPC datelined "On the train". E $80
RR-410. Tucson & Nogales, 1908, G+ 965.2-C-2 (part on stamp) Tr11 on PPC. E $24
RR-411. Tulsa & Waynoka, 1914, G+ 921.5-C-1 (R arc mostly not struck; lite tone) T620 on PPC. E $6
RR-412. Tulsa & Waynoka, 1915, G+ 921.5-C-1 (part on stamp; lite tone; tear B; tip crs) T621 on PPC. E $14
RR-413. Tulsa & Waynoka, 1943, VF 921.5-C-2 T609 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-414. Turkey Riv & Wad/Agt, [1883], G+ 797-A-1 ("WAD" mostly not struck, but ID sure) on GPC. E $30
RR-415. Tyler & Lufkin, 1943, VF 486-M-3 (bit uneven trim T) Tr401 on GPC. E $14
RR-416. Vanceboro & Bangor, 1908, G+ 1-F-1 (mostly F) Tr29 on PPC. E $12
RR-418. Versailles & Browne, 1912, G 543-G-1 (upper L arc not struck; bit ruff slit T; flap fault) Tr4 on cvr w/enc.to Germany. E $14
RR-419. Victor & Pocatello, 1943, VG 890-W-1 Tr"29-529" on GPC w/2nd strike on back. E $14
RR-420. Villisca & St.Joseph, 1913, G+ 798-D-3 (near VG+) Tr45 on PPC. E $14
RR-421. Warroad & Crooks, 1911, G+ 878.7-B-1 (dia h: tips of "AD" off; toned; tip cr) Tr133 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-422. Wash & Pet, 1870s, G+ 305-AA-1 (bit trim R; upper R tip nick) Petersburg, VA, furniture dealer cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-423. Collect'n, & Dist'n/Wash'n.D.C./Wagon No.1, 1899, G+ W-4-b (near F) Trip 5; Clark & Davenport cc on PSE. E $30
RR-424. Water & Syracuse, 1908, G+ 102-U-1 (near F; dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
RR-425. Waterford & Elba, 1909, G+ 351-R-1 ("RPO" not struck) Tr82 on 1.5x6" PIECE ONLY mounted on 3.25x6" card. E $8
RR-426. Way+ & Lakeland ("Waycross"), 1907, G+ 371-E-1 Tr42 on PPC. E $24
RR-427. Wellington & Tonka, 1910, G+ 918.3-B-1 (near F) "NORTH" on PPC. E $24
RR-428. Wells River & Mont, 1911, G+ 38-C-1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $14
RR-429. Wharton & Palacios, 1915, VG+ 482-T-1 (tip cr) T310 on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-430. White Hall & Alder, 1911, G+ 891.13-A-2 (part on stamp; tears; crs) T500 on PPC. E $15
RR-431. Wichita & Altus, 1911, VG+ 929-F-2 (uneven toned; crn cr) Tr2 on PPC. E $12
RR-432. Wichita & Kiowa, 1915, G+ 920-AJ-2 T703 on PPC. E $16
RR-433. Wichita & Pratt, 1909, VG 918.10-B-1 (TONED) T506 on PPC. E $14
RR-434. Wichita & Pratt, 1909, F 918.10-B-1 (part on stamp) T506 on PPC. E $24
RR-435. Wichita & Pratt, 1910, G+ 918.10-B-1 (crn crs) T506 on PPC. E $15
RR-436. Wichita, Kans, Term., 1924, F 927-D-2 on GPC. E $8
RR-437. Wilm & Aug, 1948, G+ 340-X-3 Tr55 on PSE to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
RR-438. Winnemucca & S.F., 1943 (Jan 1), VG 995-K-1 Tr12 on PPC. E $14
RR-439. Winona & Huron, 1914, G+ 866-AB-2 (overall lite tone; tone spot by add.) T517 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-440. Woodsville & Montpelier, 1943, VF 38-D-1 Tr4 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-441. Yankton & Platte, 1939, G+ 885-M-2 Tr508 on commer.PSE. E $8
RR-442. York Beach & Ports, 1915, G+ 15-C-1 (part on stamp) Tr8(?) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-443. Ypsil & Hillsdale, 1910, G+ 626-G-1 (part o/s) T443 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-444. Zanes & Parkers, 1904, G+ 600.7-C-1 T203 on PPC. E $8
RR-445. Zanes & Parkers, 1909, VG+ 600.7-C-2 (near F+) Tr147 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OTHER RAILROAD RELATED
RR-446. New York, NY, 1891, G+ DATED double oval (bit lite tone) Illinois Central RR Co.cc; 31x16mm blue (to match stamp?) adhesive address label on lc PSE to IRELAND. E $15
RR-447. New York/Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1917, G+ Univ. (edge tear R; crn cr) "Railroad YMCA" logo cc on cvr. E $8
RR-449. Garysburg, NC, 1903, partial duplex (tiny tear T) Seaboard Air Line Rwy cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-450. Portland Zoo Railway, OR, 1969, VF purple 4-bar (o/s; rim bit hi) on PPC: "Old Fashioned Steam Train, Portland Zoo". E $16
RR-451. Norfolk, VA, 1890, VG duplex; Virginia & Tennessee Air Line cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-452. Roanoke, VA, 1896, F duplex; Norfolk & Western R.R.Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-453. Sunnyside, WA, 1905, VG duplex (trim R; lite tone) Sunnyside Land & Investment cc;
3-line h/s ad w/co.name/address repeated, & "The Railroad is Building."; on PSE. E $14
RR-454. Baraboo, WI, 1902, G+ Doremus ty.D (trim R) R'y Young Men's Christian Ass'n cc on cvr w/enc. E $20
RR-455. Des Moines & Fort Dodge RR: 3x5" 500-mile "Mileage Ticket", 1875. E $15 MIN.8
RR-456. K.C. & Denver/RPO, 1880s, partial CDS/cork (edge tear R) Rail Road Eating House, Brookville, KS, cc on cvr. E $14
RR-457. K.C.Mo/Term RPO, 1943, G+ 831-C-3 (bit lite tone) Railway Postal Clerks' Immediate Relief Ass'n cc; death benefit assessment on GPC. E $8
RR-458. Kansas City & ???/RPO, 1894, partial CDS/cork; Treasurer for Receivers, AT & SFRR Co.cc; "California Ltd." 8-line text ad on flap on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

STREET CARS (Towle #')

RR-461. Arlington & So.Balto, 1900, G+ BA-1-e (car # obscured; bit o/s; part on stamp) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-463. Roland Park & Saint Helena/2, 1898, G+ BA-3-b-2 flag machine (Trip # not struck; lite tone; tip cr) on GPC. E $14
RR-464. Roland Park & Saint Helena/2, 1898, G+ BA-3-b-2 flag machine (part toned) on GPC. E $14
RR-465. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1900, G+ BA-3-f-1/1 (part on stamp) on GPC. E $8
RR-466. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1900, VG BA-3-f-2/1 (part o/s) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-467. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto/md, 1907, G+ BA-3-g-1/3 (upper R arc spotty) on PPC. E $8
RR-468. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1907, VF BA-3-g-2/4 (crs; nicks; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
RR-469. Towson & Catonsville/1, 1898, G+ BA-5-a-1 (tip crs) Trip "21" on GPC. E $65
RR-470. Towson & Catonsville/1, 1898, G+ BA-5-b-1 flag machine; Trip 5 on GPC. E $20
RR-471. Towson & Catonsville/2, 1898, G+ BA-5-b-2 flag machine (toned) Trip 11 on GPC. E $20
RR-472. Tow & Catons/Balto, Md, ca.1905, VG BA-5-g-2/2 (year partial) on PPC. E $8
RR-473. Tow & Catons/Balto, Md, 1911, G+ BA-5-g-2/5 (bit wear L edge) on PPC. E $8
RR-474. Baltimore, Md/Towson & Catonsville, 1919, G+ BA-5-o-2 flag machine (part spotty) on PPC. E $6
RR-475. Boston & Brighton, 1906, G+ BO-1-d w/blank Tr slug (T arc part spotty; adhesion remnants on crnrs) on PPC. E $75
RR-476. Brooklyn NY Circuit, 1904, G+ BR-5-d (cr) as recd; Tr16; bit faulty 1c Livingston on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-477. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, VG BR-5-d-NEW TYPE (o/s; tip crs) Tr8; as recd on PPC. E $15
RR-478. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1906, F BR-6-b-6 (dial bit hi; o/s; toned) Tr7; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-479. Chi & N.Clark St./2, 1903, G+ CH-1-b Tr2; early 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $8
RR-480. Chi & N.Clark St, Chi.Ill/2, 1906, VF CH-1-b (toned; upper R tip clip) Tp18 on PPC. E $8
RR-481. Chi & N.Clark St, Chi.Ill/2, 1907, VG CH-1-b (dial hi: "RK ST" partly off) Tr6; 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $8
RR-482. Chi & N.Clark St, Chi.Ill/2, 1907, G+ CH-1-b (part on stamp; lite tone) Tp18 on PPC. E $8
RR-483. Chi & N.Clark St, Chi.Ill/3, 1907, G+ CH-1-c (near VG; crs) Tr10(?) on A.S.Maltman ad PPC (calendar). E $12 MIN.6
RR-484. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1907, G+ CH-1-c (lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-485. Chi & N.Clark St, Chi.Ill/3, 1909, G+ CH-1-c (part on stamp; bit o/s; lite tone; tip cr) Tp8 on PPC. E $8
RR-486. Chicago, N.Cla.St./111, 1901, G+ CH-1-e2 ("2" in killer partial but ID sure; lite tone; lower R tip nib) Tr6 on priv.mailing card w/"Postal Card-Carte Postale" h/s at T. E $24
RR-487. Chi.Ill, N.Clark St., 1900, G+ CH-1-f (upper R arc partial; dial bit hi) Tr8 on cvr. E $8
RR-488. North Clark St., 1897, G+ CH-1-g ("NOR" spotty; upper R crnr ruff) Tr2 on cvr. E $14
RR-489. Chi, Ill Cott Gro Av, 1906, G+ CH-3-e (uneven toned) Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-490. Chi, Ill Cott Gro Av, 1907, VG+ CH-3-e (R edge wear & nicks) Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-491. Chi, Ill Cott Gro Av, 1907, G+ CH-3-e (part on stamp; o/s; crs) Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-492. Chi, Ill Cott Gro Av, 1907, G+ CH-3-e (part on stamp; toned) Tr8 on PPC. E $8
RR-493. Chi, Ill Cott Gro Av, 1908, G+ CH-3-e (lite tone; crs) Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-494. Chicago, Ill/Cottage Grove Avenue RPO 1, 1911, G+ CH-3-f Doremus machine (near F; lower L tip nick; flap mostly off) Amer. School of Correspondence cc; 2c Wash./Schermack ty.3 perf's on cvr. E $150
RR-495. Chicago, Ill.Mad. St./3, 1902, G+ CH-4-a3 (Tp# partial; lite tone) on cvr. E $15
RR-496. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill/1, 1907, VF CH-5-a Tp16 on LEATHER PPC. E $15 MIN8
RR-497. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1906, G+ CH-5-b (killer off R edge but ID sure; dial bit hi) Tp18; 2c Sc.319 on bit faulty 3-panel "Moving Picture" PPC (moving piece missing). E $12 MIN6
RR-498. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1908, VG CH-5-b (# not struck but ID sure; toned) Tp6 on PPC. E $8
RR-499. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill/2, 1908, VG CH-5-b (# obscured but ID sure) Tp10 on PPC. E $8
RR-500. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill/3, 1907, G+ CH-5-c (lite tone; bit cr) Tr# OMITTED; on PPC. E $24
RR-501. Chi & Mil Ave, 1907, G+ CH-6-b Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-502. Chi & Mil Ave, 1908, VG CH-6-b Tr10 on PPC. E $10
RR-503. Chi & Mil Ave, 1908, F CH-6-b Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-504. Chi & Mil Ave, 1909, G+ CH-6-b (lite tone) Tr10 on PPC. E $8
RR-505. Chi & Mil Ave, 1909, G+ CH-6-b (uneven toned) Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-506. Chi & Mil Ave, 1909, VG CH-6-b (lite tone) Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-507. Chi & Mil Ave, 1910, G+ CH-6-b ("AVE" mostly not struck; toned) Tr15 on PPC. E $8
RR-508. Chicago, Mil.Ave/Ill, 1901, G+ CH-6-e2 (bit lite tone; edge tear R; trim R) Ogilvie Ar.Rice, Dentist, cc on cvr. E $75 MIN8
RR-509. Chicago, Ill/Wentworth Ave, 1905, VG+ CH-7-al Doremus machine (o/s; toned) nice strike for this type on BALSA WOOD Easter PPC ("Hult's Burnt Wood Post Cards") w/paper backing for address. RARE. E $75 MIN15
RR-510. Chi & Went Ave, 1908, G+ CH-7-b (# obscured but ID sure) Tp10 on PPC. E $6
RR-511. Chi & Went Ave, 1908, G+ CH-7-b3 (lite tone; tip crs) Tp4 on PPC. E $8
RR-512. Chi & Went Ave, 1908, G+ CH-7-b3 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $8
RR-513. Chi & Went Ave, 1910, G+ CH-7-b3 (# unclear, but appears upright; lite tone) Tp4 on PPC. E $8
RR-514. Chi & Went Ave, 1905, G+ CH-7-b5 w/inverted 3 (toned; bit cr) Tp6 on PPC. E $8
RR-515. Chi & Went Ave, 1906, G+ CH-7-b5 (lite tone) Tr28 on PPC. E $8
RR-516. Chi & Went Ave, 1906, G+ CH-7-b5 w/BOLD inverted "3" (o/s; part on stamp; lite tone; tip crs; lower L tip nick) Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-517. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, G+ CH-7-b5 w/inverted "3" (tip crs) Tp18 on PPC. E $8
RR-518. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, G+ CH-7-b5 w/inverted "3" showing clearly (part on stamp; toned) Tp18 on PPC. E $8
RR-519. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, G+ CH-7-b5 w/inverted "3" (o/s; lite tone) Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-520. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, G+ CH-7-b5 w/inverted "3" showing clearly ("RPO" mostly not struck; toned) Tr12 on PPC. E $8
RR-521. Chi & Went Ave, 1908, G+ CH-7-b5 (lite tone) Tp4 on PPC. E $8
RR-522. Chi & Went Ave/Street, 1910, G+ CH-7-c (lite tone) Tr12 on PPC. E $8
RR-523. Chi & Went Ave/Street, 1910, VF CH-7-c (lite tone) Tr12 on PPC. E $12 MIN6
RR-524. Cleveland Circuit, 1908, VF CL-1-b flag machine (slight o/s) Trip 4 on PPC. E $8
RR-525. Cleveland Circuit, 1908, F CL-1-b flag machine; Trip 6; Standard Oil cc; overall illus.back ad: Mica Axle Grease can; on window cvr. E $14
RR-526. Cleveland Circuit, 1908, G+ CL-1-b flag machine; Trip 6 on PPC. E $8
RR-527. Cleveland Circuit, 1909, F CL-1-b flag machine (lite tone) Trip 9 on PPC. E $8
RR-528. Cleveland Circuit, 1910, F CL-1-b flag machine (tip cr) Trip 9; part o/s by angled 2nd strike on PPC. E $6
RR-529. Cleveland Circuit, 1915, G+ CL-1-d Trip 9 on PPC. E $8
RR-530. Cleveland Circuit, 1916, VG CL-1-d Trip 8; Moody & Thomas Milling Co.ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN6
RR-531. Phila & Germantown, 1899, G+ PH-4-a ("RPO" not struck; ruff R; part lite tone) as recd b/s; Tr1 on cvr. E $16
RR-532. Phila & Darby, 1905, F PH-7-e Tr34 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-534. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1900, VF PI-2-b (ruff R, just in stamp tip; bit lite soiled) Tr5 on cvr. E $20
RR-535. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1901, G+ PI-2-b Tr8; atty cc on cvr. E $16
RR-538. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1907, G+ PI-2-c (o/s) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-539. Pittsburg, Pa.Street, 1908, G+ PI-2-e (killer off R) Tr1 on PPC. E $14
RR-540. Pittsburg, PA/Street Car, 1911, G+ PI-2-i-a flag machine (near F; lite tone) on PPC to sergeant, Co.I, 16th Infantry, Ft.Liscum, AK. E $14
RR-541. Pittsburg, Pa/Street Car, 1910 (Mar 4), G+ PI-2-i-b; A38 flag; Trip 7 on PPC. E $10
RR-542. Pittsburg, Pa/Street Car, 1910 (Aug 10), G+ PI-2-i-b; A38 flag (near VF) Trip 1 on PPC. E $10
RR-543. Pittsburg, Pa/Street Car, 1910 (Dec 2), G+ PI-2-i-b; A38 flag (near VF) Trip 1 on PPC. E $10
RR-544. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1911, G+ PI-2-i-b; A38 flag; Trip 2 on PPC w/"285 Not For" h/s applied at Pittsburgh. E $10
RR-545. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1912, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine (lite tone) Trip 7 on PPC. E $8
RR-546. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1912, F PI-2-1 flag machine; Trip 5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-547. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1913, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine (near F; lite tone; tip cr) Trip 1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-548. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1913, G+ PI-2-1; A38 flag; Trip 6; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $10
RR-549. Rochester, NY/East Side, 1897 (Oct 10), VG RO-1-c flag machine; 2 strikes part overlap (1 angled; no flap) Trip 1 on cvr. E $15
RR-551. Rochester, NY/East Side, 1897 (Nov 27), F RO-1-c flag machine (part ruff slit R; no flap) Trip 10 on cvr. E $15
RR-552. Rochester, NY/East Side, 1898, G+ RO-1-c flag machine (crs) Trip 9 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-553. Rochester, NY/East Side, 1898 (May 2), G+ RO-1-c flag machine (field bit heavy inked; offset ink on address; no flap) Trip 4 on cvr. E $15
RR-554. Rochester, NY/East Side, 1898 (May 10), G+ RO-1-c flag machine (no flap) Trip 4 on cvr. E $15
RR-555. Seattle & Seattle, 1909, G+ SE-1-Ab (R arc not struck) on PPC. E $14
RR-556. Seattle & Seattle, 1910, G+ SE-1-Ab (R arc spotty) on PPC. E $16
RR-557. Seattle & Seattle, 1910, G+ SE-1-Ab (tone spot; lite cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-558. Seattle & Seattle, 1911 (Jan 12), G+ SE-1-Ab ("RPO" not struck) INVERTED killer; on PPC. E $16
RR-559. Seattle & Seattle, 1913, G+ SE-1-Ab (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $20
RR-560. Market St.San Fran, 1902, G+ SF-1-c; SCARCE variety w/time slug reading "5" ONLY; no AM or PM (dial hi: "ST" off T edge; edge tear T; lite tone speck) on cvr. E $75 MIN.38
RR-561. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1913, G+ SL- 9-A (upper R tip nib) Tr4; bit faulty 2c Wash.coil Sc.413 on 4x6" cvr. E $30 MIN.15
RR-562. St.Louis, Mo. Northwest, 1913, G+ SL-12-C (lower L arc not struck) on deep red PPC. E $12
RR-563. St.Louis, Mo/Southwest Cir, 1907, VG SL-14-A Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-564. St.Louis,Mo/Southwest, 1908, F SL-14-Ba Tr6 on PPC. E $6
RR-565. St.Louis, Mo/Southwest, 1912, VG+ SL-14-Bb (part on stamp) Tr4 on PPC. E $10
RR-566. St.Louis, Mo/South B'way, 1908, F SL-15-B (dial hi: "ouis,M" partly off) Tr2 on PPC. E $8
RR-567. St.Louis, MO/South B'way, 1909, VG SL-15-B (part on stamp; bit edge wear) Tr4 on PPC. E $6
RR-568. St.Louis, Mo/South B'way, 1910, G+ SL-15-B Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-569. St.Louis, Mo/South B'way, 1911, G+ SL-15-B (part on stamp) Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-570. St.Louis, Mo/South B'way, 1911, G+ SL-15-B (R arc on stamp) Tr2 on PPC. E $6
RR-571. St.Louis, Mo/South B'way, 1912, G+ SL-15-B Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-572. St. Louis, Mo/B'way South Cir No.2, ca.1913, G+ SL-15-D (year mostly not struck; toned) on PPC. E $15
RR-573. Wash D.C.Pa.Ave, 1912, G+ WA-1-Ca (lite tone) Tr16 on PPC. E $20

SEALS / Labels (Scott #, then centering. "SE" = straight edges.) Need the Christmas Seal catalog? We have it!
SL-1. WX1, F, Philadelphia/Broad St.Sta., PA, 1907, G+ Int'l (not tied, but apparently belongs; 0 SE) on PPC. E $30
SL-2. WX2, F (lite tone), Wilmington, DE, 1908 (Jan 2), G+ Int'l (tied; 0 SE) bit late use of 1907 type; on PPC (toned; L edge nicks). E $1200 MIN.600
SL-3. WX3, F, San Jose, CA, 1908, G+ Amer/B14 (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (lower R crnr water toned). E $40
SL-4. WX6, A, w/"S & F" PERFIN (W.S.Aldrich ty.S344; shifted: "S & " at R; "F" at L); Cincinnati/Sta.V, OH, 1910, G+ Colum. (not tied, but apparently belongs; 0 SE) on PPC. E $80
SL-5. WX6, F-A, Marshall, WI, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tied; 1 SE) on PPC (tip cr). E $8
SL-6. WX7, FP, (indistinct canx), [1911], partial duplex (barely tied, but clearly belongs; 0 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-7. WX7, F, Milwaukee, WI, 1911, G Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $40
SL-8. WX7, F, Cleveland, OH, 1911, F Int'l (tied to BACK by St.John's, Quebec, Canada, as transit b/s; 0 SE) on cvr (slit 3 sides; tears back, not affecting seal). SCARCE to foreign destination. E $24 MIN.12
SL-9. WX16, A, Ottawa, IL, 1915, G+ Colum. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-10. WX16, F (1 nib perf), Columbus, WI, 1915, G+ duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-11. WX19, F, Madison, WI, 1917, G+ Colum. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-12. WX19b, F, Syracuse/Northrup Sta., NY, 1917, G+ Amer/A38 (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-13. WX19b, A (partly covered by stamp), Bear Creek, WI, 1917, F duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC w/edge tear R. E $12
SL-14. WX21b, F-A, Beaver Dam, WI, 1918, G+ Amer/A14 (tied; 1 SE) on PPC trimmed to 3.25x4.75". E $24
SL-15. WX25, F, Vancouver, WA, 1919, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-17. WX26a, F, Green Bay/Sta.A, WI, 1920, G+ Amer/C38 (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-18. WX28, F, Basco, WI, 1921, G+ 4-bar (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-19. WX29, F, Independence, KS, 1921, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC (card cr; pinhole). E $14
SL-20. WX29, F, Washington, IL, 1921, G+ Amer/A14 (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-21. WX29A, F, (indistinct origin), 1921, partial Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-22. WX30, F, St.Paul/Commer.Sta., MN, 1922, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-23. WX30, F, (indistinct town), IN, 1922, G duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-24. WX30, A, Philadelphia/Sta.E, PA, 1922, VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-25. WX31, A, Grandby, CT, 1923, G+ Colum. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SL-26. WX31, F, Franksville, WI, 1923, partial duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-27. WX31, F, Ridgefield Park, NJ, 1923, VG Amer/A14 (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-28. WX32, F, Orlando, FL, 1924, VG Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-29. WX32, F (couple nib perfs), Grandy, MN, 1924, G+ Time-Cmns (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-30. WX32, F, Kankakee, IL, 1924, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-31. WX32, F, West Dover, OH, 1924, G 4-bar (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-32. WX32, F, (indistinct town), IA, 1924, G duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-34. WX38, F, Fremont, WI, 1926, G+ Colum. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-35. WX38 pair, F, Gardner, IL, 1926, partial Time-Cmns (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-36. WX44, F, Bird Island, MN, 1928, G+ duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-37. WX46, F, Moira, NY, 1928, G+ Colum. (tied; 1 SE) Rev.U.B.Grant cc on PSE (trim L). E $20
SL-38. WX80, FA (tiny tip nick), Salmon Falls, NH, 1936, G+ Colum. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-39. WX136, F, Saint Charles, AR, 1947, G 4-bar (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-40. WX237, F, Gloucester City, NJ, 1970 (Feb 24), VG machine (tied; 0 SE) late use on PPC. E $8
SL-41. 1987 Nat'l Seal (Santa & girl), F, Whites Creek, TN, 1987, VG+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-42. Trenton, NJ, 1907, G+ Int'l (lite tone; bit trim T) State of New Jersey/Tuberculosis Commission cc w/illus.state seal on PSE. E $20
SL-43. Local 1012 (Lutheran Sanitarium), F, Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1911, VG Time-Cmns (not tied, but apparently belongs; 3 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-44. Local 1013 (Lutheran Sanitarium), F, (Indistinct town), IN, 1917, partial 4-bar (not tied, but apparently belongs; 3 SE) on PPC. E $24
SL-45. Local 1021 (Lutheran Sanitarium), F (bit tone), (Indistinct canx), 1921, partial duplex (not tied, but apparently belongs; 2 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-46. Local 1022 (Wheat Ridge Sanitarium), F, San Diego, CA, 1922, partial duplex origin (tied on back by German Bahnpost G+ DCDS; 2 SE) 2c +1c on 2c PSE (bit trim T; long tear T on address side) to Germany. E $24 MIN.12
SL-47. Local 1024 (Luth.Sanitarium), F, Merrilan, WI, 1924, partial CDS w/year clearly reading "124" (barely tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-48. Local 1038 (Luth.Sanitarium), F, Wyandotte, MI, 1938, VG Univ. (tied to back by offset canx ink; 0 SE) on window cvr. E $14
SL-49. Canada 39, F, Toronto, Canada, 1946, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-50. Denmark 36, F (few tone specks), Copenhagen, Denmark, 1940 (Jan 17), VG machine (tied; 0 SE) bit lite use on lite tone PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SL-51. Denmark 73 (King & Queen), F, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1972, F machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC to U.S. E $6
SL-54. A Merry Christmas (46x28mm Santa holding wreath), F, Springfield, IL, 1916, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $15
SL-55. A Merry Xmas (28mm diam.; winter scene & holly w/shiny gold), F (bit cr), Wichita, KS, 1911, G Int'l (tied; imperf) label & message upside-down on PPC. E $14
SL-56. All States Hobby Show..., VG, Northville, MI, 1956, VG Int'l (tied; 2 SEs) 32x51mm label on PPC. E $8
SL-58. American Flag, F, Centralia, IL, 1917, G+ Amer/A14 (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $8
SL-59. American Flag (25x16mm), F, West Warwick, RI, 1943, G+ Int'l (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $8
SL-60. American flag, F, Kansas City, MO, 1917, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-61. American flag (die-cut label), F, Colorado Springs, CO, 1918, G+ Univ. (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-63. American Legion/Rehabilitation, F, Kansas City, MO, 1949, F Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-64. American Legion/Rehabilitation (1951 seal w/logo), F, Milwaukee, WI, 1951, F Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-65. American Lung Ass'n (roses; no other text), F, Wichita, KS, 1985, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $5
SL-66. Appalachian Trail/Maine to Georgia (24x25mm diamond), F (1 tip clip), Springfield, MA, 1995, G machine (tied; imperf) on cvr. E $8
SL-67. Best Christmas Wishes (18mm round holly & shiny gold), Jacksonville, OR, 1915, G duplex (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-68. Boeing School of Aeronautics (29mm diam.shiny gold eagle), F, Oakland, CA, 1941, VG duplex (tied to back; imperf) on air cvr. E $14
SL-69. Boot on brick wall in wreath (19mm diam.), F, Eugene, OR, 1917, G Colum. (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-70. Candle, A, Mainville, PA, 1923, G duplex (tied; die-cut) on bit lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-71. Candle & scene in wreath, 26mm irreg.round, F (nick), Fredonia, NY, 1923, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-72. Chicago Heart Ass'n (heart & torch), F, Chicago, IL, 1950, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-73. Chicago/Int'l Live Stock Expo (31x51mm poster stamp; boy on horseback), F, Chicago, IL, 1938, VG meter (on back, not tied; 1 SE) Radio Steel/Coaster Wagons cc on #10 window cvr (part ruff slit T). E $8
SL-74. Child w/lantern & wreath (29x18mm die-cut), F, Gorham, ME, 1921, G-Time-Cmns (tied; imperfect) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-75. Christmas Greetings, 23x25mm (tree & gold candles), F, Moundridge, KS, 1912, G+ duplex (tied; 2 SE) on cvr. E $15
SL-76. Christmas Greetings (nurse's head in ornament), F, Peru, IL, 1949, F Univ. (tied; 2 SE) on QSL PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-77. Christmas Joys (bell), A (piece off crnr; part lite tone), San Diego, CA, 1921, VG Univ. (tied; 3 SE) on PPC. E $6
SL-78. Cool Off/Get a pick-up with Iced Coffee (67x71mm poster stamp: 3 polar bears), F, Church St.Anx., NY, 1939, VG Int'l (on back, not tied; 1 SE) on #10 cvr. E $8
SL-79. Daughters of Columbia Hospital Assn./Merry Christmas (33mm irreg.diameter; Red Cross & wreath), F, Holland, MI, 1910, G+ duplex (not tied, but apparently belongs; die-cut) on PPC. E $40
SL-80. DAV/Remember the Disabled Veteran (vet in wheelchair), A, Lake Alfred, FL, 1962, G+ machine (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-81. Drive Careful/Avoid Accidents (24x18mm label), F, Sioux City, IA, 1938, F Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on back of cvr w/Roberts Dairy Co.cc. E $14
SL-82. Easter Seals (girl w/crutches & lily), F, Hartland, WI, 1946, G Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-83. Fly the Flag 2001 (39x38mm flag), F, No.Va. 220, 2001 (Nov 14), VG machine (tied by sprayer at L; imperfect) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-84. For War-Torn Peoples/Give the Bible... American Bible Society (26x37mm refugees w/Bible), F, Lewisburg, PA, 1945, G Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-85. Girl & Poinsettia, 19mm round sticker, F, (town not struck), KS, 1918, partial 4-bar (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-86. Gleaners/61/RAF/62/Reapers (wheat sheaf in 17x30mm oval; shiny gold), F, Denver, CO, 1962, G+ machine (tied; imperfect) 7c air on PPC. E $14
SL-87. God Bless America/I Am Proud... (eagle & shield), F, Fulton, NY, 1943, G+ Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-88. God so loved... that He gave... Awake America, Read Your Bible! (60x32mm Bible Crusades poster stamp: Jesus on cross & 2 empty crosses) USED AS POSTAGE; F, Dubach, LA, 1949, partial duplex (town mostly off) (tied; 3 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-89. Good Luck/V.F.W.Nat'l Home (boy in star), F-A, Chicago, IL, 1937, VG Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-90. Greetings (18x30mm angel w/candle), F, Enders, NE, 1945, G+ 4-bar (tied; imperfect) on PPC (adhesions from album mounting at crnrs). E $6
SL-91. Happy Birthday (27mm round "rubber ball"), F, Brooklyn, NY, 1953, G+ Int'l (tied; imperfect) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-92. Happy Birthday (34x34mm die-cut: balloon bouquet), F, Hickory, NC, ca.1981, partial machine (tied; imperfect) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-93. Have a Hi-ball/...You'll Be Late Anyway! (63x36mm label w/5 tiny illus.comic characters), F, Rochester, NY, 1939, VF Univ. (tied; imperfect) on back of cvr w/Paul W.Friedler Bottling Wks. Interesting advice: suggestion to drink & drive. E $24 MIN.12
SL-94. Help Crippled Children (x2) & Vitamin E Society; F, Ottawa, Canada, 1954, G CDS (all tied; 1 or 2 SE's each) on back of reg'd cvr to Australia. E $20
SL-95. Help Crippled Children (x2) & Vitamin E Society; F, Ottawa, Canada, 1955, G CDS (all tied; 1 w/SE) on back of reg'd cvr to Australia. E $20
SL-96. Help Stop American Trade With Communist Countries (illus.barbed wire border), F-A, Pearl City, HI, 1969, VG machine (tied; imperfect) on commer.cvr. E $20
SL-97. IFBPW 6th Congress/Stockholm-July 1953 (Int'l Fed'n of Business and Professional Women; 31x42mm; statue silhouettes), F, Stockholm, Sweden, 1953, G machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $16
SL-98. It's smart to Buy Canned Peas... Canned Pea Campaign (44x57mm poster stamp; winking woman w/can), F, Fairmont, MN, 1939, F Univ. (on back, not tied; imperfect) on #10 PSE. E $8
SL-99. Jackson, Mich./Cascades Festival...Cast of 1200/7 Stages (45x24mm ad label), F, Jackson, MI, 1938, F Univ. (on back, not tied; 0 SE) Lee & Cady cc w/illus.ad (map of lower penin.) on #10 cvr (bit ruff slit upper R; edge tears). E $12

SL-100. Last Supper (43x36mm oval; painting by da Vinci), F, Williamsport, PA, 1940 (Mar 21), VG Int'l (tied; imperf) on part lite tone PPC. E $14

SL-101. Mamie (19x26mm; sender's real photo portrait stamp w/name below), F, Fabens, TX, 1946, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. Forerunner to today's vanity stamps. E $12 MIN.6

SL-102. Merry Christmas (3 wise men on camels w/shiny gold ink), F (small margin scuff), Seguin, TX, 1910, G+ duplex (tied; 1 SE) on toned PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SL-103. Merry Christmas (Santa & holly, w/shiny gold), F, Browns Valley, IN, 1912, G 4-bar (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $8

SL-104. Merry Christmas (poinsettia), A, South ??, ME, 1912, G 4-bar (tied; 1 SE) on cr PPC. E $8

SL-105. Merry Christmas (32mm diam.round: 6 children dancing around tree), F (crs; part scuffed), Salem, WV, 1914, partial duplex (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SL-106. Merry Christmas (Santa w/green background), F (nib perf.; crs), Edmond, OK, 1921, VG duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC w/postage stamp gone. AS IS for condition, but unusual Santa. E $14

SL-107. Merry Christmas/Happy New Year (portrait of Jesus), A, Munday, TX, 1921, partial duplex (tied; 0 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $14

SL-108. Merry Xmas (26x29mm Santa in oval frame), A, North Conway, NH, 1920, G Time-Cmns (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $14

SL-109. Merry Xmas (bell & violets), F (crnr cr), Los Angeles, CA, 1923, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $14

SL-110. Merry Xmas (poinsettias), A, Jamestown, PA, 1924, G+ duplex (tied; 2 SE) on bit lite tone PPC. E $8

SL-111. Merry Xmas (candle & holly sticker), F, New Haven, CT, 1924, G Univ. (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $8

SL-112. Missionary Ass'n Cath.Women/Hdq.Milwaukee, Wis(Jesus), F, Milwaukee, WI, 1924, VG Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SL-113. Missionary Ass'n Cath.Women/Hdq.Milwaukee, Wis (lamb), F (ruff L & upper L), Milwaukee/Sta.A, WI, 1919, VG+ Amer/A38 (not tied, but apparently belongs) on flap on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

SL-114. Nat'l Lutheran Council (30x38mm candles & wreath), F, Compton, CA, [1924], G Colum. (not tied, but apparently belongs; 1 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SL-115. Nat'l Wildlife Federation (bluebird), F, Nemo, SD, 1970, VG 4-bar (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SL-116. National Foreign Trade Week (63x47mm poster stamp w/world map), F, Minneapolis, MN, 1938, G+ Univ. (not clearly tied, but offset canx ink spots confirm as belonging; 0 SE) on back of cvr (tied). E $16

SL-117. Penna.O.E.S.Homes (illus.star logo), F, Philadelphia, PA, 1969, G+ machine (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $8

SL-118. Proud to be an American (38x33mm; 2 silhouettes & flag), F, Los Angeles, CA, 2009, F sprayer (tied; imperf) on cvr. E $8

SL-119. Santa Claus (31mm diam., w/hat & coat trimmed in BLACK fur; shiny gold border), F, Ridlonville, ME, 1909, F duplex (NOT tied, but clearly belongs: canx carefully applied to MISS it; imperf) on PPC. E $14

SL-120. Santa Claus die-cut sticker (head & holly), F, Vernon, KS, 1912, G 4-bar (tied; imperf) (87-53) on cr PPC (scrape spot by address). E $8

SL-121. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 2 (Santa postman w/letter), F, (no canx), ca.1908, (not tied, but apparently belongs; 1 SE) in upper R crnr on unmailed PPC (lite tone; tip cr). E $20

SL-122. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 4 (Santa in oval), F, (no postmark), ca.1908, (not tied; 1 SE) in upper R crnr on unmailed PPC. E $8


SL-124. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 9, F, (indistinct town), TN, 1909, partial duplex (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12

SL-125. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 9, F, Heyworth, IL, 1912, F duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (1c stamp removed, but Santa OK). E $14
SL-126. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #11 (poinsettia), F; no canx, ca.1909, on addressed but unmailed PPC (part lite tone). E $20
SL-127. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #12 (Santa w/snowballs), F; no canx, ca.1909, (not tied; 1 SE) in upper R crnr on addressed but unmailed PPC. E $20
SL-128. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #28 (Santa in wreath), F, Massillon, OH, 1911, F Amer/A14() (not tied, but apparently belongs; 1 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-129. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #29, F, (no origin canx), ca.1910, (not tied; 1 SE) in upper R crnr on unmailed PPC. E $30
SL-130. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #48, F, (no origin canx), ca.1910?, (not tied; 1 SE) in upper R crnr on unmailed PPC. E $30
SL-131. Santa head (16x21mm irreg.), F, Racine, WI, 1911, F Time-Cmns (tied; die-cut) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-132. Save the Seals/Greenpeace (38x29mm; illus.seal; YES: this is a "seal seal"), F, Santa Rosa, CA, 1985, VG machine (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $15
SL-133. Season's Greetings (die-cut wreath w/farm scene), F, Co???, NY, 1918, G duplex (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $8
SL-134. Seasons Greetings/NAACP (black pine branch on shiny SILVER label), F, Oakland, CA, 1939, F Univ. (not tied, but appears to belong; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-135. Sell-/Liberty Cherries for Washington's Birthday/Nat'l Cherry Week (86x35mm label: cherries & Washington silhouette), F, Cincinnati, OH, 1939, F Int'l (on back, not tied; imperf) Liberty Cherry illus.ad cc on PSE (lite crs). E $12
SL-136. Souvenir/Michigan Stamp Club.../Silver Jubilee Celebration (88x66mm; maps), F (cnr cr), St.Louis, MO, 2009, F sprayer (tied; imperf) on #10 cvr. E $8
SL-137. Strength in Reserve/U.S.Army Reserve (Reservist & Liberty Bell on SHINY gold) 63x19mm, F, Olmstedville, NY, 1972, G+ 4-bar (tied; imperf) on cvr. E $14
SL-138. The Giants of Philosophy/Plato (37x26mm), F, Olympia, WA, 1995, G machine (tied; 2 SE) on cvr. E $8
SL-139. Uncle Sam hat w/stars & stripes, 22x16mm sticker, F, Scranton, PA, 1922, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $15
SL-140. United Trading Stamp, F, Pendleton, OR, 1995, G machine (tied; 1 SE) on cvr. E $5
SL-142. Walnut Lane Bridge, Wissahickon (34x26mm illus.bridge w/green frame), F, Philadelphia/Nicetown Sta., PA, 1910, G+ Amer/B38 (tied; 2 SE) on bit faulty PPC (tears R). E $15
SL-143. Washington/June 1923/Park Your Camel With Uncle Sam'1© Almas Temple (50x33mm full-color Uncle Sam, man on camel, Capitol, pyramids, Wash.Monument), F, Washington, DC, 1923 (May 22), G+ Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
SL-144. We have redemption...Eph.1:7 (41x23mm: scripture), F, Philadelphia, PA, 1946, G+ Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $6
SL-145. WWI/WW2/Veterans Ass'n, F, Northampton, MA, 1968, VG machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-146. Xmas Greetings (28mm diam.round: Santa profile; shiny gold letters), F, Scranton, PA, 1913, G Int'l (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $14
SL-147. Xmas Joys (27x27mm holly wreath), F, Oakland, CA, 1924, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on 3.5x3.5" cvr w/enc. E $14
SL-148. Xmas Wishes (church in gold frame), F-A (upper L margin wear), Thomson, IL, 1914, partial duplex (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $8

SHIPS (Locy #’s) Need the U.S. Navy Ship Cancel Catalog? We have it!

SS-1. U.S.Navy (Aegir), 1944, G+ ty.2z; sailor’s ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $8
SS-2. "USS Allagash" return address; canxed Baltimore, MD, 1945, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $8
SS-3. U.S.Navy (Ammen), 1944, VF ty.2z* (part ruff slit R; cr; address part smear)) on air PSE. E $15
SS-4. Antares, 1928, VG ty.3z (bit stutter) "Guantanamo/Bay Cuba"; ship’s return address & banner on flap; on cvr. E $14
SS-5. U.S.Navy (Aquarius), 1945, G+ ty.2z (trim R)) on air cvr. E $15
SS-6. Arcadia, 1963, VG ty.2n(U S S) (tip cr) on PPC. E $6
SS-7. Argonne, 1931, VG+ ty.5s(C) (bit ruff slit upper R tip; edge tear T) 3x 2c on commer.air cvr. E $10 MIN.5
SS-8. Argonne, 1931, VG ty.5s(C) (ruff slit; part lite tone) 4x 5c winged globe on commer.#10 cvr. E $10 MIN.5
SS-9. Argonne, 1931, VG ty.5s(C) (ruff slit L) 5c winged globe on commer.#10 cvr. E $10 MIN.5
SS-10. Arkansas, 1924, G+ ty.3(AC)(A-48e) (date partial) on cvr. E $15
SS-11. U.S.Navy/16148 Br. (Aucilla), 1946, G+ ty.2# (near F) 13c special del. +6c air on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-12. Aylwin, 1935 (Mar 22), F+ ty.3 (lite tone) "F.D.P.O.S./Comm 3-1-35" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-13. U.S.Navy (Beaver), 1943, VG ty.3z(BBT) (edge tears T) on air cvr. E $16
SS-14. Black Hawk, 1934, VF ty.3(B-BTT) "Shanghai/China" on cacheted #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-15. Boxer, ca.1917, G+ ty.3 (T arc weak; date partial; part lite water tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-16. Boxer, 1917, G+ ty.3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $24
SS-17. U.S.Navy (Boyd), 1945, VF ty.2z* on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-18. U.S.Navy (Burleigh), 1945 (Jan 1), VF ty.2z; ship’s h/s cc on PPC. E $14
SS-19. California, 1910 (Aug 14), G+ ty.1 (bit stuffer) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-20. California, 1910 (Dec 28), G+ ty.2 (bit stuffer) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-21. California, 1911 (Jan 4), G+ ty.2 (dial hi: "SS" partly off; bit heavy inked) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-22. California, 1911, VG+ ty.2 (lite o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-23. California, 1935, F ty.3(BC-BBT) (uneven lite tone; ruff L) "Long Beach/California" on commer.cvr. E $5
SS-24. California, 1936, F ty.3(BC-BBT) (lite crs) "Mother's/Day" in bars; Mother's Day cachet on cvr. E $5
SS-25. Mailed To: USS Childs, 1921, canxed Watertown, WI, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-27. Connecticut, 1910, G+ ty.1u (dial bit hi; o/s; nick T; crs) on PPC. E $8
SS-28. Constellation, [1909], G+ ty.1(C)(C-64) (lite tone; crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-29. Constellation, 1910 (Apr 28), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-30. Constellation, 1910 (May 23), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-31. Constellation, 1910 (May 28), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (near VF) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-32. Constellation, 1910 (Jul 22), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (part lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-33. Constellation, 1910 (Sep 9), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (part on stamp; lite tone; ink smear by month) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-34. Constellation, 1910 (Nov 6), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-35. Constellation, 1910 (Nov 19), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (dial HI: "NS" partly off) on PPC. E $14
SS-36. Constellation, 1910 (Dec 25), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (near F+) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-37. Constellation, 1911, G+ ty.1(C)(C-64) (lite tone) on PPC. E $16
SS-38. Constellation, 1911 (Jan 14), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (near VG+) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-39. Constellation, 1911 (Mar 16), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (near F; lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-40. Constellation, 1911 (Apr 2), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-41. Constellation, 1911 (May 28), G+ ty.1(C)(C-64a) (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-42. Constellation, 1911 (May 1), G+ ty.2 (NEW TYPE, w/closer spaced "USS"; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-43. Constellation, 1911 (Jun 10), G+ ty.2 (NEW TYPE, w/closer spaced "USS"; part on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-44. Constellation, 1913, G+ ty.2(C-64c) (near VG+; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-45. U.S.Navy (Culebra Island), 1944, F ty.2z (lite tone; trim T) on #10 penalty cvr. E $14
SS-46. Delaware, 1910, G+ ty.lu(C) (bit stutter) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-47. Delaware, 1911, F+ ty.lu(C) on PPC datelined "At Sea". E $15 MIN.8
SS-48. Delaware, 1911 (Aug 7), VG ty.lu(C) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-49. Delaware, 1912, VF ty.2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-50. Delaware, 1912, G+ ty.2 (dial hi: "SS" mostly off; uneven toned; crs) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-51. Delaware, 1913, VG+ ty.2 (lite tone; lower L crnr nib; trim R) ship's h/s cc on #10
SS-52. Delaware, 1913, VG+ ty.2 (near VF; crnr cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-53. Delaware, 1915, ty.3(D-13a) (o/s) as fwd on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-54. Dobbin, 1939, G+ ty.P(D-25b) (near VF; lite tone) "Vallejo/Calif." on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-55. Doran, 1940 (Aug 5), G+ ty.3 "P(rst) Day-Mail Service" on cvr. E $8
SS-56. Eagle 38, 1941, VG ty.3(A-BBT)(#38) on card. E $12 MIN.6
SS-57. Epperson, 1949 (Mar 19), G+ ty.P(E-21) w/handwritten ship name, as listed in USCS catalog; "Commissioning Day" h/s cachet on cvr. E $12
SS-58. Franklin, 1910, F+ ty.1 on PPC. E $20
SS-59. Georgia, 1912, VG ty.1 on PPC. E $14
SS-60. Georgia, 1912, VG magenta ty.1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
SS-61. Grebe, 1934, G+ ty.F(G-26) (lite tone) "Des--Aylwin/Launched Phila." on cvr. E $8
SS-62. Harold S. Ellison (DD-864), 1957, F ty.2(n+) (part struck on address; crnr cr) on Monaco PPC. E $8
SS-63. Hartford, 1914, VF ty.3(BC) (lite tone) "Navy Yard/S.C." on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
SS-64. Haverfield, 1966, G+ ty.2t(n+)(H-61) (bit ruff slit upper L) on cvr. E $5
SS-65. Hull, 1972 (Sep 11), G+ ty.2(n+) (lite crs) ms "Free" frank on commer.#10 cvr. Vietnam era. E $12 MIN.6
SS-66. Independence, 1909, G+ ty.1s (month omitted; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
SS-67. Independence, 1909, VF ty.1s (lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-68. Independence, 1910, G+ ty.1s (R arc & date on stamp; bars mostly not struck; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-69. Independence, 1911 (May 23), F ty.1s (tip cr) on PPC datelined "USS CINCINNATI, Mare Island, Cal." E $15 MIN.8
SS-70. John W.Weeks, 1960 (Oct 10), G+ ty.2t(nu) on cvr. E $5
SS-71. Kalmia, 1934, VG+ ty.F(K-1) (toned; T edge taped) "First Day/This Cancel" as recd on commer.#10 cvr. E $8
SS-72. Kansas, 1914, G+ ty.1 (lite) on 4.5x6.25" pictorial folder (Norfolk, Va). E $12 MIN.6
SS-73. Kansas, 1914 (Jul 1), VG ty.1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
SS-74. Kansas, 1914 (Jul 24), VG ty.1 on Mexico PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-75. Kansas, 1914 (Jul 24), VG ty.1 (lite tone) on Mexico PPC datelined Vera Cruz. E $12 MIN.6
SS-76. Kansas, 1914 (Jul 24), G+ ty.1 (part on stamp; lite tone) on Mexico PPC datelined Vera Cruz. E $12 MIN.6
SS-77. Kansas, 1914 (Oct 5), VG ty.1 on Mexico PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-78. Kansas, 1914 (Oct 5), G+ ty.1 (part on stamp; bit scuff) on Mexico PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-79. Kansas, 1914 (Oct 5), G+ ty.1 (part on stamp; lite tone) on Mexico PPC datelined Vera Cruz. E $12 MIN.6
SS-80. Lawrence, 1934, F ty.3(B-BTT) (lite tone) "Corpus/Christi Tex" on cvr. E $6
SS-81. U.S. Navy/10638 Br. (LCI 431), ca.1945, G+ machine (lite; date partial) typed return add. on air PSE. E $12
SS-82. U.S. Navy [LCI 431(M)], 1945, G+ machine on air PSE. E $12
SS-83. U.S.Navy [LCSL(3) 67], 1945, G+ ty.2z (lite; bit trim L, B & R) o/s by BOLD "TOKYO BAY JAPAN/U.S.NAVY DEC 7 '45..." straight-line h/s on cvr. E $70
SS-84. Leary, 1959, F ty.2zr on Gibraltar PPC. E $6
SS-85. Lejeune, 1946, F ty.9efu struck at L, w/ty.2z* as canx on stamp; on unadd.cvr. E $6
SS-86. Lenawee, 1951, F ty.2 (tip cr) on cvr. E $6
SS-87. Leo, 1953, G+ ty.2 (tear T) w/ty.9efu as b/s; ship's h/s cc on cvr. E $6
SS-88. U.S.Navy/15823 Br. (Liguria), 1946, F ty.2# (bit cr; bit lite tone) 3c Navy on cvr. E $8
SS-89. Lindenwald, 1946, F ty.F(L-14) w/ms hull # in bottom arc; ty.9efu struck at L; on cvr. E $8
SS-90. Louisiana, 1909, G+ ty.1 (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-91. Louisiana, 1909, G+ ty.1 (near F) on PPC. E $14
SS-92. Louisiana, 1909, G+ ty.1 (tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-93. Louisiana, 1916, F ty.3(AC) (crs; part water toned; upper L tip scuff) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-94. U.S.Navy (LST 4592), 1944, G+ ty.2z (tear T; upper R tip nib; no flap) on cvr. E $15
SS-95. MacLeish, 1931, VG+ ty.3s(AC) w/separately applied large date, tying 5c postage due on
(likely "favor") cvr to England. E $15 MIN.8
SS-96. Maryland, 1912, G+ ty.2 (dial hi: "U.S" mostly off; toned; crs) on PPC. E $14
SS-97. "USS Matsonia" ms return add.; canxed Hoboken, NJ, [1919], VG eagle machine (1c
Wash.about 40% peeled) on Paris PPC. E $30
SS-98. U.S.Navy (Medusa), 1942, G+ ty.7z on air PSE. E $15
SS-99. U.S.Navy (Milwaukee), 1942, VG+ ty.3z(BBT) (lite tone; cr; flap tear) on cvr w/Keesler
Field, MS, Int'l machine as fwd b/s. E $15
SS-100. Minnesota, 1910, G+ ty.1 9part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-101. Minnesota, 1912 (May 6), VG ty.1 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-102. Minnesota, 1912 (Jun 9), G+ ty.2 (upper R on stamp; edge crs; ink spot on lower L tip)
on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-103. Minnesota, 1913, VG ty.2 (bit ruff trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-104. Minnesota, 1914 (Oct 27), G+ ty.3(AC) (tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-105. Mississippi, 1919, G+ ty.7 (orig.stamps gone; cleverly replaced; part lite tone) on
REAL PHOTO PPC (USS New York) w/"Keep U.S.Out of War" label at R. E $20 MIN.10
SS-106. Missouri, 1909 (Jun 24), G+ ty.1 (year partial; o/w VF; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MIN.8
SS-107. Missouri, 1909 (Nov 13), VG ty.1 (heavy toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-108. Missouri, 1910, G+ ty.1 (dial bit hi; bit o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-109. Missouri, 1912, G+ BLUE ty.1 (near VF) on PPC. E $14
SS-110. Montana, 1909, G+ ty.1 (R arc on stamp; toned; crnr cr) on PPC (Vesuvius erupting). E
$12 MIN.6
SS-111. Montana, 1913, VG+ ty.3(AC) (UNLISTED type; dial hi: top bar & most of "S" off edge;
o/w VF) on PPC. E $24
SS-112. Nebraska, 1914, G+ ty.3(A) (dial hi: "S" mostly off; bit trim T; lite tone) on
Veracruz, Mexico, PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-113. New Hampshire, 1909 (May 23), G+ ty.1s (bit stutter; tip cr) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
SS-114. New Hampshire, 1909, G+ ty.1s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-115. New Hampshire, 1910, G+ ty.1s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-116. New Hampshire, 1910, G+ ty.1s (bit stutter; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-117. New Hampshire, 1910, VG+ ty.1s (bit stutter; lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-118. New Hampshire, 1911 (Jun 1), VG ty.1s (bit lite tone; upper R tip nib) on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
SS-119. New Hampshire, 1911, G+ ty.1s (dial hi: "H" partly off; part on stamp) on PPC. E $10
MIN.5
SS-120. New Hampshire, 1911 (Dec 28), G+ ty.1s (upper R arc spotty) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-121. New Jersey, 1912, G+ ty.1(N-29) (near VG+; crnr crs; message part smeared) on PPC. E $8
SS-122. New Mexico, 1927, G+ ty.7(N-10b) (cr; bit tone) on commer.PPC. E $20
SS-123. New York, 1919, G+ ty.3(AC) (upper R & most of date on stamp; ruff R; no R flap; toned;
AS IS) on cvr. E $8
SS-124. Newark, 1911, G+ ty.1 (near VF; dial hi: "N" partly off) on Cuba PPC. E $16
SS-125. Nicholson, 1941 (Jun 20), VF ty.3; "1st Day/Cover" (slogan partial) 1st Day Postal
Service cachet on cvr. E $14
SS-126. North Dakota, 1913, G+ ty.2(N-20a) (heavy crs) on PPC. E $8
SS-127. Ohio, [1916], VG ty.3b(OOX) (bit lite tone) year omitted, but message dated; on PPC. E
$16
SS-128. Omlsted, 1945 (Nov 23), VG ty.2z (trim R) on air PSE w/enc. E $8
SS-129. U.S.Navy (Oracle), 1943, VG+ ty.2z* (UNLISTED; lite tone; tear T) on air cvr. E $30
SS-130. "U.S.S./Registered" (Orizaba), 1943, VG ty.P(9v, name removed) as origin b/s (flap
tear) ship's h/s cc; 15c Prexie paying reg'y fee on #10 penalty cvr. E $20
SS-131. Overton, 1933, G+ ty.5hks "Coco Solo/Canal Zone" on cvr. E $6
SS-132. U.S.Navy (PC 1077), 1945, G ty.2z ("Navy" mostly not struck) on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
SS-133. U.S.Navy (PC 1591), 1945 (May 5), G+ ty.2zrt (UNLISTED; near F; trim R; bit lite tone)
on air cvr w/enc. E $15
SS-134. U.S.Navy (PC 1591), 1945 (Jun 14), G+ ty.2z (UNLISTED; near F; edge tear T) on air cvr
w/enc. E $15
SS-135. Petrel, 1911, G+ ty.1u (part heavy inked; tear T; cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
SS-136. U.S.Navy (Phoenix), 1944, G+ ty.2z* ("U.S" mostly not struck; lite gum tone)) on air
c/v. E $14
SS-137. Rhode Island, 1910, VG ty.lu(C) (bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-138. Rhode Island, 1910, VG ty.(C) (bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-139. "USS Rijndam" ms return add.; canxed Hoboken, NJ, [1919], VG eagle machine (tip crs; surface scuff by address) ms "Soldiers Mail" frank on K.of C.PPC. E $40
SS-140. Sandoval, 1952, G+ ty.2 (lite crs) on commer.cvr. E $5
SS-141. Saratoga, 1929, VG+ ty.8 flag machine (edge tears) on commer.cvr. E $40
SS-142. Sarsfield, 1946, G+ ty.2n (ruff R; tear T) on air cvr. E $8
SS-143. Sirius, 1923, G+ ty.3rs(AC) (UNLISTED type w/period; EARLY; lite tone; bit cr; trim L) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
SS-144. South Dakota, 1910, G+ ty.1(C) (R arc on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-145. South Dakota, 1911, G+ ty.1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-146. Teton, 1945 (Aug 29), G+ ty.P(T-11) w/"Tokyo, Japan" in dial on free-franked #10 cvr. E $24 MIN.12
SS-147. Upshur, 1934, G+ ty.3(B-BTT) (lite tone; add.label part peeled) "At-New-York" on cvr. E $6
SS-148. Utah, 1911 (Nov 21), G+ ty.2r(C) ("A" partial) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-149. Utah, 1911 (Dec 7), G+ ty.2r(C) ("USS" mostly not struck) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-150. Mailed TO: USS Utah; canxed Ware, MA, 1913, partial Amer/A14 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-151. Utah, 1914, VG ty.2 (slight stutter; ruff T) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-152. Utah, 1914, G+ magenta ty.2 (bit stutter; lite tone; lite crs) on PPC. E $24
SS-153. Utah, 1914, G+ ty.2 (dial hi: "SS" partly off; tip cr) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-154. Mailed TO: USS Utah; canxed New York/Sta.T, NY, 1915, G+ Amer/A26(C) (stamp faults; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-155. Vestal, 1924, VG ty.3rs (dial bit hi; bit stutter) "U.S.Fleet/Cuba" on PPC. E $30
SS-156. "U.S.A.C.T. Virginian" return add.; canxed APO (#??), ca.1919, partial straight-line h/s (much obscured on stamp; edge tears T) 25c France on cvr. E $60
SS-157. Washington, 1910, G+ ty.1 (near VG+; crnr crs; scuff spot below address) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-158. Washington, 1911, G+ ty.P(W-9a) (WORN letters) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-159. Washington, 1911, G+ ty.P(W-9a) (near VG+) on PPC. E $15
SS-160. Washington, 1912, G+ ty.P(W-9a) w/"1" for month (R tips nick) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-162. U.S.Navy (Waters), 1945, G+ ty.3 (lite tone; edge tear T) on air cvr. E $14
SS-163. West Virginia, 1911, G+ ty.1s(W-19a) (dial hi: "WEST" mostly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-164. U.S.Navy (Whitney), 1945, G+ ty.3(BBT) (part ruff trim R) ship's ms return add. on air cvr. E $14
SS-165. William P.Biddle, 1941 (Apr 8), VG+ ty.3 "First Day/Cancel"; 1st Day Postal Service cachet on cvr. E $14
SS-166. Wyoming, 1913, G+ ty.3(AC) ("USS" lite) "Annapolis/Maryland" on PPC datelined "At Sea". E $15 MIN.8
SS-167. Wyoming, 1913, G+ ty.3(AC) (top bar mostly not struck) "Navy Yard/New York" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-168. Wyoming, 1914, G+ ty.3(AC) (dial hi: "S" partly off; part heavy inked) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-169. Wyoming, 1916, G+ ty.3(AC) (part on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-170. Wyoming, 1916, VG+ ty.3(AC) (few tone spots) "Guantana(mo)/Bay, Cuba" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-171. Vallejo/Mare Isld Naval Br., CA, 1920, VG Amer/A38 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-173. Washington, DC, 1942, VG Int'l; "Storekeeper 3rd Class, USNR", typed return add.; typed "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s. E $15
SS-174. Warrington, FL, [1879], G+ CDS/cork (bit lite tone) "U.S.Navy Yard, Pensacola/Forwarded/Commandants Office" dated blue oval h/s at L on cvr w/letterhead enc.to
doctor: "I have times when I feel disgusted with everybody... I even wake up nights & worry & get so nervous I can't go to sleep..." E $40

SS-175. Boston, MA, [1866], partial CDS/cork (trim R, partly in add.) Naval Office, Custom House illus.cc (eagle & shields); Naval Office dated blue oval at L (part o/s by signature) on cvr. E $20

SS-176. U.S. Navy Yard, Portsmouth, NH, 1923, G+ 3-bar (lite; "SMOUT" obscured on stamp) on PPC. E $14

SS-177. Brooklyn, NY, 1945 (Jan 11), VG Int'l; U.S. Naval Air Sta., Floyd Bennett Field return add.; ms "Free/U.S. Navy" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor's boxed h/s; "Keep That Chin Up/February is Just Around the Corner" written on flap, apparently refers to release date. E $16


SS-179. Quilcene, WA, 1945, F 4-bar; USCG Barracks #3 on air cvr. E $5

SS-180. First Marine Brig./Fleet Marine Force, 1941, G+ 3-bar (tip cr) "Guantanamo(mo)/Bay Cuba"; SCARCE commer. use on PPC. E $24

SS-181. Sailors Mail/European Waters, ca.1919, ms frank; no origin canx (lite tone) "St.Michaels Island, Ponte Delgarda, Azores" dateline on PPC. E $30


SS-183. U.S. Marine Corps, 1944, VG+ 4-bar; HQ Squadron-23/Maine Aircraft Group-23 h/s cc on commer.air PSE. E $15 MIN.8

SS-184. U.S. Naval Forces/London Branch, 1919, G+ RED 4-bar (lite tone; tear T) on free-franked PPC. E $60

SS-185. U.S. Navy, 1942, G+ 4-bar, w/4 LONG, THICK bars (edge wear; nick T) weak censor h/s on back; Seattle return add.on flap; on cvr. E $8

SS-186. U.S. Navy, 1943, F Int'l; USN/CTC, Camp Peary, Williamsburg, VA, return add.; ms "Free/USN" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #2 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-187. U.S. Navy, 1943, VF Int'l; USNTS, Sampson, NY, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #5 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-188. U.S. Navy, 1943, VG Univ. (upper L tip slit & stapled, in sender name) USNTS, San Diego, CA, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #3 boxed h/s w/red pencil "Not on List" indicating sender not approved, lined thru & "Bro./OK to add" written above. E $20

SS-189. U.S. Navy, 1943, G+ ty.2z* (dial bit hi) "H. & S.Battalion" return address on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-190. U.S. Navy, 1944, G+ 4-bar; S.S. Mormac Port return add. on free-franked PPC. E $20

SS-191. U.S. Navy, 1944, F Int'l; printed "U.S.Naval Training Sta./Farragut, Idaho" at upper L; sailor's free frank on PPC. E $8

SS-192. U.S. Navy, 1944, F Int'l; SK School 9-44, USNT Center, Sampson, NY, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #4 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-193. U.S. Navy, 1944, F 3-bar; Naval Tr.School, Cedar Falls, IA, return add.; sailor's "Free" frank on PPC. E $8

SS-194. U.S. Navy, 1944 (Jun 6), G+ ty.7z; D-DAY DATE on air PSE w/97 N.C. Batt.Sec 1, Co.B.Plateen 4, FPO, NY, return add. E $50

SS-195. U.S. Navy, 1944, VF Int'l; OGUOUSNTC, Sampson, NY, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #2 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-196. U.S. Navy, 1944, F 4-bar; U.S. Naval Frontier Base, Galveston, TX, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #3 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-197. U.S. Navy, 1944, F Int'l; H-Galley USNTC, Sampson, NY, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #2 boxed h/s; ms blue pencil "M.O.$2.00". E $15

SS-198. U.S. Navy, 1944, VG Univ.; Unit X, USNTS, Norfolk, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #4 boxed h/s. E $15
SS-200. U.S. Navy, 1944, F Int'l; P.O.Box 92, Seneca Falls, NY, return add. on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #5 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-201. U.S. Navy, 1944, VG 4-bar (bit ruff slit T) FDDTC, Tiburon, CA, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #4 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-202. U.S. Navy, 1944, G+ Int'l (tiny tear R) U.S. Naval Hospital, Ward 17, Hadnot Point, NC, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #2 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-203. U.S. Navy, 1945, VF ty.2z* (tip cr) "1049 USN Constr'un Det" return add.; ms "Free USN" frank on cvr to inmate at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #2 boxed h/s. E $12 MIN.6

SS-204. U.S. Navy, 1945, F Univ.; Div'n 4 Sec 4 USNTS, Newport, RI, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #3 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-205. U.S. Navy, 1945, G+ 4-bar; NAS Willow Grove, PA, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #4 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-206. U.S. Navy, 1945, G+ Univ.; Oregon City Detail USNTS, Newport, RI, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #1 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-207. U.S. Navy, 1945, VG Int'l; Camp Peary, Williamsburg, VA, return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr to inmate w/same last name at Lewisburg, PA, federal pen w/prison censor #4 boxed h/s. E $15

SS-208. U.S. Navy/Cancelled, 1941, VF CDS (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $8

SS-209. U.S. Receiving Ship at Norfolk, 1913, G+ 4-bar (o/s; tip cr; lite tone) as fwd on PPC to USS Franklin, fwd to USS New Hampshire. E $20


SS-211. "Parade Rest'-Naval Training Station": photo STEREO CARD, pub Keystone w/text back (tip crs). E $15 MIN.8


SS-213. Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, 1954, G+ duplex; "S.S.Cristobal" & "Panama Line/Post on High Seas" straight-line h/s on ship's PPC to U.S. E $20 MIN.10

SS-214. Honolulu, HI, 1989, G+ machine; "Mailed at Sea/SS Constitution" red circled h/s by add. (bit o/s by partial 2nd strike) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-215. Kobe Port, Japan, 1975, G+ DCDS (part on stamp) "World Cruise/QE2/Posted on board/1975" boxed h/s at L, applied before stamp on ship's PPC to U.S. E $14

SS-216. New York/Hudson Term.Sta, NY, 1914 (Mar 15), G duplex part o/s by VF blue triple oval "Posted on the/High Seas" (Feb 21); on Barbados PPC. E $20


SS-218. American Export Line/Posted on the High Seas/Purser/S.S.Excalibur, 1932, F+ CDS (dial bit hi; toned; crnr crs) 2c Wash. on Marseille PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-219. American Export Line/Posted on the High Seas/Purser/S.S.Excambion, 1935, G+ CDS (dial hi: "EXP" partly off; o/w F+; lite tone) 1c Frank. on Marseille PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-220. British Mail/Ex H.M.S."Transylvania"/Posted on the High Seas, [1936], G+ undated circled h/s origin at L (near F) w/GLASGOW/Paquebot/Posted at Sea machine tying 5c Roosevelt on cvr to U.S. E $15


SS-222. Cape Colony/Ocean Post Office, 1903, VG CDS (tip crs) 1p Cape of Good Hope on Funchal PPC to Belgium. E $24

SS-223. Deutsch-Amerik.Seepost/Hamburg/New-York, 1908, G+ CDS (toned) 10pf Germany on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-224. Deutsche Marine-Schiffspost/Nr.28, 1932, VG DCDS at lower L (address water smears) 3x 2c Clark, tied by New York, NY, G+ Int'l on cvr to Austria. E $15 MIN.8

SS-225. Friedrichshafen/Bodensee, 1907, G+ CDS (near VG+ w/"Schiffsbrief" h/s on PPC. E $16

SS-226. M/S Sagafjord/Posted on Board/On Cruise, 1951, G+ pictorial CDS ty.1.80k Norway; BOLD magenta "PAQUEBOT" at L of stamp on PPC to England. E $15

SS-227. M/S Sagafjord/Posted on Board/On Cruise, 1976, G+ pictorial CDS w/"Posted on Board" boxed h/s at L; Norway stamp on ship's PPC to U.S., datelined MARTHINIQUE. E $15 MIN.8
SS-228. M/S Vistajford/On Cruise/Posted on Board, 1988, G+ boxed h/s ("TA" not struck) tying 40c Bahamas (fish) on ship's PPC to U.S. E $8
SS-229. Mailed at Sea/E.S.S./Lines, Inc./"S.S.Acadia", [1936], F+ red undated fancy circled h/s w/2 stars in dial struck at L as origin (crnr cr; part lite tone) Hud.Term.Anx., NY, Int'l as canx on 1c Frank.; on Nova Scotia PPC to U.S. E $24
SS-230. Mailed at Sea/S.S.Liberte, 1986, VF 45mm DCDS struck at L; Afareaitu, Moorea/Iles du Vent G+ CDS tying 47f Fr.Polynesia (stamp part folded over T edge) on Bora Bora PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-231. Matson Navigation Co./S.S.Wilhelmina, 1912, G+ cogwheel double-oval (part on stamp; tip cr) o/s by San Francisco, CA, PPIE slogan as transi on PPC. E $50
SS-232. Memphis Queen II, [1960], VF undated double-circled h/s origin at L; Memphis, TN, machine as canx; 3c Liberty on ship's PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-233. Ocean Monarch/Posted on the High Seas, ca.1950s, G+ undated CDS tying 4d Bahamas on PPC to U.S. E $15
SS-234. Posted on Board/M/S Gripsholm Swedish-American Line, 1974, G pictorial CDS (HEAVY inked at T & B) BOLD "Paquibot" h/s tying 65o Sweden; partial Antigua DCDS at L on ship's PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SS-235. Posted on Board/M/S Kungsholm-Swedish-American Line, 1958, G+ pictorial DCDS origin, on 20o + 5o Sweden; "Swedish American Line/Posted on Board/M/S Kungsholm/Cruise of a Lifetime/Around the World" 82x32mm blue h/s w/large pictorial ship at L; 45x30mm "World Cruise" map label (tied by message) on "Cruise of a Lifetime" PPC to U.S., w/C.T.T./Funchal DCDS as transit "Paquibot" h/s (part spotty) as transit. NICE combo. E $20
SS-236. Posted on Board/ South Seas Cruise/M/S Kungsholm Swedish-American Line, 1965, G+ pictorial DCDS tying 1kr05 Sweden; "Swedish American Line/Posted on Board M/S Kungsholm" double circle h/s at L on ship's PPC. E $8
SS-237. Posted on High Seas/S.S.So.Cross, 1923, F+ blue 18mm undated circled h/s; 2 strikes tying 2c Wash. on ship's PPC to U.S., datelined Montevideo Harbor. E $50 MIN.26
SS-238. Posted on the High Seas/U.S.M.S. Munargo, ca.1926, VF blue undated circled h/s w/star in dial (lite tone) 5c Argentina on Buenos Aires PPC to U.S. E $24 MIN.12
SS-239. Posted on the High Seas/U.S.M.S.Southern Cross, ca.1920s, VG+ dateless circled h/s tying 5c Argentina (Sc.345) on Chile PPC to U.S. E $20
SS-240. RMSP Alcantara/Posted on the High Seas, 1927, G+ purple triple oval ("RMSP AL" not struck, but ID sure; tip crs) partial boxed "Paquibot" ties 1.5p Grt.Brit. on ship's PPC to U.S.datelined ...on board the Alcantara". E $15
SS-241. RMSP Araguaya/Posted on the High Seas, 1930, G+ purple triple oval h/s w/2 stars in dial struck at L of stamp (lite tone) o/s by New York, NY, F Int'l tying 1c Frank on Bermuda PPC. E $75
SS-242. S.S.City of New York, 1930, VG+ 4-bar; Byrd Antarctic Expedition pictorial h/s cachet on cvr to A.C.Roessler. E $30
SS-243. S.S.Nieuw Amsterdam/Holland-America-Line/Ocean Post, [1948], G+ undated double-circle h/s (dial hi: "E.U.W AM" partly off; cr) as origin at L; Southampton/Paquibot machine tying 12.5c Netherlands on ship's PPC (small spot on pix side) to U.S. E $14
SS-244. Sea Stamp/180th Meridian/SS President Hoover, [1959], VF undated oval w/5 killer lines at each side (few tone spots) tying 40y Japan air, also tied by Yokohama DCDS; on PPC to U.S. E $16
SS-245. U.S.German S.P.O./S.S.Leviathan, 1932 (Jul 4), VG Int'l (killer spotty on stamps; crnr cr) on ship's PPC. E $12
SS-246. U.S.T.P.Sea Post/S.S.Pres.Coolidge, 1931, VG duplex/30 (tip crs) 1c Frank. on ship's PPC to U.S.: "This boat is doing the shimming". E $15 MIN.8
SS-250. United Fruit Company/Posted on the High Seas/Purser SS Tivives/Steamship Service, 1937, F TCDS struck at B (toned; edge tears T) New Orleans, LA, VG Univ.tying Honduras 8c air on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
SS-251. United Fruit Company/Posted on the High Seas/Purser SS Ulaa/Steamship Service, 1937, VG TCDS (part stutter; tip crs) as origin, struck in address area; New York, NY/Paquebot G+ duplex Lund ty.10 ("UWEBOT" not struck) tying Jamaica 1p Coronation on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-252. United States Sea Post, 1923, G+ duplex (part lite soiled; lite tone) pair 1c Wash. on SS Leviathan PPC to U.S. E $20 MIN.10

SS-253. United States/Sea P.O., 1923, VF duplex (lite tone) 2c Wash. on PPC to Germany. E $24

SS-254. Alger-Gare, Algeria, 1953, G+ CDS w//"Paquebot" tying 30o Norway on Morocco PPC to U.S.: "...have visited Canary & Madeira Islands & Morocco..." E $15 MIN.8

SS-255. Sydney/Paquebot, Australia, 1937, G+ machine (bit uneven trim T) engraved "Orient Line" & anchor on flap; 2p on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

SS-256. San Francisco, CA, [1903], VF muite oval tying 10c Mexico (irreg.angle trim R) BOLD magenta "Paquebot" (Lund ty.3) struck above address; "Per Voyager 'BARRACOURT'"'s ms instruction at T on cvr w/San Francisco Box/3 G+ CDS as recd b/s. E $30 MIN.15

SS-257. Paquebot (Havana), Cuba, [1929], G+ straight-line h/s Lund ty.5 ("OT" mostly not struck) tying 1c Frank. on Cuba PPC w/Havana G+ Int'l machine as transit on pix side. E $15

SS-258. Balboa/Paquebot, CZ, 1919, G+ duplex; Lund ty.2 (nicks T; lite tone; edge wear T) Schmitt Fils & Cie./Lima cc; 2c + pair 5c Peru on 5x6" cvr to U.S. E $20 MIN.10

SS-259. Balboa/Paquebot, CZ, [1926], G+ duplex (R arc on stamp; lite tone) Lund ty.2, w/inverted "7" in year position; large 72x13mm "PAQUEBOT" h/s Lund ty.3 at L; 2c Wash. on PPC to U.S., datelined "SS Pennsylvania/In Transit". E $50

SS-260. Cristobal/Paquebot, CZ, 1938, F duplex; Lund ty.2; 1p Grt.Brit. on SS Georgic PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


SS-262. Miami, FL, 1910, G+ Doremus; "Paquebot" (Lund ty.1) h/s tying 1d Bahamas on Nassau PPC to NY. E $24 MIN.12

SS-263. Miami, FL, 1913, VF Colum. (lite tone) tying Bahamas 1/2p; "PAQUEBOT." magenta h/s Lund ty.1 on PPC to U.S. E $24 MIN.12

SS-264. Gibraltar, 1908, G DCDS (lite tone) tying 1p Grt.Brit.; "PAQUEBOT" h/s by add. on PPC to U.S. E $16

SS-265. Gibraltar, 1908, F DCDS w/BOLD "PAQUEBOT" h/s at L (lite tone) 1p Grt.Brit. on Madeira PPC to U.S. E $15

SS-266. Gibraltar, 1909, G+ DCDS (dial hi: "R" partly off; lite tone) tying 1p Grt.Brit.; BOLD "PAQUEBOT" struck at L on Madeira PPC to U.S. E $15

SS-267. Harwich, Great Britain, 1977, VG TCDS; boxed "Paquebot" h/s at B; 8.5p + 3x 1/2p Machines on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

SS-268. Plymouth Devon/Paquebot, Great Britain, 1929, G+ machine; 1.5p on PPC (SS Ascania) to U.S.: "Can see snow off the coast of Labrador. We can see icebergs..." E $14

SS-269. Honolulu, HI, 1908, F+ Amer/H14 (lite tone) "Packet Boat." h/s Lund ty.2 (lower B edge not struck) on Pacific Mail Steamship PPC (Honolulu from the Harbor) w/message datelined "On Board S.S.Mongolia". E $70

SS-270. Honolulu, HI, 1913, G+ Amer/H14 (crnr crs) "Packet Boat." h/s Lund ty.4 struck at L; 1c Wash. on PPC. E $30

SS-271. Honolulu, HI, 1928, G duplex (crs) "Packet Boat." h/s Lund ty.4; "J.C.W., Tivoli Vaudeville Pty., Ltd., Sydney" cc; 3x 1.5c +2x 1c Australia on 5x11" cvr to New York City, fwd to Quoque, Long Island, w/"Re-addressed from J.C.Williamson Ltd..." label on back. E $30

SS-272. Honolulu, HI, 1941, G+ Int'l (tears T; bit trim T) "Paquebot" h/s, as Lund ty.9 but w/serifs; censor tape & h/s L; 2p New Zealand on cvr to Australia. E $24 MIN.12

SS-273. Paquebot/Hong Kong, 1953, G+ DCDS tying 5c Perry; S.S.President Polk/Paquebot Mail/Posted at Sea VF CDS origin at L on cvr to U.S. E $20 MIN.10

SS-274. Kudus, Indonesia, 1954, G DCDS tying 75s stamp; "Sea Mail" 19x3mm h/s at L (bit lite tone) on PPC to U.S. E $16

SS-275. Naples, Italy, 1938, G DCDS w/boxed "Paquebot" h/s (bit uneven trim T) engraved "Orient Line" & anchor on flap; 2p Australia on cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8

SS-276. Yokohama, Japan, 1951, F DCDS; "Paquebot" boxed h/s; "S.S.Washington Mail" h/s (w/ms "IL") on 3c GPC Sc.UY12r. E $15 MIN.8

SS-277. New Orleans, LA, 1916, VF Univ.; "Paquebot." h/s, Lund ty.2; 50c Guatemala on PPC to U.S. E $20
SS-278. Boston, MA, 1911, G+ Amer/B14(12) o/s by "Paquebot." magenta h/s Lund ty.5; 1c Canada on Yarmouth, NS, PPC to U.S. E $30 MIN.15
SS-279. Monte Carlo, Monaco, 1925, partial CDS w/boxed slogan; tying 25c Algeria overprint; "PAQUEBOT" h/s at L on bit lite tone PPC to U.S. E $16
SS-281. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1922, VG duplex w/"J" outside dial; Lund ty.9; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SS-283. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1935, F Int'l (tip cr) Lund ty.9 tying 1.5p Bermuda Silver Jubilee; o/s by "Posted on the High Seas" dateless circled h/s on Bermuda PPC to U.S. E $24 MIN.12
SS-284. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1938, G+ duplex; Lund ty.10 tying 30c Chile (near F; lite gum tone) "Foreign Service of the USA" cc w/"Valparaiso, Chile" typed below on #10 cvr to U.S. E $16
SS-285. Manila, PI, [1925], G duplex (lite tone; lite cr; edge wear upper R) "PAQUEBOT" h/s at L on 2c GPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-286. Manila, PI, 1937, VG Univ. (edge tears T) 73x10mm "Paquebot" h/s w/double-lined letters on PSE to U.S. E $15
SS-287. Paquebot/Singapore, 1932, G+ DCDS (lite tone) tying 50c +25c Italy on REAL PHOTO PPC (SS Conte Rosso) to U.S. E $24
SS-288. Cape Town, South Africa, 1929, G+ "Paquebot" repeater machine; "Union-Castle Line" w/illus.banner engraved on flap on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-289. (Indistinct cruise ship name), 1959, partial pictorial CDS tying 250p Israel; "PAQUEBOT" h/s at L (bit smear) on Israel PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SS-290. Colombo Paquebot, 1933, G+ CDS (bit trim T) "Penin & Oriental Steam Navn Co." albino embossed logo on flap; 1.5p Great Brit. on cvr to Australia. E $20
SS-291. Colombo Paquebot, 1938, F CDS (bit uneven trim T) engraved "Orient Line" & anchor on flap; 2p Australia on cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
SS-292. Gibraltar, 1906, partial (about 25%) DCDS w/"Paquebot" on PPC to U.S. E $12
SS-293. Gibraltar/Paquebot, 1954, G+ CDS ("OT" not struck) tying 2c Prexie; "S.S.Independence/Paquebot/Mailed at Sea" 49mm double-circle h/s as origin at L on PPC to U.S. E $20
SS-294. Le Havre/Seine-Inferieure, 1936, VG+ rimless CDS at L w/BOLD "PAQUEBOT" tying 1c Frank. (bit lite tone) on "Baltimore Mail Line" PPC to U.S. E $16
SS-295. N.Y.P.O./Paquebot, 1907, G+ CDS (lower R crnr clip; toned; crs) Lund ty.3; 1p Gibraltar on PPC (SS Konig Albert) datelined Florence, Italy, to U.S. E $24
SS-296. N.Y.P.O.Hud.Term.Sta/Paquebot, 1914, G+ CDS; Lund ty.4 (crs; upper R tip clip) 2c Dominican Republic on PPC to U.S. E $16
SS-297. Paquebot, 1944, G+ DCDS w/year only (upper L crnr ruff; trim L) 1.5p South Africa on air cvr to England. E $20
SS-298. Paquebot (N.Y.2d Div.), [1902], F straight-line h/s; Lund ty.2 (lite tone) bit faulty 1p Gibraltar on PPC to U.S. E $24
SS-299. Paquebot Estafeta, ca.1912, G+ undated straight-line h/s (toned) inverted strike tying 1c Wash. on PPC (SS Kroonland) to U.S. E $30
SS-300. Paquebot/A/Posted at Sea/Received/Cardiff, 1911, VG CDS (part lite tone) 1p Gt.Brit. on ship PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-301. Paquebot/Aden GPO, 1960, VG CDS (T arc on stamp) " Orient Line of the Royal Mail Steamer/S./S.Orcades" VF pictorial h/s triple-circle w/crown; 3p + 2x 1/2p Gt.Brit. on pix side of ship's PPC to U.S. E $30
SS-302. Paquebot/Plymouth, 1922, F DCDS (orig.stamp replaced w/US 1c Wash.) full strike at L; partial strike by stamp on S.S.Rijndam PPC to Holland. E $20 MIN.10
SS-304. Paquebot/Port-Said, 1951, G+ CDS tying 30m +20m Egypt on U.S. 3c GPC Sc.UY12r w/accompanying related letter. E $20
SS-305. Port-Tawfik/Paquebot, 1959, partial CDS tying 20m +3m Egypt & 25c Aden on Aden PPC to U.S. NICE combo. E $14
SS-306. Visita del Paquebot "France"/Malaga, 1969, F pictorial CDS (lite tone) tying 3.50p Spain; "Paquebot 'France' /Posted at sea" h/s partly covered by ship's PPC to France. E $15 MIN.8
SS-307. Brisbane, Australia, 1934, VG slogan machine (part ruff trim R) "Loose Ship Letter" circled h/s below 16c Philippines on cvr to Australia w/12-pg enc. E $15 MIN.8
SS-308. Surrey Hills, Australia, 1928, G+ CDS (bit trim T) on cvr w/enc.to passenger on S.S.Baradine, fwd at Perth to Durban, So.Africa. E $15 MIN.8
SS-309. (San Francisco), CA, [1915], VG purple mute segmented parallel bars killer ONLY (nick T; bit lite soiled) Otis, McAllister & Co.cc; "S/s. 'Fairhaven'" typed instruction on 2c PSE to MEXICO w/Tagapula F DCDS as recd h/s. E $15
SS-311. Southampton, Great Britain, 1898, VG+ DCDS (tip crs) "Per German Steamer/Via Southampton." h/s at L; lp on ship's PPC (Nordd Lloyd Bremen) to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-312. Philadelphia, PA, 1860s, partial CDS (lower L tip nib; multi tears, nicks, crs; AS IS for faults) "U.S.SHIP" h/s on cvr to N.Berwick, ME. E $30
SS-313. Lloyd Austro-Ungarico/XLVII, 1900, G+ blue CDS (lite tone; tip crs; tiny tear B) 20pa-on-5kr (Austria: Offices in Turkey Sc.22) on Italy PPC to U.S., datelined "On Board the Steamer Bohemia on the Adriatic Sea". E $50
SS-314. "Sh 6", [1799], VF ms maritime mail marking at upper R; New York, NY, dateline on SPL to Newport, RI. E $100
SS-315. Vancouver-Skagway RPO/S.S.Princess Norah, 1932, G+ green sawtooth oval ty.S-28 (o/s; crs; part toned; edge tears R) Alaska Guides, Inc., Anchorage, AK, cc on #10 air PSE. E $30

STAMPS on Covers & Cards (Scott # is followed by centering of stamp.)
ST-1. 230-235: F/A, used (few perf faults; couple lite crs) lc-6c Colum.commems; stamps only; no cvrs. MIN.$20
ST-2. 24, A (3 good margins; few nib perfms T), Cleveland, OH, 1859, partial CDS; Collins, Goodsell & Co./Hats, Caps & Furs illus.ad (bdgd) w/printed text ad on folded letter (some separation at fold). E $100
ST-3. 26, A (1 missing perf), Unionville, OH, 1860s, partial CDS; albino embossed patriotic illus.eagle & shield on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $150
ST-4. 73, A, Martin, MI, 1860s, VG CDS/wedges on cvr. E $75
ST-5. 73, A, Philadelphia/Post Office, PA, 1864, G+ DCDS on bit cr. E $60
ST-6. 73, F-A, Philadelphia/Post Office, PA, 1866, G+ DCDS (B arc mostly not struck) on cvr. E $70
ST-7. 73, F (lower L edge nib), Post Office (New York)/Sta.G(?, NY, [1867], partial CDS; Putnam Publishers cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $30
ST-8. 114, F-A, Concord, MA, [1870], F CDS/cork on cvr. E $20
ST-9. 145, F, Defiance, OH, [1873], G+ CDS/cork on GPC Sc.UX3 to Canada. E $30 MIN.15
ST-10. 148, F, McPherson, KS, 1870s, G+ CDS on cvr (trim R; lower R tip ruff; tiny tear T). E $50 MIN.26
ST-11. 148, A (1 missing perf), New York, NY, 1870s, partial CDS/cork on cvr (trim R). E $30 MIN.15
ST-12. 158, F, (Elmira, NY), [1877], G cork only (part toned) 3c banknote applied on GPC Sc.UX5, originally mailed as Southern Tier Masonic Relief Ass'n assessment & REMAILED as rec't. E $20
ST-13. 158, F, Elmira, NY, [1877], G CDS/cork; 3c banknote applied on GPC Sc.UX5 (part water toned) originally mailed as Southern Tier Masonic Relief Ass'n assessment (message dated 1876 in error) & REMAILED as rec't. E $24
ST-14. 179, F (SE at L), Boston, MA, [1882], G+ CDS/cork on cvr (front & back mostly separated; edge faults) to England, fwd to Germany, fwd to Austria. E $24
ST-15. 185 (or 179?), F (tiny tear L), Philadelphia, PA, ca.1870s, G+ CDS/cut cork; Academy of Natural Sciences cc; 5c Taylor overpaying 3c rate on cvr to Dr.G.R.B.Horner, Medical Director U.S.Navy. E $30
ST-16. 206, F, Genoa, IL, 1904, F CDS/Recd as fwd (origin canx angled & mostly off T edge) LATE
use 1c banknote on St.Louis Expo PPC (lite tone; nick R). E $12 MIN.6
ST-17. 209/210, A, Lykens, PA, 1880s, F CDS/cork on reg'd cvr (part ruff trim R; upper L tip nick). E $15 MIN.8
ST-18. 211, F, New York, NY, 1885, G+ duplex; paying add'l 2 oz.; Franklin Edson & Co./Comm'n Merchants cc on 2c PSE U277 (trim L, in cc). E $24
ST-19. 216, F, New York/A, NY, 1889, G+ duplex; L.Toplitz Importers cc on bit lite tone cvr to PRUSSIA. E $24
ST-20. 230, F (SE at T), Buffalo, NY, 1908, VG Int'l; LATE USE of 1c Colum. on PPC to Canada. E $8
ST-21. 232/220, F-A, South Meriden, CT, 1893, partial CDS/cork on reg'd 5c Colum.PSE (U350). E $30 MIN.15
ST-22. 234, F, Chicago, IL, 1893, F Int'l; 5c Colum.overpaying 2c rate on cvr (tiny tear T). E $20
ST-23. 236, F, Brooklyn/Sta.No.2, NY, 1893, G+ straight-line h/s on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24 MIN.12
ST-24. 267 w/PL#188 at B; A, St.Paul, MN, 1896, G duplex on cvr (ruff L) w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
ST-25. 281, F, Bridgeport, CT, 1899, G+ Amer/B14(1); 5c Grant on priv.mailing card to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-26. 285 (x2; 1 bit faulty), A, Pittsburgh, PA, 1898, VG duplex on cvr (part ruff R). E $8
ST-27. 285, F, Washington, DC, 1899, F duplex; 1c Trans-Miss on 1c GPC (Sc.UX14) to SWEDEN. E $40 MIN.20
ST-28. 286/279B/279, F/A, Farmington, MO, 1898, G+ CDS/cork; 2c Trans-Miss (couple tone perfs)
+2c +bit faulty 1c on cvr (lite tone; tear L; no flap) to Germany. E $14
ST-29. 288, F (SE at L), New York/Sta.O, NY, 1900, G+ Barry; 5c Trans-Miss on priv.mailing card to DENMARK. E $50 MIN.26
ST-30. 290/279, F-A, Baltimore/Sta.1, MD, 1899, G+ sawtooth DCDS; w/reg'y exchange label
fy.FX-NY1a(ii) (blunt perfs R) on reg'd 2c PSE to England; fwd to France. E $150 MIN.75
ST-31. 300 w/98% PL#3127 at B; F-A, Brattleboro, VT, 1906, G+ Amer/B14 on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-32. 300 (x2), F/A, Jamestown, NY, 1907, G Colum.; "Held for Postage." & "This is the Article
for which you sent postage" on bit lite tone PPC; add'l 1c fo message on add.side. E $12 MIN.6
ST-33. 300 w/PL#3978 at B; A, Brooklyn/Sta.S, NY, 1908, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-34. 300, A, Norwich, CT, 1908, F duplex on GPC UX20 (lite cr) to Bavaria, w/hotel printed
header. E $6
ST-35. 302, F, New York, NY, 1905, VF Int'l; "per S.S.St.Paul" ms instruction on 2c PSE to
Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
ST-36. 302, A, Chicago Heights, IL, 1908, partial duplex; Hartwell Bros.cc on 2c PSE to
Australia. E $15 MIN.8
ST-37. 304, F-A, New York, NY, 1906, VF Int'l; Starkweather & Shepley Insurance ad cc; large
6x1" photo illus.ad at B (NYC SKYLINE) on cvr (lite tone) to FRANCE. GREAT ad & usage. E $40
ST-38. 319, A, Cincinnati, OH, 1906, F Int'l on PPC (L tips nick) assessed 2c for message
written all across lower half; address inverted at L of stamp. E $8
ST-39. 319 pair/300 (SE at L), A, San Francisco, CA, 1908, G+ duplex on PPC (tiny tear T) to
Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-40. 323, F (SE at R), St.Louis/Anx.Sta., MO, 1904, G+ duplex on bit faulty PPC (tip cr; edge
tear T). E $6
ST-41. 329, F-A, Buffalo, NY, 1907, VF Int'l on PPC (tip crs) to England. E $12 MIN.6
ST-42. 331 w/PL#5100 & open * at B; F, Minneapolis, MN, 1909, VG Int'l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-43. 331 w/90% PL#4971 at B; F-A, Oakland, CA, 1909, G Int'l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-44. 331 w/PL#4991 & open * at B; F, Lincoln, IL, 1909, G+ Int'l on PPC w/bit glue residue by
stamp. E $12 MIN.6
ST-45. 331 w/PL#4991 & open * at B; F-A, Waterloo, WI, 1909, G+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-46. 331 w/PL#5179 & open * at B; F, Peoria, IL, 1909, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-47. 331 w/PL#5000 & nearly all open * at B; F, Bloomington, IL, 1909, G+ Amer/B14 on PPC. E
$12 MIN.6
ST-48. 331 w/PL#5111 & part open * at B; A (toned), St.Louis, MO, 1909, F Int'l on PPC. E $15
MIN.8
ST-49. 331 w/PL#5206 & open * at B; F-A (lite tone), New Albany, IN, 1909, VG+ Amer/B14 on PPC.
E $15 MIN.8
ST-50. 331 w/PL#5187 & most open * at B; F, St.Louis, MO, 1909, VG Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-51. 331 w/PL#5093 & open * at B, F-A (slight wear where tip of selvage off T), Rockford, IL, 1910, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-52. 331 w/PL#5093 & open * at B; F+, Mansfield, OH, 1910, G+ Colum. on PPC (lite tone; ink spot by stamp). E $15 MIN.8
ST-53. 331 w/PL#5111 & open * B; F, St.Louis, MO, 1910, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-54. 331 w/90% PL#5124 at B; A, New York/Sta.C, NY, 1910, G+ duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-55. 331 w/WIDE 1mm+ margins; VF+ (1 perf lite tone), Partridge, KS, 1910, G duplex on PPC. E $60 MIN.30
ST-56. 331 w/PL#5378 & 1 tip of open * at B; A, Chicago, IL, 1910, VG Time-Cmns on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-57. 331 w/PL#5322 & 2 points of open * at B; F, Syracuse, NY, 1910, VG Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-58. 331 w/PL#4998 & 1/2 of open * at B; A, Chicago, IL, 1910, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-59. 331 w/PL#5101 & open * at B; F-A, Circleville, KS, 1910, partial duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-60. 332, F-A (1 SE), Tazewell, VA, 1910, G duplex on 3-panel PPC (lite tone; crs). E $14
ST-61. 332, A (SE at R), Concord, NH, 1910, G+ Amer/B14(1); 2c Wash.applied as fwd postage, almost completely covering 20pf Germany origin postage on 4.25x6.5" cvr (upper R crnr ruff; edge tears T; part lite tone). E $20
ST-62. 335, F, Lima, OH, 1909, G+ Colum.; 5c Wash., overfranking by 4c; on PPC. E $8
ST-63. 335, F, New Preston, CT, 1909, G CDS/Recd as origin; 5c overpaying rate on local PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-64. 335, F (few lite tone perfs), Oshkosh, WI, 1910, VG+ Time-Cmns; 5c Wash., overfranking by 4c; on PPC. E $8
ST-65. 335, F-A, Merion Station, PA, 1910, G duplex; 5c Wash.overpaying rate on lite tone PPC. E $10
ST-66. 343 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; A (perfs at L; SE at R; wide margins at B & L); Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1910, F Int'l; Columbia Shade Cloth Co.ad at L on ad PPC: factory (crnr crs). E $30 MIN.15
ST-67. 348, F (couple nib perfs), Boston, MA, 1909, F Int'l machine CDS only, socked-on-nose on bit cr PPC. E $50
ST-68. 348, F, Boston/Fenway Sta., MA, 1910, F Amer/B14 on PPC. E $70
ST-69. 357, F (SE at R), Washington, DC, 1909 (Feb 26), VG Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER; EARLY use on PPC (L edge water tone, partly into message). E $100 MIN.50
ST-70. 357, A (SE at T), Washington, DC, 1909 (Mar 1), G+ Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. E $80 MIN.40
ST-71. 357, F, Washington, DC, 1909, G+ Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC (lite tone; crnr cr) w/add.at L, message at R. E $100 MIN.50
ST-72. 357, F (SE at T), Washington, DC, 1909 (Mar 5), G+ Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC (tip cr). E $90 MIN.46
ST-73. 357, F, Washington, DC, 1909, F Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on bit lite tone PPC. E $90 MIN.46
ST-74. 357, A (R edge lite tone), Washington, DC, 1909, F Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. E $70 MIN.36
ST-75. 357, F, Washington, DC, 1909, F Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. E $90 MIN.46
ST-76. 357, F, Washington, DC, 1909, G+ duplex; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. E $90 MIN.46
ST-77. 357, F, Washington, DC, 1909, G+ duplex; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. E $80 MIN.40
ST-78. 369, F (SE's at B & L), Boston, MA, 1909, F Int'1; 2c Lincoln BLUSH PAPER on cvr (lite tone; upper R tip ruff; tiny tear T). USED OUTSIDE Washington, DC. E $400 MIN.200
ST-79. 372, F, Mechanicsburg, OH, 1909, G duplex on pix side of PPC (tip cr) to Finland. E $20 MIN.10
ST-80. 374 w/PL#5596 & part open * at B; F (selvage bit cr), Chicago, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
ST-81. 378, F-A, Girard, OH, 1912, VG duplex; overfranking by 4c; on PPC. E $8
ST-82. 383 w/Schermack perfs ty.3; F (SE at L), Chicago, IL, 1911, VG Time-Cmns on PPC (crs). E $20 MIN.10
ST-83. 383 w/Schermack perfs ty.3; F (SE at L), Chicago, IL, 1911, F Time-Cmns on PPC. E $24
ST-84. 383 (or 343?), A, Rock Island, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns; Modern Woodmen printed rect at L on PPC. E $8
ST-85. 383 (or 343?) w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F, South Haven, MI, 1912, G+ Int'l on bit cr PPC. E $15
ST-86. 384 (or 344?), F, Williamsport, PA, 1911, G+ Int'l on toned PPC to Germany. E $8
ST-87. 384, F, Kansas City/Stock Yards Sta., KS, 1912, F Time-Cmns; Inter-State Nat'l Bank cc on cvr. E $8
ST-88. 387 (or 352?), F-A, Detroit, MI, 1911, VF Int'l on bit cr PPC. E $120 MIN.60
ST-89. 387 (or 352?), VG (margin tear; AS IS for that), Chicago/Canal Station, IL, 1911, F Time-Cmns on cr PPC. E $14
ST-90. 387 (or 352), F, Jackson, MI, 1912, VG Time-Cmns on PPC. E $50
ST-91. 387, F, (Jackson), MI, 1912, G Time-Cmns (town not struck) on PPC (scuff below address). E $160 MIN.80
ST-92. 387 (or 352), F-A, Detroit, MI, 1914, F Univ. on cr PPC. E $50
ST-93. 390, F, Wichita, KS, 1912, VF Int'l; "Edward Kelly's Market Letter/Wichita, Kan as" (sic) oval ad cc on cvr. E $12
ST-94. 390, A, Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1913, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-95. 391, A (bit ragged T edge, from application machine), Harrison, NJ, 1911, VG Int'l; "P.O.Box 311, New York, NY" cc on window cvr. E $16
ST-96. 392, F-A, Erie, PA, 1911, VG Int'l on 4.25x6.25" Erie Trust Co.ad PPC (crs; bit lite tone). E $60 MIN.30
ST-97. 392, A, Detroit, MI, 1911, F Int'l on PPC. E $30
ST-98. 392, F (1 pulled perf; small nick in margin), Detroit, MI, 1911, F Int'l on PPC. E $20
ST-99. 392, F (1 nib perf), Chicago, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC (liquid stains on message). E $60
ST-100. 392, F, Cleveland, OH, 1912, F Int'l; Billings-Chapin Co.printed ad at L on ad PPC (2 vert.cr.; 1 to R of stamp). E $24
ST-101. 392, F, Niagara Falls, NY, 1912, F Int'l (1 nib perf) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
ST-102. 392, A, St.Paul, MN, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC. E $30
ST-103. 392, A, Detroit, MI, 1912, G Time-Cmns on PPC. E $30
ST-104. 392, F, Detroit, MI, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC. E $40
ST-105. 392, F-A, Omaha/Union Depot Postal Sta., NE, 1912, G+ Int'l on PPC (lite tone; tip cr). E $65
ST-106. 392, F, Louisville, KY, 1912, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
ST-107. 392, F, Lincoln, NE, 1912, G+ Int'l; Benway's Home Furnisher's text ad & month calendar at L on bit cr PPC. E $70
ST-108. 392, F, Kansas City, MO, 1913, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $40
ST-110. 393, F, St.Paul, MN, 1911, G+ Int'l on PSE (bit ruff R; edge tear T; bit lite tone) w/West Publ.Co.letterhead enc. E $15
ST-111. 393, F (nib perf), Kansas City, MO, 1911, F Time-Cmns; Milling & Grain News cc on cvr. E $16
ST-112. 393, F-VF, Syracuse, NY, 1912, F Int'l; C.W.Snow cc on window cvr. E $16
ST-113. 393, F, Kansas City/Stock Yards Sta., KS, 1912, F Time-Cmns; Standard Oil Co.cc on window cvr. E $20
ST-114. 397, F, Gibsonburg, OH, 1913 (Jan 23), G+ duplex on PPC. E $8
ST-115. 401, A, Longbeach, CA, 1915, F Colum. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-116. 401, F, San Francisco, CA, 1915, VF Int'l on PPC. E $8
ST-117. 401, F, St.Louis, MO, 1915, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $8
ST-118. 401, F-A, Chicago, IL, 1916, F duplex (o/s) on bit cr PPC. E $8
ST-119. 401, A (SE at T), Lewisburg, PA, 1916, F Time-Cmns on PPC (tear R; crs). E $6
ST-120. 401, F, San Francisco, CA, 1916, VG Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $8
ST-121. 403, F, Boston/No.Postal Sta., MA, 1916, VG Amer/B38 on cvr to Italy (trim R) w/censor tape & h/s at L. E $60
ST-122. 405, F-A (SE at L), Washington/Sta.B, DC, 1912 (Apr 12), G+ Amer/A14; early use on PPC. E $8
ST-123. 405 (x2); F/A, Chicago, IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns & duplex; "This is the Piece of Mail For Which You Sent Postage." h/s on 2.75x5" "Skyscraper-Card" w/"Printed Matter" header (crnr crs; small tone spot). Add'l 1c for message written at L, requiring letter rate. E $15 MIN.8

ST-124. 408 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs, F-A (full perfs at R; SE at L to frame), Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1912, VF Int'l; Butterick Publ.Co.cc on unsealed cvr (surface holes below add.; edge tear B). E $20

ST-125. 408, F-A, Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns on lite tone PPC. E $6

ST-126. 408 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F-A, Chicago, IL, 1912, G Time-Cmns on PC w/Ft.Dearborn Nat'l Bank form w/illus.fort on back. E $24 MIN.12

ST-127. 408 pair, F, Glastonbury, CT, 1916, G+ Time-Cmns on cvr (edge wear). E $8

ST-128. 412, F, Detroit, MI, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns on cr PPC. E $14

ST-129. 412, F, Detroit, MI, 1912, F Int'l on PPC. E $14

ST-130. 412, F, Rock Island, IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns; Modern Woodmen rec't on PPC. E $30

ST-131. 412, F, St.Louis, MO, 1912, G+ Int'l; 1c due stamp w/mute ovals "precancx" above message, required for felt pennant applique on PPC (part lite soiled; bit lite tone). E $40

ST-132. 412, F, Detroit, MI, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $14

ST-133. 412 w/guide line on L perfs; F, Detroit, MI, 1913, VF Int'l on PPC. E $24

ST-134. 412 w/guide line on L perfs; F, Detroit, MI, 1913, F Int'l on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

ST-135. 412, F-A, Chicago/Armour Sta., IL, 1913, F Int'l on PPC. E $30

ST-136. 412, F-A, Detroit, MI, 1914, VF duplex on PPC. E $30

ST-137. 412 w/guide line on L perfs; F, Davenport, IA, 1914, F Univ. on PPC. E $14

ST-138. 412, F, Hudson, NY, 1914, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $24

ST-139. 413 w/PASTE-UP at L; A (SE into design to "U"; paste-up strip beneath), Lynchburg, VA, 1913, VG Amer/B14 on cvr. E $40 MIN.20

ST-140. 413, F, Norfolk, VA, 1913, VG+ Int'l; Hampton Guano Co.cc on cvr. E $30 MIN.15

ST-141. 427 (x3; all w/SE at T); F, Hudson, NY, 1915, G+ DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s; mute town/state h/s tying stamps on reg'd cvr (lite soiled) w/Wendover Neefus cc. E $14

ST-142. 428, F-A, Board Tree, WV, 1915, G duplex; 5c Wash.overpaying 1c rate on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-143. 437, A, Indianapolis, IN, 1915, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; censor tape at L, tied by pictorial France censor h/s; 15c solo on reg'd cvr to Switzerland. E $60

ST-144. 443, A, Chicago, IL, 1914, VG Int'l on PPC. E $8

ST-145. 443, A, Detroit, MI, 1914, G+ Univ. w/heavy inked dial on PPC. E $12

ST-146. 443, A, Detroit, MI, 1915, F Univ. on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-147. 443, F, Minneapolis, MN, 1915, VF Int'l on PPC. E $60

ST-148. 443, F-A, El Paso, TX, 1916, G+ Univ. "Int'l Dry Farming Expo" slogan on PPC. E $50

ST-149. 443, VF-F, Freeport, IL, 1916, VG Colum. on PPC. E $14

ST-150. 443, F-A, New Orleans, LA, 1917 (Apr 6), F Univ. on lite tone PPC, mailed on date U.S.entered WWI. E $40

ST-151. 452, F-A, Chicago, IL, 1915, VF Int'l on PPC. E $24

ST-152. 452, F, New York/Penn Term.Sta., NY, 1916, G+ Univ. w/"Rec'd in Package Box Collection" slogan on bit cr PPC to Puerto Rico. E $24 MIN.12

ST-153. 453, A, Chicago, IL, 1915, F+ Int'l on cvr (part lite soil; lower R crnr nib). E $8

ST-154. 453, F, Chicago, IL, 1915, G+ Int'l; Geo.B.Carpenter & Co.cc on window cvr (crnr lite tone). E $12 MIN.6


ST-156. 454, F (miscut by affixing machine: SE at R, full perfs at L), Louisville, KY, 1915, VF Univ.; Belknnap Hardware & Mfg.Co.logo cc on window cvr. E $6

ST-157. 454, VG, Salt Lake City, UT, 1916, F Int'; Smith-Paus Drug Co.cc on cvr. E $20

ST-158. 454, A, Boston/So.Postal Sta., MA, 1916, G+ Amer/A38; Mitchell Woodbury/Crockery & China cc on bit lite tone cvr. E $20

ST-159. 472/463, F, Galesburg, IL, 1917, F duplex on special del.cvr (bit uneven slit T). E $14

ST-160. 481 pair/530 (x3)/501, F/A, Syracuse, NY, 1922, G+ DCDS as origin b/s, tying 57mm "Philately button" ad label on reg'd cvr (part ruff trim L, just in "A.A.Leve" h/s cc; lite tone). E $14

ST-161. 488, A, Omaha/Union Depot Postal Sta., NE, 1917, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-162. 488, F, Akron/Goodrich St.Sta., OH, 1920, F Univ.; B.F.Goodrich Rubber cc on toned
window cvr. E $8
ST-163. 490/525 (SE at R), F-A, East Moline, IL, 1919, G duplex; unusual combo paying 2c War Rate on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-164. 498e booklet pane/6 w/PL#F1763 at T; F, Peoria/So.Adams St.Sta., IL, 1928, G Univ. on 4c #10 PSE w/partial Lindbergh flight cachet. E $20
ST-165. 499f: AEF booklet single w/characteristic WIDE margin at B; F, (APO use) pencil scribble only, ca.1918, on PPC dated line Verdun (France). Accompanied by 2 other PPCs from same correspondence (I dated 1/17/19), both w/pair 1c Wash.Sc.498, also canxed w/ms pencil scribble; verifying this as VALID USE. RARE. E $250 MIN.130
ST-166. 501 w/PL#7274 at B; F-A, Andover, MA, 1918, G+ Amer/A14 on cvr (slight ruff slit T). E $15 MIN.8
ST-167. 514, F, Chicago, IL, ca.1918, partial mute oval tying stamp; G+ DCDS origin b/s fully covered by German label; Liquozone Co. engraved cc on reg'd cvr to German. E $30 MIN.15
ST-168. 536, A, Washington, DC, 1919 (Aug 26), VG Univ. (o/s) EARLY use on PPC. E $240 MIN.120
ST-169. 537, F (SE at L), Watervliet, NY, 1919 (Jul 1), G+ Amer/B14; 3c Victory overpaying on 1st Day of 1c RATE RESTORED; on PPC. E $24
ST-170. 538 w/guide line at R, F-A, Washington, DC, 1919, G+ Univ. on PPC (tip crs). E $24 MIN.12
ST-171. 538, VG, Washington, DC, 1919, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-172. 538, A, Washington, DC, 1920, G+ Int’l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-173. 538, F-A, Washington, DC, 1920, VG Univ. on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
ST-174. 538, A, New York, NY, 1920, G Univ.; 1c perf.11x10 rotary Wash. on PPC. E $16
ST-175. 538, F, New York, NY, 1921, F Int’l (PPC: crnr cr; part lite tone; stamp OK) on PPC. E $14
ST-176. 540, A, Washington, DC, 1920, G+ Univ. on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
ST-179. 548, F-A, Salt Lake City, UT, 1921, VG Univ. on bit faulty PPC (tip cr; scuff by address). E $5
ST-180. 551/552, F (1c w/2 SE’s), Sidney, OH, 1926, G+ Colum.; 1/2c +1c on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-181. 552: single & attached diagonal BI sect, apparently accepted as 1.5c postage; Cushing, MA, 1925, F duplex on unsealed cvr (lite tone). E $70
ST-182. 598 (x2): MIS CUT by affixing machine, well into oval frame; San Francisco, CA, 1937, F Int’l; insurance underwriters’ ad header on #10 window cvr (part toned). E $15 MIN.8
ST-183. 599, A (full perf at R; SE at L), Bradford, England, 1938, F DCDS & G+ machine; 2c coil accepted as postage on cvr (tears at T) to U.S. E $14
ST-184. 634A, A, Celina, OH, 1929, G+ Int’l on 4.5x6.75" cvr w/enc.card, for hospital patient. E $14
ST-185. 634A, A, Trenton, MO, 1929, VG Int’l on cvr. E $15
ST-186. 634A, F, (no machine dial; possibly Spokane, WA?, ca.1929, on PPC. E $20
ST-188. 645 block of 8, F (2 cr), Cambridge, IL, 1928, VG DCDS origin b/s on reg’d 1.5c-on-1c Sc.U521. E $14
ST-189. 649, F-A, Philadelphia, PA, 1929, G Int’l on UX27 GPC to SWITZERLAND, w/vert.line drawn at L of address & part of message at L, balance on back. E $15 MIN.8
ST-190. 658, A, Kansas City, KS, 1930, G+ Univ.; 1c "Kans." overprint on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-191. 658 pair, F, Newton, KS, 1930, G+ Univ.; Railroad Bldg Loan cc; 1c "Kans." overprint on cvr (angle trim R) to local add. & returned. E $12 MIN.6
ST-193. 660, F, Overbrook, KS, 1929, G+ duplex; auto repair shop cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr. E $14
ST-195. 660, F, Anthony, KS, 1929, VF duplex; realtor cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr (bit trim T). E $14
ST-196. 660, F-A, Dodge City, KS, 1929, VG Univ.; pediatrician cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr (bit trim T). E $15
ST-197. 660, F-A, Minneapolis, MN, 1929, VF Univ.; 2c "Kans." on bit lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-198. 660, F-A, Liberal, KS, 1929, VG Univ.; Seward Co.treasurer cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on
cvr (bit trim T; lite tone). E $15
ST-203. 660, A, Beloit, KS, 1929, G+ Int'l; 2c "Kans." overprint on PPC. E $8
ST-206. 660, A, Norton, KS, 1930, G+ Int'l; abstracters' cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr (bit trim T; lite tone). E $14
ST-207. 669, F-A, Kearney, NE, 1929, G+ Univ.; Western Paper Co.salesman's notice at L; printed "want list" on pix side; 1c "Nebr." overprint on 4x6.5" PPC. E $15 MIN. 8
ST-208. 671, F, Whitman, NE, 1929, G CDS; 2c "Nebr." on cvr (bit trim T). E $12 MIN. 6
ST-209. 671, A, Scottsbluff, NE, 1929, G+ Univ.; 2c "Nebr." overprint on cvr (bit ruff upper R). E $12 MIN. 6
ST-210. 671, F, Lincoln & Billings/RPO, 1930, G+ duplex; Chapman Furniture Co., Aurora, NE, ad cc; 2c "Nebr." overprint on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN. 8
ST-211. 671, A, Omaha & Denver RPO/E.D., 1930, G+ duplex; 2c "Nebr." overprint on 4x5" cvr (lite tone; trim R). E $12 MIN. 6
ST-212. 682, F, Boston, MA, 1930, G+ Int'l on commer.PPC. E $5
ST-213. 684, A, Kansas City, MO, 1930s, G mute roller; 1.5c Harding on 2.75x2.5x.75" box w/E.J.Powell return add. E $10 MIN. 5
ST-215. 751a w/margins at L & B; F, Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1935, G+ Univ.; stamp dealer h/s cc on lite tone PPC to prospective customer. E $12 MIN. 6
ST-217. 810, A, Big Spring, TX, 1939, VG Int'l; 5c Prexie on cvr to SWEDEN. E $14
ST-218. 815, F-A, Pittsburgh, PA, 1942, G+ duplex; Navy Dep't cc; 10c Prexie paying special del. fee on #10 penalty cvr (bit trim T; tears T & R). E $15 MIN. 8
ST-219. 820, F-A, Brooklyn, NY, 1953, G+ Int'l; 15c Prexie solo on air PPC (tip cr) to ENGLAND. E $20
ST-220. 825/810/901, F, Plymouth, IA, 1942, VG DCDS origin b/s; on John Deere Plow Co.business reply cvr. E $8
ST-221. 825 pair/811, F, Murray, IA, 1942, G+ DCDS origin b/s; on John Deere Plow Co.business reply cvr. E $8
ST-222. 830, F-A, Bayview, MI, 1941, G+ duplex; British censor h/s; 30c Prexie on 1c GPC Sc.UX27 to England. E $20
ST-223. 831/905, F, West Palm Beach (Northwood Sta.), FL, 1943, G+ DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN. 8
ST-224. 831/905, F, Augusta, ME, 1944, G DCDS as origin b/s on 8.5x10.5" cvr w/address: "Dear Mr.Postman/Please Rush These Photos to Foreign Correspondent Mr.Michael Lorant... in Good Old London... Located Where Hitler Ain't That Wonderful, England. E $24 MIN.12
ST-225. 832/907, F, Memphis, TN, 1946, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; $1 Prexie +bit faulty 2c Victory on reg'd #10 cvr (lite tone; ruff lower R). E $16
ST-226. 842 line pair/815, A/F, Cleveland, OH, 1950, F duplex; Prexie 3c coils +10c on air cvr (tear T in cc; bit lite tone) w/enc.to England & fwd to France. E $15
ST-227. 844/840, F, APO 245, 1954, G+ 4-bar; 4.5c +1.5c Prexie coils on air cvr. E $20
ST-228. 846, F-A, Elyria, OH, 1945, VG Int'l; M.D.cc; 6c Prexie coil on cvr (lite tone; tip crs). E $20
ST-229. 846, F-A, Dallas, TX, 1954, VF Int'l; Duke & Ayres 5c-to-$1 Stores cc; 6c Prexie coil solo on commer.#10 air cvr. E $40
ST-230. 846, A, St.Petersburg, FL, 1965, F machine; 6c Prexie coil on air PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ST-231. 905, F-A, Portland, OR, 1943, VG Univ. on 4x5" Application for War Ration Book PC; "2c
Postage if Mailed in Salem, OR/3c Elsewhere" header. E $15
ST-232. 910, F, Wilmington, CA, 1944, G Int'l; censor tape & h/s at L on cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
ST-233. 919/E15a, F/G, Dillon, SC, 1944, F duplex; 5c Austria + faulty 10c spec.del. on air special del.3c PSE. E $6
ST-234. 926, F, Lawrenceville, IL, 1944, VF Int'l; "2 Cents Postage if Mailed in Chicago... 3 Cents... Elsewhere" at upper L on Application for War Ration Book PC (crnr crs). E $14
ST-236. 948/933 (block/4)/804, F (1c bit faulty), Washington, DC, 1947, partial DCDS as origin b/s on 5.5x8.25" reg'd cvr (crnr crs) to Iran. E $20
ST-237. 948a, F, Shelton, WA, 1947, G Int'l on air cvr (ruff L, in return add.). E $15 MIN.8
ST-238. 948a/839, F, Houston, TX, 1949, G+ Int'l on air cvr (lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
ST-239. 991, F, Grand Prairie, TX, 1950, F Int'l on PPC to Switzerland. E $6
ST-240. 1031A (x28: irreg.block), F, New York, NY, ca.1968, G DCDS/roller; Gold Medal Mail Sales cc; 35c postage on 6.5x9.5" cvr. E $20
ST-241. 1036/C39, F, Akron, OH, 1958, G Univ. tying air label; on PPC to ITALY. E $8
ST-242. 1042, F, Honolulu, HI, 1966, G+ machine; 8c Liberty on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-243. 1043, F, Bluefield, WV, 1971, G+ machine; 9c Alamo on PPC. E $15
ST-244. 1044, A (B perfs clipped short), Long Beach, CA, 1957, VG Univ. on air PPC to England. E $12 MIN.6
ST-245. 1044, F, Greensburg, PA, 1958, G+ Int'l; 10c Ind.Hall solo on air PPC to FRANC. E $14
ST-246. 1044A, F, Willoughby, OH, 1961, F machine on air PPC to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
ST-247. 1044A, F, Spring Lake, MI, 1963, G DCDS; 11c Liberty on air PPC (Lloyd Bremen ship "Berlin") to GERMANY. E $8
ST-248. 1052/C60, F, Paxico, KS, 1961, F DCDS as origin b/s (trim B) on #10 reg'd air cvr. E $14
ST-249. 1054A, F, Washington, DC, 1960s, F precanc; Mount Olivet Lutheran Church printed message at L; ad on pix side on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-250. 1058, F, Miami, FL, 1959, G+ DCDS; 4c Lincoln coil on 2.75x4" 22-pg.spiral-bound photo booklet (bit lite tone where edge sealed by tape, per instructions); SCARCE to see mailed. E $15
ST-251. 1157 (x2: 1 faulty), F, Tucson, AZ, 1960, G+ machine on air PPC. E $6
ST-252. 1280, F, used as POSTAGE DUE; tied by Nichols, IA, CDS as rec'd Pensacola, FL, 1968, G+ machine origin on 5c + 1c coils; on air PPC. E $8
ST-253. 1283B/1280, F, Ft.Lauderdale, FL, 1975 (Oct 22), G+ machine; short-term 7c rate on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-254. 1338G, F, Madrid, Spain, 1972, G+ DCDS slogan machine; 8c flag over White House accepted as postage on PPC to U.S. E $16
ST-255. 1339D, F, Spokane, WA, 1975 (Oct 7), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-256. 1339D, F, USPS, OH, 1975 (Oct 14), G+ machine on bit cr ad PC. E $8
ST-257. 1339D, F, South Lake Tahoe, CA, 1975 (Oct 15), VG machine on PPC (crs). E $8
ST-258. 1339D, F, New Haven, CT, 1975 (Oct 15?), G machine (date partial, but message dated) on PPC. E $6
ST-259. 1339D, F-A, South Bend, IN, 1975 (Oct 20), VG machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-260. 1339D, F, USPS, WI, 1975 (Oct 22), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-261. 1339D, F, Flagstaff, AZ, 1975 (Oct 23), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-262. 1339D, F, USPS, NY, 1975 (Oct 23), G+ machine on PPC. E $8
ST-263. 1339D, F, USPS, PA, 1975 (Oct 29), G machine (date obscured, but ID sure) "Hunt-Peirce for Co.Commissioners" campaign ad on PPC (tip cr). E $15 MIN.8
ST-264. 1339D, F (1 short perf), USPS, FL, 1975 (Nov 1), G machine (dial hi) on PPC. E $6
ST-265. 1339D, F, Ft.Lauderdale, FL, 1975 (Nov 7), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-266. 1339D, F, USPS, OH, 1975 (Nov 11), VG machine on bit lite tone ad PC. E $8
ST-267. 1339D, F, USPS, FL, 1975 (Nov 18), G+ machine (day partial, but message dated) on PPC. E $8
ST-268. 1339D, F, USPS, AZ, 1975 (Nov 19), VG machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-269. 1339D, F, Midland, MI, 1975 (Dec 10), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-270. 1339D, F, Atlanta, GA, 1975 (Dec 12), G+ machine (dial hi) on PPC (toned; tip cr). E
$10 MIN.5
ST-271. 1393d, F, San Rafael, CA, 1975 (Dec 15), G machine (dial hi: town partly off) on PPC. E $8
ST-272. 1393d, F, USPS, CA, 1975 (Dec 29), G+ machine (dial hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-273. 1393d/1280, F, USPS, FL, 1976 (Feb 13), G+ machine (dial hi) on PPC. E $6
ST-274. 1590, F (SE at L), Phoenix, AZ, 1977, G+ machine; 9c booklet single solo on PPC (bit tone; bit cr, not affecting stamp). E $70
ST-275. 1590, F (SE at L), Baltimore, MD, 1977, VG machine; 9c booklet single solo on PPC. E $80
ST-277. 1596d w/perf'd selvage at R; F, State College, PA, 1976 (May 8), VF Zip Code slogan machine; 13c "line perf" eagle & shield on PPC. E $65
ST-278. 1596d, A, Saginaw, MI, 1976, VF machine; 13c eagle line perf type; on PPC (lower R tip bit tone). E $24 MIN.12
ST-279. 1892 pair/1581 (x2), F, Tampa, FL, 1987, G+ machine; SCARCE 6c booklet pair on PPC uprated to 14c. E $15
ST-280. 2005 w/PL#2 at B; F, Detroit, MI, 1982, G purple machine on 5.25x7.25" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-281. 2130a, F, (Cranberry Twp, PA), [1990], VG Bulk Rate/Carrier Route Sort precancx on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-282. 2187, F, Denver, CO, 1994, G+ machine on air PPC to Netherlands. E $8
ST-283. 2543, F (slight cr), Ft.Worth, TX, 1994, G machine; $2.90 solo use on #10 priority mail cvr (bit trim upper L; bit cr). E $14
ST-284. 3000m/cr: Lot of 3 diff.Comic Strip commems, 1995, on PPCs. E $8
ST-286. C23, F (bit toned), Salt Lake City, UT, 1940, G Univ. on air PPC (hotel). E $8
ST-288. C34, F, Champaign, IL, 1959, G+ machine on PPC (tip cr) to "NEW ZEALAND via AUSTRALIA". E $24
ST-290. C35, F, Rockville, MD, 1959, G+ Univ.; 15c green Liberty air on cvr (tear B) to France w/ms "T151" due marking; 100f +50f +1f postage dues tied at lower R. E $20 MIN.10
ST-292. C51 block/4, adhered to 76x128mm card signed by designer Wm.H.Buckley, inscribed to Maj.H.L.Wurth (unmailed). E $24 MIN.12
ST-294. C63, F, Seattle, WA, 1964, VG machine on PPC to Italy. E $8
ST-296. C92, F, Brattleboro, VT, 1979, G+ machine on PPC to Switzerland. E $8
ST-297. E5, F, Saint Louis, MO, 1902, G+ duplex; w/2c red on spec.del.cvr (ruff L). E $8
ST-298. E5, F, Saint Louis, MO, 1902, G+ duplex; w/2c red on spec.del.cvr (upper L crnrr ruff). E $8
ST-299. E6, A, Brooklyn, NY, 1908, G+ mute ovals tying stamps; Brooklyn/Reg'd G+ magenta DCDS on 36x44mm reg'd #21012 label, applied at L; "Special Delivery No.(2040)/Fee paid at Worcester, Mass." h/s w/ms # at lower L on reg'd/special del.cvr (ruff R, well into 10c Webster; tears T) w/enc. E $70
ST-300. E6, F (SE at R), Chicago, IL, 1909, VG duplex; w/1c Sc.300 on bit cr special del.PPC to Woodhull, IL: "will be home tomorrow..." E $40 MIN.20
ST-301. E8/405, F, Minneapolis, MN, 1912, G+ duplex/Clerk 55 on bit cr special del.PPC. E $50 MIN.26
ST-302. E8/405, Chicago/Stock Yds.Sta., IL, 1914, G+ duplex on toned special del.PPC. E $50 MIN.26
ST-303. E9, F, Wolcottville, IN, 1916, F duplex; w/2c Sc.499; Northern Indiana Gravel Co., Howe, IN, cc on special del.cvr (ruff R). E $30
ST-305. E9 (or E10?); F, Lima, OH, 1917 (Feb 17), F duplex on 3c #10 PSE (trim L). E $16
ST-306. E9 (or E10?), F (SE at L), Buffalo, NY, 1917 (Jun 25), VG duplex; 10c special del. + 8c Frank.perf.10 on faulty #10 cvr (crs). E $15 MIN.8
ST-307. E10 (or E9?), F (T perfs cr, where off edge), Mankato, MN, 1947, VF Univ.; w/2c Wash. on 2.75x7" special del.cvr. E $40
ST-308. E14/1008, F (SE at T on 20c), Allentown, PA, 1952, VG duplex on special del.PPC. E $20 MIN.10
ST-309. E15, Boston/So.Postal Anx, MA, 1933, VF duplex; "Offered at Address (date/time)/Cause of Non-Delivery (Closed)" h/s w/ms info on special del.UX27 GPC (tip crs). E $40 MIN.20
ST-311. E15, F-A, Quincy, IL, 1937, VG duplex; 10c special del. on 1c GPC Sc.UX27. E $30
ST-312. E17, F, Washington, DC, 1944, VF duplex; 13c special del.w/sailor's ms "FREE" frank on 5x6" cvr (edge tear T). E $16
ST-313. E19, F, Madison, WI, 1952, VG+ duplex; Veterans Admin.Hospital cc on #10 penalty cvr. E $20 MIN.10
ST-314. E19/814, F, Alameda, CA, 1952, VF duplex on 6c air PSE (UC5) to U.S.Zone/Germany. E $20 MIN.15
ST-315. E19/C35, F (15c green Liberty is faulty), New York, NY, 1953, G+ duplex; "The Plaza" hotel cc on air/special del.cvr to GERMANY. E $20
ST-316. E19/806, F/A, Kansas City, MO, 1955, G+ duplex & roller on bit lite tone special del.PPC. E $24
ST-318. F1, A, Warwick, NY, 1913, G+ DCDS/reg'd as origin b/s (bit ruff T) on #10 reg'd cvr. E $20 MIN.10
ST-319. F1, F (SE at R; 1 edge overlap by 2c Wash.), Houston (Sta.No.5), TX, 1914, G+ DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr (lite tone; ruff R). E $24
ST-321. J16, F, (Indistinct origin), ca.1885, partial duplex; circled "Due/2" h/s on cvr to Cincinnati, OH. E $15 MIN.8
ST-322. J38 (x2), F, canxed w/blue pencil; Graz, Austria, 1901, G+ oval grid on lite tone PPC to Milwaukee, WI. E $15 MIN.8
ST-323. J38, F, Mt.Vernon, MO, 1907, partial duplex; "Due 1 Cent." h/s; pen canx on due; faulty 1c Sc.300 on lite tone PPC. Add'l 1c required for message on address side. E $12 MIN.6
ST-324. J39 pair; tied by Brooklyn, NY, 1904, partial CDS; ms "Due 2c" changed to "4c" on 1c GPC Sc.UX18 (bit cr); HIGH postage due rate assessed for 3x4.25" thin blue photograph adhered to back. E $70
ST-325. J39, F, tied by "Postage Due O/date/St.Louis, Mo." straight-line h/s, in add.area; Kirksville, MO, [1906], G+ Doremus origin; 1c Sc.300 on PPC; add'l 1c for message on add.side. E $15
ST-326. J39, A, Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1909, VG opera glass; 2c due not tied; on PPC from Scotland. E $8
ST-327. J41/J38, A, w/blue pencil canx; London, Great Britain, 1904, F DCDS origin on toned PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-328. J45 (or J38), F-A, w/pen line canx; Marquette, NE, 1912, G duplex origin; "Due 1 cent" h/s; 1c Wash. on PPC (tip crs); add'l 1c required for faulty felt pennant applique on pix side. E $12 MIN.6
ST-329. J48/J45 (or J41/J38), F, tied by New Haven, CT, mute ovals; Basel, Switzerland, 1923, G DCDS origin; New York/GPO, NY/Due 6 Cents, G+ dateless h/s on bit lite tone Pro Juventute PPC. E $16
ST-330. J52 (2x), F, canxed w/blue pencil; Davenport, IA, 1917 (Dec 24), G+ Univ. origin; 2x 1c perf.10 dues paying 2c war rate on PPC mailed w/o stamps. E $20 MIN.10
ST-331. J52, A, tied by pencil "X"; McPherson, KS, 1918, G+ duplex origin tying 1c Wash. on locally mailed PPC. E $16
ST-332. J52, F-A, tied by South Royalton, VT, G+ DCDS/Parcel Post, as recd; Canton, MA, 1918, VG duplex origin; on 2c PSE (ruff R, into 2c but not affecting due). E $30 MIN.15
ST-333. J61, A (perfs bit lite tone); pencil canxed at Kewanee, IL; Galesburg, IL, 1925, G+ machine & duplex origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 1c Frank. on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-334. J62 (x3: pair + single), A (bit cr perfs on 2), Cleveland, OH, precanx; Halle, Germany, 1922, G+ repeater origin tying 2x 150pf on toned PPC. E $14
ST-335. J65 pair/J62, F-A, tied by dater h/s; Copenhagen, Denmark, 1930, VF DCDS origin on

ST-337. J68, A, w/Kansas City, MO, precanc; San Antonio, TX, 1926, G+ duplex origin tying 1.5c Harding; "Postage due 1 1/2 cents" h/s on PPC. E $14

ST-338. J74, F, tied by date h/s; Paddington, Great Britain, 1952, G+ machine origin; 1sh on air cvr w/"Postage Due (10) Cents" h/s. E $12 MIN.6

ST-339. J80 pair, A (1 w/tip cr); pencil canxed at Herculaneum, MO; Windsor, ON, Canada, 1936, G+ duplex; 1c Geo.V on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-340. J80, F, w/mute roller; Pittsburgh/Oakland Sta., PA, 1949, G+ Int'l origin tying pair 1c Prexies; "Postage Due 1 Cent" on unsealed 2.5x3.5" cvr to local address. E $12

ST-341. J81, F-A, Columbus, OH, VG inverted precanc; (Indistinct town), Great Britain, [1930], partial machine origin on PPC. E $8

ST-342. J81, F, tied at Milwaukee, WI, w/mute oval; Albany, GA, 1951, VG Univ. origin; 1c Preface on PPC: Aljo Motel. E $6

ST-343. J82/J81, F (tears); both w/weak pencil line canxes; not tied, but clearly belong; Buffalo, NY, 1935, F Univ. origin; Dead Letter Branch cc; "Collect 3 Cents on Delivery" printed instruction corrected to "5" in blue pencil on 5x7" penalty cvr. E $14

ST-344. J82, F, tied by mute roller at St.Joseph, MO; Granby, CO, 1961, G+ Univ. as origin; "Postage Due (3) Cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $8

ST-345. J89 pair, F, Russellville, KY, mute roller "precanx"; 1962, DCDS roller origin (dial covered by due stamps) tying pair Sc.1030 1/2 Frank.; "Postage Due (2) Cents" h/s on PPC. E $14

ST-346. J89, F, tied by mute oval at Ann Arbor, MI; Salt Lake City, UT, 1965, G+ machine origin; "Post Due (1)c" h/s w/ms #: 4c Lincoln on PPC w/small SALT BAG sewn to L edge (surface in message area partly pebbled). E $15

ST-347. J89, F, tied by mute ovals at Waterloo, IA; Estes Park, CO, 1966, partial duplex origin on 5c Wash; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-348. J89 strip of 4 (2 faulty, 2 partly wrapped around B edge); F, tied by Poultnay, VT, roller; Pittsburgh, PA, 1967, F machine origin; on PPC (tip cr) mailed w/o stamp. E $12

ST-349. J89 (x4: 2 pairs), F, tied by Oxford, IA, mute box; Winooski, VT, 1967, G+ machine tying 4c Canada attempted as postage on Expo '67 PPC w/"Postage Due, 4 Cents" h/s. E $15

ST-350. J89, F, tied at Bartonville, IL; Tarpon Springs, FL, 1969, VG machine origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" stuck twice; w/5c Wash. on LONG 3.5x8" PPC. E $12

ST-351. J90 (faulty)/J91, F, canxeds w/pen at Mt.Carmel, IL; Clearwater, FL, 1969, G machine origin; "Postage Due 5 Cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $8

ST-352. J93, F, tied by Barberton, OH, mute oval; Springfield, SD, 1964, G+ machine origin on #10 cvr (crs; L tip tear). E $8

ST-353. JQ1, F, Grand Central Sta., NY, 1915, F Univ.; stamp not tied, but clearly belongs; on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

ST-354. O49, F-A, Welchville, ME, ca.1873, G+ CDS/cork on cvr (trim R; bit lite tone). E $24 MIN.12

ST-355. O49, F, Manchester, MD, [1876], G+ CDS/target ("CHE" mostly not struck; trim L) ms "Missent & forwarded" at L on cvr w/enc."Rec't for Reg'd Packages" form. E $24 MIN.12


ST-357. O121 (x2), F (1 w/tip fault; both w/1 SE), Clovis, NM, 1912 (Jun 4), F duplex on #10 PSE Sc.U072 (lite cr; tiny tear B). E $15 MIN.8

ST-358. OX13, F-A, Danvers, IL, 1912, G+ duplex on back of reg'd cvr (canx written on; trim R); not tied but belongs. E $20

ST-359. OX21 (x2, wrapped around T edge), F, Cairo, IL, 1940, F Int'l; "opened by mistake" ms at B; seals repairing big tear at T on P.O.Dep't penalty cvr. E $20

ST-360. OX21, F (both faulty), wrapped around T & R; Salem, OR, 1940, G+ duplex; "Contents/Merchandise-4th Class Mail" label on address mostly covering address & repairin tears on #10 cvr (tears) from absentee voter. E $24 MIN.12

ST-361. OX21, F-A (perfs at T only; trim L to frame); New York Church St.Anx, NY, 1946, G+ duplex; "Rec'd In/Bad Condition/-N.Y.P.O.-/Church St.Station" h/s; 50c +25c +5c +2x $1 Prexies
on #10 air cvr (lower R tip ruff; crs; back faults; many brown tape repairs) to Australia. E $24 MIN.12
ST-362. OX21b(?): single w/perfs at sides, not at T & B; F-A (trim B to frame); New York Church St.Anx, NY, 1946, F duplex; "Rec'd In/Bad Condition/-N.Y.P.O.-/Church St.Station" h/s; 13x10c Prexie +2x 5c U.N. on #10 air cvr (crs; brown tape repairs B) to Australia. E $30 MIN.15
ST-363. OX28 (x2); F-A (1 & 2 SE's; 1 faulty); Grand Rapids, MI, 1947, VF duplex; State Highway Dept.cc; 10c +6c Prexies w/circled "M" perfin; "Rec'd Unsealed at Lansing, Michigan" h/s; seals on flap (not tied but clearly belong) on #10 cvr (trim L; crs; full horiz.cut across back). E $16
ST-364. OX39 (x2); F (2 & 3 SE's), Springfield, MA, 1950 (Feb 6), VG Univ.; Lewis Beef Co.cc; ms "opened by Geo.Bement (?) Eastern States Exposition" on add.side; seals on back of window PSE; not tied, but apparently. EARLY use. E $24
ST-365. OX39, F (3 SE's), Thibodaux, LA, 1957, VG Univ.; wrapped around L edge (not tied) on cvr to East Longmeadow, MA. E $14
ST-366. OX39, F; Westbury, NY, 1969, VG CDS as b/s; "Damaged in Handling...") h/s tying seal on back of #10 window cvr w/brown tape repair at T. E $15 MIN.8
ST-367. OX43 w/"Label 21..." tab at T, F (2 SE's), Lincoln, IL, 1985, G+ machine; "Damaged in Handling." h/s; on cvr: part lite tone; crs; tear repaired by seal; not tied, but clearly belongs. E $14
ST-368. OFX5, F (SOILED; edge scuffs), New York/Reg'y Div, NY, 1885, VG double oval on 5x11" P.O.Dept.penalty cvr (TONED; part water toned). E $30 MIN.15
ST-369. Q1, F, Hoboken, NJ, 1913, VG Int'l on PPC. E $6
ST-370. Q1, F, (town not struck: Rockland?), ME, 1913, partial duplex; 1c Parcel Post on PPC. E $5
ST-371. Q1, F, Moline, IL, 1913, F Univ. on PPC. E $8
ST-372. Q1, F, Gilead, NE, 1913, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $8
ST-373. Q1, F, Philadelphia/Sta.D, PA, 1913, G+ Amer/B38; 1c Parcel Post on lite tone PPC. E $6
ST-374. Q1, F (SE at T), Esbon, KS, 1913, G duplex on PPC. E $6
ST-375. Q1, F, Moline, IL, 1913, VF Univ. on PPC. E $6
ST-376. Q1, F, Clayton, IL, 1913, partial duplex (town not struck) on PPC. E $8
ST-377. Q1, A (SE at R), Detroit, MI, 1913, VG+ duplex; "Autodis" illus.ad (oil can & machine part) "Printed Matter" header on 4.5x5.5" cvr to Germany. E $20
ST-378. Q1, F-A (SE at R), Oakland, MD, 1913, G+ Doremus on lite tone PPC. E $6
ST-379. Q1, A, Rockford/East Rockford Sta., IL, 1913, G+ Amer/A38 on PPC. E $5
ST-380. Q1, F, Cape Girardeau, MO, 1921 (Dec 21), G+ Univ.; 1c Parcel Post, late in proper use period on bit faulty PPC (lite tone; edge wear R). E $12 MIN.6
ST-381. Q3, F (margin tear; crnr crs), Philadelphia, PA, 1913 (Jul 10), G+ Int'l on 2c PSE (bit trim T) to Austria. E $15 MIN.8
ST-382. R6, A, w/ms "SACo" initials/date, 1866, on 3.25x6" Middletown, CT, bank check w/cut canx. E $20
ST-383. R207: 1c Documentary ILLEGAL USE as postage; F (SE at T), Hornell, NY, 1917, F Amer/A14 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ST-384. R208: 2c Documentary ILLEGAL USE as postage; A (SE at T), Mulvane, KS, 1918, G+ duplex; paying 2c War Rate on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ST-385. R211: 5c Documentary ILLEGAL USE as postage; A (couple worn perfs), Franklinville, NC, 1916, VF 4-bar on cvr (lite tone). E $24 MIN.12
ST-386. RB20 (x2), 1/8c Proprietary ILLEGAL USE as postage; F, St.Louis, MO, 1899, VF Amer/B14(3); Gildehaus-Wulfing cc; overall text ad on back on cvr (tear T; lite tone). E $80 MIN.40
ST-387. RN32, F, w/hunter's signature, 1965, on folded license. E $12 MIN.6
ST-388. U348-U351: Lot of 6; mint; 1c, 2c, 5c #6 size; 2c, 10c #10 size; 1c 4.5x5.75" size, (some toning; 2c #10 back fault). MIN.$30
ST-389. U350, New York/P, NY, 1895, G+ duplex (tear T) J.G.Hagemeyer & Co.h/s cc; "per S/S Campania" ms instruction on 5c Colum.PSE to Denmark. E $15 MIN.8
ST-391. U394, Cambridge, IL, ca.1925, partial duplex on PSE. E $14
ST-392. U468k w/inverted overprint at lower L (uneven toned), Aeroplane Station/State Fair Gardens/Springfield, IL, 1922, G+ CDS on PSE. E $60 MIN.30
ST-394. UC9 (bit lite tone; bit edge wear), U.S. Navy (USS Mt. McKinley), 1945, VG 4-bar; 6c overprint on 2c Bicent'1 PSE. E $24 MIN.12
ST-395. UC9 (slight trim T), U.S. Navy, 1945, VF ty.7z* on 6c-on-2c Mt. Vernon PSE. E $40
ST-396. UO5 w/"Specimen" overprint; mint, w/printed "Notice to Publisher" & address lines. E $30
ST-397. UO7 w/"Specimen" overprint; mint, w/printed "Reg'd Business" & address lines. E $30
ST-398. UX3, unused, w/printed address & back. E $14
ST-399. UX6, New York, NY, 1889, G duplex on GPC to Germany w/Karlsruhe F CDS as recd. E $16
ST-400. UX6 (bit cr) New York, NY, 1896, F Amer/B14(4); ms "Per Paris" instruction on GPC to Switzerland w/Langenthal G+ DCDS as recd. E $15
ST-401. UX6, New York/D, NY, 1897, VG Amer/F14(2) on GPC to Germany w/Thale G+ DCDS as recd. E $16
ST-402. UX11, mint (blue pencil mark #s on back). E $8
ST-403. UX13, Princeton, NJ, 1900, G+ duplex (tiny tip crs) on GPC to France. E $60
ST-404. UX18 (tip cr; bit lite tone) Stamford, CT, 1905, F Amer/B14(1) on GPC w/3.25x4.75" comic cut from magazine adhered to back. E $14
ST-405. UX18 (lite tone; tip cr), Pottstown, PA, 1905, VF duplex; full-sized paper (tears) w/sender's ms message & large illus.Gardner Governor Co.factory adhered to back (glued on at ends only), to cover pre-printed order receipt on GPC; no postage due assessed. E $15
ST-406. UX18, Antrim, PA, 1905 (Dec 25), G+ duplex on GPC w/hand-drawn black cat on fence & smiling moon on back. E $15 MIN.8
ST-407. UX38, Glenwood, MN, 1959, VF Univ.; "Postage Due (1) Cents" h/s (heavy inked) w/ms #; 1c P.Due meter strip at R, much off edges on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-408. UX48, Wichita, KS, 1965, VG machine; soiled GPC stamp cutout ILLEGALLY USED as postage on PPC. E $12
ST-409. UX120 stamp cut-out, ILLEGALLY used as postage; Van Nuys, CA, 1990, VF machine; obvious use on toned PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-411. UC1 (crs) w/15c special del. Sc.E16 at L; Orlando, FL, 1950, G+ Univ. on air/special del.GPC. RARE use. E $60 MIN.30
ST-412. UC1 (tip crs), Radford, VA, 1962, VF Int'l; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 1c Sc.J79 tied by Highland, CA, mute box on air GPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-413. UY12r, Leepaja, Latvia, 1926, VF DCDS (bit cr) on commer.GPC. E $24 MIN.12
ST-414. W435 (bit ruff upper L edge; cr, thru stamp), (Indistinct town), MI, ca.1920, partial mute oval on 2c wrapper. E $40
ST-415. 20L14, F-A, Boyd's City/Express Post, [1859], G+ oval; tied by Paid/J.T.B. h/s on local cvr (edge tears T; small surface hole T; few ink specks). E $75

TERRITORIES
TR-1. Kusaie, Caroline Islands, 1970, G+ 4-bar w/larger dial on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TR-2. Kusaie, Caroline Islands, 1975, F 4-bar w/smaller dial on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-3. Bagley, Cuba, 1909, VF 4-bar (upper L crnr ruff; edge tear T; tip cr) on PPC. E $30
TR-4. Ancon, CZ, 1934, VG Univ.; Reinhold cc; 3c Sc.115 on cvr to U.S. E $14
TR-5. Ancon, CZ, 1948, G+ Univ.machine CDS (toned) 5c air on PPC to U.S. E $5
TR-6. Cristobal, CZ, 1914, F Time-Cmns (L tips nick; tip cr) 1c overprint Sc.38 w/9.25mm spacing on PPC. E $20
TR-7. Canal Zone Sc.46: EARLIEST KNOWN USE; Las Cascadas, CZ, 1915 (Dec 14), G+ duplex (mostly on stamp) NEWLY DISCOVERED example & only verified usage on PPC. Canal Zone Study Group census of Nov.2009 shows 1 pair (on piece) & 1 other stamp (form unknown) used on this date. This item also listed in "First Day Covers" section of this catalog. E $2,200 MIN.1,100
TR-8. Frederiksted, Danish West Indies, 1903, G CDS tying 4c bisect used as 2c (Sc.7c) on cvr w/Christiansted G+ CDS as b/s. E $140
TR-17. MPO Guam, Guam, 1984, G+ machine on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TR-18. Guam/Merizo Sta., Guam, 1988, VG+ DCDS on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-21. Los Banos/Laguna, PI, 1910, VG duplex w/ms day correction on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
TR-22. Manila, PI, 1932, VG Univ. "Red Cross Roll Call..." slogan (obscured on stamp) 10c Sc.294 on PPC to Spain & fwd to Germany. E $15
TR-23. Manila, PI, 1934, VG Univ. "10th Far Eastern Championship Games..." slogan (lite tone) 6c on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
TR-25. Bayamon, PR, 1909, G+ 4-bar (edge tear T, in 1 stamp) 3x 2c Hudson-Fulton (00-71) on cvr to Switzerland. E $24 MIN.12
TR-26. Caguas, PR, 1942, F duplex (dial bit hi: tip of "G" off; tip cr) on commer.GPC to Institute of Mentalphysics. E $15 MIN.8
TR-27. San Juan, PR, 1906, G Amer/H4(1) flag (most of stripes & bit off field off R; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-28. San Juan, PR, 1950, F magenta DCDS as origin b/s (lite crs) "Consulat de France/A Porto Rico" h/s cc; 6x 15c airs +6x 2c +4x 3c +1c Prexies on 6.5x9.75" reg'd air cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris, France. E $20
TR-29. San Juan, PR, 1961, G machine (dial mostly obscured on stamp) Consulat Gen'l de France a Puerto Rico cc on #10 air cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris. E $15 MIN.8
TR-30. San Juan, PR, 1966, F 4-bar on air cvr to U.S., w/Georgetown, Grand Cayman, CI, F CDS at B as transit (or missent). E $15 MIN.8
TR-31. San Juan, PR, 1969, G+ DCDS/roller; "Consulat Gen'l de France/A Porto Rico" cc; pair 20c Audubon airs +30 special del. on 6x9" air/special del.cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris, France. E $20
TR-32. San Juan/Fernandez Juncos Sta., PR, 1949, G+ magenta DCDS as origin b/s (lite crs) "Consulat de France/A Porto-Rico" h/s cc; 8x 15c transport airs +25c bridge air on 7.5x10" reg'd air cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris, France. E $20
TR-33. Naha, Ryukyu Islands, 1952, G CDS (lite cr) pair 1y Sc.9 on 1y Sc.UX5 to England: Philatelic Agt's announcement/ad re.100y-on-2y overprint issue. E $30 MIN.15
TR-34. Pago Pago, Samoa, 1958, G Univ. on air cvr to Tasmania. E $15 MIN.8

WORLDWIDE
WW-1. Algeria (indistinct town), 1970, partial CDS; 1d pistol (Sc.446) on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-2. Saint John’s, Antigua, 1984, G+ DCDS; 30c Eisenhower on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-3. Sydney, Australia, 1952, partial CDS (lite crs) Consulat Gen’l de France typed cc; block/4x 1sh6p airs +9x 1sh +9p on 6.5x9" reg’d air cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris. E $15 MIN.8
WW-4. Krakau Bahnhof, Austria, 1896, G+ DCDS (dial bit hi) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-5. Linz, Austria, 1954, G DCDS; 1s+20g Sc.B287 +40g + unconcaned 5g on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-6. Oberndorf bei Salzburg, Austria, 1960, G+ pictorial CDS; 2 diff.60+30g semipostals (B230, B240) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-7. Trieste, Austria, 1900, G+ DCDS on PPC to U.S.: view of Trieste. E $8
WW-8. Constantinopel/Oesterreichische Post (Austria: Offices in Turkey), 1906, G DCDS (toned) 20pa (Sc.40) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-10. Air Mail/GPO, Barbados, 1954, G DCDS; (bit lite tone) 24c Sc.223 on air cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-11. GPO, Barbados, 1959, G+ slogan machine "Spend the Winter in Sunny Barbado(s)"; pair 5c police on air PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-12. Basutoland (indistinct town), 1958, partial DCDS; Mazenod Institute cc; 2d + 1d on cvr
to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-14. Elisabethville, Belgian Congo, 1960 (Jul 7), F CDS; Consulat Gen’l de France h/s cc; "Agence Consulate de France" pictorial h/s frank (T arc spotty) on cvr to local add. E $20
WW-15. Kamina, Belgian Congo, 1957, G CDS (c.r.s) on PPC to Belgium: man & BARE-BRESTED woman w/fishing baskets. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
WW-16. Belize City, Belize, 1974, VG machine (lite tone; tip cr) 2c, part overlapping 15c on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-17. Cotonou Aeroport, Benin, 1986, G machine; 200f Olympics on air PPC to Australia. E $12 MIN.6
WW-18. Hamilton, Bermuda, ca.1960s, G+ slogan machine (year not struck) 6p post office on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-21. Paget, Bermuda, 1959, G+ DCDS (mostly on stamp; tip crs) 6d post office on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-22. Saint Georges, Bermuda, 1937, G+ CDS ("BERM" mostly not struck; lite tone) 1.5p Coronation on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-23. Bermuda (indistinct town), 1950s, G CDS; 6d bird on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-24. Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1957, G+ machine (tip cr) "Caro Doutor" Pentothal "script" ad; 1cr brown on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-25. GPO, British Guiana, 1959, VG machine; "B.W. & Co." printed ad for Marezine & Methedrine in message area; 5c map on "Printed Matter" PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-27. British Virgin Islands, 1979, partial CDS; 13c Year of Child on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-29. Douala, Cameroun, 1933, F+G+ CDS; 3 strikes, tying 45c + 30c + 15c on pin side of PPC ("Nord-Cameroun-Paysage Batouny") to U.S., w/add’l strike on address side. E $20 MIN.10
WW-30. Eden, Cameroun, 1979, G+ CDS (lite crs) Ministere des Mines et de L’Engergie partial pictorial h/s frank (full strike on back) on cvr w/enc.to Mouanko; 7 transit & fwd markings on back, in search of addressee. E $15 MIN.8
WW-31. Amigari, ON, Canada, 1901, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (lite cr) (79-32) on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-33. Benito, MB, Canada, 1912, G+ split-ring CDS/grid on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-34. Bergen, AB, Canada, 1910, G+ CDS/grid (edge tear B) on PPC. E $14
WW-35. Bruce Mines, ON, Canada, 1916, G+ split-ring CDS (addressee name faded) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-36. Burketon Station, ON, Canada, 1909, VF split-ring CDS (tip cr) (85-69) on PPC. E $8
WW-37. Chateau Lake Louise, AB, Canada, 1923, G+ CDS/grid (part lite tone; ink spots in message) (14-76) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-38. Clover Bar, AB, Canada, 1913, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (message bit smear) (84-70) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-39. Colonays, SK, Canada, 1948, G+ duplex (tip crs) on QSL PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-40. Denholm, SK, Canada, 1914, F split-ring CDS on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-41. Ethel, ON, Canada, 1911, VG+ CDS/grid on PPC. E $8
WW-42. Granite Bay, BC, Canada, 1919, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (10-60) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-43. Herschel Island, NWT, Canada, 1930 (May 2), G+ split-ring CDS as transit; "Via Air Mail, Ft.McMurry, Herschel Is." ms instruction at T; Edmonton, AB, VG Univ.origin (Nov 25, 1929) (25-30) on cvr w/Edmonton VG Univ.(Aug 15, 1930) as transit b/s, to U.S. In transit for 9+ months. E $30
WW-44. Jackfish, ON, Canada, 1915, VF split-ring CDS on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-45. Jeannette’s Creek, ON, Canada, 1920, VF split-ring CDS/cork (toned) on PPC to U.S. E $16
WW-46. Kerrwood, ON, Canada, 1910, G+ split-ring CDS (bit stutter; edge tears T) (61-50) on PPC w/Strathroy CDS as recd. E $8
WW-47. Keyes, MB, Canada, 1911, G+ split-ring CDS/grid on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-48. Lowe Farm, Man, Canada, 1911, F split-ring CDS/grid (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
WW-49. Lower Wedge, NS, Canada, 1907, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (04-10) on PPC. E $14
WW-50. Mayerthorpe, AB, Canada, 1914, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (edge tear T) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-51. Molesworth, ON, Canada, 1908, VG split-ring CDS (bit o/s; edge tear T) (56-14) on PPC w/Monkton VG split-ring CDS as recd. E $14
WW-52. Moncton, NB, Canada, 1905, partial CDS; Record Foundry & Machine/Stoves & Ranges fancy ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WW-53. Mongolia, ON, Canada, 1909 (Dec 25), VG split-ring CDS (tip cr; tip nick) as recd (65-16) on PPC w/F Markham CDS/grid origin. E $20
WW-54. Montreal, PQ, Canada, 1943, VG meter; Boy Scouts Ass'n illus.ad cc (scout) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-55. Montreal, Canada, 1989, G+ $3.39 meter label (lite crs; bit lite tone) on special del.PPC to Thailand. E $15 MIN.8
WW-56. Noelton, AB, Canada, 1906, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (near VG+) (05-12) on PPC. E $65
WW-57. Ogilvie Station, MB, Canada, 1910, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (98-53) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-58. (Ottawa, ON), Canada, [1939], VG pencil canx on 2c due; NY, NY, origin; 1c Prexy on PPC. E $6
WW-59. Otterville, ON, Canada, 1912 (Jan 1), VG+ split-ring CDS as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-60. Outlook, SK, Canada, 1911, G+ split-ring CDS (EARLY) on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-61. Perm, ON, Canada, 1909, VG split-ring CDS (cr) (75-15) on PPC. E $24
WW-63. (Quebec), Canada, 1943, G+ mute CDS; C.N.Begin cc; strip 3x 2c coil (Sc.264) on 5.5x8" cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-64. Quyon, PQ, Canada, 1907, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (near VG+) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-65. Roseville, ON, Canada, 1909, F split-ring CDS as recd (52/18) on PPC. E $16
WW-67. Saint Irenée Les Bains, PQ, Canada, 1907, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (tip cr) (02-70) on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-68. Saint Jacques Nord, PQ, Canada, 1907, G+ split-ring CDS w/St.Theodore CDS as recd; (03-15) on PPC. E $16
WW-69. Saint Johns, NF, Canada, 1948, F Univ. (bit ruff upper R tip) Consulat de France a Saint-Jean a Terre-Neuve cc on cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris, France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-70. Saint Sulpice, PQ, Canada, 1896, G+ split-ring CDS on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-71. Sainte Marie Beauce, PQ, Canada, 1970, G+ split-ring CDS (near VG+) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-72. Sherbrooke, PQ, Canada, 1915, G+ Int'l "Canada's Great Eastern Exhibition" slogan (message part smear) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-73. Sleean, ON, Canada, 1911, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (EARLY; near F) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-74. South Melfort, SK, Canada, 1912, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (03-28) on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-75. Steinbach, MB, Canada, 1909, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-76. Swalwell, AB, Canada, 1914, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (tip crs) (11-88) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-77. Sydney, NS, Canada, 1940, G machine; censor tape & h/s L; Isle Royale Hotel cc w/illus.shield & weapons on cvr w/matching letterhead enc., to Sydney, Australia. E $15 MIN.8
WW-78. Tyne Valley, PEI, Canada, 1925, VF split-ring CDS/grid (tip cr) on PPC. E $8
WW-79. Watson Lake, Yukon, Canada, 1971, G+ CDS on PPC. E $8
WW-80. Watson Lake, Yukon, Canada, 1972, VG CDS on commer.PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-81. Wheat Belt, AB, Canada, 1912, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (tip crs; edge tear T) on PPC. E $60
WW-82. Wingham, ON, Canada, 1910, G+ CDS (partly off R; lite tone) on REAL PHOTO "Book Post Card": 1.75x5.5" bookmark PPC w/"Sender's Name & Address only allowed" in message area for 1c postage. E $14
WW-83. Wooler, ON, Canada, 1908, F squared circle/grid (3 crnrs nib; edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-84. C.P.Ry.Ott & Pt.Arthur M.C./12 (Canada), 1910, G+ CDS #0-256 on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-85. Cal & Van RPO (Canada), 1928, VG CDS; due markings on PPC to U.S., mailed w/2c Wash. E $14
WW-86. Montreal & Mansonville RPO (Canada), 1918, VG CDS; full strike at L; 2nd strike on stamp on PPC to U.S. E $16

WW-87. Mulders Vlei Junction, Cape of Good Hope, 1904, VG CDS (lite tone; lower R crnr wear) 1c on PPC to England. E $15

WW-88. Sao Vicente, Cape Verde, 1956, G+ DCDS; $3 (few cr prfs) + $1 on PPC to U.S. E $14

WW-89. George Town, Cayman Islands, ca.1955, partial DCDS; Galleon Beach Club cc; pair 4d + bit lite tone 1d on air cvr to U.S. E $6

WW-90. Georgetown, Cayman Islands, 1983, G+ machine; 10c crab on PPC to U.S. E $6

WW-91. Colombo, Ceylon, 1946, G+ DCDS; bit cr 2r + 50c + 10c on cvr to U.S. E $14

WW-92. Borong, Chad, 1966, G+ DCDS (crs) 50f+10f on air PPC to U.S. E $6

WW-93. (Indistinct town), China, 1948, G+ dotted DCDS tying $50,000 Sc.757 on back of cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-94. Peking, People's Rep.of China, 1982, G+ DCDS; 70f bridge (Sc.1328) on air PPC to U.S. E $14

WW-95. Shanghai, China, ca.1948, G+ dotted DCDS (ruff lower L) $10 +block/4x $50-on-21c on air cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-96. (Taipei), Rep.of China, ca.1965, G CDS (pinhole) bit faulty $6 carp on PPC w/VERTICAL BACK: address above, message below. E $12 MIN.6


WW-98. Cartagena, Colombia, 1956, VF slogan machine (lite tone) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad; 5c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6


WW-100. Santa Fe, Isla de Pinos Habana, Cuba, 1915, G+ duplex (bit o/s; lite tone) 1c map on PPC to local address. E $12 MIN.6

WW-101. Famagusta, Cyprus, 1917, G DCDS (dial bit hi; town spotty) 10pa Sc.61 on PPC w/address/message in Greek. E $14

WW-102. Roudice, Czechoslovakia, 1922, G+ DCDS (toned) 50h +40h +3x 20h on PPC to U.S. E $8

WW-103. Copenhagen, Denmark, 1941, G+ DCDS; Nazi censor tape L; Qvist-Sorensen cc on air cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8

WW-104. Odense, Denmark, 1940, G+ slogan machine; Nazi censor tape & h/s on back on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8

WW-105. GPO Dominica, 1960, VG CDS; 8c + 2c on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-106. Cairo, Egypt, 1920s, partial repeater machine tying pair 5m overprints (Sc.82) on pix side of PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-107. Cairo, Egypt, 1970, partial CDS (crnr cr; staple holes) 55m +20m +pair 5m officials (Sc.808/84/87) on PC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-108. Asmara, Eritrea, 1940, G DCDS; 2L air (Sc.C13) +50c (Sc.154) on cvr to Germany. E $100


WW-110. Nadi Airport, Fiji, 1957, G CDS; 6p map +2x 3p copra on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-111. Suva, Fiji, 1951, VG machine w/"Stamp Out TB" slogan (crnr crs) 3p canoe on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-112. Suva, Fiji, 1966, G+ TCDS tying 1/map on air PPC to U.S. E $6

WW-113. Suva, Fiji, 1969, F TCDS; 10c FMF Solomons on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-114. Helsinkii, Finland, 1940, partial CDS; Nazi censor tape & h/s on back on air cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8

WW-115. (Indistinct town), France, 1945, partial CDS on folded black-border MOURNING lettersheet w/printed death notice. E $15 MIN.8


WW-117. Bordeaux, France, 1878, G DCDS; Agence Omnia printed form on back; 10c on carte postale. E $15 MIN.8

WW-118. Celles, France, 1947, partial CDS (cr) J.Dauphant Coutellerie illus.ad header (table knife) 4f50 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WW-119. Cerbere, France, 1943, partial CDS; Ferrer y Compania ad header; Nazi censor tape & h/s on back on cvr to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8

WW-120. Gare de Valence, France, 1869, G+ DCDS/grid (crs) J.Chapotat octagon h/s ad cc; MISCUT 20c w/most of "20c Postes 20c" frame at T on folded lettersheet. E $24
| WW-121. | Genouillat, France, [1865], G+ DCDS/grid; 20c on cvr. E $12 MIN.6 |
| WW-122. | Langon, France, 1867, VF DCDS/grid; F.Faure Fils Aine oval h/s cc; 20c on folded letter. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-123. | Montmartre, France, 1865, G+ DCDS/grid; 20c on folded letter w/Nau Fils Freres ad header. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-124. | (Orleans), France, [1924], partial CDS (crs) E.Turbat/Rose Growers header on 5.75x8" cvr to England & returned; Manchester/R.L.B. VG+ DCDS. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-125. | Paris, France, 1865, G+ DCDS/grid; 2x 20c on cvr. E $12 MIN.6 |
| WW-126. | Paris, France, 1869, G+ DCDS/star grid (bit ruff T; edge tears T) "Via Queenstown" ms instruction at lower L; 80c Napoleon Sc.36 on cvr to U.S. E $20 MIN.10 |
| WW-128. | Paris, France, 1933, G CDS on 2.75x4.5" 2-panel 1f50 carte pneumatique to autograph collector Charavay; ms note signed by important numismatist Adrien Blanchet. E $24 MIN.12 |
| WW-129. | Paris, France, 1940, G+ CDS (trim T; tear R) Matieres Colorantes et Produits Chimiques de Saint-Denis cc; 2f50 +1f50 w/"M.C." perfin on cvr to Finland w/partial Finland censor h/s at B; Nazi censor tape & h/s on back. E $20 |
| WW-130. | Paris, France, 1940, G+ meter; Librarie Plon cc; censor tape L; censor pictorial repeater on back on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-132. | Perigueux, France, 1864, G+ DCDS/grid; 20c on folded letter w/Monribot, Maitre de Forges ad header. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-133. | Royat, France, 1930, G+ CDS w/boxed slogan "Royat/Ouerit Coeur Ouverture 15 Avril"; 40c on PPC. E $12 MIN.6 |
| WW-134. | Saillans, France, [1863], G+ DCDS (year partial; cr) J.C.Blanc oval h/s cc; 20c on folded letter w/albino embossed header. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-135. | Saint Vallier-S-Rhone, France, 1863, F DCDS/grid; 20c on folded letter w/Moulins de la Brasserie/Bravais-Montgolier ad header. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-136. | Troyes, France, 1877, G+ DCDS; Antoine Fils Patb.de Biscuits boxed h/s on back; 10c on carte postale. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-137. | Lot 11) France: bank checks w/revenue stamps (10) & h/s (1), 1895-1962, (mostly 1957 & later; few faults) various types/denominations. E $40 MIN.20 |
| WW-138. | Conakry, French Guinea, 1907, G+ DCDS on add.side; partial strike tying 5c Sc.4 on pix side of PPC to France. E $20 |
| WW-139. | Cayenne, French Guyana, 1951, partial CDS (crs) "Prefecture" cc; 4x 100f air +3f +2f on 8.5x11" cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-140. | Papeete, French Polynesia, 1939, G CDS w/boxed slogan; 1.75fr Sc.109 on cvr w/enc.to U.S. E $20 MIN.10 |
| WW-141. | Papeete, French Polynesia, 1952, G+ CDS; 10f (Sc.175) + 4f (Sc.172) on commer.air cvr to U.S. E $8 |
| WW-142. | Papeete, French Polynesia, 1956, G+ CDS (tear T; crs) 1f20 (Sc.167) on commer.cvvr to U.S. E $8 |
| WW-143. | Papeete, French Polynesia, 1960s, partial machine (bit cr) 13f air (Sc.282) on PPC to U.S. E $6 |
| WW-144. | Papeete, French Polynesia, 1960, partial CDS; overall illus.palm trees & outrigger; 4 diff.stamps, inc.20f Sc.190 on air cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8 |
| WW-145. | Papeete, Ile Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1960, VG+ CDS (B edge tone) 7f Human Rights Issue on PPC to U.S. E $14 |
| WW-146. | Papeete, French Polynesia, 1961, G+ CDS (lite crs) 20f (Sc.190) + 2f (Sc.185) on commer. #10 air cvr to U.S. E $8 |
| WW-149. | Papeete/Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1965, partial CDS; 13f Mother-of-Pearl Artist on PPC to U.S. E $8 |
| WW-150. | Papeete, French Polynesia, 1967, VG machine; 13f "Vive Tahiti" on PPC to U.S. E $12 |
WW-151. Papeete, Ile Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1967, VG machine; 10f fish +3f dancer on air PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-152. Papeete/Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1967, G+ machine; 10f outrigger + 3f dancer on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-153. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1969, VF CDS; 13f Javelins on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-154. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1969, partial CDS; overall illus.palm trees & outrigger; 3 diff.stamps, inc.15f Sc.230 on air cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-155. Papeete/Ile Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1969, VF DCDS (tip cr) 13f Lancers on air PPC to U.S. E $10 MIN.5
WW-156. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1969, G CDS (mostly on stamp) 13f Javelins on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-158. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1971, G CDS (mostly on stamp) 16f skin diver on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-159. Vaitape, French Polynesia, 1969, G+ CDS; 13f javelin on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-160. Vaitape, Ile Bora Bora, French Polynesia, 1964, G+ CDS (crnr cr) 7f headdress + 2x faulty 3f dancer on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-161. Vaitape, Ile Bora Bora, French Polynesia, 1965, G CDS (mostly on stamp) 16f map (Sc.231) on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-162. Iles Saint Paul et Amsterdam, French Southern & Antarctic Territories, 1973 (Jan 27), F CDS; 100f M.S.Gallieni air Sc.C28; 3rd day use on cvr to Saint-Lys Radio. E $30 MIN.15
WW-163. Terre Adelie, French Southern & Antarctic Territories, 1973 (Jan 26), VG CDS; "XXIIIe Expedition (sic) Antarctique" cc; Expeditions Polaires Francaises/Station Dumont d'Urville h/s; 100f M.S.Gallieni air Sc.C28; 2nd day use on cvr to Saint-Lys Radio. E $30 MIN.15
WW-164. Funchal, 1910, G DCDS (B arc partial, affects "FUNCH"; lite tone) 20r Sc.18 on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-165. Funchal, 1910, F DCDS (dia bit hi; lite tone) 20r Sc.18 on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-166. Funchal, Madeira, 1909, G+ DCDS (lower L arc spotty; lite tone) 20r (Sc.18) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-167. Libreville, Gabon, 1969, G+ DCDS; 30f JFK air on #10 cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-168. Bathurst, Gambia, 1956, G CDS (upper arc on stamp) 2.5d on cvr to England. E $12 MIN.6
WW-169. Berlin, German Democratic Republic, 1974, G slogan machine (tip cr) 15pf + 10pf on CHESS-BY-MAIL PC to U.S., w/illus.chessboard on address side, moves on back. E $14
WW-170. Zittau, German Democratic Republic, 1953, G+ DCDS (part on stamp; toned) 10pf on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-171. Augsburg, Germany, 1919, partial DCDS; 15pf Bavaria (Sc.197) on PPC. E $8
WW-172. Augsburg, Germany, 1920, VG DCDS; strip of 3x 10pf Bavaria (Sc.257) on PPC. E $12
WW-173. Bensheim, Germany, 1923 (Aug 31), partial DCDS; 1000m +7x 5000m on PC to Switzerland & returned. E $20
WW-174. Berlin, Germany, 1922, VG CDS; 3x 40m on PPC to Vienna. E $12 MIN.6
WW-175. Beuron, Germany, 1919, G+ DCDS (mostly on stamp; bit cr) 15pf (Sc.106) on PPC. E $8
WW-176. Blaubeuren, Germany, 1964, G DCDS (bit cr) 20pf Europa on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-177. Bremen, Germany, 1923 (Oct 28), VG+ DCDS (toned; crnr cr) 15 million marks: 1mil +7x 2mil-on-200th (single, pair & block/4) on PPC to U.S. E $70
WW-178. Duisburg, Germany, 1955, VG DCDS; 20pf Battle on the Lechfeld on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-179. Eschwege, Germany, 1958, F DCDS; 40pf Europe + pair 20+10pf + pair 10+5pf miners semi-postals on air cvr to U.S. E $12
WW-180. Frankfurt, Germany, 1936, G+ machine w/pictorial Olympics slogan (tiny tear R) 40pf plane (Sc.469) on cvr to U.S. E $20
WW-181. Goblenz, Germany, 1922, F DCDS (tip crs) 5 strikes overlapped on 100pf + 25pf + 3x 10pf on PPC to Vienna. E $8
WW-182. Greiffenberg, Germany, 1926, G+ DCDS (lower L not struck) 10pf + 5pf on PPC to BULGARIA. E $14
WW-183. Jetzendorf, Germany, 1923 (May 25), partial CDS (uneven trim L) tying 2x 500m on 1 side, 200m on other on 4x4.25" reg’d form w/Wallenfels F DCDS as recd. E $15 MIN.8
WW-184. Konigswinter, Germany, 1933, G+ DCDS (bit edge wear) 2 strikes part overlap; 8+4pf "Die
Walkure" semi-postal + 8pf Hindenburg on pix side of PPC to U.S. E $12
WW-185. Leipzig, Germany, 1923 (Nov 3), F DCDS (edge tears; interior tear; bit scuff; tone line) Oswald Weigel, Antiquariat und Auktionsinstitut printed header; 4x 10mil m Sc.285 on 4.75x5.75" wrapper to U.S. 40 million marks postage. E $20 MIN.10
WW-186. Lindau, Germany, 1923 (Jul 23), VG DCDS (tip crs; part lite soiled) 100m + 20m on PPC. E $8
WW-187. Lunzenau, Germany, 1935, G+ DCDS (T tips nick) 15pf bugler Sc.464 on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-188. Marktheidenfeld, Germany, 1920, G CDS; 10pf +4x 5pf Bavaria w/"Deutsches Reich" overprint on PPC. E $14
WW-189. Munich/XV.D.Bundesschiessen, Germany, 1906, G DCDS (mostly on stamp) on Bundesschiessen PPC w/event logo at lower L. E $12
WW-190. Munich, Germany, 1915, VF DCDS on 10pf Bavaria GPC to BULGARIA. E $15
WW-191. Munich, Germany, 1923 (Mar 12), G+ DCDS; 19.25m postage added on 75pf message GPC (20m total) w/att'd reply GPC mailed on FOLLOWING DAY w/39.50m total postage. E $40
WW-192. Munich, Germany, 1926, F slogan machine "Ausstellung Munchen (1927) das Bayerische Handwerk" (partly off R) on PPC. E $12
WW-193. Nuremberg, Germany, 1905, G+ DCDS (tip cr) 5pf + 2pf + 1pf Bavaria on PPC to U.S E $14
WW-194. Nuremberg, Germany, 1920, G+ CDS 10pf Bavaria "Deutsches Reich" overprint (Sc.257) + pair 15+5pf "fur Kriegs-beschadigte" overprint semi-postals (Sc.B2) on pix side of PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-195. Pertisau, Germany, 1938, VG DCDS w/"Besuchet Den Achensee" slogan; 6pf (Sc.484) on REAL PHOTO PPC: town & mountains. E $8
WW-196. Planeegg, Germany, 1920, G+ DCDS (lite tone; tip crs) strip of 3x 10pf Bavaria "Deutsches Reich" overprint (Sc.257; 1 w/nib perf) on PPC. E $12
WW-197. Rheydt, Germany, 1905, G+ DCDS (tip crs; L tip nib) "SCHOTT" perfin on 10pf; on PPC to Switzerland. E $15
WW-198. Rosenheim, Germany, 1920, partial DCDS (toned) 10pf +3pf overprints +2pf on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-199. Rothensburg, Germany, 1911, F DCDS; Bavaria 3pf Ludwig + 3pf Coat of Arms on PPC. E $8
WW-200. Saarbrucken, Germany, 1962, G+ DCDS; Penthalto "Dear Doctor" script ad at L; 10pf Berlin on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-201. Stuttgart, Germany, 1964, G DCDS; 2x 40+20pf (Sc.B395) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-202. Tubingen, Germany, 1938, G+ DCDS (tip cr) 3x2pf + 5+3pf + 6+4 pf (Sc.B123/125/126) +1pf Hindenburg on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-203. Bingen-Worms/Zug 355 (Germany), 1902, G+ oval (mostly on stamp) on PPC. E $15
WW-204. Bremen-Wilhelmhaven/Bahnpost (Germany), 1919, G+ oval w/Z.11 (L edge part scuff) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-205. Smyrna/Deutsche Post (Germany: Offices in Turkey), 1909, G+ CDS (R arc & part of date on stamp; 1" tear R) 10c-on-10pf (Sc.56) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-206. Accra North, Ghana, 1981, G+ machine; 3x 20p Pope (1 stamp mostly overlap other 2) on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-207. Gibraltar, 1922, G+ DCDS (lite tone) 1p Sc.67 on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-208. Gibraltar, 1954, G+ repeater machine; 6d at upper R; 3d at upper L; on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-209. Gibraltar, 1957, VG slogan machine; 3p ocean liner (Sc.137) on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-210. Gibraltar, 1958, VG slogan machine (cr) 5d airport on PPC (ship "Italia") to U.S. E $8
WW-211. Post Office/Fanning Island (Gilbert & Ellice Islands), 1943, VF CDS tying 6p trees on unadd.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WW-212. Koforidua, Gold Coast, 1953, G+ DCDS (edge tear R; bit lite tone) 3x 1/2d on cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-213. Ambleside, Great Britain, 1953, G+ repeater (message bit smear; bit lite tone) 6p on PPC to Army Medic Equipment Depot, Ataka Camp, MELF 16, EGYPT. E $14
WW-215. Barnet, Great Britain, 1929, VF DCDS (edge nicks) 1/2p on folded lettersheet to Australia: stamp dealer follow-up on approvals shipment. E $15 MIN.8
WW-216. Brighton, Great Britain, 1923, G+ DCDS on 1/2d wrapper to U.S. E $6
WW-217. Bury St.Edmunds, Great Britain, 1970, VG pictorial "Edmund Year" machine; 1/6 Mayflower
on air cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-230. Sutton Coldfield, Great Britain, 1943, F machine (cr; trim R) censor tape L; Nazi censor tape & h/s on back on cvr to Red Cross Int’l Committee, Geneva. E $20
WW-231. Windsor, Great Britain, 1946, G+ machine; 2.5p Peace on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-232. London & Holyhead/TPO/United States Mail, (Great Britain), 1906, VG CDS (o/s by 2 add’l partial strikes; RUFF upper R tip; 1p stamp about 1/3 peeled; AS IS for faults but scarce canx) 3 strikes on faulty 1p + bit scuff 1/2p on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-233. Mobile Post Office (Great Britain), 1948, G+ CDS (part on stamp) 2.5p Sc.267 +3p on reg’d cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
WW-234. Tangier/British Post Office (Great Britain: Offices in Morocco), 1952, G+ machine; 1.5p overprint on QSL PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-235. British Post Office/Constantinople (Great Britain: Offices in Turkey), 1909, F CDS (crn crs; lite tone) 1p "Levant" overprint Sc.16 on PPC to England. E $16
WW-236. British Post Office/Constantinople (Great Britain: Offices in Turkey), 1909, G+ CDS; (lite tone) bit faulty 1p "Levant" overprint Sc.16 on PPC to England. E $12 MIN.6
WW-237. Athens, Greece, 1967, G+ repeater machine (lite toned) 4.50d Revolution (Sc.903) on PPC. E $8
WW-238. Kepkupa, Greece, 1920, G DCDS (toned) 10L overprint Sc.237 on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-239. Rodos, Greece, 1963, G+ repeater machine (trim R) "M.S.Stella Solaris/Odyssey Cruises" printed on flap; 6d kings on cvr to U.S. E $12
WW-241. Registered/G.P.O. Hong Kong, 1947, G+ DCDS (crn crs; upper R tip nick) irreg.block/5x $1 (Sc.175) +block/4x 30c (Sc.174) +30c +15c +1c on #10 reg’d air cvr to U.S. E $24 MIN.12
WW-242. Hong Kong, 1960, G+ slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 15c Queen on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-243. Hong Kong, 1972, G+ machine; $1 (Sc.270) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-244. Budapest, Hungary, 1916, G+ pictorial DCDS repeater; 5f (Sc.B38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-245. Budapest, Hungary, 1925, G+ DCDS (dia1 bit hi) pair 2000k on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-246. Budapest, Hungary, 1961, G+ DCDS; 20f + 2fo airs on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-247. Reykjavik, Iceland, 1954, G DCDS (2 pinholes, 1 in 1k) 75a tractor + 1k book on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-248. Reykjavik, Iceland, 1962, G+ DCDS (o/s) 10a (Sc.311) + 1.50k (Sc.333) on cvr to U.S. E
WW-249. Reykjavik, Iceland, 1970, G slogan machine; 12k jet (Sc.411) on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-250. Sidi, Ifni, 1959, VG DCDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; strip 3x 35c bird on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-251. Nellakota, India, 1939, partial DCDS; censor h/s at L on cvr to England w/long enc.datelined Rockwood Estate. E $15 MIN.8
WW-252. (Sholapur), India, 1961, partial DCDS (2 pinholes) 15np Maharaj on 5np GPC to U.S. E $6
WW-253. Saigon, Indochina, 1939, G+ CDS; 67c air Sc.C13 on air cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-254. Baile Atha Clath, Ireland, 1961, F machine; Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad at L; 2p map on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-255. Douglas, Isle of Man, 1960, VG machine w/6 AM time slug (tiny tears T; edge crs T) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 3p Queen on PPC to U.S.w/"Printed Matter" at T. E $15 MIN.8
WW-256. Douglas A., Isle of Man, 1960, VF machine w/no time slug; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 3p Queen on PPC to U.S.w/"Printed Matter" at T. E $15 MIN.8
WW-257. Douglas A., Isle of Man, 1960, VG+ machine w/6 AM time slug (tip crs) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 3p Queen on PPC to U.S.w/"Printed Matter" at T. E $15 MIN.8
WW-258. Tel Aviv-Yafo, Israel, 1959, G CDS; 60p pomegranates w/full tab at B +20p tribes on PPC to U.S.w/ms "Printed Matter" at L. E $12 MIN.6
WW-259. Tel Mond, Israel, 1966, partial CDS (cr; trim R) "Undeliverable During Delivery Hours/Notice Left..." & First Notice h/s on reg'd cvr to New York City. E $15 MIN.8
WW-260. Florence, Italy, 1911, G+ DCDS (bit lite tone) "Grand Hotel de la Ville" dated squared circle h/s ad as "origin" at L (o/s) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-261. Florence, Italy, 1956 (Sep 6 or 8: overinked day slug), G+ machine; Pentothal "script" ad w/"Dear Doctor" OMITTED; L12 Cortino on PPC w/printed add.to U.S. E $40 MIN.20
WW-262. Rome, Italy, 1937, G DCDS; 75c (Sc.372) +50c on air PPC to ADEN; fwd to France. E $14
WW-263. Torino, Italy, 1913, G+ DCDS on PPC to Switzerland, w/bit cr 30c Swiss due tied by Oberhofen DCDS. E $8
WW-264. Abidjan, Ivory Coast, 1986, VG CDS; 4 stamps, 3 overlapped on commer.#10 air cvr to Finland. E $12 MIN.6
WW-265. Abidjean, Ivory Coast, 1907, G+ DCDS; 1c Sc.21 on pix side of PPC to France. E $20
WW-266. Tiassale, Ivory Coast, 1984, F CDS; 4x 125f buffalo +10f elephant on commer.#10 air cvr to Finland. E $12 MIN.6
WW-267. Treichville, Ivory Coast, 1963, partial CDS (tip cr) 5f +2x 25f on air PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-268. Osaka, Japan, 1928, VG+ dull red CDS w/pictorial design similar to 6s phoenix (Sc.204) on commer.1st Day PPC (bite tone) to U.S.w/related message. E $16
WW-269. Tokyo, Japan, [1929], G CDS (date partial, but message dated) 6s Yomei Gate w/wide selvage on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-270. Tokyo, Japan, 1959, G+ DCDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 10y Sc.671 on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-271. Tokyo, Japan, 1959, G+ DCDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad; 10y Stamp Week on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-272. Japan (Indistinct town), 1906, VF DCDS (toned; crs) 4s (Sc.99) on PPC to Philippines. E $12 MIN.6
WW-273. Grouville, Jersey, 1943 (Jun 8), G+ DCDS; 5x 1.5p lighthouse on 1st Day PC to German at local add. E $16
WW-274. Jersey, 1971, G+ slogan machine; 3p tomb on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-275. Jersey, 1972, G+ slogan machine; 4p Channel on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-276. Bethlehem, Jordan, 1953, G CDS (bit uneven trim T; no flap) "Visit the Holy Land/Bethlehem Jerusale(m)/Kingdom of Jorda(n)" h/s ad at upper R; 3 diff.stamps on cvr to U.S. E $16
WW-277. Jerusalem, Jordan, 1953, G DCDS (lite tone; tip crs) 20f +pair 10f on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-278. Jerusalem, Jordan, 1954, G CDS; 15m +20m overprints (Sc.286B-286C) on PPC to U.S. E $30 MIN.15
WW-279. Jerusalem, Jordan, 1959, G+ CDS; 40f air on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-280. Jerusalem, Jordan, 1959, G+ CDS; 25f +10f on PPC (Gethsemane) to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-281. Nairobi, Kenya, 1988, G+ DCDS; pair 2/50 butterflies on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-282. Beirut, Lebanon, 1934, G+ CDS; 4.50p (Sc.126) on PC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-283. Schaan, Liechtenstein, 1963, G+ DCDS (tip cr) 30rp on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-284. Schaan, Liechtenstein, 1976, F pictorial slogan machine (lite crs) 1fr St.Peters on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-285. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1954, G CDS; shoppers club printed "script" ad; 10rp (Sc.266) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-286. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1954, G DCDS; shoppers club printed "script" ad; 10rp (Sc.248) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-287. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1955, G DCDS; Around the World Shoppers Club printed "script" ad; 10rp laborer on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-289. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1961, VG DCDS/pictorial crown machine; 30rp + 10rp on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-290. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1961, G+ DCDS; pair 10rp flags on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-291. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1966, G+ DCDS/pictorial crown machine (edge crs) 30rp coat of arms on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-292. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1967, G+ pictorial slogan machine; 60rp Naafkopf on air PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-293. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1972, G DCDS; 40rp St.Sebastian +20rp Faun on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-294. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1984, G+ pictorial CDS; 100rp Olympics (stamp tip nick) on air PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-295. Luxemburg, Luxembourg, 1941, G DCDS; 4pf +8pf +30pf Hindenberg w/occupation overprints (Sc.N2/5/11) on reg’d cvr. E $24
WW-296. Luxemburg, Luxembourg, 1941, G DCDS; 10pf +50pf +80pf Hindenberg w/occupation overprints (Sc.N6/13/15) on reg’d cvr. E $30
WW-297. Luxemburg, 1950, G+ DCDS/slogan machine (dial hi) 2f50 self-inking UPU (Sc.262; bit ink smear in margin) on PPC to U.S. E $12
WW-298. Luxemburg, 1954, G+ DCDS tying 5f air (Sc.C11) & air label on PPC to Canada. E $8
WW-299. Luxemburg, 1972, G+ DCDS/slogan (foxed) pair 3f CEPT on air PPC to India. E $8
WW-300. Luxemburg, 1972, G pictorial CDS; (crnr crs) 1f+25c + pr.3f+50c Xmas semi-postals on PPC to India. E $12
WW-301. Macao, 1975, G+ DCDS; 50a Olympics +30a Chinnery on air PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-302. Lilongwe, Malawi, 1988, G+ machine; 30t +2x 10t fish on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-303. Male, Maldives Islands, 1963, partial CDS (L half not struck) Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad at L; 5L +2L on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-304. Male, Maldives Islands, 1963, G CDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 2L 1st stamp +5L malaria on PPC to U.S.w/"Printed Matter" at T. E $15 MIN.8
WW-305. Port Louis, Mauritius, 1961 (Jan 26), VG "Don't Waste Water" bilingual slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 20c Labourdonnais on PPC ("Post Office" error stamp) to U.S.w/"Printed Matter" at T. E $15 MIN.8
WW-306. Port Louis, Mauritius, 1961 (Apr 14), VG "Income Tax" slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 20c Labourdonnais on PPC ("Post Office" error stamp) to U.S.w/"Printed Matter" at T. E $15 MIN.8
WW-307. Mexico City, Mexico, 1961, G+ machine; Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad at L; 10c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-308. Mexico City, Mexico, 1961, G machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 10c on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-309. Monte Carlo, Monaco, 1959, VG pictorial slogan machine (part lite tone; tip crs) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 20c flowers on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-310. Plymouth, Montserrat, 1964, G+ CDS (B arc spotty; cr) 8c cotton ginning on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-311. Oujda, Morocco, 1960, VG slogan repeater (edge tears T & B) 30f + pair 15f on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-312. Windhoek, Namibia, 1999, G+ DCDS machine; $2 lion on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-313. Kathmandu(?), Nepal, ca.1960, G DCDS; 1r (Sc.115) + 20pa (Sc.111) on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-314. Nepal (indistinct town), [1999], partial CDS; 15r Falgunand on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-315. Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1946, G slogan machine; "Thank you, America!" bilingual message & poem at L; children w/crossed flags on PPC "To one of the children of the U.S.A.". E $24 MIN.12
WW-316. Amsterdam Central Sta., Netherlands, 1953, G+ pictorial slogan machine w/bird & squirrel (near F+) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-317. Simpleveld, Netherlands, 1941, G DCDS; Nazi censor tape L; 12.5c on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-318. (The Hague), Netherlands, [1862], (no canx) on hand-carried black border mourning cvr w/enc.datelined "British Legation," to Algeria. E $20
WW-319. Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, 1959, partial pictorial slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 6c flamingos on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-320. Noumea, New Caledonia, 1959, G+ slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 4f flowers on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-321. Wellington, New Zealand, 1961, VG slogan machine; Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad at L; 2p +1p on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-322. Wellington, New Zealand, 1961, G+ slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 2d Xmas +1c karaka on PPC to U.S.w/"Printed Matter" at T. E $15 MIN.8
WW-323. Saint John's, Newfoundland, 1910, G+ CDS/grid; 2c map on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-324. Aalesund, Norway, 1938, G+ repeater machine (crs) Royal Mfg.Co. "Yellow Seal" cod liver oil text ad at L on ad PPC to pharmacist in U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-325. Aalesund, Norway, 1941, VG+ DCDS on 15c GPC w/"V" overprint. E $12 MIN.6
WW-326. Oslo, Norway, 1941, G+ pictorial repeater w/large "V" & palm branches; 20o w/"V" overprint on cvr to Sweden w/brown censor tape on back. E $20
WW-327. Oslo, Norway, 1941, G+ DCDS w/"1st Day" slogan; 20o Sc.242 on cvr to Denmark w/Nazi censor tape & h/s on back. E $20
WW-328. Oslo, Norway, 1942, G+ repeater (cr) censor tape L on air cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
WW-329. Oslo, Norway, 1944, G+ repeater w/pictorial Xmas slogan; Nazi censor tape & h/s at L on cvr to Germany. E $20
WW-330. Port Moresby, Papua, 1938, G+ CDS (lite tone) 2p (Sc.97) on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-332. Port Moresby, Papua & New Guinea, ca.1992, partial CDS (crnr crs) 90t flowering tree on air PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-333. Lima, Peru, 1956, G+ slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad; 10c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-334. Fort McKinley, Philippines, 1952, G+ CDS w/wavy lines; Brig.Gen.C.B.Lizardo typed cc on #10 air cvr to Hong Kong. E $15 MIN.8
WW-335. Lisbon, Portugal, 1961, G slogan machine (toned) Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad at L; 1e on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-336. Lisbon, Portugal, 1961, G+ slogan machine (toned) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 1e armor on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-337. Goa, Portuguese India, 1960, G DCDS (bit cr) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; $1 coins on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-338. Brasov, Romania, 1961, G+ DCDS (trim L) 6 diff.commems on cvr to Austria. E $6
WW-339. Usumbura, Ruanda-Urundi, 1959, G+ machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 1f flowers on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-340. Moscow, Russia, 1958, G pictorial CDS; 40k Olympics (Sc.1966) on PPC to U.S. w/"Printed in Soviet Union" boxed h/s at B E $8
WW-341. Saarbrucken, Saar, 1955, G+ DCDS; 2f + 3f + 10f on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-342. St.Christopher (Saint Kitts), ca.1973, partial CDS; 6 pirate issue stamps (5 diff.) + 4c Last Supper on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-343. Castries, Saint Lucia, 1964, G+ DCDS; 2x 6c orange on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-344. Saint Pierre & Miquelon, 1959, partial CDS (L half not struck) Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad at L; 10f on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-345. Saint Pierre & Miquelon, 1959, partial CDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 10f lighthouse on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-347. San Marino, 1964, G+ DCDS; 1+2+3+4+5L Olympics on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-348. Dakar, Senegal, 1950, G CDGS; Gouvernement Gen’l de l’Afrique Occidentale Francaise header; Le Conseiller Diplomatique typed cc; 50f +25f Fr.West Africa on 6.5x10” reg’d air cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris. E $15 MIN.8
WW-349. Dakar, Senegal, 1952, G+ machine; 5f (folded over T edge) +20f French West Africa on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-350. Dakar, Senegal, 1974, G+ machine tying 50f swordfish & Air Mail label on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-351. Dakar, Senegal, 1986, G+ machine; 100f fisherman on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-352. Belgrade, Serbia, 1893, partial CDGS on GPC to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
WW-353. Freetown, Sierra Leone, 1971, partial CDGS; 9.5c map air +3.5c diamond in box +2c diamond +15c "Treasure" air on front, w/10c diamond in box on back (not canx); on #10 cvr to Denmark. E $14
WW-354. Singapore, 1962, VG CDGS; Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad at L; 6c +2c pair on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-355. Singapore, 1997, partial CDGS; $2 +$1 coral on reg’d air cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-356. Singapore, 1997, partial CDGS; strip of 3x $1 coral (all faulty where off R edge) on 4.25x8.5” reg’d air cvr to U.S. E $5
WW-357. Singapore, 1997, partial CDGS; 3x $1 coral on reg’d air cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-358. Singapore, 1997, partial CDGS; $2 bus +$1 coral on #10 reg’d air cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-359. Singapore, 1997, partial CDGS; 3x $1 coral on reg’d air cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-360. Banska Bystrica, Slovakia, 1941, G DCDS; Nazi censor pictorial repeater on PC to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
WW-361. Bloemfontein, South Africa, 1924, VG CDGS; Pentothal repeater machine (bit ruff trim T) on cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-362. Johannesburg, South Africa, 1942, G+ Red Cross slogan repeater (edge tear T) censor tape L; "Per Direct S/S Via Capetown" h/s at B on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-364. Puerto de la Cruz, Spain, 1961, G DCDS; 80c + pair 70c + pair 40c on PPC (SS Constitution) to U.S. E $6
WW-366. Paramaribo, Surinam, 1960, G machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 6c log raft on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-367. Stockholm, Sweden, 1956, VP CDGS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad; 10c King on PPC w/printed add.to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-368. Stockholm, Sweden, 1960, VP CDGS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 15o Arrhenius on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-369. Stockholm, Sweden, 1960, VP CDGS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad in message area; 15o von Heidenstam on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-370. Basel, Switzerland, 1926 (Dec 25), G+ machine; 10c semipostal Sc.B38 on PPC. E $14
WW-372. Basel, Switzerland, 1948, partial machine; 5c+5c (Sc.B174) + 20c on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-373. Bern, Switzerland, 1910, G+ DCDS (trim T; tear T) 10c +20c dues (Sc.J31-2); Canton, OH, F Amer/A14 origin on 2c PSE. E $20
WW-374. Bern, Switzerland, 1957, G+ pictorial slogan machine; "Sehr geehrter Herr Doktor" Pentothal "script" ad; 10c bus on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-375. Brissago/Lago Maggiore, Switzerland, 1957, G+ pictorial DCDS; 50c suspension railway on air PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-376. Geneva, Switzerland, 1956, G+ pictorial slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad; 10c bus on PPC w/printed add.to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-378. Lausanne, Switzerland, 1925, VP DCDS w/separate boxed slogan: "1st avion postal Suisse-Italie" (cr) 25c +45c airs (Sc.C5/8) on 5.75x8.5" cvr to Switzerland. E $40 MIN.20
WW-379. Lausanne, Switzerland, 1925 (Jul 31), VP DCDS w/separate boxed slogan: "1st avion postal Suisse-Italie" (vert.cr at L) 15c +20c +35c (Sc.C3/4/6) on 5.75x8.5” cvr to Italy. E $60 MIN.30
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WW-380. Nesslau, Switzerland, 1947, G+ DCDS; 20c+10c (Sc.164) on PPC to U.S. E $12
WW-381. Reconvilier, Switzerland, 1931, G DCDS; 20c semipostal Sc.B55 on PPC. E $14
WW-382. Saint Gallen, Switzerland, 1941, G+ DCDS; censor tape L; Nazi censor tape & h/s on
back; 70c +pair 2fr airs (1 bit faulty) +pair 30c +20c on air cvr to U.S. E $20
WW-383. Tour de Treme, Switzerland, 1924, G+ DCDS (lite tone) pair 10c semi-postals (Sc.B30) on
PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-384. Vevey, Switzerland, 1907, F DCDS (trim L; upper L tip ruff; bit ruff; crs) 5c +10c dues
(Sc.J23-4) on 2c PSE to Brooklyn, NY, & fwd. E $20
WW-385. Vulpera, Switzerland, 1950, G DCDS (edge tear R; crnr cr) 3 semi-postals
(Sc.B191/B193/B195) on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-386. Zurich, Switzerland, 1916, G DCDS (mostly on stamp; part off R) 5c semi-postal Sc.B5 on
2.5x4" black-border MOURNING cvr to local add. E $20
WW-387. Nakonsitamerais, Thailand, ca.1911, VF DCDS (toned; tiny tear B) 6s king on PPC to U.S.
E $12 MIN.6
WW-388. Lome, Togo, 1967, G+ CDS; 3x 50f airs on 6x9" reg'd air cvr to Foreign Affairs
Minister, Paris, France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-389. Palime, Togo, 1950, VF CDS; 20f +10f +3f on reg'd air cvr to Robt.Schumann, Depute de
la Moselle, Paris. E $12 MIN.6
WW-390. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1953, G DCDS; Atlas Trading Co.cc; 8c + 2c + 2x 5c on air cvr
to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-391. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1956, G+ slogan machine; 12c + 3c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-392. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1959, VG machine; 6c West Indies Fed. on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-393. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1959, VG DCDS; 6c West Indies Fed. on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-394. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1960, G+ DCDS; 12c on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-395. San Fernando, Trinidad, 1947, G+ CDS; 6c + 3c Peace on cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-396. San Fernando, Trinidad, 1954, G DCDS; 2x 12c on air cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-397. Corum, Turkey, 1934, G+ DCDS tying 2.5k train + 10pa + 1k plane (Sc.RAC29) on pix side
of PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-398. Galata, Turkey, [1905], G+ DCDS & barred parallelogram; bit lite tone 10pa (Sc.111) on
PPC. E $14
WW-399. Galata, Turkey, 1910, F DCDS (tip crs) 20pa on PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-400. Istambul, Turkey, [1905], G+ dateless grid on PPC to Bavaria. E $14
WW-401. Pera, Turkey, 1909, G DCDS (toned) 20pa overprint (Sc.162) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-402. Smyrna, Turkey, 1910, G+ DCDS (dial bit hi; spotty; lite tone) 20pa Sc.162 on Ephese
PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-403. Smyrna, Turkey, 1913, G+ DCDS (tip crs; part lite tone) bit faulty 20pa Sc.240 on PPC
to Switzerland. E $14
WW-405. United Nations, NY, 1952, G+ Univ.; U.N.logo cc; 5c +10c (Sc.5-6) on commer.#10 air cvr
to Mutual of Foreign Affairs, Paris. E $15 MIN.8
WW-406. United Nations, NY, 1959, F Univ.; Int'l Publications, Inc., cc; pair 15c air on
commer.#10 air cvr to Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris. E $12 MIN.6
WW-407. Montevideo, Uruguay, 1956, G+ machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad; pair 1c
cowboy on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-408. Virgin Gorda, Virgin Islands, ca.1969, G CDS (year partial) Little Dix Bay text ad at
L; 5c Sc.148 on ad PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-409. Western Samoa (indistinct town), [1959], partial CDS (dial hi; town off T; cr) 1' hut
on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-410. University-Lusaka, Zambia, 1980, G+ DCDS; 4n + 10n (Sc.135/142) on 2nd Class air cvr
to U.S. E $6
WW-411. Zanzibar, 1967, G CDS; "Consulat de France" h/s cc; 2sh +5c on #10 reg'd air cvr to
Foreign Affairs Minister, Paris. E $12 MIN.6

MISCELLANEOUS
MX-1. Eureka, CA, 1909, VF Int'l (lite crs) 1c Sc.300 underpaying rate on glassine cvr
w/enc.GLITTER PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-2. Lot 6 diff.) Hollywood, CA, on 4x6" pictorial folders (unused): 3) movie stars homes; 2)
Hollywood; 1) Universal City. E $30 MIN.15
MX-4. Central City, CO, 1997, partial machine; 2c flag on thick wood PPC (mountain scene). E $12 MIN.6
MX-5. Denver, CO, 1910, G+ Int'l tying newspaper comic adhered in message area; 1c Frank. on bit cr PPC to Mexico. E $14
MX-6. Clearwater, FL, 1954, G Int'l; 3c Prexie on "Wedgewood Inn" 2.25x3.5" ad PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-7. Miami, FL, 1944, F Int'l (inverted at lower L; smudge canx on stamp) on cvr addressed to "Sabu" (actor Sabu Dastagir), Universal Pictures. E $12 MIN.6
MX-8. Saint Petersburg, FL, 1971, G+ 4-bar; 6c Ike on PPC w/5 diff.REAL SPONGES att'd to pix side (appear to be intact). VERY RARE to see mailed & in such fine condition. E $40
MX-9. Honolulu, HI, 1983, F machine on PPC ("Hawaiian Beauty"): BARE-BREASTED young woman w/red & yellow sarong. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-10. Chicago, IL, 1900, G+ Amer/B(14) (o/s) 2c red on black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-11. Chicago, IL, 1907, G+ Int'l (lite tone) 2c Sc.319 on 2-panel "booklet" PPC w/8-pgs.inside (photo illus.of Chicago scenes). E $15
MX-12. Edwardsville, IL, 1958, VG Int'l (bit ruff slit upper L) Last Day 3c rate on commer.window cvr. E $8
MX-13. Maywood, IL, 1910, VG CDS/target (crs) 2x 1c Frank. on PPC w/6-panel pictorial folder applique (Chicago) on pix side (flap gone). E $12 MIN.6
MX-14. Milan, IL, 1909, G duplex (ruff R) on cvr w/enc.wedding invitation "...at high noon". E $5
MX-15. Orion, IL, 1908, G+ duplex on Sc.319 on glassine cvr for mailing glitter card (not original enc.). E $8
MX-16. Trivoli, IL, 1909, partial duplex (.75" internal tear by canx; bit edge wear) metal horseshoe applique on PPC. SCARCE to see mailed. E $12 MIN.6
MX-17. Cedar Rapids, IA, 2016, VF sprayer; "Forever" flag stamp mostly covered by tape, undetected; on #10 window cvr. E $5
MX-18. Columbus Junction, IA, 1909, G+ duplex (part on stamp) 1c Sc.331 added on 1c GPC Sc.UX20; add'l postage required for thick pictorial card (birds & umbrella) glued to back. E $15
MX-19. Dubuque, IA, 1909, VF Amer/B14() on PPC w/REAL FEATHER att'd to pix side. RARE to see mailed intact. E $15
MX-20. Keystone, IA, 1908, G+ duplex (dial bit hi) & others; 4x 1c Sc.300 on "chain letter" PPC mailed 4 times. E $15 MIN.8
MX-21. What Cheer, IA, 1908, G+ duplex (part lite tone) & others; 4x 1c Sc.300 on "chain letter" PPC mailed 4 times. E $15 MIN.8
MX-22. Baldwin, KS, 1909, G duplex (bit ruff R; tear R) on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. E $14
MX-24. (Lebanon), KS, 1910, G duplex (origin canx covered by stamps; crs) 4x 1c Sc.331 on "chain letter" PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-25. Topeka, KS, 1908, F Int'l (ruff R; cr; tears B) "State Executive Committee of YWCA of Kansas" cc on cvr w/enc.letter; 20-pg. 3.5x5.75" Recommended Constitution of YWCA; & 8 unused Pledge Membership cards. E $14
MX-26. Ellsworth, ME, 1887, G+ CDS/cork; 5c Garfield on cvr to England w/"United States/B.F.Stevens/Lonson/Despatch Agent" double oval h/s at B. E $24 MIN.12
MX-27. Baltimore, MD, 1944, partial duplex; 3c steamship on thick wood PPC to STAR ROUTE, Laurel, MD. E $20 MIN.10
MX-28. Boston/Chestnut Hill Sta., MA, 1907, G duplex on GLITTER PPC; small env.w/enc.applique on pix side, but no due assessed. E $15
MX-29. Lawrence, MA, 1907 (Feb 25), G+ Amer/B14; "Held for Postage, Due (1) Cents." h/s w/ms rate on PPC mailed w/1c Sc.300; add'l 1c assessed for message written on add.side; 2nd stamp applied & remailed Feb 28, 1 DAY BEFORE REGULATION CHANGE allowing message on add.side. E $75
MX-30. Bessemer, MI, 1933, VG Int'l; "Upper Peninsula/American Legion Convention" cachet at L on cvr mailed on 1st day of event. E $15
MX-31. Hillsdale, MI, 1908, G+ Int'l; 2c Sc.319 on 2-panel PPC w/illus.woman & 3 dogs on inner
panel; 2 paper note sheets attached inside. E $16
MX-32. Muskegon, MI, 1911, G+ Time-Cmnns (tears; crs; toned) 1c Frank. underpaying rate on glassine cvr; enc/GLITTER PPC w/wire & silk "clover" applique. E $15 MIN.8
MX-33. Pontiac, MI, 1912, G+ Time-Cmnns; 1c Wash. on thick PPC; small lift-up panel applique w/ribbon on pix side. E $12 MIN.6
MX-34. Scottville, MI, 1909, G duplex on small 2.75x4.25" PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-35. Traverse City, MI, 1916, G+ Amer/B14 (lite tone) 2c Wash. on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. E $14
MX-36. Grand Rapids, MN, 1949, partial duplex; pair 1c Prexies on 2x3.75" mailing tag, att'd w/string to PPC-sized linen card (bear hugging tree trunk). E $15 MIN.8
MX-37. Minneapolis, MN, 1928, VG+ Univ.; House of Friendship, Rotary Int'l Convention cc on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20
MX-38. Minneapolis, MN, [1952], printed permit (bit lite tone) Billy Graham Evangelistic Ass'n cc; "Form 3457 Requested./Content-Merchandise..." printed at lower L on 8.5x8.5" cvr w/enc.square clear plastic PHONOGRAM RECORD stapled on thin illus.card: Graham's "Historic Meeting" on Capitol steps. RARE to see intact. E $40
MX-39. Tracy, MN, 1907, partial duplex (crs; tear T) on rebus PPC w/REAL KNITTED MITTEN applique on pix side (orig.contained note w/message, now removed). VERY unusual. E $16
MX-40. Eldorado Springs, MO, 1909, VG duplex (stamp faulty, partly off T edge) on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. E $14
MX-41. Sikeston, MO, 1944, G+ Univ. on cvr to actress Deanna Durbin, addressed "Miss Dana Derbon, MOVIE STAR, Hollywood, CA". E $15 MIN.8
MX-42. (Tamora), NE, 1909, G duplex (origin canx covered by stamps; crnr cr) 4x 1c Sc.300 on "chain letter" PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-43. Ossipee, NH, [1866], partial CDS/cork (trim R; lower R tip nib; tone spot) on cvr w/enc.from att'y: "The remains of your son Francis... have not as yest arrived..." E $20
MX-44. Jersey City, NJ, 1884, G+ duplex; 2c brown on black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-45. Cedarhill, NM, 1909, partial Doane 1/2 (multi-crs) 1c Sc.300 +2c Sc.332 +2x 1c Sc.301 on "chain letter" PPC mailed 4 times. E $15 MIN.8
MX-46. New York, NY, 1991, G+ machine; cartoon artist R(ick) Geary return add.in his hand, w/illus.laughing man on 5.5x7.25" cvr w/enc.signed letterhead note. E $12 MIN.6
MX-48. Newburgh, NY, 1913, G+ Int'l (part lite tone) 2c PPIE on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-49. Syracuse, NY, 1870s (Feb 13), G CDS/target (lite tone; trim R) 3c banknote on 3.75x5.75" cvr w/fancy albino embossed design for Valentine's Day. E $15
MX-50. Syracuse, NY, 1908, F Int'l (trim R) on cvr w/enc.letter & 1st Methodist Episcopal Church/Lenten Organ Recital illus.program. E $15 MIN.8
MX-51. Columbus, OH, 1909, VG Int'l, 2x Sc.331 (1 faulty) on GLASSINE env.w/PPC enc. E $14
MX-52. Toledo, OH, 1909, G+ Int'l (upper L tip nick) 2x 1c Frank. on glassine cvr w/enc.GLITTER PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-53. Oklahoma, OK, 1908, G+ Amer/B14 (part smear) 2c Sc.319 on GLASSINE cvr; enc.PPC w/"bow" applique. E $12
MX-54. Yaquina, OR, 1919, F Doane 2/3 (lower L crnr ruff; notch L edge; crnr crs) on 3.5x5.5" PHOTOGRAPH (woman & 2 girls on beach) mailed as PPC. E $14
MX-55. Cadwallader, PA, 1908, G+ duplex; 2c Sc.319 on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. FINE condition for this. E $14
MX-56. Columbia, PA, 1936, G+ Int'l (edge tear T) on cvr w/neatly drawn REBUS address: Ted CANE, WALNUT St., Columbia. E $15
MX-57. USPS, PA., 1974 (Mar 1), VG machine; Pittsburgh Chemists Club cc; 8c Ike coil on commer.#10 cvr. LAST DAY of 8c RATE. E $14
MX-58. Centerville, SD, 1908, G duplex; 2c Sc.319 correctly applied on 2.75x6" "Printed Matter" PPC w/rates printed above sender's message: "1c If This Space Contains No Writing.../Letter Postage If This Space Contains Written Communications". E $15
MX-59. New Braunfels, TX, 1870s (Feb 14), G+ CDS/cork (upper L edge trim; edge tears; nicks lower L; small surface hole at B; lite tone) overall albino embossed fancy design; 3c banknote on 3.75x5" cvr w/enc.2.5x3.75" die-cut Valentine. E $40
MX-60. (Indistinct town), UT, 1956, partial DCDS/roller (lite tone) 4c air +2c Jeff. on PPC w/SALT BAG sewn to L edge. E $12 MIN.6

MX-61. Brattleboro, VT, 1917 (Nov 1), G+ Amer/A14 (bit angled; top stripe off T) LAST DAY of 2c PRE-WAR RATE; 2c Wash. on cvr. E $60

MX-62. Richmond, VA, 1933 (Aug 17), VF Univ.; typed "cachet" re.Virginia Assembly session to repeal Prohibition Laws; Budweiser & Schlitz BEER LABELS TIED by 2 canxes on air cvr. E $20

MX-63. Sago, VA, 1915, G+ 4-bar ("G" not struck; trim R) (78-40) on cvr; child's enc.note w/code message & decoding instructions. E $15 MIN.8

MX-64. Bremerton, WA, 1927, partial Colum. on 1/8" thick WOOD PPC made "from Big Timber Fir Panels". E $12 MIN.6

MX-65. Man, WV, 1942, G+ duplex (lite tone) at upper L; Rush, PA, VG 4-bar; Onaway, MI, VG duplex; Home, KS, F 4-bar on other 3 crns; on unadd.cvr, forming phrase "Man Rush Onaway Home". E $15 MIN.8

MX-66. Madison, WI, 1994, G+ machine on PPC; dog jumping across rock formations; child's message: "This really happens. I know for a fact...We talked to the roommate of the guy who tells the dog to jump..." E $8

MX-67. Alliance & Guern/RPO, 1907, G duplex; faulty lc Smith +faulty lc due on home-made 4x5.75" gray leather PPC w/leather stitching on edges. E $12 MIN.6

MX-68. Jackie Coogan: child star & Uncle Fester; 5x6.75" portrait photo w/integrated autograph; accompanying orig.5.5x7.5" cvr (3" tear R; bit ruff upper R) w/photo illus.(hitchhiking); canxked Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, ca.1925, G+ Univ. w/dateless dial typing 1.5c. E $20 MIN.10

MX-69. Raymond Griffith: actor; 5x7" portrait photo w/integrated autograph; accompanying orig.5.5x7.5" cvr (tears in cc; long tears at upper & lower R) w/cardboard insert; his printed cc; canxked Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, ca.1925, G+ Univ. w/dateless dial on precanxned 1.5c. E $15 MIN.8

MX-70. Rod LaRocque: "Braveheart" silent actor; 6.25x8.5" portrait photo (in cowboy clothes; lite tip crs) w/integrated autograph; accompanying orig.7x9" cvr (long tears at lower R; tear T); his printed cc & list of 7 movies at L & on back; canxked Los Angeles, CA, ca.1925, VF precanx on 1.5c. E $20 MIN.10

MX-71. Norma Shearer: 1930 Best Actress Oscar winner; 5x7" portrait photo w/printed facsimile autograph; accompanying 5.5x7.5" cvr w/her printed cc (fingerprint at R edge; hers?) canxked Los Angeles, CA, ca.1925, VF precanx on 1.5c. E $20 MIN.10

MX-72. Avalon, CA, 1902, G+ duplex on priv.mailing card w/later prohibited "Postal Card-Carte Postale" wording in header. E $12 MIN.6

MX-73. Washington, DC, 1905, VG Int'l (toned; tip cr) on PPC w/PROHIBITED "Postal Card" wording in header. E $15 MIN.8

MX-74. Washington, DC, 1905, VG+ Int'l (toned) on PPC w/PROHIBITED "Postal Card" wording in header. E $15 MIN.8

MX-75. Washington, DC, 1906, VG Int'l (uneven toned) on PPC w/PROHIBITED "Postal Card" wording in header. E $15 MIN.8

MX-76. Washington, DC, 1911, G duplex (town mostly not struck) on priv.mailing card w/PROHIBITED "Postal Card" wording in header, used about 7 years after regulation making this "unavailable". E $20 MIN.10

MX-77. Battle Creek, MI, 1906, G+ Amer/B14(l) on PPC w/PROHIBITED "Postal Card" wording in header, to Canada. E $15 MIN.8

MX-78. Ephrata, PA, 1906, G duplex (toned) on PPC "Mailing Card" w/PROHIBITED "Postal Card" wording in header. E $15 MIN.8

MX-79. (Hutchinson), KS, 1927, (tip cr) "$50 Reward/Escaped/From Kansas State Reformatory/Luther Malone..." (detailed description) record for burglary & grand larceny; on unmailed PPC w/fully printed back & 2 MUG SHOTS on front. E $30 MIN.15

MX-80. (Hutchinson), KS, 1927, (bit lite tone) 3 photos on front; text on back: "$50 Reward/Escaped from Kansas State Reformatory/John Shoemaker...charge of Forgery 2nd Degree (detailed description; relatives' names; etc.)..." on PPC-sized reward card (not mailed). E $20 MIN.10

MX-81. Omaha/Harney Sta., NE, 1922, G+ Univ.; "$50 Reward/Ford coupe...stolen from street at Ashland, Nebraska..."; on GPC. E $14

MX-82. Cleveland, OH, 1921, P Int'l; "$25 Reward/Ford Sedan Stolen...Property of Miss W.A.Storer...1919 Model, black...w/red stripe..."; on GPC. E $14
MX-83. Okla. State Pen (McAlester), OK, 1930, (crnr clip; crs) 2 "mug shots" on front, text on back: "Walter Swisher...Crime of Assault with Dangerous Weapon...Discharge 7-12-30 (description) on 3.25x5.5" photograph (not mailed). E $8

MX-84. Quad Cities, IL, 2014, F pictorial sprayer on 5.25x8" cvr w/enc. Xmas card w/message signed "Your Mail Lady, Tracey". E $5

MX-85. (Rock Island), IL, [2015], G mute bars on Xmas PPC w/printed & written messages from "your letter carrier". E $5

MX-86. Farm & children w/sled: "Grace Card", 1960s, (tiny tear T) on Xmas PPC w/printed message & mail carrier's signature. E $8

MX-87. "Memories of Yesteryear": winter scene w/mail carrier in old car; canxed New Ulm, MN, 2000, G machine; printed message & mail carrier's signature on "Grace Card" PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MX-88. "Snow Bound": Currier & Ives train & shovelers; canxed New Ulm, MN, 1999, partial machine; printed message & mail carrier's signature on "Grace Card" PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MX-89. "Thank You": covered bridge in winter & mail carrier, ca.1960s, printed message & carrier's signature on back of unmailed "Grace Card" PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MX-90. "Thank you": winter scene; mail carriers; canxed New Ulm, MN, 1995, partial machine; printed message & mail carrier's signature on "Grace Card" PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MX-91. "The Meeting Place": winter scene w/post office/gen'l store; canxed New Ulm, MN, 1996, partial machine; printed message & mail carrier's signature on "Grace Card" PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MX-92. "The Old Mill": winter scene; canxed New Ulm, MN, 1997, partial machine; printed message & mail carrier's signature on "Grace Card" PPC. E $12 MIN.6


MX-94. "Winter Morning": "Grace Card" w/scene from Currier & Ives print, 1960s, on mail carrier's Xmas PPC; 4c Lincoln m/m roller precanc (may not belong). E $8

MX-95. Winter scene w/church & sleighs: "Grace Card", 1960s, on Xmas PPC w/printed message & mail carrier's signature. E $8

MX-96. Tokyo, Japan, 1977, G+ DCDs on PPC ("Diving Girls"): 3 BARE-BREASTED young women on beach, to U.S. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8

MX-97. Kokstad, South Africa, 1957, G DCDs (tip cr) on air PPC ("Smiling Beauty"): BARE-BREASTED young native woman w/basket on head, to U.S. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8

MX-98. Lot 100) GPCs from U.S.stamp dealers; mostly printed ads; most from diff.localities, 1945-47. MIN.$75

MX-99. Armstrong S.Fe, Argentina, 1955, G+ CDS on cvr to actress Piper Laurie. E $12 MIN.6

MX-100. Upper Edmonton, NB, Canada, 1952, VG machine on PSE to actor Jeff Chandler. E $12 MIN.6

MX-101. Avignon Gare, France, 1984, G+ slogan machine on PPC to U.S.: small-breasted TOPLESS young woman w/string bikini bottom; 3 views of La Grande Motte. SCARCE to see mailed. E $16

MX-102. Manchester, Great Britain, 1947, G+ machine on cvr to actor "Charlie Chaplin, Charlie Chaplin Studios". E $15 MIN.8

MX-103. New Malden, Great Britain, 1948, VG machine on cvr to actor "Charles Chaplin, Hollywood USA". E $15 MIN.8

MX-104. Stockwell, Great Britain, 1948, G+ machine on cvr to actor Charles Chaplin. E $12 MIN.6


MX-106. Djakarta, Indonesia, 1963, G DCDS; 20r + 2x 2r on Aerogramme to actor Rocky Hudson. E $12 MIN.6

MX-107. Nairobi, Kenya, 1972, partial DCDS (crs) on air PPC to U.S.: bare-breasted young woman carrying large ball on head. SCARCE to see mailed. E $20

MX-108. Morija, Lesotho, 2001, G DCDS (lite crs) on PPC (BARE-BREASTED young woman; costumed dancers) to Netherlands. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8

MX-109. "1938 & Fate": 3.35x6" Rosicrucian tract book, proclaiming to predict future events including section on the decline of Japan, 26 pages, 3.5 x 6". E $14

MX-110. American Mine Door Co., Canton, OH: PPC-sized ad card w/illus."Canton Automatic Trap Door" (for coal mine ventilation) straddling train track in open display area, ca.1907, w/Pres.McKinley Monument illus.on reverse. E $8

MX-111. "You Are As Young As You Look": 17x6" 5 panel brochure for World's Wonder Hair Restorer w/illustrations, testimonials & order form (tiny edge tears; back bit lite tone). E $12 MIN.6

MX-112. Lot 5 diff.) Christian publications in Inuktitut language; 7x10"; 16 pgs.each. E $40
MIN.20

MX-113. Document: 8x17" skin; fancy calligraphy in unknown language; undated, but likely ca.1700's, (crs; bit lite tone) a research challenge, will look great framed. E $80

MX-114. Dr.F.M.Barker, Osteopathic Physician, Wellman, IA, PC-sized business card, ca.1910?, 16-line "Historic Sketch" re. Dr. falling from railroad train, resulting in blindness, & his osteopathic cure (bit lite tone; 2 ms text corrections). E $15


MX-116. France: 12.75x16" parchment document w/25 pictorial revenue/seal h/s (6 red); 3 albino embossed seals, ca.1810s?, (tears T & B; crs; bit faulty at center fold). E $80

MX-117. France: 13.25x18.75" parchment document; 6 ms lines of text w/signatures in lower half; 15 diff.VF pictorial revenue h/s (proofs?) & 5x albino embossed seals in upper half, ca.1814, (few edge faults; crs; repaired tears at folds) RARE, interesting item. Frameable. E $120

MX-118. France: 7.25x12" 4-pg.parchment document; Military (18e Division, 2e Subdivision) inventory, w/4 signatures & illus.h/s seal, Year 4 of the Revolution. E $50

MX-119. France: approx.12x14.25" irreg.cut document on SKIN from Normandy; seems to speak of de St.Bazin & de Croisille noble houses, 1769, (part toned; crs; part ruff T; couple small holes) NICE, aged Gothic calligraphy. E $100

MX-120. Headquarters Sheridan Post #28 GAR: minutes of 6 meetings, on both sides of 2) 8x13" lined pages, signed by H.I.Lord, Adjutant, 1901. E $20

MX-121. Hotel St.Francis, San Francisco, CA: 7x7" receipt; 5 nights at "Army & Navy Rate"; overall aerial photo of city & bay w/inset hotel, 1943, (folded in quarters). E $15

MX-122. Jules Lecomte (1810-64): French novelist; 4x5.25" 2-panel lettersheet; ms message w/his autograph signature, (horiz.cr). E $40

MX-123. Jules Lemaître: French theater critic (1853-1914); autograph signature w/ms note on 3.5x4.5" card datedelined Paris, 1901. E $20

MX-124. "Charles Lindbergh": portrait w/1927 penny coin insert, ca.1950s, on 2.5x3.5" Authenticated Ink card. E $12 MIN.6

MX-125. "Loi/Portant prorogation de delai en faveur des Acquereurs de bien nationaux": 8x9.5" 3-pg.parchment document re.nobility who fled Revolution; illus.header (fleur de lis; cannon; drums; banners), 1792 (Apr 29). E $30 MIN.15

MX-126. "Time to Cast Off": 4.5x5.75" 20-pg Miniature Life magazine; man & woman kissing aboard ship (signed Stahr); contains several other signed artist pictures, verses & cartoons (lite tone; crnr cr). 1914. E $12 MIN.6


MX-128. "Greetings from Meramec Caverns/Famous Jesse James Hideout/Stanton, MO-U.S.66": chrome, 2.75x4" 10-pg spiral booklet w/various scenes. E $12 MIN.6

MX-129. Michigan Methodist College Day Souvenir: Albion College 4x5" 8-pg.booklet w/info, president's portrait & other illus., 1890, (1 pg.crr thin, not affecting text). E $15

MX-130. University of "Michigan": pennant design on 46x110mm silk "Twelfth Night Cigarettes" premium (tiny pinholes around edges), ca.1910s. E $24 MIN.12

MX-131. Pennsylvania Dept.of Commerce: fantasy stamp (State Flower) & canx, 1979, wprinted ad on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MX-132. Pennsylvania Dept.of Commerce: fantasy stamp (State Tree) & canx, 1980, w/printed ad on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MX-133. Red Cross: 8.5x11.5" 10-pg.document re.1878 creation of Red Cross in Austria, 1912, (back page adhered to thin card). E $24 MIN.12

MX-134. "Scholars Monthly Reports", Sunnyside, MD, school; 3.25x5.25" booklet w/4th grader's grades for 5 mos., 1905-06. E $12 MIN.6

MX-135. Tolchester Beach Park: Maryland amusement park 2x5.5" ticket book; 25 @5c each, ca.1930s?. E $15 MIN.8

MX-136. "Fearley's Albany Shoes": printed, 2.5x4.5" trade card w/2 girls & parasols & ad back (tear B; adhesions on back). E $8

MX-137. "Stan's/Dock/Pt. Myers Beach, FL": litho, 5.5x3.5 trade card w/man by huge fish & ad for Stan's (writing on back). E $12 MIN.6

MX-138. "Victor Emmanuel II" header w/illus.flags: 6.5x8.5" 14-pg.parchment document w/text in
French; law re. agents de change, 1854. E $40
MX-139. Virginia Slims cigarettes: 3x4.25" pack of sewing needles; illus. on front of ca.1900 of men in restaurant appalled at women smoking; modern woman on back panel; ca.1970; "You've come a long way, baby" slogan (small scuffs; 1 needle missing). E $8
MX-140. Napoleon's Wars (Invasion of German Troops): 2.25x3.5" ms parchment document for lodging, 1815. E $24 MIN.12
MX-141. Napoleon's Wars (Invasion of German Troops): 3.25x5.5" ms parchment document re. requisitions for good for transport, 1815. E $24 MIN.12
MX-142. "Max Carey/BB Hall of Fame": baseball Hall of Fame outfielder's autograph on 3x5" card; died 1976. E $24 MIN.12
MX-143. Chas. Gehringer: baseball Hall of Fame 2nd baseman's autograph on 3x5" card; died 1993. E $24 MIN.12
MX-144. Ricardo Cortez: actor; 5x7" portrait photo w/integrated autograph, ca.1925. E $12 MIN.6
MX-145. Charles Ray: silent film actor; 6.5x8.5" portrait photo w/integrated autograph (3 nail holes), ca.1925. E $14
MX-146. George B.Seitz: film director ("Perils of Pauline"; Andy Hardy movies); 4x6" portrait photo w/printed autograph (2 tack holes, 1 in signature), ca.1925. E $14
MX-147. Lot 5) American Sugar stock certificates (4 diff.): 8x11.75" w/illus.headers, 1957-67. E $24 MIN.12
MX-149. Boston Elevated Railway Co.stock certificate: 7.75x11.25" w/illus. elevated train & traffic (part toned; spot on illus.), 1934. E $24 MIN.12
MX-150. Broadway Joe's stock certificate: 8x12" w/small illus. football player, 1969. E $15 MIN.8
MX-151. Lot 5 diff.) Bush Terminal Co.stock certificates: 8.5x11.5" w/illus. allegorical figure, 1926-9. E $24 MIN.12
MX-152. Lot 2 diff.) Butler Aviation stock certificates: 8x11.75", 1972. E $15 MIN.8
MX-153. Lot 2 diff.) Chanin Bldg bond certificates: 10.5x15" w/illus. bldg, 1970. E $15 MIN.8
MX-154. Lot 4 diff.) IBM stock certificates: 8x11.75" w/illus. header, 1969-71. E $24 MIN.12
MX-155. Lot 3 diff.) IBM stock certificates: 8x11.75" w/illus. header, 1970-71. E $20 MIN.10
MX-156. International Mercantile Marine Co.stock certificate: 7.75x10.75" w/P.A.S.Franklin autograph signature; VP who declared Titanic unsinkable, 1915. E $30
MX-157. Lot 2 diff.) Maracaibo Oil Exploration Corp.stock certificates: 7.5x11.5" w/illus. allegorical figures (1 w/tiny edge tear), 1953-62. E $15 MIN.8
MX-158. Lot 2 diff.) Seatrain Lines, Inc., stock certificates: 8.25x12" w/illus. train, ship & allegorical figure, 1950, (1 w/edge cr). E $15 MIN.8
MX-159. U.S.Banknote Corp.stock certificate: 8.5x12" w/illus. woman, 1968. E $12 MIN.6
MX-161. "Canon of the Yellowstone/Yellowstone National Park/Upper Falls": Dayton Spice Mills/Jersey Coffee 3.25x4.75" trade card #94 w/text header on back at L (bit lite soiled). E $12 MIN.6
MX-162. "Canon of the Yellowstone/Yellowstone National Park/Upper Falls": Dayton Spice Mills/Jersey Coffee 3.25x4.75" trade card #94 w/text header on back at R. E $12 MIN.6
MX-163. "Yellowstone National Park/Mammoth Hot Springs./Liberty Cap.": Dayton Spice Mills/Jersey Coffee 3.25x4.75" trade card #97 (bit edge wear R). E $12 MIN.6
MX-164. "An Accurate Barometer/No Base Ball for a week./H.J.Wegener, Druggist, Oshkosh, WI": 2.75x4.25" trade card (boy w/baseball), ca.1890s, (tip cr) Diamond Dies/Paints text ad on back. E $20
MX-165. Singer #127-3: 3.25x5.25" trade card (sewing machine) w/"Argentine" scene on back, ca.1905. E $12 MIN.6
MX-166. "Thompson's": printed 5x3.5" trade card noting school books w/hand holding long pen by rose (HEAVY crnr cr). E $10
MX-167. "Household Sewing Machine Co./Providence, R.I." printed 2.5x4.25" trade card w/country scene in oval & sprays of lily-of-the-valley (crnr cr; coil; writing on back). E $8
MX-168. "Matthes Bros./Laundry Soaps/Davenport, Iowa": printed 3.25x5.25" trade card w/Mauch Chunk & Mt.Pisgah aerial view front & ad back (crnr cr; lower R tip nib; toned). E $8
MX-169. "Clark's Mile-End": printed 3x4.5" trade card w/boy & girl on sled made of spool of thread; ad on back. E $12 MIN.6
MX-170. "White, Black & Colors/For Hand & Machine": printed 2.5x3.75" J & P Coats trade card w/boy holding chalk board; 1887 calendar on back (tip cr). E $12 MIN.6
MX-171. "Use Linen Soap": printed 3x4.5" Buys & Van Duinen trade card w/boy, cat & ball of yarn; order card on back (uneven finish). E $12 MIN.6
MX-172. "White, Black & Colors/For Hand & Machine": printed 2.5x3.75" J & P Coats trade card w/girl lying in wildflowers; 1887 calendar on back. E $12 MIN.6
MX-173. "Ringling Brothers/Barnum & Bailey/Circus/Pop Corn/Greatest Show on Earth!": 4.75x8.5" glassine POPCORN BAG w/illus.clown & balloons, ca.1940s?. E $15 MIN.8